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miniaturization of military and portable civilian gear has required audio
components of smaller and smaller dimension. This is particularly exaggerated in the case of
transformers for use in transistor circuits. The "H" series of miniature and sub -miniature units
described below are hermetic military types to cover virtually all audio applications. For
even smaller structures our ultra -miniature types are available against quantity orders.
The constant

..

MINIATURE AUDIO UNITS...RCOF CASE
Type
No.
H-1

H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7
H-8

H-9

H10
H-11

MIL

Pri. Imp.
Ohms

Application

Type

Mike, pickup, line to grid
Mike to grid
Single plate to single grid
Single plate to single grid,
DC in Pri.
Single plate to P.P. grids
Single plate to P.P. grids,
DC in Pri.
Single or P.P. plates to line
Mixing and matching
82/41:1 input to grid
10:1 single plate to single
grid
Reactor

TF1A10YY

Sec. Imp.
Ohms

50,200 CT, 500 CT*

TF1A11YY
TF1A15YY

50,000
135,000
60,000
60,000

82

15,000
15,000

TF1A15YY
TF1A15YY

15,000
15,000

TF1A15YY
TF1A13YY
TF1A16YY
TF1A10YY
TF1A15YY

10,000

TF1A20YY

Response

0
4

150/600

4

I meg.
1 meg.

0

List

dbm

Price

+

$16.50
16.00
13.50
13.50

0

5

+21

+
+14

+

5

+11

200-10,000
50-10,000
200-3,000 (4db.)
200-3,000 (4db.)

4
O

Max. level

2db. (Cyc.)

50-10,000
200-10,000

O

600 CT

-

50.10,000
250-8,000
50-10,000
200.10,000

o

50

95,000 CT
95,000 split

20,000 CT

150/600
150/600

DC in

Pri., MA

+21

+

8

+10
+10

300 Henries -0 DC, 50 Henries -3 Ma. DC, 6,000 Ohms.

15.50
16.00

RCOF

CASE

Length
Width
Height
Mounting

16.50
15.50
16.50
15.00

1

1

11/8

Screws

4-40 FIL.
7/8 Dia.
1.5 oz.

Cutout
Unit Weight

12.00

25/64
61/64
13/32

SUBMINIATURE AUDIO UNITS...SM CASE
Type
No.
H-30
H-31

Application
Input to grid
Single plate to single grid,

MIL

Pri. Imp.

Type

Ohms

SM

Length
Width
Height
Screw
Unit Weight

CASE

H-32
H-33

11/16
1/2
29/32

H-34

4-40 FIL.
H-35

8 oz.

Single plate to line
Single plate to low
impedance
Single plate to low
impedance
Reactor

50"

TF1A10YY
TF1A15YY

3:1

Sec. Imp.
Ohms

10,000

DC in

Pri., MA

62,500
90,000

0

200

3

0

Response
2db. (Cyc.)

Max. level
dbm

Price

150-10,000
300-10,000

+13
+13

$13.00
13.00

±

List

TF1A13YY

10,000"

TF1A13YY

30,000

50

1

300-10,000
300-10,000

+13
+15

13.00
13.00

TF1A13YY 100,000

60

.5

300-10,000

+

13.00

TFIA20YY

100 Henries -0 DC, 50 Henries -1 Ma. DC, 4,400 ohms.

6

11.00

ULTRA -MINIATURE UNITS TO SPECIFICATIONS ONLY
ultra -miniature units are uncased types of extremely small size. They are made to customers' specifications
only, and represent the smallest production transformers in the world. The overall dimensions are 1/2 x 1/2
x 7/16"
...Weight approximately .2 ounces. Typical special units of this size are noted below:
UTC

Type K-16949
Type M-14879

100,000 ohms to 100 ohms...6 MW...100 to 5,000 cycles.
20,000 ohms (1 Ma. DC) to 35 ohms.. 6 MW ...300 to 5,000 cycles.
6 ohms to 10,000 ohms...6 MW ...300 to 5,000 cycles.

Type M-14880
Type M-14881

30,000 ohms (.1 Ma. DC) to 3,000 ohms...6 MW ...300 to 5,000 cycles.
25,000 ohms (.5 Ma. DC) to 1,000 ohms...6 MW...300 to 5,000 cycles.

Type M-14878

TYPE UM

200 ohm termination can be used for 150 ohms or 250 ohms. 500 ohm termination can be used for 600 ohms.
can be used
with corresponding reduction In frequency range. With 200 ohm source,
ohms
loaded response is -4 db. at 300 cycles.
be used for 500 ohm load
25,000 ohm primary impedance
1.5 Ma. DC.

" secondary impedance
with higher source impedances,
becomes 250,000
...

"can
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Top-level news, trends and market interpretations

SPIRAL -BEAM TUBE MODULATES
Improved electron coupler may find

1

130

KW AT UHF, by C. L. Cuccia
use in

uhf television

135

PUNCHED TAPE GUIDES MILLING MACHINE CUTTERS, by J. O. McDonough
Costly setup chores are eliminated electronically

ENERGY LEVELS IN TRANSISTOR ELECTRONICS, by Abraham Coblenz and Harry L. Owens
Second in a series of articles on transistor theory and application
X-RAY ABSORPTION GAGE CHECKS ARTILLERY SHELLS, by George M. Ettinger
Used to find voids in projectile filler, instrument is fast and automatic
FERRITES SPEED DIGITAL COMPUTERS, by David R. Brown and Ernest Albers-Shoenberg
New material increases computer speed and reliability
VIDEO INSET SYSTEM, by J. L. Hathaway and F. L. Hatke
Scenery costs can be cut by using miniatures with human actors electronically superimposed

138

TRANSISTORIZED HEARING AIDS, by James D. Fahnestock

154

142
146
150

Discusses typical circuits from standpoint of performance and economy

156

TESTING UFH-TV MIXER CRYSTALS, by Nicholas DeWolf
Laboratory and factory production test methods use standard equipment
R -F IRRADIATION OF SEEDS, by Herbert Jonas
Higher percentage of seeds germinate when properly treated using high -power oscillator
HOW TO DESIGN BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS, by Ralph Pressman
Flip-flops that work despite voltage and resistance variations
CATHODE -INTERFACE EFFECTS IN TV RECEIVER DESIGN, by F. M. Dukat and I.
Careful design can stretch tube life
BIOELECTRIC INTEGRATOR GAGES STRAIN AND EFFORT, by Adelbert Ford
R -C circuit sums complex potential waveforms from human tissue
UHF GRID -DIP METER, by A. E. Hylas and W. V. Tyminski
Unit uses 6F4 mounted on movable carriage to cover band between 390 and 1,000 me
PRODUCTION -LINE GAS TEST FOR PICTURE TUBES, by R. E. Ostrowski
Semiautomatic circuit checks degree of vacuum while finished tubes move on conveyor line
MINIATURIZATION OF AIRBORNE FILTER CHOKES, by Walter E. Tanner
New calculation chart gives optimum design, reducing space and weight 30 percent

NUCLEAR RESONANCE SPECTROMETER, by Leonard Mailing
Permits identification of elements in free or combined form
HIGH -IMPEDANCE ARTIFICIAL DELAY LINES, by William S. Carley and Edward
Distributed -constant delay lines have characteristic impedances as high as 10,000 ohms
129
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small size

marion
21/2"
ELAPSED TIME

INDICATOR

HM2ET

(21/2°)

'`

HM3ET (31/21

small panel size - standard 21/2' JAN dimensions
reduced weight and cube
wide operating I mperature range -55°C to 85°C
low lei tperature (-55°C) starting and operation
hermetically sealed - true glass -to -metal
tamperproof
easy to read - standard size counter
SPECIFICATIONS
Registers: 1/l0 hour steps to 9999.9
Registers: hour steps to 99999
Drawn steel case
magnetically shielded
Self-starting Synchronous Motor
110-125 or 220-250 volt 50 or 60 cycle A.C.

-

1

Write for further information
Marion Electrical Instrument Company, 401 Canal St., Manchester, N. H., U.

MANUFACTURERS
2

OF

UGGEDIZED

AND "REGULAR" METERS AND
Want more information?

Use post card on

RELATED

last page.
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The D-649 i8" Mufax Chart Recorder offers
the most convenient method yet devised of
e

receiving -facsimile weather maps transmitted
by radio or landline.

It can be used side by

side with' American equipment on existing

systems; alternatively,

a

private network can

be set up by using it in conjunction, with

the D-658

18" Mufax

Chart Transmitter.

Recording is on inexpensive Mufax paper supplied in

ioo-foot rolls, which enables the recorder to operate
unattended for days at a time. The transmitted map,
measuring i8" x 22", is received full size, and can
be examined while recording is still taking place.

The record, which is black on white, is instantly
visible and requires no processing. Picture
quality is better than that obtainable by any

other direct recording system, even when
using the double speed facility which
is exclusive to Mufax equipment.

No other system can offer these

advantages-write now for full
descriptive literature.

THE D-649 18" MUFAX CHART RECORDER

M U

I

RH EAD & CO. LTD.

ELECTRON ICS

-- April,

1953

Want more information?

BECKENHAM
Use post card on
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FIGURES OF THE MONTH
Year
Ago

Month

PRODUCTION

(Source: NBC Research Dept.)

RIMA)

Jan. '52

Television sets
Home sets
Clock Radios
Portable sets

404,932
288,724
80,151
68,433
195,147

Auto sets

Jan. '53

'52
921,086
452,556
271,507
194,837
406,258
Dec.

Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets

719,234
361,921
189,592
93,962
447,667

'52
1,049,770
1,514,688

Jan. '53

'52
43,220,393

Jan. '53

Dec.

Television sets, units...
Radio sets (except auto)

Receiving tubes, govt.
Receiving tubes, export
Picture tubes, to mfrs.

Jan. '52

26,736,695
15,763,221
6,338,157
3,209,025
1,426,292
340,192

640,073
414,726

Dec.

8,771,035
1,745,491
1,641,975
852,501

37,343,081
25,409,671
9,167,440
1,576,298
1,189,672
825,209

Dec. '52
1,568,334

Jan. '53
1,470,472

Jan. '53
137
177
791

Feb. '53

31, 061, 892

SEMICONDUCTOR SALES
(Source: RIMA)
Germanium Diodes

BROADCAST STATIONS
(Source: FCC)
TV Stations on Air....
TV Stns CPs-not on air
TV Stns -Applications
AM Stations on Air...
AM Stns CPs-not on air
AM Stns -Applications
FM Stations on Air...
FM Stns CPs-not on air
FM Stns -Applications

Feb. '52

108
0

506
2,336
74
313
636

147
221
815
2,409
131
252
611
20

2,399
130
246
612
15
12

14
8

8

COMMUNICATION AUTHORIZATIONS
(Source: FCC)

Aeronautical
Marine
Police, fire, etc.
Industrial
Land Transportation
Amateur
Citizens Radio
Disaster
Experimental
Common carrier

-total....

in Use-Netw'k conn.
in Use -New York
in Use -Los Angeles
in Use -Chicago...

AM/FM-ABC
AM/FM-CBS
AM/FM-MBS
AM/FM-NBC
TV-ABC

RECEIVING TUBE SALES

Rec. tubes, replacement

in Use

(Source: Pub. Info. Bureau)

(Source: RIMA)

Receiv. tubes, total units
Receiving tubes, new sets

Month

1,100, 000
1,093,000

Jan. '53
21,234,100
21,136,900
3,290,000
1,375,000
1,360,000

Feb. '53
21,907,100
21,817,200
3,350,000
1,395,000
1,410,000

Jan. '52
$3,301,479
$5,161,397
$1,699,282
$4,357,353
$2,020,461
$5,074,643
$717,148
$7,259,307

Dec. '52
$2,856,714
$5,717,800
$1,980,316
$4,370,265
$1,331,588
$7,088,506
$1,211,316
$7,830,806

Jan. '53
$2,669,327
$5,157,346
$1,786,134
$4,260,555
$1,604,892
$7,321,386
$1,000,074
$7,521,553

Nov. '52

Dec. '52
331,200-p
$69.29-p
$63.79-p
42.2-p
41.1-p

Feb. '52
16,129,300
15,262,600
2,840,000

NETWORK BILLINGS

RECEIVER SALES

(Source: RIMA)

Latest
Month

Previous

TV AUDIENCE

RECEIVER
(Source:

Year
Ago

Latest
Month

Previous

Jan. '52

Dec.

'52

Jan. '53

31,076
34,310
10,292
11,859
4,700
103,570
792

34,600
38,422
12,098
15,653
5,536
117,800
1,858

35,323
38,631
12,234
15,761
5,531
117,106
1,892
90
507
1,037

26

87

425
877

500
1,023

p -provisional;

TV -CBS
TV -Du Mont
TV -NBC

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)
Prod. workers, electronic
Av. wkly. earnings, elect.
Av. wkly. earnings, radio
Av. weekly hours, elect.
Av. weekly hours, radio

Dec. '51
272,100
$65.08
$60.61
42.4
41.6

321,500-r
$68.30-r
$63.39-r
41.8
41.0

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard and Poor's)

Radio-TV & Electronics
Radio

Broadcasters....

Feb. '52

Jan. '53

276.2
268.8

321.4
300.4

Feb.

'53

304.5
285.1

Quarterly Figures

INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT ORDERS
(Source: NEMA)
Dielectric Heating
Induction Heating
Welding Control
Other Electronic Control

Previous

Year
Ago

Quarter

Latest
Quarter

$510,000
$2,410,000
$1,480,000
$1,020,000

3rd '52
$320,000
$1,760,000
$1,810,000
$920,000

3rd '51
$8,420,000
$2,620,000
$270,000

2nd '52
$12,110,000
$3,150,000
$480,000

$10,580,000
$2,950,000
$570,000

$3,740,000

$9,830,000

$8,500,000

3rd '51
$210,000
$4,060,000
$1,280,000
$720,000

2nd '52

INDUSTRIAL TUBE SALES
(Source: NEMA)
Vacuum (non -receiving)
Gas or vapor
Phototubes
Magnetrons and velocity
modulation tubes ..
r-revised;

3rd '52

e -estimated

April, 1953
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Congress Starts Probe Of Color TV
Senator cries 'holdup',
industry says 'not true',

investigation starts

as

that "powerful interests
have used every legal maneuver
and technical roadblock" to delay
the development of color tv until
the monochrome market has been
exhausted, Senator Johnson of
Colorado has asked for a full Congressional investigation.
Senator Tobey, chairman of the
Senate Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, has
promised a thorough probing.
(The House Commerce Committee under its chairman Rep. Wolverton, R., N. J., began its own tv color
hearings March 24.)
CHARGING

First Step-In a letter to

W. R.

Baker, chairman of the National
Television Systems Committee,
Tobey says, in part, "As a preliminary step before embarking on
a full study of this problem,
the following information is
G.

requested:
(a) Does any member of your group
plan to manufacture any receiver sets
capable of receiving the color signals
under the Commission's present standards? If not, why not?
(b) Does any member of your
group propose to manufacture receivers capable of receiving color signals
under any other standards? For example, under the signals specifically
approved by NTSC. If so, when do
they expect to start production? If
not, why not?
(c) Do you know if anyone is going
to request the Commission to adopt
new standards for color broadcasts?
If so, when and who?"
Industry's Answer-In reply to

Tobey's request, Baker lists experimental compatible NTSC receiver
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

availability reported at a January,
1953 meeting of his Committee and
announces he is sending Tobey
complete minutes of NTSC meetings. Baker then says that "Our
Committee has concerned itself
solely with a significant and highly
challenging technical problem :
how best to achieve the optimum
in terms of a color television system. The only persons on the Committee and associated with its
work are scientists and engineers
of special technical qualifications.
This has been the only limiting
factor with respect to participation, since any interested scientist
or engineer has been welcome.
The Committee has not concerned
itself with any phase of production
equipment, nor with considerations involving the proprietary interests of members or companies
in the industry."
Prime Objective-Baker further
states that "a primary objective of
this Committee was to attempt to
create a practical color transmission which would utilize as a
foundation the existing monochrome transmission standards.. .
Then this important improvement
in this service can be realized
without reducing the value of a
single one of the millions of television receivers owned by the
American public."
Reviewing the tv background,
Baker says the NTSC monochrome
standards established in 1941,
adopted by the FCC, have proved
to be "soundly engineered" and he
intimates that the government
freeze on color set construction
has been mostly responsible for
slowing up market development.

A compatible color system is now

practicable, Baker feels, and "the
completion of extensive field tests
scheduled to begin within the next
month, should permit a definitive
judgment."
RCA-David Sarnoff announced,
in the midst of all this, that RCA
has spent $20 million for research
and development of color television, $5 million of it in 1952 and
that "these large expenditures are
continuing during the present
year."

Germanium Diode Sales
To Double Again
UHF -TV mixers and video de-

tectors will account for half of
expected 20 million in 1953
GERMANIUM diode

sales doubled in

present indications are
that they will double again in 1953.
RTMA statistics show that sales
in 1952 totaled 9.5 million, as compared to 4.5 million in 1951 and
1952, and
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued

about 3.7 million in 1950. Sales
in 1953 are expected to approach
20 million, with half of this figure
being divided between uhf -tv mixers (5 million) and video detectors
(5 million) in vhf and vhf -uhf
combination sets.
Most impressive jump in sales
came in latter part of 1952 when
uhf tv became a reality and manufacturers rushed to meet demands
of new areas. As shown in accompanying plot of sales by months,
figures rose from 350,000 in July
to over 1.5 million in December.
New Service-Beginning in this
issue, monthly germanium diode
sales will be reported in the Figures of the Month department of
ELECTRONICS appearing on page 4.
These statistics show combined
sales figures for General Electric,
Raytheon, Sylvania and Hytron.

Setmakers Watchful

As UHF Gains
Sales battle shapes up over r -f

tuning methods; consumer
reaction awaited
15 stations on the air and a
score or more rapidly approaching
completion, uhf television has receiver manufacturers watchful.
Biggest question mark is front-end
design.
Sets currently available generally feature either of two r -f tuning methods : One uses uhf -converter strips with from 13 to 16
positions. (An 82 -channel detenttype tuner was recently announced.) The other method requires a separate tuner or converter that tunes continuously
through all 70 uhf channels.

WITH

Enter the Viewer-Big question
whether the average consumer
will readily shell out the extra dollars that all -channel uhf reception might cost.
Manufacturers are divided in
their answer. Some have come out
four square for strip tuning.
Others, particularly those whose
vhf sets do not use turret tuners,
offer continuous tuning. Still
is

6

others are riding both ends of the
goat and supply both. For the
most part, a wait -and -see attitude
pervades the industry. Even the
staunchest partisans are not producing sets in overwhelming
quantity.
A Look at the Field-Twentyfour receiver manufacturers were
asked about their plans: 11 said
they were making uhf sets, 5 said
sets would soon be forthcoming,
6 gave no information and 2 disclaimed interest in uhf.

All 24 had something to say about
converting their late -model sets already in the field for uhf. Three
offered conversion only by adding a
continuous tuner, 15 said strips
would be available and six offered
both.
Of the new sets discussed, six
models are continuously tuned, two
are strip tuned and three come both
ways. Only five set manufacturers
responding announced a line of external uhf/vhf converters; two
firms said that external converters
were under development.

Business Machine Firms Active
Top manufacturers prepare to
hasten computers' move from
laboratory to office
electronic brains for business is the most recent goal of the
nation's leading business -machine
firms.
Electronic computing techniques, developed during the latter
part of World War II, were first
applied largely to warlike chores
like compiling ballistics tables and
meteorological data. The big brains
were built chiefly for government
labs and universities. Electronic
computing captured the popular
imagination and names like SEAC,
ENIAC,
UNIVAC
and
even
MANIAC began to enrich the
language.
BUILDING

Out of the Lab-After the war,
several small firms, long on hair
but short on capital, attempted to
exploit the new devices commercially. Their machines were still,
however, intended for use in
laboratories. But, the big brains'
aptitude for solving other problems was not lost to canny business -machine company executives.
They foresaw use of electronic
business machines to keep ledger
accounts, make up payrolls, keep
running sales records, compute
and mail bills and premiums, control industrial production and maintain perpetual inventories.

Engineers Wanted-You don't

throw an electronic computer together solely by the model -shop
pilot -plant approach; high-powered research is prerequisite. Competent engineers are rare birds,
however, and how to acquire redhot electronic research staffs
plagued the business -machine
people not a little.
Following P. T. Barnums' advice, "If you can't beat them, make
'em part of your act," business machine firms with sales and application experience and smaller
firms with technical know-how began to make sweet music together.

Many Mergers-Remington Rand

recently acquired Engineering Research Associates of St. Paul,
Minn. and Arlington, Va., a well seasoned electronics firm whose
stock in trade heretofore has been
custom -building super -secret computing equipment for government
labs. ERA joins Eckert-Mauchly,
makers of UNIVAC, as a division
of Remington Rand.
Underwood has taken over the
Electronic Computer Corp. of New
York; National Cash Register has
teamed up with Computer Research Corp. of Hawthorne, Calif.,
and Physical Research Co. has said
"I do" to Marchand Calculating
Machine.

Burroughs Adding Machine is in
the electronics business via both
their rapidly -expanding Philadelphia research lab and their Brooklyn subsidiary, Control Instrument
(Continued on page 8)
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Here's how to get

GOOD USABLE POWER

AT UHF
Sylvania Rocket Tube Type 2C37
supplies 450 Mlv at 3300 Mc.
Because of their high power
throughout the UHF spectrum,
Sylvania rocket tubes are especially
recommended for service as pulsed
oscillators, ew oscillators, rf
amplifiers and frequency multipliers ... this is one more reason
why it will pay you to
specify SYLVANIA.
Compare Sylvania Rocket Tube's Performance

Typical UHF Triode Performance
Power Vs Frequency (For Sylvania Rocket Tube Type 2C37)
900
800
TUBE

N

á

"A"

SYLVANIA

700

SYLVANIA
2C37

ROCKET TUBE
TYPE 2C37

600

f

zd
D

500
400

O

300

3
ó

200
100

1000

1500

2000

2500

FREQUENCY (MEGACYCLES)

SYL\%. IA

Sylvania Electric Frodacts Inc.
Dept. 3E-1004.1740 Broadway, N. Y. 19, N. Y.
Please send me lama data sheets concerning Sylvania
Rocket Tubes
Name

ELECTRONIC DEVICES; RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC TEST
EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT TUBES, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT
BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS; TELEVISION SETS

Street

I
!)
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Co.

Friden has bought the rights

to the Benson -Lehner Computyper
and is planning to market a lowcost printing calculator. Victor
Adding Machine is energetically
casting about for electronics engi-

neers.

Self -Made Staffs-In

can be obtained by extracting gallium tetrachloride from the sediments of germanium tetrachloride
vapor with a solvent and electrolizing the extract.
Patents on the process have
been applied for in 12 countries,
including U. S., by inventor

Masaru Inagaki, who is an engineer with the Coal Research Institute in Tokyo. The new process
eliminates the problems of removing impurities such as arsenic and
antimony, encountered in the
present method which uses coal
soot or coal ash.

the electronic computer business since
1944, IBM will soon supplant their
SSEC in the big -brain bracket with
their new model 701. Production
is scheduled to be one a month.
The 604 printing calculator will
remain IBM's entry in the medium
price range.
Monroe has been building up its
staff since the last war and
recently launched the MONROBOT, a medium-priced business type calculator. No mass production plans have been announced.

New Process Cuts
Cost of Germanium
Rare transistor material is extracted from waste coal -gas
liquid at half of present costs
of processing facilities to
the Omori plant of Tokyo Gas Co.
will make possible the production
of 100 grams of pure germanium a
day from waste liquid, at about
half the cost of present U. S. production methods. This and other
Japanese pilot -plant installations
now under way are expected to
produce over 200 pounds of the
precious metal this year. Present
world output is only about 3 tons a
year.

BUILT-IN radar and target computer provide

.

.

ADDITION

Process Details-B lack sediments are filtered out of the waste
liquid, heated and burned with tar
to get a reddish powder. Chloric
acid is added and the powder is
distilled to get germanium tetrachloride vapor at 85 deg C. Running this through water gives
white germanium oxide which,
when mixed with hydrogen gas at
900 deg C, gives 99.99 percent pure
germanium.
The rare metal gallium, also essential to the electronics industry,

New Eye and Brain for AA Guns
BIGGEST peacetime

military contract
ever received by Sperry Gyroscope
is for `Skysweeper', the Army's
largest -caliber automatic antiaircraft gun with radar, target computer and weapon on a single
mount.
The weapon spots and tracks an
enemy plane flying at near -sonic
speed, aims and fires at a rate of
45 rounds per minute. It finds and
tracks at 15 miles and provides
effective shoot-down range of 4
miles.
Dollars per Gun-Cost of the
fire -control system is about 75 -percent of the gun unit which costs
$240,000. Spares, tools and test
equipment cost $60,000, and the
prime mover, a cargo tractor, $85,000, to a total of $385,000.
A complete Skysweeper has 317
electron tubes, 12,000 parts and

8

4,500 items in tools, test equipment
and spare parts. A total of 18

harnesses connect the chassis.
One of these contains 600 wires
and three have 400.
Feasibility of an automatic on mount radar fire control combined
with a rapid fire antiaircraft gun
was studied by Army Ordnance
and Sperry in 1943.
Development work on the gun
during the next few years resulted
in the first complete experimental
weapon being delivered to Ordnance

in 1948.

This and the second system delivered one month later were given
extensive evaluation tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. and Fort
Bliss, Texas.
Speed Up-A closely coordinated
package subcontracting plan was
(Continued on page 10)
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PROM

miniature molded

CAPACITORS
now

all rated for operation

a

processing developments now make it
possible for every Prokar miniature
molded capacitor to be used at temperatures
up to 125°C without voltage derating!
An exclusive Sprague solid dielectric and a
mineral -filled phenolic jacket assure stable
performance from -55°C to +125°C.
Ten mold sizes-ranging upwards from the
.175" dia. x 5/8" long unit pictured actual size
NEW

at

left-give you maximum space economy

in miniaturized equipments. Originally
developed for military uses, the moderate
prices of these miniature capacitors make them
well worth your investigation also for use
in dependable commercial electronic
equipment. Write today for Engineering
Bulletin 205F to the Sprague Electric Company,
35 Marshall St., Nor 'h Adams, Massachusetts.

r

r

r,
WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER

EXPORT FOR THE AMERICAS: SPRAGUE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL LTD., NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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requests for price increases from
our suppliers during the next few
months will be examined by a committee of top management, including myself. This committee intends to follow the materials
market in detail and to know
whether companies among our suppliers look upon their relationship
with Motorola with the long view
in mind or only for the immediate
gain."

Production lineup of rodar trackers for the Skysweeper

evolved, whereby other manufac-

turers could produce complete subassemblies of the system. This
spreading of the work reduced lead
time by one year and utilized surplus capacity of other manufacturing facilities.
Army Ordnance awarded Sperry
a multi -million dollar contract to
produce the fire -control systems at
a high rate in December 1949. By
February 1950, more than 20 sub-

contractors had started work on
package units, while numerous
parts designs were released to
hundreds of small businesses.
A second -source prime contract
was awarded to AC Spark Plug
Division of General Motors, for
additional production of Sky sweeper fire control systems.
Under an assistance agreement,
Sperry provided AC Spark Plug
with technical aid.

Radio-TV Industry Holds Price Line
Full price decontrol has not yet
brought general price increases
on parts or receivers

MANY industry observers thought
that radio -tv parts and receiver
manufacturers would take quick
advantage of the recent decontrol
of prices in the industry to up
profits via price hikes. But so far,
the industry in general has pretty
well held price lines.

Parts

Manufacturers-Compo-

nent makers themselves were of
the opinion that most parts companies would raise prices as much
as 10 percent as soon as the lid
came off and that in a short time
the industry as a whole would

climb to a higher price structure.
No such concerted movement has
yet taken place. As a result of
rising copper costs some parts
manufacturers have upped prices
on yokes, transformers and hookup wire but the number of companies doing so is still small.
Parts makers and buyers generally laud an announcement by
Motorola. Even before full decontrol had taken place, Paul V.
Galvin, president of the company,
announced a 2 -point policy: "(1)
No increases will be allowed on
any of our radio and television
prices this year. Our basic policy
will be to lower prices, if possible.
(2) Because of the criticalness of
our own cost -price relationship, all

Set Manufacturers-Before the
first of the decontrol actions had
been taken, the beginning of an
upward trend in tv receiver prices
had begun. Admiral had raised
prices on 8 tv models from $10 to
$60 each. Emerson followed with
an increase in list prices on 4 tv
models of from $20 to $30 due to
increased cost of cabinets and
components. CBS -Columbia also
raised prices on some models. However, none of these increases were
made as a result of decontrol.

Guided -Missile Plans
Make Progress Slowly
Three -billion dollars
buys much research
but little production
off, it rises
slowly in a cloud of dust and
flame. Then it hovers precariously
and for a sickening, dizzy second
seems about to topple over. However, it begins to rise, gather speed
and disappear from view, only to
reappear seconds later as a wispy,
silver trail spiraling in the stratosphere.
The entire guided -missile program seems to be at the second
crucial point.

WHEN a rocket blasts

Cost-Since June 1950, the
guided-missile program has cost
about 4 billion. The level of spending is rising steadily. The Air
Force will spend $300 million this
year as against $130 million in
1952 and $150 million in 1951. The
(Continued on page 14)
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Thisc'Centralab

Printed Electronic Circuit

NEXT
TWO PAGES
FOR
SEE

but that's not

all!
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COMPLETE
DETAILS
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Centralab Printed Electronic
step up production,

3

-v

-

T25% to 80% fewer soldered
connections
bly

2-

Fewer pieces to buy or inventory
saves money, saves time

speeds assem-

3

-

Fewer connections minimize wiring errors
speeds production

For scores of electronic applications

Centralab PECs give you 6
tremendous SAVING S

Another Centralab first!

NY way you

New Pendet
-a complete
pentode detector
and audio
coupler circuit that
replaces 9 parts
eliminates
9 soldered
connections

s

...

-

look at them, Centralab Printed Electronic Circuits mean more money in your pockets.
No other modern electronic development offers you
six such tremendous time and cost-saving advantages
for low -power applications.
Pioneered and completely developed by Centralab,
these resistor -capacitor combinations in complete or
partial circuits are extremely economical to use. Many
times, the first cost of PEC's is less than the components
they replace.
As for versatility-there are more than 30 standard

-

Talk about compactness
this new Pendet has it!
You get 4 resistors and 5 capacitors screened and fired
to a single Ceramic -X plate. It replaces 9 conventional components. Only 9 connections are required
instead of the usual 18.
Think what this terrific PEC "package' can do in
simplifying installation and cutting manufacturing
costs of ac, dc and portable receivers. Get complete
information on this new PC -160 Pendet NOW. Check
No. 42-149 in coupon.
Pendel couples the combina-

tion detector and first audio
pentode tube to the audio
output tube. Plate is only
1-5/16r" x 7/8" x 11/64"
thick. Leads are 2-1/2" long.
Capacitors are 450 vdcw, 800
vdc

watt.

test.

Resistors are

1

/5

CENTRALAB

TRIODE COUPLATES replace 5 components normally
used in audio circuits. Triode Couplates are complete assemblies of 3
capacitors and 2 resistors bonded to a dielectric ceramic plate. Available
in a variety of resistor and capacitor values. Technical Bulletin 42-127.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Circuits simplify design,
improve performance

4

-

Lower installation cost
compared with separate components

5

weight, less space
up" tight chassis
Less

-

"opens -

6

Improved circuit stability due
to uniformity of PEC plates

circuits already tooled for you. Those illustrated here
can only suggest the wide range of sizes and capacities
available.
If you have a special circuit problem, we'll even
design custom plates at nominal cost where volume
warrants. No wonder 25,000,000 PECs are in use
today! No wonder scores of manufacturers say it's
good business to specify and use Centralab Printed
Electronic Circuits. Send coupon for full details.

CAPACITORS AND RESISTOR -CAPACITORS. Excellent for
use. Actual size photograph. Because of extremely small
size, they readily fit all types of miniature and portable electronic
overcome crowded conditions in TV, AM, FM and
equipment
record player chassis. Technical Bulletin 42-132.
PLATE

miniature
A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.

Milwaukee

1,

Wisconsin

In Canada, 635 Oueen Street, East, Toronto, Ontario

lal

-

MI MI MM

MAR

IZI

OUI

CENTRALAB, A Division of Globe -Union Inc.
914-D East Keefe Avenue, Milwuakee 1, Wisconsin

I'd like to know more about Centralab Printed Electronic
Circuits. Please send the bulletins as checked below:

D 42-117

0

42-132

PEC Guide No.
reference on PEC's).

2

D

42-127

(A complete

and comprehensive

Name

-A full
performance.

Company

speech amplifier. Provides highly efficient
Size 11/4" x 11/8" x 3/e" over tube sockets! Used in
bearing aids, mike preamps and other applications where small size
AMPEC

3 -stage

and outstanding performance count. Technical Bulletin 42-117.

Title
Address
City
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Navy will shell out about $242 million. About half the money will go

for electronic equipment for missile
guidance and control. Other expenditures, not included in the
guided -missile figures, will be
made for vital ground equipment
such as radar.
What Did It Buy?-The money
has been spread thinly. Research
projects have ranged from developing new rocket fuels to compiling exhaustive meteorological
statistics. Engineering staffs have
had to be hired and trained. Aircraft manufacturers like Hughes
and Martin found themselves in
the electronics business while
firms like Sperry and Raytheon
have had to tackle problems of airframe design.
A list of companies in the field
reads like a Who's Who of Industry
and includes such firms as : Aerojet, Bell Aircraft, Bell Telephone
Labs, Boeing, Consolidated Vultee,
Douglas, Fairchild, General Electric, Northrup, Reaction Motors,
Ryan Aeronautical and Western
Electric.
Much of the money has gone for
real estate. The armed services are
operating 51 major facilities connected with the guided missile
program.

Progress-Two new Army missiles near the production stage are
the Corporal E and the Niki. The
Corporal E is a long-range missile
for use against ground targets
that the Army hopes will take over
some of the chores heretofore done
by big guns.
Already in use training Army
GM battalions is the Niki, supersonic ground -to-air missile that
the Army hopes will supply the
antidote to swift high -flying

bombers.
The Corporal E will be produced
by the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Co. The Niki is a joint development of Douglas and Western

plane tender Norton Sound and the
submarines Cusk and Carbonero.

Components-Battling the twin
enemies of missile electronics,
heat and size, engineers have
worked up a host of new components. These include carbon and
boron-carbon film resistors, tantalum -foil and barium-titanate capacitors, tiny magnetic amplifiers
and silicon transistors.
The ceramic vacuum tube may
provide an answer to operation of
tubes at high ambient temperatures. New tubes, using ceramics
bases instead of glass are said to
operate at several hundred degrees centigrade.

TV Station Status

,

DEL.
NEV.

R.I.
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ARK.
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OREG.
W. VA.
WASH. DC.

KANE.
NEBR.

-
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Invention speeds up words or
music without changing tone or
ease of understanding

MINN.
MONT.
N.J.
S.C.

ARIZ.

INVENTED

A.

KY.

OKLA.
TENN.
COLO.

8

FLA.
LA.
MASS.
N.C.

WASH.

ALA.

9

CONN.
WIS
VA.
MO.
CALIF.
OHIO
N Y.

PA,
TEX.

110
113
114

118

122
124

29

36
1

Electric.
The Navy will soon get its
guided missiles ships, the Boston
and the Canberra. Four other
ships are already listed as part of
the program. These include the
battleship Mississippi, the sea-

by

Grant Fairbanks,

Everitt and R. P. Jaeger at
the University of Illinois, an interesting new machine trades time
against frequency, eliminates
`temporal
redundancies'
and
proves that the ear is quicker than
W. L.

IDAHO

MICH.

normally used to power the telephone's carbon microphone. The
subset provides 20 db gain, which
exceeds that normally obtained
from a telephone repeater on a
dispatching line.
Fifteen transistor -amplifier subsets are in use in the B&O's fire line plant.

'Time Compressor' Does
An Hour In 45 Minutes

IOWA
MD.

ILL.

Power-Direct-current supply is
no problem since, in railroad practice, a local 4k -volt battery is

3

IND.

G

use of transistors in
the railroad field may result from
an improved telephone subset developed by Baltimore and Ohio
engineers. Used on heavily -loaded
train -dispatching circuits, the device employs a single pnp junction
transistor connected in a base -input
amplifier circuit.
WIDESPREAD

)

N. MEX.
N. DAK.

Railroad Telephones
Employ Transistors

Total of 385 television station authorizations granted by the FCC to March
1953 show Texas, New York and Pennsylvania in the lead. Only two states
(New Hampshire and Vermont) and
two territories (Alaska and the Virgin
Islands) do not yet have tv authorizations

the tongue.
Speech and music compressions
up to 10 percent go unnoticed by
listeners, and more than 50 percent of the time can be thrown
away without destroying understandability. This allows programs, for example, to be fitted
exactly to allotted time.

How?-Heart of the device is a
revolving drum carrying four magnetic -tape pickup heads. An endless loop of tape passes around the
drum and over erasing and record (Continued on page 16)
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SHOCK VIBRA TION
HERE'S THE SECRET

...

ofaNEW

wire -mesh isolator
that won't change
on the job!
The new Type 7630 and Type 7640 ALL-METL Barrymounts
have been specifically designed to eliminate loss of efficiency due to
damper packing. Previous wire -mesh unit vibration isolators exhibited a definite loss of damping efficiency after a period in actual
service, because the wire -mesh damper tended to pack. These new
unit Barrymounts have eliminated this difficulty, because load -bearing
spring returns damper to normal position on every cycle.
helps you reduce the weight of
Very light weight
mounted equipment.
simplifies your installation problems.
Hex top
meets latest government
High isolation efficiency
gives your equipetc.)
-C
-172A,
(JAN
specifications
ment maximum protection.
to meet the shock -test requirements of
Ruggedized
military specifications.
ideal for
Operates over a wide range of temperatures
guided -missile or jet installations.
by making
Compare these unit isolators with any others
in Barry
contained
details
full
of
basis
the
on
or
tests,
your own
Product Bulletin 531. Your free copy will be mailed on request.
Free samples for your prototypes are available through your
nearest Barry representative.

-

-

- -

-

-

THE

BARRY

CORP.

707 PLEASANT ST., WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS
SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN
Atlanta

Baltimore Chicago

Philadelphia Phoenix
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ing heads. The speed of drum and
tape can be adjusted independently to vary the amount of time
compression.
Based on physical sound research, the electro-mechanical
tape scanner samples the recording so as to eliminate redundant
parts of the sound, without altering the original pitch, allowing the
recording to be tailored to a desired length. Used on popular recordings, the device plays songs

compressed 30 percent, which some
listeners insist sound better than
the original.

It Stretches, Too-Time can be
expanded by maintaining sounds
longer than originally recorded.
Also, by holding time constant, the
frequencies can be compressed to
a narrow band, so that more signals can be sent on a wire or radio
channel. At the receiving end,
the sound can be reshaped to its
original pitch.

Flying Lab Services Radar Sights
Jet fighters are readied for repaired. It also reduces the total
action at front-line airfields by number of gun sights needed by
the Air Force.
electronic test trailer
COMBAT ZONE

maintenance and re-

pair of complicated radar-controlled gun sights is routine work
for the flying repair shop shown
in the photograph. The seven -ton
van and its crew of specialists can
be loaded aboard a plane in 30
minutes and flown to advanced airfields for service jobs that once required shipment of equipment
back to the United States.
This new approach to servicing
will permit a saving of about
$18,000 for every hundred items

The Works-The van carries a
complete line of electronic test
equipment including provisions
for accurate calibration work.
Also included are all necessary
tools, spare parts, modification
kits, work benches, cabinets, and
complete air conditioning and
power plants.
The first fully-equipped van was
outfitted and ready to go just 30
days after the empty van was
acquired. Parts were flown from
all parts of the country to the
assembly point at Gentile Air
Force Depot at Dayton, Ohio.

Broadcasters' Remote
Operations On -Off
Engineer unions file objections
to relaxation of rules on operator requirements
TV OPERATIONS
requiring
skilled technicians, and facing decreasing a -m broadcast income,
station owners, through NARTB,
petitioned FCC for help. They requested relaxation of operator requirements and permission for
remote control of certain a -m, as
well as f -m stations (ELECTRONICS,
p 8, July 1952).
Effective March 6, 1953, FCC
ordered into force its proposal of
last June. Under these revised
rules persons holding restricted
radio -telephone operator permits or
higher are permitted to stand required regular transmitter watches
at a -m and f-m broadcast stations
employing nondirectional antennas
and operating with 10 kw or less
power. Remote control of such stations is also permitted.

WITH

The Switcheroo-As of mid -January there were 17 f -m stations using remote control under special
grants, 5 more with permits and a
couple of a -m stations with permits
but not yet remotely operated. More
broadcasters were undoubtedly
planning to get going under the
blanket rule revision. One day before the effective date, FCC gave
notice it was staying the revision.
Reason for the delay was a request by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, asserting it was about to file a petition for
reconsideration. It is expected that
the union will base its objection on
grounds of national security, having
contended before that unskilled
operators may be unable to shift
transmitter frequencies properly
for implementation of the `Conelrad' plan.

Other Beefs-Last-minute action

Radar gun sights are repaired in field by flying electronics laboratory shown
being loaded into C-124 Globemaster for transport to Korea.
16

by FCC may have resulted partly
from other pressures. The National
Association of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians, too, has addressed
(Continued on page 18)
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ell/ monitor
and UHF bands

for the

11

Channels 2 to 83
iJ

-

-

This instrument the first UHF Monitor is another exam ele of the ioneering in engineering, design and workmanship which has characterized G-R monitoring
equipment since the beginning of broadcasting
The G -R Type 1183-T T -V Monitor
FEATURES
meets all requirements of the FCC, in* Continuous indication of percentage modulation
cluding those established for offset
and frequency deviation of aural and visual transopera lion. It not only provides comlarge illuminated meter scales permit
mitters
reading at a glance
plete monitoring facilities for VHF and
* High Stability
UHF stations in accordance with FCC
500 cycles
Visua. Monitor
specifications, it assures the quality of
1000 cycles
Aural Monitor
On all VHF channels, the above accuracy is guareveryday transmissions as well. Moniat the lower UHF
anteed for at least thirty days
toring of distortion, noise, modulation
frequencies (channel 14), the period is over sixteen
level, and video and audio carrier freon channel 83, the period' is ten days or
days
more
quencies, with the aid of this instru* High-fidelity audio output for distortion and
ment, results in the rapid detection of
and
for
audio
monitoring
noise -level measurements,
substandard operation.
residual noise level is down 65 db or better for 25
kc deviation
Conveniences for operating person* Overmodulation alarm for aural transmitter
nel are a major feature. The relatively
lamp flashes when modulation exceeds predetermined
high stability of the VHF Monitor
level set by dial
makes frequency checks necessary only
* Sensitivity for both Aural and Visual inputs
1 volt sr better
High Impedance Input (VHF)
once a month. Stability, accuracy, ease
Low Impedance ( UHF) -- 500 mw or less
of maintenance and operation, depend* Excellent signal-to-noise ratio through channel 83
ability and long life are optimum. The
* Separate heater inputs allow direct connection of
G -R trademark guarantees trouble free
crystal oven to station standby power
operation with a minimum of mainte* Pilot lamp indicates adequate r -f input level
nance.
* Terminals are provided for connecting remote

-

-- t
-

-

-

-

-

center frequency and modulation meters and over -

modulation indicators
* Counter-type discriminator linear to better than
0.1% for 1100 kc range, permitting accurate distortion measurements and center frequency indications reliable even with heavy modulation
* New cabinet arranged for maximum heat dissipation and easy installation or removal for servicing

Type 1183-T T -V Station Monitor

from $2830.00 to $2905.00
depending on frequency bands

MI,

+r

KILOCYCLES

KILOC CLESff

DEVI TION
GENERAL

DEVIATION

ADIO CO,;

GENERAL RADIO CO.

MG

cR.

[STOW

Large-scale illuminated meter continuously
indicates frequency deviation of aural transmitter in terms of highly stable crystal oscillator. Zero correction for crystal oscillator
easily accessible from panel, to compensate
for long-time drift.

MODULATION

WIC

GENERAL RAND CO.

wCFmw

Visual transmitter frequency deviation is continuously indicated by
this large scale meter, in terms of
the same master crystal

rOnWcar2.

Modu°atior in both percentage and db is
Indicated continuously on this meter. Panel
switch selects either peak, or indicates both
peaks simultaneously. Meter ballistics meet
FCC requirements.

Admittance Meters * Coaxial Elements it Decade Capacitors
Decade Inductors * Decade Resistors * Distortion Meters
Frequency Meters* Frequency Standards *Geiger Counters
Impedance Bridges * Modulation Meters ú Oscillators
, Cambridge 39, Ma asaehu ufls, U.S. A,
Variacs * Light Meters * Megohmmeters * Motor Controls
Mich+6." Aue. CHICAGO! 1000 N. Seward S. Ios ANtN{M
Noise Meters * Null Detectors * Precision Capacitors
Pulse Generators* Signal Generators* Vibration Meters* Stroboscopes -cc Wave Filters
Polariscopeo
U -H-F Measuring Equipment * V-T Voltmeters * Wave Analyzers
e

®

GENERAL RADIO Company
275 Massachusetts A
90 Wert St.

NEW YORK 6

900 S.

.
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a strong protest, to Senator Charles
W. Tobey,

chairman of the potent

Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
Strong pitch by the unions may
be the fact that FCC held no oral
hearing to discuss the problem.
Government action was based upon
a consideration of 2,000 written
comments from individuals (most
of them operators), unions and
trade schools as well as station managers, networks and associations of
broadcasters.

Radio Controlled Light
May Save Half Million
AWAITING FCC APPROVAL is a plan

for turning New York City's street
lights on or off at will by means
of a coded signal superimposed
upon the program from the city's
municipally owned broadcast station WNYC.
Developed by Broadway Maintenance Corp., the control unit comprises a radio receiver. complete
with a short whip antenna. This
receiver, the size of a soup can, is
fastened directly above the lighting fixture. From the electronic
circuit imbedded within, four
wires lead from the base of the
can. Two wires are attached to
the lighting power line. The other
two are connected in series with
the lamp bulb.

light switch when it receives a
coded break in the carrier signal
from station WNYC. In addition,
the power of the broadcast station
would be increased momentarily
during this coded period. A listener would presumably be unable
to detect this very momentary signal but, since a -m stations are not
licensed for such purposes, a special grant is necessary from Federal Communications Commission.
The Dollar Angle-At present,
some street lighting is controlled
by so-called astronomical time
clocks that automatically take into

account the changing seasons. It
has been estimated that eventual
replacement of 180,000 of these
clocks and elimination of their attendant maintenance could save
New York City $500,000 a year.
How Soan?-Those familiar with
the workings of FCC predict that
New York City will not get a quick
decision. Still pending is Chicago's petition for radio control of
3,000 traffic signals, although use
of a broadcast transmitter is not
ccntemplated there. Greeley, Colorado, is currently operating a similar network under a developmental grant, but uses a frequency
500 times higher than that proposed for New York.

Invades Kitchen
heating unit of one model
Westinghouse electric range cooks
food without burning, even if all
water is boiled away. Secret is the
`Electronic Eye' shown in illustration, a thermistor which senses
excessive temperature and unbalances a bridge circuit feeding an
amplifier and relay in the power
line.
Front of range has dial marked
in three cooking zones and additional intermediate points. Boiling of potatoes calls for setting at
low boil for 25 minutes. Even if
the cook neglects them for 50
SURFACE

signal from station WNYC

Financial Roundup
profit reports, stock filings and registrations and security
transactions were made on the
financial front of the electronic industry during the past month :
Net profits for 1952 of 5 important companies were up compared to 1951 profits:
YEAR-END

$1,382,000
151,719,905
GE
Philco
11,491,207
RCA
32,325,399
Stewart -Warner.
4,234,000
Westinghouse
68,581,000
Six months report

www.americanradiohistory.com

1951
$1,137,000
138,116,527
12,168,046
31,192,732
4,1 05,000
64,578,000

Stocks Filed-Audio and Video
Products filed with SEC covering
138,000 shares of common stock
(par 1 cent) to be offered at
market (about 35 cents a share)
for the account of certain selling
stockholders.
Radar-Electronics filed with
SEC covering 5,996,000 shares of
common stock (par 1 cent) to be
offered at 5 cents per share. Proceeds are to be used for working
capital.
Western Electric filed with SEC
covering 2,007 shares of common
stock (no par) at $40 per share on
the basis of one new share for each
10 shares held. Proceeds will be
(Continued on page 20)
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Profits

Vet
1951

Garrett.

Electronic Eye

atop street light. Instant blackout of
New York City will be possible by

minutes or longer there is no
danger of food scorching because
of the controlled surface unit,
which was ten years in development.

Compaìoj

Remote Control-Each tiny receiver is designed to actuate the

Technician installs radio control unit

Thermistor at center of ronge surface heater coil senses pot heat

-
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4

ilded

NEW
5KWat
900 MC
GL-6182
"Custom-tailored" for milita y communications and medium -power TV transmitters!
Compact. Only 8 5/16" high!

One tube handles all military cnd TV frequencies, 200 to 900 mc.

Tetrode design assures low drive requirement.
Modern ceramic construction and ring -seal
design.

Quickly installed or removed. Spring -finger
electrical contacts; convenient, firm -grip handle. Tube weighs only 2 pounds!

U -H -F DESIGNERS: this 5 -kw tetrode is tie
power tube you've been waiting for! Provides
ample r -f for your new medium -power trans
mitter, efficiently, with economy-takes up
minimum space, is lightweight and easy to
plug in. A tube that maintenance -conscious,
operators will welcome!
Military communications and radar-industrial dielectric heating-u-h-f TV-these are leading applications.
Get ratings and the full tube story in special
G -E Bulletin ETD -726. Write Tube Department,
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

...

í?-7.7d
YEARS OE

GENERAL
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used for expansion and general

corporate purposes.

Registrations-Cinerama registered with SEC covering $2 million
of 4 percent convertible debentures due 1958 to be offered as a
speculation at 100 percent of their
principal amount. Proceeds to be
used for assembly and supply of
equipment for use in producing
and exhibiting Cinerama productions.
P. R. Mallory registered with
SEC covering 150,000 shares of
cumulative convertible preferred
stock, $50 par. Proceeds to be
used for general funds and general
corporate purposes.
Westinghouse registered with
SEC covering (1) 200,000 shares of
common stock, $12.50 par, to be
offered under employee Stock
Plan; (2) 598,735 shares of common stock, $12.50 par to be offered
under Restricted Stock Option
Plan to executive employees.
Other Actions-Avco sold all
holdings of New York Shipbuilding Corp. It marks the final step
in the transition of the organization from a holding company into a
integrated manufacturing corporation.
Cornell-Dubilier increased its
authorized common shares from
0.5 million to 1 million shares to
have them available for further
acquisitions and possible stock
dividends.

Color Selector for Paint
Reduces Obsolesence
AUTOMATIC color "carousel" devel-

oped by Standard -Toth Chemicals
takes less than 90 seconds to squirt
a desired color paste into an open
can containing only the vehicle. A

selective mechanical and electronic
control system measures out the
kind and amount necessary to attain the shade previously chosen
from a code -numbered color chip.
The can is magnetically held
against the dispenser and the size
of the can is automatically indi -

Carousel contains basic colors that are mixed according to the setting of controls.
Using this electronic device, the merchant can avoid large inventories of seldom used colors

cated by a vertical row of snap
switches.
Color controls and operating
pushbuttons are easily manipulated
by salespeople. The control box is

located to the right of the color tank turntable. If the receiving can
is jostled out of position, all power
in the color selector is immediately

shut off.

Educational TV Goes Grass -Roots
June deadline for reserved
channels will produce many
applicants below state level
COSTS of plant at $300,000
and yearly operations at $200,000
(Joint Committee on Educational
Television figures) make the average taxpayer snort at the idea of
educational tv. But educators
never seem to tire of patient explanations that school video isn't
merely a matter of multiplying the
little red schoolhouse by the number of receiving antennas. They
speak persuasively of "increased
productivity" in education and try
to show that in a complex world,
education must, of necessity, become more complex and efficient.

MINIMUM

Kick in the Teeth-Because tele-

vision finances are big business, it
was natural that New York State's
Board of Regents should obtain
construction permits for seven stations, plan for three more and then
go to the legislature for money to
build them.
.A special commission appointed
by Gov. Dewey voted 10 -to -5 to

20

turn down the plan. Nothing
daunted, smaller groups in New
York City and Rochester are working locally to obtain educational
stations for their cities. In this
regard, they are like other groups
in other parts of the country operating below the state level.
Outstanding as a pattern of
local activity is that of Detroit.
Here, seventeen educational and
cultural institutions in three counties are working out plans for
a joint educational-tv venture.
Emphasis, so far, has been upon
studio locations (three scattered
throughout the city) and programming. Application for a transmitter construction permit will come

later.
Coming Deadline-FCC will hold
reserved channels until June 2.
After this date, the earmarked
bands may be thrown open for
commercial use. By mid -March
only 20 applications had been filed
for the 242 educational channels.
Of these, 14 construction permits
have been granted (including
those requested by the New York
(Continued on page 22)
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are Adlake Mercury Relays
particularly fitted to function?
In any installation that requires both
from
sensitivity and lasting dependability
traffic control systems to long range navigaADLAKE Mercury Relays
tion equipment
will give superior service!

...

...

Here are just a few of ADLAKE'S many applications:
[

TTpr

3

A

Radio transmission
Standard telephone circuits
Precision control instruments
X-ray control
Air-conditioning and
refrigeration controls
Voltage regulators

4 AK

ó

ePERATlNß

'Yana

CONTACTS ucONo
sRìAALLY

opsruTs
NKrtg
[

at

A

'

Incubators
Production time controls
Animated displays
Duplicator controls
Communication equipment
Remote controls

Alarms

The same engineering skill ...the same
that have
high quality control standards
insured dependability in these installations are
available for your relay problems. If you don't
find the relay you need in the ADLAKE catalog,
it will be custom-built for you. Write for full

wa

...

o [ -MANT

information today-The Adams & Westlake
Company, 1171 N. Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana.
In Canada write: Powerlite Devices, Limited,
of Toronto.

Type 1101 ADLA
Time Delay Relay

Contact normally
closed for A. C.
ettergization.

EVERY ADLAKE RELAY GIVES YOU THESE PLUS FEATURES:
HERMETICALLY SEALED-dust, dirt, moisture, oxidation and
temperature changes can't interfere with operation.
REQUIRES NO MAINTENANCE.
SILENT AND CHATTERLESS
ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MERCURY -TO -MERCURY

CONTACT-

prevents burning, pitting and sticking.

-And

every ADLAKE is tested-and guaranteed-

to meet specifications!
of serving the tronsportanor
and building Industries

THE

Adams
-
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State Regents). In addition, educational institutions have filed for
8 non -reserved (commercial) frequencies and 4 CP's have been
awarded.
Along with Detroit, some 20 or
30 more schools and colleges are
expected to make application
before deadline.

British TV Sales

Spurred by Coronation
TV set production rises to new
high despite tax as 1952 radio
sales show sharp drop-off

new rules were clamped down too
hard too fast. It agreed to consider individual requests for continued temporary use of old equipment until it became possible to
obtain better machines.
But reports of interference keep
coming in. With few exceptions
the troubles are traced to equipment manufactured prior to July
1947. Information available to the
Commission indicates that type approved, nonradiating machines
are now available for early de-

livery.

Accordingly, says FCC,
there is no present intention to
hold off full enforcement of modern standards beyond June 30,
1953.

Heating Equipment

Orders Rising
20
SOURCE. NEMA

HEATING EQUIPMENT
SALES

N

15

INDUCTION HEATING
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DIELECTRIC HEATING EQUIPMENT
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w

o
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purchase -tax reduction
has caused some British subjects
to postpone buying new tv setsbut not many. Last year's U. K.
tv production topped 800,000, an
increase of more than 90,000 over
1951. Radio sales dropped 44 percent in the same two-year period.
Pre -coronation sales are expected to set new high for tv purchases regardless of tax. Retailers with large inventories are
anxiously awaiting Parliament
committee report that will clarify
position of traders holding unsold
goods on which customs and excise
duties have already been paid at
EXPECTED

higher rates.

FCC Cracks Down

On Diathermy
interference -radiating medical diathermy equipment, Federal Communications Commission may
create a market for new machines
that conform to modern specifications. Chief objection to older
equipment is that it has no control
of frequency and sends out strong
signals that wander among television, aircraft and other bands as
the patient moves during treatment.
Crackdown-Last June, FCC
realized that a hardship would be
worked on doctors and hospitals if
BY LOWERING THE BOOM on

Electronic Fuel Gage
Extends Flight Range
OPERATING RANGE or load carried
by planes on long flights can be
increased by the use of a new elec-

tronic system for accurately measuring the weight of fuel being consumed. The increase is gained by
a reduction in the fuel -supply
safety factor required in flight
calculations.
In the usual method of measurement, by a flowmeter indicating
consumption in gallons per hour,
variations in fuel volume caused
by temperature and altitude
changes make a large safety factor
necessary. The new system uses
a weight -measuring device to continuously measure the density of
the fuel and correct the output of
the flowmeter for any variations.
Consumption is indicated in
pounds per hour with an accuracy
of 1 per cent.
Other Applications-The measuring system, made by Gavco Division of General Aviation Corp.,
can also be applied to guided missile research, where the density
and flowmeter outputs can be used
for frequency modulation in a tele metering system.
For industrial use, particularly
in the chemical industry, the
weight -corrected output on the
flowmeter can be used to control
the flow of liquid ingredients.

22
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Total induction and dielectric heating
equipment orders for 1952 were lower
than the 1951 high of $1/ million but
the trend for the industry is moving
upward, as shown in the chart. Rotating induction equipment still constitutes the bulk of the business but
the proportion of both radio -frequency
induction and dielectric equipment is
increasing

Resistor Industry

Helps Its Own
had hardly cleared away
from the $300,000 fire at Shallcross
Manufacturing's plant in Collingdale, Pa. before competing resistor manufacturers were offering
a helping hand. Several nearby
companies, such as International
Resistance and Mepco, offered use
of their facilities and even supplied needed materials. Vendors
wasted no time in replacing damaged supplies and equipment and
customers cooperated in readjusting delivery schedules.
In expressing the company's appreciation for these neighborly
actions, president John Shallcross
said : "It makes me proud to be
associated with an industry where
folks are willing to go so far out
of their way to help a fellow memSMOKE

.

(Continued on page 24)
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ber of the trade over a rough
spot."
The fire occurred on Sunday,
March 8. Less than a week later
the company had resumed resistor

production on a limited scale and
expected to be back in full operation in the factory within a month
to six weeks from the date of the

Transparent Airframes
May Baffle Radar

fire.

AT THE RECENT annual session of

U. S. Electronics Firms Enter Japan
INDICATION

of activity of U. S.

manufacturers in Japan's electronic industry is given in the
recently released official Japanese
record of foreign entry into the
industry of the country since 1950.
A total of 6 U. S. companies have
entered into Japanese electronic
manufacturing through a total of
13 technical assistance contracts
with Japanese companies. The six
firms and the number of contracts
each have is as follows : Bendix
Aviation, 1 contract; Hogen
Laboratories and Faximile, 1 con-

tract;

International Standard
2 contracts; RCA, 5 contracts; Sperry, 2 contracts and
Westinghouse, 2 contracts.
Three U. S. manufacturers acquired stocks in Japanese electronic companies. Westinghouse
acquired a 4 -percent interest in
the Mitsubishi Electric Co.; International Standard Electric acquired a 6 -percent interest in
Sumitomo Electric Ind., Ltd. and
Electric,

Sperry acquired a 25 -percent interest in Tokyo Keiki Seizosho.,
Ltd.

Contracts-The number of technical assistance contracts for electronics entered into by U. S. firms
has grown steadily since 1950. In
that year only one such contract
was signed but in 1951 5 were set
and last year 8 agreements were
made.
The type of equipment on which
technical assistance was given by
U. S. companies broke down as follows : 4 contracts were for electron tube manufacture, and transistors; 4 were for radar and
marine electronic equipment; 3 for
radio and communications equipment; 1 for tv receivers and 1 contract for facsimile equipment.
The Siemens and Halske A. G.
company from Germany was the
only other outside firm to enter
Japanese electronics since 1950,
according to the report.

the Society of Plastics Industry in
New York, Wm. E. Braham of
Zenith Plastic announced it is possible to produce complete airframes made of a plastic that is
not only strong, easily molded and
temperature stable, but is also
nearly electronically transparent.
Carrying this development into
the aircraft power plant, Braham
said it might also be possible to
produce engines which use plastic
for all but the hot working surfaces-turbine blades, combustion
chambers, and so on.

Small Target-The

problem for

some electronics men is to figure
out radar's potential limits. How
much can transmitter power be increased to compensate for reduced
target size? What is the smallest
target an ideal radar can recognize? How well could an enemy
missile whose only electronically
reflecting surfaces were the bomb
warheads be spotted high in the
sky?

Canadian TV
Expansion Sought
in Canada
(as contrasted with governmentcontrolled Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation) have complained
long and loud about their lot in
Canadian radio. Now that many
of them are losing listeners to the
television programs from south of
the border, they have set up a
clamor for their own television
PRIVATE BROADCASTERS

CAA Uses Radar Simulator

stations.
But CBC was anxious to get its
own television network going before allowing competition from
private initiative. So far, it is
transmitting programs from Montreal and Toronto, plans an Ottawa
outlet for May. It has also blueprinted stations for Vancouver,
Winnipeg and Halifax.
Pilots seated at a multiple console fly in accordance with traffic controller's
telephoned instructions from desk at center rear. White dots on chart at right
represent the craft. Simulated radar presentation on common screen is electronically controlled and viewed in mirrors above each position
24

What's Left-Canada's equivalent of FCC is the Department of
(Continued on page 26)
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SRIR,SRHV,SRRF, WI

105°C, 90°C, 80°C
UI. APPROVED;

120°C*

'Solid colors or spiral marking

to speed
deliveries

FLEXIBLE

for -

CORI

TV LEAD-IN
WIRES

COMMUNICATION

Simes

WIRES & CABLES
TO SPECIFICATIONS

LACQUERED
AND

Extra shifts, not speed-ups are
the way Chester catches up on
production to meet your delivery dates. Chester Wires and

Cables are never rushed
through ... every foot is qual-

NYLON WIRES

;<,,;s.,..'z

SHIELDED
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ity controlled according to the
highest standards known to
the industry. This is the reason
Chester Wires and Cables are
of uniform quality, always dependable, whether you use a
foot or a spool. For an extra
measure of reliability, specify
Chester, for your next electrical or electronic requirements.

WIRES & CABLES

INSTRUMENT
WIRES

COAXIAL
CABLE

SPECIAL
WIRES & CABLES
TO SPECIFICATIONS

WIRE AND CABLE DATA SHEETS
Contains complete information on
Chester Quality Conductors. Call or
write for yours, todayl

INVITES INQUIRIES concerning custom
constructions including polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, nylon, braided and lacquered wires, special insulating materials, glass, yarn or any known material.
Recommendations will be made

without obligation.
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Transport, but broadcasters must
have their applications approved
by CBC in addition. For the present, at least, CBC will accept
tv applications only for cities in
which it has no stations planned.
First applications with a ghost
of a chance are: Hamilton, London,
Sudbury and Windsor, Ont.; Quebec City, Que.; Saint John, New
Brunswick; and Sydney, Nova

MEETINGS
Spring Manufacturing Conference, Hotel
Statler, New York, N. Y.
APRIL 11: New England Radio
Engineering Meeting (NE REM) of IRE, University of
Connecticut, Storrs, Conn.
APRIL 8-10: AMA

18: Seventh Annual
Spring Technical Conference,
Cincinnati IRE, Cincinnati,

APRIL

Scotia.

Ohio.

IATA Technical Conference, Caribe Hilton
Hotel, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
APRIL 21: Symposium on Ceramic-To -Metal Seals sponsored
by the Panel on Electron
Tubes of the Research and
Research and Development
Board, Rutgers University
School of Ceramics, New
Brunswick, N. J.
APRIL 23-24: International Symposium on Non -Linear Circuit
Anlaysis sponsored by BrookPolytechnic Institute,
lyn
IRE, Office of Naval Research,
Air Research and Signal
Corps, Engineering Societies
Bldg. Auditorium, New York,
APRIL 20 -MAY 2:

Next Year's

IRE

Show Location?
WHEN the Government Tax Bureau

announced it was taking over
Grand Central Palace in 1954, IRE
made arrangements to hold next
year's show in the Kingsbridge
Armory in the Bronx (New York
City). Then the newspapers announced that the Tax Bureau had
changed its mind and now considers the Palace 'not desirable'.
Who

N. Y.
APRIL 23, 30, MAY 7, 14: Lecture
Series on the general theory
of semiconductors by H. K.
Henisch of the University of

Says?-Tracking the story

Reading, England, Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute, Brook-

to the General Service Administra-

tion, the agency that hires office
space for all Uncle Sam's agencies,
ELECTRONICS learned from Walter
T. Downey, Regional Director, that
the policy reversal was not yet
official. Yes, the Treasury Department had changed its mind, but
they are still awaiting permission
from Washington to stop Palace
negotiations.
Meanwhile, IRE says "No comment".

Business Briefs
Bathtubs and home telephones
are outnumbered by tv sets in
Chicago, according to Admiral
Corp. There are 1,360,000 tv sets
in use while bathtubs number
1,260,000 and home telephones

lyn, N. Y.

Spring Meeting of
USA National Committee of

APRIL 27-30:

URSI-IRE professional
Group on Antennas and Propagation, National Bureau Of
Standards, Washington, D. C.
APRIL 27 -MAY 8: British Industries Fair, Birmingham &
London, England.
APRIL 28 -MAY 1: Seventh Annual NARTB Broadcast Engineering Conference, Bur -

of walkie-talkies. Motorola's share
of the contract came to $586,000.

India plans to spend $2.1 million
on an expanded network of radio

transmitters including three high power shortwave transmitters,

1,320,000.

high -power medium -wave,
medium-power medium -wave
and five low -power medium -wave

Costing more than $600,000, New
York Fire Department's new twoway f -m communications system
uses 8 adjacent radio channels.
Over 500 pieces of fire apparatus
are now equipped; there are 10
marine installations and a batch

transmitters.
Nuisance Tax of $2.50 yearly
on Canadian broadcast receivers
has been abolished. Henceforth
government -controlled Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. operations will
be supported by 15 -percent excise

seven
five

Hall, Philharmonic
dette
Auditorium, Los Angeles.
APRIL 29 -MAY 1: 1953 IREAIEE Electronic Components
Symposium, Shakespeare
Club, Pasadena, Calif.
MAY 11-13: IRE National Conference on Airborne Electronics, Dayton, Ohio.
1953 Electronic
MAY 18-21:
Parts Show, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
MAY 18-23: Third International
Congress On Electroheat,
Paris, France.
MAY 24-29: NAED, 45th Annual
Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

24-28: Scientific Apparatus
Makers Association Annual
The Greenbrier,
Meeting.
White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va.
JUNE 9-11: International Aviation Trade Show, Hotel Statler, New York, N. Y.
JUNE 15-19: Exposition of Basic
Materials for Industry, Grand
Central Palace, New York,
MAY

N. Y.
JUNE 16-24:

International Electro -acoustics Congress, The
Netherlands.

JUNE 20-OCT. 11: German Com-

munication and Transport Exhibition, Munich, Germany.
AUG. 19-21: IRE Western Electronic Show & Convention,
Municipal Auditorium, San
Francisco, Calif.
AUG. 29 -SEPT. 6: West German
Radio and Television Exhibition, Duesseldorf, Germany.
SEPT. 1-3: International Sight
and Sound Exposition, Palmer

House, Chicago, Ill.
21-25: Eighth National

SEPT.

Instrument Exhibit, Sherman

Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

tax on radio and tv sets, tubes
and components. Yield of $12 million yearly is expected.
Ship -to -shore tv trials in England resulted in clear tv reception
from a point 16 miles distant and
100 feet under the sea. Experimental Pye transmitter used had
an output of 250 watts.

Experimental radar station will
be constructed at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N. Y.

Three airborne units may be in
operation by June for the study of
the effects of weather conditions
on range and clarity of image.
April, 1953
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VARIAN

X

-BAND RADAR

LYSTRONS

AireOdei

.142
guaranteed specifications

K

-

quantity prices

-

e-

assured delivery

Rugged local oscillator for mobile radar.

Highly non-microphonic. Shaft tuner; no
chatter or backlash; excellent for motor tuned systems. Reflex, 8.5-10.0 kmc, replacing Varian V-50.

V-260

.)

For radar, beaccn or low -power transmit-

e,4i
V-280

ec; ..

ter operation under severe mechanical
punishment. Lock -nut tuner holds the tube
on frequency even under shocks of several hundred g. reflex, 8.5-10.0 kmc, replacing Varian V-51.

For high altitude or high humidity applications. Silicone -rubber -potted base and re-

flector connections instead of conventional
bcse and reflector cap. Electrically identical with V-260 and V-280.

Reflex tube for test and measurement work
at x -band. Intecral tuner covers the full
frequency range, 8.2-12.4 kmc. Typical
power output is 150 mw over the band,
500 mw at center frequency.

VARIAN
990 VARIAN STREET
TRAD. MARK

associates
SAN CARLOS CALIFORNIA
,

representatives in principal cities

www.americanradiohistory.com

Detailed data sheets available.
Write Varian Associates,
Section AA2AX, 990 Varian Street,,
San Carlos, California
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THE YARDSTICK FOR

Up -to -the -Minute Research

Quality Controlled

for Maximum Performance
Leader in Application Engineering
Experience Over Complete Range

#4 to #44, AWG -All

-

Grades and Colors

K2-Eakee the l0frßth

PHflPS 01101E ¡NiPPER fR1101111IS
CORPORATION
28
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last page.
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FORMVAR has become

FILM WIRE QUALITY!

recogni'ing the advantages of
round Forsrvar magnet wire, became the
leader in replacing ena nel, fabric and paper covered wires. '_'oday, ro Ind Forma ar is used extensively in mo=ors, transformers arid coils, with
resultant overall cost recuctious and quality improvements in the insula:ion system.
Where greater spacirg or additional safety
factors are ind.ca_ed, fajrics such as cotton or
PHELPS DODGI,

to m'wke,M Pf°l-

paper can be added. For higher temperature
operation Phelps Dodge Forfuvar, with a wrap of
fiberglass, has been widely used.
For some applications a thin sheath of Nylon
has been applied over the Formvar and identified
as Phelps Dodge Nyform magnet wire.
Any time magnet wire is your problem, crnsrrlt
Phelps Dodge for the quickest, easiest answer!

il

INCA MANUFACTURING DIVISION
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

Want more information?

Use post card on
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Facts behind the

S-1

TIMER'S extraordinary

.005

i/12 and 14 fasten to center shaft (7/13)
All other parts slip on shaft.

13

2

4

2

1

FormulaS-1: Expensive high torque, ball bearing motor, low inertia

of moving parts, high proportion of precision and ground
parts, no thrust bearings as found in ordinary clutches.
High torque (2 inch -ounce at 100 RPM) industrial grade motor
(#1) with no internal gear train so small changes in load due to
binds or hand acceleration cause no phase shift between rotor
and rotating field ... runs continuously to eliminate starting error.
Precision cut gears (#2, #3). Any eccentricity or inaccuracies in

"Gentlemen

... Let

SEC

me give you

the formula for our astounding

final accuracy of .005
with our

sec. obtained

D -C clutch S-1

Timer."

gearing reflect directly in timer reading.
Slip clutch composed of hardened steel spring (#4) riding a
V -grooved graphited (for long wear) collet, applies .6 inch -ounces
of torque to aluminum (for low inertia) control disc (#5) with over
314 tiny teeth in its periphery.
To hold control disc (#5) at rest, 2 hardened steel brake shoes
(#6), ground to square knife edges, grip periphery of control disc
in 4 places ... control disc position to under 1/2 of a degree

(1,720 second).

Electro magnet (#8) pulls brake shoes away from control disc
through armatures (#7). Air gaps kept to minimum for speed.
Precision made fulcrums prevent stickiness or unequal movement

of armatures.
Adjusting screw (#1 1) adjusts tension of armature spring (#10)
so that time between energizing magnet coil and starting of
control disc is same as time between de -energizing magnet coil
and stopping of control disc. This compensates for starting and
stopping errors.
Second friction clutch (#2) transfers control disc motion to center
staff (#13); allows hands to be reset when control disc is held
stationary.
To

Split the Split Second with ACCURACY, Take a Minute Now and
Write Us for Engineering Data

SINCE 1884

The STANDARID ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY
97 LOGAN STREET
PRECISION TIMERS
30

SPRINGFIELD 2, MASSACHUSETTS

CHRONO -TACHOMETERS
Want more information?

LABORATORY PANELS

Use post card on

last page.
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It's VERSATILITY that sells
SANBORN in the field of
Industrial Recording
As indicated by references

DC PREAMPLIFIER

AC PREAMPLIFIER

at the right, you may
have a choice of five

different instruments

(A)
CONVERTER-for low level DC record.
ing such as thermocouple output.
DC

for quick and convenient
standard rack mounting
in the system at AI

,

PLUS a choice of up to four
TRIPLEXER-when coupled to a DC amplifier permits the recording of three events
in one channel.

of any of the three

different type amplifiers

(B)

or any combination

of these amplifiers
with the

THRESHOLD MONITOR provides means
for the control of voltage levels or rate of

change.

SANBORN
FOUR -CHANNEL

OSCILLOGRAPH
RECORDING
SYSTEM

DC

(General Purpose) AMPLIFIER

STRAIN GAGE (Courier) AMPLIFIER

(MODEL 67)
SERVO MONITOR AMPLIFIER-a phase

shown in the diagram, removing or interchanging any of the amplifiers or other instruments is simply a matter of sliding the unit in
or out of the mounting rack where contact is made automatically by
plug-in connectors. Screws at the four corners of. the panel hold the
instrument in place.
Other features of this system which add to Sanborn VERSATILITY
are the choice of eight paper speeds 50, 25, 10, 5, 2.3, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25
nun/sec, and the use of either 4-, 2-, or -channel recording paper.
And, of course there are these popular Sanborn advantages: a high
torque movement (200,000 dyne erns per cm deflection), direct inkless
recording in true rectangular coordinates, and provision for code and
time markings.
Sanborn Recording Systems may be used to record any one or more
of a wide variety of phenomena whose characteristics range from static
to 100 cycles per second. If your recording problem is not one which can be
solved by standard Sanborn equipment,
our engineers will be glad to suggest
ways in which modifications of it may

discriminating AC amplifier used in servo
design and testing.

As

SANBORN

-

1-, AND 2 -CHANNEL

1

SANBORN
COMPANY

suit your requirements.
A complete catalog of Sanborn Indus-

trial Recording Equipment will

be sent

RECORDING
SYSTEMS

One channel Model
128/1.11 above and two channel Model 60 at
right both incorporate

Sauborn
recording
advantages which include interchangeability
of amplifiers and (with
Model 60)preamldifiera.

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

gladly on your request.
32
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Metal -clad Capacitors with
Permafil dielectric and silicone end seals provide exceptional ruggedness and service reliability.

:/

New G -E Subminiature

1076

u

v

1957

g

YEARS OF ELECTRICAL

_v

PROGRESS

6C

G.E. ANNOUNCES a new line of
subminiature metal -clad capacitors
with silicone end seals and a solid dielectric for
operation from -55 C to +125 C without derating
This new line of General Electric subminiature metal clad capacitors offers the designer and user of electronic
equipment the utmost reliability under the severe operating conditions required of military equipment. G-E
metal -clad capacitors are rugged units that provide
the essential advantages of small size, no liquid leakage,
and high insulation resistance. They also will withstand
extreme temperature and humidity conditions.
While these capacitors have been designed for application in the temperature range from -55 C to +125 C
without derating, they can, with proper derating, be
operated up to +150 C.
G -E subminiature metal -clad capacitors offer two important, exclusive features that insure outstanding performance:
Solid dielectric-G.E.'s Permafil-to provide excellent electrical characteristics and to eliminate
the possibility of leakage.

Silicone end seal for high shock resistance-both
thermal and physical.
G -E subminiature metal -clad capacitors meet all requirements of JAN -C-25 and the proposed MIL -C-25. They
can be supplied in both tab and exposed foil designs
depending upon your application requirements.
Need Wax Replacement? If you are caught in the squeeze
because of the recent elimination of characteristic J (wax) from
the proposed MIL -C-25 specifications, you need not go to a larger
capacitor (or continue to use an unacceptable product). See back
page of this advertisement for information about a new line of
G -E liquid -filled metal -clad capacitors. They're as small as the
wax units, yet have superior life characteristics which make them
a

"natural" for military equipment.

GENERALE
See

next page for informative data

ELECTRIC
on these

new G -E capacitors

Ad-

New G -E Pyranol* Metal -clad Capacitor averages
20% smaller in size than a comparable oil -filled unit.
It is as small as the subminiature wax unit, yet has
superior life characteristics.

ANNOUNCING also

... a new line of

G -E

Pyranol Liquid -filled metal -clad capacitors
subminiature in size-inexpensive-for operation to +85
This new line of G-E subminiature metal -clad capacitors
with Pyranol dielectric equals its 125 C Permafil cousin
for reliability and ruggedness. It is designed for operation
from 55 C- to +85 C without derating.
Pyranol, long noted for its high dielectric strength
and exceptional stability, has been used in G -E capacitors for more than 20 years with excellent success. Now
recently improved, Pyranol makes possible a small -size
capacitor with extremely good life characteristics.
This G -E metal -clad line also incorporates the silicone
end seal for maximum resistance to shocks both
thermal and physical and thus permits soldering right
up to the bushing without danger of damaging the seal.
G -E Pyranol metal -clad capacitors can be supplied in
either tab or exposed foil designs in ratings from .001 to
1.0 muf in voltages of 100, 200, 400, and 600 volts d -c
working.

-

Delivery of G -E Subminiature Capacitors. While many
sizes and voltage ratings of both the 125 C Permafil and
the 85 C Pyranol metal -clad capacitors are available for
immediate shipment, not all muf and voltage ratings are

oa

(mvu pea

GENERAL

in stock. However, the full line of each type of G -E

metal -clad capacitor will he in "stock shipment"
shortly. If your requirements demand the highest performance standards for subminiature capacitors, check
with your nearest G -E Apparatus Sales Office for exact
delivery information. Or write to Section 442-4, General
Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York.
*Reg. rademar k of (]_nera! Eleer is Compaq,
-

120

'YRANO_
110

100

90
80
70

-40

-20

0

TEMPEI.ATUBE

20
114

40

DEGREE

60

80

100

CENTIGRADE

Capacitance vs. Temperature ìs shown by this typical curve. G -E
Pyranol subminiature metal -clad capacitors have only a small
capacitance change through the entire range from -55 C to +85 C.

co.

ELECTRIC

jrFor a remarkable demonstration of the ruggedness and reliability of these new G-E cap.eú/or.e,11
visit the General Electric Booth at the 1953 Institute of Radio Eneineerr Showin Neu York City.

11.

C

ACTUAL SIZE

... with a

rheostat or other resistance
type controls. You will find POWER STAT type 10 the ideal source of variable a -c voltage control of 50-100-150
watt loads.

POWERSTAT type

OUTPUT:

rated:

10 is

0-1:0 Volts, 0.13: Volts,
Amperes,
Amperes
1.2e

15c/l65 Volt.

POWERSTAT type IO weighs on ¡
13 OUNCES.

1

POUND,

...

does not control by dissipating power in the wasteful
of type 10 is high
form of heal as does a resistance type control.

EFFICIENCY

SPACE REQUIREMENT of tyze 10 is only 2'ío by 31/4 inches. Not only is it compact zut since
it does not produce heat there is no ventilation problem.

rugged for long life and dependable service.

CONSTRUCTION

of type 10

ADAPTABILITY

of type 10 to any load within its rating
necessary with a resistance type control.

RATING

of type 10

s

is

is

possible wi-hout tailor ig as

is

conservative with the rated output current availabl.s at any

brush setting.

MOUNTING

of type 10 is simple by means of a single hole in the panel. It
position by a keying arrangement.

OPERATION

of type 10

PRICE

comparable to any other type of
of type 10 is low
apparatus of equal capacity and characteristics.

is

Locked in

smooth, stepless and silent.

...

A comparison of POWERSTAT type 10 with o
rheostat or other resistance type controls reveals that it is the logical answer to any vari-

able a -c voltage control problem involving
loads up to 150 watts.
Additional information on POWER
STAT type 10 is cvailable by writing

is

a -c

voltag_ control

POWERSTAT type 10 is a small, comF oct auto -

transformer of toroidal core design with a
movable brush -tap. Rotction of the tcp delivers any output voltage from ze-o to, or
above, line voltage. It is tapped to allow
compensation for a 10 Fer cent drap in line
voltage.

-

204

Mae Avenue,

YS,oP(rtPPN/Arï

Bristol, Conn.
THE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC co
BRISTOL,

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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TIMING MOTOR
GIVES YOU UP TO
5 TIMES THE TORQUE
THESE

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

30-ln:h Ounces Torque at
e.tra marg n of power
1

R.P.M.

"mighty midget" SX motor provides
the power for a wide variety of timing devices, recording instruments, signal systems,
traffic controls, and other similar control
devices that require dependable performance at constant speed. Available in many
output speeds ranging from one revolution per second to one revolution per day,
the SX provides up to five times the power
of most hysteresis clock motors of equivalent size.
This

.

.

for edverse cperating conditions.
Instantanec-us Response
synchronous speed within

.

Timers

Time Delay
Relays

tlse
7CRa3

34

Time
Totalizers

.

.

speed

possible.

Runs Equally Well ii Any Position.
Cant-olled Rotation
clockwise =Dr counterclockwise, as desired.
Dual Rotation
oscillating
motior also possible on motors 4
R.P.M. o- faster by limiting travel of
output member with positive stops.
Repla_eable Coils
simplify
servi:irg or _hanging voltages in
.

.

.

.

.

.

Interval

.

1

Write for Cramer Timing Device
Catalog or specify Bulletin No.
10A for complete information
on the Model SX Motor.

I

to
cycles

of applied .ioltage; dead stop
within
cycle.
Runs On <y at Synchronous Speed
ro s'ip or sub -synchronous

.

SPECIALISTS

.

2

.

.

the fielc.

One or Two -Way Friction
permits output shaft to be turned
.

.

.

manually, independent of gear
train a,d motor.

TIME

N

Cycle
Timers

Running Time
Meters

CON

Fdse

Hermetically Sealed

Timers

Military Timers

TR OL

Synchronous
Timing Motors

R. W. CRAMER COMPANY, INC.
BOX 3, CENTERBROOK, CONNECTICUT
Want more information?

Use

,lost card on last page.
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18,000 VOLT
OF
ELECTROSTATICALLY

FOCUSED

PIC TURE

BRIGHTNESS

RAYTHEON
electrostatically focused Pictu
take the full design center max. rating of 1$ 000 VflIts

with ade uate "high line" reserve.
s

Tested At 22,000 Volts

Long Life Guns

No Voltage Breakdown

Long Life Screens

Superior

Area Focusing

1013'ßc

RAYTHEON

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
cerv,ng

7500

ue

srv,1ro1

cr app ,canon

ta

Loa

C

RAYTHEON MAKES
IEU*Buu SUBMINIATURE

ELECTRON KS

-

MINIATURE

April, ;953

C

All

/4s,

.

,

lecitos+iru

Angeles Cold Richmond 7-5524

THESE:
TUBES

TUBES

Want more information?

.rev

or

Use post card on

last page.
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ANN PICTURE TUBES

WHICH PILOT LIGHT
DO YOU NEED?
DIAL(O
THE

BIG

ONE

ACTUAL SIZE

Cat. #613529-211

This Pilot Light Assembly was first
made to accommodate the S-I1 lamp
and was intended for use in the
cabs of great diesel locomotives.

Dialco HAS THE COMPLETE LINE

\
OF

This BIG one

\

INDICATOR and PANEL LIGHTS

THE LITTLE ONE
The miniaturization program on defense products required the
development of this sub -miniature light. It is used
on communication equipment and aircraft.
Midget flanged base bulbs to fit are rated

1.3, 6, 12,

or

\

and 28 volts.

this LITTLE one
ACTUAL SIZE

Cat. #8-1930-621

to suit your own special conditions and
requirements will be sent promptly
and without cost. Just outline your needs.
Let our engineering department assist
in selecting the right lamp and the best
pilot light for YOU.

Write for the Dialco HANDBOOK of PILOT LIGHTS
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

DIALICHT CORPORATION
60 STEWART AYE., BROOKLYN 37, N. Y.

36

Want more information?

HYACINTH 7-7600

Use post card on

last page.
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Formed pieces of tough, National Vulcanized
Fibre, with exceptionally high dielectric strength,
are used to make this universal coil form. It is
expandable to conform to cores of various sizes.

contributes to an
improved product-in universal
coil forms for Cutler -Hammer, Inc.
This practical use of National Vulcanized Fibre by Cutler Hammer, Inc. in their wire spools is typical of the countless contributions National Vulcanized Fibre-the material of a million
uaes-makes to business and industry.
In the electrical field National Vuicanized Fibre has been the
standard insulation for years. It has high dielectric strength and,
when subjected to hot electrical arcing, it evolves neutral gas
which extinguishes arc without "tracking." Many electric appliances find National Vulcanized Fibre to be the one best material
for one cr more of their parts.
National Vulcanized Fibre applications, both mechanical and
electrical, are varied and extensive. In mechanical applications
it is desirable because it possesses exceptional tensile and crushing strength, toughness, density and resistance to wear-coupled
with ease of fabrication. It actually improves with age; for many
mechanical purposes it is better, more durable than metal.
Available in various grades and colors; and in sheets, rods,
tubes and special shapes. Write for detailed literature and engineering service information-

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
Wilmington
Offices

in

7

\

\.

/

Delaware
Principal Cities

Since 1873

www.americanradiohistory.com

National Laminated Plastics
notionally known-nationally accepted

C? aminated PLASTIC

10

415
100111""

Here is Plug-in Unit Construction
Everything you need to mount, house, fasten, connect,
monitor your equipment.
FOR YOUR SMALLER UNITS

ist

START WITH

Here's a beautiful

little Terminal
that really puts soldering on a production basis; taking a
minimum of space
and material. Ratchet holds leads firmly for soldering, no wrap -around or pliering necessary. Unique
punch press configuration gives rapid heat transfer,
taking less time and solder. Designed for Govt.
Miniaturization contracts. Staked in Alden Pre punched Terminal Cards, allow patterns for any
circuit.

3

new

n e

3rdAttachMiniature Terminals,
Pre -punched Terminal Mounting Card ready -cut to size you require.
Alden Card -mounting Tube
Stake in Alden Miniature Terminals to Sockets and Mounting Brackets, which
mount your circuitry.
mount in the prepunched holes.
2ndTakc

ALDEN MINIATURE
TERMINALS

Held
for soldering

Snap in

Prepunched Terminal
Mounting Cards come
in all sizes needed for
Packages: miniature
7 -pin and 9 -pin units,
or 11 -pin and 20 -pin
plug-in units. Card is
natural phenolic t,jp"
thick prepunched on

''/"

Mounting

Brackets stake

to the
Alden Card - mounting
Tube Sockets for miniature 7, miniature 9
and octal tubes, are
complete with studs
and eyelets for easy

centers with .101"

holes for taking the
Miniature Terminals.

mounting on Pre punched Cards.

Pre

punched Card,
mount Card to
Package Base
and Lid.

O

FOR YOUR LARGER UNITS
out circuitry with Prepunched
Attach Miniature Terminals,
Terminal Mounting Card in
Card -mounting Tube Sockets
3rd
lengths up
3'.
and Mounting Brackets, which
2ndLay

No pliers-No twisting

to

Wires-Buss bars easily accessible

fit any of the prepunched holes.

READY MADE to fit various
Ratchet holds
leads

Both sides can be used

ready made Chassis sizes.

firmly

Alden Card mounting Tube

Snip off loops desired to by-pass.

0i 0

1

° 00

JUMPER
STRIP

Stake under Terminals for common circuits. Loops
match prepunched holes in Terminal Cards. Snip
off loops desired to by-pass.

TO

Organize circuitry in compact vertical
planes. Use both sides of Prepunched
Card to stake in Alden Miniature Terminals to your circuitry layout. Vertical
position gives ready accessibility; there
is no "underneath" in Alden design.

Sockets, readymade in variety
of sizes, complete with studs
and eyelets for
easy mounting
on Prepunched
Cards.

OBTAIN COMPLETE DETAILS

Tiny Sensing Elements specifically designed to spot
trouble instantly in any unit.

Get one point of check of all incoming and outgoing
leads thru ALDEN BACK CONNECTORS

Here are tiny components to isolate trouble instantly by providing
visual tell -tales for each unit.

"PAN -i -LITE" MIN. INDICATOR LIGHT
it in places never before possible.
Glows like a red-hot poker. Push -mounts in .348" drill hole.
Bulbs replace from front. Tiny spares are unbreakable, easily
kept available, taped in recess of equipment. Alden #86L,
ruby, sapphire, pearl, emerald.
So compact you can use

MINIATURE TEST POINT JACK
Here are tiny insulated Test Point Jacks that make possible
checking critical plate or circuit voltages from the front of your
equipment panel-without pulling out equipment or digging
into the chassis. Takes a minimum of space, has low capacitance to ground, long life beryllium copper contacts. Available
in black, red, blue, green, tan and brown phenolic conforming
to MIL -P I4B- CGF; also nylon in black, red, orange, blue,
yellow, white, green. Alden #110BCS.

ALDEN "FUSE -LITE"
Fuse Blows

- Lite Glows.

Signals immediately blown fuse. Lite visible from any angle.
To replace fuse simply unscrew the 1 -pc. Lite -lens unit. Mounts
easily by standard production techniques, in absolute minimum
of space. 110V Alden ##440.4FH. 28V #440.6FH.

Free Samples Sent Upon Request

462-2

SINGLE CHECK POINT
Here for the first time is a slide -in connector that brings all incoming and outgoing
leads to a central check point in orderly rows, every lead equally accessible and
color coded.
Color coding
Generous
Avoid conventional
bell -mouthing
rats nest wiring

fl

do»

Permit direct
efficient wiring
STRAIGHT-THROUGH CIRCUITRY
Wiring is kept in orderly planes, avoiding rat's nest of conventional back plate
wiring. Connections between Terminal
Mounting Cards are through Back Connectors so that all circuitry is controlled
at this central point. Incompatible volt
ages safely isolated and separated.

Floating
clip action

Accessible
uncongested
solder terminals

EASY INSERTION AND REMOVAL
Mating tolerances permit easy insertion
and removal without demanding critical alignment tolerances. Assure proper
contact, with safety shielding of dangerous voltages. Leads can be attached
above, below or out of the back for
most direct and efficient interconnects.

Ready-made Alden Back Connectors meet all conceivable needs, for
slide -in chassis replaceable iii 30 seconds with spare.

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY
www.americanradiohistory.com
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READY-MADE for your Electronic Equipment

-

-

All designed all tooled production immediately available
no procurement problems. Apply ALDEN Standards wholly or in part.
ALDEN
PLUG-IN PACKAGES
mounting your circuits
on Terminal Cards, use Alden
Standard Plug-in Bases, Housings,
Bails for packaging.
4thAfter

HOUSE PLUG-IN UNITS IN
ALDEN BASIC UNI -RACKS

Alden "20" Rack
Mounting Socket

Min. 7 & 9 -pin
BASES avail.

r

with extended ears
that mount side by
side and in multiple
rows on U -Channels
that accommodate
50 Alden "20"
Plug-in Units illus-

able, also 11.
pin & 20 -pin,

BAILS

-

Using standard Alden Plug-in Packaging Components you can mount a
tremendous variety of circuits on
chassis or in racks.

&

HOUSINGS or
LIDS to match.

trated, in

4"

17"

8"

FOUR SIZES
OF CHASSIS

MOUNT
IN ANY
COMBINATION
IN ALDEN
UNI -RACKS

10%2 x

19" rack mounting
panel.

SLIDE -IN BACK CONNECTORS

STACKED

See description

Mounting all equipment in
Alden Uni -Racks provides a

on opposite page.

uniform system easy to handle

Fit Prepunched Cards

and ship. Can be installed

4thintocarrying
completed cirStandard Alden Basic

and interconnected as fast as
unloaded.

cuitry
Chassis Body.

UNIT CABLE

ALDEN

Prepunched to your specs.
Easy accessibility at sides,
front for completing wiring.

interconnects between Uniracks or other major circuitry divisions. Quick,
sure, coded means of iso-

ALDEN
BASIC CHASSIS

SERV-A-UNIT LOCK

lating and restoring (with

spare) inter -division.

with spares provides 30 -second servicing for your unitized circuitry.

pulls in or ejects chassis.

circuits.

SEND FOR FREE "ALDEN HANDBOOK"
Your design and production men have always wanted
these advantages:
1.

Experimental circuitry can be set up with production components, cutting
down debugging time.

2. Allows technicians, rather than engineer, to debug, by taking out unit.
3. Given the circuitry, nothing further to design-make up from standard Alden
components.

4. Optimum circuit layout using standard terminal card.
S. Absolute minimum requirements of labor, materials, space.

6. The various sub -assemblies can be built concurrently on separate assembly lines.

7. No tooling costs-no delays-no procurement headaches.
B. Fewer

-

able coded spares.

TROUBLE INSTANTLY INDICATED AND LOCATED by monitoring element"'
assigned to each functional unit.
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL NOT REQUIRED to maintain in operation, due to
obvious color coding and fool -proof non -interchangeability of mating components.
TOOLESS MAINTENANCE made possible by patented Alden fasteners and plug.
in locking and ejecting devices.
AIRMAIL SERVICECompact functional units practical to send airmail to factory for needed overhaul.
UNI -RACK FIELD HANDLING UNIT-groups functional units into stacking
cabinets not exceeding one- or two -man handling capacity-go easily through

CONNECT AS FAST AS UNLOADED, by coded non -interchangeable unit cables
plugged in between Uni -racks.

9. Can subcontract assemblies.

FOR

The big objection to electronic equipment-from the user's point of view-is
that if it goes out of order he feels helpless. But you have a perfect answer when
your equipment is made to Alden Standards of Plug-in Unit Construction because
they assure DEPENDABLE OPERATION, as follows
30 -SECOND REPLACEMENT OF INOPERATIVE UNITS by plugging in avail-

windows, doors.

prints-smaller parts inventory.

SEND

Your customers and sales force will welcome these
advantages:

FREE

226 -PAGE HANDBOOK

This 226 -page Handbook describes fully the Alden System of Plug-in Unit Construction and the
hundreds of components ready-made and completely tooled to meet your every requirement.
It's a gold -mine for those designing electronic control equipment that is practical in manufacture; dependable in operation.
SENT FREE!
REQUEST YOUR COPY TODAY

-

127

North Main Street

Brockton
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NA-ALO

TYPE C45 -7C

COMPLETE
CIVILIAN LINE

Ii GH QUALITY MINIATURIZED
"DIME -SIZE" CIVILIAN CONTROLNEW

Performance Fully Equals Larger
Types.

Exceptionally good delivery cycle on
civilian orders due to tremendous
mass production facilities.

TYPE A0,

3/4" diameter variable

compas,ilioa resistor. Wattage
rating .3 watt for resistances
throuç'n 10,000 ohms, .2 watt with
3'0 .alts maximum across end

termi: als for resistances over
10,00; ohms. Also available in
concentric shaft tandem construction C45.70 as shown above.

TYPE C2-45

TYPE C2-35

TYPE GC -45,15/16"

TYPE C2-252

1 1/4" diameter variable
composition resistor. Wattage rating:

diameter variable

TYPE GC -35,

Wattage rating:
1/2 watt for resistances through
composition resistor.

3/4 watt for resistances through
10,000 ohms, 2/3 watt for resistances
over 10,000 ohms through 25,000

10,000 ohms,1/3 watt for resistances
over 10,000 ohms through 100,000
ohms, 1/4 watt with 500 volts Taxi,
mum across end terminals for resistances over 100,000 ohms. Ave table
with or without illustrated atteched
switch and in concentric shaft tandem
construction C2.45 as shown above.

ohms, 1/2 watt with 500 volts maximum across end terminals for resistances over 25,000 ohms. Available

-

? watt, 1 17/64" diameter variable wirewaead resistor.
Available with or without illustrated
attached switch and in concentric
shaft tandem corotruction C2-252
as shown above.

TYPE GC-252,

TYPE C2-25

watt, 1 17/32" diameter variable wireweead resistor.
Available with or without ilk/strafed
attached switch and in concentric
shaft tandem construction C2-25 as
shown above,
TYPE GC -25, 4

with or without illustrated attached
switch and in concentric shaft tandem
construction C2-35 as shown above.

Typical concentric shaft tandem with panel and
rear sections operating separately from
concentric shafts (TYPE C45.70 ILLUSTRATED).
Similar construction available for all
military resistors.

REPRESENTATIVES
Henry E. Sanders
McClatchy Bldg.
69th 8 Market Sr.
Upper Darby. Penna.
Phone: Flanders 2-4423
W. S. Harmon Company
1638 So, La Cienega Hlve.

los Angeles

35.

California

Phone. Bradshaw

2

332

IN CANADA
Meredith d Co
Streelsvrlle, Ontario
C. C.

ENLA,7r.E0 SHAFT
ENO VIE NI

SOUTH AMERICA
Jose

1. uis

Pontet

Buenos Aires. Argentina
Momeordeo. Uruguay
Rio o-e Janeiro. Brazil
Sao 'aulo. Brazil

OTRER EXPORT
John A. Green Company
6815 Oriole Drive
Dallas 9, Texas

Sylven Ginsbury
8 Wet 40Uí Street
New 'York 18, N. Y.

P_'/jr err.t'rfr;S/.1 ,%i
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COMPLETE
MILITARY LINE
Immediate delivery from stock on 189
types including JAN -R-94 and JAN -R-19

types of variable resistors.
NEW 38 -PAGE iLLUSTRATED CATALOG'

risks,
Special Features and Constrections of a
complete Ise of variable resistors for military
and civilian use. Includes dimensional drawings
of each resistor. Write today for your copy.

TYPE 45, (JAN -R-94, Type RV2;

1/4 waft,15/16"diameter vari-

able composition resistor.
Also available with other
special military features no
covered by JAN -R-94 including concentric shaft tandem
construction. Attached switch
can be supplied.
65, (Miniaturized)
1/2 watt 70"C, 3/4" diameter minia
turized variable composition resistor.
TYPE

TYPE 35, UAN-R-94, Type RV :11

1/2 watt, l 1/8"diameter yore

-

able composition resistor.
Also available with other
special military features nct
covered ay JAN -R-94 including concentric shaft tandem
construct on. Attached switcs
can be supplied.

TYPE 90
I watt 70°C,

(JAN-R-19,Typ RATO)
2 watt, 1 17/64" diameter
variable wirewound resisto.-,
Also available with other
special military features nct
covered by JAN -R-19 incluc
ing concentric shaft tandem
construction. Attached switch
can be supplied.
TYPE 252,

15/16" diameter vari-

nbte composition resistor. Attache
switch can be supplied. Also aval
able in concentric shaft tonde
construction.

Li.IPRECIDENTED
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Specially designed for military communications equipment subject to extreme
temperature and humidity ranges.
-55°C to -1-150°C. ,.aridity to saturation.

a
TYPE 25, ,JAN -R-19, Type RA90)

(May aise he

end es Type RA`S)

watt, 1 17/32" diameter
variable wirewound resistor.
4

Also available with other
special military features net
covered by JAN -R-19 inclu,ting concentric shaft tandem
constructoon. Attached switch
can be supplied.

>
TYPE 95, (JAN-R-94, Type RV4)

2 watt 70°C, )1/8"diameter variable
composition resistor. Also available
with other special military features
not covered by JAN -R-94 including
concentric shaft tandem construction.
Attached switch can be supplied.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

iiJi/re-;i(%(ìi.

Aecf:itoei e1t1u6J :Aacbscl/%an

Vaiiedie Xeóidoici
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MEPCO'S NEW SEALED Precision

Resistors STOP Humidity Failures
Over 2 years of laboratory development and testing
were required to achieve a sealed resistor design up
to Mepco's standard of quality. No sacrifice of our
standard time-proven features have been made in
order to perfect this sealed resistor.
SPECIFICATIONS: Meets all requirements of MIL -R -93A and JAN R

-93.

SEALING: Completely encapsulated and bonded.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -65`C. to + 125°C.

WINDINGS: Reversed and balanced PI -windings for low inductance with use of only the finest "certified" resistance alloys.
EXCLUSIVE INTERNAL FEATURES: Internal section's cross -over wire
insulated from winding by 2000 v. insulation (patented).
Special metal molded connecting feature, which bonds end
of winding and terminal in a non -corrosive and mechanically
secure manner
no solder or flux used.
TERMINALS: Rigid hot solder coated brass terminals for easier and
more secure soldering.

-

NOMINAL
WATTAGE
RATING

TYPE

RB15

.25

(M151

.50

RB16

.35
1.00
.50
1.00
.50
1.00
1.00
2.00
.25
.50

(M16)
RB17

(M17)
RB18

(M181
RB19

(M191
RB52

(M52)

RESISTANCE

MIN.

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

TYPE

meg.

2

RB10

.3

meg.
meg.

2

RB11

4

RB12

4

R813

.3

2.0
.75

4.0
4.0

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

15.0

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

.5

MIL

JAN -R-93

.6

1.5

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

SECTIONS

.185 meg.

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

.1

R

-

ELo

SUPERSEDES

MAX.

i----1

MIL RB15

meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.

I

8

RB14

2

RB51

L--a:

MIL 8816

RESISTANCE

PERCENT OF

SYMBOL

TOLERANCE

NOMINAL WATTAGE

B

0.10 %

F

E
J

K

á

MEPCO M16

I

EXPRESSED IN

0

-I#"-J
I

MIL RB18

DEGREE

C.

NEGATIVE, MAX.

POSITIVE, MAX.

0.0022
0.0040
0.0050

0.0022
0.0155
0.0255

dao

-ro

zg'

F

re"

M18

MEPCO

M19

MEPCO

M52

4

f

MIL RB19

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

MEPCO

0

1

p

PERCENT PER

M17

L4

I

50
50
75
100

0.25 %
0.50 %
1.00 %

1MEPCO

I__.]

MIL RB17

MIL - R - 93A
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
(REFERRED TO 25`CI
SYMBOL

0

I

93A

TOLERANCE

D

Li

I
,so

WATTAGE & RESISTANCE TOLERANCE

C

MEPCO M15

p

4

L

2'

Variations of the above ratings, tolerances, temperature
coefficient, etc. can be supplied to special order.

0RE
MIL RB52

0
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Use
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ELECTRON ICS

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
M. C.

(No Model.)

STONE.

ARTIFICIAL STRAW.

Patented Jan.

3, 1888.

No. 375,962.

fie. 3

F9. z

/

tics(

(No. 3 of a series)
The Historical Background of
STONE PAPER TUBE CO.

. et
.,

c

:

72rá,a/;u

ite;,

qs` uc,

"...by

winding a paper strip
into tubular f orm..."

..

-

April, 1953

get-

Aì

THESE words by Marvin C. Stone were
contained in this artificial drinking
straw patent granted him January 3, 1888,
a patent which marked the entry of Stone
into the spiral wound paper tube field.
During the next forty years, the use of
Stone's Drinking Straws became worldwide and the products of the Tube Division
of Stone Straw Corporation were finding
an important place in industry.
To better serve the expanding needs of
the electrical and electronics industries, the
Stone Paper Tube Company was organized
early in 128 and since that time has become one of the largest manufacturers of
small diameter paper tubes in the country.
Today, millions of Stone custom-made
items pour from batteries of Stone designed an3 manufactured machines
machines whose unique construction features are a closely guarded trade secret.
Magnetc switch insulation for automorive accessories, armature shaft insulation

N

ELECTRONICS

Z7-wen,Cor:

Want more information?

Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

lost page.

for fractional HP electric motors, coil
winding bobbins for time control motors,
and Stonized spiral phenolic coil forms for
radio and television are just a few of the
many uses hundreds of America's leading
manufacturers make of our product.
Made-to-order quality items can be furnished in diameters as small as 3/64" ID,
various wall thicknesses and lengths, and
of many materials including high -dielectric
kraft, fish paper, and plastic film. They are,
of course, made to extremely close tolerand your
antes . . are low in cost
order is handled with unsurpassed service.
Chances are there are many applications
in which you could put Stone products to
profitable and practical use in your business. Write us for a more complete story
of what we have to offer you.
Sales representatives are located in
principal cities for your convenience.

...

-

STONE

PAPER

TUBE

INCORPORATED

Washington

17,

CO.

D. C.
43

You know he'll never lose you
YOUR GUIDE ... you know he'll take you where
you want to go, by the quickest, easiest route.

That's exactly what Bristol Brass aims to do ...
to get your order to you the same way. And
that takes experience and character ... both in
the company and in its product.

Matter of fact, that's why so many people
keep standing orders with Bristol Brass ... because they know those orders will never get lost.

.. .

They'll be where they're supposed to be, right
on time, and right according to specifications
... be it sheet, rod or wire.

The BRISTOL BRASS CORPORATION, makers of
Brass since 1850 in Bristol, Conn. Offices or
warehouses in Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Providence, Rochester.

é»ez

ie6(-ßmss dt ¡1
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ELECTRONICS

SORENSEN

REGULATES
HIGH -VOLTAGE

AND CONTROLS

LOW -CURRENT

SORENSEN'S EXPANDED LINE OF B-SUPPLYS

NOW INCLUDES THIS NEW MULTI -RANGE DUAL SUPPLY.
Many users of Sorensen Nobatrons*and AC Regulators
are unaware that the standard Sorensen line includes a
high voltage, low -current
wide range of "B-Nobatrons"

-

DC sources.

Are you familiar with the number of units in the line?
are low-cost
models 36OBB and 52OBB
Two of them
units for those not requiring outputs adjustable down to
zero, but which can be paralleled for higher current requirements. The other models are highly flexible, allpurpose lcboratory instruments. All of them provide voltage and current well in excess of the specifications given
below (these "plus values" are shown graphically in the
new Sorensen DC catalog).
You owe it to yourself to get acquainted with these
Sorensen B-NOBATRONS. You'll find they are reasonably
surprisingly so
yet in all ways live up to the
priced
Sorensen -eputation r'or soura engineering, quality construction, dependable operation. Write for information.

-

-

MODEL 350-B SPECIFICATIONS
105 - 125 VAC, 50 - 60

OUTPUT

1.

OUTPUT REGULATION

taneously from two independently
adjustable outlets.
2. 175-350 VDC @ 0-120 Ma from
one outlet.
3. 0-175 VDC @ 0-60 Ma from one
outlet.
4. 6.3 VAC @ 3.5 amps., C.T., unregulated.
-- 1.0%

RIPPLE

10 mv

SIZE

13" x 712" x 8"

-

-

°Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. by Sorensen

8, Co ,

Inc.

----,

INPUT

175-350

VDC

@

10.

0-60 Ma

simul-

0

520BB

56088

500BB

32588

MODEL NO.

Output voltage

0325

Output current

0.125 Ma

Output voltage, bias

0.150

Output current, bias

0.5

Ripple

10 my

Low AC voltage
(center tapped,
unregulated)

36088

56088

52088

175-360

200-500
0-200 Ma

0.120 Ma

_...

....

Ma

6.3 at 10 amp.

...._

.,.._..

10 my

10 my

6.3 at 10 amp.

6.3 at 10 amp.

5COBB

0-500

0.500

0-200 Ma

0-300 Ma

0-150

0.150

0-5 Ma

0.5

10 my

10 nu

6.3 at 10 amp.

1000BB

200-1000
0.500 Ma

Ma

20 mv

6.3 at 10 amp.

'

0.5°6 (±1% in 36088 and 52086)
Regulation accuracy.
Input: 105.125 volts AC, 50-60 cycles, single phase.
Models 32588, 56088, 5008B and 100086 are metered.
Units are normally self-contained. All can be provided with a front panel for rack mounting.

SORENSEN

For Complete Information Write
SORENSEN
375
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Fairfield Avenue

&

COMPANY, INC.

Stamford,

1

Cann.

ANOTHER milestone in production techniques

ANOTHER instance of
"built-in know-how"

This is not just another stem machine.

It is

a

completely automatic stem

machine with 24 heads and precision
high speed index. The machine illus-

trated embodies all the improved techniques and mechanisms that Kahle

engineers could find from their own
and their customers' experience.

This problem involved glass tubulated

stems for radio tubes. However, Kahle
has solved many other problems

neither associated with glass or connected with electronics.

AUTOMATIC BUTTON STEM MACHINE

If your problem requires special tech-

Kahle Engineering Company has added ene more outstanding,piece of equipment to their constantly grcwing list of

niques or processes; if you need cus-

procuction equipment.

tom machinery; or, if you need relief

new 24 head Button Stem Machine No. 2179 for making
ore inch Dutton stems with 8 wires and tubulation for
T-9 rúbe sizes.
A

from expansion projects, Kahle engineers will work with you to achieve

"customer satisfaction" from "Built -In

Machine incorporates automatic lead wire feed, automatic
tubulation feed, automatic glass beac feed, automatic
unload. These, combined with automatic rejection and
head cleanout in case any component fails to feed, make
this machíie unique.

Know -How."

Such a machine is ideal for other similar stems such as
cathode ray stems with 6, 8 or 1G wires.

46
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ELECTRONICS

FIRST
and still the only
D IRECT READING
ALLBAND

The

ATALY

5pETRE10

MCS TO

Z2,000 MCS

Polarad's Model LSA Spectrum Analyzer is the result
of years of research and development. It provides
a simple and direct means of rapid and accurate
measurement and spectral display of an r.f. signal.

1

I
I

Frequency marker for

Continuous tuning.
One tuning control.
Resolution is 5KC when
dispersion is 5MC per inch
per sec.
250 KC to 25 MCS display
at all frequencies.

Tuning dial frequency

I

accuracy 1%.
No Klystron modes to set.

Broadband attenuators

supplied with equipment
from 1 to 12 KMC.

measuring frequency differences 0-25 MCS.
Only four tuning units required to cover entire
range.
Microwave components
use latest design non contacting shorts for long
mechanical life.

Maximum frequency
coverage per dollar invested.
5

'

inch CRT display.

Where Used:
Model LSA Spectrum Analyzer is a laboratory instrument used to
provide a visual indication of the frequency of distribution of
Ienergy in an r.f. signal in the range 10 to 21,000 MCS.

I

Other uses are:
I. Observe and measure sidebands associated with amplitude and
frequency modulated signals.
2. Determine the presence and accurately measure the frequency
of radio and/or radar signals.
3. Check the spectrum of magnetron oscillators.
4. Measures noise spectra.
5. Check and observe tracking of r.f. components of a radar system.
6. Check two r.f. signals differing by a small frequency separation.

I

THE

-1

INSTRUMENT
CONSISTS OF
THE FOLLOWING UNITS:

Unit -10 to 1000 MCS.
Unit -940 to 4500 MCS.,
Unit -4460 to 16,520 MCS.
Unit
15,000 to 21,000 MCS.
Model LDU-1 Spectrum Display Unit.
Model LPU-1 Power Unit.
Model LKU-1 Klystron Power Unit.
Model
Model
Model
Model

LTU
LTU
LTU
LTU

-2
-3
-4

RF
RF
RF
RF

Tuning
Tuning
Tuning
Tuning

-

Write for Complete Details

100 METROPOLITAN AVE.
BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.
Export Dept.:

13 East 40 Street, New York
Cable Address: "ARLAB"

ELECTRON ICS

-
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_

{

Single and

Multiple (contact

Connectors
For multiple contact connectors, Ucinite offers
its molded miniaturized connector in low -loss
material and banana plugs and jacks for adaptability to special requirements.
Molded assemblies are available in standard

copper springs to insure proper alignment and
firm contact under the most adverse conditions.
Mounting ends can be made up in practically
unlimited variety for staked or threaded mounting. Springs and mating jacks are available in

12

several sizes.

and 14 pin connectors. Banana plugs and jacks
can readily be made in assemblies for specific
application.

Ucinite engineers are ready to design and manufacture single and multiple contact connectors
to solve your special problems.

Ucinite banana pins have one-piece beryllium

Speeialists in
ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES,
Division of United -Carr Fastener Ccrp.
48
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ELECTRONICS

Turn your special fastening problems over to United -Carr
and free your own design staff for full-time work on finished product engineering.
United-Carr's engineering department is constantly at
work, improving current DOT fasteners and designing entirely new
fasteners to meet the changing needs of industry.
Experience gained through working with the leading manufacturers of
automobiles, aircraft, appliances and furniture as well as electronic appaenables us to bring an unusually wide variety of abilities and
ratus
techniques to bear on your particular fastening problems. And, with
complete facilities for volume production of metal fasteners and the
assembly of metal to plastic and ceramic components, we are in a position
to supply practically any fastening need.
The fasteners and assemblies illustrated here are typical of thousands
of special devices designed and manufactured by United -Carr and its
subsidiaries.
We urge you to call in your nearest United -Carr field engineer before your
new designs crystallize. It is at this all-important planning stage that you can
make most effective use of our special services.

...

r

UNITED-CARR
MAKERS OF

UNITED-CARR
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

FASTENER CORPORATION,

FASTENERS

CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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est or
...with outstanding

STABILITY and RELIABILITY

for application in radar, missile control, and
similar guided systems!

1
1

I

I

AMP CAPITRON* Capacitors and Pulse Forming Networks are
particularly suited for radar and guided systems not only because
of their remarkable size and weight characteristics, but also because of their outstanding stability and reliability in operation.
AMP Pulse Forming Networks are fabricated with AMPLIFILM,* a
startling new synthetic dielectric, chemically similar to mica, which
imparts its unique combination of extremely high dielectric strength,
stability over wide temperature ranges, low power factor, and
good dielectric constant to these products.
For this reason CAPITRON* High Voltage Capacitors and Pulse
Forming Networks are designed and fabricated for either A -C or
D -C use in applications where the mechanical, electrical or thermal
requirements are such that standard or catalog capacitors made
with mica, paper or plastic dielectrics would be inadequate. These
Capacitors and Networks are not made in a standard line of
types or models.
They are designed in each instance for the specific requirements
as to size, shcpe, working or test voltage, capacitance, life or other
operating corditions of the equipment in which they are to be used.
Inquiries are invited.

AMP

is

also nationally recognized leader in

the field

of solderless terminals, simplified wiring

devices and, automatic wire termination.

Write for our "Quality Control" brochure.,
AMP Trade -Mark Rea. U. S. Pet.

Trade -Mark

Of.

www.americanradiohistory.com

fi

up to 70% size and

weight reduction
wide temperature
range
close capacity

tolerance
no

derating

no

drift

highest known leakage
resistance
low absorption

meets ¡an -c-25 (3) specs

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS, INC.
CHEMICALS AND DIELECTRICS DIVISION

2100 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
www.americanradiohistory.com

sure ways to improve equipment -

all spelled

FIBE1R1G.LAs*!

There's no substitute for proven performance
-and for more than 15 years Owens-Corning
Fiberglas materials have been helping to make
good electrical equipment perform even better.
Five such materials are shown below and on
the facing page. All are proven ... all are universally available . . . most are priced no
*Fiberglas is the trade mark

"if it's Fiberglas, it's

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) of
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
for a variety of products made of
or with fibers of glass.

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION

TEXTILE PRODUCTS DIVISION

electrical laminates

-

Fiberglas yarns absorb energy without permanent set-give Fiberglas glass -base laminates maximum impact resistance. Retain
their shape-can't shrink or swell-and
punch clean, handle well. Available impregnated with phenolic, polyester, melamine,
silicone resins.

52

higher than ordinary organic products.. .
... and all are spelled F -I -B -E -R -G -L-A -S .. .
as in Owens-Corning Fiberglas, originators of
glass in fiber form! For further details on any
of these five sure ways to improve equipment
-and names of suppliers nearest you-be
sure to send in the coupon today.

Owens-Corning!"

16 EAST 56TH STREET, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

eying and tubing
Sleeving and tubing made with Fiberglas
yarns offer unsurpassed strength, flexibility
and resistance to moisture, oils, most acids.
Won't burn during soldering work and is
easier to slip over conductors because it is
round and smooth inside.

Wont more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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electrical tapes

varnished cloth

Exceptional tensile strength and smaller
diameter of Fiberglas yarns means thinner,
stronger tapes-less bulky wrappings, savings in space. Fewer equipment breakdowns,
too, because Fiberglas yarns cannot stretch
or shrink ... won't burn ... and are resistant
to moisture and most acids.

can't burn; cloth! woven of Fiberglas
yarns thus offer unparalleled fire safety.
Permit operation of equipment at higher
ambient temperatures for longer time with
=ewer breakdowns. D ssfpate heat faster,
C- ass

toD-provide greater overload

insurance.

Clip the coupon below and mail today
for your copies of these booklets!

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Electrical Sales Division, Dept. 860
16 E. 56th Street, New York 22, N. Y.
Please send me the following booklets:
Sleeving & Tubing
Magnet Wire
Electrical Laminates

gnet wire

D
D

Electrical Tape
Varnished Cloth
Sources of Supply

NAME

Fiberglas yarns used in magnet wire are
thinner than organic textiles, yet withstand
higher temperatures. Makes possible the
d esign of smaller, 'ighter, higher -rated
equipment-with corresponding savings in
metals and other expensive materials.

TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
ZONE

CITY

STATE

OWENS-CORNING

FIBERGLAS
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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VOLTAGE REGULATED

POWER SUPPLIES
For Industrial and Research Use
..f.:.....,
6.3

REGUVOLTS

Kepco

Voltage Regulated
Power Supplies are

conservatively

0-1500

0-200 Ma.

0-1200

0-20 Ma.

0-1000

0-500 Ma.

200-1000

0-500 Ma.

Write for complete
specifications.

;

MODEL

1520
10 Amp.

1220
1350
1250
1020
780

0-600

0-2.25 Amp.

770

0-600

0-1.5 Amp.

0-600

0-750 Ma.

760
750

0-600
0-150 Bias

0-300 Ma.

0-600

0-300 Ma.

#1

#1

#2

the instrument.

V.t
(T.

0-3 Amp.

0-600
0-600

0-600
0-150 Bias

within the range of

AC.

0-50 Ma.

specified for each unit

and load conditions

RIPPLE

0-1000

#2

available under all line

LATION

0-600

rated. The regulation

is

CURRENT

200-500
200-500

5

Mv.

5

Mv.

10 Amp.

10 Amp.
5

Mv.

10 Amp.

5

Mv.

10 Amp.

0-200 Ma.

5

Mv.

10 Amp.

5

Mv.

5

Mv.

6 Amp.

5

Mv.

6 Amp.

5

Mv.

10 Amp.

5

Mv.

0-200 Ma.
0-200 Ma.

200-500

0-200 Ma.
0-150 Ma.

100-400

0-150 Ma.

100-400

0-150 Ma.

0-350

0-3 Amp.

0-350

0-2.25 Amp.

0-350

0-1.5 Amp.

0-350

0-750 Ma.

100-325
0-150 Bias

0-150 Ma.

0-300
0-150 Bias

0-150 Ma.

0-150

0-50 Ma.

3-30

0-30 Amp.

1-13

0-10 Amp.

0.3-3

0-100 Ma.

WORKMANSHIP

0.5%

0-200 Ma.
0-200 Ma.

0-400
0-150

ti

10 Amp.

DC POWER

SUPPLY

SPECIFICATIONS
REGULATION:

615

As shown in

500R

table for both line

800

fluctuations from 105125 volts and load varia-

tion from minimum to maximum current.
'Regulation Bias Supplies: 10 milli-

0.5%

0.01%

0.5%

5

Mv.

......,ev:'.

5

Mv.

5

Mv.

5

Mv.

5

Mv.

1

Mv.

volts for line 105-125 volts. 1/2%

for load at 150 volts.
10 Amp.

141

10 Amp.

2000
730
720
710
700

tAll

AC

Voltages are unregulated.

All units are metered except
Models 131, 315 and 3100.

All units are designed for

relay rack mounting
or bench use.

10 Amp.

:.

.

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT

Workmanship is of a quality with the highest existing production standards and best instrument elec-

tronic practices consistent with the intended use of
the item as a continuous duty voltage regulated

LABORATORIES

power supply. Oil filled paper condensers and resistor-board construction are included in the design.

131-38 SANFORD AVENUE
54
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No

ordinary relay...This!

New CLARE Type T

High Frequency Impulse Relay will
follow 2500 cycles per second with

life measured in billions of operations!

View of Clare
Type T
High Frequency

Impulse Relay

Exterior view of relay
ready for mounting

with dust cover
removed

specifications ...
MECHANICAL
SIZE:

WEIGHT:

1-15/16 in. diameter x 2-3/16 in. overall.
5 ounces.

MOUNTING: Equipped with mica -filled bokelife plug,
to fit a standard 8 -pig octal socket.
Removable dust -tight cover.
COVER:
CONTACTS:
Typen

Material:
Gap,
Pressure:

COIL:
Type:
Wire:

Form A (s.p.s.t., normally open)
Platinum -iridium
0.0005 inch
30 grams, min. (Coil energized with

50 ampere -turns)
Single winding, bobbin -wound
Heavy formex

ELECTRICAL
0.5 watt (estimated max.)
0.05 amp., max. 50 volts ac,
non -inductive. (estimated)
CONTACT BOUNCE: None
OPERATION:
15 ampere -turns
Pull -in
12 ampere -turns
Drop -out
120 microseconds
Pull -in time
100 microseconds
Drop -out time
RATE: Will follow 2500 cycles per second; aperiodic
to 1000 cycles per second.
LIFE EXPECTANCY: 5 x 10° operctions with zero
contact current.
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH: 500 volts, rms.
COIL DISSIPATION:
CONTACT RATING:

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
0.3 Ivy (contacts open)
Coil inductance
0.35 by (contacts closed)
Coil inductance
135 ohms
Coil resistance
10 tc 12 ma.
Pull -in current
8to10ma.
Drop-out current
40 nsa.
Normal coil current
0.075 ma.
Contact current
x 106 operaLIFE EXPECTANCY: Following a
tion run-in period, a life of 5 x 10° operations
with a .075 ma. contact load over a 6 -month
period without readjustment.
1

Originally designed for use in an analog computer, the new
CLARE Type T High Frequency Impulse Relay is now available for
other applications which require a highly sensitive relay completely
free from contact bounce and capable of a prodigious number of
operations at extremely high speeds.
Its pull-in time of 120 microseconds and drop -out time of 100
microseconds enable this relay to follow up to 2500 cycles per
second; aperiodic to 1000 cycles per second.
In a typical application, it has a life expectancy, following a
run-in period of 1 x 106 operations, of 5 x 109 operations with a
0.75 ma contact load over a 6 -month period without readjustment.
To achieve its high-speed, no -bounce, and other unusual characteristics, this. relay is built to extremely close tolerances, with a
high degree of precision, under conditions of utmost cleanliness.
This necessitated the development of techniques never before employed in the manufacture of relays.
Even before this first public announcement of the availability of
this truly remarkable relay, its fame has spread. Already dozens of
inquiries and sample orders have been received from laboratories
and development organizations which had learned of its existence
through the manufacturer who first applied it in a well-known
computer. It may provide the answer to one of your problems.
For full information on this new relay or for consultation on any
relay problem, we invite you to contact your nearest CLARE sales
engineer or write to C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West Sunnyside Avenue,
Chicago 30, Illinois. In Canada: Canadian Line Materials Ltd.,
Toronto 13, Ontario. Cable address: CLARELAY.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 117

L3L I.Lb

Fl RST 1A[ THE INDUSTRIAL F1Ett?
www.americanradiohistory.com

strictest requirements of both

To meet the

Government and Industry, specify

Precision made, easy to handle, easy to assemble

1N69
1N70

- the

tapered shape shows polarity at a glance! Make Radio
Receptor Germanium Diodes your first choice in the large

variety of electronic circuits where

1N81

JAN types are a must.

TYPICAL USES
COMPUTOR CIRCUITS

MODULATORS

CLAMPING

NOISE

RF

DETECTOR

CIRCUIT

NO.

ELIMINATORS

CLIPPERS

DETECTORS

CONTROL CIRCUITS

LEVEL SETTERS

DISCRIMINATORS

RESTORER

JAN TYPES
CODE

CIRCUITS

CIRCUITS

ALL VALUES MEASURED AT 25°C.

Min. forward

Max. Reverse

`Average

-1-Minimum

Current at

Current

Rectified

Reverse

Reverse

(Micro-Amperes)

Current

Volts

Operating

1

Volt (MA)

Max. Cont.

(MA Max.)

1N69

50 ((t

5.0

850

o

-10V

40

oooooo'

1N70

25

(a -10V

300

((t -50V

10

0 -10V

3.0

3.0

1N81

us

MC

test circuit.

30

125

100

30

50

40

'Average half wave rectified current at

o

60

75

ai -50V

Rectification efficiency: 35% minimum in 100

CLAMPING CIRCUIT

Volts

60

CPS

and 25°C. Consult

for ratings at other conditions.

t For zero dynamic resistance.

Radio Receptor Germanium Diodes may hold the answer

to many of your problems. Our engineers will be glad

COUNTING

RATE

to study your requirements and submit their recommendations. Many other types, both standard and special,

CIRCUIT

are available

Seletron
and Germanium

Write us!

RAIIIU RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC.

Division

Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics
SALES DEPT: 251 West

56

...

19th Street, New York 11,

Want more information?

Use

N. Y.

post card on last page.
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Du Pont "TEFLON" provides

high -temperature insulation

Dielectric properties
remain constant over
wide temperature range
Standoff and feed-thru insulator terminals often fail in
service due to high -temperature breakdown. Cracking
frequently occurs during degreasing operations. And
breakage may occur during manufacture. Today's
equipment and operating conditions require terminals
that eliminate these failures and provide improved,
lasting performance.
In designing such improved terminals, Sealectro Corporation sought an insulating material that had good
dielectric properties, resistance to high operating temperatures and chemical attack, and the toughness and
resiliency to eliminate breakage and cracking. And it
had to provide for simple, positive installations.
They chose Du Pont "Teflon"* tetrafluoroethylene
resin. "Teflon" is an excellent insulator. Its dielectric
constant (2.0) and loss factor (0.0005) are unaffected in
temperatures from -80°F. to 400°F. Du Pont "Teflon"
is inert to all chemicals except molten alkali metals and
will not crack or arc.
fluorine. It is tough, durable
simple, tight, lastassure
terminals
one-piece
And the
ing installations.
Du Pont "Teflon" serves many uses in electrical
equipment-coaxial spacers, insulation for wire, cables
and motor windings, and other parts where high temperatures, service, dielectric strength and durability are
required. Perhaps it can help you improve or develop a
product. For full information, write E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Polychemicals Department,
Room 224T, Du Pont Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware.

Terminals made by
Sealectrc Corp.,

New Rochelle, N. Y.

...

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

... THROUGH

CHEMISTRY

*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

ELECTRON ICS

- April,

1953

Want more information?

Use post card on
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A

TO KEEP GUNS STABILIZED

over rough terrain

keep the gun

aimed

Over open area a tank pitches and heaves like a rocking
chair ... but regardless of the bumps ... ditches ... hills
... the geins keep pointing at the target while the tank is
moving. Ford Instrument Company played a vital role in
designing and manufacturing a stabilizer unit for the tank's
gun fire control system.

This is typical of the problems that Ford has solved since
1915. For from the vast engineering and production facilities
of the Ford Instrument Company, come the mechanical,
hydraulic electro -mechanical, magnetic and electronic instruments that bring us our "tomorrow today. Control problems
of both Industry and the Military are Ford specialties.

You can see why a job with Ford Instrument Company
offers a challenge to young engineers. If you qualify,

FORD INSTRUMENT COMPANY
DIVISION

there may be a spot for you in automatic control
development at Ford. Write for brochure about products
or job opportunities. State your preference.
58

OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION
31-10 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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A NEW IRVINGTON CLASS

"B"

INSULATION...

IRV.O.BESTOS®

By bonding a range of thicknesses of Quinterra asbestos to various
thicknesses of Mylar-a tough, strong polyester film with the highest
dielectric strength known-Irvington now brings you a line of Class
"B" insulation that balances cost and properties to meet your needs.
The Mylar gives IRV-O-BESTOS its high tensile, tear and dielectric
strength. The Quinterra makes for ease of gripping-gives_ added
heat stability and added thickness at moderate cost.

r

Look fo

IRVINGTON
Insulation Leadership
for

INSULATING VARNISHES

VARNISHED CAMBRIC
Since Quinterra is available in thicknesses from .003" to .015", and
VARNISHED PAPER
Mylar from .0005" to .007", a very large number. of combinations are
VARNISHED FIBERGLAS
INSULATING TUBING
the
with
either
triplex,
in
or
available-in duplex constructions
CLASS "N" INSULATION
Quinterra or the Mylar on the outside. Whether your requirements
are for high dielectric strength, or for added thickness at low cost,
IRV-O-BESTOS will fill your needs.
Mail the coupon for technical data and samples of this outstanding new Class "B" insulation.
du Pont trademark

JohnsManville Corp. trademark

Send this convenient coupon now

Irrington
VARNISH & INSULATOR

COMPANY

10 Argyle Terrace, Irvington 11, New Jersey

Plants: Irvington, N. J.; Monrovia, Calif.; Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

Want more information?

Use post card on
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Irvington Varnish & Insulator Company
11 Argyle Terrace, Irvington 11, N. J.

r.P,-t-.-,,,

Gentlemen:
Please send me technical data sheet and samples
of your new IRV-0BESTOS Class "B" insulation.
Title
Name
Company
Street
City
last page.

Zone

State
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FT

B O G A

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

Producers of Microwave Equipment Since 1942

TRAIN ROTATING JOINT

The illustrated

S -Band

Rotary Joint

is a

waveguide to coaxial to

waveguide structure employing doorknob transitions.
The use of choke terminations
as well as

for the inner conductor of the coaxial section,

doorknob transitions, ensures satisfactory operation at

high powers without breakdown. This joint
by a low VSWR (less than

1

.04 over a

2

Y.

is

characterized

bandwidth) and freedom from

resonances throughout its rotation of 360°. Similar rotary

joints for elevation and cross -level purposes are

available

in various sizes

of waveguide.

Inquiries are cordially incited
write to DEPT. RI

BOGART

manufacturing
corporation
SIEGEL
BROOKLYN
3

SERVI NG

60

THE

ELECTRONIC

1

STREET

5

INDUSTRY

DESIGN

Want more information'

Use

6, NEW

DEVELOPMENT

post card on last page.
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Bradley Rectifiers are doing
many different types of jobs
HERE IS A PARTIAL CHECKLIST OF

HOW THEY ARE

HELPING TO IMPROVE CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

El

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

U

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

MODULATORS

E

D. C. VALVES

CURRENT LIMITERS

3

BIAS SUPPLIES
BATTERY CHARGERS

INSTRUMENT PROTECTION
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATORS

2

ARC SUPPRESSORS

CHECK THIS LIST to see if you might be overlooking a simplified
way to solve a circuit problem or better circuit operation. New
developments have widened rectifier application. Bradley engineers
can help you realize these new possibilities for your product.

COPPER OXIDE
MODULATOR
Bradley copper oxide
modulator for this very
low voltage threshhold
application features low
noise level, good) temperature characte,istics,
and long-term stability.
No moving parts to get

out of order

as in
mechanical modulator;
much longer life than

In either conventional or special applications, Bradley rectifiers
offer maximum stability and long life under usual or unusual
temperature conditions. Laboratory conditions of manufacture,
engineer inspection, and our exclusive vacuum process assure top
quality, prompt delivery and lowest unit cost.
Write or call us for further information.

SELENIUM AND COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS

VACUUM PROCESSED

The

complete selenium rectifier line

,

BRADLEY LABORATORIES,

-

April, 1953

AS RATED

SELF -GENERATING PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS

vacuum tube.

ELECTRONICS

for PERFORMANCE

Want more information?

Use post card on lost page.
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:

from microamperes to thousands of amperes

ø

.`

N.

INC., 168 Columbus Avenue, New Haven 11, Conn.

61

CONNECTORS
UG-569

U

LJG -572

U

by

UG-643,

U

UG-571

KINGS

Connectors are a greatly improved mechanical and electrical type
of co -axial connector. They are constant impedance and are designed
for use with 50 ohm, middle size RF
cables.
C Series

U

The C Series like every co -axial connector made by Kings is the result of

UG-5711

iU

constant research and development.
Engineering ingenuity and precision
manufacture have put "Connectors by
Kings" in the front-line of communications equipment for industry and the
armed services.

UG-564/U

If you have a connector problem consult Kings. You'll be glad you called
on Kings first.

n

I

1
40

UG-565i

o2

U

UG-567

NOS

MARBLEDALE

CCrt..INC.
ROAD,

TUCKAHOE,

N.

Y.

U

Wont more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Have you heard the latest...
IN BACKGROUND MUSIC ?
An atmosphere to relax and enjoy-or
the stimulation to work, to think, to

-

play or buy these are the benefits
of background music. And background
music is now practical anywhere, even
beyond the reach of present wired
services.
With the announcement of the new
AMPEX 450, magnetic tape, musical
wonder of a coming era, has become
the ideal medium for background music. Hourly cost drops to a new low;
quality rises to an all-time high. A wide
variety of music for every purpose is
now available on pre-recorded tape
(see your Ampex distributor). Tape
recordings eliminate needle scratch
and their fidelity is permanent. They
last for any conceivable number of
plays.
On the AMPEX 450, up to eight hours
of unrepeated music is available from
one 14 -inch reel of tape, and fully
automatic repetition is available. The
troubles and complexities of record
changers are eliminated. And the
AMPEX requires no standby attention
from an operator.
AMPEX background music has a place in your business.
For further information, write to Dept.

E

AMPIEx
MAGNETIC RECORDERS

THE NEW AMPEX 450
8 hours of uninterrupted music
(rest periods as desired)
Usable on land, sea or air
No standby operator required
Lowest cost per hour

AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
934

ELECTRONICS-April, 1953

CHARTER STREET
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REDWOOD

CITY, CALIF.
63

keeping communications ON THE BEAM

PRODUCTS

the

iii

Ft -12

FREQUENCY AND

MONITOR MODULATION
Monitors any -out frequencies on -s where beteeer 25 mc and 175 nit',
checkir g boli frequency deviation
and amouit d modulation. Keeps tie
"Beam" 2n allocation: guarantees
more solid cos ernc>, tool

K STABILIZED H-17 CRYSTAL
CRYSTALS FOR THE CRITICAL
The .-K H-17 C.:rysta1 meets rigid airline requirements for compete:ness, light weight,
rugged dependability. A Military type, it is
hermeti. ally sealed-list and moisture proof
plated, quartz place is shock mounted. One
of many JK Crystals made to serve every need.

-

'

Pea soup" over the field

or

travel come

in

... and

st

II

t`e giarts cf

"on the beam". When isibil ty

poor, commercial pilots

must rely

on

equipment to bring their ship in safe y.

pkty an important role

in

es

radio-saicr

!i

law

Crystals

this every day drama cf

beeping airlines communicat ons "on the beam" h

tie air ançl

on the ground.

THE JAMES KNIGHTS COMPANY
ILLINOIS
SANDWICH
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Miniature Tube Socket
Eliminates Ambient
Temperature Interference
This new socket, overcomes two important obstacles to dependable tube
performance-interference from high
and low ambient temperatures, and
erratic output at high frequencies due
to insulation leaks-through the use
of Kel-F trifluorochloroethylene polymers as the insulation. The precision
molded insulation resists buckling,
cracking or chipping due to sudden
rises in temperature. The unique properties of the plastic allows the injection molded part to remain tough but
resilient at temperatures of from below
zero to well above 300° F. The high
dielectric strength and low dissipation
factor of Kel-F assures consistent,
reproducible output even at high frequencies.
United States Gasket Company of
Camden, N. J., produces this injection
molded tube socket for a major electronic component manufacturer. Designating it as the "Chemelec"** series
socket, U.S. Gasket is currently producing 7- and 9 -pill types for a variety
of iniliMary and industrial applications.

The resistance of Kel-F to embrittlement under constant vibration, or mechanical failure flue to physical abuse,
make it particularly suited to military
uses. Its broad range of application
also includes installations where high
humidity is encountered-the zero
water absorption, non -wetting characteristics of Kel-F allow it to maintain a high level of dielectricity through
elimination of sàrface leakage due to
moisture or fungus films. Additional flexibility in specifying this tube socket is
possible because Kel-F is also resistant
to attack or degradation by chemicals,
oils and most organic solvents.
* Trade mark of the United States Gasket Co.

Re/pr to Report E-/07

*

Registered trademark

for

Terminals with KEL-F Plastic Insulation Feature
106 Megohm Insulation Resistance... and
Minus 94° F. to 390° F. Range!
With true hermetic seal characteristics
these terminals will bear rough production handling and still pass a 7 1)01111(1
terminal pull test and a 10 inch ounce
torque test on the central conductor.
Combine this with the high insulation
resistance, broad temperature utility
and mechanical strength of Kel-F in
the body, and you have a solder -seal
type terminal that stands out among
all others.
Manufactured by the International
Resistance Company of Philadelphia,
Pa., this "Type IIS-1" terminal (pictured at right) achieves its high rating
through the use of insulation injection
molded of Kel-F and a special process
developed by this company to obtain
a plastic -to -metal bond of remarkable
strength. Employing highly dielectric
and inert Kel .F polymers as the insulation in this terminal, International has
overcome limitations associated with
similar type terminals: low corona
breakdown voltage, electrolysis under
high DC voltage, failure under thermal
shock.
The molded Kel-F is inert to acids,
alkalis, oils, vapors and most organic solvents-thereby extending its
usefulness to many processes and industries. Consistent, dependable, per-

The .1I. {r'. K.11ogg Company's hv/hasrorhloroethvlene polymers
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formance

is assured in humid ininsustallations
lation molded of
Kel-F has Zero
water absorption,
sheds water, pre-

-

cludes formation
of fungus.

International Resistance Company
molds and extrudes Kel-F polymer in
many forms to serve many phases of
the electrical and electronic industry.
The main illustration includes several
of time current applications, as well as
others in the testing stage, among
them press -fit insulated terminals
resistors with bodies molded of
Kel-F ... similar items in which the
Kel-F is loaded with mica and silica
miniature insulated feed -through
terminals ...injection molded multiple
header for hermetic seal use... selenium
rectifier employing parts of Kel-F.
Work is also continuing on development of unusual types of electrical
materials which take advantage of
the unique electrical and physical
properties of Kel-F alone, or in combination with other materials.

...

...

Refer to Report E -I0 -t
(SEE REVERSE SIDE)

CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE

Leading molders and extruders specialize
in fabrication of materials and parts made
of Isel-F... each month this column will
spotlight several of these companies with
their principal services and products.

American Phenolic Corporation
Chicago, Ill.
Kel-F Coated Wire, Cable,

Injection Molding

Crane Equipment & Supply
Company, Inc.
Waterbury, Conn.
Kel-F Dispersion Coatings

Flek Corporation
Los Angeles, Cal.

Injection, Compression and
Extrusion Molding
Electronic Sealing of Film
Dispersion Coating

Insulating Fabricators of
New England, Inc.
Watertown, Mass.

"Spaghetti", Flexible in Sub -sub -zero Temp.,

Fabrication of Parts From Sheet, Rod,
Tubing
Engraving, Stamping,
Machining,
Punching, Polishing of Parts

Protects Against Oils, Chemicals and Moisture!

Linear, Incorporated

This smooth extruded "spaghetti"
sleeving for aircraft wiring made of
Kel-F* polymer, is in a class by itself.
Not only does it have a high dielectric
strength of from 2500 to 5000 volts per
mil, and excellent arc resistance, but it
will stay pliable and resist cracking and
splitting even after prolonged use at
temperatures from minus 90° to 300° F.
The unique physical and chemical
properties of this fluoro-chloro-carbon
plastic permits the lightweight but
tough sleeving to remain unaffected
under constant exposure to chemicals,
oils, or aircraft fuels. Having a zero
water absorption rating, it will shed
water and prevent accumulations of
troublesome fungus.

New Technical Bulletin

on Properties Issued

...

liel-F Technical Bulletin #I-12-49,
has just been revised and reissued
as #1-3-53. The new edition of the
bulletin contains expanded data on
physical properties including a table
of Chemical Resistance to more than
100 specific chemical substances...
two new tables on Permeability
... also new data on Light Transmission in both the visible and

ultra-violet spectrums.
If you have not received your
copy, just drop a card or note to
Technical Service.

*

Registered trademark

for The M.

Significant advantages are gained in
using this sleeving to protect aircraft
wiring. The high heat resistance of
Kel-F and its non -flammability make it
particularly valuable in enclosed or
tight installations-also lighter sleeving can be used while still maintaining
superior protection. The overall result
is a significant reduction in the weight
and bulk of an assembly.
Preliminary investigations also show
that sleeving, made from unplasticized
grades of Kel-F polymers withstands
nuclear radiations without significant
effects on its electrical or mechanical
properties.
Resistoflex Corporation of Belleville,
N. J., manufactures several grades of
"spaghetti" and rigid sleeving, made
from Kel-F polymers, under the name
Fluoroflex "C"**. Flexible spaghetti,
ranging in size from #22 wire up to %"
I.D. is extruded in continuous lengths
from Kel-F polymer. Larger sizes, up
to 1%" I.D., are available in 12'
lengths.
The activities of this company in
applying Kel-F to corrosion, temperature and electrical problems are widespread. It has developed extruded
(reinforced steel braid) aircraft hose
for handling corrosive oxidants, sheets
for gaskets and pump diaphragms, precision machined fittings and instrument
parts of Kel-F to close tolerances.
** Trade mark

of Resistoflex Corporation

Refer to Report E-lOJ

W. Kellogg Company's trifluorochloroethylene polymers
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Philadelphia,

Pa.

Compression Molding
"O" Rings, "U" and
Gaskets, etc.

"V"

Packings,

The Polymer Corporation
of Pennsylvania
Reading, Pa.
Extruded Tape, Strip
Molded Rods, Beading
Extruded Rods

complete information regarding any item
mentioned in DESIGN AND PRODUCTION NEWS,
For

ask for detailed APPLICATION REPORTS, write

Technical Service

P.O. box 469, Jersey City

r.

or offices in New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles,

,4 eteaie 9&tde

fturafftauc

Ça#(m4ed

Zero Maintenance
No warm-up time

Absolute reliability
Fast response

Miniaturized and
Hermetically Sealed.
Illustrated at the left is the 434-B Servo
Amplifier, designed lo drive the MK14, MK7
and MK8 BuOrd Servo Motors from synchro data.
No power supply or stabilization tachometers are
required. There are only six connections to the
unit: 2 inputs, 2 outputs, and 2 for 117 volts,
400 cps.

AUETIO

TRANSISTOR

SERVO AMPLIFIERS

The Engineering Staff of the
Industrial Control Company
is continually engaged in
long range development, designed to bring to our customers a variety of new
techniques and equipments
in this field.

With the transitor as a preamplifier, there results a combination with the power output capacity of the magnetic
amplifier and the sensitivity and speed of response of the
transstor. Hermetic sealing is feasible because of the
practically unlimited life and the low internal temperature
rise. This radically new amplifier, developed and manufactured by the Industrial Control Company, will revolutionize
the application of automatic control systems and servomechanisms in . .

Industrial Controls
Military Equipment
Atomic Energy Installations.

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL COMPANY
Wyandanch Long Island, New York
PHONE: MIDLAND 3-7548

ELECTRONICS
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER in LUCITE
equipped with Bradleyunit Fixed Resistors

Courtesy of Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

Bradleyunit Fixed Resistors -1/2,

1,

and 2 watt units

BUILD SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
INTO YOUR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
WITH ALLEN -BRADLEY QUALITY COMPONENTS
CERAMIC CAPACITORS
from 0.00047 to 0.01 mf

After long research
Allen-Bradley has developed a high quality line of ceramic
capacitors. Every step,

from making the
ceramic discs to the

final

impregnation

and testing of the finished capacitor, is
done in the Allen-

If you want to be sure of getting
consistently fine and dependable performance from your electronic circuits
over a long period o* time, just follow
the example of leading laboratories...
and use Allen-Bradley solid molded
resistors.

Bradleyunit resistors have permanent characteristics, because they are
rated to operate continuously at 70C
not 40C.
ambient temperature

Bradleyunits withstand extremes of
temperature, pressure, and humidity
without deterioration. They are solid molded with high mechanical strength.
The A -B honeycomb carton prevents

tangling of leads and saves time in
production. Leads are differentially
tempered to prevent sharp bends near
the resistor body.

...

Let us send you an A -B resistor

chart.

Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

Bradley plant.
capacitors are
approved by the largest manufacturers and
research laboratories.
Samples for testing
furnished on request.
A -B

ALLEj1-BR4D LEY

66
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RESISTORS & CAPACITORS
Sold exclusively to manufacturers
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3 Waldes Truarc Rings Replace 19 Parts

...Save $6.75 Per Unit...Cut Weight by Nearly 16%

TRUARC WAY

Two Truarc inverted rings (Series
5008) provide uniform shoulder to lock bearings in
place, position bearing and shaft assemblies. Additional Truarc Ring (Series 5100) locates ball bearing
sleeve type spacer.
...eliminates

OLD WAY

2 Threaded nuts locked bearings in
place. 8 screws and washers positioned bearing and
shaft assemblies. This fastening method required expensive tapping and threading. Assembly was slow and
costly.

1

cut costs. Wherever you use machined shoulders,
bolts, snap rings, cotter pins, there's a Waldes

Airborne Accessories Corporation, Hillside, New
Jersey, uses Waldes Truarc Retaining Rings to take
all thrust load from right angle bevel gears in their
ANGLgear*. Truarc Rings make ANGLgear* more
compact-save approximately 1/4 " at each end of
housing. By providing a choice of 3 mounting
Truarc Rings make
possibilities
instead of
ANGLgear* adaptable to many different assemblies. New design increases load capacity ... eliminates machining of threads.
Redesign with Truarc Rings and you, too, will

-

1

Truarc Retaining Ring designed to do a better job
of holding parts together.
Waldes Truarc Rings are precision -engineered
quick and easy to assemble and disassemble.
Always circular to give a never -failing grip. They
can be used over and over again.
Find out what Truarc Rings can do for you. Send
your blueprints to Waldes Truarc engineers for
individual attention, without obligation.

...

-

Trade Mork of Airborne Accessories Corp.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG 1>

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47-16 Austel Place,

I..

I. C. 1, N. Y.

Please send me the new Waldes Truarc Retaining

WALDES

catalog.

Ring
E-045

(Please print)

Name

TRUARC
REG. U. 5

Title
Company

PAT. OFF.

RETAINING RINGS

Business Address

WALDES KOHINOOR, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY t, NEW YORK
WALDES TRUARC RETA-NING RINGS AND PLIERS
U. S. PATENTS: 2.302.947: 2.382.948. 2.416.852:
2

483.380: 2.483.383: 2.487.802:

ELECTRONICS

-

2

ARE

PROTECTED BY ONE OR

MORE

OF

THE

FOLLOWING

City

Zone

_

State

2.420.921: 2.428.341, 2.439.785: 2.441.846: 2.455.165:
487.803: 2.491.306: 2.509.081 ANC OTHER PATENTS PENDING

April, 1953
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INDIANA
ALNICO

CUNIFE

...

Permanent magnets last forever
a reliable
source of permanent potential energy. Indiana
Permanent Magnets supply a constant, uniform
magnetic field, indefinitely.

áÑ

-

Constant research at
Leadership
INDIANA has produced new and better permanent magnets. In countless different products, this
versatile "packaged energy" improves performance, permits new uses or
applications, saves space and money. INDIANA engineers, backed by
years of experience gained in the development of over 30,000 magnet
applications, are exceptionally well qualified to help you. They will
properly design the magnet and select the best permanent magnet material for your product.
Research

6,\

E9%Azf

.k

Quality in Mass-produced MagnetsLook to INDIANA for quality permanent
magnets-for unsurpassed skill in manufacture-for cost-cutting engineering aid. Rigid
supervision in every step of production is
your guarantee of magnets with precise electrical characteristics and exact physical
dimensions.
To meet your mass production needs, INDIANA gives you the advantages of the largest
facilities in the world for the manufacture of
permanent magnets and complete permanent
n 'magnet subassemblies. Futhermore, INDIANA
makes no end products, has no subsidiaries;
therefore, you can discuss your confidential
problems freely with us. Take advantage of this
wealth of extensive experience; "know-how";
top engineering; and prompt, reliable delivery
of magnets on a regular production schedule. To help you in your design
and production problems, consult The Indiana Steel Products Company,
today,

+

ALL SIZES

ALL SHAPES

producer
Alnico, Indalloy,
Alnico,
INDIANA-World's
Gunge, Sill-natal.
SINTEREDI
of permanentmagnets-CAST'
Cun
co,
Ua1CT
large ,t

ALL MATERIALS

I

ILE:

Cucco,

FOB.MEDDChrome,

Cobalt,

exclusive rodeIndal er

Tungsten.

The

Indiana Steel Products

LoudAPPLICA710145
FOR ALL
'Magnetrons Instruttt
Mag
eters
Magnetos
honoorsP Generators
Phonographs

INDIANA

entRadar

d

Co.

VALPARAISO

Typical
speakers
iMotorssoin Selectors.
Controls Coils
Focus

oedd,45yeizLMANUFACTURER

SALES

OFFICES

FROM

COAST

TO

COAST-BOSTON
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CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

CUNICO

_

CHROME, COBALT and TUNGSTEN STEEL

"9

Peip

This Permanent Magnet Design Hanabook
Cçmpletr, authoritative reference manual on theory of Magnetism, permanent magnet design -irinciples, energy curves, formulae, design step,
and constructive data Write for Manual No. 4 - A4, today.

Write for

e

OF PERMANENT MAGNETS
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

ROCHESTER

LOS ANGELES

www.americanradiohistory.com

Top

and Sub -

mount

Molded

Octal

Sockets,

G. P.

or

Phenolic,

Mica

o r

15/16rr

11/2"

mounting centers.

Tube Sockets
for High Production

"J Lock" Type

Miniature and

Novai Socket and
Shield Base Com-

Applications

bination,

G. P.,

Mica Phenolic or

Ceramic Insulators.

Top

and

Sub -

Mount Miniature
and Novol SockP., Mica
Phenolic, Ceramic
Phenolic'
Insulators.

"Snap -in" Type
Miniature and
Novai Sockets and
Shield Base Combination, G. P. or
Mica Phenolic.

,NZ

one
Ground

'o.

SOCKET

SOCKET
line of TUBE of tube
METHODE
to M
typ
with
addition this new "Twist combination
on
Recent a
is
in
and baser mounted
Projecting lugs
under
and
illustrated. to chassis
n
shield
molded sockets, direct
and is u to
direct g
shock
provide
reliable
shields

pressure
screw p

proof mount.

Other METHODE PRODUCTS include:

-

Miniature

"Crimp -in" Sockets, G. P. Pheno-

lic, with and without center shield.

Laminated wafer tube sockets
Military tube and crystal sockets
Panel Connectors
Printed circuit sockets
Tube shields

SubminiatureTube
Sockets, 4, 5, 6, 7

and

8 pin sizes,
Mica Phenolic.

2021 West Churchill Street

Chicago 47, Illinois

Geared to produce Plastic and Metal Electronic Components

70
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PYRAMID

.

subminiature

"GLASSEAL"
CAPACITORS
For the most demanding applications,
where top-quality and minimum -size
considerations are the most vital factors, Pyramid "Glasseal" capacitors
are the popular choice.

Power Factor vs. Temperature Curve

This attractive new catalog PG -3, incorporating
compiere engineering data, styles, sizes, and
capacitance and voltage ranges i- now available.

%

Capacitance Change vs. Temperature

These graphs show typical performance characteristics
of the Pyramid "Glasseal X" type, which is designed
for 125 C. operation. Full information on all "Glasseal"
capacitors is provided in new catalog PG -3.
Visit Booth 2

-

310

1.

R. E.

Convention

Far your free copy, please address letterhead request to Department T1

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
144$ HLDSON BOULEVARD
www.americanradiohistory.com

NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

AUDIO

NEW

New! Completely redesigned!
Highest quality throughout

Lighter weight, smaller size
New wider frequency range
Time -tested RC circuits
No zero set. High

stability

Constant output, low distortion

,..,.-:-.
#6

COMPACT, EASY TO USE BASIC INSTRUMENTS

,-.--

FOR LABORATORY OR PRODUCTION

#ti4##Y##

Hewlett-Packard RC oscillators have long been basic tools
for making electrical and electronic measurements of precise accuracy. Now these world-famous test instruments
are redesigned to give you the most compact, dependable,
accurate and easy -to -use commercial oscillators available.

New convenience for laboratory,

New -hp- 200 series oscillators have highest stability and
precisely accurate, easily resettable tuning circuits. Low
impedance operating levels together with superior insulation guarantee peak performance throughout yea's
of trouble -free service. New models have wider ;requency range. Operation is simplified-just three front
panel controls. Size is different, too-the instruments are
more compact, lighter in weight and enclosed in art easy -to handle aluminum case with carrying strap. Miniraum bench
space is required. (Rack mounting available (in request.)

field or production measurements
in sub -audio, audio, telephony,
carrier current, super -sonic, tele -

metering and rf applications.

72

Want more information?
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OSCILLATORS
,The total coverage of just two of the new -hp- oscilla-

-hp- 202A

tors is materially greater than that offered by four previous -hp- instruments. For example, new Model 200AB,
for general audio tests, offers a wider frequency range of
20 cps to 40 kc and a full watt output. New -hp- 200CD,
for wide -range measurements at lower power, provides
constant voltage output from 5 cps to 600 kc.
In addition to these new instruments, -hp- continues to
offer Model 200H for carrier current work up to 600 kc, and
Model 202D for low frequency and vibration studies down
to 2 cps. These instruments retain their time -tested design.
Components, insulation and other electrical and mechanical features are of the highest possible quality. The instruments are carefully adjusted and calibrated to meet
exact frequency and performance specifications. An output amplifier provides complete isolation of the load, and
changes in the output load cannot change the performance of the oscillator. Frequency stability is better than
±2% including warmup, and hum voltage is less than
0.1% of rated output.

Low Frequency

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS
-hpMODEL

FREQUENCY
RANGE

BANDS

20 cps to
40 kc

200A8

5

200CD

RESPONSE

4

5

Ref.
-

ranges

kc

db

1

ronges

cps
to

600

FREQUENCY

1

kc

160

kc

I

SERIES OSCILLATORS

LOAD
IMPEDANCE

DISTORTION

600

wan or
24.5 v

db

1

Ref.

This instrument is a
compact, convenient
and versatile source
of transient -free test
voltages between 1,000 and 0.01 cps. It provides virtually
distortion -free signals for vibration studies, servo application, medical and geophysical work and other subsonic
and audio problems. The equipment generates 3 wave
forms-sine, square and triangular. Output is 30 volts
peak -to -peak for all wave forms. The output system is
fully floating with respect to ground and may be used
balanced or single -ended. The instrument will deliver
10 volts RMS to a 2,500 ohm load; internal impedance,
however, is only 40 ohms. There are no coupling capacitors in the output system, and a high degree of dc
balance is achieved by a special circuit. Price, $450.

-200

POWER
OUTPUT
1

Function Generator

ohms
mw -

1

600
2

202D

4

decades

kc

1

circuir

10 mw

kc

a`
I

cps
to

70

db'

I

Ref.

r

5

ranges

kc

db

I

Ref.

1

kc

1

60

Audio

°

watts

Tests

75

/

Audio, Uhrm

watts

sonic, tests

/

115

Current &
Telephone

3/,

watts

60-

1.000

80

1%

ohms

$120 00

5150.00

$350.00

Tests

600,000 cps

v

PRICE

Corner

100-

100,000 cps

100
ohms

v

100 mw
10

PRINCIPAL
APPLICATIONS

POWER

600 ohmsor

20 volts open

1

60 cps
to

200H

CONSUMPTION

watts

low Frequency
Measurement

5275.00

Interpolorion
6 cps

2001

"ngPS

6 kc

('Internal impedance 600

r-

6

to

ohms

1

I

db

Ref.
400 cps

100 mw
o

10

v

%

115

10-6,000 cps

watts

1,000
ohms

I

and
Frequency

9225.00

Measurement
Prices f.o.b. factory.

Data subject io chn ge without notice.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Field Engineers in Principal Cities
PALO ALTO

2523A PAGE MILL ROAD
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Western Electric installer in an aircraft plant connecting telephone equipment with a

Western Electric Uses

G -E

G -E

soldering iron.

Soldering Irons

to Speed Vital Telephone Installations
For efficient soldering of millions of connections during the
installation of telephone equipment, Western Electric uses G -E
industrial soldering irons. Repeat orders testify to this company's satisfaction with G -E irons.
No matter what your soldering operation-intermittent or
high-speed repetitive work-General Electric has the iron to
meet your particular requirements. You'll find that G -E irons,
equipped with the famous long -life Calrod*. heating element,
give you lower maintenance costs. You can choose durable,
interchangeable calorized copper tips or, for even longer maintenance -free tip life, sturdy Ironclad copper tips. Ratings range
from 25 to 1250 watts, tip sizes from %-inch to two inches.
Give G -E industrial soldering irons a chance to prove their
lower over-all costs to you. Buy a few through your nearest G -E
Sales Office or Apparatus Distributor, and keep cost comparison
records on their performance. You will see for yourself that
these irons will save you money. General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5. N. Y.
*Reg. Trade -mark of General Electric Company
720-101

0-a tain,

GENERAL
74

co ei%nce ivz _

ELECTRIC
Want more information?

You can often replace heavy irons with this 120 -volt,
60 -watt lightweight iron for communications soldering.

Use post card on

last page.
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VOL JME PRODUCT ON is available for
your extruded ceramics at AMERICAN
LAVA CORPORAT ON. Several batteries of presses from
10 -ton to 100 -tor capacity assure the right press far the job.
Ceramics of uniform cross section uo to 81/2" diameter car
be extruded, sawed and machined to intricate shapes.
These pictures show part of our extrusion equipment and
typical AIISiMag ceramics made from extruded material.
Send us your blue prints or sample let us show you what
we can do for you.
5

1.,

1

YEAR

OF

CERAMIC

LEADERSHIP

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
NOTE: Ne

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

offices at

4d

SYRACUSE,

M. CHATTANOOGA.
Y

5,

TENNESSEE

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
OFFICES: METROPOLITAN AREA: 671 Broad St., Newark, N. J., Mitchell 2-8159
PHILADELPHIA. 1649 N. BroadSt.. Stevenson 4-2823. CLEVELAND, 5012 Euclid Ave., Express 1.6685
ST LOUIS, 1123 Washington Ave., Garfield 4959
CHICAGO, 228 N. LaSalle St., Central 6.1721
NEW ENGLAND, 1374
Dallos 9, Dixon 9918
SOUTHWESn John A. Green Co., 6815 Oriole
LOS ANGELES, 5603 N. Huntington Dr., Capitol 1-9114
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass., Kirkland? -4498

Dr
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PROBLEM:
Obtain higher electrical conductivity without increasing
the cross-sectional area of spring blades

SOLUTION:
General Plate provided the solution with BRONCO
a composite metal

..

.

Increased conductivity of spring blades in
a time switch was recently required by a
manufacturer of demand meters. Operating requisites were
high conductivity, excellent spring properties and small
cross-sectional area.
General Plate provided the solution with BRONCO, phosphor bronze double -clad on copper. The phosphor bronze
makes an excellent spring member; the copper gives increased
conductivity. BRONCO 25/50/25 provides an electrical conductivity of 55 % compared with solid copper.
BRONCO permits miniaturization. It permits you to
make smaller units because you can reduce spring size without sacrificing conductivity.
No matter what your problem, it will pay you to consult
with General Plate. Their vast experience in bonding any
combination of malleable metals can overcome your problems
often reduce costs.
You can profit by using
General Plate products include ... precious metals clad
General Plate Composite Metals!
to base metals, base metals clad to base metals, thin -gauge
rolling, composite contacts, buttons and rivets, Truflex® thermostat metals, Alcuplate®, platinum fabrication and refining,
#720 manganese age-hardenable alloy. Write for complete METALS & CONTROLS CORPORATION
information and Catalog PR700 today.
GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
-

...
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34 FOREST STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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SHAKEPROOF® THREAD-CUTTIÑU SCREWS
Save ti me ... Save tools ... give you a tighter, strohger fastening .
The shank slot does it!

harder metals.

casings.

\-

',

Type

(t(l

Type 23 with

Type 25 with

a

a

1

is designed

for the

wider slot works well in die

spaced thread is ideal for plastics.

SHAKIPROOP
"G;/a4! U

eea4ua4feltb"®

DIVISION OF ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS
Offices in principal cities
St. Charles Road, Elgin, Illinois
In Canada: Canada Illinois Tools Limited, Toronto, Ontario

America's Great Resources Plus

A Free

Economy Made This Business Possible!

:...TESTING SAMPLE KIT
contains SHAKEPROOF Thread -Cutting Screws/
in a variety of sizes and head styles. Try them on,
your product now ... ask for Kit No. 22 for metals
or Kit No. 10 for die castings or plastics.
.
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Everyone Cán Count on

VEEDER-ROOT
...

that's
REPORTER AT LARGE
what you might call this new Veeder-

Root Reset Magnetic Counter ... adaptable to remote counting from machines
or processes to central boards or instrument-clusters, wherever you wart to
put them. NOW
what can

...

your imagination do with these few
facts? For the ful facts, write:
VEEDER-ROOT INCORPORATED
"The Name That Counts"
HARTFORD 2, CONNECTICUT
Chicago 6, III.

New York 19, N. Y.
Greenville,
Canada
Dundee, Scotland
Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

Montreal

S. C.

2,

seif.r EuepOikty on fate'
78

Want
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I
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RHEOSTATS

Announcing 3 new sizes
now in production
added to our new H-50 rheostat, announced a few months ago-the new H-75, H-100
and H-150 models. These higher wattage rheostats incorporate all the new improved features
that have made the H-50 so successful.
We have

Unequalled perfection in brush control, which automatically adjusts tension to complete, continuous contact.

H-150
130 watts

Positive, smoothly -controlled spring
action which eliminates all strains
tending to bind shaft in the bushing.

Greater flexibility-no risk of backlash.
All models are of course completely bonded with our
new high-temperature-enamel; -thermo-shock-proof;
more resistant to heat; increased safety factor; higher
terminal strength.
And all are designed to comply with current standards of:
(a) Military Specifications JAN -R-22.
(b) Underwriters' Laboratories.
(c) R.T.M.A.
(d) N.E.M.A.
Send today for our new bulletin, containing additional
information.

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
Rheostats and Resistors
Subsidiary of

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
Newark 5, N. J., U. S. A.

Established 1886
The mark of quality for more

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

than a quarter of a century

Waist more information? Use post card on Iasi page.
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New line of

G -E

MS

L

MIMI

IMO

II

11

NM

voltage stabilizers features flexibility
Now, to help you iron out voltage ups and
downs, General Electric offers a new line of
standard automatic voltage stabilizers that
offers greater design flexibility at no extra
cost. These compact, lightweight units can
be a key feature in your design of sensitive
electronic equipment where precision performance depends on accurate voltage
stabilization.

Output ratings of 1000, 2000, 3000 and
5000 volt-amperes are available, with 115
and 230 volts on both input and output, to
give you a wide variety of operating com-

binations. Fluctuations between 95 and
130, or 190 and 260 volts are corrected to a
stable 115 or 230 volts within 1 per cent
in less than two cycles. Single -core construction completely isolates input circuit
from output circuit. For more information
see Bulletin GEA -5754.

G -E STABILIZER LINE

has output ratings from 15- to 5000 -va.

Miniature selenium rectifiers resist severe operating conditions
Two types of totally enclosed casings are
available: Textolite* tubes for normal operating conditions hermetically sealed, metal clad casings to meet severe government
specifications.
These small -size selenium cell assemblies
have long life, high reverse resistance, good
regulation and low cheat rise. Their ambient temperature range is broad-from
-55C to +100C. Lead mounting is
standard, but they may also be bracket mounted.
This new G -E line of rectifiers may be
used for blocking, electronic computer,
signal, magnetic amplifier, communication
or control circuits; for operating small
relays, solenoids, precipitators. Cell sizes
range from 3/32 in. to 15/32 in. diameter,
d -c current ratings 0.050 milliamperes to
25 milliamperes. For further information,
write for Bulletin GEA -5935.

411111111111.11111.m..

;

*Reg. Trade -mark of General Electric Co.

On-

..---------'tez
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washers between cells have been eliminated
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Use post card on last page.
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TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS

...

ON G -E COMPONENTS

Switchettes are versatile, have
high current rating
A wide range of design problems can

be solved by G -E general-purpose
switchettes. They are corrosion -proof,
vibration -resistant, small, lightweight.
Efficient at sea level or at 50,000 feet,
in ambient temperatures from 200F
to -70F. Ratings up to 230 volts,
25 amp. a -c; 250 volts, 25 amp. d -c.

(I

See Bulletin GEC -796.

Inductrols-for automatic or
manual voltage regulation
Compact design of G -E inductrols
lets you fit them into any location.
They offer micrometer -fine control,
autotransformer efficiency. Hand operated and automatically operated
models are available for indoor service 600 v and below on circuits 3 to
520 kva. Bulletin GEC -795 covers
single-phase inductrols; GEA -5824,
3 -phase models.

New iron weighs only

81

oz.

The new 120-v, 60-w G -E lightweight
iron is designed for high-speed, production -line soldering on electronic,

instrument, and communications

equipment. Thin, 5/16-inch diameter
shank gets the h -inch tip into places
a regular iron can't reach. Balanced
design allows the soldering of more
joints per minute. Long-lasting Ironclad tip needs no filing or dressing.
See Bulletin GED-1583.

EQUIPMENT FOR
ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS
Components

Fractional -hp motors
Rectifiers

Meters, Instruments
Dynamoto-s
Capacitor-.
Transformers
Pulse -forming networks
Delay lines
Reactors

Timers

Thy rite*

Amplistats
Terminal boards
Push buttons
Photovoltaic cells

Motor-aelerator
Inductrols
Resistors

s

sets

Indicating lights
Control switches
Generators
Selsyns
Relays
Amplidynes

Glass bushings
Voltage stabilizers
°Reg. Trade -mark of General Electric Co.

ELECTRON ICS

-
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Development
and Production

Equipment
Soldering irons
Resistance -welding

control
Current -limited high potential tester

COMPLETE LINE

includes

11

sizes

cast-permafil* transformers
designed to meet MIL -T-27 specs

G -E

The small, light design of General Electric's new
line of cast-permafil transformers makes possible
greater flexibility in many electronic designs.
Sealing these solventless-resin-type transformers
for life has eliminated the need for metal enclosures and fungus -proof coatings. Construction is
simple-terminals are anchored directly in the
tough, solid, shatter -resistant permafil mixture
to cut size and weight by 20 per cent. Machined
and punched parts have been kept at a minimum
for lower cost.
Cast-permafil transformers have an expected
life of 1000 hours or more at 130 C ultimate. The
complete line of 11 sizes is available in various
terminal arrangements, and is designed to meet
MIL -T-27 (Grade 1) performance requirements.
For more information, write General Electric Co.,
Sect. 667-25, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

7
7.7"7"....r
''-7171 979751953 rrrc

General Electric Company, Section A667-25
Schenectady5, New York
Please send me the following bulletins:

V/ for reference
X for immediate project
GEA -5824 Three-phase Inductrols
GEA -5935 Miniature Rectifiers
Single-phase Inductrols
GEC -795
Switchettes
GEC -796
GEA -5754 Voltage Stabilizers
GED-1583 Soldering Iron

YEARS tri- kI

t(IRICAL

PROGRESS

LL

LL

Name

Insulation testers
Vacuum -tube voltmeter

Company_

Photoelectric recorders
Demagnetizers

City

Wont more information? Use post card on last page.
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ONLY THE LFE 401 OSCILLOSCOPE
f

Offers all these
Important Features

MODEL 401 OSCILLOSCOPE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF Y AXIS AMPLIFIER

FLAT
100

TO DC

^11

IS

80

12

60-tet

HIGH SENSITIVITY AND WIDE FREQUENCY
RESPONSE OF Y-AXIS AMPLIFIER

e-

40

The vertical amplifier of the 401 has been
designed to provide uniform response and
high sensitivity from D -C. The
accompanying amplifier response
curve shows the output down 3 db.
at 10 Mc. and 12 db. at 20 Mc. Alignment of the amplifier is for best
transient response, resulting in no
overshoot for pulses of short duration and fast rise time. Coupled with
this wide band characteristic is a
high deflection sensitivity of 15
Mv./cm. peak to peak at both D -C
and A -C.

-

K
20

3

01

00

10

FREQUENCY -MEGACYCLES

SPECIFICATIONS
Y-Axis

Deflection Sens. -15 Mv./cm, p -p
Frequency Response -DC to 10 MC
Transient Response
Rise Time

-

(10 %-90%) 0.035 µ sec

Signal Delay -0.25 µ sec
Input line terminations
52, 72 Or

93
Input

-

ohms, or no termination
Imp.-Direct-1 megohm,

30'µf

Probe -10 megohms,

10µµf

LINEARITY OF VERTICAL
DEFLECTION The vertical amplifier
provides up to 2.5 inches positive or
negative uni -polar deflection without
serious compression; at 3 inches, the
compression is approximately 15%.
The accompanying photographs illustrate transient response and linearity of deflection.

37.5 Mv., 0.2,a sec width, 1.0..sec sweep full scale

SWEEP DELAY The

from

GENERATOR
500 to 5000 cps.

POSITIVE & NEGATIVE UNDELAYED TRIGGERS and a
POSITIVE DELAYED TRIGGER are externally available.

accurately

General
Low Capacity probe

Functionally colored control knobs
Folding stand for better viewing
Adjustable scale lighting
Facilities for mounting cameras

PRICE: $895.00

An INPUT TERMINATION SWITCH for terminating transmission lines at the oscilloscope.
A FOLDING STAND for convenient viewing.
FUNCTIONALLY COLORED KNOBS for easier
location of controls.

Designed and built for electronic engineers, the 401.
with its high gain avid wide band characteristics, and
its versatility, satisfies the ever increasing requirements of the rapidly growing electronics industry for
the ideal medium priced oscilloscope.

Write for Complete Information

LABORATORY for ELECTRONICS, INC.

PRECISION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

82

-

Additional Features:

with variable repetition rate

0

sec/cm to 0.1
µ sec/cm
Delay Sweep Range -5-5000' sec
in three adjustable ranges.
Triggers
Internal or External,
+ and -, trigger generator,
or 60 cycles, undelayed or
delayed triggers may be used.
Built-in trigger generator With repetition rate from 500-5000 cps.
Sweep Range -0.01

calibrated delay of the 401 provides
means for measuring pulse widths,
time intervals between pulses, accurately calibrating sweeps and other
useful applications wherein accurate
time measurements are required.
The absolute value of delay is accurate to within 1% of the full scale
calibration.The incremental accuracy
is good to within 0.1% of full scale
calibration.

75 Mv., 0.2,ttaec width, Lstsec sweep full scale

TRIGGER

X -Axis

75 PITTS
OSCILLOSCOPES

BOSTON 14, MASS.

STREET
MAGNETOMETERS

Want more information?

Use

COMPUTERS

MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

post card on last page.
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puts

other
tape
recorders
in the

the

PRESTO RC -11
PRESTO

introduces a precision -engineered tape recorder
with a radical new type of construction!

Featuring a self-contained capstan drive unit, the PRESTO
RC -11 provides durability, flexibility and rapid maintenance
heretofore unheard of in tape equipment. Motor, fly wheel,
capstan shaft, pressure pulley and solenoid are all pre -mounted on
a complete working unit
a cast aluminum sub -assembly
for
service or replacement.
removable
quickly

...

ribbed, cast aluminum panel designed for rack or case mounting supports all
other components. Overall durable construction gives additional reinforcement
and protection during shipping and adds years to the life of the machine.

A heavy,

"unitized"

The

In terms of performance and operational ease, the RC -11 also steps
out front. This new recorder, with complete push button operation,
automatic microswitch in case of tape breakage and a reel capacity of
101/2 inches, is an engineer's delight.

construction of the
Presto RC -11

...

allows a complete flexibility in the manufacture
of various types of instruments. By the simple rearrangement of components
the RC -1 becomes a high

The combination of advanced design and engineering in the RC -11
puts ordinary tape recorders in the shade ... makes this instrument
an investment, not an expenditure. Ask your PRESTO distributor for full
information on this important development in tape recorder
the all new RC -11.
design

...

-I

fidelity recorder,

a

dual

track. bi-directional recorder or reproducer or a longplaying reproducer with
automatic tape reversal.

RECORDING CORPORATION
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY

25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Export Division:
Canadian Division:

WORLD'S

LARGEST

MANUFACTURER

OF

PRE

Walter
t

N

www.americanradiohistory.com

P.

Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

AND

DISCS

DP -DT and TP -DT
types with

Small, 3 -position
slide type

spring return

4P -DT with

spring
return

SP -ST; SP -DT; DP -DT

The right type-at the right priceFOR INSTRUMENTS, RADIOS, APPLIANCES,
TOYS, SMALL MOTORS and dozens of other uses.

and DP -ST slide types

3 -position DP

SP -DT wit*,
spring return

Push type,
momentary contact

with or
without indent action

Triple -pole,
double -pole type

4P -DT

DP -DT

-DT spring
return plunger
switch
SP

plunger

switch with latch

s

FOR FRACTIONAL H.P. MOTORS
3

Write for
Stackpole
Catalog

-ampere types-SP-ST or

SP -DT

Electronic Components Division

Stackpole Carbon Company, St. Marys, Pa.

RC8

SPECIAL
FIXED AND VARIABLE RESISTORS
IRON
RESISTORS . CERAMAG" (ferrite) CORES
CORES
84

e

CHOKE FORMS

GA "GIMMICK" CAPACITORS, etc.

Want more information?

Use post card on

lost page.
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ELECTRONICS

PARK
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HEADQUARTERS

FOR
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RESEARCH

ELECTRONICS

FREQUENCY
AND MODULATION METER
G -E

Accessories include: External antenna mount
(above), adaptor cable, and crystal ovens.

SPECIFICATIONS-MODEL
Measures both carrier frequency displacement and square wave
modulation with direct reading on 2 -range 31/2° meter

ST -13A

FREQUENCY RANGES
One or two specified frequencies in the following ranges:
25 MC to 50 MC, 72 MC to 76 MC, 148 MC to 174 MC
Quartz crystal operating range: 4 MC to 6 MC

Here is a quality FM Communications instrument with
features that are unmatched in the industry.' The ST -13A
is engineered to give you hairline accuracy ... lowest
plus full provision with oven accespossible cost
sories for future split -channel adjustments. This unit
meets today's demand for accuracy and economy and
provides for tomorrow's more stringent needs. Two
RF outputs for receiver testing and alignment. New
case design is durable and good looking.

REFERENCE OSCILLATOR ACCURACY
.001% from 32^F to 122°F
Greater accuracy will be obtained over a more limited temperature range.
External connection, internal wiring and a socket are provided for 6 V oven
operation where wider temperature range with greater accuracy is available.

...

MODULATION ACCURACY
(5%+200 cycles)
On

sinusoidal or square wave modulation (complete limiting).

METER RANGES
to 10 KC and 0 to 20 KC. These scales are calibrated in terms of carrier frequency displacement from the internal reference oscillator and deviation due to
square wave modulation. Sinusoidal modulation is 1.57 times this value. A
conversion curve appears in the cover.

O

INPUTS

ST -2A

Eighteen -inch collapsible whip antenna.
Fifty -ohm BNC connector. This input can handle only limited power as it is
followed by a molded carbon potentiometer attenuator.

OSCILLOSCOPE-MODEL
l abofor shop and general
held to a
been
Here's the ideal scope
have
and weight
ratory use. Size are assured of quality G-E con
sensitivity
minimum yet you
high
de
and materials. Features
eaor featurese s ti icy
Specialdapt
to
equipment
exceptional stability.
the
to
pattern
vertical amplifier
wivera
Deflection
a DC
app
a wide range of
times tube diameter.
several
to
expands
G -E

OUTPUTS
Low RF output-adjustable around 1 microvolt.
High RF output- adjustable from about 100 to several thousand

microvolts,

depending on frequency.
Both outputs come out on 50 -ohm BNC connectors.

POWER-INTERNAL BATTERIES

.

2-45

volt batteries;

2-1.5 volt flash light cells;

2

-1.5 volt pen light cells.

TUBE COMPLEMENT

2-1L4, 2-1U4

General Electric Company, Section 443
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of the following bulletins:
ST -13A (ECL-15)
NAME

ST -2A (ECL-9)

COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY
YEARS OF ELECTRICAL
PROGRESS

LL

LL
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

Want more information?

GENERAL
Use post card on
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ERIE
lf//GH

VIr4GE

DISC CERAM

SPECIFICATIONS

...

Capacitance

Within stated tolerance at

1

KC,

1

to 5

volts RMS, and 25°C.

Standard Capacitance Tolerances... ±5%, ±10°ío,
±20%, guaranteed minimum value. (±5%, and in
some cases ±10%, not available on Hi -K items.)
Standard Voltage Ratings, D. C. Working ... 1000,
1500, 2000, 3000, 5000, 6000.

Dielectric Strength Test

Two times rated working
voltage, with megohm series resistance.
Life Test . . 1.5 times rated working voltage at 85°C.
for 1000 hours.
Insulation Resistance
10,000 megohms minimum.
.

.

.

.

...

Temperature Characteristic and Power Factor

..

.

One of four, depending on capacitance value and rating.

Characteristic
P100 thru N1400

-12A

Maximum
Power Factor

0.1%

2%
2% )}
2%

Hi -K
Hi -K--35
Hi

-K-70

Exact conformance per Erie GP1
Ceramicons, Bulletin 312.
Exact conformance per Erie Disc
Ceramicons, Bulletin 438.

Actual
Size

ERIE Disc Ceramicons have proven to be an

are marked with nominal capacitance and
ideal adaptation for high voltage application.
rated voltage.
Inherent construction simplicity means greatest
Rated D.C. Voltage
Capacitance Range, MMF
economy yet for comparable voltage and
1000
6 -10,000
capacitance values.
1500
5
6,400
They are amazingly easy to install in small
2000
3.5- 5,100
spaces
they simplify soldering and wiring
3000
6
3,250
operations, and speed up the assembly line.
5000
6
520
Erie Disc Ceramicons consist of round flat
6000
5
340
dielectrics with fired on silver plates and
leads of No. 22 tinned copper wire firmly
Write for Bulletin 440. Erie Standard 500
soldered to silver electrodes.
volt By-pass and Coupling Disc Ceramicons
The Ceramicons are phenolic dipped and
are described in Bulletin 438. For Temperavacuum wax impregnated for moisture seal.
ture Compensating Disc Ceramicons see Erie
They are identified by the Erie trademark and
Bulletin 439.
ERIE components are stocked by leading electronic distributors everywhere.

--

...

CORPORATION

ERIE RESISTOR

...

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Main Offices: ERIE, PA.
Soles

Offices: Cliffside, N.
Detroit, Mich.

Factories: ERIE, PA.

86

Want more information?

Use

J.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Los

LONDON, ENGLAND

post card on last page.
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Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Angeles, Calif.

TORONTO, CANADA

April, 1953
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Case History: Hastings needed accessibility

.-

:.ee

/Á

eAanai

A,"

defense network. Hastings Instrument Co., Inc.,
manufactures much of the equipment installed in
these rugged trailers.

lot of equipment has to go into a very small
space. Yet the very nature of the problem requires
that the operating components be accessible for
maintenance and servicing.

Grant Industrial Slides were used. With them,

A

Mobile relay stations are a part of this nation's

1

3

A

full 90° tilt brings the wiring under the chassis
into full view for repair. Unit locks at this and
other angles, and may continue to operate in any
of these positions.

units may be withdrawn and locked in a fully
extended position in a matter of seconds, with
no more effort than opening a filing cabinet.

Grant Industrial Slides provide built-in
accessibility, without effort, without
costly loss of operating time. Bring
your equipment mechanically up to
your high electronics standards. Whatever the problem, call upon Grant, the
foremost name in sliding devices.

grant industrial slides

5

Grant No. 363 Slide is just one of an unlimited
variety available. Load requirements from 25 to
500 lbs. Locking in closed, open or pivoted
positions, angles up to 180°.

ELECTRONICS-April, 1953

Want more information?

a product of the engineering design department of
Grant Pulley and Hardware Company
31-75 Whitestone Parkway, Flushing, New York.
Write for information ... consult on any problem
Use

post card on last page.
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For

duty at high voltage and high currer_:, Lapp
Gas -filled Condensers offer the advantages o_ exhigh safety
treme compactness
low loss
factors ... puncture -proof design ... constat - capacitance under temperature variation
gr.)uzc ed
tuning shaft
complete reliability-ele_trically
and mechanically. Models .or capacitance up to
60,C00 mmf; current ratings to 525 amps at 1 mc;
voltages to 100 kv peak.
Write for description and specifications.

...

...

...
...

Radio Special:ies Division, Lapp
Insulator Co., Inc., Le Roy, N. V.

Wahut more

information?

Use

post card on last page.
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this is your prod
Above: Perkin-Elmer infrared spectrometer
-in its Karp-built cabinet, below.

but
this is your "trademark"

customers see the outside of your product a lot
-more than they see its inner mechanisms. Does it have
the appearance of a precision instrument? Does it look
the part?
In other words, do you get the same perfection in

Ago.ur

t

your cabinets that your engineers build inside?

Smooth flawless welded seams? Perfectly fitted doors
and panels...exactly the finish you specify...and, above
all, absolute uniformity between all cabinets?
Karp customers do-and they know that this painstaking sheet metal fabrication doesn't mean high prices.
They know that our vast assortment of available dies

eliminates the need for much costly tooling. They know
that our plant-the length of three city blocks-with
its modern facilities, offers custom production at prices
that are surprisingly low.
You'll find, as others have, that we can produce to
exacting tolerances precisely the type of cabinet you
require.
In large quantity or small. Steel or aluminum. Any
type of welding. Painstaking hand finishing. Prompt
shipment.
Visit our plant and see these things for yourself if
you wish. We welcome your visit. Write for our bulletin.

KARP METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
215 63rd ST., BROOKLYN 20, N. Y.

RUNS OF
MOST COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR LARGE AND SMALL

ENGINEERED SHEET METAL

ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

f TOOLING 4. PRODUCTION
Wont more information?

Use

FINISHING =

post card on last page
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Motorola
f4,04eIn the

USES

1(39Á's

First 460

Mc

Type -Approved Equipment
For Operation in the

Class -A, "Citizen's Band"

Motorola's 18-20 watt
transmitter

INFORMATION ABOUT THE
2C39A WRITE EIMAC'S APPLICATION
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
FOR

RF

power

uses two Eimac 2C39A's

Motorola's new 460 me equipment-the first 460 me
equipment type -approved for operation in the Class -A,
"Citizen's Band" employs Eimac 2C39A's as tripler drivers and power amplifiers in its mobile and base
station transmitters. In the Eimac 2C39A, Motorola
utilizes a highly efficient, domestically available tube
that has been JAN accepted and proved in rugged
and exacting military service. Motorola, through the
use of Eimac 2C39A's and other late electronic developments, makes available a UHF two-way radio
system designed to meet the demands of individuals,
industry and emergency services.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
SAN
N O,
CALIFORNIA
B

Export Agents,

90

Want more information?

Use

R

U

Frazar & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California

post card on last page.
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"Crash -worthy?"

Pre -check with

Consolidated Instrumentation
happens to structural members and car-body components when freight cars arc subjected to the shock impacts
and buffeting of hump -yard switching?
To determine stress distribution and to evaluate the effectiveness of shock protection devices, the Pullman -Standard
Car Manufacturing Company selected a Consolidated 5-114
Recording Oscillograph, System D Amplifiers, and Bridge
Balance as basic recording instruments.
Freight cars, loaded with sand and steel blocks at gross
weights ranging from 46,400 pounds (empty) to 164,000
pounds (fully loaded) crashed together 185 times at speeds
up to 10 miles per hour.
In this way the dynamics of simultaneous shocks, some as
brief as one five -thousandth of a second, were permanently
recorded in visual form. From such data will conic design
changes, giving protection against shock and vibration damage. Thus an improved product is achieved.
WHAT

Consolidated Engineering
CORPORATION
300 North Sierra Madre Villa; Pasadena 15, California

Sales and Service through CEC INSTRUMENTS, INC.,
a subsidiary with offices. in: Pasadena, New York, Chicago,

Dynamic Recording Systems

analytical
instruments
for science
and industry

such as the one shown here are designed and manufactured by Consolidated. Variations in the arrangement of the equipment are infinite. Applications are
widely varied throughout industry and the sciences.
A typical recording system includes pickups, amplifiers
or bridge balances, and a recording oscillograph.

Write for Bulletin CEC 15008-X7

Washington, D. C., Philadelphia, Dayton.
ELECTRONICS-April, 1953

Want more information? Use post card
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on
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FREE

BOOK

on specialty

transformers
This fully illustrated book on Westinghouse Specialty Transformers contains full details on design, construction and
operation of each type in entire line.
Find the answer to your problems in these types!
"Off-The -Shelf" Standard Models
includes electrical and
electronic designs for both commercial and military applications.
"Built -To -Order" Special Designs ... reviews wide range of
custom-built types. Shows how Westinghouse adapts basic
transformer components to meet your exact specifications
economically.
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY! Write on your letterhead for Booklet B-5806, or use coupon below. Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Penna.

...

J -70689-A

YOU CAN BE

SURE...IF

IT§

Westinghouse
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Application Data and Training Dept.
P. O. Box 868
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Gentlemen:
Please send me Booklet B-5806,
Westinghouse Specialty Transformers

NAME

TITLE

FIRM
STREET

CITY
92

ZONE

STATE
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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SEALTRON S NEW

seal assemblies
END `SOLDERING -IN" TROUBLES

ow you can get rid of troublesome, costly seal assembly operations. Sealtrcn will solder seals
:nto your assemblies, will guarantee hermetic
-perfection. Not "standardized" designs, these
assemblies are built to your specifications by our
specialists delivered to you on time, at low cost.

-

Send for our
new easy-to -use
catalog -brochure
and remember,

Take the seal assembly shown above, for e,
ample. We produced the mounting inserts and
tuning device, installed them in our stamped lid,
and soldered in the seals. Result? Reduced costs,
elimination of soldering-in troubles for our customer and a unit that's guaranteed free of
hermetic "leaks."

-

Let our specialists take over your seal assembly problerrs.
Write us today you can depend on our prompt service.

-

today-

Sealtron Protects
Sensitive Parts.

Here's how you'll save:
You use every seal you purchase.

Eliminate throw-aways,
"shrinkage" of seal supplies.
No more losses due to oxidation
of seals in storage.

Sop costly salvaging of de-ective 3ssemblbs.
Sealtron guarantees its work, will pressuretest assemblies, if requested.
Eliminate specialized operations,
cut down overhead, release key personnel
for other work.

End delays due to short seal supply or

limited selection

-

Sealtron has

over 1600 types of seals always available.

11

Manufacturers
of the world's
most complete line
of sealsover 1600 types.

SEALTRON

THE

9705 FEACING ROAD
ELECTRON KS

-

April, 1953

CINCINNATI 15, OHIO

TELEPHONE VALLEY
Use post card on
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SEALTR ON

COMPANY
8500

Want more information?

.,R,..- ,.__

last page.

Selected stock. Always free
from defects and surface
blemishes.

Moisture and fungus proof
coatings, varnish or lacquer
smoothly applied. No wrinkles
or unsightly heavy deposits.

C.T.C. standard terminals. Types

for all applications. Silverplated, cadmium plated, elec.
tro tinned, hot tinned or gold
plated as required.

a

Precisely located, clearly
defined imprinting: rubber
stamped, silk-screened,
graved or hot stamped.

en-

Riveting or staking of terminals, brackets and other components accomplished without
radial cracks or splitting of
rivet shanks, and without damaging the finish.

Cleanly cut or punched edges
and hogs. No signs of delamination.

Little details on terminal boards
...make the big difference in quality
C.T.C. is constantly supplying
special terminal boards to the top
names in electronics. These boards
are built to strict government specifications, are fabricated of certified
materials to fit the job. Among the
specifications involved are: MIL -P 3115A, MIL -P-15037, MIL -P-15035,
MIL-P-15047, MIL -P -997A.
Our Custom Engineering Service
is well-equipped to fill these specifications for you. We are thoroughly
familiar with the JAN and MIL approved materials and finishes in
accepted usage by government agencies and the armed forces. This,
combined with assembly know-how
developed over many years of supplying electronic components and
equipment to the government, enables us to meet your needs for

quality above and beyond the basic
government standards.
Boards can be made of cloth,
paper, nylon or glass laminates
(phenolic. melamine or silicone
resin), and can be lacquered or varnished to specifications: JAN -C-173,
MIL -V-173 and JAN -T-152. Lettering and numbering is done by rubber
stamping, silk screening, hot stamp -

94

Want more info-motion? Use post card on last page.

ing, engraving. Inks used in rubber
stamping contain anti-fungus and
fluorescent additives.
For complete information write:
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation,
457 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38,
Mass. West Coast manufacturers,
contact: E.V. Roberts, 5068 W. Wash.
Blvd., Los Angeles, or 988 Market
St., San Francisco, Cal.

CAMBRIDGE THERNIIONIC
CORPO RATION
custa ': or standard ... the guaranteed components
See our

listing in Electronics Buyers" Guide

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MMEDIATE SERVICE

i

if
' ILL SOLVE YOUR
NYEN70RY
PROBLEMS

gMiq ktaetweeedv

it

404Aid

INSULATION &IIRES
INCORPORATED
Guard Against Production Slowdowns caused
by delayed factory shipments of insulation
materials. IWI gives you fast delivery from

A COMPLETE LINE OF
ELECTRICAL INSULATING
MATERIALS ...READY
FOR DELIVERY!

ample stocks.
Keep Inventories At A Minimum by

getting

seldom -used items and small production lots
of essential materials quickly from your nearest IWI Warehouse.

Varnished Cambric Products
Insulting Paper
Varnished Tubing
Satura ed Sleeving
Insult ng Varnish
Vulcan zed Fibre

Only Nationally Advertised Quality Prod-

IWI. All are approved and
used by leading electrical manufacturers.
ucts are sold by

Phenihte
Fibre Wedges
Wood Wedges
Built to Mica Products
Asbesbs Insulation
Woven Glass Insulation
Presssire Sensitive Tape
Cotton Tape
Cotton Sleeving
Commutators Built To Specdi ations

Expert Technical Assistance on any problem in-

volving electrical insulating materials is offered
without obligation by
I W I's staff of experienced
Field Service Represen-

:I-

:When you're:`;:
/n A Mary

Phone

tatives.

Tefloi
Siliccm Resins

.

IWI

Silicone Insulations

A NATIONAL NETWORK OF WAREHOUSES SERVING ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS

C
ELECTRON ICS

INSULATION AND WIRES INCORPORATED
3435 Chouteau Avenue

White

-

April, 1953
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Want more information?

St. Louis 3,

Missouri
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Use post card on
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ELECTRONIC CORES
PERMIT SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

IN MANY ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
The superior performance of Moloney HiperCore
Electronic Cores is immediately discernable when
incorporated in various electronic products. This is
the result of rigid quality control during manufacture.
To begin with... every mill shipment of cold -rolled,
oriented grain, high permeability steel for HiperCore Cores must pass rigid Epstein Tests. Then,
during manufacture... care and precision in the winding on Moloney's patented winding mandrels...
absolute control of tension ... exact overall dimensions. Care... in annealing to relieve stresses by
maintaining accurate temperature and atmospheric
control. Care ... in cutting, to obtain a minimum
gap followed by an etching process to insure inter laminar insulation.
Production, in quantity, is available to you if you
need superior performance, smaller size, less weight
in your electronic cores.
ME -535
Write today for Bulletin SR -205 containing specifications, performance
data and prices on over 300 standard sizes. Over 1000 sizes available
for special applications.

Bulletin GF -531..."A Trip Through
the Moloney Plant"... 48 pages in
full color picturing the facilities of
the Moloney Electric Company...
will be sent free upon request.

MOLONEY ELECTRIC CO.
BETTER PERFORM,AÑCE
A

131311

GREATER RELIABILITY

t.

LESS 4MAINTENAN4E

96

Want more information?

Use

Manufacturers of Pou'er Transformers Distribution
Load Ratio Control Transformers
Transformers
Unit Substations
Step Voltage Regulators
SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
FACTORIES AT ST. LOUIS, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA4

post card on last page.
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A

MESSAGE

TO

AMERICAN INDUSTRY

ONE OF

A

SERIES

PROSPERITY IN THE USA:
How Deeply in Debt Are We?
How prosperous are the people

of the United
States? Previous messages in this special se-

ries have answered this question in part by
recording the progress relatively slow progress we have made in increasing both the
income and the wealth per person in the USA.
This fourth and concluding piece of the
special series deals with the extent to which
our prosperity should be discounted because
it has been accompanied by an increasing volume of debt. Many correspondents have suggested to us that an individual or a nation can
temporarily increase prosperity by borrowing,
but in so doing lives on both borrowed goods
and borrowed time. Our purpose here is solely
to throw light on the question of whether or
not we are now in that unenviable position.
On January 1, 1953, the total debt of the
United States government and of its citizens
was $627 billion, as shown in the table below.
On its face, a debt of this magnitude, which
represents about $3,900 of debt for each person, suggests that we are heavily debt-ridden.

-

-

TOTAL DEBT

- PUBLIC

Federal government debt
State and local debt
Private debt
Corporations
Individuals

AND PRIVATE
$267 billion

30

"

195
135

"
"

$627 billion

The burden of our debts, however, does not
depend simply on their size. It depends in
much more decisive degree on our capacity to
carry the load successfully. This capacity, in
turn, is partly a matter of attitude, and attitudes defy objective measurement. A community that gets very jittery about its debts has
less capacity to carry its burden successfully
than one that does not. But the accurate
measurement of jitters, present or prospective, still remains to be mastered.

Capacity to Carry the Debt Load
Nonetheless, it is possible to throw some
light on our capacity to carry the debt burden
by studying key economic elements that can
be measured with some degree of accuracy.
The following paragraphs indicate how some
of these key economic elements stand.
Compared with our national income, the
total volume of our debts, public and private,
is still well below the level of 1929, when it
proved to be too big for the good of the country. Our total debt is now 113% greater than
the national income whereas in 1929 it was
146% greater.
There are several other cheering facts about
our debts. One is a sharp decline in interest
rates which makes the cost of carrying our
debts relatively much less than it was in 1929.
It took 8% of our total national income to
carry our debts in 1929; it takes only about
5% of the income today.

www.americanradiohistory.com

More Cheering Facts
We also have much more ready cash now
1929. Today individuals and corporations hold a total of $269 billion in cash or
its equivalent which is almost twice as much
as the portion of private short-term debt
(about $140 billion) that is subject to sudden

than in

demand for payment.
Many students of the subject cite the relatively low cost of carrying our debts and the
large volume of cash on hand, and reach the
comfortable conclusion that our debt burden
is nothing to worry about. In further support
of this view they emphasize the fact that no
important part of our debt is owed abroad.
Hence, they reason there is not the danger, so
conspicuous in Britain since the end of World
War II, that our economy will be upset by the
necessity of making heavy debt payments to
other countries.
Some Dangers of Present Debt
However, the nature of our debts presents
dangers that it would be foolish to ignore.
This is true of both the debt of $267 billion
owed by the federal government to its citizens
and the $330 billion in private debts owed by
some citizens and corporations to others.
Public debt can be a dangerous kind of debt
because government has the power to print
money or to create its equivalent by expanding bank credit. Of the $215 billion that the
federal government borrowed during World
War II, over $90 billion was borrowed from
banks. This was the largest single contributor
to the inflation of prices that since the war
has robbed the dollar of about half of its purchasing power, and thereby robbed the buyers
of government bonds of about half the purchasing power these bonds were supposed to
represent.
If, as is quite possible, a new emergency
should again require the federal government
to borrow heavily while its debt remains so
high, it is doubtful that the public would be
avid to buy its bonds. Hence, the government
might again be forced to resort to the inflationary process of relying on bank credit.
Private debts can be dangerous if the people

take on new debts more rapidly than is
justified by the growth of business or by their
ability to repay. Last year bank loans were
increased by the imposing sum of about $61/2
billion, which represents an increase of about
11% in total loans outstanding. This is almost
twice as much as the increase in the volume
of business over the same period. Installment
credit for consumers increased by $3 billion
last year, again an increase in debt about
twice as great as the increase in business
volume in the fields where the credit was
used. It is also the fastest rate of such growth
in our history.

Constructive Use of Credil
So long as the expansion of credit does no
more than keep pace with expansion in the
volume of business, the expansion is constructive. Also, when credit is expanded to acquire
resources and equipment that will enlarge the
volume of business a little later, that use is
clearly constructive. But when private credit
expansion begins to run ahead of business
growth, it is time for ús to be heads up. Such
credit expansion courts price inflation. It also
creates a forced draft under business so that,
if credit is cut off, there may be a painful
drop.
To give a summary answer to the question:
Is the level of debt in the United States a
danger to our prosperity? the answer seems
to be, "Not at the moment." We owe nothing
abroad. The interest burden on present debt
is relatively small, and we appear to have the
resources to handle the short-term debt. Yet
both the total amount of debt and the recent
rapid increase in total private debt, especially
the latter, are enough to signal for caution.
We need restraint on the part of business and
consumers to avoid expanding private borrowing at an excessive rate. The federal debt needs
to be reduced and put in more manageable
form. If these things are done, we can proceed
to build a sound prosperity.

-

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
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CONFORMANCE TO RADIO INTERFERENCE SPECIFICATION

GUARANTEES

(0.1

5

TO

36181

1000 'MEGACYCLES)

BOEING

8.47

FILTRON'S Engineering division, with its completely equipped screen
room facilities, is always available to measure and recommend RF
Interference Filters for your equipment, to meet and exceed the Radio
Interference requirements of MIL -I-6181.
FILTRON'S production facilities are suppying more RF Interference
Filters for use in military electronic equipment than ever before, to

meet the nation's requirements.
FILTRON

... the

LEADER IN

RF

INTERFERENCE FILTERS

Sub -miniature Filters

High -temperature Filters
RF Filters to withstand Shock and Vibration

... has

pioneered:

Wide band Multi -section Units
RF Filters "Custom Designed"
to meet YOUR requirements

100

90

A80VE 86 DB
70

FILTER FA 1J08
AMP, 50 14VDC
125°C OPERATION
11/4" x 13/4" x 11,<" DEEP
HERMETICALLY SEALED

60

5

z

0
¢ 40

z
W

H 30

ATTENUAT ON CHARACTERISTICS
FILTERS FA 1008 & FA 1009
MEASURED IN A 50 OHM SYSTEM
PER MIL -STD -220

r

20

FILTER FA 1009
AMP, 500 WVDC, 125 VAC
125°C OPEFATION
1i4" x 134' X ?iB" DEEP
HERMETICALLY SEALED

5

FREQUENCY

An

-

It,,

100

500

1000

MEGACYCLES

inquiry on your Compony letterhead w,ll rece,e prompt attention

FItTRO-N-COMPANY INC., FLUSHING, LONG ISLAND,

NEW YORK
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF RF INTERFERENCE FILTERS
THE

www.americanradiohistory.com

Here's how L&N engineers verify Speedomax resistance to stray electrical fields. The ring is a Helmholtz
coil, adjustable for a wide variety of field effects.

Speedomax is

servIce

Built into every Speedomax recorder and controller
is a high degree of indifference to stray electrical
fields. And this is one of its most useful character-

istics in almost any job. It means that you can install
a Speedomax near a big motor, power line or X -Ray
machine-any electrical equipment in fact-and
you'll probably see no effect at all from surrounding
electronic noise and "junk".
The reason for this indifference to stray fields goes
back through the adjustment, building and design
of the instrument, to its basic engineering. Speedo max has an electronically -clean measuring circuit, as
well as clean signal and amplifier circuits.
This clean design includes a bifilar-effect slidewire,
to eliminate any objectionable inductance at that
point. It includes our "no -moving parts" trolley con -

tact on the slidewire, which eliminates pigtails and

their variable inductances. It includes use of a
Mumetal slidewire shield where desirable, instead of
less expensive but lower-permeability aluminum.
And it includes a lot of just downright meticulous
detailing, such as carefully engineered wiring and
input filtering, plus ingenious shielding where required.
These and other precautions eliminate out-of-phase
components in the supply to the amplifier. The latter
therefore doesn't "load"; hence sends the correct
amount of correct -phase power to the balancing
motor. With ample power, the motor's recording and
control action is snappy and accurate.
Our Catalog ND46(1) and Technical Publication
ND46(1) tell the story. Write our nearest office or
4979 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Scientists find that Speedomax instrument operation
is not affected by the stray fields created by motors,
electric heaters, x-ray equipment and other laboratory
gear.

PHOTO COURTESY GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

instruments ti

Jr1 Ad ND46(10d)
98

NORTHRUP

LEEDS

PHOTO COURTESY COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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C-D probably has the answer to your electrolytic problem! Is it for a
motor? TV circuit? Photoflash? Micro -wave communications? If anybody has
the answer to your electrolytic problem, it's likely to be Cornell-Dubilier, the
greatest name in capacitors. Write for the complete catalog to: Dept. K43,
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., General Offices, South Plainfield, New Jersey.

- DUBILIER
CORNELL
world's largest manufacturers of capacitors

i¡(

a;

.r

ANTENNAS

SOUTH PLAINFIELD,

ELECTRON ICS

N

1

-

NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER ANO CAMBRIDGE, MASS

April, 1953

PROVIDENCE, R.

Want more information?

CAPACITORS

ROTATORS

I

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Use post card on

FUQUAY SPRINGS, N. C.

lost page.

VIBRATORS

CONVERTERS

SUBSIDIARY, THE RADIART CORP., CLEVELAND, O.
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-E.

J. (Lph) Davis, Manager of Traffic and Order Dept., with new Caterpillar DIV20 Tractor

"This Cat will never be an orphan!"

Express! Air Express speed, closely
coordinated with our Special Order
department, gives all domestic Caterpillar dealers-over 375 stores-com-

plete parts service for every model ever
built. It gives them an 'inventory' of
some 80,000 different parts!
" 'Down time' is cut to the minimum
machine life extended to the maxiwith the help of Air Express
mum
speed and dependability.
"That's why Caterpillar dealers frequently tell us 'Ship it Air Express'averaging more than 18 times a day!"
Air Express gets there first-and
often saves money, too! In many
weights and distances, rates are lowest
of all commercial air carriers!

100

Want more information?

"Construction men work against deadlines. If machinery can't be serviced
-regardless of age-with genuine manufacturer's parts, they don't want it.
It's an 'orphan'
"This can't happen when it's Caterpillar-built.
"If the Caterpillar dealer is temporarily out of stock, he can get any
".

part practically overnight-by Air

...

It pays to express yourself clearly.
Say Air Express! Division of Railway

Express Agency.

...

Use post card on last page.
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GETS THERE FIRST
via U. S. Scheduled Airlines
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This is MINIATURIZATION!

TRANSISTOR MOUNTS

I
Now for the first time, transistor mounts
you can depend upon. The knowledge and
skill of the foremost manufacturer of crystal holders went into the engineering of
these units. By drawing on this great
amount of experience gained in overcoming similar problems, transistor mounts
have been designed allowing the germanium block to be permanently sealed in
either a vacuum or inert gas atmosphere.
This gives you the assurance against variations due to moisture, dirt, changing atmospheric or light conditions.
Constantin transistor mounts, as well as
other Constantin component parts are
manufactured to withstand heavy usage
while maintaining complete effectiveness.

Actual Size of Single and Triple Transistor Mounts
Fused Metal to Glass Vacuum Seal, Nickel -Silver
Covers, Any Pin Configuration Furnished

...

you can see for yourself
how our special design engineers can really help in planning
your product.
By submitting your requirements

Wolatuttot
,,

N1

RT. 6

AND FRANKLIN AVENUE

NGINE
LODI, NEW JERSEY

o
also manufacturers of
Crystal Holders
Multi -Pin Headers
Single Terminals
Single End Seals
Multi -Pin Con Plugs
Vacuum Coating
Equipment

www.americanradiohistory.com

Model 622

- Ultra -Sensitive

Instruments

A -C

Model 901
Portable Test Instruments

Portable d -c and a -c thermo instruments for precision measurement of
potentials and minute currents in electronics or laboratory research.

Available in d -c, Model 901
and a -c, Model 904, single
and multiple ranges of wide
coverage. Excellent scale

readability and shielding.
Accuracy within

«Ch

1/2

of

1%'.

Clamp Volt -Ammeter

(Model 633, Type VA -1) For convenient and rapid measurement of a -c
voltage and current without breaking
the circuit. Jaws take insulated or non insulated conductors up to 2" diameter. Safe, rugged, versatile. Also available as a -c clamp ammeter, without
voltage ranges.

eigefed

-Weee

Sensitive Relays

USI1 tIU%IETS

line of sensitive relays
including the Model 705
which provides positive

A

operation

RESEARCH

6c4-

at levels as

microampere.
Non -chattering magnetic contacts handle
up to 10 watts at 120

low as

PRODUCTION

1/2

volts.

Panel and Switchboard Instruments

A complete line of

instruments in all
for

types, sizes and ranges required
switchboard and panel needs
cluding d -c, a -c power frequencies
radio frequency, rectifier types
D.B. meters.

... and
inand

MAINTENANCE
For complex, or just routine measurement

jobs, these and other specialized
WESTON Instruments save time and
assure dependable measurements. For information on the complete line, see your
local Weston representative, or write ..

!

.

WESTON Electrical Instrument Corp.,
614 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.

Model 697 Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter

WESTON

9

Industrial Circuit Tester-Model 785
A multi -range, multi -purpose, ultra-

sensitive analyzer, for laboratory and
industrial checking of electrical and
electronic circuits. Has 28 practical
scale ranges; measures d -c and a -c voltage, d -c and a -c current, and resistance.
Accessories available to extend ranges.
Compact and portable; furnished in
either oak or steel case.

102

One of a line of pocket-size
meters, Model 697 combines
a selection of a -c and d -c current, and resistance ranges.
Ideal for maintenance testing
and many inspection requirements.

:

+,'ó'

Model 1411 Inductronic

D -C

Amplifier

Stable amplifier provides high degree
of resolution even at fractional loads.
Reaches steady full scale deflection in
a fraction of a second. Interchangeable
plug - in range standards for either
microamperes or millivolts.

High Frequency Electronic Analyzer

Model 686

Electronic Tube Analyzer

Model 769

Tests tubes under exact op-

A three-in -one instrument providing
a self-contained Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter, a high impedance electronic
D -C Volt -Ohmmeter, and a probe type
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter for use to
300 megacycles. Exceptionally stable

erating potentials. Accurately
determines true mutual conductance of all tubes, in accordance with manufacturers'
rated operating conditions,
or under special operating
conditions.

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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and accurate. Has specially designed
extremely small RF and D -C probes.
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Leagues Ahead in Lug Seals

HERMETIC SEALS
with

AttteW lino
Embodying the newest,
m6st advanced features
for every application
.

-I

M«>
IN.

GROMMETS available in all
condenser seal sizes.

HERMETIC has designed a complete
series of hermetic seals with attached
lugs as an associated line of the self-lug
tubing seals. This series is characterized
by innovations of particular interest to
design engineers:
Lugs are affixed by HERMETIC's new
positive method and are guaranteed to

be secure.
Lugs are available for every tubular
seal and bathtub condenser seal currently used in industry.
Lugs are available flat or bent through
any angle desired; with pierced holes,
or notched for wrap around connection.
Solder -Lug Feed-Throughs, parts
1503-04-05-06, are also available in
this series.

HERMETIC SEAL PR
31

FIRST
ELECTRONICS

-
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Itavailable in all
'condenser seal sizes.

Al

WRITE detailing your
problem for immediate
attention, and ask for
FREE copy of HERMETIC's
informative32-page brochure, the most complete
presentation ever offered on hermetic seals.

UCTS
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C

c
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IT'S MADE OF
safety of a plane, the effectiveness of
battalion, or the success of a bombing
mission may depend on this tiny beryllium
copper part, which measures only 'As inch
in length- one -twelfth the size shown here.
The
a

Contacts like this are used in miniature
tube sockets for radar, communications
and other electronics equipment. Every
day thousands of these contacts are
stamped out at high speeds on progressive dies.*
The men who design our

military equip-

ment are well aware of the old saying
"For want of a nail, the shoe was lost" ...
and consequently the battle. The specifications, the load and test requirements,

BERYLCO

are exacting. Contacts must excel in
spring properties, in resistance to both
corrosion and relaxation, in electrical conductivity. They must not be subject to
vibrational fatigue and must withstand
wide variations in temperature. There is
one metal which possesses all these essential characteristics to a high degreeBerylco beryllium copper.

DEPT. 3D, READING
Springfield, Mass

Rochester, N.Y.

acquired by the world's largest producer
of beryllium copper. Write or telephone
any of the offices listed below.

VALUABLE ENGINEERING INFORMATION
on Berylco beryllium copper is contained in a series of technical bulletins,

published monthly. To receive your
copy regularly, write on your business letterhead.

Unique properties, such as combination
of great strength and electrical conductivity, make this versatile alloy as
important in the manufacture of peacetime
products as of those for defense. We invite
you to take advantage, in your plans for
the future, of the technical knowledge

*Data supplied by John Volkert Metal Stampings,

New York

BERYLLIUM COPPER

Philadelphia

Cleveland

21,

Dayton

Inc., Queens

TOMORROW'S PRODUCTS ARE
PLANNED TODAY WITH
BERYLCO BERYLLIUM COPPER
Sample material available for testing purposes

Village,

L.

I., N. Y.

PENNSYLVANIA
Detroit

Chicago

Minneapolis

Seattle

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Representatives in principal world -trade centers
104
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PICTURE TUBE
*with Internal Magnetic Focus
Saves parts, circuitry, labor in set manufacture!

Gives needle-sharp over-all image!
411)

COMPARE (left) the bulky parts needed

for

a

Permanently pre -focussed for best viewing!

standard tube with (right) the clean simplicity of an i-m -f tube ready to install!

The external ion -trap magnet on this standard tube,
is an extra cost item for the TV manufacturer and re-

quires special adjustment. The focus coil and complicated mounting also mean extra cost. They take up space,
add weight, consume assembly and adjustment time.
Get rid of all three parts with G. E.'s new i -m -f tube!

this 75th anniversary year, General Electric
takes pride in announcing its i -m -f picture tube
as the latest in a long series of significant G -E "firsts".
To the many advantages given by internal, factory adjusted ion -trap and focus magnets, can be added
radically improved design in important tube details.
One example of this is the new, precision -made
metal "lens" that greatly narrows the electron beam,
ON

Now, no hard -to -adjust external ion -trap magnet! No
focus coil, or external focus magnet, with cumbersome
bracket! Instead, an i -m -f tube calls for just two parts
when installed, both of them compact: (1) a closefitting steel shunt band that is easily slipped on and
(2) a small centering device to position the picture.

assuring clean, sharp picture definition over the
entire TV screen area. Now 90° -sweep tubes can
have good detail across the whole face! You can expect production soon in 21" size. Other i -m -f types
will be added rapidly. Television manufacturers
and television designers will be sent full information on request. Tube Department, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York.

GENERAL
www.americanradiohistory.com
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GEOBAR

How to use

TYPE B N R
RESISTORS

to advantage
APPLICATION

The unusual characteristics of GLOBAR type
BNR ceramic resistors make them practical
for a diverse number of advantageous
uses. Charted here are five typical applications
where these resistors are being used to
advantage at present.

RESULT

Oil burner ignition
transformer

High voltage feed back
into line is prevented.

Small motors

Arcing of governor
contact points is
greatly decreased.

Rectifier circuits

Peak voltages are
limited thus stabilizing
circuits.

Electronic devices

Successful use in

voltage control

Our Bulletin GR -2 contains detailed engineering data which may well suggest applications in
your own products. It will give you facts that
will help you decide how these ceramic resistors
can be

of value to you. Let us send you

a copy.

circuits.

DC Circuits

Write Dept. E L 87-101,

Solenoid valve coils
are protected.

GEOBAR ceramic Resistors
BY

CARBORUNDUM

"Carborundum" and "Globar" are registered trademarks which indicate manufacture by The Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
106
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MANUFACTURER'S

GAGING
PROBLEM

AVIEN
AVIEN
SERVICE

DESIGN

ENGINEERING

AVIEN
INSTALLED

GAGE

AVIEN

GAGE

Are you using this "Servo" principle?
This Avien "feedback" system has

important advantages for plane makers and engineers.

Avien was among the first 'o use the servo principle in the
design of aircraft gages.

But there's another servo principle that Avien offers to
every aircraft manufacturer.
It's a "feedback" system that has provided a lot of effective answers to aviation's most complex problems.

This scheme is basically simple. Once handed the problem, Avien tailor-makes gages for the aircraft. Avien
engineers follow through all the way, from drawing board
inspiration to instrument panel installation.

But after installation is completed, Avien's job continues.
Avien field engineers constantly check and test the gages
in service-and feed back information to design headquarters.
This "closed -loop" operation has aided Avien in the perfection of some remarkable products.
We've designed Cylinder Head Temperature Indicators
and Jet Tailpipe Thermometers that use the servo principle.
Result: longer scale gages, unaffected by lead _haracteristics.
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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We've designed a Jet Engine Thrustmeter that computes
gross thrust from measurement of tailpipe pressures and

ambient pressures.
We've made over fifty fuel gages that measure fuel quantity by weight, eliminating moving parts in the fuel tank.
Every month, Avien produces over 10,000 major instrument components for the aviation industry.
Right now, we have two goals.
First, we're going to keep on solving the toughest instrumentation problems in the industry. If you think you've
got them, call us.
Second, we're going to keep on adding the best engineers
in the business. If you think you're one of them, send your
detailed resume to Department E.

-

AVIATION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
34-56 58th STREET, WOODSIDE, L. I., NEW YORK
Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com
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WHEN THEY

DESIGN

WHEN THEY SPECIFY
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BUY

.
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-

Engineers, designers, specifiers, purchasing agents
everyone who has anything to do with the design or use of
electronic gear, components or allied products have, for
years, learned to use the ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE
for essential product data and sources. The reason?
Because they have found it thoroughly up-to-date, the most
accurate and the only complete source available. Tailored
as it is to the critical needs of the electronic industry, it is
the only book upon which the industry's technicians rely.

BUYERS
GUIDE
PUBLISHED MID -JUNE

1953

FOR THE REASONS WHY IT'S THE ADVERTISER'S BEST BUY

www.americanradiohistory.com

THE

3 ESSENTIALSTHAT

THE

2ICCtf001C5 BUYERS' GUIDE

7/i ONE datid Afflet
,ONE

1.

3. COMPLETENESS

2. NEW PRODUCTS

ACCURACY

1.

(fr4tym:

ACCURACY...
The year -'round staff of the ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE has had years of
experience in compiling and verifying products. Fully aware of the rapid changes
that are taking place in the electronic field, the staff starts from scratch each year.
Questionnaires are sent to every manufacturer. When they are returned, they are
checked and double checked. Nothing is taken for granted in relation to products,
terminologies and new classifications. A manufacturer's product will not be included in the "GUIDE" until evidence is supplied that they are manufactured
and available. It is this careful research in which no detail is overlooked, that
provides users with a GUIDE that is the only accurate and reliable product source
available in the electronic field.

-

2. NEW PRODUCTS...
Electronics is a fast moving science -industry. The experiments of yesterday
become the realities of today. Thus it becomes vitally important that all new
not only up-to-date, but up-to-the-minute.
products are included to keep listings
A continuing search is made of all sources for new products and new terminologies.
This search is a year 'round job. Every possible method is employed, including
direct contact with industry through our sales and field representatives. The result
of this painstaking search makes the "GUIDE" the only book that provides complete up-to-the-minute information.

...

3. COMPLETENESS...
that ALL essential product information is provided.
This includes: Complete listing of all manufacturers and their products not just
By completeness is meant

essential features of the
Electronic Buyers' Guide serve the
industry in the exacting manner that
it requires. It is these three essentials
that have earned for the "Guide" its
wide reputation, its increased usage,
its universal acceptance. They are the
reasons why ..

These

3

.

-

a token listing. Correctness and completeness of addresses. Sufficient cross indexing
to locate any product regardless of terminology. And, most important, the format
of the "GUIDE" provides, in one complete listing, a simple method of locating
products. In addition to these important details, the "GUIDE" has trade name
and distributor listings. These are the factors of completeness these are the
essential things that have made the "GUIDE" the "breadboard blue book" for
every technician or purchaser in the field.

-

THE

"GUIDE"

www.americanradiohistory.com

IS THE ADVERTISERS BEST BUY!

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

....
B 'd.gep

COPPER ALLOY BULLETIN
MILLS IN BRIDGEPORT, CONN. AND INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.-IN

CANADA: NORANDA COPPER AND BRASS LIMITED, MONTREAL

Main tuning dial
showing location
of the dial lock
assembly. Courtesy Espey Mfg.
Co., New York

have been designed but most all have
one fault in common. As they are
tightened, they exert pressure against
one side of the dial or knob, causing a
slight movement and consequent detuning of the receiver.

L

Main tuning condenser of the R-3bu,TRR5 radio
receiver with front dial and dial lock in place.
Courtesy Espey Mfg. Co., New York

Dial Lock disassembled to show bronze and brass
parts. Courtesy Espey Mfg. Co., New York

Precision Tuning Accomplished by
Using Bronze and Brass Parts

The illustrated dial lock prevents
this movement by simultaneously exerting pressure on four sides of the
tuning knob. When the dial lock knob
is rotated, four heat treated beryllium
copper springs mounted on a brass
plate tighten against the edges of a
braking plate fastened to the main
tuning knob.
The disassembled illustration of the
dial lock shows the various brass and
bronze parts used in the assembly. All
high brass parts are nickel plated to
increase resistance to corrosion. The
dial lock knob is a machined bronze
casting. The beryllium copper springs
insure high resistance to fatigue and a

An important feature which receives
careful consideration when designing

a communications receiver is the
mechanical tuning system. A military
receiver must be able to accurately
separate and hold the signal it is receiving even under adverse conditions
when the receiver may be constantly
jolted or vibrated.

Mechanical Bandspread

10:1 is obtained, assuring smooth tuning and easy separation of signals.
Spring loading the split gear sections
eliminates back lash when tuning. The
gear mechanism also drives the main
tuning condenser shaft (free -machining brass rod) which in turn rotates
the four gang set of rotor plates. An
automatic stop at each end of the dial

travel protects the condenser plates
from damage. These plates are blanked
from high brass (approx. 66% copper,
balance zinc) annealed and then silverplated to increase resistance to cor-

The R-366/TRR5 radio receiver
specially designed for the United
States Marine Corps as a communications and morale receiver is equipped
with a geared tuning drive and special
dial locking device. By using a series
of accurately machined brass gears
(alloy 63, 66% copper, 1.1% lead, remainder zinc), a reduction ratio of

When the desired station is located,
the condenser can be held in place with
a special dial lock.
Many different types of dial locks

110
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strong grip to prevent slipping.

Bridgeport Service

rosion.

Dial Lock Assembly
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The use of the correct alloy and
temper is most important in precision
fabrication. For help on your metal
problems, contact the nearest Bridgeport office.
(9420)
April, 1953
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YOUR FILTER NETWORK
PROBLEMS ... Solved in Jigtime
Selecting the proper filter network component for a critical electronic
application is not exactly comparable to fitting a piece to a puzzle. In filter
networks the criteria are not quite as superficial as proper size, shape, etc.
Even compliance with attenuation requirements is not usually sufficient. There
are a multitude of hidden factors in the manufacture of an audio filter that
go much deeper than these qualifications.
Here in Burnell & Co. we concern ourselves with all the phases in
the design of a filter of superior quality. To maintain our high standard we
manufacture our toroids with the most modern facilities and quality control.ed methods. The capacitor components employed are either the finest
silver mica type or are wound with plastic dielectric material employing no
impregnants that may affect the life or long term stability. All other components are just as carefully selected and controlled.
This policy of incorporating only the best ingredients coupled with
our advanced design method insure our customers that not only will our
filters meet the basic requirement., but that they will also maintain all of their
characteristics under all the service conditions of equipment in which they
are used.

g
YONKERS

2,

NEW

YORK

Ce9IE.A00RESS 'RURXEII

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK COMPONENTS

ELECTRONICS- April,

1953
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icj ears
27-4aereice
...and know-how
goes

into

your purchase of a
Cinema resistor..

Accurate wire wound resistors in the new
Cinema

CE

type are hermetically sealed to sur-

pass the requirements of MIL

the use of the new

CE

R

-93A. Investigate

resistor in your applica-

tions. Contact your local Cinema Engineering

Company factory representative, or write direct

today for literature.
IN NEW YORK
Audio
Video Products Corp.
730 Fifth ave.
Plaza 7-3091

i

EXPORT AGENTS
& Hansen, Limited
301 Clay Street
San Francisco, Calif., U.S.A.

Frczar

112

1510 W. VERDUGO AVE, BURBANK, CALIF.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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push-pull output DC linear amplifier
with three separate input windings. Tube -type base simplifies mounting.
400 -CYCLE PLUG-IN AMPLISTAT is a

40 -VOLT-AMPERE INDUSTRIAL AMPLISTAT oper-

ates directly from 115-volt, GO-cyele power supply.

New line of

G -E

for high -gain

Amplistats now available

DC

ONE -VOLT-AMPERE AMPLISTAT is compact (twoinch cube), mounts is standard octal socket for
convenient connection and easy circuit testing.

amplification circuits

The Amplistats (self-saturating magnetic amplifiers) illustrated here are
typical of the units General Electric is now producing. Ten ratings
have been designed to extend application to a wide variety of circuits.
There are two models in the 1 -volt-ampere range, one model in the
40 -volt-ampere range, and two models for use with 400 -cycle input
current.
An Educational -Laboratory unit (40 -volt-ampere) and a 400 -cycle
hermetically sealed unit are also available. New ratings of 25 -voltamperes, 125 -volt-amperes, and 600 -volt-amperes will go into production in the near future.
General Electric's expanded line of Amplistats offers you many
advantages in the design of control and instrumentation systems
which require high -gain DC amplification of small signal sources.
Combining amplifying and rectifying elements in a packaged unit, G -E
Amplistats give you instant starting, low power consumption, long life,
electrical signal isolation, and rugged durability where moderate shock
or vibration might occur. They are simple and convenient to mount,
and are often lighter in weight than other types of amplifiers.
G -E engineers are ready to assist you in developing complete
amplification systems around these units or in designing units for
specific applications. Mail coupon below for more information on
G.E.'s new, Amplistat line. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

r

General Electric Company
411-110
Section
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Please send without charge bulletin GEA -5950 on G.E.'s new Amplistat line.

LI For immediate project.

For reference only.
TITLE

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

EDUCATIONAL -LABORATORY AMPLISTAT (10 volt -amperes) has multiple input for flexibility. Diagram molded into panel allows easy demonstration.
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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SIZE

FORM
and
"Miniature"

l

-T -E precision

wire -wound resistor
11/e" long

x

-

3/6" OD.

FUNCTIO N

"Meter
four

multiplier"
9"/32"
type-houses

ferrule

long,
l

-T -E precision resistors

wound on bobbins of the same

material
tion.

the encapsula-

as

This

assures

uniform

low coefficient of expansion

throughout the resistor

114
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resulting in

a

true heLmetic seal
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precision wire -wound resistors can be
specially engineered to your requirements
I -T -E

Expanded I -T -E design and engineering facilities, and advanced production and testing techniques, are all combined to provide individually tested
units guaranteed to perform within
narrowly defined limits.

New electronic equipment designs often
require special types of precision wire wound resistors. A wide range of special
types and ratings, built to exact cus-

tomer specifications, is being produced
by I -T -E in quantity.

Here's what

I -T -E

offers you:

SIZE

FREQUENCY

Resistance values up to 500,000 ohms can
be produced in a body as small as 1%" long
x 316" OD-with emphasis on close accuracy, low temperature-coefficient, and high
stability.
also produces multiple -tapped
1 -T-E
units in cylindrical and card forms-or in
any required special form. Number and
spacing of taps are available to specification.

Proper selection of wire and balanced winding techniques limit reactance within narrow ranges.

RESISTANCE

Special resistors are obtainable in tolerances down to ± 0.05%. I -T -E units surpass MIL -R -93A specifications.
Tiny plastic bobbins are used to obtain
higher resistance values than ceramic -core
resistors in the same size body.
Matched pairs can be supplied in any

ratio-with ratio tolerance to within
± 0.05%.

(Unity ratio to within

± 0.005%.)

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

selects low temperature -coefficient
resistance wire. Test procedures determine
temperature coefficient of a precision wire wound resistor to within ± 2 parts/
million/degree C. In matched pairs, TC
of one resistor can be matched to TC of the
other within ± 5 parts/million/degree C.
I -T -E

Rigid testing of each resistor makes it
possible to guarantee TC of an entire lot.
STABILITY

Accelerated aging of finished resistors obtains stability as low as 0.005%. Hermetic
sealing protects against the destructive
effects of salt water immersion and
high humidity.

WHAT ARE YOUR REQUIREMENTS?

engineering and production facilities offer you
much more than a standard line of precision wire wound resistors and other wire -wound components.
If your problem is special, write us outlining your
requirements. Resistor Division, I-T-E Circuit Breaker
Co., 1924 Hamilton St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.

I -T -E

ITS
ELECTRON ICS

-

PRECISION WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS

April, 1953
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How Carboloy permanent magnets
Products work better, weigh less, cost less to build
that electro -magnetic source of
energy! Replace it with a Carboloy permanent
magnet!
Hundreds of manufacturers in tLe field of
communications equipment have taken this
sound advice
and make better performing
products for less money as a result
Here's why: A Carboloy permanent magnet is
a simple package of stored energy that will
never fail. When it replaces a wound coil in a
circuit, it is usually a smaller assembly, with
current losses eliminated. For unlike a coil, a
magnet generates no current-wasting heat; its
field strength always remains Steady.
Fabrication costs go down because the magnet eliminates the coil, wires and operating
Throw away

...

RECEIVER

MAGNET

parts. Even in small sizes, it is powerful. That
means product design is simplified ... size and
weight substantially reduced. A Carboloy permanent magnet costs nothing to operate, never
needs maintenance. Result? More savings, more
product dependability.
Why not call a Carboloy magnet engineer
soon? Find out just where and how a magnet
assembly can help you
and get an expert,
he_pful assist in magnet design and application.

...

High-quality, low cost Carboloy Permanent magne s are available in all sizes, all shapes cast

-

or sintered to your specifications. Mail coupon
for free Magnet Design Manual and Standard
Stock Cata=og,

HEARING AIDS-Here is an
outstanding advance in hearing
aids-a new all -transistor, all magnetic "Radioear" developed
by E. A. Myers & Sons, Inc.,
Pittsburgh. Carboloy permanent magnets are used in the
magnetic receiver and magnetic microphone-both newly
designed, high -efficiency, high output units made especially
for use in the all -transistor
"Radioear."
Magnets have eliminated
hearing aid failure caused by
severe conditions of heat and
humidity encountered in use,
and make it possible to match
the impedance of the transistor
amplifier without the use of an
input transformer as required
for crystal -type microphones.

MICROPHONE
MAGNET

Want more infirmation?

Use post card

m last page.
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improve communication devices

-

Size and weight
are highly vital here. Carboloy permanent magnets in these speakers
help to reduce both considerably.
WALKIE-TALKIES

TRANSMITTER

RECEIVERS-Huge

communication links like these rely
on Carboloy permanent magnets
for trouble -free performance.

TELEPHONES-In receivers,
Carboloy magnets help step up
clarity, cut down size and weight,
and reduce power requirements.
FIELD

16 OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES

OF CARBOLOY PERMANENT MAGNETS
Cool

- generate no heat

Require no electrical energy
Cost nothing to operate

Eliminate coils, windings,

wiring, etc.
Need no maintenance-no coils
to burn out, no slip rings to
clean or replace, etc.

Simplify mechanical assemblies
exert strong tractive force
for holding, lifting and separating devices that eliminates
component parts, makes product design and fabrication
simple
great magnetic
Save space
strength in small sizes

-

-

Powerful
constant

Combine electrical and mechanical features transform
electrical energy into mechani-

-

cal motion; mechanical motion

into electrical energy
No power failures
Resist moisture

is the registered trademark of the Carboloy
Department of General Electric Company

FREE CATALOG
I

AND MANUAL

Carboloy Department of General Electric Company
11139 E. 8 Mile Street, Detroit 32, Michigan

I

I
I

Send me, at no cost or obligation, copies of Permanent Magnet
Design Manual PM -101 and Standard Stock Catalog PM -100.

I
I
I

NAME

I

I
6r

April, 1953

SPEAKERS-In these

speakers, current passes through
the voice coil which is the magnetic
field set up by the Carboloy permanent magnets. The uniformity and
strength of the magnets help produce truer tone.

-

Plants at Detroit, Michigan; Edmore, Michigan;
and Schenectady, New York

-

RADIO, TV

-

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
11139 E. 8 Mile Street, Detroit 32, Michigan

ELECTRONICS

-

no coils to
collect dampness
Give uninterrupted operation
often elimiCreate savings
nate costly, power -supplying
parts
Simple no operating parts
Reduce weight, product size
Supply a permanent source of
energy

CARBOLOY
"Carboloy"

- and power is

I
I
I

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
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Flaw finder switches to

AXIOHM RESISTORS
The Sperry ultrasonic Reflectoscope, a
compact, portable unit designed for onthe-job inspection, "Iistens" for defects
through as much as thirty solid feet of
aluminum and even greater thicknesses in
steel and other materials.
Many of the circuits in this highly sensitive electronic instrument now include
Ward Leonard Axiohm Resistors. Sperry's
design engineers gave three reasons for
specifying this ruggedly built, self-mounting, miniature resistor.
stronger anchorage of the axial lead
smaller size

full watt rating at high resistance values

AXIOHM RESISTORS of the vitreous
enamel wire-wound power type are designed for use by the electronic and
allied industries. These newly developed miniature resistors are self-supporting by their own wire leads which
are hot tin -dipped for ease of soldering.
They are available in conservatively
rated 5 and 10 watt sizes. Write for
Axiohm resistor bulletin.

Spea,' Reflect)sco'e,
made by Sperry Products, Inc..
Danbury. Conn.

WARD LEONARD
WARD LEONARD

ELECTRIC COMPANY
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK

Reme- E nyNteeted Coo Sixce /f92
118
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WARD LEONARD

makes

19 distinct

inspections
and tests
on every

Vitrohm

resistor
Measurement of outer diam-

eter and concentricity of

ceramic cores are but two of
the 19 checks made on every
Axiohm resistor.

In the Axiohm, as in every stock and madeto-order resistor, Ward Leonard gives this
same careful attention to the details that result in long -life service even under the most
adverse conditions.
Every resistor component is matched with
respect to thermal expansion. Ward Leonard
resistor cores, Vitrohm enamel, terminals,
junctions, even resistance wire, are result engineered for accuracy and uniformity.

Whether your product is a delicate electronic device like the Reflectoscope or a
heavy-duty industrial machine, you need an
electrical control you can count on. Ward
Leonard has the productive facilities and the
technical know-how to meet your every resistor need. Let Ward Leonard's engineering
department help you select the right one.
Ward Leonard Electric Company, 31 South
Street, Mt. Vernon, New York..

Ward Leonard s corn.
pte'e engineeriig text bock, "Handbook of
Power Resistor:," $3.
per cepy.

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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\
.
variable distance 'I
variable pressure /'

bei

Heze

for a tight fit
regardless of irregularities

Manufacturers are assured of tightly -closed doors and panels, with
gaskets tightly compressed, by using Southco Adjustable Pawl Fasteners.
Variations in thickness at point of fastener contact, whether in heavy
castings or light metal frames, do not affect either the fit or the simple
fastener installation procedure.

Adjustment is made automatically every time the knob of a Southco
Fastener is turned. Only one size is stocked for use on various panel
thicknesses, but every fastener fits.
For complete data on Southco Adjustable Pawl Fasteners, write to
Southco Div., South Chester Corp., 1417 Finance Bldg., Phila. 2, Pa.

Important for military contractors! Prompt deliveries
now possible.
®

sovTxco
F

A

S T E N E R S

2

PAWL

SCREW AND SPRING
DRIVE RIVETS ANCHOR NUTS

ENGINEERED SPECIALTIES

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
WHEREVER TWO OR MORE PARTS ARE FASTENED TOGETHER; STANDARD AND SPECIAL DESIGNS FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND LOWER PRODUCTION
COSTS
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MODEL 85194
Self-locking screwdriver-actuated phasing
adjustment. Each section easily adjusted to
maximum resolution (one wire) in ± 110 range.
2,/2" diameter; 1/4" shaft; 2,000 to 300,000
ohms per section; 4 watts @ 25° C;
to 6 sections; body length 4.8" max.
1

SPECIFICATIONS
RESISTANCE: 2,000 to 300,000

LINEARITY:

ohms/section

(± 5%).

± 0.3% of total resistance.

POWER RATING: 4 watts per section at

+25°C ambient

ELECTRICAL CONTACT ANGLE: 356° standard.

(Any

winding angle up to 360° on order).
MECHANICAL SHAFT ROTATION: 360° continuous.
TORQUE: Starting torque for 6 -section

unit:

TEMPERATURE RATING: Operating range

1.2 oz. -in.
from -55°C to

+71°C ambient.
ACCELERATION: Will function during acceleration of 50G,

applied along any axis.
WEIGHT: 4 oz./section.

MODEL 85193
Compact -rugged -accurate. A smaller version
of the GANGPOT without the phasing feature.

Specifically designed and built to performance

standards far beyond present concepts of
potentiometer design, GANCPOT
Instrument -Quality potentiometers are ready
to solve multiple potentiometer problems.
Rugged, aluminum -housed units with low
torque, high performance, and long -life
accuracy, CANCPOTS are presented in two
'Ma
sizes to fill all requirements. GANCPOT EXTRAS
include solid, stainless steel shafts, toroidally
wound coils for up to 360° windings, shielded
ball bearings, syncro or screw type mounting,
and adaptability to non-linear functional
windings. Built without any bulky external bolts,
clamps or rings, the CANCPOTs lend themselves
to an unsurpassed versatility of design applications.

Diameter 11/8"; 1/4" shaft; aluminum housing;
500 to 70,000 ohms per section; 1 to 6
sections; body length 3.5" max.; dual mounting;
linear or non-linear windings up to 360° available.

SPECIFICATIONS
RESISTANCE: 500

LINEARITY:

to 70,000 ohms/section (±5%).

±0.5% of total resistance.

POWER RATING: 2 watts per section at

+25°C ambient.

ELECTRICAL CONTACT ANGLE: 354° standard (Any
winding up to 360° on order), with the brush non - shorting.

MECHANICAL SHAFT ROTATION: 360° continuous.
TORQUE: Starting: less than 0.6 oz. -in. for a 6 -section unit.
TEMPERATURE RATING: Operating range

from -54°C to

+71°C ambient.
ACCELERATION: Will function during acceleration of 50G,

applied along any axis.
WEIGHT: 1 oz. per section.

For modifications of standard specifications,
please forward requirements.

For catalog and engineering data
on these and other
fine instruments write:
G. M.

ELECTRONICS
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GIANNINI 8 CO. INC., PASADENA

Want more information?

1.

CALIFORNIA-EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
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Increase Tube Reliability with

VACUUM -CAST METALS

Vacuum -melting removes gases and oxide inclusions from metals ... makes
them less porous, so they won't absorb or emit gases.
Used in tubes, vacuum -cast metals won't leak or continue to out -gas to
spoil vacuums. They are being used to reduce pump -down time ... increase
tube reliability ... and shelf life.
Commercial quantities of ferrous and non-ferrous metals and alloys are
now being vacuum -cast at pressures as low as one millionth part of atmospheric
by Vacuum Metals Corporation. Available in either billet or fabricated forms.
Write for more information.
HIGH PURITY METALS
HIGH VACUUM CASTING
SPECIAL ALLOYS
GF (Gas Free) METAI

122
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VACUUM -MELTED METALS
AVAILABLE FROM VMC:

Cuprovac® (Electronic grade Copper)
Nivac Series® (Nickel
and Alloys)
Ferrovac® 52100
Ferrovac® 4340
Other metals or alloys
vacuum -cast to customer
specifications.

VACUUM METALS CORPORATION
Subsidiary of National Research Corporation

70 MEMORIAL

Want more information?

DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS

Use post card on

last page.
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High

VACUUM
FURNACE
for the
ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRY
For Producing:
Germanium

Silicon
Degassed Tube Parts
Vacuum melted tube materials
A versatile and valuable

production tool.

For Research

and Development:
Complete flexibility for almost
any purpose.

There is now available a single furnace
that does away with the need to purchase equipment for each phase of your
high -vacuum, high -temperature work.
Because of its modest price, it will fall
within the budget of most laboratories.
With this new furnace you can melt
and solidify melt and pour- add to
look into the hot
stir
the melt
zone measure hot zone temperatures
introduce controlled atmospheres
degas heat treat. It's a complete,
versatile unit, capable of handling the
widest variety of metallurgical research
work. Write today.

- -- ELECTRONICS

-

FE AT
Ultimate vacuum of less than
5

x

10' mm. Hg.

Working temperatures up to
2000° C.

Temperature controllable
within

5° C.

URES
Utilizes single turn low voltage resistance element of
tungsten 21/" dia. x 3" high.

Optional heating elements of
larger size are available.

Integral power supply for

Hot zone reaches temperature within two minutes.
No refractories used in hot
zone.

purifying type diffusion
pump insures high capacity
for out -gassing.
4"

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT ' HIGH VACUUM
ENGINEERING AND EOUIPMENT

.H

furnaceManual temperature control.

(Automaticcontroloptional.)
Thermocouple vacuum gage
is standard equipment. Other
gages are available.

DEHYDRATION
METALLURGY
DISTILLATION
COATING APPLIED PHYSICS

National Research Corporation
EQUIPMENT
Seventy

DIVISION

Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Massachusetts
123
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Mo sture Proof

14 tePOPO

PLASTIC COATED TOROIDS
In

addition to

standard windings, we offer
toroids encased in tough

thermosetting
plastic. Plastic
encasement provides
extra protection from humidity, mechanical shock. Available it all sizes of coils.

From

modest beginning five years ago, Communication
Accessories Company has grown to one of the largest exclusive
toroid coil winding producers in the U. S. today. Why?
a

We like to think that this growth

is due to the thorough,
careful handling we apply to each coil .
.
and because
of the particular skill of our people. Whatever the
.

Steel Cased

TOROIDS AND FILTERS
Existing designs
cover a wide
range of types

continue-doing the best we know
how-thankful for the trust that important
reason, we'll

companies have placed in us.

and frequencies. Filters meet

military specifications and can
be offered in miniaturized versions. A

typical filter is shown.
C. A. C. filter design engineers will convert your specifications to
production deliverieswith minimum delay
124

write for this catalog

COMMUNICATION ACCESSORIES
HICKMAN MILLS, MISSOURI
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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TAYLOR Commercial Grade Vulcanized Fibre
is tough, lightweight, abrasion

resistant

..

excellent for bending, punching, stamping and forming
resistant to organic solvents, oil and gasoline .. .
has excellent electrical characteristics.

..

.

Jnt to make something of it?
Make it into insulating plates, upset washers, arc barriers,
terminal blocks, switch and appliance insulation, cases,
or any other electrical
face plates for golf clubs
or mechanical component that can benefit from the unique
properties of this versatile material.

...

Make it in red, gray, black, or special colors.
Make it from sheets or rolls with these specifications:
SPECIFICATIONS
Thickness
Range:

.005" to

Finish:

Pressed and

Punching:

To

Sheet Size:

56"

Roll Width:

56" for thicknesses of
.005" through .060".
Coils to 3/16" for thicknesses of .005"through

1"

calendered

3/16" thick
90"

x

.090".

PROPERTIES
Mechanical
Flexural Strength
14000 psi min.
(Lengthwise)
12000 psi min.
(Crosswise)
Tensile Strength

(Lengthwise)
(Crosswise)

7500 psi min.
5500 psi min.

Compressive Strength
(Flatwise)
20000 psi min.

hod Impact Strength
(Lengthwise)
(Crosswise)

3.5 Ft.-Lbs./inch
2.9 Ft.-Lbs./inch

Electrical
Dielectric Strength
(1/32" thick) 250 min.
Short Time Test

(1/8" thick)
Arc resistance,
seconds
1 8" to 1" with
ground or buffed finish.
Make it easy for yourself when you're buying vulcanized fibre.
he will be glad to work with you
Call your Taylor engineer
to
fit your needs
grades
help select the correct
-Commercial, Bone, Super White, Abrasive and Built-up.
Also ask him for samples of Taylor Laminated Plastics .. .
Phenol, Silicone and Melamine Laminates .. .
suited for a variety of your product requirements.
Taylor Fibre Company, Norristown, Pennsylvania-La Verne, Calif.

175 min.
100

Make it from turned rods. Diameters from

...

..

.

TAYLOR
Laminated Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre

ELECTRON ICS
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9

NOW

Available

!

50 watt - 75 watt -100 watt -150 watt
(25 watt available shortly)
Specie ea ure
tapered windings

*
* switch combinations
* off positions
* special shaft assemblies
* tandem assemblies

May we hove your prints
for quotations and sampling? Prompt and courteous service is assured.

delivery,.
e

e guarantee immediate delivery regardless o
uantity, value and sizes.

guarantee that our prices will always save
money.
e guarantee our engineering techniques and
selection of materials will provide the finest
products available.

appro

we guarantee to meet the requirements
of the most rigid specifications.

TRU-OHM RHE
foremost m
'

TRU-OHM VITREOUS
ENAMELED RESISTORS
complete line ready
for shipment!

-A

and RESISTORS are approved by the
for civilian and government applications.

TATS
rs

m°

R U` O H M
'

PRODUCTS

Division of
Model Engineering

Mfg., Inc.

2800 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago 18, III.
Factory: Huntington, Indiana
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the lid's off:
electrical insulation made with

DOW CORNING SILICONE RESINS
give you unequalled freedom in design, still more
power per pound, even longer life and
greater reliability

COATING VARNISH

Dow Cornirg Silicone Varnish 994
has over 100 times th.e thermal life of the best
organic varnishes; over 3 times the life of earlier

silicone varnishes.

Electric machines built with Class H insulation bonded and impregnated with the original Dow Corning
Silicone resins have 10 to 100 times the life, or half
again as much power per pound as comparable
equipment built with the next best class of insulating
materials. That has been proved time and again
during the past eight years by functional tests and
by performance of thousands of industrial motors.

IMPREGNATING VARNISH

Dow Corning Silicone Varnish 997
bakes without bubbling ct 300° to 400°F,
1/4 to 1/7 the time
recuired for earlier silicone
impregnating varnishes.

cuts process ng time to

New Silicone Resins invented for you by our
and engineers have several times the

scientists

dielectric life of the original silicone resins at high
temperatures. That means that electrical equipment
insulated with the new silicones will last even longer;
give you still greater reliability; reduce motor maintenance and down time to the vanishing point; deliver
more power per pound than ever before.

_a

BONDING RESIN

Dow Corning Silicone Resin 2105
Makes it possible to produce silicone -glass
laminates with cver 100 times
the dielectric life cif the best silicone
laminates previoisly available.

Mail coupon today

KEEP PACE WITH PROGRESS

Dow Corning Corporation, Dept. No.
Midland, Michigan
Please send me complete data on

BE-4.

D

BONDING RESIN

Atlanta
Chicago

DOW CORNING CORPORATION
Midland, Michigan

DOW

CORNING

Dallas

SILICONES

D

COATING VARNISH

D

IMPREGNATING VARNISH

Cleveland
Name

Los Angeles

New York

Company

Washington, D. C.

Street
City
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MALLORY
electrolytic
capacitors
JAN C-62 types

For use in military electronic equipment, Mallory manufactures a
line of electrolytic capacitors which will meet the requirements of
Specification JAN C-62. Included in the Mallory line is the full
selection of standard case styles, ratings and characteristics required
under the specification.

Into these military -type capacitors go the same engineering know-how
and production craftsmanship which have made Mallory capacitors
the standard of quality in the radio and television industry.

... whether for military

Look to Mallory for all your capacitor needs
or for civilian applications.

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH THESE PRODUCTS:

MALLORY 8 CO..Inc.

MALLORY
P.
128

R.

MALLORY

&

New Folder Outlines
JAN Capacitor Types
A new folder, available on
request, condenses the
information on type
designations of all electrolytic
capacitors covered by
JAN C-62, to convenient,
easy -to -read chart form.
It's an ideal reference for
everyone who specifies or uses
electrolytic capacitors.
\\ rite to Mallory for
your copy today.

CO.,

Electromechanical-Resistors

Electrochemical-Capacitors

Switches

Television Tuners

Rectifiers

Vibrators

Mercury Dry Batteries

Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials
I

N C

.

Want more information?

,

INDIANAPOLIS
Use post card on

last page.
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W. W. MacDONALD, Editor
APRIL

1953

CROSS

TALK

...

Long-range prospects
TRIO
for electronics are excellent. We are
living in an age of almost unlimited
power (atomic energy), and unlimited speed (jets). To utilize
these two things we need unlimited
control, and control is where
electronics shines.

The timetable is subject to change
without notice but it does seem that
the system could be ready for demonstration before the FCC this
summer, and perhaps as early as
June.

WORKMANSHIP ... Modern design plus mass production can proSPACE . . . There are two vide low-cost electronic equipment
schools of thought among repu- capable of giving good service.
table scientists relative to space Much still depends, however, upon
travel. One believes that man will personal care during assembly and,
contrive practical space stations, particularly, the conscience of ineventually reaching distant celes- spectors at the end of the line.
Somehow, we've gotten the imtial bodies, and the other does not.
One thing, at least, is certain. pression that an unusual number
If and when man does leave his of casually -put -together items are
natural habitat the vehicle he uses currently being sold. Two ceramic
will depend heavily upon the sci- trimmer capacitors were picked up
ence of electronics for navigation, at retail; one entirely lacked threads
communication and many other for the adjustment screw. Of three
things not yet fully visible. Man simultaneously purchased toggle
may, in effect, ride electronics to switches one was defective. Two
trips were necessary to buy one good
the moon.
transformer. A microphone fresh
Several experi- from the shipping carton proved
TIMETABLE
mental television receivers of dif- intermittent due to soldering flux
ferent makes have just been tested under riveted lugs.
Maybe we're just unlucky. Or
on NTSC color signals at a Long
results
The
maybe
pride in good workmanship
Island laboratory.
has momentarily declined to a point
were good.
Early in April these same re- where not even the fanciest test
ceivers, augmented by several more procedures can catch all the bugs.
obtained from still other manuCar manufacturDETROIT
facturers, are scheduled to be put
through their paces in Syracuse. ers tell us it is only a question of
Then they will be tried out. again, time when most American automobiles will be equipped with 12-volt
in Philade.lphia..

...

...

ELECTRON ICS
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electrical systems; increasing load
is almost more than 6 -volt batteries of reasonable size can stand
despite numerous improvements.
It may take several years, but
the market for 12 -volt mobile electronic equipment and accessories
is destined for expansion. Use of
raised voltage and lowered amperage has many virtues. Smaller,
lighter high -voltage power supplies handle a given load faster
and easier, are much less critical
with respect to input -circuit wire
size. There could be some new
troubles with regulation, but car
makers say that they are aware of
this and are working on it.

...

Since 1944, all
feature articles have

SHOPTALK
ELECTRONICS'

been published on sequential full
pages. There is no "turnover", no
"continued" line, no interleaved
extraneous material to complicate.
reference to illustrations.
We wonder how many of our
readers realize that this policy,
which involves considerable editing
trouble and substantial cost, is by
no means common in commercial

publications.

...

It is said
CONSERVATION
that one manufacturer of envelopes

for television picture tubes has contributed substantially to the defense program by taking the lead
out of its glass.
129
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,-COUPLING BEAM

--ELECTRON

GUN

1141J11\
MODULATING BEAM

--

MODULATING BEAM
SCREEN GRID

(1

- INPUT
OUTPUT CAVITY --I

Electron coupler is

18

fNTEHCL,V TY

C)Lï_

NG

CAVITY

CY_NDER

in. long by 51/2 in. in diameter. Details shown in cutaway include the two coupling -beam electron guns and
three of the five modulating beams. Coupling loops are not shown

Spiral -Beam Tube
Multibeam electron coupler may be useful in ultrahigh -frequency television transmitters.
Tube has excellent linearity, 5 -mc bandwidth and 50 -percent transfer efficiency. Five parasitic electron beams in output circuit control power transfer to load

By C. L. CUCCIA
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Laboratories Division
Princeton, N. J.
to operate at the 1 -kw
level in the 800 -mc range, the
multibeam electron coupler is an
DESIGNED

improved spiral -beam modulation
tube suitable for use in uhf television. When placed between gen-

erator and load, the electron coupler
presents a constant impedance while
permitting control of power to the
load. The tube uses coaxial -line
cavities and has five modulating
electron beams in the output circuit. It possesses excellent linearity
characteristics, a bandwidth in excess of 5 me and a 50 -percent transfer efficiency.
Use of auxiliary electron beams

130

in the output cavity of the tube
provides a modulation method
whereby a 50 -volt modulator grid
swing can control power output
over a range of 98 percent of maximum. This is seen as a great improvement over the performance of
single -beam electron couplers'''. A
single-beam tube operated at 775
me with a beam current of 50 milliamperes and an input -cavity poApril, 1953
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SPECIALLY -SHAPED
CENTER
CONDUCTOR

RADIAL ELECTRIC

FIELD VECTORS
(

8

UNIFORM -FIELD
BEAM REGION

)

t

(

COAXIAL
CAVITY

A

CI

RADIAL ELECTRIC
FIELD INTENSITY

ROTATING BEAM

FIG. 1-Rotating coupling beam in coaxial cavity has milk -bottle shape (A). Transverse electric field is uniform in beam region due to

specially -shaped center conductor

(B)

and varies sinusoidally along axis of cavity

Modulates 1 KW at UHF
tential of 650 volts, using transit time control, required a voltage
swing of nearly 1,000 volts to
achieve the same depth of modulation.
In the multibeam electron coupler,
the auxiliary beams work both to
absorb power and to create a mismatch between the tube and its
output load, thereby making the
amount of power transferred to the
load a function of the auxiliary
beam current.

Coaxial Cavity
Auxiliary-beam modulation is
capable of producing high-level amplitude modulation. This can be
accomplished in the tube to be
ELECTRON ICS

-

described only by auxiliary -beam
currents of from one-half to one
ampere. To accommodate these
currents, it is convenient to utilize
resonant coaxial cavities. The use
of coaxial cavities in an electron
coupler also yields advantages in
header construction and suitability
for use with electromagnets.
Consider the case of an electron
beam sent through a coaxial cavity
whose center conductor (Fig. 1B)
is shaped to produce a transverse,
alternating, electric field of suitable
rectilinearity in the path of the
electron beam. Such a cavity is
illustrated in Fig. 1A. In this
cavity the transverse electric field
varies sinusoidally along the path

April, 1953

of the electron beam.
Let a magnetic field be placed
parallel to the path of the electron
beam and let the operating frequency be adjusted to the cyclotron
frequency
(1)
f,=2.794HX106
where H is magnetic field intensity
in gausses and f is frequency in
cycles per second.
If the length of the cavity is
L/2, then the deflection, X, of the
directrix beam at some distance l
through the cavity is

x_2_36
7r

X

101

E

L

v61 /sfa

2

1- cos ºa
(2)

where E is the peak value of the
transverse electric field in volts per
131
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centimeter, V. is the beam voltage
in volts, f, is frequency in cycles
and l and L are in centimeters.

beam in a coaxial cavity of length
L/2 is expressible in either of two
formsl

Coupling -Beam Shape

P

Because the cyclotron frequency
is used as the operating frequency,
the electrons all have the same
azimuthal angle at any instant,
thereby causing the electrons to
form a directrix beam. However,
unlike the cone-directrix beam
formed in vane -cavity electron
couplers, the directrix beam in a
coaxial cavity will have a milk bottle shape as shown in Fig. lA.
This shape is described mathematically by Eq. 2.
The reason for the milk -bottle
shape is readily understood. As the
electrons enter the coaxial cavity,
the transverse field intensity is
initially zero. As the electrons pass
through the cavity, encountering

2

1

I.

87

Ve

E( L2
2

(3A)

P= 1.768X10-2Xf2XI,X X2 (3B)
where I. is the beam current in
amperes and VB is the d -c beam
voltage. Equation 3 shows that
if peak alternating electric field
strengths are equal, the power absorbed by a directrix beam in a
coaxial cavity is 2/7; times that
absorbed in a cavity with an axially
uniform field. The resistance in
ohms presented by such a beam in
a coaxial cavity is
R = d12E12/2P = 16rr V./Io (d1/L)2

(4)

where di is separation between pole
faces in centimeters.
Once the power given by Eq. 3
has been absorbed by the rotating
beam, it can be utilized for electron
coupling. Were the cavity to be
closed as shown in Fig. 1A, this
power would be dissipated at the
end of the cavity in the form of
heat. However, if the rotating
beam is passed into a second cavity,
the rotational energy. contained in
the beam can be used to excite the
second cavity.

the sinusoidally varying field, the
greatest contribution to the spiral
radii is obtained near the center of
the cavity where the peak transverse electric field is maximum.
This causes the rapid increase in X
in this region as illustrated in
Fig. 1C.
Power into a rotating directrix

This principle is used in the
spiral -beam tube. Two coaxial cavities, each with a suitably shaped
center conductor, are placed end to
end. Two round apertures are installed between the cavities to allow
two electron beams to enter and
pass through the second or output
cavity after traversing the input
cavity.
Secondary -Cavity Modulation
As the electrons pass through the
intercavity space after emerging
from the input cavity, no energy is
imparted to or extracted from them
since no transverse electric fields
are present. Each electron pursues
a helical path through the intercavity space at a transit velocity
prescribed by the beam potential.
Therefore, the electrons enter the
output cavity with the same spiral
radius with which they emerged
from the input cavity.
As the rotating electron beam
passes through the output cavity,
a current' is induced in the load of
the output system because the electrons represent an oscillating space
charge with periodicity, f., between
the pole faces. The product of this
induced current and the load resistance will yield the r -f voltage
across the pole faces.
If the load, R., exists across the
output cavity boundaries, it can be
shown that all of the rotational
power in the beam can be extracted

when
Ro

k

= 16r V,/I. (do/L.)2

(5)

the optimum value of couplingbeam current that will accomplish
the matching suitable for complete
transfer of input power to the output load; V,, is the beam voltage
in the output cavity and d. and
L0/2 are respectively the pole -face
width and length in the output
cavity. For this particular value
of coupling beam load and current,
the beam-configuration in the output cavity will be an exact image
of the beam -configuration in the
input cavity, that is, the milk -bottle
directrix having maximum radius
at the entrance to the cavity and
zero radius at the exit or collector.
When an auxiliary beam of magnitude
is injected only through
the output cavity, the beam will
present the resistance
L, is

I,
OC

a
85%

----7

VOLTAGE/
MODULATION

`

!!_r---0:=075

I

I

i

ac=o5

I

I

FIG.

2-Voltage

output is function of optimum coupling -beam current, modulating
beam current and operating parameters of tube
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=

Rar

167r

T1

(6)

bar/Ix (d0/1,,)2

3,520

a

where Vb,r is the difference in potential between the output cavity
and the auxiliary -beam cathode.
Resistance R. will be in shunt with
load resistance R. forming a combined load R0 where
Rc = RMR,/RM--Ro

á
786 §

o
Z

r -f power into input cavity

X 100

(8)

where
7 = Ro/Ro

(9)

Mismatch
As the auxiliary beam current is
turned on and increased in value
from zero, the output cavity experiences a mismatch between the
coupling beam and the combined
load presented by the combination
of the -output load and the shunting
resistance due to the auxiliary
beam. This mismatch results in a
decrease in transfer efficiency. The
power goes to three sinks'-output
load, auxiliary beam and collector,
rather than to the output load alone.
To illustrate load mismatch and
output cavity-auxiliary beam modulation, consider the following cases
that follow from Eq. 8:
Case A-When the auxiliary
co,

=

100

Case B-When the auxiliary
beam is turned on such that
Rffi =
the transfer efficiency is
reduced to 88 percent leaving 44
percent of the power available to
the output load.
Twelve percent goes to the collector and 44 percent to the auxiliary beam.
Case C-When the auxiliary
beam is adjusted such that R. =
1/10
transfer efficiency is 30
percent. Seventy percent of the
total power goes to the collector;
27.28 percent goes to the auxiliary
beam and only 2.72 percent reaches
the output load. This corresponds
to 97.18 percent power modulation
and demonstrates the capabilities of
the output cavity -auxiliary beam

R

R

30

a

o
600

200

COUPLING -BEAM

If the coupling beam is matched to
the output cavity when the auxiliary -beam current is zero,'
= 47/(1+7)2 X 100

893

0

O

r -f power into R,

beam is off, R. =
percent.

Z

(7)

Consider now the power transfer
efficiency, }1, where

n

2679

VOLAGE

1400
1,000
IN VOLTS

FIG. 3-Input cavity presents match to
wide range of
50 -ohm line over

coupling-beam current and voltage

modulation method.
The preceding discussion presupposes the coupling -beam current at
which is reoptimum value,
by Eq. 5. Howlated to the load
ever, it is expedient to increase the
depth of modulation for certain
ranges of performance by operating
with a coupling -beam current differing in value from I,. This is
illustrated in the general case when
some arbitrary value of coupling is related to the
beam current,
current by
-beam
coupling
optimum

I

R

I

(10)
I,/I, = a
Using Eq. 5 and 6 the ratio R,/R,r
can be expressed in terms of the
optimum coupling-beam current
and the auxiliary -beam current as

Ro/RM

= IM/Io' Vb/Vbm

(11)

It follows' that the relationship between percent voltage output
Vtl, a, I,r and I. is that shown in
Fig. 2. The ratio Vb/Vb will be a
constant depending upon the operating parameters of the tube.
Depth of Modulation
Modern practice in commercial
transmission requires a depth of
voltage -modulation of 85 percent,
which corresponds to 97.75 percent
power modulation. With a source
of auxiliary -beam current capable
of yielding twelve times the magnitude of the optimum coupling-beam
current, this depth of modulation

can be achieved fora = 1. However, as seen from Fig. 2, if values
of a down to 0.5 are chosen, it is
possible to achieve this depth of
modulation with less auxiliarybeam current without too great a

sacrifice of power -transfer efficiency
at the peak power. However, the
auxiliary -beam voltage must be
sufficient to yield the required mod-

ulating current.
Mechanical Design
The developmental multibeam
electron coupler operates at 800 mc.
It is a seven electron -beam tube
using output cavity -auxiliary beam
modulation and coaxial cavity construction.
Two of the seven beams are coupling beams passing the entire
length of the tube. Each coupling beam gun is capable of 200 milliamperes, produces a cylindrical
beam in. in diameter and traverses
an electric field region having
boundaries 1i in. apart. The power handling capabilities of such a tube
at 800 mc using all 400 milliamperes of coupling-beam current,
with a practical grazing limit set at
1.25 centimeters, may be calculated
using Eq. 3
P=1.768X10-2X8002X 0.400 X1.252
(12)
=7,072 watts

Actually, considerations arising
from the method of modulation
place severe restrictions on this
magnitude.

Auxiliary -Beam Guns
Five electron -beam guns are installed in such a way that the electrons from these guns traverse only
the output cavity. Each gun is a
screen -grid -beam type similar in
cathode and grid construction to the
design used in the 6L6. Each output-cavity gun yields a rectangular
beam, es X J2 in., capable of producing, at several hundred volts effective plate potential, a beam current
of 120 ma at zero grid bias. Beam
current can be reduced to zero by
approximately minus 50 volts on the
control grid. All five auxiliary
beam guns acting simultaneously
are capable of yielding up to 650
ma.
The multibeam electron coupler
based on the coaxial design
is pictured in the photograph. The tube is cylindrical, us-

ing header construction which
leaves the sides of the tube free of
protuberances. Design is such that
the tube is suitable for use with
solenoidal magnets and water-cool133
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found expedient to mismatch the
coupling beam and the output l'ad.
The coupling -beam current was
reduced to 60 milliamperes, corresponding to a maximum power into
the beam of

F100
z
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z
o
ó
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50

P= 1.768X 1r2X8002X0.060X 1.252
=1,062 watts

30

The parameters yielding the
depth of modulation are

s
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- 0.364

(14)

CONTROL 'GRID VOLTAGE IN VOLTS

V,/Vbbf=1,150/750=1.532

(15)

IM/I, = 650/165 = 3.94

(16)

IM/Io = V,/ V,M =1.532 X 3.94 = 6.04

(17)

4-Power and voltage outputs versus control -grid voltage
output

of 300

for peak power
watts, corresponding to 750 volts beam voltage

ing rings. Only the output cavity
is tuned, the input cavity frequency
being fixed at 800 mc. The tube
is approximately 18 in. long and 5}
in. in diameter. The main body of
the tube is copper, with monel end
rings atomic -hydrogen welded to
monel rings on the headers.

a wide range of - usable current
values up to 200 milliamperes at
1,250 volts.
Included in Fig. 3
are calculated values of maximum
power that can be handled by the
coupling beam having the values of
I, and V, prescribed by the experi-

These values substituted into the
curves of Fig. 2 give 15.5 percent.
In the actual experimental test,
this depth of voltage modulation
was almost exactly corroborated.

mentally observed curve.
The transfer efficiency of the
multibeam electron coupler was
found to be about 50 percent, as
contrasted with the transfer efficiency of 70 percent obtained with
the single -beam electron coupler'.
This decrease in transfer efficiency
is attributable to the length of the
beam path and to the lack of exact
parallelity of magnetic field lines
over the entire beam path as a
result of the use of solenoidal magnets rather than an electromagnet.

The actual power output and
voltage runs for a peak output
of 300 watts are shown in Fig. 4.
This power corresponds to a beam
voltage of 750 volts. It is evident
from Fig. 4B that the linearity of
the output voltage as a function of
modulating -grid voltage is excellent.
The bandwidth of the modulation
system was examined by impressing
on the control grids of the auxiliary-beam guns a signal of known
amplitude whose frequency was
continuously variable from 100 kc
to 5 mc. The output of a diode
detector inserted into the transmission line at the output load was
detected and viewed on an oscilloscope. The response of the system
was found to be substantially independent of frequency up to and
beyond 5 mc. This result was independent of the depth of modulation
of the auxiliary -beam modulation
system.

-

-

Experimental Performance
The input cavity should present a
matched or mismatched load to the
driving magnetron depending upon
what operating point is desired. It
is important that this match or
mismatch be constant. The match
will be a function of four system
parameters provided that the frequency involved is the cyclotron
frequency. These parameters are :
(1) The coefficient of coupling
of the coupling loop and the assoInput
ciated parameters that transform
the impedance of the beam in the
The tube was operated with a
beam space to that of the termina- top power input of one kilowatt.
tion of the transmission line to the Up to 650 milliamperes was availelectron coupler.
able from the five auxiliary beam
(2) The coupling -beam current. guns with Vb = 750 volts and a
(3) The coupling -beam voltage grid swing of 0 < e, < -50 was
in the input cavity.
required to swing the auxiliary
(4) The peak -power input, which beam current from maximum to
should be substantially under the zero. In a typical d -c operating
value that would cause electrons to run, the multibeam electron coupler
graze on the pole faces and be lost was first adjusted to I, = 165 millito the output cavity.
amperes and Vb = 1,150 volts,
B'y making suitable choices of
corresponding to a maximum power
parameters, the input -cavity system of 3,410 watts, achieving thereby
presented a match to the driving a match for the 50 -ohm line (Fig.
transmission line during operation 3). Since this would have required
over the ranges of coupling -beam a total auxiliary beam current of
currents and voltages described in almost two amperes for 85 percent
Fig. 3. Match was obtained over depth of voltage modulation it was
134
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Cincinnati Hydro -Tel, automatic 28 -inch vertical milling machine, is controlled by 250 -tube electronic director

Punched Tape Guides
Milling Machine Cutters
Modern information handling and feedback control techniques may eliminate costly
and time-consuming setup procedures in metal -trades industry. Automatic vertical
milling machine cuts out each piece in response to instructions punched in paper tape
IN CERTAIN metal -trades industries, notably aircraft manufacturing, automatic production of
machined parts may be relatively
rrnstly and inefficient. Many different parts are required and production runs are characteristically
short. A skilled machinist is needed
to set up the machine each time a
new part is manufactured. Often
expensive jigs and fixtures and specially -designed cutting tools are re ELECTRON ICS

-

By J. O. MCDONOUGH
Servomechanisms Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

quired for a particular part.
Numerical control can eliminate
these costly change-overs by providing prearranged machine setups
that can be changed much as a

phonograph record is changed.
Machining information is reduced
to a series of numerical specifications appropriate to the machine
tool. Milling machine work is described as a series of cuts in Cartesian coordinates; lathe work is specified in cylindrical coordinates. The
numerical specifications are then
tabulated and transferred to some
permanent information -storage medium such as punched cards,
135
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punched tape or magnetic tape. A
machine tool equipped to read and
act upon the stored information
may then machine the piece. All
that is required for a different part
is a new tape.

Control System
Operation of the numericallycontrolled milling machine shown in
the photograph may be explained
with the aid of the functional block
diagram in Fig. L The data input
system reads the punched paper
tape containing the machining information and arranges the information appropriately in storage.
The input system consists of a tape
reader, stepping -switch data distributors, a set of relay storage
registers, and appropriate control
systems.
The data-interpreting system interpolates between the points on the
work that are specified explicitly
on the tape. It comprises a pulse
generator and an electronic pulse
distributor.
The decoding servomechanisms
convert the numerical information
to an equivalent analog form, while
the power servomechanisms control
the motions of the machine tool
itself.
There are three power servomechanisms to control the motions
of the head, table and cross slide.
The power servomechanism controlling the table is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The system
consists of a hydraulic rotary transmission driving a lead screw and
controlled by syncho signals. Identi-

DATA

cal units drive the head and cross

Each pulse indicates that the machine should move 0.0005 inch. The
number of pulses thereby controls
the distance through which the machine should move, while the repetition rate controls the feed rate.
The interpolator also synchronizes the three pulse trains so that
the three machine axes start and
stop together. Thus the output of
the interpolator is a series of sets
of three pulse trains, each set directing the machine tool along some
straight line in space. The number
of pulses in each train and the time
interval during which each set of
trains should run are determined by
the information in storage.

slide. The power servomechanisms
are designed for high stiffness of
output and as low a bandwidth as
possible to prevent chattering under
machining loads. Approximately a
horsepower is required.

Interpolation
Choice of an interpolation function determines in great measure
the cost, complexity and convenience of the machine. The simpler
the machine's interpolation function, the more input data is required for any job. In the extreme
case, if the machine has no systematic interpolation function, data
must be provided for every point on
the finished work. For a machine
capable of handling workpieces 60

Digital-to -Analog Converter
Since the power servomechanisms
use a synchro data system, the converter must be capable of driving
a synchro; it must have an output
in the form of a shaft rotation. The
interpolator produces a series of
pulses each representing a unit of
desired motion. The converter
must accept as its input a pulse
train on either of two lines. Since
the machine tool must always be
accurately located in space and the
pulses form the only converter in-

inches long and 30 inches wide,
some form of interpolation appeared to be highly desirable. While

curvilinear

interpolation

might

have allowed a great saving on input data, it could be built into the
machine only at the cost of highly
complex special circuitry. A linear
interpolation function was adopted
as a compromise.
Operation of the interpolator in
response to each command on the
tape results in a constant feed rate
at the milling machine in each
machine axis. The vector summation of the three constant feed rates
causes the tool to move over the
work in a straight line. To achieve

put, the converter itself must maintain an accurate count of the total
number of pulses received and insure that its output shaft position,
except for transient disturbances,
always indicates the correct total
number, regardless of how long the
run is.
A schematic block diagram of the
digital -to -analog converter is shown

this result, the interpolator transmits to each axis a counted number
of pulses at a repetition rate proportional to the desired feed rate.

INPUT SYSTEM

DATA

RELAY
REGISTERS

DATA

DISTRIBUTORS

INTERPRETING
SYSTEM
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MACHINE

SERVOMECHANISMS
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CROSS

B
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FIG.

B

DATA TO RELAY STORAGE-"

SLIDE
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1-Tape reader and digital -to -analog converter supply synch -..o data
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power servomechanisms. Orthogonal motions

head and cross slide can produce any desired cut
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in Fig. 3. It contains an instrument servomechanism whose output
shaft, driven conventionally by a
60 -cycle, two-phase induction motor,
carries a commutator -type coder
wheel upon which three brushes
ride. These brushes allow an electronic unit with which they are
associated to generate and transmit
a pulse whenever the wheel rotates
through an angle of one degree.
The pulse is transmitted on one line
whenever the rotation is clockwise
and on ánother whenever the rotation is counterclockwise. Exactly
360 pulses are generated for every
complete revolution of the wheel.
Thus the total rotation of the wheel
is always given by the total number
of pulses. The system is designed
so that these feedback pulses are
never coincident with possible output pulses from the interpolator.
Hence it is possible to feed both sets
of pulses into a reversible counter
that will then maintain a running
count of the total number of interpolator pulses, less the total number
of feedback pulses. This count,
which measures the degree to which
the converter output differs from
its total input, is used to generate
the error voltage for the servomechanism. The polarities and connections are such that the servomechanism always tries to rotate
the coder wheel in whichever direction will bring the error count to
zero.
Use of this type of servomechanism for numerical -to-analog conversion provides several features of
importance. In the first place, it
permits the actual direct decoding
of a numerical signal into an analog
signal to take place in the error
channel of a servomechanism where
the magnitude of the signal is always a small fraction of the total
signal handled by the servomechanism. In the second place, inaccuracies in this conversion affect
only the gain, not the positional
accuracy of the servomechanism.
Lastly, the dynamic characteristics
of a servomechanism may easily be
adjusted to provide whatever
smoothing or filtering may be
required in the interpolator output.

Operation
A summary of the components of
the entire machine indicates the
ELECTRONICS-April,
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2-Power servomechanism controlling table motion consists of synchrocontrolled
hydraulic rotary transmission driving lead screw. Identical units control head and
FIG.
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FIG. 3-Digital-to-analog converter changes input pulse data to equivalent shaft
rotation. Commutator-type coder wheel generates feedback pulses for checking

nature of the input information
required for the operation of the
machine. Each of the three motions of the machine is driven by
an independent hydraulic power
servomechanism in response to
rotations of a control synchro. Any
machine motion in space may be
achieved by simultaneously rotating
a combination of the three control
synchros. Each of the three synchros is rotated by a decoding
servomechanism in response to a
pulse train from the interpolator.
The desired combination of three
rotations is achieved by separately
controlling the pulse repetition rate
of each pulse train so that the desired total number of pulses is
transmitted to each axis in the specified time interval. Eight different time intervals from 2 seconds
to 4 minutes are available. Thus,
during each time interval the machine's cutting tool moves in some
straight line with respect to the
work. The interpolator receives
from the data system numbers spefying the time interval and the
three distances, which are, there-

fore, merely the three orthogonal
components of the straight line
along which the tool is to pass.
These numbers come from the tape.
To prepare the tape, the programmer need merely describe
numerically the desired tool path
over the work in a series of straightline increments, and punch the
three components of each straight
line in order on the tape. Preliminary operation on actual machined
pieces indicates that in some cases
the production of a single piece by
numerical control shows savings
when compared to previous tool room methods. In almost all of the
cases studied to date, the cost of
tape preparation is recovered after
fewer than five pieces have been run.
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TRANSISTORS: Theory and Application

Energy Levels in
Part II

By ABRAHAM COBLENZ and HARRY L. OWENS
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

As an illustration, in the study of
transistors it is difficult to avoid
the use of such terms as energy
levels, forbidden bands and quantum states. The explanation of
these terms may be more readily
understood if the reader is first in-

troduced to the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics.
WAVELENGTH

FIG. 1-Black-body radiation curves
showing variation of energy with wave

length. Energy increases with absolute
temperature, and the peaks shift toward
the shorter wavelengths

INTHE FIRST article of this series
an approximate explanation of
transistor action was given. This
introductory treatment of tran-

sistor theory demonstrated that the
transistors is intimately
connected with the study of solid
materials in general, and with semiconductors in particular. The principles governing the behavior of
solid materials are collectively referred to as solid-state theory.
field of

Semiconductors
Like any other specialized branch
of the sciences, the field of semiconductors uses its -own terms and
definitions. This nomenclature cannot be explained in all cases by
using the concepts normally encountered in electronics. New and
very general concepts which describe the basic behavior of matter
and energy must be introduced to
aid in explaining clearly the terms
commonly used in semiconductor
and transistor work.

Black Bodies
Consider an air -tight box whose
inside walls are lined with a thick
layer of felt. Over the felt has been
deposited a heavy, uniform layer of
lampblack to provide a smooth, flat
inside surface. Such an enclosure
absorbs all the frequencies in the
light or visible range and reflects
none and is called a black body. It
is significant in the field of physics
because of all the absorbers known,
a black body is the most perfect.
If energy in the form of radiation (heat or light) were introduced into this box through a tiny
hole in one end, it would bounce
back and forth from wall to wall
ultimately being almost totally absorbed. The energy would merely
raise the temperature of the black
body. It can be shown that this
simple structure is an ideal absorber and an ideal radiator.
Physicists have found that the
behavior of the black body can be
described in relatively simple mathematical terms.
B'y means of bolometers, physicists are able to measure minute
amounts of heat or radiant energy.
With single -color or single -frequency filters it is possible with the
aid of the bolometer to determine
the amount of energy contained in
each frequency component of the

138

radiation being studied.
The black body is the most perfect radiator known. Of all possible radiators, not only will the black
body give off the maximum amount
of radiant energy, but that radiant
energy will contain the widest
range of frequencies. A bolometer
inserted in a tiny hole in the black
body, for a given temperature of
the black body, will show a variation or distribution of the energy
with frequency as shown in Fig. 1.
Much can be said about these
curves but it is actually not important for future applications in
the study of transistors. The reader
need merely note that these curves
are obtained by a straightforward
process from a simple and fundamental experiment.
The bolometer

is capable
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of

measuring temperature very accurately. The experiment described
above can be made under careful
control and with almost no special
equipment. The distribution of
black -body radiation was known to
physicists as far back as the 1890's.
The data was so accurate and
fundamental that it was felt that
if the physicists could explain the
curves obtained, whatever theory
of matter was proposed as a basis
for the explanation stood an excellent chance of being the ultimately
correct theory of the structure of
matter.
Some of the outstanding physicists who lived about the year 1900
tried their hand at proposing a
theory of matter on the basis of
which an equation could be obtained
involving the energies, the wavelength and the temperature which
when plotted would give a curve

-

ELECTRONICS

Transistor Electronics
Fundamental principles of quantum mechanics, as they apply to transistors, are
described in easy-to -read language for electronics engineers and technicians with limited
backgrounds in physics. Pertinent theories of Planck and Einstein are discussed
that would fit Fig.

1.

These efforts

were to no avail.

Planck's Theory
One of the physicists interested

in this mathematical and physical
problem was an obscure professor
of thermodynamics named Max
Planck. He came to the conclusion
that one or more of the fundamental assumptions being made by
these eminent physicists must be
inadequate or entirely incorrect.
Planck asked himself what assumption must be made, regardless of
whether it was reasonable or not, in
order that the theory of matter
based on this assumption would
lead to a mathematical expression
to fit the curve.
Generally speaking, this kind of
thinking is both unscientific and unwise. It is called an ad hoc theory,
that is, it is a theory compounded to
fit a specific set of facts and these
facts only. While an ad hoc theory
usually fits the facts, it is frowned
upon by the scientific world. In
nearly all such cases, it is not long
before additional data are uncovered which the ad hoc theory, made
to fit only a specific set of facts,
fails to explain. For this reason,
the physicists of the day paid little

attention to Planck's hypothesis.
Planck found that he could write
a mathematical expression to fit the
curve of black-body radiation if he
assumed that the moelcules of the
material of which the black body
was made, namely the molecules of
the lampblack, would oscillate or
vibrate under the action of the heat
energy supplied. Each molecule
thus became a generator of high frequency energy or an oscillator.
Thus far his assumption was not
different from that made by the
other physicists. But Planck broke
sharply from the assumptions made
by the others when he said that
these microscopic oscillators can
generate energy only in integral
multiples of a unit amount of
energy which we shall call simply
E (the least amount of energy that
any oscillator could have would be
E ergs or joules or any other unit
of energy). Oscillators may generate 2E, 3E, 10E, 72E, and so on,
but never, say, 2.5312E ergs or
units of energy, or 3.5E units, or
7.7E units. In short, the basic unit
of energy E can be multiplied by an
integer, or a whole number only.
When describing the energy of any
other oscillator, all intermediate
values of energy were arbitrarily

omitted from further consideration
in Planck's theory. This hypothesis
received little immediate attention.

Photoelectricity
When light strikes certain sur-

faces, such as zinc, electrons are
knocked out from the metal surface.
If a metal plate is then placed near
the metal surface in a vacuum and
made positive with respect to the
zinc plate, electrons will flow to the
positive plate and an electric current can be detected. Phototubes
are made that employ this principle.
It might seem perfectly reasonable that if the intensity of the
light shining on the zinc plate is increased, the energy with which the
light strikes the zinc atoms would
be increased and the electrons
knocked out from the zinc plate
would have greater energy. This is
entirely wrong.
The intensity of the light has no
effect on the energy of electrons
knocked out-it determines only the
number of the electrons liberated
from the zinc plate. To get higher energy electrons out, the frequency
of the light must be increased.
The fact that the higher energy
electrons are freed by the higher
frequencies of light was well known

TRANSISTOR QUANTUM MECHANICS
An acquaintance with quantum mechanics is prerequisite to thorough understanding of transistor electronics.
In this article the concepts of energy levels, energy bands, forbidden bands and quanta in general are discussed in basic language designed to be understood by electronics engineers and technicians whose knowledge of solid-state physical principles has been neglected
because of long association with tube technology.

These principles, along with those of hole formation and transistor action presented in the first article of this series, are presented as
groundwork for the more advanced theory and practical applications of transistors to be covered in subsequent article.

ELECTRON ICS
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As in the case of
black -body radiation, physicists
were unable to establish the mathe-

around 1905.

matical relationship between energy
and frequency. When quite a
young man, Einstein tried to find
this mathematical relationship. He
found that if he applied Planck's
idea aboút the energy imparted to
the zinc plate by the light occurring
only in integral multiples of a fixed
unit of energy E, there was a possibility that he could supply a suitable
equation. Planck, for this basic
unit of energy, had written simply
E is proportional to f, the frequency,
or E = constant X f.
This constant, which is now
known as Planck's constant, is
given by 6.6 x 10-2' erg sec, and is
usually designated by the letter h.
So the equation that Planck wrote
for this basic unit of energy is
E = hf

(1)

The unit of Planck's constant is erg
seconds and that of f is cycles per
second. In physics "cycle" is not a
bona -fide unit and the units of frequency will usually be found to be
given by "per second" or, time.
Dimensionally
h

erg secs X

f =
1

secs

E

= ergs

Starting with Planck's assumption
and applying it to the photoelectric
effect described above, Einstein
wrote an equation which stated that
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2-Energy of a quantized particle,
such as an electron. Only the ordinate
is to scale. Figure shows how energy,
according to quantum mechanics, can
change in discrete amounts only, and
often in large jumps
FIG.

focused as a beam on a prism is
broken up into its component colors
or frequencies, violet, indigo, blue,
green, yellow, orange and red.
Consider two vertical carbon electrodes with the lower one scooped
out to form a hollow in the top of
it where it faces the upper one.
Pour a small quantity of fine chips
of some element like copper or
aluminum into this hollow. Near
the space between the two carbon
electrodes place a suitable prism.
When an electric arc is struck between the carbon electrodes, the
characteristics of the arc are affected by the element placed in the
hollow. The element vaporized by
the heat of the arc radiates a large
number of frequencies and these
are dispersed or separated by the

the kinetic energy of an electron
emitted from the photosensitive
surface, mv2, is this Planck energy hf minus a constant w,, which
depends on the nature of the photo- prism. Focusing the radiation on
sensitive metal and is called a work a suitable photographic plate confunction. Thus Einstein wrote stitutes an exposure. When the
plate is 'developed, regularly spaced
mv2-hf-w.
(2)
lines are observed on the negative.
This equation has been experiThis negative is called a spectromentally established as correct and gram. The lines in the spectroaccurate and provides a quantita- gram are unique for each element
tive formula to explain adequately and correspond to the frequencies
the photoelectric effect. However, into which the radiation is disa single application like this one persed by the prism. For a long
does not prove a theory and the time scientists tried to understand
physicists of the time were not why the frequencies were related in
greatly impressed by an isolated' specific ways and to predict new
success of so radical a theory.
lines in certain elements. As they
did not understand the fundamental
Application of Theory
laws which produced the spectroThe reader is probably ac- grams, they were mostly content to
quainted with the dispersion of derive empirical laws on the basis
light by a glass prism. White light of which they could account for the
A

observed lines. They could not derive these formulas from considerations of the structure of matter.
A number of series, or groups of
lines, were known for the element
hydrogen. From chemical findings
it was known that hydrogen had
only one electron associated with its
nucleus. To explain the observed
series, a physicist named Bohr tried
to apply the Planck concepts about
the energy occurring in discrete
jumps to the orbit of the hydrogen
electron.
Not only did Bohr's
theory fit the observed facts about
the hydrogen atom and electron,
but also he was able to propose a
simple formula which explained
the frequencies of the lines in the
hydrogen and helium atom spectrograms.
His formula went further-it
predicted where to look for new
lines beyond the range of equipment then available. When improved apparatus had been developed the lines were found as Bohr
had predicted. Thus, by application of Planck's rather radical innovation, Bohr was able to provide
a satisfactory formula for the frequencies of the lines in the hydrogen series. Previous attempts to
provide a formula based on classical
concepts had failed.
Energy Levels

To the physicist, mechanics
means the body of laws, all the
mathematics and formulas, all the
theorems and axioms, in short, all
the rules that govern the description and explanation of a given
science.
Quantum mechanics is the body
of rules and laws and mathematics
which determines our description of
the phenomena of nature in terms
of quanta, or discrete amounts of
something, such as energy or momentum. The ideas about the laws
of nature as conceived prior to the
advent of the quantum hypothesis
are known as classical mechanics.
Consider a molecule d inches
above the ground. The reader can
imagine an experiment in which he
raises the molecule an infinitesimally small amount, M. Potential
energy may be defined as the weight
of a body times the distance through
which it is raised. If the change
in height of the molecule is given by
April, 1953
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the change in its potential
energy is given by WM. If we can
make Ad extremely small, we can
also make WM quite small and
thus change the energy by as
small an amount as we please. But
Planck's hypothesis hays we cannot
do this-the least amount by which
energy may be changed is given by
E = hf, where h is Planck's constant, and f is a frequency associated with the molecule.
The concept of energy varying in
jumps or quanta does not appeal to
the common sense as much as
energy varying smoothly or having
a continuous distribution. As we
will see later many of our ideas on
logic are rudely disturbed by the
mandates of quantum mechanics.
The success of quantum mechanics
lies in its ability to explain experimental data and to indicate new
avenues of experimental investigations.
The discreteness in the distribution of energy of electrons when
within the field of influence of the
nucleus makes it necessary to consider energy levels. An energy
level means a specific value of energy which is some whole number
multiplied by hfi. By speaking of an
energy level, we imply that the adjacent energy value is another level
not less than hf units of energy
above or below the first.
Ad,

Energy Bands

For many reasons energy levels
frequently occur in groups, and
such a series of energy levels is
called an energy band. There are
some series of energy levels that
are never observed experimentally.
In other words, electrons have never
been found that have energy levels
in these series.
Such groups of energy levels are
called forbidden bands or energy
gaps. The concept of energy bands
and forbidden energy levels is of
particular importance in the study
of semiconductors and transistor
theory.

Previous Article
Part

I-Introduction
p

ELECTRONICS

to Transistor Action,

98, March 1953

-

The abscissa on Fig. 2 has no
scale; a vertical series of points
would do just as well. The ordinate is energy in suitable units. At
the top of Fig. 2 is shown a series
of energy levels marked with possible, though not necessarily realizable, energy values, and this set of
energy levels constitutes a band.
It is called conduction band to indicate that in our discussion of
germanium, electrons with energy
levels that fall within this band
are the ones that are taking part in
the conduction process or are carriers of electric current.
Below this conduction band other
energy levels are theoretically possible. In the case of germanium, at
room temperature electrons which
have energy values that fall in this
range are never observed. These
energy levels that are not observed
experimentally constitute a forbidden band or energy gap.
An electron volt is a unit of
energy used by physicists in the
quantitative description of electrical
phenomena. It is the energy acquired by an electron in falling
through a potential difference of
one volt. In terms of this measure
of energy, the energy gap or forbidden band width for the semiconductor germanium is about 0.7 electron volt (ev), and for silicon,
another semiconductor used in
transistors, it is about 1.1 ev.
Below the forbidden band shown
in Fig. 2 is a series of possible
energy levels which collectively
form a band called a valence -bond
band. For the present it is sufficient to say that these electrons are
bound or fixed in their energy
levels. These electrons cannot readily change their energy level or
wander about under the influence
of electric fields. Within the valence-bond band a single electron
may be found at each of the possible
energy levels. As the electrons cannot readily change their energy
level, the entire band ordinarily remains filled and therefore is called
a filled band.
For an insulator such as diamond
the energy gap is 7.0 ev (compare
Ge 0.7 ev, Si 1.1 ev). For a conductor, the conduction and valence
bonds overlap and an energy gap
does not exist. It is thus seen that
the energy gap may be used to

April, 1953

classify insulators, semiconductors,.
and conductors.
It is important to observe that.
the levels in the valence-bond band
are below the levels in the conduction band. If sufficient energy is
imparted to electrons in the valencebond band, they may acquire sufficient energy to jump across the energy gap. In verification of the
quantum hypothesis, the electrons
never land within the forbidden
band. They will either acquire
enough energy to suddenly appear
at levels in the conduction band
or they will stay in the valence -bond
band.
Quantum State
The reader is now familiar with
the fact that electrons may have
different energy levels. This difference, as well as other differences
between electrons, may be completely described by a set of numbers peculiar to quantum mechanics
called the quantum numbers. These
quantum numbers which completely
specify the condition or state of an
electron define its quantum state.
It is sufficient to remember that
surface states and quantum states
of particles such as electrons or
atoms may be described by these
quantum numbers.

Summary
The following points should be
retained from this article.
(1) An electron, when in the
sphere of influence of the nucleus,
has certain possible, discrete values
of energy, or energy levels, which
are integer multiples of hf. No intermediate values of energy are
permitted.
(2) Groups or ensembles of energy levels are called bands.
(3) For a semiconductor, there is
a conduction band, a forbidden band
or energy gap, and a valence -bond
band.
(4) One electron can be distinguished from another by specification of its quantum state.
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X -Ray

Absorption Gage

Detects and records voids as small as 10' cubic inches in artillery projectile filling.
System is insensitive to x-ray voltage fluctuations, reduces limiting noise from multiplier
phototubes by novel negative feedback arrangement

By GEORGE M. ETTINGER
Standard Electronics Research Corp.
New York, N. Y.

,

light approximately proportional to
x-ray intensity. The light from the
crystals is brought to the cathodes
of secondary emission phototubes
whose output is amplified and applied to a d -c meter and a chart
recorder.
In common with recent industrial x-ray systems', the generator
employed is of the self-rectifying
type and produces short pulses of
x-rays at 60 cps repetition rate.
It is therefore possible to employ
a -c couplings in the various amplifiers, so drifts due to phototube
and amplifier warm-up and aging
are very much reduced.
To eliminate variations due to
line voltage changes, the whole
system is operated as a self -bal -

the slower x-ray
photography method of detecting voids in artillery shell fillers,
the instrument described here
meets the problem of adequate
signal-to-noise ratio without bandwidth reduction. Noise is caused
by statistical fluctuation of photo tube sensitivity and by x-ray fluctuation due to line voltage variation.
sUPERSEDING

General Description
A photoelectronic method is employed where x-rays, after passing

through the part under test, strike
a pair of potassium iodide scintillation crystals which emit visible
From a paper presented at
Eighth National Electronics Conference
Chicago, Ill.

FEEDBACK
T MAE CONSANT

MULTIPLIER
PHOTOTUBE

X-RAY
GENERATOR

i

KI CRYSTAL

DIFFERENTIAL
TRANSFORMER
A

T

PHASE -SENSITIVE
DETECTOR

-C AMPLIFIER

D

-C AMPLIFIER

KI CRYSTAL

MULTIPLIER
PHOTOTUBE

FIG. 1-Block diagram shows self -balancing bridge arrangement of differential
x-ray gauge whose output is independent of line voltage variations

FIG. 2-Dynode feedback reduces un
balance between the two phototubes by

varying their dynode potentials

ancing bridge where output is
substantially independent of excitation voltage and varies only when
unbalance between the bridge elements is present (Fig. 1).
When equal x-ray absorption
takes place along the paths from
the x-ray generator to the two
scintillation crystals, the outputs
from the two preamplifiers (60 cps
repetition rate pulses) will be equal,
and no voltage is induced in the
secondary of the differential transformer shown. If the thickness of
material facing one scintillation
counter is reduced due to a void,
the output of that preamplifier will
become greater than that of the
other preamplifier; therefore a
difference signal appears across the
transformer secondary, providing
April, 1953
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Checks Artillery Shells

Artillery projectiles are tested by x-ray gauge to detect filler irregularities and
voids inside shell

input to a vacuum -tube amplifier
which drives a phase -sensitive de-

tector whose output polarity changes
if the unbalance between the two
x-ray absorption paths reverses.
The signal is further amplified in
a push-pull stage and fed back to
the dynodes of the photomultipliers
so as to reduce the unbalance between the two signals, by varying
the dynode potentials of the two
phototubes (Fig. 2).
The cathode voltage is constant
and the potential of the positive
end of the bleeder chain is changed
as required to vary photomultiplier
gain. The total accelerating voltage, distributed over nine or ten
stages, is therefore controlled. Since
the photomultiplier is essentially a
constant current device, with anode
current almost independent of
anode -to -last -dynode voltage, this
arrangement is satisfactory for
accelerating voltage changes of the
order of 100 volts.
The dynode feedback system
gives self -balancing bridge operation where the input to the metering and recording instruments is
the voltage necessary to restore
balance. In addition, the feedback

causes reduced accelerating voltage
to be applied to that tube, as well
as increased voltage to the other
tube. These tend to reduce the
effects of changes of phototube
characteristics. The system may be
analyzed by the well-known techniques of envelope feedback, and
stability conditions determined.
Figure 3 shows pulses due to a
small change of x-ray absorption
in one channel, when the system
is connected for positive feedback
or regeneration (Fig. 3A) and for
negative feedback or self -balancing
action (Fig. 3B).

Mechanical Considerations
Projectiles of 3.5 -inch diameter,
having a i -inch steel casing, were
to be inspected for the presence of
cavities in their filling. To scan the
complete volume, it was found
desirable to employ a helical scanning method, with two fixed scintillation crystals a small distance
apart (Fig. 4) . A scanning pitch
of ?e -inch was chosen, and the speed
of rotation adjusted so that faults
?s -inch apart would produce signal
pulses separated by 0.2 second,
which could be handled by an
system reduces those components electronic system having a bandof the phototube noise which are width greater than 5 cycles per
of a modulation nature (shot second. Where signal-tp-noise ratio
effect) since an increase of emis- is not so important, as when insion from one multiplier phototube specting a component for larger

FIG.

3-Pulses with regeneration
and negative feedback

(A)

(B)

faults, the mechanical scanning
speed may be increased and the
amplifier bandwidth extended by
switching capacitors out of the lowpass filter structures.
The end view of Fig. 4 shows a
IP2I
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FOL COVERIN

,---CRYSTAL
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-MOUNTING BLOCK

ñ
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i
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4-Details of balanced x-ray detector system with two scintillation
crystals fixed a small distance apart to
allow scanning complete volume
FIG.
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no greater than change in steel thickness of 0.005 in 0.025 inch
FIG.

projectile, an x-ray generator, and
two multiplier phototubes. Type
5819 tubes are preferred to the
type 1P21 in this application, because of their higher sensitivity
and their flat window. To keep the
two potassium iodide crystals in
close proximity and yet allow for
the diameter of the phototubes,
curved light guides of clear Lucite
were employed. The crystals were
cemented to one end of the guides
whose other ends were cemented
to the phototube windows.
One of the x-ray beams passes
through the center of the projectile;
the other beam is some distance
off center. This arrangement is
necessary to avoid a blind spot
which exists with symmetrical
beams where a small cylindrical
volume around the center line is
never inspected.
The x-ray beams were each
?e -inch diameter; the potassium
iodide crystals themselves were
only i -inch square, so that further
collimation between the projectile
and the crystals was unnecessary.

Figure 5 shows the system output, as displayed on a chart recorder, when a steel shim 0.002 inch
thick was placed between the projectile and one of the scintillation
crystals. The projectile, at an x-ray
voltage of 160 peak kilovolts, had
an x-ray absorption equal to approximately 0.5 inch of steel. The
signal-to-noise ratio under these
conditions is approximately six to
one, indicating unity signal-tonoise ratio would be obtained for
a thickness change of less than
0.0005 inch in 0.5 inch of steel.
This signal-to-noise ratio can be
controlled by variation of amplifier
bandwidth; the bandwidth of 5
cycles per second is adequate in
this application.
Typical Results
A typical record obtained when
testing a projectile is shown in
Fig. 6. The pulses correspond to
artificial defects in the filling, is
and i -inch diameter, and one inch,
inch and inch deep. Signal-tonoise ratio of three to one is main-
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tained for the smallest void, whose
volume is approximately 0.0008
cubic inch.

Figure 6 also shows the improvement of signal-to-noise ratio obtained by reducing photomultiplier
voltage from 750 volts to 500 volts.
The increase of amplifier gain or
x-ray voltage necessary to compensate for the relatively low
phototube sensitivity at these accelerating voltages can be achieved
easily. In the present case, the
x-ray voltage was increased from
120 peak kilovolts to 160 peak
kilovolts.
The effect of x-ray voltage variations is shown in Fig. 7. A change
of voltage from 120 to 170 peak
kilovolts, at constant beam current,
produced a change of output no
greater than that due to a steel
thickness change of 0.005 inch in
0.25 inch.
Circuit Details
Figure 8 shows the preamplifier
and photomultiplier circuits employed in each pickup head. The
amplifiers employ miniature pentodes, type 6AK5, operated in a
starved pentode circuit.2
Figure 9 is the circuit of the
differential amplifier and phase sensitive detector. Signals from the
two preamplifiers are fed by a pair
of cathode followers to the differential transformer, wound on a
Permalloy toroidal core. The cathode resistances are taken to a
negative supply of 150 volts, to
ensure that no overloading takes
place in the system before the
difference -taking process is carried
out in the transformer.
The phase -sensitive detector, deriving its input from a 6SK7 pentode, consists of a 6SN7 double
triode whose plates are connected
to a center -tapped 60-cps trans -

1P21

PHOTO -MULTIPLIER

. oos
rIIIE
680K
R

6AK5

0.056AK5

R=47K
1.2MEG

K.XI,000

w -
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300V

W
8u' TPUT
031

,

z A
'
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FIG. 8-Preamplifier and phototube circuits used in each pickup head. Mini>
ture 6AK5 tubes operate in starved pentode circuit
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9-Differential amplifier and phase sensitive detector circuits. Signals from
preamplifiers feed differential transformer with toroidal core

former. Push-pull rectified output
is obtained from the two cathodes.
The last voltage amplifier stage is
again a 6SN7 double triode, and
provides signal for a push-pull
power amplifier to feed a chart
recorder, a center -zero milliam-

meter for direct indication, and
phototube dynode feedback.

Phototube Performance
In the balanced x-ray detecting
system, signal-to-noise ratio is
largely determined by phototube
To be considered are
noise.
thermionic emission from the photocathode and secondary emitter
surfaces, and shot effect, which
produces a noise modulation of the
carrier and cannot be removed by
means of tuned circuits.
To study these effects, the electrical output from several types of
multiplier phototubes was displayed
on a recording spectrum analyzer,
to yield the spectra reproduced in
Fig. 10. These were taken with the
phototube excited by short light
pulses at 1,400 cps repetition rate.
The noise level is small while there
is no signal; however the noise level
is only a few decibels below signal
level when signal is present, showing the noise is of a modulation
nature. Analysis' shows that photo tube voltage signal-to-noise ratio
due to shot effect alone is approximately proportional to the square
root of the signal applitude.
The records of Fig. 10 indicate
the desirability of reducing dynode
voltage to obtain high signal-to-

noise ratio. The noise is concentrated in a band extending approximately 30 cycles per second on
either side of the modulation frequency, so signal-to-noise ratio will
be approximately inversely proportional to bandwidth for pass bands
less than about 15 cps wide.
Further tests have indicated the
desirability of reducing the voltage
between photocathode and first
dynode, as well as the voltage between last dynode and anode, to a
lower value than the accelerating
voltages between the secondary
emission dynodes. In recent published work4'6 on scintillation counters, it has been suggested that signal-to-noise ratio can be improved
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method where the»part under inspection acts as its own reference
piece is preferred, as in the present
application where two identical
pickup heads are employed.

provided by Paul Onkley, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Columbia University. This work
was done under contract DA 30-069ORD-116, Ordnance Department,
Department of the Army.
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0.0005 inch of steel in 0.25 inch, or
one part in 500 thickness change,
can be obtained. For the detection
of small faults or irregularities a
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tial differences between photocathode and first dynode. Measurements
made on a number of 5819 and
1P21 tubes, however, have indicated that better signal-to-noise
ratio may be obtained with low
cathode-first dynode voltage (Fig.
10). These measurements were
made with a bandwidth of only a
few hundred cycles per second so
that the shift of the maximum of
the phototube noise power spectrum
due to change of cathode -first dynode voltage had little effect.
Some improvement was obtained
by using the 10 -stage 5819 tube
rather than the 9 -stage 1P21. Signal-to-noise ratio for a 5311
(British) photomultiplier tube was
higher than for the other tubes.
Most of the noise in the 5311 tubes
was due to thermionic or field emission, rather than due to shot effect.
This instrument may be employed
quite generally in thickness gaging
as well as in fault detection. For
thickness gaging, one of the crystals is irradiated by x-rays passing
through a reference piece of the
same material as the part or parts
to be tested a discrimination of
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Ferrites Speed
By DAVID R. BROWN
Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

and
ERNST ALBERS-SHOENBERG
General Ceramics and Steatite Corp.
Keasbey, N. J.

the paramount
factor in the design of large
systems such as electronic digital
computers. Present operating machines are so large that the limit
imposed by the frequency of failures prohibits further expansion.
Pulse circuits in these machines
have been pushed to the upper limit
of operating speed. Yet the need
for larger -capacity higher -speed
systems is urgent.
A new material for increasing reliability is a ferrite (ferromagnetic ceramic) having a nearly
rectangular hysteresis loop. The
most important application for this
material is a high-speed arbitrary access memory in which tiny ferrite
toroids are used to store binary information. Many other pulse-circuit applications are significant,
some depending on the hysteresis of
the material for memory and others
using its non-linear characteristic
for switching applications.
RELIABILITl is

Tes

equipment for examining pulse characteristics of individual toroüds under
typical circuit conditions

o;?'1v'
zg
-

An experimental coincident -current memory containing two 19 -by -16 arrays. This
unit is driven by a magnetic matrix switch

Coincident -Current Memory
Magnetic drum and acoustic delay
line storage units are inherently
serial devices and use time as one
selection coordinate, resulting in a
great loss in computing speed or
flexibility. The electrostatic storage tube, now the most widely used
high-speed arbitrary -access memory, is a complex device requiring
considerable maintenance and lacking satisfactory reliability for many
applications. The coincident -current memory, using ferrite toroids
for storage of binary information,
is an inexpensive, simple, highspeed, arbitrary-access memory
April, 1953
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Digital Computers
Memory units and matrix switches using new square -loop ferrite material increase speed
and reliability of digital computers. Storage units with arbitrary -access and read-out time
of five microseconds or less makes stored information rapidly available without scanning
time required by other systems

which promises to provide the degree of stability and reliability required.

output winding which threads every core. Voltages obtained by reading a one or a zero from a single

Operation
A flux -current (4>-I) characteristic of a ferrite toroid is shown in
Fig. 1A. The positive and negative
remanent magnetizations are defined as the one and zero states respectively. In the 4 -by -4 memory
array illustrated in Fig. 2, information is read out of the array by applying coincident current pulses of
amplitude -1.,/2 to one vertical and
one horizontal element, causing a
large change in the flux of the selected core if it holds a one and a
very small change if it holds a
zero.
A flux change in any core in the
array will induce a voltage on the

FIG. 1-Characteristic curve (A) of ferrite toroid. Voltages produced (B) by a
one or zero stored in a toroid

core are shown in Fig. 1B. Since
reading out always leaves the selected core in the zero state, rewriting is necessary if information is
to be retained. This is accomplished
by applying coincident - current
pulses, of amplitude +/,/ 2, to one
horizontal and one vertical element.
Writing new information is accomplished during a normal read -rewrite cycle by disregarding the old

information read out and writing
the new information by the same
mechanism used for rewrite.
A possible arrangement for a
parallel computer memory is shown
in Fig. 2B. An array is placed in
each column and only one x-coordinate switch and one y-coordinate
switch are used to provide the coincident -current pulses for the entire
memory. If n is the number of x or
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y elements, each switch can be set
by a binary number containing
logy" digits, and n' binary digits are
stored in each column of the memory. When the two switches are
pulsed for read, the information is
read out of the selected x -y location
in all columns simultaneously into

the memory register.
For rewrite, the switches write
into the same x -y location in all
columns. However, in each column
in which the memory -register flipflop holds a zero, a coincident current pulse of amplitude +I,"/2 is
applied to every toroid in the array.
The z-coordinate switch provides
this inhibiting current pulse for
each column in which a zero is to
be written, to limit the magnitude

ary number sets the flip-flops which
bias the cores so that all but one
are biased into the saturation region. This selected core is then the
only one which is switched when
the current pulse from the driver
is applied.
A driving pulse of opposite polarity must be applied to reset the
switch before it is again ready for
operation. Two 16 -position switches
have been used to drive a 16 -by -16

coincident -current memory array
during the last year at MIT. These
switches employ the same rectangular-hysteresis -loop material as that
used for the memory array.
Slightly different characteristics
are desired for switch cores, however. Instead of a high squareness
ratio as defined for the coincident current memory, a high ratio of
remanent magnetization to saturation magnetization is desired together with a low coercivity.
Other Applications

Ferrite toroids possessing rectan-

Comparison of rectangular -loop toroids
with match

of the current through any toroid
in that column to Im/2.
Squareness

Squareness ratio for coincident current memory cores may be determined from the hysteresis loop
Ra

=

2

e (Ir.)
Note that R, is a function of I,,,.
Any given ferrite toroid, however,
will have a single maximum R,
which occurs at the optimum value
of Im.

Magnetic -Matrix Switch
A 2" -position matrix switch employing 2" non-linear magnetic cores
is very similar to the familiar diode -matrix switch. An n -digit bin-

gular hysteresis loops may be used
for high-speed storage of binary
information in other ways than the
coincident-current memory. If the
total number of digits to be stored
is small, so that direct selection is
practical, a single -coordinate selection scheme may be used. In this
case, the current pulses used for
reading and writing may vary between rather wide limits provided
they exceed a certain miniumum
amplitude.
Where time selection may be
used, rectangular loop ferrites may
be employed in a static -magnetic
delay line of the type developed by
the Computation Laboratory of
Harvard University.
Magnetic cores possessing nonlinear characteristics can be used
for other switching or logical operations besides the magnetic -matrix
switch, particularly for operations
similar to those performed by crystal -diode and or gates
Testing
A high

squareness ratio is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for a satisfactory toroid. To
properly evaluate ferrite toroids for
the memory application, a pulse test
has been designed which subjects a
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single toroid to the conditions that
might be encountered in an operatin array. Actually, two tests are performed, one to determine the smallest possible voltage from a selected
toroid holding a one and another to
determine the largest possible voltage from a selected toroid holding a
zero.
Figure 4 shows a pulse pattern
which writes a one into a toroid,
followed by a number of half -selecting read pulses which disturb the
one and tend to decrease its magnitude, as shown on the hysteresis
loop. The disturbed one is finally
read out by a full -amplitude read
pulse. In the case of a satisfactory
toroid, the voltage from the disturbed one is not a function of the
number of half-selecting pulses,
provided that the number of half selecting pulses is greater than
some small number, usually two or
three.
A test which determines the largest zero is shown in Fig. 5. In this
case, the zero is disturbed by a
number of half -selecting write
pulses. A large ratio of disturbed one voltage to disturbed -zero voltage is necessary for a satisfactory
toroid. This ratio may be calculated
on a peak -amplitude basis or on the
basis of instantaneous voltages sampled at the time that the ratio is a
maximum.
To prevent the voltage from half selected toroids in a large array
from adding so that the total voltage from all half-selected toroids
might swamp the voltage from the
selected toroid, the output winding
is arranged so that the polarity of
the voltage induced on it will alternate with each toroid along any element of the array. This, incidentally, means that the voltage from
the selected toroid may be positive
or negative.
The total voltage observed on the
output winding is
VT

=±

[V, -2V...ß- (n-2)
V6] + V

where V, is the magnitude of the
voltage from the selected toroid,
V6, is the magnitude of the voltage from a half-selected toroid, V6
is the uncancelled voltage from a
pair of half -selected toroids of opposite polarity, and V is the voltage induced in the output winding
due to leakage flux or flux not con April, 1953
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The voltage V, may be positive or
negative; in the ideal case it would
be zero. Since it appears in the expression for the total voltage with
2) it establishes
a coefficient (n
an upper limit on the size of the array. Perhaps the most important
factor behind V, is the uniformity
of the magnetic characteristics of
the toroids. The requirement for
small V, makes a high degree of
uniformity essential. Another contribution to V, may come because
V,,, will be different for a given
toroid depending on whether it
contains a one, a zero, a once -disturbed one, a twice -disturbed one
and so on. However, although the
difference between the voltage from
a half -selected undisturbed one and
a half-selected undisturbed zero may
be significant the number of such
pairs is limited to two. The large
number of V,'s will be from half selected cores containing disturbed
ones or disturbed zeros, where the

-

difference will be much less.

Ferrite Characteristics
The rectangular-loop ferrite now
used at MIT was developed by the
General Ceramics and Steatite Cor-

FIG.

Table I-Properties of the
Rectangular -Loop Body
MF -1118
40
515

at 1,040 gausses
1,780 gausses at 25 oersteds
1,590 gausses
Br
Br/B. 0.9 approx.
1.5 oersteds
H,
Volume Resistivity 2 X 107 ohm -cm
Curie Temperature 300 deg C
B,

a peak -amplitude basis and
greater than 200 on the basis of

of hysteresis loops for General
Ceramics MF -1118 ferrite

\

ED ZERO

\

-

/
/R DISTURBED

ONE

of pulse test used to determine largest possible
voltage from a toroid holding a zero

on

Family

_Jó

5-Results

poration from a magnesium ferrite.
The saturation flux density of this
body, MF -1118, is approximately
2,000 gausses and the coercivity is
1.5 oersteds. A family of hysteresis
loops is shown in the photograph,
and other characteristics are listed
in Table I.
The toroids for coincident -current -memory application have an
outside diameter of 0.090 inch. The
small size is necessary to reduce
the power requirements for driving
the arrays. The Im for this toroid
is 1.0 ampere and the maximum
squareness ratio is 0.7. The disturbed one voltage has a peak amplitude of 0.1 volt and a duration of
1 microsecond. The ratio of disturbed one to disturbed zero is 10

/2maz

0.05

0.1

of a pulse test used to determine smallest
possible voltage from a toroid holding a one

4-Results

fined to the toroids.

o

2

FIRST Vhs

0

FIG.

ZERO

sampled instantaneous voltages.
The process by which a rectangular hysteresis loop is obtained in a
polycrystalline ferrite is not understood, nor are the factors which determine the switching time or wave shape of the output voltage. RecFor some polycrystalline ferrites

with large magnetostrictive coefficients, notably nickel -zinc ferrite,
rectangular hysteresis loops have
been obtained by compressing a
toroid by means of a clamp around
the outside diameter. In this case,
the stresses set up an easy direction
of magnetization which accounts
for the rectangularity of the hysteresis loop. Residual mechanical
strains in MF -1118 may be responsible for its rectangularity.
The same rectangularity and performance has been observed in
toroids ranging in diameter from
0.060 inch to 2 inches.
Recent experiments to reduce the
coercivity of the body MF -1118
have produced rectangular - loop
bodies with coercivities as low as
0.5 oersted. However, this switching time increases from 1 microsecond to approximately 5 microseconds.
The high degree of uniformity

required for the coincident-currentmemory application necessitates
careful control in the production
process. The uniformity of the toroids produced must be considered
an integral factor in the evaluation
and development of satisfactory
toroids.
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Video Inset System
Television camera scanning foreground subject against plain background is used to switch
a second camera, focused on inexpensive background. Resulting composite is economical,
particularly for trick effects. Circuits are given both for the novel keying separator and
commercially available effects amplifier

VIDER INSET
OUTPUT

By J. L. HATHAWAY

TO

TRANSMITTER

and F. L. HATKE

BACKGROUND
CAMERA

fJ

Development Group
Co.
New York, N. Y.

National Broadcasting

VIDEO
SEPARATOR

RELAY

BACKGROUND SCENE

FOREGROUND
CAMERA
A

MONITOR (COMPOSITE)

BLACK BACK- DROP

FIG. 1-Elements of the video inset system show a simplified camera relay

broadcasters are beginning to make increased use
of a technique whereby the scene
from one camera may be used as
a background into which the picture from another may be inset as
a foreground. Background scenery
is automatically cut out over the
area silhouetted by the foreground
subject to avoid the double exposure effect of ordinary superimpositions. Highlights do not bleed
through the foreground, and the
composite picture may be in true
or fantastic perspective as desired.
The so-called matte process employed in the film industry achieves
these results through meticulous
photography together with special
processing and combining. In television, the video inset system combines the scenes by instantaneous
and automatic camera switching.
Many novel effects are practical in
both media and in motion pictures,
production costs are sometimes
drastically reduced by miniaturization of large background sets. This
same cost saving may be feasible
TFLF,vIS1oN

for television in the near future.
The video inset system permits
using any properly synchronized
camera as a source of background
scenery or action. The camera may
be located in the studio originating
the foreground picture or in a different one. The background may
be derived from a small flip card,
a transparency, a motion picture
film or a live action scene in the
same or a different studio.
Basically, the present system is
merely a method of switching from
the background camera to the foreground camera whenever the latter
scans anything other than black.
Essential elements, functions and
results are shown in Fig. 1. Here,
the foreground camera pictures
only a man, strumming a ukelele;
the background camera pictures a
tropical scene, while the composite
as viewed on the monitor, shows
the man still strumming, but now
standing in front of the tropical
scene.

First known experimental development in the use of electronic
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backgrounds was conducted several
years prior to the war by NBC.
Fundamental ideas were proved
successful, although difficulty was
encountered in properly switching
cameras. By 1940 various patents
had been issued on the basic system).8.8, one of which included both
a foreground -background combination and a middleground as well.
Experimentation was resumed at
NBC in 1948, with materially improved results. A method of pulse
shortening, applied to electronic
background systems, has been described in the literature.'
During the past year it is understood that at least three broadcasters have tested and used
electronic systems similar to the
present video inset, with varying
degrees of success. All known sys-
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FIG. 2-Special interconnections, includ
ing delay cables, are used to insure
proper register of composite video
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3-Circuit diagram

tems are subject to certain inherent limitations and are capable
of proper performance only under
carefully controlled conditions.
The apparatus required, in addition to the usual camera equipment,
consists basically of a double -throw
selector switch that can be actuated
as a function of foreground picture
content. While foreground camera
A scans the black back -drop, the
switch conducts video from the
background camera B. Then, as
the foreground scanning leaves the
black area, the switch throws so
that camera A becomes active, replacing the background camera signals. Reverse action occurs as
scanning returns to the black area.
Practically, the selection could not
conceivably be accomplished by the
mechanical switch indicated in
Fig. 1.
Actually, switching must occur
in considerably less than 1 microsecond and can best be achieved at
the required rate electronically.
Actuation as a function of foreground camera video output requires reshaping this camera's
video output. Signals corresponding
to shades other than black operate
the switch or gate to the foreground
camera signals whereas on blacks
it reverts to the background.
A block diagram of the video
inset equipment, including the necessary video delays and interunit
ELECTRONICS-April,

of

the NBC keying separator amplifier

connections, is shown in Fig. 2.
This comprises two major components : the keying separator, which
develops keying pulses from the
foreground camera output; and special effects amplifier type TA-15A,
which further shapes and amplifies
the keying pulses and also switches
cameras as a function of these
pulses.

Keyer Equipment
The first component is essentially
a clipper capable of making square topped pulses from any and all
video signals that depart from
black level. Camera equipment contains some irregularity in the black
level base line, caused by miscellaneous noise voltage, burns, improper shading, and redistribution
effects.
The clipping level is therefore adjusted to avoid these spurious voltages by operating somewhat
above theoretical black level.
A complete schematic of the
separator unit is shown in Fig. 3.
Video signals are first amplified
and then clamped to preserve a constant black level. All stages are
shunt peaked for minimum delay
time and optimum transient characteristics. Frequency response is
flat to 7 me and no compression is
evident with as much as 45 volts
peak -to -peak at the clamped grid.
The clamping diodes are each driven

by horizontal pulses, amplified to
approximately 80 volts. The clamped
stage, a cathode follower, feeds
two series -connected biased diodes
that function as clippers.

Capacitance neutralization from
the cathode-follower plate provides
cancellation of the capacitance
coupled video components, which
would otherwise pass through in
an unclipped state. Both white
and black portions of the signals
are eliminated by the diodes, leaving approximately a 2 percent segment. This is normally derived
from the near-black portion of the
video wave. The segment can be
clipped from any desired portion of
the amplitude range, by adjustment
of a black level control potentiometer in the clamp diode circuit.
Clipper output is amplified and then
fed from a cathode follower as the
keying signal, into the special
effects amplifier.
Circuits of the separator unit are
designed for stable operation since
the separating process is inherently
critical.
The high levels employed in
clamping and clipping reduce variations that would be caused at
lower levels by tube and temperature changes. The avoidance of
video wave compression prior to
clipping is essential, to accommodate axis shifts with typical television pictures. Otherwise, after
151
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FIG. 4-Block diagram of the special effects amplifier showing tube designations is explained in text with reference to Fig.

initial adjustment, clipping would
not fall within the same limits for
all video signals. Total delay time
in the video channel of the separator unit approximates 0.15 microsecond.
A length of properly
terminated coaxial cable delays
clamp -driving pulses by at least an
equal amount to permit clamping
during blanking time.
A block diagram of the special
effects amplifier is shown in Fig.
4, and a complete schematic is
in Fig. 5. Tube numbers correspond in these diagrams, although certain portions unnecessary for an understanding of the
operation are omitted from the
block diagram. The signal from
the separator unit consists essentially of flat topped pulses of white
and black in accordance with the
signals clipped from the foreground
camera video information.
These pulses are amplified by
tubes V24 and V2 and are then
shaped in the regenerative clipper
stage V21, which removes any possible remaining noise or gray components. The signal then passes
through the phase splitter V21 and
the push-pull cathode follower stage
V21 to key on and off the switch
or gate tubes V14 and V15.
The foreground video signal is
applied to V17, a gain -controlled
amplifier and then to the clamped
grid of gate tube V13. The back-

ground video signal is amplified in
a gain -controlled amplifier stage
V10 and then is applied to the
clamped blanking mixer stage V.
Blanking pulses are added here to
obtain setup and to facilitate
switching of the video signals. The
gate tube associated with this background channel is always keyed on
during the blanking period as well
as during the scanning of black
areas of the foreground picture.
Thus it is necessary to add blanking
only in the background channel.
Video signals applied to the gate
tubes are transmitted through them
in accordance with the keying
pulses impressed on their suppressor grids. If at the gate tubes the
keying pulses are correctly timed to
the foreground video signal, they
cause background scene to be cut
out over an area exactly matching
the outline of the object to be introduced.
Since the keying signal
passes through a greater number
of stages than the video and each
introduces some delay, it is necessary to increase the video delay in
order to attain correct timing at the
gate tubes.
Four high-level and three lowlevel clamps are utilized in the special effects amplifier. It is the
purpose of each of these to maintain
a fixed black setting at the various
grids, under conditions of changing
duty cycle. The selected video from

the gate tubes is clipped in V. to remove excessive blanking and is then
amplified in V2, V2, V. and V4.
Operation
At present, the system does not
function properly if a foreground
person has dead -black hair. In
addition, some back -drop materials
develop high light reflections along
folds and so cause incorrect camera
selection.
The system may be operated in
reverse, employing a white backdrop or a back -lighted translucent
screen. Difficulties are encountered
here from white areas in the foreground, such as shirts, teeth and
eye whites. Less critical keying
can be obtained, however, provided
the camera is irised down to the
stop where the back -drop light level
is just sufficient to operate the
camera pickup tube over the knee
of the saturation curve.
The video inset technique at the
present state of the art is valuable
in producing special novel effects,
such as headless men, bodyless
heads and feats of magic. When
camera pickup tubes are produced
that accommodate greater ranges of
light levels, tremendous savings,
through use of less large-scale
scenery, may be possible.
REFERENCES

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Bedford, U. S. patent 2,164,297.
Goldsmith, U. S. patent 2,172,936.
Goldsmith, U. S. patent 2,193,869.
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Transistorized
Hearing Aids
Hard -of-hearing public expected to accept higher initial
cost of junction transistor hearing aids to take advantage of operating economy. Manufacturers divide on
question of all -transistor versus combination tube and
transistor instruments
By JAMES D. FAHNESTOCK
Associate Editor,

ELECTRONICS

Typical of all -transistor instruments is
Meyers' "Radioear" using three pnp's

LARGE - SCALE commercial
application of transistors was
announced by several hearing -aid

facturers decided that the noise
level of the all -transistor circuit
was sufficiently low for most pur-

manufacturers at the end of last year.
Immediately after the first announcements of hearing aids using
transistors, it became apparent that
there were two schools of thought
as to the best way to employ transistors in hearing -aid instruments.
On one side, designers decided
that the poor noise characteristics
of even the junction transistors
made them unsuitable for use in
the low-level stages of high -gain
units, since noise introduced in the
first stages would be amplified by
succeeding stages. To keep noise
levels down, the designers chose to
use subsubminiature vacuum tubes
in preamplifier and driver stages
and a transistor to replace the usual
power -output tube.
On the other side, many manu-

poses. The impressive reduction in
battery cost made possible by the
elimination of the need for B voltage tipped the scale in favor of the
transistors for all stages.

FIRST

Combination Circuit

An example of a hearing aid using a combination of tubes and
transistors (Sonotone "1010") is
shown in block diagram form in
Fig. 1. For the tubes, this instrument uses a 15 -volt B battery with
a life estimated at 2,000 hours at a
drain of 60 microamperes. A 1.25 volt A battery powers the transistor and heats the tube filaments.
Life of the A battery is 63 hours
at an average current drain of 13
milliamperes.
In this unit a special transformer

Table I-Battery Data for "Radioear" All Transistor Hearing Aid
Battery
Type

Estimated Life
in Hours

Estimated
Battery Cost

1-1RM-12 or equal..
1-1015E or equal....

2,000

$0.65
0.15
0.60
0.90

2-RM-1 or equal....
3-RM-1 or equal....

500
250
150

Typical Drains: 1.5 ma at 1.25 v; 3.5 ma at 2.5 y;

6

Estimated Cost
Per Hour
1/31
1/33
1/4
2/3

cent
cent
cent
cent

ma at 3.75 y

was required to match the high
plate impedance of the driver tube
to the low base -input impedance of
the transistor. A primary impedance of over a half megohm is
achieved by winding 10,000 turns
of No. 48 wire (657 feet, at 1.3 thousandth -inch diameter) on a
core built up of subminiature mu metal laminations. Special techniques are, of course, required to

form this winding without breaking the fine wire used. The 250 -ohm
secondary consists of 200 turns of
No. 45 wire.
A tantalytic capacitor is used in
the circuit of the brute -force filter
in the constant -current source for
the base circuit of the transistor.
Avaliable power output of this
tube -transistor instrument is 1i
mw, which provides 124 db of sound
pressure in the ear. The acoustic
gain is 65 db, and residual noise
level is at least 50 db below maximum output at full -gain setting.
The transistor used is an npn
junction unit manufactured by Germanium Products Corp. of Jersey
City, N. J.
All -Transistor Units
The circuit diagram of one of
the all -transistor hearing aids is
shown in Fig. 2. This circuit
April, 1953
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of tube -transistor hearing aid using two subminiature tubes
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Sonotone "1010" uses two tubes and
one npn junction transitor

(Zenith "Royal") operates on a
single penlight battery with a
drain of 4.5 ma, to give a battery
life of 400 hours. Compensation for
changes in transistor characteristics due to temperature variations
is automatic. Sound -power output
of the unit is 135 db with an overall gain of 62 db.
Transformer coupling is used in
this circuit between three grounded emitter transistor amplifier stages.
Constant base current for the first
two stages is provided by a divider
arrangement across the single-cell
battery supply; a large series resistance provides constant current. for
the output stage.
One type of all-transistor instrument (Edward A. Meyers' "Radio ear") gives the user a choice of battery supplies. This unit can be
powered by one, two or three 1.25 volt cells, as indicated in Table I.
With three cells, saturation sound pressure output available will run
as high as 135 db or more (re
0.0002 d.s.c.) at 1,000 cps. With a
highly - damped receiver and two
cells (2.5 volts), the saturation output is slightly under 130 db. Electrical - power output is approximately 10 mw (with 3.75 volts) and
total power gain is between 80 and
90 db.
ELECTRONICS
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FIG.

2-Circuit diagram
Battery cost is

of Zenith hearing aid
/ 25 that of comparable

1

A test on this all -transistor unit
showed the distortion to be about
17 percent at saturation output and
4.4 percent with the output set at
one decibel. Distortion decreases
with output level.
Raytheon CK718 pnp junction
units are used in both all -transistor

circuits discussed.

Noise
The tube -transistor hearing aid
has a residual noise level of at least
50 db below maximum output at
full gain. The all -transistor units
have a somewhat higher noise level
at the output, but advocates of this
type of circuit claim that noise is
not a problem for persons with
hearing deficiencies and that a noise
level 40 to 50 db below signal level
is negligible for all practical purposes. One manufacturer reports
a lower noise level in an all -transistor unit (Gem Ear Phone Co.
"V -70-T") than in vacuum -tube
hearing aids.

Accessories
The usual variety of accessories
are made available with transistorized hearing aids. No evidence of
all -transistor hearing aids with automatic volume control has been reported. Several designers have

I

1,000

using transistors exclusively.
all -tube instrument

provided sockets and switches for
attachment of telephone pickup
coils. By this means, the user is
able to hear telephone conversations

without the distortion introduced
by the telephone ear piece and the
hearing -aid microphone.
To date, only junction transistors
have appeared in hearing aids, and
grounded -emitter circuits are universally used. Packaging continues
to show subminiaturization ; thickness of the instruments varies between - inch and 1 inch, with
to 3 inches and
heights from
widths of from 1i to 2 inches.
Low operating voltages permit
use of smaller lower -voltage capacitors. Virtually no heat is generated
by the transistor units.
Costwise, all -transistor hearing
aids compare reasonably well with
all -tube and tube -transistor instruments. Special circuits such as
response -shaping networks and volume compression circuits are refinements found in the more expensive units.
One manufacturer gives battery cost -reduction figure of 1/25 that
for typical tube units. These remarkable savings have become
strong inducements for users to
pay the somewhat higher initial
cost for transistorized units.

2
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Testing UHF -TV
Characteristics of germanium mixer crystals for uhf television and other receivers can be
measured with laboratory setup in five minutes using fuse bolometer and standard test
equipment. Alternative production testing method for untrained personnel measures
admittance at audio frequencies

L of a crystal
mixer is the ratio of the available input signal power to the
available output signal power'. It
is a measure of the efficiency of conversion from r -f signal to i -f
output.
Noise temperature t, also called
output noise ratio, is the ratio of
the available noise power output
from the crystal mixer to that of a
resistor. It differs from unity for
semiconductor mixers because of
noise generated by the biased crystal in excess of thermal or Johnson
noise and is akin to the excess noise
in a carbon microphone.
By including the effect of the i -f
amplifier noise figure, Fi-,, a useful
relationship can be drawn for determining the r -f noise figure F,_,.
L(F4_, + t-1)
The value of F,_, will generally be
a function of the mixer's i -f admittance compared to the admittance
for which the i -f amplifier noise
figure is optimized.
CONVERSION LOSS

Measurement Theory
To evaluate the effect of the
mixer crystal upon overall noise
figure, L and t must be known at
the desired operating point. Noise
temperature may be measured by
determining the ratio of the noise
output from an i-f amplifier whose
input terminals are loaded by the
mixer under test to the noise output
when that amplifier is loaded by an
ohmic resistor with the same value
as the crystal resistance. This ratio is denoted as Y factor.
Mixer noise temperature can be
determined from Y factor and the
i -f noise figure of the amplifier
when resistively loaded
t = F,-, (Y-1) + 1
Conversion loss can be calculated

Laboratory setup of equipment used

to measure characteristics
crystals

from Fr-i, F;_, and t
L

F4-,)

Fr -,/(Y) (F,-,)
If the i -f noise figure is measured
with the amplifier terminated at
the input by the mixer, a correlation check may be made against Y
f actor
earr/F -,

rr.vixIur

=

Y

This measurement method assumes that the crystal has been
biased at the desired operating
point in local oscillator power
injection and d -c bias, and that
the mixer is terminated through
lossless transformers by the desired impedances. The bias conditions will affect all the crystal
parameters, including the crystal
impedances.
The terminating impedances of
the crystal mixer at input, image,
local oscillator, local oscillator harmonic and output signal frequencies
will have an effect on the measured
effective conversion loss. These

of 1N72

terminations at other than input
and output signal frequencies are
important because of undesired parasitic responses that occur in the
mixing process.
The input signal will heterodyne
with the local oscillator power to
generate both sum and differencefrequency energy. The difference frequency power is normally the desired i-f output signal. The energy
at sum frequency can be partially
recovered by a direct beat with the
local oscillator second harmonic that
is generated by the nonlinear crystal characteristic.
Image power is generated in the
mixer by the beat between the input
frequency and the local oscillator
second harmonic, as well as by a
beat between the output signal voltage and the local oscillator. It may
be partially recovered by reflection
back to the mixer and a beat with
the local oscillator, or it may be
absorbed by the source impedance
April, 1953
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Mixer Crystals
By NICHOLAS DeWOLF
General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.
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FIG. 1-Measuring equipment for uhf germanium mixer crystals is used in the labora-

tory to obtain parameters

that is driving the mixer.

Several special definitions for
conversion loss have been derived'.
To achieve a result typifying the
average application and to simplify
the measurement, the conversion
loss that is commonly measured is
Lo, the broad -band conversion loss.
It is measured with the signal and
image terminated in the same impedance, and the mixer matched to
the local oscillator wave. The conversion loss in a given application
may vary by 1.5 db above or below
the broad -band loss, but L. will
equal the average result.
Measuring Equipment
A block diagram of the laboratory equipment for measuring
mixer crystal parameters is shown
in Fig. 1. It is essentially a uhf
receiver, arranged for the measurement of F,_,, F,_,, Y, i -f mixer admittance and r -f mixer admittance.
In addition, the biases on the crysELECTRONICS

-

tal can be varied and monitored, and
the r -f match may be adjusted.
From this data, the conversion loss,
noise temperature and crystal impedances may be measured as functions of the operating conditions.
The local oscillator frequency is
900 mc, selected to observe the crystal characteristics at the upper end
of the uhf band, where variations in
r -f reactance have a maximum
effect. The intermediate frequency
must be chosen as a compromise between F,_, which increases and t
which decreases with increasing
frequency. A mean value of 30
mc was selected because the noise
figure of crystal -mixer receivers
optimizes, equipment is easily available at this frequency and noise
temperature can be accurately
measured.
The crystal under test is clipped
into the mixer test board, which
consists of a flat -strip transmission line circuit' shown in Fig. 2 and

the photograph. The mixer circuit is intended to tune out the
capacitance of the average crystal,
match its resistance to 50 ohms and
prevent loss of either signal input
to the crystal or output signal from
the crystal.
In addition, second -harmonic
energy generated by the crystal is
reflected to the crystal by harmonic
shorting terminations at either end.
Two sheets of Ye -in. Teflon -impregnated glass fiber board are sandwiched together about a 0.003 -in.
flat -strip photographically etched
circuit, with copper sheeting on the
top and bottom of the sandwich. A
General Radio 874C connector is
used at the r -f input, and advantage
is taken of its tapered configuration
to provide a smooth transition between the strip line and coaxial
elements.
Insertion loss of this mixer circuit, measured by determination of
the swr with the load terminals
shorted and opened, is less than
0.05 db. When loaded with a passive resistor and matched to 50
ohms at the local -oscillator frequency, the swr at 30 me either side
of the local -oscillator frequency
(signal and image frequencies) is
1.25. This will cause a mismatch
error of less than 0.05 db.
The shorted tuning stub is cut to
resonate the average crystal capacitance of 1.1 p.p.f and the quarter wave transformer, adjusted by
varying the width of the transmission line strip, is centered to match
the mean 1N72 crystal resistance of
150 ohms to the line. Of all 1N72
crystals tested at the design bias
conditions, 90 percent fall within
a swr of 2.5 in the mixer. These
bias conditions are set at 0.7 mw
local -oscillator injection, and forward d -c bias from a 250 -ohm 0.25 volt source.

Dielectric Slug Transformer
At other bias conditions and with
other mixer crystal types, the mismatch may increase. The dielectric slug matching transformer preceding the test mixer is used to match
out these variations. It consists
of a GR 874LH coaxial slotted line
157
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with é wavelength polystyrene sections that can be moved along the
line by polystyrene rods extending
through the slot. This device, commonly called a slug tuner, requires
a line 1é wavelengths long, and will
match out any swr up to e', where
e is the effective dielectric constant.
The position of the slugs determines the mixer impedance presented to the local oscillator
wave when they are used to match
the mixer to the line. At 900
me the tuner used will match a swr
of any phase and amplitude up to
5.2 and has a maximum insertion
loss of less than 0.1 db for all settings.
The tuner and mixer are driven
from the noise generator through a
Hewlett-Packard 805A parallel plate slotted line, used for measuring the swr of the mixer. The local
oscillator power is injected into the
line by a capacitive -tuned probe,
illustrated in Fig. 3. The probe is
driven from a uhf oscillator, isolated by a 10-db pad to prevent
spurious responses. Power injected
to the transmission line is 12 db
down from the power available to
the probe. At the local oscillator
frequency, the probe introduces a
swr of 1.15 on the line, causing a
mismatch error of less than 0.05 db.
The injection method has a bandwidth of 12 me at 900 me reducing
the noise sidebands of the local
oscillator at signal and image frequencies by approximately 15 db.
This reduction assists in preventing
the oscillator noise sidebands from
increasing the effective noise temperature. The mismatch introduced
on the line by the probe at the signal and image frequencies is less
than 1.02.
An untuned detector probe is con -

Etched transmission line circuit used for
mixer crystal test
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noise output from the uhf noise
generator is prevented from being
injected into the mixer by the
shorted tuning stub. An additional
correction is necessary for the noise
diode's transit time.
The Y -factor box, shown in Fig. 4
terminates the i -f amplifier input
and provides an adjustable admittance that duplicates the mixer i -f
admittance. It can be exchanged
with the mixer for the measurement of Y factor. A temperaturelimited noise diode is included for
the measurement of i -f noise figure
and is arranged so that noise figure
can be measured with either the
mixer or the duplicating admittance
terminating the amplifier.
Because of the extreme sensitivity of the noise diode plate current
to filament current changes and
therefore to line -voltage change, a
storage battery is used in the filament supply. In addition, the d -c
bias on the mixer crystal is injected
Y -factor box. Good filtering
is necessary for all the supply voltages. The use of ceramic disk bypass capacitors soldered directly to
the chassis is recommended. If the

at the
FIG. 3- -Local oscillator injection and
monitor probes

structed near the main injection
probe, and serves to monitor the
local -oscillator injection power. It
is located near the end of the injection probe, but well out of the
fields in the main transmission line.
Calibrated against the available
power in the line, it has been found
to have a frequency dependence
over an 80 -mc bandwidth of only
0.03 db per megacycle, with an almost linear decrease in sensitivity
with frequency.
Noise Generator
The r-f noise figure of the mixer
is measured with a Polytechnic Research and Delevopment type 904
uhf noise generator, to which an
external precision meter has been
added to improve the accuracy of
the noise diode current measurement. A value of 3 db must be
added to the measured noise figure
to allow for the noise signal injected
into the unwanted image channel.
If a narrow-band tuned circuit were
inserted in the line to reject the
image power input this correction
would not be necessary, but the conditions for broad -band loss measurement would be violated. The i -f

158

input and output leads to the bypass
disk are soldered on opposite sides,
the mutual coupling impedance between filter sections may be kept at
a lower value than possible with
button mica bypass capacitors.
To adjust the comparison admittance to the same value as the mixer
i -f admittance at the noise diode an
admittance bridge is provided. For
convenience and accuracy the bridge
is located at the end of a cable half
the i -f wavelength as measured
from the noise diode. The cable
will present the same admittance to
the bridge as its terminating impendance, and may be easily measured for electrical length by
measuring its susceptance when
terminated in an open circuit. The
circuit capacitance is tuned out,
and the bridge admittance reading
used in the noise -figure calculation.
The admittance bridge, a Wayne
Kerr B701, is driven by a buffered
1-kc square -wave modulated i -f
electron -coupled oscillator.
The
amplitude of this signal at the
mixer must be kept at a low level
to prevent upsetting the nonlinear
crystal impedance and may be
checked by observing that it does
April, 1953
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not alter the d -c crystal bias. Since
this level is generally below 25
millivolts, a sensitive null detector
must be used. A single-stage broadband i -f amplifier, followed by a
crystal detector and a high -gain
audio amplifier tuned to 1 kc is
used. This method permits fixedtuned measurements for changes in
the oscillator frequency as large as
4 mc.

Once the crystal mixer i-f admittance has been measured and a
duplicate ohmic termination has
been substituted, the Y -factor box
output is switched from the admittance bridge to the i -f amplifier and
the bridge oscillator is turned off
to prevent spurious coupling of i -f
power to the amplifier.
The i -f amplifier has a gain of 120
db and a bandwidth of one megacycle. The input is a Wallman4
cascode circuit and in the complete
circuit used has a noise figure of
1.8. It is preceded by an L matchI,000u
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of Y -factor box used
in noise temperature test

ing section adjusted for the best
noise figure when driven from the
average mixer crystal, an impedance of approximately 250 ohms.
The line from the amplifier to the
switch is made identical in length
to the line from the bridge to the
switch. The impedance presented
to the amplifer is then the same as
the impedance presented to the
bridge.
In measuring the relative noise
output from the amplifier, it was
desired to avoid the use of a diode
video detector. A rectifier requires
linearization for successful use in
noise -figure measurements employing the noise diode method` and still
has a limited range over which accurate measurements can be made.'
The most satisfactory method for
power measurements is the bolo metric, or thermal measurement,
ELECTRONICS
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and it yields results that are truly
proportional to power output.
A biased Wollaston wire bolometer consisting of a 1/100 ampere
Littelfuse is used and its resistance
charge caused by output power
heating is measured. The incremental change in resistance is proportional to the input power, provided that the input power is a
sma:l fraction of the d -c biasing
power. Another limitation on the
amoant of output power that can be
linearly measured is imposed by
the possibility of overload in the
last i -f amplifier stage that drives
the bolometer.
It is desirable for the noise peaks
to be at least 15 db below the overload power output of the amplifier.
An additional 15 db should be
allowed for the ratio of peak-to-rms
noise power. This generally limits
the maximum usable output power
to below 0.1 milliwatt, which makes
stability in bolometer bridge measurements extremely difficult to
maintain, particularly in light of
the zero drift caused by thermal
charges and variations in the
bolo_eter bias.

bridge method the i -f amplifier
stage preceding the bolometer
driver stage is gated with a 1-kc
square wave, as illustrated in Fig.
5. The control grid is driven to
cutoff by a square wave derived
from a multivibrator and buffer
amplifier. The buffer is a triode
stage with the plate load grounded,
and a negative d -c supply. This
references the square wave to
ground, and flattens the top of the
output pulse thereby improving the
i -f cutput pulse shape.
The i -f pulses are injected to the
bolometer fuse by the driver stage.
The bolometer has a thermal time
constant of approximately 1/3 millisecond, which allows it to vary in
resistance at a 1-kc rate. The bolometer is biased by a direct current
passing through a transformer
coupled to a high -gain tuned
Hewlett-Packard 415A swr indicator. The scale of the meter is calibrated in db based on a square -law
detector and is therefore a direct
measure of relative output noise
power. This method is usable at an
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input level of 2 microwatts, but is
normally used at a level of 50 microwatts and gives a more stable noise
output reading than any other
method observed.
It is possible, when familiar with
the equipment, to make a complete
crystal measurement in five minutes, including adjustment of the
d -c and local -oscillator bias, a measurement of the mixer r -f and i -f impedance and a calculation of the
broadband conversion loss and the
noise temperature. Rapid and simple
measurements are necessary because a number of operating conditions must be investigated to determine optimum biases and the
distribution of parameters of a
representative group of crystals.
In addition, the results can be
transposed to a given uhf converter
design, enabling calculation of its
noise figure.

Production Testing
In production testing 1N72 uhf tv mixer crystals, the laboratory
method outlined is too complex for
-

rapid testing.
Variation in noise temperature is
relatively unimportant in uhf -tv
mixers because the high intermediate frequencies and the high
i -f noise figure make the contribution of excess noise temperature
negligible for normal crystals, particularly if biased by a well -filtered
local oscillator.
Variation in i -f mixer admittance
will affect the i -f noise figure and
the bandwidth of the input circuits.
It is desirable then, to measure this
admittance and reject those units
that seriously deviate from the
mean value. This measurement may
be accomplished at audio frequencies, for the i -f impedance is
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Modulator
It was desired to modulate the
oscillator from a low source im -

resistance measurement.
The voltage output from the
mixer when L. is measured and the
voltage level at the mixer when the
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tance bridge and bias supply

FIG.

9-One kilocycle millivoltmeter

for

production testing

resistance is measured must
both be kept at a low level.
The millivoltmeter used shown
in Fig. 9 is a two -stage amplifier
and bridge rectifier with sufficient
degeneration effectively to stabilize
the instrument from the effect of
tube variations. The gain is controlled by adjustment of the feedback to take advantage of the maximum usable degeneration. Additional low -frequency negative feedback is supplied to reduce the
sensitivity to hum voltage input
without impairing the 1-kc characteristics. This circuit is normally
adjusted to 4 millivolts full scale.
The production test equipment
has proven extremely stable and
will maintain its calibration within
0.1 db for a day's operation.
The author wishes to acknowledge
the suggestions and assistance of
C. J. Goodman and E. J. Jarrold in
the measuring equipment.
i -f
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FIG. 8-Production testing uses resis-

circuit

pedance and a regulated supply.
The circuit used, shown in Fig. 7,
consists of a commercially designed
regulated power supply with a
means for modulating the grid of
the amplifier stage without upsetting the normal a -c or d -c feedback. Feedback is sufficient to make
the gain essentially independent of
tube variations, and lowers the output impedance. The supply used had
an a -c gain of 2, an a -c and d -c impedance of less than 10 ohms and
a maximum modulation capability
of 20 percent.
The modulation depth is fixed by a
careful measurement of the oscillator output power versus input
supply voltage characteristic, and
a calculation of the modulating
voltage required.
The crystal mixer 1-kc resistance
is measured with the bridge and
bias circuit illustrated in Fig. 8.
It is desirable to have the bridge
output read equally for values of
mixer resistance above or below the
design value of 250 ohms by the
same ratio. This is accomplished if
the mixer is shunted by the design
value and balances against a
resistor of half the design value.
In addition, the desired d -c bias
source impedance is equal to the
design value, and this same value
is the desired terminating impedance for the conversion -loss
measurement.
All these conditions are satisfied
by the circuit illustrated, which is
also designed to permit grounding
of both the mixer and the millivolt meter. In addition, only the 1-kc
input needs switching in changing
from the conversion loss to the

relatively independent of frequency.
The uhf noise figure of a receiver employing a given mixer
crystal depends directly on the conversion loss of the crystal.
The conversion loss may be conveniently measured for production
testing by the amplitude modulation method used in the production
testing of microwave silicon crystals. A block diagram of the
method used is shown in Fig. 6.
The crystal under test is mounted
in the printed -circuit test mixer
illustrated and a 900 -me signal is
injected from a source that is
matched to the mean crystal impedance. This signal is at local
oscillator level, Pe, and is modulated
by a 1-kc sine wave to a modulation depth m below 5 percent. The
mixer output is terminated in a 1-kc
load R. that is matched to the
mean i -f crystal resistance of 250
ohms, and the audio output voltage
e, is measured by a millivoltmeter.
The conversion loss is then determined by
L. = m'P,R,leó
This measurement is based on the
loss in converting the available
sideband input power m'P, to output
audio power, the sidebands of
the modulated input representing
signal power that heterodynes with
the carrier or local oscillator power
to produce a 1-kc i -f output.
The measurement will be in
error by any mismatch at r -f or i -f,
but this will tend to reject those
crystals that are not typical in impedances. A 2 -to-1 mismatch will
cause a 0.5 -db error and occurs in
less than 10 percent of the crystals
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By HERBERT JONAS
Department of Pharmacology
University of Virginia Medical School
Charlottesville, Va.
Immersion thermocouple comprises cold junction thermometer, cold -water chamber
and hollow needle point containing hot junction, left to right

R -F

Irradiation

of Seeds

Dry seeds of carrots, onions and celery irradiated for short periods at 44.5 mc show higher
percentage of germination than those untreated. Theory, optimum exposure and equipment for controlled experiments are described with a view towards possible conveyor-belt
method of mass irradiation
IMPERFECT GERMINATION is a

prob -

lem for farmer and horticul-

turist. Various procedures for
increasing percentage germination
of seeds have been developed. Some
of these use hot -bath or radiant
heating techniques. Seeds have also
been irradiated with selected radio

frequencies for internal heating.
Preliminary experiments with a
resonant -line, push-pull oscillator
using two type 5-250A tetrodes
feeding r -f power to a Pyrex beaker
containing carrot, onion and celery
seeds indicated that the rate of
germination is a function of power
input, d -c voltage gradient across
the seed mass, frequency, time of
exposure and state of the seed.
The period of exposure had to be
limited to a few seconds. Experiments with the apparatus described
below showed that the maximum
germination rate was obtained
when 103 cc of seed in a 17 x
88 -mm Petri dish were irradiated
from 10 to 11 seconds; 37.5 cal
of r -f energy were introduced per
cc of seed at a rate of 14 w per
cc across an rms r -f gradient of
340 to 360 v per cm.'
These parameters produced external post -irradiation temperatures of between 42 and 50 deg C
Work done while author was a member
of Department of Botany, University of

California, Berkeley, Calif.
ELECTRONICS
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in various seeds. Higher temperatures were detrimental or even
lethal. They may have caused internal temperatures of more than
70 deg C, which can inhibit biochemical systems. The distribution
of 'some sugars in irradiated seeds
exhibited a complete reversal from
the controls. About 11 to 14 cal
per cc were required to double the
sugars subject to invertase action
at the expense of a proportionate
decrease of keto-sugars.
The r-f oscillator used for seed

Preliminary experiments were carried
on with oscillator using two 5-250A
tetrodes

April, 1953

irradiations utilizes a grid -controlled type 3X2500A3 medium-µ
triode at 44.5 mc. The seeds can
be considered as aggregates of colloids of high viscosity with low
r -f skin effects. Therefore, the r -f
current passing through the seed
is largely composed of the two
vectors : I. = 2x1 COKE and I, =
/,tan SCI. cos 6.

Currents
The in -phase current I,. is a funcR -F

tion of the bulk capacitive leakage
resistances, such as occur in vacuolar fluids with high K values.
The reactive current I. is a function
of capacitances across membranes
of living cells and between woody
cells and large macromolecular complexes of proteins, fats and carbohydrates.
A mass of seeds is a uniform
population of units of equal electrical characteristics arranged at
random in the electrical field. The
potential across this mass is a
function of the interelectrode potential, dielectric constant, integrated ellipticity of all seeds and
orientation of these ellipsoids in
the r -f field. Thus, as shown in Fig.
1, a carrot seed parallel to the field
will absorb more energy than one
normal to it'.
An evaluation of r -f effects on
seed germination required quanti 161
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the angle 20 of the r -f current conduction in each cycle remains constant at any d -c plate potential
higher than cutoff. This angle was
calculated from the d -c plate and
grid potentials. Then the rms voltage during the conduction period
of each cycle can be found. This
rms value was selected in preference
to the rms value of the total cycle
because the conducting fraction of
each cycle determines the power
input into the load.
Then the conducting negative

serves as a cathode-voltage shield
and as the cathode r -f coupling.
The filament socket is air cooled
with a supply pressure of 13 lb
per sq in. Load coupling is at the
edge of the plate -tuning disk opposite a slot in the cavity wall. The
adjustable h -v electrode is supported by two inverted Pyrex U's.
Interelectrode potential and r -f
power absorption in the sample
were determined indirectly by calculation from the d -c plate and grid
potentials'. It was assumed that

\
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\
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1

1-Course of r -f lines of force
longitudinally through a carrot seed
FIG.

TUNING CYLINDER AND DISK

tative methods of administering
prescribed dosages of high-frequency radiation. Prerequisites
were: a stable frequency, a simple
and quick-acting timing control, and
sufficient power. The main circuit
diagram indicates the cavity oscillator built around the Eimac
3X2500A3 triode operated at maximum anode potential of 6,000 v.
The grid is keyed through a bank
of VR150's so that the blocking
bias of -750 v can be reduced to
-150 v for periods from 0.4 to 60
sec. Plate potential can be controlled manually or by a timer.
The oscillator is used in a single ended circuit with a high ratio of
tank to tube capacitance, which is
important for biological work3-6.
The cavity, a modification of designs", is shown in greater detail
in Fig. 2.
A thin copper cylinder 191 in.
high and 31 in. in diameter serves
as the anode tank circuit. Its frequency is determined by a vertically
sliding tuning cylinder and disk in
electrical contact with the grid tank
cylinder. The tube anode cylinder is
set flush with the cover of the cavity and forms a plate -blocking capacitance of 0.01 N.f. The grid ring
of the tube is fitted into a copper
ring flared out to serve as one side
of the 5,800-p.N.f grid -leak capacitance.
The ungrounded side of the filament supply enters the cavity
through a winged copper tube that
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FIG.

2-Cross section

of cavity oscillator (A) tuning cylinder at level of upper
loading plate and (B) vertical section details
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r -f swing has a potential E = E,,
E(41.28/0) sin(0.0345 0),
where Eº = r -f volts, E,, = d -c
plate volts, E = rms volts across
the electrodes, and = angle of
current flow. The power input into
the sample P° = 5.58 X 10f (E,/d,)'K, coso (1/s), or P,,,1 =
16.417 P,s; and the energy input
W = P (t/4.183), where P, and
P = r -f power in watts per gram
or watts per cc of load, E, =
rms potential across the sample,
d, = 0.9 cm of sample thickness,
K, = dielectric constant 3.20 of
sample, cos = load power factor
of 0.090, s = relative density of
sample, and f = frequency.
Seed temperatures were determined at the exact instant of the
end of irradiation by an immersion
thermocouple built into a number
26 hypodermic needle by John E.
Gullberg of the University of Cali-

-
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(1) H. Jonas, Some Effects of Radio
Frequency Irradiations on Small Oilbearing Seeds, I'hysiol. Plaºo-t. 5, p 41, 1952.
(2) J. C. McLennan & A. C. Burton.
The Heating of Electrolytes in High Frequency Fields, Can. J. Res. 3, p 224, 1930.
(3) C. K. Gieringer, Frequency Stabilization of Diathermy Units, ELECTRONICS
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Variation of r -f power with potential
gradient across the sample

21, p 7S, 1948.
(4) A. A. Goubareff, "The High

Frequency Oscillator, MS thesis, Univ. Cal.,
1938.

perature did not rise more than

(5) E. E. Spitzer, Grounded Grid Power
Amplifiers, ELECTRONICS 19, p 13S. 1946.
(6) C. E. Strong, The Inverted Ampli-

30 deg C and not above 60 deg C.

fier, ELECTRONICS 13, p 14, 1940.

Prerequisites for this were anode
potentials of more than one kilovolt
and consequent high r -f potentials
across the load.
Most earlier experiments failed
because requisite equipment was
unavailable. Further work may
concentrate on reducing the ex-

PLATE
SUPPLY

(7) A. M. Gurewitch, Cavity Oscillator
Circuits, ELECTRONICS 19, p 135, 1946.
(S) Wm. Baker and L. Deckard, private
information, Univ. Calif., 1947.
(9) R. S. Glasgow, "Principles of Radio
Engineering," McGraw-Hill Book Co., New

York, 1936.
(10) H. Jonas, "Some Effects of Very
High Radio Frequency Irradiations on the
Germination and Metabolism of Certain
Small Seeds," PhD thesis, Univ. Cal..
1930.
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fornia.
These experiments help to explain
inconsistent results of earlier investigators who used frequencies
anywhere between 20 and 225 mc1' I°
This range covers energy absorption bands of those macromolecules
most common in seeds, as proteins
and saccharide polymers. Whenever
the period of exposure was less than
15 seconds some increase of the
rate of germination occurred, especially when the external seed tem-
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Seed germination as a function of energy input for carrot and onion seeds
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posure period even more and on
finding means to increase the rms
r -f potential gradient across the
seed mass without arcing. For this
purpose centimeter waves may be
of value. Then the energy input
could be raised. There is still the
question whether the enhancement
of germination rates is part of a
universal phenomenon applicable
also to other well known biological
r -f stimulations particularly in r -f
therapy. It would also be interesting to know if the biological reaction results solely from the
dielectric heating effect or also
from some undefined molecular
resonance.
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FIG. 2-Rudimentary circuit for steady-state design (A) and tube characteristic
showing operating point

(B)

3 --Circuit showing conditions under which d -c stability is most difficult

FIG.

How To Design
By RALPH PRESSMAN*
Advanced Development
RCA Victor Division
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.

FIG. 1-Basic bistable multivibrator circuit (A) is modified for switching
adding triggering network

multivibrators, such as
the one shown in Fig. 1A, can
remain quiescent indefinitely with
either tube conducting and its opposite cutoff. This characteristic
gives the circuit widespread usefulness in digital computers, counters
and other pulse circuits.
If the basic circuit is modified as
shown in Fig. 1B by addition of a
triggering network, it may be
switched from one stable state to
the other. The transition between stable states is not treated
in detail here, but certain factors
that are related to the dynamic behavior of a complete circuit, such as
minimum time between successive
triggers, plate and grid waveforms
and coupling capacitors, will be
examined later.
B1STABLE

Now with The W. L. Masson Corp.,
New York, N. Y.

(B)

by

The rudimentary circuit shown
in Fig. 2A may be designed to insure stability of the stable states
under adverse combinations of
resistor deviations, supply voltage
regulation and vacuum-tube emission deterioration. Since the circuit
is symmetrical, it demands nominal
symmetry of resistance values for
proper operation. The design procedure described yields nominal values of resistance having a specified
percentage tolerance, in conjunction with supply voltages E,,, E,,
having specified regulation.

Stability
The circuit of Fig. 1A will have
two stable states if the conducting
tube causes the voltage on the opposite grid to fall to cutoff or below,
and if the cutoff tube causes the
voltage on the opposite grid to rise
D -C

to some point above cutoff. These
two conditions are the basis of the
design equations, with the second
condition modified to read "the cutoff tube causes the voltage on the
opposite grid to rise to zero." Zero
is a more -or -less arbitrarily chosen
point which, for all tubes, will insure conduction. It should be noted

that although the coupling capacitors are essential for triggering the
circuit they have no bearing on the
d -c stability.
For a given tube, given resistors

R R2, R8 and given supply voltages

E

and E,,, plate voltages, grid
voltages and all currents can be determined. If allowable resistance
variation is specified as x percent
and the supply variation as y percent, the conditions for d -c stability
can be imposed in the form of two
equations. One states that under
the most adverse combinations of
resistance and supply voltages the
high grid is at cathode potential,
which is assumed to be zero. The
other states that under the opposite
extremes the low grid is not above
cutoff. Since the two conditions
prevail in a common circuit, a third
April, 1953
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4-Effect

of coupling capacitor on
switch -over

5 ----Equivalent

FIG.

circuit showing the effect that the coupling capacitor has on

the triggering rate

Bistable Multivibrators
Arrangement of flip-flop circuits for reliable operation despite adverse combinations of
resistor deviations, supply voltage regulation and loss of tube emission. Guides are given
for selecting the proper coupling capacitor and triggering network

independent equation can be written. There are then three equations
with five unknowns (the two supply
voltages and the three resistors),
and it should be possible to solve for
R1, R, and R. in terms of Ebb and E...
An arbitrary point Eb, lb in the
shaded region of the plate characteristics, Fig. 2B, is selected. This
point is associated with the extreme
values of voltage and resistance
indicated in Fig. 3. Under those
conditions, an equation is written
stating that the grid voltage of the
on tube is zero
[Ebb (1

- - E.
c)

(1

+ c)] [R3 (1

- d)]

R,(1+d)+R2(1+d)+R,(1-d)+
E.,(1+c)=0
(1)

Another equation states that the
assumed E,, keeps the opposite grid
at a specified negative voltage, E,
equal to or slightly beyond cutoff
[Eb

- E.. -

+
1?,:(1-d)+R,(1+d)
(1

c)1 [R3 (1

E..(1-c)=E,

(1)]

(2)

A third equation can be written
that states that the current through

R, is equal to the assumed plate current Ib plus the current through resistor R,

+

Ebb (1

R, (1

- Eb
- d) - lb +
c)

E6

- d)

[1+c)E-EQ+rl-dls
+d
1-c Ebb
1-d

EQ

R2 (1

(3)

These equations can be solved for
nominal resistances R1, R2 and R,.
Results are expressed in terms of
Ebb, E.. the arbitrary values Eb and
lb, the specified negative grid voltage
the resistor tolerance d,
and the
tolerance c

EQ

(1

(1
(1

1-d
1-c
1+d) (1+c
2

1

-d

(1

1+d

-

Ebb

g,

c)2

(4)

Ebb

Eb -EQ
(1-d)Ib [(1 +e)Ebb-E,+

(fl-d\2( 1-c
1+d (1+c)
-d
(1

1+d

('

2

(1

Ebb

E..

CEQ

Ev

c)2

In order that positive values of
resistance for R1, R. and R. are
insured, Ebb must be greater than a
certain lower limit, and
must
be algebraically less than a certain
upper limit. These restrictions on
Ebb and
may be written
Eb -EQ
Ebb >
(7)

E

2

bb

2

(11

1+d

(1

c)

1+d (1+c)

E..

2

- Eb - (1 d +
Ebb 4, +( 1-d)2(1-c)2

[Ea

(6)

-{-

(1-d (1-c)2
+d (1+c)
-d 1- EbbEQ

C)2

1- d

Ebb]

c)

E

E,

EP,

(l+c)

C)2

+

2

(1 -}- d)

Ebb

E..

(1+c)

-

-

- (1l + d)2 (1
+(1 - d\2 Ebb

[(1+c)Ebb-E,+

1d)
-1d)
' Ib

E..

c

Eb

E
(1

+

E,.

(1-}-c)

<

(1 + d

( +c)

d
EQ-Eb+(1
\1+d)

2

(i

-

c)2

(8)

(1+e)

Ebb

Ebb]

R,-[EQ-(1-c)E..
(1+d)Ib
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(5)

Three equations are thus derived
which, when used to select values
for R R, and R,, will insure that
the circuit of Fig. 3 is bistable even
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under the extreme deviations of the
resistances and voltages from their
nominal values, and even when the
tube emission becomes so low that
the arbitrarily selected point Eh, Ib
corresponds to zero bias. By choosing the point E0, Ib deeper in the
shaded portion of Fig. 2A, that is,
by lowering the ratio of Ib to E0,
the design can be made even more
conservative, insuring bistability
for a long life. This, however, results in larger values for R1, R_ and
Ra, since all resistors are inversely
proportional to Ib, and therefore it
results also in a lower permissable
trigger rate.
The actual operating point of a
nominal tube is not at Eb, Ib but at
the intersection of its load line
with the nominal zero -bias plate
characteristic. Therefore, I,, in the
actual circuit is always greater
than the arbitrarily chosen value;
thus, the point E0, 7b should never
be taken at or near the maximum
allowable plate current.

Coupling Capacitor
The coupling capacitor allows
switching between stable states. If
it were not present, the reversing
impulse would bring both halves
to identical conducting states and
the final state would be independent
of the initial state. A practical way
to obtain the proper size of this
capacitor is the empirical approach
guided by some basic facts.
In order to convey most efficiently
the leading edge of the rising plate
waveform to the grid of the cutoff
tube, the coupling capacitor should
be larger than the interelectrode
capacitance between grid and cathode of the cutoff tube.
The rate -of -change of the rising
plate waveform will affect the size
of the coupling capacitor, since a
slowly rising plate waveform, due
either to high stray capacitance or
slowly falling trigger, requires a
higher coupling capacitance to pass
the rising wavefront to the grid of
the cutoff tube. The falling plate
always drops faster than the ascending plate rises therefore, it is
only necessary to insure that the
rising waveform be satisfactorily
conveyed to the grid of the cutoff

IlaullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllalllpllalltnnacupmmaiwurhPan

DESIGN PROCEDURE
In the following expressions resistor tolerance
and the voltage tolerance e = ± 5 percent. With
i percent resistors must be used in the circuit,
accounts for the necessity of choosing RMA values

1-

STEP

= ±

±

10

percent

this means that
that the remaining percentage
different from the calculated values.
and

Select point Eb, lb somewhere below the zero -bias line, keeping in mind
that small ratios of Ib to Eb will mean larger resistors (therefore slow
triggering rates), and that plate dissipation must not be exceeded by
the actual Ib, which will always be larger than the chosen value of 1,,,
except when tube emission deteriorates to the extent where Eb. 1 b is

la

actually the operating point.
STEP

2-

If the tube being used is a pentode, for a given screen grid voltage
obtain the cutoff bias E,. This will be a negative number. If the tube
being used is a triode, the cutoff bias varies with plate voltage, and may
KEbb. This equation may be plotted
be approximated by Ea ~
using published tube characteristics, and the constant K is obtained as
the slope of the line.

-

STEP

3-

The lower limit for Ebb can now be calculated. For a pentode,
K.
Eb
E9/0.576, and, for a triode, Ebb > Eb/0.576

STEP

4-

Select a value for Ebb greater than the lower limit. The desired [dale
voltage swing will be a factor in determining this, for it is approximately
Eb.
equal to Ebb

STEP

5-

The upper limit for Lre may be calculated. For a pentode
0.605 Ebb.E

-

-

Ebb >

-

Ecr <

and, for

a

E-Eb+0.576Ebb

triode

1«

0.605 KEbb"
<- Ebb (0.576
- K) - Eh

If the pentode equation is used, the utagnitt¡de of the bomalutry l;duo
always decreases for increasing Ebb, and, if t.hetriode equation is used,
the magnitude of the boundary value decreases with increasing Kb,, until
Ebb is twice the value of its lower limit. Then it, increases with
increasing Ebb.
STEP

6-

Select a value for Err less than the upper boundary. Notice that the
boundary is a negative number and that a value must. be taken more

negative.
STEP

7-Calculate the resistance R,,
with

e

li,=

R1=

Rz

and

I?3

and d = 0.1 substituted

=

front Eq.

5

and 6.

They are.

C0.527Ebb

1r'

U.

=

.1,

- 1.11E + 0.672 EbbE ]
L+E
0.527Ebb - 1.11E + 0.672
rib - L
E - Eb - 0.606 E)E° + 0.576 Ebb
EbbE,
- 0.95E1 r 131Ebb - 0.91E + 0.552

-jb

L n

Ib

r"
EbbE

I

LE-Eb-0.606

Elia

+0.576/sbb

These equations may also be used in cases where triodes are qul ploy cd,
KEbb. Front these
_
simply by substituting the equation
equations, it can be seen that R1 is independent of Eh. Howe er,
Rº and 11, increase as Eb increases.

E

-

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:Illlllluua wunlnullluununuuununum,:muslu

;

tube.
The first two criteria tend to increase the size of the coupling ca-

d=

is assumed to be
10 percent,

d

pacitor. However, although higher
capacity increases the certainty of
switch -over, it also increases the
time required for the rising plate
voltage to reach its quiescent value.

Figure 4A is an equivalent circuit of one half of Fig. lA during
the time that the opposite grid is
conducting and R: and the coupling
capacitor Cr are essentially clamped
April, 1953
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Triode

Pentode
Tube-6AN5

(Epp

Tube-12AU7 (cutoff constant R = 0.1)
c
± 5 percent
d = ± 10 percent (This permits 5 percent resistors)
STEP 1From the limit inequality for E0,, given by Eq. 8,

= 40 volts)

=

= ± 10 percent
d = ± 20 percent (This permits 10 percent resistors)
c

STEP

1-

solve for Eb
0.605 KEbb2

The point Eb = 10 volts, Ib = 8 ma was chosen.
Since the point is below the knee of the zero -grid bias characteristic, the plate voltage will be
relatively insensitive to the plate load resistor.

STEP

2-

Eo =

STEP

3-

Ebb > 76.5 volts (see Eq. 7)

STEP

4-

Ebb was chosen to be 120 volts to give a plate
swing of approximately 120 -10 = 110 volts.

STEP

5-

Eu < -45.8 volts (see Eq.

-15 volts (Epl =

+

Ebb (0.576

-

K)

and by substituting for Ebb and E,,
Eb < 53.2 volts.

40 volts)

STEP

2-

On the 12AU7 plate characteristic curves, choose
a point such that Eb < 53.2 volts and which will
lie below the zero bias line. The point chosen
was Eb = 40 volts, I = 2 milliamperes.

STEP

3-

Calculate the three resistors
Eq. 4, 5 and 6

R1, R2

and

R3

from

R1= 58,000 ohms
R2 = 241,000 ohms
R3 = 202,500 ohms

The RMA standard values chosen were
R1= 56,000 ohms
R2 = 240,000 ohms
R3 = 200,000 ohms
With these resistance values, the nominal value
of the high grid voltage (with the tube out) was
calculated to be

8)

Eonleh=

- E,9)

(Ebb

R3

R2

R1

+

+ E,, =

R3

15.6 volts.

The low grid voltage, for nominal voltages and
resistances and the tube operating point at Eb
= 40 volts, was calculated to be, approximately
R3

(Eb
R2

STEP

6-

E was chosen to he

STEP

7-

From Eq. 4, 5 and 6
R1 = 18,150 ohms
R2 = 75,200 ohms
R3 = 114,200 ohms

-80

showed

Tube

to ground. Capacitor C, of Figure
4A is stray capacitance between
plate and cathode. From Thevenin's

theorem another equivalent circuit,
Fig. 4B, can be derived, where

E_ - 22.7 volts

1

96.5
8.6
27.8

zero by lowering the bias supply from -75 volts
to -96 volts, a change of' 28 percent, or by
lowering the B+ supply from 150 volts to 125
volts, a change of 17 percent. Conversely, it
was found that to turn on the cutoff tube the
bias supply would have to rise to -36 volts, a
change of 52 percent, or the B + supply would
have to rise to 190 volts, a change of 27 percent.
These results indicate that the design is quite
conservative, and stable operation would probably be obtained over wider variations of the
supply voltages than those tolerances used in
establishing the size of R1, R2 and R3.

Tube
97

2

8.3

25

-28.6 -27.7
87.9

Ebbe°

Reg

that the unclamped grid voltage (that

is, the potential at the junction of R2 and R3
when the tube is removed) could be brought to

The d -c measurements on this circuit were:

Plate swing voltage

+

110
105
High plate voltage
28
23.6
Low plate voltage
16.2
16.5
High grid voltage (tube removed)
-28
-30
Low grid voltage
82
81.4
Plate voltage swing
In circuits of this type, it is often desirable to
know how far off the nominal values the supply
voltages can go and still have stable operation.
Measurements with this 12AU7 triode flip-flop

The RMA standard values chosen were
R1 = 18,000 ohms
R2 = 75,000 ohms
R3 = 110,000 ohms

High grid voltage (tube removed)
Low grid voltage

R3

For comparison, the measured values on this
circuit were ás follows:
Tube 1 Tube 2

volts.

High plate voltage
Low plate voltage

- E,0)

+

87.8

-

C =C.+C,

R2

R1+R2

Ebb

R1 R2
R1

+

R2
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Thus, the rising plate waveform
may be approximated by a rising
exponential, Fig. 4C, representing
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the charging of the coupling and
stray capacitances toward the quiescent value of the high plate voltage. The initial sharp rise of the
curve is essentially the amplified
version of the negative trigger signal on the grid. A break or discontinuity occurs when the opposite
grid is driven to conduction, and the
coupling capacitor is clamped to
ground and effectively shunted
across the plate -to -cathode capacitance.
Triggering Rate
Minimum time between reversals
is affected by the size of the coupling capacitor by virtue of the fact
that it is related to the time needed
by the coupling capacitor connected
to the high plate to discharge to its
quiescent low voltage. During this
transient, the discharge current
passing through R. temporarily lowers the voltage on the cutoff grid
beyond its steady-state bias. Consequently, if it is desired to reverse
the circuit before it completely relaxes, a greater trigger amplitude is
needed. To obtain the time constant
of the discharge, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5 is developed, from
which it may be written
T=RegC.
where T is the time constant, and
Rx

[

R,

-I-

R,a

-}-

R,

-I

Ri

RTRa

R,+RT
RI RT

R,+Rs

As a check on the size of the
coupling capacitors, connect a trigger circuit to the multivibrator
grids. Connect all appendages to

the circuit such as cathode-follower
grids and resistance voltage dividers. Reduce the trigger amplitude
until the multivibrator just fails to
flip over. This can be verified by a
scope probe on the low plate. If the
coupling capacitor is large enough,
the trigger amplitude at this critical point should not drive the grid
much more than half-way toward
cutoff. Should pulses larger than
this be needed for triggering, reliable operation will be uncertain
when using tubes with reduced Gm.
Trigger Networks
The trigger network connects to
the rudimentary circuit in a symmetrical way and steers the trigger
pulse to the proper tube to cause
reversal. The trigger is either positive or negative. Positive pulses
effect switching by turning on the
off tube. Negative pulses turn off
the on tube.
Generally, the negative pulse can
be smaller than the positive pulse
because the on tube amplifies the
trigger pulse.
The circuit of Fig. 6A uses
large -amplitude negative pulses or
steps. If a negative trigger is applied to the capacitor, it will appear
attenuated at both plates, but the
attenuation is greater at the plate
of the conducting tube. Therefore,
only a small negative pip passes
through the coupling network to the
negative grid. The cutoff tube does
not attenuate the signal as much
and a large negative pulse is applied
to the conducting grid. The coupling -circuit time constant is not
critical since differentiation of a

step wave occurs in the cross -coupling network.
Smaller Pulses
The circuit of Fig. 6B takes negative triggers or steps of smaller
amplitude. The diodes steer the
negative wave to the high plate and
thence to the high grid; they also
isolate the trigger source from the
plate as soon as regeneration starts.
If the coupling circuit does not
have a sufficiently small time constant compared to the turn -over
time, the rising plate will be depressed slightly near the top of its
excursion by the negative input
waveform.
The input time constant should
be small enough compared to the
repetition period of the triggers to
prevent biasing of the coupling
diodes.
Since the high plate is somewhat
below E,,, the input wave must
overcome the differences between
the high plate voltage and
before passing through the diode.
If thermionic diodes are used,
the relation of R, to R. is unimportant. But germanium diodes
may have a back resistance,
comparable to the plate resistor so
that the effective plate resistor is
R, in shunt with R, and R, in series.
The circuit of Fig. 6C takes directly on the grid negative pulses
whose duration is short with respect to turnover time. This circuit
requires the smallest-amplitude
pulses.
If R. is not small compared to R.
of a germanium diode, the negative
grid will be raised.

E

R

FIG. 6-Flip-flop with triggering network designed for large -amplitude negative pulses or steps (A): for smaller negative pulses (B);
and for still smaller negative pulses of short duration (C)
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Cathode -Interface Effects
In TV Receiver Design
By F. M. DUKAT

I. E. LEVY

and

Raytheon Manufacturing
Newton. Mass.

Co.

Judicious choice of tube types by television receiver designers can forestall development
of cathode interface resistance thereby extending useful life of tubes. Principles apply
also to design of mobile radio equipment and electronic computers
Interface impedance builds up to
some degree in all cathodes but
reaches rather high values in active
cathodes. The resistance compound
is barium-ortho-silicate, a semicon-

marily high g,,, tubes with small
cathode areas. In television and i -f
stages, interface resistance causes
loss of gain in video amplifiers it
causes loss of low -frequency response as well. Interface resistance
can also produce malfunctioning in
multivibrators and blocking oscillators.

the popular
term for cathode interface
resistance, has long been a bugbear
to computer engineers. This article
analyzes its effects in typical television receiver applications
Interface resistance acts circuitwise like an inadequately bypassed
cathode resistor. It affects priSLEEPING SICKNESS,

;

ductor. The higher the percentage
of silicon in the cathode, the greater
will be the formation of interface
resistance. Interface resistance

Table I-Simulated Typical Values of Cathode Interface Resistance Illustrate Effect on Television Receiver
Tube Characteristics

Cathode
Area in Cm2

TYPE

Predicted
Interface
Resistance in Ohms

Loss of I,

ABC AIBC

12AT7
6BK7A

0.270
0.335

93
75

279
225

465
375

20

6AF4
6AU6

0.215
0.740

116
33

318
100

580
165

30

6CB6
6BH6

0.199
0,.443

50
56

150
168

250
280

6A116

0.925
0.745

27
33

81
99

135
165

10
5

0.405

62

186

310

10

6SN7GT
12AU7

Column
A
B
C

Nte-Regular bias
ELECTRONICS

-

10

15
15

25
t

in Percent (v1f)

Loss of gm
in Percent (h -f)

A

A

BIC
40
55

Loss of

in Percent

,

g,,,

BC

40
55

50
65

40
50

70
75

75
85

15
25

30
50

50
30

60
50

50
25

75
50

85
80

20
10

35
25

50
30

25
50

45
60

35
40

65
65

75
75

15
20

25
40

35
45

25

35
25

25
10

55
25

65
33

10

20

15

5

10

25
20

25

10

20

40

55

]0

20

25

Normalized Resistance in Ohm-Cm2
25
75
125

by means of bypassed cathode resistor in every case except 6SN7GT and 12AU7
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varies inversely with cathode area.
Operation with no space current
develops higher interface resistance
than if space current is drawn'.
Higher -than -normal operating temperature accelerates formation of
interface resistance. However, Fig.
1 shows that, consistent with the
negative temperature characteristic
of semiconductors, measured interface resistance varies inversely with
cathode temperature'.
A barrier capacitance is associated with interface resistance'.
For our purposes, interface impedance will be treated as a parallel
R -C circuit with time constant of
0.2 to 0.5 microsecond.

What It Does
Since operational effects are exactly the same as for an inadequately bypassed cathode resistor,
low -frequency sine waves show the
effect of added bias and cathode
degeneration, while high -frequency
sine waves exhibit only the effect
of added bias. Waveforms with
steep wavefronts have overshoots,
a typical result of poor low-frequency response.
It is easy to reach the false conclusion that tube emission is the
cause of low transconductance when
interface resistance is the actual
culprit. Assume we find a 6BK7A
with g,,, 30 percent low and emission is suspected. According to
curve C, Fig. 2, 30 -percent -low gm
indicates a possible interface resistance of 29 ohms. Referring to Fig.
1, if the heater voltage is lowered
volt or 8 percent, the interface
resistance increases to 75 ohms and
the apparent gm is now 55 percent
low. On the other hand, if heater
voltage is increased to 6.8 volts,
8 percent high, the interface resistance will drop to 10 ohms and the
apparent gm becomes almost normal. With a transconductance variation óf this sort with heater
voltage, it is certainly easy to convict the tube of having low emis-

ments imply.
In the case of waveforms containing steep wavefronts there will
be, in addition to the loss of gain,
overshoots proportional to the
amount the plate current has fallen
off as the result of interface development. The percentage decrease
in plate current as a function of
Rtwas also determined for the same
tubes. The plate current drop, of
course, is not as great as the trans conductance drop.
For example, a 6BK7A with 50
ohms of interface resistance would
show an overshoot of 25 percent if
a square wave were applied to its
grid, and the input signal appropriately increased to give the original output voltage.
Figure 3 shows the plate waveform of a 6AH6 having an interface

.

sion.

At high frequencies the interface
resistance is bypassed and the, loss
in transconductance is not nearly
as severe as Fig. 2 shows. Only d -c
degeneration is present. Thus the
loss of gain in the presence of interface is actually less than low -frequency transconductance measure-
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1-Measured values of cathode interface resistance plotted as a function
of heater voltage
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2-Loss of transconductance with
increasing cathode resistance illustrates
effect of cathode interface. Curve A
shows low -u, low gm 6F6, triode connected; B shows medium-µ medium g,,,
6AU6, triode connected; and C, high-u,
high -g,,, 6BK7A
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impedance of 17 ohms and 0.02

microfarad when measured at 6.3
volts heater voltage. The three
waveforms are for operation with
heater voltages of 5.5, 6.3 and 7
volts and demonstrate the extreme
sensitivity of interface resistance
to cathode operating temperature.

Application
To obtain actual values of interface resistance, a group of 12SN7GT's, half of which had moderate
silicon in the cathode sleeves and
half of which had relatively high
silicon in the cathode were run for
2,000 hours under various operating
conditions, 2,000 hours being representative of a year's operating life
for a television set. The results
varied so widely that only broad
average conclusions could be drawn.
When operated at rated heater voltage and a range of space current
of from one to ten milliamperes,
both normal and active cathodes
developed about the same interface
resistance, its normalized value
ranging from zero to over 100 ohm cm'. With high -heater -voltage operation, 12 percent high, normal cathodes had about the same range, but
the active cathodes were substantially higher, averaging about 125
ohm -cm'. There was some indication
that interface resistance developed
higher values in multivibrator operation.
Using values obtained in this life
test we can consider what may
happen if such interface resistance
values develop in service. Table I
shows several common television
tubes with assumed normalized interface resistance values of 25, 75
and 125 ohm -cm'. Tubes with small
cathode areas and high gm and/or
high to such as the 6AF4 and
6BK7A are particularly vulnerable
to interface effects. In low -frequency circuits these tubes may lose
80 pe 'cent of their gm. Even in the
usual h-f or vhf applications, it
is entirely possible in 2,000 hours
to have the transconductance decreased almost 50 percent by interface effects.
Both the 6SN76T and the 12AU7
have similar ratings and both have
been used in the same type of service, but the 12AU7, because of its
smaller cathode area, can develop
almost twice as much interface
April, 1953
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Ef=7.0V-

f

-

11111111116-7-..FIG.

3-Plate-voltage waveform for 6AH6 with

resistance as the 6SN7GT in the
same length of time. In i -f amplifiers also, the tubes with the
larger cathodes are the best from
a life standpoint.
In 2,000 hours, three 6A1J6 i -f
amplifiers would be down about 30
percent in gain if 25 ohm -cm' of
interface resistance is present. On
the other hand, 6BH6's with the
same normalized interface would
be down 50 percent. Power output tubes and deflection amplifiers
generally have large gathodes and
low p., and ordinarily are little
affected in usual service by interface resistance.
Video Amplifiers
In video amplifiers, the poor low frequency response which is the
result of interface predicts that
black areas turning sharply to grey
would have a white trailing edge,
while white areas turning to grey
would have a black edge. This can
be demonstrated by the addition of
external capacitance and resistance
to simulate interface impedance.
However, with typical television
signals it was found necessary to
use rather high impedance values
before such edge effects occurred.
Apparently, in the usual television
system the high -frequency response
is none too good and low values of
interface impedance only add a
form of high -frequency peaking.
However, with values of 200 ohms
ELECTRONICS

-

50 kc

square -wave excitation. Overshoots due to cathode interface resistance are noted
as heater voltage is reduced

in a single -stage video amplifier
pentode, it was possible to get edge
effects. Also, overshoot on the leading edge of the blanking pulse

caused sync to occur sometimes on
the blanking rather than the synchronizing pulse, with the , result
that the picture moved to the left
and showed a tendency to vertical
instability. However, it is not
likely that 200 ohms interface resistance can be developed in 2,000
hours in tubes of this description
because of their large cathode areas.
Other Effects
In the usual ringing -coil horizontal multivibrator it was found that
when a simulated impedance having
a resistance of 300 ohms was used,
it was no longer possible to hold
sync by the usual front panel controls, and with 400 ohms it was
impossible to hold sync with any
control. The same 300 -ohm figure
gave similar results in the usual
syncro-guide circuit. In neither
case was it found that the time
constant of the impedance was of
any importance.
Values of 300 ohms are entirely
possible in some tubes used in multivibrator and syncro-guide service,
particularly if the set runs a great
deal on high line voltage and is
occasionally called upon to operate
at low line. Vertical blocking oscillators were found to be quite unaffected by cathode impedance. For

April, 1953

low values of simulated resistance

the vertical size actually increased,
and it was necessary to get up to
values of 800 to 1,000 ohms before
performance suffered.
Real difficulty with interface resistance is most likely to occur
when the tubes operate at high
heater voltage during most of their
life but are called upon occasionally
to operate at low voltage. The
classic case of this is the automobile receiver where the source voltage with the generator charging
may be 7 volts with perhaps 6.8
volts at the tube heaters. However,
operation is also expected without
the battery charging and with tube
heaters working at 5.5 volts, where
any interface resistance which may
have been developed is increased
about three times.
Fortunately, long tube life is
not expected in auto sets; 500 hours
at full 6.8 -volt represents many
thousand miles of normal use. However, there are other mobile applications such as police and taxicab
sets where 2,000 hours can be run
up in a short time.
REFERENCES

(1) J. R. Waymouth, Jr., Deterioration
of Oxide -Coated Cathodes Under Low

Duty Factor Operation, Jour. Applied
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Electrodes take bioelectric potentials from arm muscle and frontal lobe of brain to measure
strain and effort of subject exercising on isometric dynamometer

Bioelectric Integrator
Circuit quantifies bioelectric potential from muscles to measure strain and effort of human
subjects performing various tasks. Data obtained may aid engineers in reducing operator
fatigue and inefficiency through proper design of instrument controls

measuring instruments are widely used in experimental psychology.
Work,
fatigue, effort, sensory -motor control and even mental attitude can be
better understood from measurement of bioelectric potentials taken
from human subjects.
Importance of measuring strain
and effort was suggested by an Air
Force research assignment the goal
of which was to design machines
and instruments better adapted to
the characteristics of human operators.
Although the Air Force project
was restricted to measurement of
speed and error when instrument
controls were changed in various
experimental ways, it was felt that
ELECTRONIC

measurement of strain and effort
would be a valuable addition to
speed and error data. A direct
index of strain and effort can be
obtained by recording the bioelectric effects of the muscles used." `

Amplification
Electrical output of warmblooded tissue taken from the surface of the skin varies, after conduction losses, from 10 to 500
microvolts depending upon the size
of the pickup electrode. This output is a summation of the activity
of millions of body cells acting generally in unsynchronized bursts of
volley impulses. Frequency analysis show that frequencies from
to 5,000 cps are involved.

Three similar instruments are
commonly used for amplification of
bioelectric potentials: the electro-

cardiograph for making tracings
of heart action; the electroencephalograph for making tracings generally called brain waves;
and the electromyograph for making tracings from the bioelectric
output of muscles. A commercial
instrument is now available that
can be used for all three functions
merely by adjusting calibrated filter networks to pass the characteristic dominant frequencies found in
each.
Most commercial instruments
have been built to yield paper tracings that discriminate severly
against higher frequencies, and
April, 1953
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EASIER KNOB -TWISTING
HUMAN
SUBJECT

Design of controls can be as important to
the performance of electronic equipment as

design of circuits.
PREAMPLIFIER

Poorly designed controls create operator
fatigue that can lead to inefficient operation

SHIELDED WALL

EEG.

EKG

OR

EMG

INTEGRATOR

OSCILLOSCOPE

r-{
VT

CRT CAMERA

TIME

substandard performance of the man machine team.
After World War Il, the Air Force began
to study radar operator's speed versus error
with a view to improving the design of knobs
used for linear scale settings.'- The operator
ranged on targets displayed on an A -scope
simulator. His speed and errors were recorded and correlated with changes made in
range -dial diameter, dial friction and ratio
of range -step travel to dial rotation.
and

TIME MARKERS

TIMER

V M

Results suggested that a direct measure of
strain and effort would be a valuable addition
to speed versus error data.

MARKERS

METER

CAMERA

1

--

It now appears that both physical and
mental strain and effort may be quantified.
Such data may soon enable equipment designers to tailor instruments to fit best the
characteristics of the average operator

FIG. 1-Arrangement of instruments used to study human strain and effort by meas-

uring bioelectric potentials

Gages Strain and Effort
By ADELBERT FORD
Department of Psychology
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pa.

from such data only qualitative interpretations are generally possible.
On the basis of such recordings the
alpha and beta brain waves were
discovered. However, custom-made
assemblies have included cathoderay tube photography and these
have produced tracings of the
higher frequencies complicated only
by the problem of noise. Amplification to a million times is often
needed.

Integration
Bioelectric output may be quantified by securing the integral of

the complex potential waveform.
Earlier instrumentation for summing the area under the amplified
bioelectric output curve provided a
ELECTRON ICS

-April,

Bioelectric integrator outside shielded room quantifies potentials taken from sub-

fect. Electroencephalograph at right makes continuous paper tracing
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electrical potential is taken for
comparison.

Circuit Details

FIG. 2-Schematic shows one channel of four -channel bioelectric integrator. Additional R -C amplifier may be switched in when dealing with low potentials

series of ,lo -second integrations
registered on photographs of a crt
face.
The instrument described is capable of summating a record three
minutes or longer in duration or
any fraction of this time. Output
is measured directly by a vacuum -

exact time duration for which the
integrator computes its answer.
If an unusual curve should appear,
the paper tracing can often show

the reason for the unexpected answer.
The other branch from J goes to
a battery -operated preamplifier
equipped with filter controls that
can provide either broad -band amplification or selective amplification
of selected frequency components.
The output goes then by shielded
cable to the integrator and a
double -gun crt whose face can be
photographed on continuously moving film.

Amplified bioelectric potentials
run through a full wave rectifier
into the R -C integrator. The input
from the bioelectric amplifiers is
applied to R by closing the switch.
The rate of charging of the capacitor is determined, for a given voltage, by the value of R and is relatively linear if the charge at C
is held well below maximum value.
Provision is made for increasing
the value of R to allow integrations
to be made over longer periods.
The value of C must be large, 50.0
microfarads for this instrument.
The value of the capacitor charge
is given by Q
Cv where Q is in
microcoulombs, C is in microfarads
and V in microvolts. Since the
capacitors in the integrator are
fixed, charge can be measured with
a vacuum -tube voltmeter. The capacitor plates are shorted after
each integration.
Figure 2 shows one of the four
integrator channels schematically.
Input is from the preamplifier in
the subject's room. While this diagram shows one stage of R -C amplification preceding the full -wave rectifier, provision is made for
switching in an additional stage
of amplification when dealing with
unusually low bioelectric output.
Output switches are relay controlled by the synchronous timer.
The step -resistance is varied by a
dial calibrated in approximate time
intervals during which integration
is expected to be carried on.
Charge on the capacitor is measured by a vtvm having an input
resistance of approximately six
megohms. Although the capacitor

-

tube voltmeter.
To record accurately the smallest
electrical effects from subjects in a
completely resting state, the assembly is housed in a double -shielded
laboratory.
Figure 1 is a block diagram of
the instrumentation used with the
bioelectric integrator. The eeg, ekg
and emg are combined in a standTiming
ard instrument for making tracings on paper.
Intervals over which bioelectric
The integrator is a four -channel potential is integrated are governed
system such that the output from by a timer consisting of a synfour pairs of electrodes can be chronous motor geared to a cam
integrated simultaneously in four and microswitch system. The reparallel channels. Push-pull ampli- lays in the integrator can be opened
fication and integration are used. and closed for a large number of
The outer shield of the subject's different time intervals selected by
room is of sheet steel; the inner changing the gears and cams.
shield is a copper net. Windows
Marks are placed on both the
and lamp openings are covered with paper tracing and the crt film to
two layers of electrically conduc- show the portion of the curve intetive glass, continuous with the grated. The timing control also is an oil -filled, low-loss type, dishielding. The shielding proper- controls a camera that photographs electric losses are such that the
ties of this glass are such that a the vacuum -tube voltmeter dial to meter must be photographed within
subject's electrode, held a foot away record on 16 -mm microfilm the the first two seconds to avoid drift.
from a tungsten lamp will not result of each integration.
gather appreciable radiation.
REFERENCES
For example, in present experiments, a subject lying flat on his
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UHF Grid -Dip Meter
Permits determining the approximate tuning of filters and amplifiers, frequency of
spurious resonance, values of circuit components and approximate value of Q at
frequencies between 390 and 1,000 megacycles
By A. E. HYLAS and W. V. TYMINSKI

coupled
inductively or capacitively to

ATUNABLE

OSCILLATOR,

circuits under test, comprises the
usual grid -dip meter. Loose coupling between the meter and the circuits under test is desirable for
accuracy, and implicit in the procedure is that the distance between
them be a small fraction of a wavelength.
The conventional circuit used for
this application is a modified Colpitts oscillator employing capacitance tuning between plate and
grid. As operation at higher frequencies is attempted, the required
external inductance becomes so
small, both physically and electrically, that it is difficult to couple
the oscillator to circuits under test.
The upper frequency limit of
most commercial meters employing
shunt capacitance tuning is approximately 400 mc. With the allocation
of tv broadcasting service in the
band between 470 and 890 mc, extension of the grid -dip meter technique to this region is found to be
desirable.
Extension of this range requires
operation of tubes above their self resonant frequency. Another design consideration is that the
coupling point remain at a fixed
position as the frequency is varied,
and also that this coupling point be
readily available.
Figure 1 shows several possible
schemes for tuning a uhf oscillator.
The inductive tuning shown in Fig.
1B limits operation to frequencies
below the self-resonant frequency
of the oscillator.
Pettit' has shown that series
capacitance tuning, a's indicated in
Fig. 1C, extends the range of oscillators above their self -resonant frequency. In this particular circuit,
ELECTRONICS

-

variation of the maximum-current analysis was made to determine the
position with frequency does not length and number of probes neceslend itself easily to grid-dip-rheter sary to cover the range of approxiapplications. A re -arrangement of mately 400 to 1,000 mc. Figure 2
the series capacitance into a bal- shows the equivalent circuit óf an
anced circuit, as shown in Fig. 1D, oscillator employing balanced series
provides a maximum current point, capacitance tuning. The tube is
the location of which remains fixed represented by a capacitance -loaded
with tuning. Figure lE has similar transmission line with bb' being the
characteristics and will be consid- plate and grid terminals of the tube
ered later. Both balanced circuits and the length of line between bb'
satisfy the essential requirements and aa' is the necessary connection
mentioned, operation of available between the tube and the tuned
oscillator tubes above their self - circuit. The equivalent capacitance
resonant frequency and a fixed of the tube is C. and the length of
coupling point with frequency.
the external probe is 1. A condition
for resonance at aa' is
Analysis
Circuit
XT-}-Xr=O
(1)
To determine the feasibility of
By substituting the reactances as
balanced series tuning using reasonable values of capacitance, an determined by transmission line

FIG.

1-Several methods of tuning a

uhf oscillator
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FIG. 3-Variation of k with frequency
for grid -dip meter using series tuning

theory where

Zy

Xp =

+

j C°

and letting C =

ß11=ax=

+ j Z2 tan

jwC

XT =

When a particular tube is employed,
the constants of Eq. 2 may be determined and a plot of k, = f (x)
may be plotted. For an oscillator
employing balanced series tuning
and a 6AF4, the constants are C. =

152,S152,S°

tan ß2S

wCb

+ j Z, tan

k1C°, wo

ßl1

1

=

C°

,

x

=

W0

( vil -)x and AS=bx= (°48)x.

_¡Zt) x t an axe

xtanbx-1

(2)

tan bx+1
x

4-Variation of grid current with
frequency for developmental uhf grid dip meter
FIG.

=
cycles and b =
2.27

Eq. 1 may be solved for the reciprocal of k,
k1

Experimental model using ceramic capacitors covers the frequency range from 430
to 975 mc continuously

p.p.f fo

27:

=

452 X 10°

0.296.
By setting an upper frequency
limit and a minimum capacitance,
the probe length l can be determined. For a maximum frequency
of 975 mc (x = 2.16) and a minimum capacitance of 1.2 1,4 (k, =
0.265), a probe length l of 1.9 in.
(a = 0.462) is obtained.
For an upper frequency limit of
700 mc (x = 1.55), a probe length
of 3.2 in. is required. A plot of
Eq. 3 showing the variation of k,
with frequency for the two probes
is shown in Fig. 3. As the tuning
capacitance becomes very large, the
frequency changes slowly. If the

capacitance were infinite, probe 2
would tune to 465 me and probe 1
to 372 mc.
Although a frequency range from
approximately 390 to 1,000 mc
would be preferred, several practical considerations dictated 425
and 975 -mc limits for this partie-
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ular arrangement. High -frequency
operation was limited to 975 mc because previous experience with the
6AF4 showed that operation above
this frequency is marginal if the
maximum plate dissipation is not to
be exceeded. The lower limit of 425
me was used because the longer
probes necessary for operation at
lower frequencies were subject to
multiple -mode operation.
An experimental model of a grid dip meter employing balanced series
capacitors and the probe lengths
calculated is shown in one photograph. The two series capacitors
are ceramic trimmers with a nominal range of 2 to 12 ¡Lid and a
measured variation of 1.2 to 16 p.p,f.
The lead length of these capacitors
was considered as part of the transmission line.
A plot of the variation of grid
current with frequency for this
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.
The 430 to 700 -mc range for probe
1 and the 510 to 975 -mc range for
probe 2 are in close agreement with
the calculated values. The variation of grid current is greater than
would be desired, but is still within
useful limits.
Since a special capacitor would
April, 1953
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5-Equivalent circuit for series
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shunt capacitance tuning
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FIG. 6 --Variations of k, with frequency
for grid -dip meter using shunt and

Final version uses 6F4. rube and circuits cre mounted on movable carriage

have to be built for the grid -dip
meter, an anlysis was made to determine the feasibility of using
both shunt and series tuning to
cover a wider range of frequencies
with a single probe. The resonant
condition for this circuit at aa' as
shown in Fig. 5 is

is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 6.
The solid curve shows a desired
variation of k, as a function of frequency and the curve in the lower

left-hand corner indicates the necessary value of shunt capacitance in
the form of k2 versus frequency.
In the shunt -series tuning illustrated, no parallel capacitance is
(3)
X'T -}- Xp = 0
added until a frequency of 700 mc
where
is reached so as not to affect oper1
ation at the upper end of the band.
X'T 1
A simple air-dielectric shunt and
.TT
Ya
series capacitor was built for the
and
grid -dip meter shown in the second
photograph. While this capacitor
X.
j m Ca
arrangement is simple to fabricate,
Using the same relationship as it has the disadvantage that the
indicated for Eq. 1, Eq. 3 may be effective transmission -line length is
solved for the reciprocal of k, and increased as the series capacitance
decreases, thus reducing the probe
1
xtanax-length and frequency range. Series
(4-)
variation is from approximately
to 20 p.p.f, and the shunt variation
1
(4)
from 0 2 p.p.f. This unit uses the
1
tan bx-I-1
6F4 to provide more output power
x
k2
at the high end of the band, and the
x tan bx - 1
tube and its associated circuits are
where
mounted on a movable carriage
which may be translated in motion
k2C.C.
to vary the series capacitance.
The complete, enclosed unit
The variation of lc, with frequency for series tuning (k2 = 0), can be used with commercial
x

-
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series tuning

grid -dip -meter power supplies and
extends grid -dip -meter techniques
As in conventional grid-dip -meter technique, the
stationary maximum current point
of the probe should be coupled to
maximum current points in circuits
under test. For coupling into high impedance points, voltage probes
consisting of open lines may be
to over 1,000 mc.

used.
Coupling to cavities may present
some difficulties if the maximum
current point is not readily accessible. In measurements of this
type, it is necessary to provide a
hole at the maximum current point
so that the probe can be coupled
to the H field of the cavity. Here
the small width of the probe is a
definite advantage.
The meter described has been
found useful in uhf development
work and appears to provide a solution for the extension of the grid dip -meter technique to over 1,000
mc. The assistance of Herbert
Colomy in devising the mechanical
arrangements and building the developmental models is gratefully
acknowledged.
REFERENCE

(1) J. M. Pettit, UHF Triode Oscillator Using a Series -Tuned Circuit, Proo.
IRE, p 633, June 1950.
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Production -Line Gas Test
for Picture Tubes
Electrical method of measuring gas ratio, proportional to degree of vacuum, permits
testing for residual gas while finished tubes move past on conveyor line. Ionization -gage
checks show that dividing gas ratio by 10 gives approximate gas pressure in microns
By R. E. OSTROWSKI
Tube Departmac,+,
General Electric
Syracuse, N. Y.

AS

a check of quality, manufac-

turers of cathode-ray tubes
use JAN specifications based on the
gas ratio, designated as (IN
IL) /
I,, where I. is grid No. 2 current in
ma, IN is gas current in p.a and IL
is leakage current in p.a. For Ip,
E, = +25v and Eel = Ov; for IN,
E,, = -25v and Eel = Ov; for IL,
E,, = -25v and Ea, = -70v. For
all three, E. = 250v. IN is read
within 10 seconds of reversal of E,.
A circuit typical of that used for
measuring gas ratio is shown in
Fig. 1. When operated to read ion

-

current, this circuit resembles that
of an ionization gage, with the picture tube replacing the gage tube.
With this circuit more sensitive
metering is required than is used in
the ionization-gage circuit. The
cathode current is in the order of
1 ma instead of 10 ma, and ion currents may be as low as 0.01 µa or
less for a good tube instead of 0.1
N.a. Leakages in the cathode-ray
tube are even more critical than in
the ionization gage and must be
taken into consideration.
Using zero -bias emission, gas
currents will vary according to gas
pressure and beam current. By
dividing the numerator of the gas
ratio formula by the grid No. 2 current the resultant ratio is in microamperes of ion current to milli -

amperes of electron current. Since
at pressures of less than one micron
the ion current is proportional to

FIG.

1-Circuit used for laboratory version of gas ratio test unit

Method of installing ionization gage on
picture tube for correlating gas ratio
measurements with gas pressure in
tube

178

the gas pressure and the number of
ions formed by collisions is proportional to the electron beam current,
the gas ratio is a constant regardless of the emission current ranges
available in present-day cathoderay picture tubes. This fact is
brought out by the curves in Fig. 2.
Tube A is an excellent tube with
respect to gas content, having a gas
ratio of 0.016. The maximum limit
for an acceptable tube is in the
order of 0.25. Tube B is not quite
so good as A but is still satisfactory, with a gas ratio of 0.074.
Tube C, however, has a gas ratio of
about 2.2 and is well outside the
satisfactory limit, even though the
linearity still exists. This tube,
while exhibiting poor gas -ratio
readings, has within it a vacuum of
about 0.2 micron. This indicates
how important it is to maintain
high vacua in picture tubes.
To determine sources of gas molecules and ions. the tube may be
checked for gas by means of an attached ionization gage before it is
operated with a raster upon the
screen, checked again with a pattern
on the middle of the screen, then
checked with the raster overscanning the screen so the electron beam
is striking the walls of the glass
bulb. The electron beam bombarding these various surfaces results
April, 1953
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Gas -buggy test unit used at Electronics Park plant to check for gas in tube and leakage between elements, at rate of one tube per
minute. Four tubes are connected at a time so that three are being preheated while the fourth is checked. Tubes are aged for several
days in storage befo re this final checkup
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FIG.

in gas and ion emission which affects tube operation adversely.
With this arrangement a number
of gas -ratio readings were compared to those of the ionization
gage. It was found that the gas
pressure in microns was equal to
the gas ratio divided by a factor of
approximately 10. The significance
of this comparison is clouded by
the fact that there may be ions derived from sources other than residual gases when measuring gas
ratio. Since any ions could be
detrimental to the satisfactory performance of the tube, it appears
that the gas-ratio method is a test
indicative of tube quality.
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FIG. 3-Production-type gas ratio test
ELECTRONICS
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Production Gas Testing

Figure 3 is a circuit diagram of a
semiautomatic means of measuring
gas ratio which is particularly applicable to production testing.
Regulator tube V2 controls the voltage on grid No. 1 of cathode-ray
tube V,. The regulator tube derives
its signal from a voltage divider
whose output is proportional to the
cathode current of the picture tube
under test. The level of this signal
may be varied by R,.
By proper adjustment of R, and
R_, the electron current in the ca -

Front panel of semiautomatic gas ratio
indicator

thode-ray tube may be arbitrarily
selected and other tubes of the same
type will automatically be set at
this value of current. If the tube
to be tested delivers more than the
pre-set amount of current, the control grid of V2 becomes more positive, causing the plate voltage to
decrease. This lowers the grid
voltage on the cathode-ray tube and
tends to reduce the electron current
to the proper value,.
ions attracted to the negative
second anode result in a current
which develops a voltage across the
1-meg precision resistor and causes
a deflection of the vacuum -tube
voltmeter. The meter may be calibrated in terms of gas ratio where
I, is the figure for electron current
as set up by R, and R2. The vacuum tube voltmeter circuit compensates
for leakage currents.
179
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Miniaturization of
Use of smaller window than usual in laminations reduces space and weight 30 percent
and cuts power losses about 20 percent for same temperature rise. New calculation

chart speeds design of optimum chokes using standard cores, and applies also to single ended audio transformers

for airborne
equipment frequently become
excessively large and weighty when
designed by standard methods. To
maintain well -engineered designs
and concurrently minimize weight
and space, the problem of miniaturization of power supplies and their
associated components has been investigated. To incorporate questions of weight into the design of
power supplies, it was necessary to
conduct a survey encompassing the
functions of inductivity, resistance,
size and temperature rise of filter
chokes. The information presented
herein is a preliminary synopsis of
this miniaturization program.
The OWER SUPPLIES

Filter Choke Heating
The problem of miniaturizing
any electronic equipment ultimately
leads to an investigation of the
equipment's heat dissipation. For
filter chokes, this starts with the
basic iron-core inductor formula
L = 1.256 X 10-8N2K

(1)

K = aµ/(l+ +1.,u)

where N is the number of turns,
a, is iron -core cross-section in sq
cm, 1, is length of magnetic path
in cm, 1. is length of airgap in cm
and µ is initial relative permeability. One part of the formula
is governed by the coil (N') and
one depends on the shape of the
iron core (K). However, the two
terms are not independent. The
number of turns N depends on the
window space of the iron core, and
K is a function of ampere -turns

function of 1, and AT, K can be
expressed in terms of 1, and AT;
K goes through a maximum
when 1, is varied and AT is kept
constant. These maxima of optimum values of K are the only points
which are of interest for further
calculations, hence K, can be expressed in terms of AT only. At
the same time, the optimum value
of 1, has a direct relation to AT.
Consider now the power losses
which determine the temperature rise of a certain size of choke.
Pia = PR = P N21.,á'/EW
(2)
where I is direct current, i., is
average length of one turn in cm,
is specific resistance in ohm -cm,
W is window area of iron core in
sq cm and is filling factor (copper
area _ window area).
Replacing N in Eq. 1 by its equivalent in Eq. 2 and rearranging to
put all variable quantities to the
left and the core constants to the
right side gives

P

I'L =

1.256

X

'

10-Pwe

KP,.

(3)

It has been shown earlier that K
is a function of AT only. Equation
2, however, gives a direct relation

AT.

Assuming now a certain shape
of iron core (standard lamination
with square core), K becomes only
a function of I+ and 1.. As p. is a

WINDOW AREA

W=

AIRGAP 10v=4a+

b(e)

(B IS CONSTANT)

rt(d2 )

FIG. 1-Lamination shape and dimen
sions for standard square -stack core
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between P,. and (IN)' which allows the expression of K in terms
of P,..
The term on the left side has
the dimension of an energy, hence
the problem of filter chokes is a
problem of storing energy. The
amount of energy which can be
stored depends mainly on the permissible losses P.. and on some
technological properties of the iron
core (K) and the coil (O.

Miniaturization Procedures
Equation 3 represents the key
to miniaturization. It is apparent
that an increase of P,,, although
resulting in higher coil temperatures, is most beneficial. However,
the problem arises whether to remove the additionally produced
heat by means of forced cooling, or
to run the coils at higher temperatures. The temperature limit
is imposed today by the insulating
material, which in the case of silicone compounds can resist temperatures up to 250°C. There is
not much reason for trying to pass
this limit because of a rapid drop
in the permeability of the iron core
above 300°C (Curie point 770°C)
and an appreciable increase in the
copper resistance. For iron alloys
and ferrites, the Curie point is
generally much lower and the situation is even worse.
Another angle of attack is the
filling factor, which is as low as
15 percent in conservative coils.
By using random -wound coils, it
seems possible to obtain a filling
factor close to 50 percent.
The factor K depends on the core
material and on the shape of the
core. Since most of the energy
stored in a choke is located in the
April,
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Airborne Filter Chokes
airgap in the form of a magnetic
field, the inductivity of the choke
becomes higher as the saturation
becomes greater and the cross-section of the airgap becomes larger.
The only function of the iron
core is to provide the airgap with
a maximum flux for a given number
of ampere turns on the coil. This
is done best with a core material
which combines a high magnetic
induction with a reasonable initial
permeability (about 50 and over).
Silicon steel is one of the best materials in this respect, hence the
calculation chart refers to such
core'.
following comparison of
different core shapes is done with
the assumption that the coil diameter, which determines the permissible heat dissipation, is kept
constant and the heat produced in
the coil is taken as a parameter.
Substituting AT for IN in Eq.
2, then substituting for window
area W and airgap la the expressions of Fig. 1 give an equation for
AT as the first step in expressing
PL as a function of a/d and the
copper losses:
The

=

P° s b

a/d)

(1

i

(8

- 7) (a/d) + a
_4z

P°fib

4T _

X A

(4)

The calculation chart in this article
gives the relation between AT and
12L for one ratio of a/d, namely
a/d = 0.45 for EI -21 cores. Comparing two arbitrarily chosen core
shapes with the same magnetic
path length, which is approximately
the case for the choke under investigation, gives
PL =

1,,2L0

a'
cr°º

(5)

With constant magnetic path
length, the thickness of the airgap
remains the same, and the energy
content PL of the derived core
represents again an optimum value.
ELECTRON ICS

-

Bell Aircraft Corp.
Buffalo, N. Y.

2-Curves for silicon steel, showing
that optimum core shape is obtained at a
dimension ratio a/d of about 0.65
F G.

4 and 5 permit plotting
I°L = f (a/d) as shown for silicone
steel in Fig. 2.
The parameter ß is proportional
to P,,,. As will be seen later, ß = 1
means a temperature rise of 24°C
for average coil construction.
Figure 2 shows that an optimum
core shape is reached at about a/d
= 0.65; this value is not critical,
and it does not depend on ß, or in
other words, on the power losses
P,°. The inductivity at a = 0.65 d

Equations

Core Lamination Shape

(.4

By WALTER E. TANNER

is up to 50 percent higher than with
the standard a° = 0.45 d. This
means that for a given inductivity
the size of the choke can be reduced
by 33 percent.

Stack Thickness
An investigation made to find a
favorable stack thickness showed
that the ratio of PL to weight is
practically independent of the stack
thickness. This permits the selection of core dimensions to give
square cores, which are most suitable from the point of view of winding technique.

Calculation Chart
The principles outlined have been
used to develop the calculation chart
in Fig. 3 for chokes with standard
iron cores. Starting with the three
fundamental quantities: inductivity
L, direct current I and the permissible temperature rise At, the optimum size and airgap, the resistance
R and all specifications of the coil

are easily determined with this
method.
The chart makes use of Eq. 3
which shows that maximum PL depends only on P° or, in other words,
on the number of ampere -turns.
This relation has been empirically
evaluated for EI -21 standard core of
3.75 -percent silicon steel, and the
resulting curve has been expanded
to include other core sizes in common use also.
As noted previously, there is for
each core a direct relation between
airgap and AT. It is therefore
possible to plot a scale for the air gap along the curve I N/L = f

(AT).
Introducing a temperature -rise
factor, another group of curves
(dotted lines) can be plotted which
connect the points of equal temperature rise for different sizes of
chokes. This factor is defined as
ß

_

(A T)2

(6)

1sv

OW X 104
where O is the surface of the coil;
ß depends on the core size, but not
on the type of winding used.
The actual hotpoint temperature
rise At is found from
At

= ß

X

104

(7)

where z is the heat transfer coeffitient in (W,,,,') (°C-') between the
hotpoint and the surrounding medium. Heat measurements on random -wound coils with natural convection cooling lead to
X 10s

= 24° C

The filling factor E is in average
practice about 0.3 to 0.35, and a
ranges from 2.4 to 2.1 x 10'. The
first value is valid for small sizes,
the second for large ones. The
product a stays fairly constant.
The calculation of the coil specifications is simplified by introducing two quantities, S and T, which
are characteristic constants for
each core dimension :
E

T=F.i4
S

3'/eW

EW

(8)
(9)
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FILTER CHOKE DESIGN CHART
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where F is the ratio of diameter
for insulated wire to for bare
wire.
95

Use of Calculation Chart

Step 1. To calculate size and
coil data of a choke, assume first the
permissible hotpoint temperature
rise At by subtracting the ambient
temperature from th& maximum
permissible temperature (90°C to
110°C for average construction).
The temperature rise factor /3 is obtained from Eq. 7 as ß = At/
24°C
(10° i;/a Z), where 10° Va
for average construction (random wound heavy enameled wire).
Step 2. Find I '/L, where I =
direct current in amperes and L
= wanted inductivity in henrys.
Now find on Fig. 3 for a given
IVL and temperature rise factor /3
the core size and the required ampere -turns (AT) as well as the
airgap dimensions.
Step 3. Determine the number
of turns from N = AT/I,,°.
Step 4. Determine the approximate coil resistance from R = SN'
where S is a constant depending on

-

choke size, as follows :
Core
24-25
26-27

EE
EE
El
EI
EI
EI

21
75
100
125

Value of S*
0.33 X 10-,
0.31 X 10-,
0.27 X 10-°
0.23 X 10-,
0.17 X 10-,
0 14 X 10-,

Id -c. For ./°_r//d_° > 1 percent, the resulting L is up to 100
percent higher and special charts
are needed. The nomogram on the
bottom of the chart serves to determine N and R. Run a straight -edge
from AT through Id- to get N, then
run the straight-edge from N
through S to get R.
EE24-25, EI -21 and similar designations are standardized core
shapes. A square stack is always
considered.
Example 1: Ratings of a filament filter choke are 0.2 h, 1 amp.,
R < 2.5 ohms, ambient temperature
20°C, temperature rise <60°C. For
this conservative design, use 10° Z;/cc
=24°C as given in Step 1 and calculate the maximum ß as 60°C/
24°C = 2.5. With ILL = 1/0.2
= 0.45, the chart in Fig. 3 shows
that core sizes 100 -EI and 125 -EI
will give a lower temperature rise
than 60°C (ß <2.5).
Take first the smallest possible
core and read along the dash -dotted
line the following data for EI -100:
/3 = 1.2 ---> At = 29°C; airgap =
18 mils; ampere-turns = 520; turns
N = 520; approximate resistance
R = 4.8 ohms. The latter value exceeds the required 2.5 -ohm limit,
hence a larger core size must be

current

Z

If necessary, choose a larger size of
choke for lower resistance.
Step 5. Calculate wire diameter
is the
from m = T/VN, where
diameter in mils with insulation
and T is a core constant, as follows
95

:

Core

EE 24-25
EE 26-27
EI 21
EI 75
EI 100
EI 125

Value of IT
256 mils
300 mils
366 mils
472 mils
626 mils
780 mils

Choose the next smaller wire size

from a standard wire chart (Table

I).
Step 6. Calculate coil resistance
from R = Nl°,. R°/1,000, where R. =
resistance of 1,000 feet of wire and
l°. = average length of one turn in
feet, as follows:
Core
24-25
26-27

EE
EE
EI
EI
EI
EI

21

75
100
125

Value of
0.148 ft
0.19 ft
0.25 ft
0.35 ft
0.47 ft
0.58 ft

This calculation chart is suitable
only for alternating currents I,_,
lower than 1 percent of the direct
ELECTRON ICS

-

ohm.

Example 2: Ratings of a high voltage filter choke are 20 h, 50 ma,
ambient temperature 100°C and
maximum coil temperature 200°C.
Calculate first the value of ß. Considering that the specific resistance
at 200°C is just about twice the
value for copper at room temperature, use 12°C for 10° Va Z. Then ß
= 100/12 =8.3. With I\/L = 0.05
V20 = 0.244, the dashed line on
the chart gives : Core size = EI -50
(EI -21 is equivalent) ; airgap l° =
18 mils; ampere -turns = 460; turns
N = 9,200 (for 50 ma) ; R+ _
2,200 ohms (for EI -50 core) but
this value has to be doubled due
to the elevated operating temperature, hence R = 4,400 ohms; wire
size
= 366/9,200 = 3.8 mils.
Single Formvar wire No. 40 = 3.6
mils. Resistance at room temperature = 9,200 X 0.25 x 1,049/1,000
= 2,390 ohms. Resistance at 200°C

=

2

x 2,390 = 4,780 ohms.

The author wishes to thank T.
Field for reviewing the manuscript
and W. Sutton for conducting the
necessary measurements in the
laboratory.

For EI -125, ß = 0.4 -+ At
= 10°C; airgap = 14 mils; ampere turns = 400; turns N = 400; approximate resistance R = 2.2 ohms.
Table I. Wire Table for Choke Design
tried.

*Based on S = 1.75 X 10-° ohm -cm

According to Step 5, wire size
= T/VN = 780/20 = 39 mils.
From a wire chart, No. 19 single
Formvar wire has the next smaller
diameter of 37.4 mils. For this
wire, resistance R = N l°. R°/1,000
= 400 x 0.58 x 8.051/1,000 = 1.87
m

Diameter

AWG

in

Inches

Turns

B&S

Single

Double

Gage

Bare

Formvar

Formvar

16

0.0508
0.0453
0.0103
0.0359
0.0320
0.0285
0.0253
0.0226
0.0201
0.0179
0.0159
0.0112
0.0126
0.0113
0.0100
0.0089
0.0080
0.0071
0.0063
0.0056
0.0050
0.0015
0.0010
0.0035
0.0031

0.0521
0.0469
0.0118
0.0374
0.0334
0.0299
0.0266
0.0239
0.0213
0.0190
0.0169
0.0152
0.0135
0.0122
0.0109
0.0097
0.0088
0.0079
0.0070
0.0062
0.0056
0.0050
0.0015
0.0010
0.0036

0.0538
0.0182
0.0131
0.0386
0.0316
0.0310
0.0277
0.0219
0.0723
0.0200
0.0179
0.0161
0.0115
0.0131
0.0116
0.0101
0.0094
0.0081
0.0075
0.0067
0.0060
0.0054
0.0048
0.0012
0.0038

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
23
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
33
36
37
38
39
-10

per Inch
(Formvar)
17
19
21
23

26
30
33
37
42
47
52
57
64
71
80
88
98
110

124
110
155
170
193
215

239

Ohms

per
1,000 ft

4.016
5.061
6.385
8.051
10.15
12.80

16.14
20.36
25.67
32.37
40.81
51.47
64.90
81.83
103.2
130.1
164.1

206.9
260.9
329.0
414.8
523.1
659.6
831.8
1049.0
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Nuclear Resonance
Qualitative and quantitative analysis of materials is provided by measuring effect on nuclei
of imidirectional magnetic and r -f fields. Test specimen may be in any form, though
liquid is most convenient. Continuous measurement is possible

The HYSICISTS of the leading research laboratories have been

giving increased attention to nuclear resonance during the past few
years.'
The art has now advanced to the
point where it has been possible to
construct engineering instruments
having designs based on the new
principles evolved. Such instruments are already in use by commercial companies and others engaged in chemical and nuclear
research.
Nuclear Resonance
The nuclear resonance field being
of comparatively recent origin,
many engineers may not be familiar
with the phenomenon involved. Nuclear resonance is in reality quite
complex, particularly in view of the
fact that the exact nature of the
nucleus is even now not fully understood and much is still to be learned
of its various properties. However;
a general idea of the theory of
operation may be obtained by taking a simplified viewpoint.
Considering particles at the

atomic level, we find that they are
composed of a central, relatively
heavy, charged nucleus and a number of circulating or orbital electrons. As the nucleus rotates or
spins, it creates a magnetic field
which may be regarded as being
similar to that of a small magnet.
In other words, the nucleus has a
magnetic moment.
If the nuclei are subjected to a
strong external unidirectional magnetic field, for instance that produced between the pole faces of a
large electromagnet, the magnetic
moments of the nuclei will tend to
line up with this field in the same
way that a small magnet will orient
itself in a strong magnetic field. If
these nuclear particles are, in addition, then excited by a radio frequency field that may be created by
r -f current in a coil-then, at a
certain well-defined frequency, precession of the nuclei will occur.
This precession may be compared
to the precession of a gyroscope
which will precess in a certain
direction when an external force
couple is applied. The external

7RANSMITTER

DETECTOR
R -F

PREAMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

force couple, in the case of the
nuclei, is the r -f field. When the
frequency of the field is at nuclear
resonance, that is, equal to the
precession frequency, a large number of the nuclei will precess in
phase. The rotating nuclear magnetic field so produced can then be
detected by the voltage that it induces in a small coil placed with its
axis perpendicular to the polarizing
field.

Precession Frequency

From the foregoing discussion it
may be appreciated that the frequency of precession, or the frequency of nuclear resonance will be
related to the magnetic moment and
spin of the nucleus and the constant magnetic field. Fortunately,
the various elements and their isotopes have widely separated resonance frequencies. With a controllable electromagnet, covering a
sufficiently wide field range, say 500
to 10,000 gausses, the nuclear precession frequencies may be concentrated in the 2 to 16 megacycle
band and thus cover the majority of
detectable isotopes.
There is a fundamental equation
that relates precession frequency
with the isotope and the strength of
the polarizing field.
yH
where u
2nf ; f is the precession
frequency; y is a constant which is
related to the magnetic moment and
spin of the isotope, or the gyromagnetic ratio; and H is the strength of
the polarizing field.
If any two factors of this expression are know the third can be determined. With a known isotope
and a measurable frequency, the
field can be found. If the field and
frequency are known, the isotope
can be identified.

-
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FIG. 1-Block diagram shows use of

transmitter, receiver and associated equipment
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Spectrometer
By LEONARD MALLING
Varian Associates
San Carlos, California

It should be mentioned that there
are a few isotopes which do not respond to nuclear resonance techniques, because of the particle arrangement of their nuclei. However, most elements have at least
one isotope which has spin and
magnetic moment and is susceptible to nuclear resonance exci-

tation. The manner in which the
various fields are applied to obtain
precession will be discussed later in
the article.

Sensitivity
Presently constructed instruments can readily detect the deuterium which is present in natural
water in an abundance of 0.02 per-

cent in a one or two cubic centimeter sample of water. Sensitivity
depends to a considerable extent on
the volume of the test sample.
A larger sample, other factors
being equal, would give a greater
signal, as there are more nuclei
present. Possibly the only limitation to using really large test
samples for greater signals would
be in the construction of a sufficiently large magnet for the required polarization of the nuclei in
the sample.
Another factor affecting sensitivity is the strength of the polarizing field. By using strong fields and
a higher radio -frequency excitation, stronger signals may be picked
up by the receiver coil. Large signals are readily obtained from protons and thus large clear signals
may be observed when a natural
water sample is used due to the
high percentage of hydrogen
present.
The special advantage of the nu clear resonance technique from a
chemical point of view is that
samples may under proper circumELECTRON ICS

-

Sample of material being tested (usually liquid) is placed in test tube and inserted
between laws of large magnet where analysis process is accomplished

stances be in various chemical and
physical forms and that an analysis
can be made without changing in
any form the properties of the
sample. In particular, the method
is well adapted to continuous flow
observations of chemical processes.

Apparatus Used
With this brief discussion of the
general principles of nuclear induction, we can proceed to the description of some of the apparatus that
goes to make up a radio-frequency nuclear -resonance spectrometer. Such an instrument, for example, may be used to detect and
measure the abundance of isotopes
that are present in various substances. The instrument is particularly applicable to measurements
and investigations of liquid samples.
The photograph shows a typical
laboratory setup for making measurements on liquid samples. The
electromagnet used for polarizing
- the nuclei is in the center of the
picture. The sample in the test
tube is about to be placed in the
sample probe, which for convenience of insertion may be withdrawn from the magnetic pole
pieces. During the measurement,
the sample is slid to the center of

the large circular pole faces.
The electromagnet is controlled
by the unit to the right which has
all the necessary control features
required for producing the required
strength of fields. It is necessary
to hold the field to a very constant
value during nuclear tests as the
precession frequency is directly dependent on the value of the magnetic field. While the techniques of
obtaining very constant radio frequencies are well established, techniques for establishing corresponding magnetic fields of the same
order of stability have only recently
been established. Highly regulated
electronic stabilizers are used to
provide the necessary stability of
the electromagnetic field for making
measurements to the desired
accuracy.

Stabilization
Complete stabilization of the
magnetic field to any desired degree
can be achieved by use of special
nuclear resonance methods; in particular, by the use of a nuclear
resonance fluxmeter which will hold
the magnetic field to the same tolerance as it is possible to hold a given
radio frequency, where such an accuracy of field is required for a
185
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will be greater or less, depending
on the magnitude of the sweep field.
Thus an effectively amplitude -modulated r-f signal is picked up by the

FIG.

2-Probe contains three sets
coils

of

particular measurement. Such an
instrument is contained in the rack
to the immediate left of the electromagnet. This rack also contains
the necessary electronic equipment
for the transmitters and receivers
that go to form the completed nuclear induction instrument. The
second rack contains the recording
equipment on which the signal can
be transcribed and oscilloscopes for
visual observation. This particular
set-up can be regarded as typical
of the nuclear art at the present
time.
The block diagram (Fig. 1)
shows the units that make up
the nuclear -resonance spectrometer.
The sample, which is usually in
liquid form and is contained in a
test tube, is placed in a special
probe which is inserted between the
pole faces of the electromagnet.
Sample Probe

The sample probe, which if of
very solid construction to ensure
complete stability of the received
signal, contains three sets of coils
surrounding the sample, as shown
in Fig. 2. The first set provides the
r -f excitation field through the
sample. The current for these coils
is supplied from the transmitter
contained in the rack through a
coaxial cable. The second coil,
placed at right angles to the transmitter coil, picks up the minute precession signals from the sample and
transmits these signals, via coaxial
cable, to a sensitive radio receiver,
which is also contained in the rack.
The third set of coils is positioned
in such a way that the electromagnetic polarizing field is amplitude
modulated by an audio frequency.
As the field is swept sinusoidally
through the nuclear resonant frequency, the precession of the nuclei

receiver coil.
After r -f amplification and detection, an audio signal is obtained
that can be readily amplified and
used for observation and recording.
The type of signal observed may be
very similar to the typical symmetrical resonance curve of a receiver as shown in Fig. 3. Other
types of signals are obtained of
various shapes, depending on the
sample nuclei and the adjustment
of the various controls. Their complexity will not be discussed in this
article.
R -F Equipment
A 10 -watt r -f transmitter is used,
and since it is coupled directly to
the receiver coil, complete blocking
of the sensitive radio receiver
would occur unless special precautions were taken in the probe. To
prevent this, the cross -coil arrangement of transmitter and receiver
coils is used. Special techniques
have been developed in the building
of sample probes for insuring that
only an extremely small transmitter
signal is picked up by the receiver
coil even when a powerful transmitter is used. This insures that a
large percentage of the signal at
the receiver coil is the signal received from the precessing nuclei of
the sample. A small signal from
the transmitter is desirable at the
receiver input terminals as the
principle of reception is similar to
that of the homodyne used in radio

receivers.
The radio receiver should receive
no signals whatever from the transmitter directly, so shielding of each
is required to avoid direct pickup.
The requirements for the r -f transmitter are rather stringent. It must
be continuously tunable, stable,
well -shielded, and have a variable
output, as it is necessary in certain
nuclear experiments to use very
small r -f excitation fields. When
searching for very weak nuclear
signals, the transmitter in particular should be free from undesirable
modulation components. Such expedients as running the heaters
from a d -c source have been found
desirable in transmitters used for

nuclear resonance measurements.
The major requirement for the
radio receiver used is extreme sensitivity. The receivers are possibly
the most sensitive receivers that
have been developed for any purpose. For this reason, it is only to
be expected that the input circuits
use the low signal-to-noise ratio
devices outlined by Waliman and
others. The theory of the signal-tonoise ratio of the nuclear resonance
phenomenon is fairly well -established and experiments indicate
that it agrees quite closely with
practice.
Extreme sensitivity for a favorable signal-to-noise ratio may be
obtained in the nuclear resonance
field by continual reduction of bandwidth in a way that would not be
possible with communication systems required for transmission of
instantaneous complex intelligence.
Generally speaking, the rate of obtaining data is not a major consideration in the design of a nuclear
receiver. In extreme cases, several minutes may be taken to obtain
data. This can lead to bandwidth
reductions completely beyond the
scope of the normal communication
receiver design; bandwidths may be
measured in seconds rather than in
cycles. Therefore receivers with
sensitivities of the order of a few
hundredths of a microvolt are
realizable, and such sensitivities are
in demand for work of this type.
Techniques of direct receiver
measurements of sensitivities of
this order have not as yet been developed by radio engineers. Noise
diodes cannot be used because the
diode current required is often too
small for satisfactory diode operation. Almost the only reliable
checks are those obtained by
nuclear sample, and it has been

FIG.

3-Proton signal
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found in practice that a relatively
good check of the operating sensitivity of the receiver by this method
is one of the best methods of determining the absolute sensitivity
of the receiver. It is particularly
advantageous in this connection
that the natural abundance of isotopes in certain substances appears
to be remarkably uniform. The
main disadvantage of testing the
receiver in this way is that a fairly
complex nuclear laboratory setup
is required.
Band Reduction
Some of the means used to reduce
bandwidth and to record and observe the nuclear signal may be of
interest. The signal from the
probe, which is in reality a vector
addition of a small signal from the
transmitter and the nuclear signal
picked up from the sample, is
amplified with a wide-band r-f
amplifier and applied to a detector
that extracts the audio signal produced by sweeping the static magnetic field. After further audio
amplification, the nuclear signal
may be readily observed on a conventional oscilloscope which obtains
a sweep voltage from the same
generator that supplies the sweep
field to the sample. A somewhat different signal is obtained by using
a linear sweep; the sine wave sweep
gives a more coherent picture.
The signal observed on the oscilloscope would, of course, have a
bandwidth which may be several
hundred cycles, depending on the
sweep frequency. Thus, an observed
signal on the oscilloscope will be
limited on a signal-to-noise basis in
accordance with the bandwidth of
the system used for observing the
signal. A 60 -cycle sweep, such as is
commonly used, requires a system
response of the order of 1 kc. In
many cases, the corresponding sensitivity is inadequate. With the
60 -cycle sweep full advantage is not
taken in such a simple system of
observation of the fact that it is
permissible to run a test for several
minutes in order to record a signal,
and rapid observation is not necessarily required.
To take full advantage of a long
recording time, the audio signal is
fed to a mixer tube of the phase discriminator type which has its quadELECTRONICS
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rature signal supplied from the
sweep generator. By this means,
it is possible to extract from the
discriminator an extremely low
frequency signal that corresponds
to the oscilloscope signal, and to
reduce its bandwidth to mere fractions of a cycle. Thus, good signalto-noise ratios are obtained with
extreme sensitivity. These signals
may be observed either on a d -c
meter or a graphic recorder that
will draw out the signal on paper
at any desired speed in accordance
with the requirements of the particular nuclear test. The sensitivity
obtained by this method may be
some hundreds of times greater
than that of direct observation on
an oscilloscope.
The particular nature of the
graphic recording process necessitates that some other parameter
besides the sweep field be changed
in order to record a signal of a time
interval of the duration discussed.
In the spectrometer shown in' the
photograph, two methods are made
available. The radio frequency
may be very slowly changed by
means of an electric motor which
can be seen just below one of the
radio frequency units, or alternatively, a small potentiometer may be
slowly rotated to change the field of
the magnet. As the frequency is
slowly swept through resonance, a
curve of the familiar discriminator
type will be obtained on the recorder. That is, the signal will
slowly climb to a maximum, pass
through the center zero and pass to
an oppositely poled maximum (see
Fig. 4) . The amplitude of the signals obtained will be directly determined by the abundance of that
particular isotope in the sample.
Frequencies
A brief discussion of the nuclear

resonant frequencies of isotopes
corresponding to a given magnetic
field and the observed sensitivities
should be of interest. The greatest
sensitivity for nuclear resonance
equipment of the type discussed is
obtained with the hydrogen 1 isotope or proton. Thus natural water,
H2O, which has an abundance of
this isotope will give a large clear
nuclear resonance signal. Theoretical considerations indicate that
with a magnetic field of 5,000

gausses and a system bandwidth of
1 cps, the signal-to-noise amplitude
ratio should be approximately a
million to one. Observed sensitivities correspond to theoretical values
within a factor of 2 or 3. The signal-to-noise ratio is approximately
proportional to both the square of
the magnetic field and the volume of
the sample; thus greater sensitivities are obtainable with higher frequencies and greater volumes, other
factors remaining equal. With a
10,000 -gauss polarizing field, the
proton resonance is 42.5 .mc; deuterium resonance, 6.52 me and oxygen 17 resonance, 5.76 mc. The
proton resonance may be observed
at 4.25 mc with a corresponding reduction in the polarizing field, that
is, a field of 1,000 gausses.
The above brief discussion gives

4-Record of blip showing abun
dance of oxygen 17 in water. Nuclear
resonance is at point where curve
FIG.

crosses centerline

some idea of current engineering
practice concerning one particular
form of nuclear resonance instrument and some of its uses. Many
pieces of equipment are under development in the nuclear laboratories and more new and interest-

ing arrangements are constantly
being devised in this field. It is
not possible to discuss all the applications of these instruments, electronically or otherwise. To those
interested, it can only be suggested
that the reference given below be
reviewed and current work in the
field be studied by reading the many
articles now appearing in the
physics and other journals.
REFERENCE

(1) F. Bloch, Nuclear Induction, Phya.
Rev., 70, Oct. 1946.
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High -Impedance
By WILLIAM S. CARLEY

and

EDWARD F. SEYMOUR

Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland
U. S.

is being made
of distributed -constant electromagnetic delay lines as circuit elements in present-day electronic
equipment. The characteristic impedance of these lines has been
limited to values between 400 and
3,000 ohms'' Applications exist
for lines with higher characteristic
impedance. A brief discussion of
the factors that determine the delay
time and characteristic impedance
will first be given, then ways of
increasing the characteristic impedance will be discussed in detail.
The delay time, phase velocity,
and characteristic impedance of a
distributed -constant delay line can
be derived from the simplified
equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 where
all losses have been neglected. These
INCREASING use
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where L
inductance per unit
length and C = capacitance per
unit length. If R and G, the resistance and conductance per unit
length, are present but R << w L
and G
w C the following more
general equations apply'
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This article is based on a paper presented at the 1952 National Electronics
Conference.
The conference paper will
appear in the N.E.C. Proceedings.
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It has been found that the attenuation of delay lines increases very
rapidly with frequency above several megacycles.' The largest part
of this increase was attributed
to insulation loss. Experimental evidence in the form of lines wound
with low-loss hand -coated wires
substantiates this fact. At high frequencies R is proportional to Vf.
From reference 4 it is estimated
that G is proportional to f' for For-

188

mex insulated wire.
It has been observed that the inductance of a delay line decreases
at higher frequencies6' ° This is
caused by phase shift per turn in-

creasing so that although the turns
are still magnetically linked as the
frequency increases they add less
and less to each other's magnetic
field. A plot of normalized inductance L/Lo and time delay T/T. vs
dTo

appears in Fig. 2 where d = diameter of line, T. = time delay for low
frequencies, l = length of line and
f frequency.
The effect of turn -to -turn capacitance has been studied ' At low

-
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Artificial Delay Lines
Distributed -constant delay lines for short pulses may be designed with characteristic
impedances as high as 10,000 ohms. Typical line is 10 in. long, 0.2 in. in diameter, weighs
less than 10 grams and provides delay of 3.7 microseconds

frequencies the effect of this capacitance is negligible as the phase of
the voltage in each turn of the coil
is the same. As the frequency increases the phase of the voltage in
each turn changes. Thus the effect
of the turn -to -turn capacitance increases with frequency until the
phase shift per turn equals 360
degrees. This turn-to -turn capacitance has the effect of increasing
C to the value
C =

(7)

C°

1-1 w, l2

where w is the angular frequency
of the input signal
w, 2

_

>

C.

25d2 R'

-
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a

fair

equalization of delay time could be
obtained.° This would require
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where K. = dielectric constant of
wire insulation, x = diameter of
wire, S = wire separation and d =
diameter of coils.
Substituting N = 1/x (for a close
wound coil) and Eq. 9 in Eq. 8 we
obtain
K,21.3_

0.e
JIJ

x
it

0.90

(9)

{x+s

-

(7 )

13 (a

1.03

but C' =

1

L'C'

where L' = L/N = effective inductance per turn, C' is the self
capacitance between two adjacent
complete turns and C. is the capacitance per unit length from winding to core at low frequencies.
The inductance thus decreases
with frequency and the capacitance
increases with frequency. If the
magnitude of these two effects were
the same, delay time would be constant with respect to frequency. If
d

C'

SCZd=

(10)

15

where C is in micromicrofarads per
axial centimeter.
The equalization of delay time by
this procedure is done at the expense of decreasing characteristic
impedance.
Another method of equalization
of the delay time, likewise at the
expense of characteristic impedance, is the use of patches.' ° Patches
are bridging capacitors over a number of turns, effectively increasing C as the frequency increases.
Lumped -constant phase correcting
networks have also been studied.'°

FIG.
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Equations 1 through 6 are derived on the assumption that the
parameters R, L, G and C remain
constant. Above a certain frequency
we now see that R is proportional
to VT, G is proportional to 12, L
decreases with increasing frequency
and C increases with increasing
frequency.
The resistance effect may be
minimized by using small wire sizes

1
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FIG. 1-Simplified equivalent circuit of a distributed -constant delay line of helix

parameters
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FIG. 3-Simplified block diagram of
setup for testing distributed -constant

lines
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such as B & S gauge numbers 41,
44, 46 and 48. Little can be done

bank winding with approximately
3 layers was found necessary to
about the conductance except to use obtain the necessary inductance.
low-loss insulation. Teflon -insulated
The theoretical discussion of the
magnet wire is now available which compensation of a multilayer line
should have much lower insulation will not be taken up at this time.
loss. The effects on both L and C The problem is quite complex with
may be reduced appreciably by self capacitance from one turn to
winding the lines on a small diam- several neighboring turns and has
eter form such that the phase dif- not 'been completely solved. The disference per turn is reduced. As cussion of the variation of time
shown by Eq. 3 one could increase delay with frequency in the prethe characteristic impedance by in- vious section is directly applicable
creasing L or decreasing C. If C only to single layer lines. A comwere decreased, the time delay parison of the calculations for
would decrease.
single layer lines with the experimental results of multilayer lines
High -Z Lines
appears later in this paper.
The purpose of the investigation,
Line Construction
reported in this paper, was to produce lines having relatively large
The lines were wound on ?s -inch
delays and high characteristic im- diameter polystyrene cores 12
pedances. To achieve these goals inches long. These cores were given
both L and C were increased, but L several coats of silver conducting
was increased by a considerably paint to form the ground strip.
larger factor than C.
After an overnight drying period,
To obtain as large a delay as pos- the cores were axially slotted formsible it was decided to use the com- ing 36 thin strips, each strip being
plete core as a ground. The capac- about 0.015 inch wide between
itance per unit length can be varied 0.003 -inch slots. A one -inch length
by controlling the thickness and of the core was left unslotted to
dielectric constant of the insulation facilitate the connection of the exmaterial placed between the core ternal ground lead.
and the winding. This large capacThe core was covered with a layer
itance per unit length would neces- of insulating material to serve the
sitate a correspondingly large in- dual purpose of insulating and conductance per unit length to secure a trolling the winding -to-core capachigh characteristic impedance.
itance. A 0.85 X 11.5 inch piece of
The secret of success for the high Teflon tape 0.003 inch thick was
characteristic impedance line is the wound around the core. This made
method of obtaining the high in- 1.4 turns around the core. A numductance. First, a small wire size ber of small pieces of cellophane
was chosen. As B & S gauge No. 48 tape held the Teflon on the core
copper magnet wire had a large until the line was wound. The tape
attenuation and was too easily was removed piece by piece as the
broken most of the work was done line was wound.
with No. 46 wire. With this wire a
The winding was done on a lathe.

To provide uniform wire tension,
both to secure a good winding and

to prevent breakage, the wire feeding device shown in the photograph
was used. The wire tension is adjustable over a range of about 10
to 70 grams and is continuously indicated by a pointer.
A wire guide attached to the
longitudinal feed of the lathe was
placed about is inch from the core,
which was chucked in the lathe.
The longitudinal travel of the wire
guide was 0.00066 inch per turn.
As this distance is a fraction of the
wire diameter, the result was a

multiple layer coil approximately
bank wound. The far end of the
core was attached to a counter
chucked in the tailstock. A steel
drill rod was inserted through a
hole in the core for rigidity. A 10 inch long winding was wound on

FIG.
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-Video amplifier

circuit diagram

the core. Lines have been wound
with speeds varying from about 200
to 500 rpm.
A piece of No. 26 wire was soldered to the ends of the winding
and secured to the winding with
polystyrene dope.
The method for determining the
characteristic impedance of these
delay lines is based upon the fact
that no reflections occur in an ideal -

Table I -Summary of High -Impedance Distributed-Constant Delay Line Characteristics
Z,
(ohms)
L

(mh)

C

(µµf)

No.48Iine

High Impedance
No. 44line

24.0
22.1
21.70
40.7
40.7

548
652
461
450
450

attenuation
(db/µsec

meas
(real

talc

meas

cale

tri

t,

tri

5,600
5,600
5,600
9,000
10,000

6,600
5,830
6,800
9,500
9,500

3.5

3.6
3.8
3.2
4.3
4.3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.08
0.08

0.14
0.15
0.18

0.1
0.12
0.15
0.18
0.22

part)
No. 44 line
No. 46line

rise times
(µsec)

t,I

(µsec)

3.75

3.4
-1.5

4.5

0.2
0.24

delay)

0.3
0.4
1.3
0.4
0.2

winding
length
(inches)

10
10
10

9.3
9.3
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Slotting device for preparing delay line cores. Indexing head is shown in
foreground

ized delay line terminated in its

characteristic impedance. The characteristic impedance of a line whose
parameters are a function of frequency would most certainly be a
function of frequency. The value
of the characteristic impedance in
a practical case involving complex
waves must therefore be compromised for minimum reflections
over the band of frequencies for
which the line is designed to
operate.
Measurements
In making measurements, the
lines are terminated at the input as
well as the output to minimize any
possible secondary reflections at the
input. A suitable means of determining the effective characteristic
impedance when the line is used to
delay rectangular pulses is to feed
the pulse itself into the delay line
and to adjust the terminating impedances for minimum reflections.
A block diagram illustrating the
experimental method for determining the characteristic impedance of
these delay lines and for recording
the response of the delay lines to
rectangular pulses appears in
Fig. 3.
The oscilloscope sweep is triggered by the input pulse. A camera,
mounted on the oscilloscope, records
ELECTRONICS

-

Constant tension wire feeder permits use of wire as small
as No. 48 in delay lines

the input and output wave shapes
of the delay line. The load impedance of the video amplifier was
made equal to the characteristic
impedance of the line. A diagram
of the video amplifier appears in
Fig. 4.
The pulse distortion and attenuation were also measured with the
equipment connected as shown in
Fig. 3, using the oscilloscope camera. The delay time as well as the
rise and fall time was likewise
measured on the oscilloscope. The
delay time was defined as the time
between the midpoint of the leading
edge of the input and output wave
forms. The rise and fall times were
defined as the time duration between the 10 and 90 -percent values
of the pulse amplitude. The pulse
duration was defined as the time
between the 10 -percent values. The
attenuation was measured by comparing the amplitudes of the input
and output pulses.
Results

The data on a particular line,
typical of those wound follows :
Core diameter is 0.188 inch, with
36 slots.

Dielectric is Teflon 0.003 X 0.85
11.5 inches.
Length of winding is 10 inches
with 1,520 turns per inch (0.00066
X

April, 1953

inch per turn) of No. 46 HF wire
0.0019 inch in diameter.
The electrical characteristics of
the line measured at 1,000 cps were,
R = 3,660 ohms, L = 22.1 mh,
G = 0 and C = 652.1 pef.
Impedance and time delay calcu-

lated from these measurements, are
Zo = 5,830 ohms and td =3.8 microseconds. The experimental data
obtained on this line were Zo =
5,600 ohms resistance in series with
a parallel network of a hundredmicrohenry choke and a 2,200-ohm
resistance (determined for minimum reflection with 0.3 -microsecond pulse).
Time delay was 3.75 microseconds
and
= rise time of 1-usec input
pulse = 0.1 microsecond ; t, = rise
time of 1-p.sec output pulse = 0.14
microsecond as

t

t,

= -4(2

-}- 4,2

(11)

where t,, = rise time output pulse
if a perfect input pulse were applied
to the line. Thus t,, = 0.1 p. sec.
Photographs of the input and
output waveforms appear in Fig. 5
for pulse durations of 0.30, 0.37,
0.62 and 1.0. Input and output
waveforms superimposed to a larger
scale are also included. The reflections appearing between the input
and output pulses no doubt occur
at points where the spill over from
true bank winding was particu-
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larly bad. All photographs were
taken with the same value of terminating impedance which was the
value obtained as the best impedance match with a 0.3-p.sec pulse
applied. In the case of the longer
pulse durations, slightly better
waveforms can be secured by re terminating the line. An example
will be shown later.
Substituting in Eq. 10, on the
supposition that this equation holds
for a bank winding, we find the

The value of wo may be calculated
from Eq. 7'. If L' = 1.46 p.h and
C' = 2.2 pp.f from Eq. 9, w, =
0.56 x 10°. The resonant frequency
thus is 89 mc.

line wound with No. 44 wire

winding -to-core capacitance should
be 0.29 p.pî per centimeter for

proper equalization. This value
was obtained using 3.6 for the dielectric constant of Formex and
0.0002 inch as the thickness of the
dielectric. From the measurements,
the capacitance to core was 25.7
Kid per centimeter. The effect of
the stray capacitance is therefore
much higher for the multilayer line.
Equations are being derived which
give very good agreement.
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Resonant Frequencies
Resonant frequencies of 124, 165,
215, 235, 332 and 375 mc were obtained experimentally. The 235 -mc
reading had a considerably higher

than the others and was probably
the resonant frequency of a single
turn. The 124 -mc frequency had a
very low Q. No readings were observed from 60 to 124 mc.
The thickness of the dielectric
used in calculating the resonant frequency was determined by measuring the overall diameter of the insulated wire with 1/10,000 -inch
micrometers. The wire was coated
with X -Var which chemically attacks the Formex. After the wire
was wiped clean the diameter was
measured again. This method does
not give extreme accuracy.
The resonant frequency of the
inductance of one turn and the core
capacitance of that turn is calculated to be 368 mc. This value
checks the 375 -mc value very closely.
If one assumes that we have a
fictitious single layer winding and
each turn has an inductance 3 times
that of the former single turn
(L' = 4.38 µh). We have effectively
lumped up the inductance of three
layers into one.
If the equivalent single -layer
winding outlined above is assumed,
the resonant frequency of the inductance of one turn and the capacitance to core of one turn is 212 mc.
This checks the 215 megacycle
value very closely.
No explanation is apparent for
the 124 and the 332 megacycle readings. The fact that there were two
layers of insulation over 40 percent
of the core and one layer over 60
percent of the core might account
for some of these resonances.
Q

Waveforms
Photographs of the waveforms of
a line of similar dimensions except
1.5 layers of Teflon and wire size
changed to No. 44 with 55 grams
tension appear in Fig. 6. The
winding was approximately 4 layers. The termination was the same
April,
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except the series inductance was
raised to 250 ph. A comparison
of Fig. 5 and 6 shows the delay and
attenuation to be slightly less for
the No. 44 line although the phase
distortion and small reflections
along the line are slightly greater.
This is probably due to the spill
over being greater with the four
layer winding.
A line was wound using 1.8 layers
(1.1 inch wide strip) of Teflon and
wire size changed to No. 48 with 20
grams weight tension with an average of 2.2 layers on this winding.
The terminating impedance used
was the same as in the previous case
except the series inductance was
changed to 200 p.h. The line was
terminated for minimum reflection
using a 0.3-p.sec pulse input. The
waveforms of this line appear in
Fig. 7. It will be noted that the attenuation has increased appreciably. There is more ringing on the
top of this wave. The line was re terminated with a 1-p.sec pulse applied. The terminating impedance
turned out to be a 5,600 -ohm
resistor.
Lines with higher characteristic
impedances than 5,600 ohms have
been obtained using a i -inch diameter core and 2i layers of Teflon
tape. The characteristic impedance,
when terminated with a 0.3-p.sec
pulse applied, was increased to
9,000 ohms in series with a 400-ph
choke. The input impedance (shunt
impedance in output of video amplifier) was 7,400 ohms in series with
an inductance of 400 p.h. Photographs of the waveforms of this
line appear in Fig. 8.
This particular line had only
14,165 turns and the winding was
9.3 inches long. It had a time delay
of 4.5 p.sec, or a time delay of almost
0.5 p.sec per inch. When the line
was reterminated using a 1-p.sec
pulse, the terminating impedance
turned out to be a 10,200 -ohm resistor. The output impedance of the
video amplifier was increased to
11,000 ohms. The waveforms of
this termination also appear in Fig.
8. This line was wound with No. 44
wire.
The characteristics of these lines
are compared in Table 1. The real
part of the terminating impedance
(the best value for 0.3-p.sec pulses)
is listed in all cases. In the case of

Peoples for his assistance and to
M. F. Davis for his encouragement.

the high characteristic impedance
line, the characteristics for the best
one -microsecond pulse termination
also appear. The attenuations listed
were measured values with a one microsecond pulse applied to the
line. From Fig. 5 and 6 it will be
noted that the attenuation is
greater for shorter pulse durations.
From the data presented, delay
lines with impedances of 5,600 ohms
and reasonable attenuations for
pulse widths less than 1-p.sec can be
obtained. It appears likely that
lower attenuations can be obtained
if better winding techniques can be
developed for the No. 44 gauge
wire. The availability of Tefloninsulated magnet wire in small wire
sizes should aid in the reduction of
attenuation and improvement of
phase response.
The authors are indebted to J. F.
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For Transistor
Applications
'Y

BATT
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TR -133"
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Mallory Mercury Batteries provide
a constant voltage power supply
selecting a power supply to meet your requirements.
Multi -cell packs and stacks are available for applications requiring greater capacity or higher voltages than
provided by a single cell. Various combinations can be
built for virtually any capacity or space requirement.
Write us today for more information.

Mallory Mercury Batteries are especially well suited
for transistor power requirements. They deliver constant voltage and constant current ... an absolute
necessity for the best performance of transistor circuits.
In addition, they will not deteriorate or lose their
energy during long periods of storage ... even under
the most adverse climatic conditions. Their high ratio
of energy to size and weight permits miniaturization of
electronic equipment.

Mallory Mercury Batteries
for applications where:
Use

Constant voltage or current is required
Size and weight are important
Long storage periods are involved
Battery leakage cannot be tolerated
Wide temperature and pressure ranges
are encountered
Severe impact and shock are expected

New transistor hearing aids are a good example of the
substantial size reduction and operating economy that
can be accomplished by using Mallory Mercury Batteries and tiny new Mallory Capacitors.

If you are designing equipment around transistor circuits, our engineers will be glad to work with you in

MALLORYP.R:

M A L LO RY,B C O.: I nc.

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH THESE PRODUCTS:
Electromechanical

-

Resistors

Switches

Television Tuners

Vibrators

Electrochemical-Capacitors

Rectifiers
Mercury Batteries
Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

featured in this issue:

Including INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
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Demonstration Equipment for Electronic Courses
military electronic equipment
places a burden on military personnel charged with operating
and maintaining the gear. With
training time and personnel both at
a premium, much of the work at
the Navy's Special Devices Center, Sands Point, N. Y. concerns

312

234

Grid Current Synchronization
System
Neon Lamp Flip -Flop and Binary
Counter

Temperature

New Products

One piece of equipment used for
classroom demonstration, has components mounted on boards that
show the circuit schematically.
One such board is shown in the
photograph. Nine basic circuits
are available. These circuits are:
(1) simple a -c circuits that can be
arranged to demonstrate series
and parallel resonance, differentiation, integration, and phase shift;
(2) diode characteristics and diode circuits such as shunt and

1-Classroom demonstration board allows nine different circuits to be demonstrated to a large group. Projection oscilloscope at right makes it possible to
show what is happening at various points in the circuit
FIG.

series limiters; (3) triode characteristics; (4) full and half-wave
rectifiers with various filter combinations; (5) cathode -coupled
multivibrators both free -running
and driven; (6) shock -excited oscillator; (7) hard -tube, nonrecurrent sweep generator; (8) blocking oscillator; and (9) cascade
amplifiers with various coupling
arrangements. The last board can
also be used to show pentode and
tetrode static characteristics.
Two variable B+ supplies deliver 0 to 350 volts to the circuits.
A variable C -supply delivers -50
to +50 volts while the alternating
filament voltage is adjustable
from 0 to 13 volts.
Sine -wave, square -wave, positive or negative pulse and saw tooth inputs may be applied to the
demonstration circuits. The sine
wave can be varied in frequency
from 20 cps to 150 kc; rms value
is 10 volts. The square wave retains its shape up to 4,000 cps
while the sawtooth seems linear to
between 6,000 and 7,000 cps.
An electronic switch permits
display of waveshapes at various
points in the circuit both on the
built-in oscilloscope and on the
projection oscilloscope. A vacuum tube voltmeter may be switched
to show voltage and currents
throughout the circuit under
study. Meter readings can be projected on a screen by the projector
shown in the photograph.
Another training device develApril, 1953
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Telemetering Performance

Quickly and Accurately

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Type 202-D
Frequency Range 175-250 mc.
With the type 202-D Signal Generator, you can
quickly and accurately test, analyze and evaluate the
performance of telemetering receivers and associated
equipment. Note that the frequency coverage of the
instrument is provided in a single range between

175-250
RF

mc.

SPECIFICATIONS:
0.5%.
RANGE: 175-250 megacycles in one range, accurate to
Main frequency dial also calibrated in 24 equal divisions for
use with vernier frequency dial.

VERNIER FREQUENCY DIAL: This dial is divided into approximately 100 equal scale divisions and is coupled to the main
frequency dial by a 24:1 gear train. The approximate frequency
change per vernier division is 35 kc.

FREQUENCY MODULATION (DEVIATION): The FM deviation is
continuously variable from zero to 240 kc. The modulation
meter is calibrated in three FM ranges (1) 0-24 kc., (2) 0-80 kc.,
and (3) 0-240 kc. deviation.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION: Utilizing the internal audio oscillator
amplitude modulation may be obtained over the range of
0-50% with meter calibration points of 30% and 50%. By
means of an external audio oscillator the RF carrier may be
amplitude modulated to substantially 100%. A front panel
jack is provided which permits direct connection of an external
modulating voltage source to the final stage for pulse and
square wave modulation. Under these conditions the rise time
of the modulated carrier is less than 0.25 microseconds and
the decay time less than 0.8 microseconds.

MODULATION CONTROLS: Separate potentiometers are provided
for continuous control of FM and AM levels.
MODULATING OSCILLATOR: The internal AF oscillator may be
switched to provide either frequency or amplitude modulation.
It may also be switched off. Eight fixed frequencies between
50 cycles and 15 kilocycles are available, any one of which
may be selected by a rotary type switch.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: The RF output voltage is continuously
variable over a range from 0.1 microvolt to 0.2 volts at the
terminals of the output cable. The impedance of the RF output
jack, looking into the instrument, is 53 ohms resistive.
DISTORTION: FM: The overall FM distortion at 75 k_. is less than
RF

modulation is less than 3% and for 50% AM less than 6.5.
At 100% the distortion is 12% to 15% depending upon the
modulating frequency.
SPURIOUS RF OUTPUT: All spurious RF output voltages are at
least 25 db. below the desired fundamental. Total RMS spurious
FM from the 60 cycles power source is down more than 50 db.,
with 75 kc. deviation as a reference level.
EXTERNAL MODULATION REQUIREMENTS:
Frequency Modulation: The deviation sensitivity is 50 kc. per
volt. For external FM the input impedance is 1500 ohms.

Amplitude Modulation: Approximately 45 volts are required
for 50% modulation and 100 volts for 100% modulation.
For external AM the input impedance is 7500 ohms.
Audio Voltage for External Use: There is available at the FM
external oscillator binding posts about 5 volts a.c. maximum
and at the AM external oscillator binding posts, 50 volts
maximum.
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT: Outside cabinet dimensions: 17"
high, 131/2" wide, 111/2" deep. Weight: 35 pounds.
Price: $980.00 F.O.B. Boonton, N.

J.

2% and at 240 kc. less than 10%.

AM: The distortion present at the
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oped at Sands Point is an ultrasonic radar simulator to aid crews
of intercontinental bombers. To
provide a radarscope view of the
terrain an ultrasonic transmitter
bounces 15 -mc pulses on a basrelief map immersed in water. The
return signals are heterodyned up
to 3 me and used to feed a standard radar video device.

BLTÉR

ing switch can be used to lock
the motor in place while the color
information is transferred to the
loading mechanism.
In the A position, the range
switch accommodates eggs of all
colors. In the B and W positions,
eggs from light to dark brown and
those from white to light brown,
respectively, are graded.
The circuit was developed by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
at Beltsville, Md., but no complete
machinery is available for purchase

FILTEP

PHOTOCELL

PHOTOCELL

LENS

IF
LAMP

Sorting Eggs by Shell Color

0
RANGE

500
500

New Englanders prefer
brown eggs and denizens of New
York, Philadelphia and Cleveland
like them white, an electronic sorter
has been designed to discriminate
among six or more shades.
Two photocells make up two arms
of a self -balancing bridge with span adjusting resistors and a balancing
rheostat forming the other two
arms, as shown in Fig. 1. The amplifier detects any unbalance in the
bridge and amplifies this voltage
differential to drive a synchro motor
until a new balance is obtained.
When differences of shell color
cause a change in the ratio of the
light received by the two photocells,
the motor assumes a new position.
BECAUSE

700

A

SELECTOR

there.

A=1(1.000

SPAN ADJUSTMENTS

POSITIONING
CAM

AMPLIFIER

BALANCING
12

HEOSTAT

VOLTS

HOLDING
SWITCH

100
1.000

1000

500

W
A

FIG. 1-Shell-color determinator utilizes
light reflected from egg shell through
red and blue filters to photocells

For this reason, the cam angle becomes an indication of color. Auxiliary mechanical devices can be
arranged to load the eggs into the
machine and distribute them into
proper bins. For example, the hold-

Magnesium Waveguide
Characteristics
conventional waveguides, particularly in aircraft, by
those of lighter weight, may be possible according to the Air Force.
Magnesium waveguides can be
produced in substantially all the
sizes and shapes in which brass and
aluminum guides are made. Their
use makes possible a weight reduction of about 80 percent over brass
waveguides. There is a 35 -percent
weight saving over those fabricated
from aluminum. Development work
now going on may effect a further
REPLACEMENT of

VIDEO WEATHER BRIEFING SPEEDS AIR FORCE

Jet pilots in alert hangar ready room receive hourly information
from central point via closed-circuit television, saving half hour
over old method. System can be expanded over wide area for

Air Force Video Production Squadron recently provided equipment
for a 15 -day test of visual briefing for pilots. Camera above is
trained on map while forecaster explains meteorological develop-

other instructions

ments
April, 1953
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There's a 10 -turn Helipot
to meet your requirements

10 -Turn Helipot Highlights
From the basic Helipot principle, model variations
have been developed to meet new requirements:

Model A Helipot
the original 10 -turn Helipot
provides a resolution from 12 to
14 times that of conventional

-

single -turn potentiometers of
same diameter (13/4"), lineari ties as close as ±0.05% in resistances as low as 1K ohms.

The same multi -turn principle is also available in 3 turn units
(Model C), and larger -diameter units of 15 turns (Model B),
25 turns (Model D), and 40 turns (Model E),-a type for every
application from 5 ohms to I megolun.
K-

With the development of the original HELIPOTthe first multi -turn potentiometer-an entirely new principle of
potentiometer design was introduced to the electronic industry.
It made possible variable resistors combining high resolution and
high precision in panel space no greater than that required for
conventional single -turn potentiometers.
High resolution and precision settings require a long slide
The Helipot
wire. But by coiling a resistance element into a helix, it
Principle..
is possible to gain desired resolution and precision without
wasting panel space. This principle is applied in various Helipot models
with slide wires ranging from 3 to 40 helical turns.
Advantages are immediately apparent. In the case of the widely -used
10 -turn Model A Helipot, for example, a 45" long slide wire-coiled
into ten helical turns-is fitted into a case 13/4 " in diameter, and 2" in
length. Another advantage of the 10 -turn pot is that, when equipped with
a turns -indicating RA Precision DUODIAL, slider position can be read
directly as a decimal, or percentage, of total coil length traversed.

cw",T.i

BRUSH

10

Resistance Range

10

100 ohms to

Resistance Tolerance:
Standard
Best
*Linearity Tolerance:
Standard
Best

300,000 ohms

250,000 ohms

50,000 ohms

± 5%

± 5%

±5%
±3%

Power rating @ 40°C

Mechanical Rotation

Electrical Rotation

to

±1%

±1%

±0.5%
±0.05%

+0.025%

LOcATINGLUG

(1K ohms
and above)

(5K ohms
and above)

5

watts

}

2

3600°+4°

3600°+1°

3600°I-12'

1.0±.3 oz. in.
0.6±.3 oz. in.

.75 oz. in.

1.5 oz. in.
4 oz.

4 oz.

in.

1250 B.c.

a 10 -turn miniature Helipot only
3/4" in diameter, weighs 1 oz., has

slide wire 18" long. Also available with servo mounting (Model
AJS) and servo mounting with

ball bearings (Model AJSP).
Linearities as close as
as low as 5K.

-0'

± 0.1%

Designed for long life under severe operating conditions, the
AJ Series is widely used where small size and weight are vital.

.60 oz. in.
oz.

}-52NEF-2

THREAD

*i.e. INDEPENDENT LINEARITY. The above linearity tolerances are based on the following definition recently proposed to clarify and standardize nomenclature related to
precision variable resistors.... "Independent linearity is the maximum deviation in percent of the total electrical output of the actual electrical output at any point from the
best straight line drawn

II

measured through the
extent of the effective
electrical angle.) The
slope and position of
the straight line from
which the linearity deviations are measured
must be so adjusted as
to minimize these deviations."

l6

1250 D1A.

®

through the output
versus rotation curve.
(This line shall be

31.10111r LIM

aA

1875

-0°

1

,,Q0t

250$° PACED

--r .750 YA.

watts

3600°+4°

-0'
-0'

THREAD 8-3z Nc-o
DEEP 3 EOUALLT
MOUNTING HOLES

S
O

Model AJ Helipot

3600°+12°

2 oz.

Running Torque
Net Weight

t

062 -II-062

(above 5K ohms)

watts

5-y

Model AN Helipot

.062-

3600'+1°

-0'
-0'

Starting Torque

5

2501n

an ultra -precision version of the
basic 10 -turn Helipot. Produced
in volume to extremely close
electrical and mechanical tolerances, this unit features precision ball bearings (Class 5),
servo mounting lid, plus linearity tolerance as close as ±0.025%
as low as 5K. A 3 -turn unit
(Model CN) is also available.
Models AN and CN are particularly recommended for precise
servo-mechanism applications and represent the most advanced design and highest quality available today in the field
of precision potentiometers.

±0.5%
±0.1%

±0.5%

II

ADIA

10

100 ohms to

10 ohms

_

1.,..,..4062DIA

MODELS-CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
Model AJ
Model AN
Model A

No. of turns

n

2500Dio

ID2

HELIPOT

10 -TURN

TH1o.

g-32 NU'

--r_.

!

II

i

PANEL NUT e INTERNAL
TOOrn LOCNWASNER
PROVIDED

Design details on above units are subject to change without notice.
Certified drawings available upon request.
is able to supply-in volume-multi-turn helical
potentiometers with special features to meet your particular
needs ... Special Shafts, Extra Spot Welded Taps at any position, Ganged Assemblies (except Al), Special Temperature Coefficients, etc. Send us your requirements!

Only Helipot

details contact
your nearby Helipot representattve. Or write direct.
For complete

T H

E

Helipot

C

O

R

P

O

R

A T

10

N

A subsidiary of Beck malt Instruments, Ine.

SOUTH PASADENA

2, CALIFORNIA

Field Offices: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, Schenectady, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis,
Los Angeles, Seattle, Dallas, High Point, N. C. and Fort Myers, Florida. In Canada: 1. S. Root, Toronto.
Export Agents: Frathom Co., New York 36, New York.
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reduction to about 50 or 55 percent
the weight of aluminum guides.
Attenuation in magnesium guides
is about 20 percent higher than in
brass, but this figure can be improved by silver plating. Although
it is difficult to plate magnesium
with a nobler metal, preplating techniques have made it possible to
silver -plate sections two feet long.
Magnesium is silver white in
color and has a specific gravity of
1.74. In its pure state it weighs
108.6 pounds per cubic foot. By
alloying zinc, aluminum and magganese with magnesium, a combined
strength -weight ratio is obtained
that is the highest and lightest ratio
available from any common metals.
Dust and filings ignite easily and
attachment of flanges by welding requires special techniques.
The full report, PB 107,675, may
be obtained in photostat or microfilm from the Library of Congress.

German Brewers Use
Ultrasonics
SAVINGS UP TO 40 PERCENT

Brewer lowers copper -sheathed ultrasonic transducer into beer vat while assistant
prepares to switch on 1 -mc generator

boiled an additional two hours. Dur-

ing this time, the ultrasonic transducer is lowered into the vat and
some 300 watts of 1 -mc power applied. It is believed that the bitter
substances from the hops are more

effectively extracted by this means.
The equipment is essentially a
1 -mc crystal oscillator followed by a
buffer and a final amplifier. The
transducer employs six quartzcrystal capsules.

in hops

is claimed by a 96 -year -old brewery
at Weissenthurm, near Koblenz,

Germany, through the use of ultrasonic vibrations at one stage of
their operations.
Water and malt are cooked at
75 C four to six hours. The mixture
is drawn off, clarified and hops are
added. The resultant mixture is

Hand Transmitter
Eliminates Mike Cable

PERTINENT PATENTS
AN UNUSUAL APPLICATION of elec-

tronic techniques is involved in
patent 2,617,852 for an "Electrical
Well Logging System" issued to
H. C. Waters and assigned to Perforating Guns Atlas Corp., of Houston, Texas.
In the electrical logging of oil
wells, resistivity values and the
natural d -c potential of the earth
formations in an oil borehole are
made at various penetrations and
between and across the varying
formations traversed by the borehole.

This 25-milliwatt f -m transmitter was designed by Motorola engineers to extend the range of the microphone used
with a loudspeaker system in railroad
yards. It operates in the 152 -to -174 me

band, produces a 15-kc deviation and
measures approximately 2 X 3 X 7
inches

This invention provides a method
and apparatus as illustrated in Fig.
1, for obtaining and indicating the
resistivity values and/or potential
from a combination of three points
or two different distances and any
one point in the borehole. For example, electrical resistivity at two
different distances of penetration
may be measured and are transmitted to the surface in the form of
slowly varying direct -current values
simultaneously with natural d -c
potential of the earth as it exists

STEP
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0C
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FIG. 1-Well-logging system uses com-

bination of a-c and ground potential

between a moving electrode in the
borehole and a fixed reference electrode at the surface.
Resistivity measurements are
made by generating a 400 -cycle field
into the earth between a pair of
terminals near the bottom of the
borehole. Probe electrode pairs selectively pick up the a -c field at
various levels in the borehole. Natural d -c potential is picked up at
one probe terminal capacitively isoApril, 1953
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LOS GATOS

the
Los Catos Type 254 Triode
with tantalum anode. Plate
dissipation is 75 watts.

BLACK &

Addition of Sintercote anode
raises rating to 125 watts. Operating life more than doubles.

vi it :
ANOTHER PLUS for the traditional nine -plus lives of
Los Gatos electron tubes. Development by Lewis and
Kaufman engineers of the exclusive new Sintercote blackbody anode surface gives you tubes with much more
than twice their former service lives.

SINTERCOTE consists of finely -divided particles having
a high spectral emissivity-several times that of a bright
surface. Result: Increased plate dissipation. In addition,
Sintercote is a strong getter which keeps Los Gatos tubes
hard throughout their lives; protects cathodes against ion
bombardment. Result Increased life.
:

Get further details from your regional Los Gatos field engineering representative, or write:

LUJIS and MUFfflHfl, Ltd.
LOS GATOS

CALIFORNIA

WAIL
1
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Quality Engineered

for lasting
Performance

...

Durability and good performance are qualities
that begin with and are largely dependant on good
engineering. Amphenol's entire engineering staff
is dedicated to the goal of unsurpassable quality.
To accomplish this goal, Amphenol has gathered
a staff of engineers whose combined experience
covers every phase of electrical and electronic applications. This vast background is continuously
being extended by an unceasing program of research and development.
Amphenol's methods and production engineers
further this devotion to quality by insisting that
production methods and machines accurately produce finished products that match the quality of
the original design.

AMERICAN

lated from the a -c line and filtered
to remove the a -c component. The
a -c picked up in the probe electrodes is amplified and rectified.
The resultant d -c component is carried to the surface where galvanometers (possibly recording instruments) indicate the potentials
derived. Probe terminals are selected by a step relay controlled
from the surface by pushbuttons.
The potentials indicated on the
galvanometers show the resistivity
between points separated by some
predetermined distance in the borehole contacted by the electrodes.
Natural d -c potential on resistivity
potential is carried to one of the
galvanometers upon appropriate
setting of selector switches.
No details are provided in the
patent description as to what specific use is made of the information
collected through the application of
the equipment of this invention beyond that substantially disclosed
above.

In patent 2,617,926 issued to the
late Louis Cohen, entitled "Interference Reducing Radio Receiving System", many variations of a principle
to be employed for radio interference reduction are shown applied to
antenna coils of radio receivers.
The simplest embodiment of the
invention is shown in Fig. 2A. An
antenna coil is so constructed in
conjunction with a metal plate that
the metal plate is adjustable and
may be brought closer to or further
from the coil to vary its effective
electrical length by varying the distributed capacitance. A second antenna coupled to the metal plate
collects energy just as the regular
antenna. The degree of transfer of
the energy from the second antenna

PHENOLIC CORPORATION
chicago 50, illinois

FIRST

EA)

ANTENNA

ANTENNA COIL

RECEIVER

TO

ANT

METAL PLATE

CONN

'

POSITION ADJUSTABLE

I

lSECOND

ANTENNA
t0;

SPLIT
TO

STATOR

FIG.

CONNECTION

2-Two methods

of coupling opposing interference signals
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(continued)

WORK

ADJUSTABLE

í

\

METAL

STRIPS

s\

riplilljlíl1111,

ADJU

ABLE

METAL

PLATE

RADIO RECEIVER INPUT
TRANSFORMER

FIG. 3-Interference eliminator coupled
to receiver input

is varied by the position of the
metal plate with respect to the coil.
In Fig. 2B is shown how the tech-

nique of the invention is applied to
employ only one antenna through
the use of a split stator capacitor.
Figure 3 illustrates a furthèr refinement of the technique of this
invention with its connection to the
radio receiver input transformer.
Adjustable metal strips capacitively
couple the interference reducing
coil and plate arrangement to the
antenna and the primary and secondary of the antenna input transformer of the radio receiver.
In accordance with this invention
the inventor shows that the phase
and amplitude relationships of an
electrical disturbance which sets up
oscillatory currents in a wave conductor and associated circuits may
be represented by the formula.

I =E,P (f)

where E is the applied voltage and
(f) is a function of the frequency
determined by the circuit parameters. If the energy is applied to
the circuit components in such a
relationship that a current E. >G, (f)
is generated of equal amplitude and
opposite polarity to a current
E2 GZ (f) produced by 'applying the
disturbance to some point on the

..

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

AMPHENOL

BY

r-The over 9,000 cataloged items manufactured
by Amphenol are meant to 'answer every type
of application problem. If your problem is so
new or unusual that none of the general types
listed below meet your requirements, then
consult with Amphenol's engineers for the special component you need.
RACK & PANEL TYPE
CONNECTORS
AN TYPE CONNECTORS
RF TYPE

.7

ri

CONNECTORS

AUDIO CONNECTORS
POWER PLUGS
BLUE RIBBON CONNECTORS

INDUSTRIAL

SOCKETS

MINIATURE SOCKETS

..

TUBE SOCKETS &

RADIO COMPONENTS
MICROPHONE
RG

CONNECTORS

COAXIAL CABLES,
TEFLON &

POLYETHYLENE

CABLE & WIRE ASSEMBLIES

PLASTICS- EXTRUDED
& INJECTION

MOLDED

Write today for your copy of General Catalog B-2
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
chicago 50, Illinois
FIG.

4-Spiral traveling -wave tube elements
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FIG.

(continued)

5-Radial electric field between
successive turns of same spiral

conductor, then the resultant transmission of the disturbance is zero
E, 'G1 (f)
E2 ,G2 E (f) = 6
It is known that traveling -wave
tubes as conventionally constructed
are elongated structures in order to
accommodate the various tube components incorporated within the
traveling wave tube envelope. In
patent 2,617,961 granted to Lothar
Brueck of Paris and assigned to
Compagnie General de T.S.F. of
France, a structure for travelingwave tubes is disclosed that proposes to reduce the length requirements thereof, among other advantages.
The Brueck invention is shown in
Fig. 4, 5, and 6. Figure 4 shows
plane spirals in elevation and plan
views as employed in the traveling
wave tube of this invention. Figure
5 indicates the radial electric field
that exists between successive turns
of the spiral. Figure 6 is a cutaway view of the structure of a
traveling -wave tube incorporating
the plane spiral of the invention in
the form of a spiral waveguide.
The inventor claims that in conventional traveling -wave tubes, because of the small pitch of the helix
along which the traveling wave is
propagated, short-wave amplification cannot be obtained at will.
When the diameter of the helix is
smaller than a quarter wavelength
the field within the helix becomes
too weak, because the field lines produced along the axis of the helix by
the various parts of one single turn
are in opposition, and are partially
destroyed.
In Fig. 4, the input channel may
be a coaxial cable. The inner conductor C, may be one of the spirals
(S5). Outer conductor lei is connected to the envelope. The output
channel is a second coaxial cable
connected to the two spirals and the
outer conductor R, is also connected

-

e

.

Actual sizes

R -B -M

22300 SERIES

Hermetically Sealed Relays
the
22300 hermetically sealed telephone type relay is
for
except
electrical and mechanical equivalent of AN 3304-1,
The

R -B -M

smaller size and mounting dimensions.
molded
An improved armature design, plus high temperature

efficiency
nylon coil bobbin, provides greatly improved magnetic
The
relay.
the
of
size
overall
the
reduce
and enables R -B -M to
R -B -M 22300 design still retains palladium
cross -bar contacts identical to those used in

the larger size.

Maximum contacts -6 Form A and 4 Form
C-3 ampere 28 Volts. D. C. coil construction
only. Maximum coil resistance 5000 ohms.

Minimum power .75 watts. Also available in
AN 3304 can for dynamotor or low capacitance

Optional Mounting
Arrangements

application.

Write Dept. B-4 for

ASR

Bulletin

R -B -M

DIVISION

ESSEX WIRE CORP.
Logansport, Indiana

MANUAL

AND MAGNETIC

ELECTRIC

-FOR AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATION
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TUNG-SOL'S
STATISTICAL

QUALITY
CONTROL

/'

METHODS

produce
tubes of
unsurpassed

reliability

Tung -Sol makes All -Glass Sealed Beam
Lamps, Miniature -Lamps Signal Fla;hets, Picture Tube!, Rado, TV and Special Pirp>se
Electron Tubes.

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC.
NE

work 4, N.

J.

Sales Offices: Atlanta, =hicago, Culver City (Los Ange es),
Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Newark, ;Seattle
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BALLANTINE

(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

STILL THE FINEST IN ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS

FIG.

6-Sector division by means

of

bars as explained in text

,r

to the envelope. Field coils N, and
N2 are similar to loudspeaker field
coils and provide a constant magnetic field. The lines of this field
follow the radial direction. Its purpose is to trap electrons within the
walls of the waveguide or turns of
the spiral. The cathode is of the
tube indicated at K; G is the control electrode.
In Fig. 6 the waveguide input is
shown at A and the output at E; P
represents the walls of the wave guide spiral that is split along the
line L.
Microwave energy applied to the

DECIBELS
iAeoaAraars

6ALiANTIN-

Ballantine Model
300

SENSITIVE
ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
Featuring

a Logarithmic
Voltage Scale
and
Uniform Decibel
Scale

PRICE... $200.
1 millivolt to 100 volts over a frequency range from 10 to 150,000
cycles on a single logarithmic scale by means of a five decade range selector
switch.
Accuracy: 2% at any point on the scale over the ENTIRE RANGE.
Input Impedance: }% megohm shunted by 30 mmfds.
Generous use of negative feedback assures customary Ballantine stability.
Output jack and output control permit voltmeter to be used as a flat high gain
(70DB) amplifier.
Available accessories permit range to be extended up to 10,000 volts and down
to 20 microvolts.
Available Precision Shunt Resistors convert voltmeter to microammeter covering range from 1 to 1000 microamperes.

Measures

additional information on this Voltmeter and Ballantine Battery Operated
Voltmeters, Wide -Band Voltmeters ;Peak to Peak Voltmeters, Decade Amplifiers,
For

Inverters, Multipliers and Precision Shunt Resistors, write for catalog.

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INS.
100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON, NEW JERSEY
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waveguide input travels through
the split waveguide spiral while
electron beams move radially
through the split from the cathode
that is axially disposed in the spiral. The envelope is maintained at
a positive potential with respect to
the cathode.
Bars at B are maintained at
cathode potential so that radial electron beam sectors are generated for
specific control of the beams. Variable potentials applied to the bars
would, in effect, modulate the electron stream and, accordingly, the
output of the traveling wave tube.
In the patent description, various
techniques are disclosed by which
the fields maybe directed and concentrated within the waveguide spirals to effect differences in electron
speed within the guide and the
phase relationship of the waves
propagated within the guide.
The inventor also claims that by
connecting reactive coupling means
in appropriate places in the circuit
the traveling -wave tube can be
made into an oscillator at very high
frequencies.
Patent 2,600,961 on a very similar device that does not show wave guide structures was issued some
five months earlier to one Diemer,
and is assigned to Hartford Na April, 1953
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4.:lFO1111fERS
the free world's
sky lanes, EAD electrical devices

Throughout

protect, control and actuate aircraft
equipment on both commercial and
military planes of many nations.
Wherever the design requires small,
lightweight, dependable rotating
electrical units, the aviation industry has
learned to rely on EAD for the answer.

Type B302H-1C VARIABLE FREQUENCY
Centrifugal Blower. 115 volts, 320/1000
cycle, 50 C.F.M. at 0" S.P., single phase.

SOLVING SPECIAL
PROBLEMS

AT
Type J31E-23 DUAL FREQUENCY
Capacitor Run Induction Motor. 115 volt,
50/60 cycle -360/1600 cycle, single phase.

IS ROUTINE

EAD

If your problem involves rotating electrical equipment, bring it

to EAD. Our completely staffed organization will modify one of
our standard units or
design and produce a
special unit to meet
your most exacting requirement,

Type N2B-2 LOW HARMONIC Alternator.
Content less than 2% total distortion on
each phase. 7 volt, 30 cycle, 2 phase.

Type F4H92H-1CC 400 CYCLE-RING MOUNTED
Propeller Fan. 115 volt, 400 cycle, 130 C.F.M.
at .5" S.P., single phase.

Type B7P3K-3 DOUBLE ENDEDVARIABLE FREQUENCY Centrifugal
Blower. 115 volt, 320/1000 cycle,
80 C.F.M. at 0" S.P., single phase.

f#1,-)

EASTEJI4TAJJ, JJEF7CF&llvc.
585 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN 17, NEW YORK

ELECTRONICS- April, 1953
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2 -section

ELECTRONS A r WORK

threaded

(continued)

bushing mount

tional Bank and Trust Co. The
bank is the American Trustee for
the N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabriken of Eindhoven, Netherlands.
The very simplicity of the arrangement of the circuit of the
patent 2,617,927 issued to the late
Louis Cohen of Bethesda, Md. for
an "Interference Eliminating Sys-

2 -section
servo mount

SPECIFICATIONS
CONDENSED
winding
string" type
"violin
or
Kohlrausch
RL -271
Type No.

Potentiometer
Diameter (Inches)

2
3

Rating (watts)
-inches)
Torque, max. (ounce
3
Weight (ounces)
160,000
(ohms) ± 10%
Max. Resistance
13505
± 10%
(ohms)
Min. Resistance
4 ±
Angle (deg.)
Max. Useful
0.15
(%)
Max. Resolution
Min. Resolution (%)
Linearity (%)
up to
additional section 11/4"
Allow W for each
diameters
in
five. Can be supplied

ANTENNAS<

10-20µµF
ADJUSTED

MINIMUM

single section

standard mount

GAMEWELL LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR

Precision Potentiometers
To solve your specific precision potentiometer problem, send your
specs and sample orders to Gamewell. With over 98 years of experience
in manufacturing precision electrical products, Gamewell can provide

the answer promptly.
Linear and non-linear units are described in the Gamewell Precision
Potentiometer booklet. The booklet also contains a convenient glossary
of terms used in conjunction with precision potentiometers. Write for
your copy.
THE GAMEWELL COMPANY
Newton Upper Falls 64, Massachusetts

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
Manufacturers of precision electrical equipment since 1855

Want more information?
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tem" makes it particularly interesting. The circuit is shown in Fig. 7.
Two parallel open end antennas
are coupled to an antenna input
transformer of a radio receiver.
Essentially, one is capacitively
coupled and the other is inductively
coupled to the receiver input amplifier stage. The former connects to
the secondary and the latter connects to the primary.

Use post cord on

last page.
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FIG.

7-Simple system claimed to eliminate static and interference

The inventor points out that
every disturbance voltage is characterized by its own frequency, generally of a lower order than the desired frequency received by the
radio receiver. When the system of
the invention is properly adjusted
for minimum interference, voltages
of interfering energy are of the
same character in both antennas
and equal in magnitude but opposite in polarity, thus, balancing
out. The desired signal voltages
will not balance out. A lengthy
mathematical justification is incorporated in the patent to which the
reader is referred for further study.
Recent patent 2,617,854 issued to
H. E. Van Valkenburg for an "Induced Voltage Flaw Detector", describes a technique for detecting
flaws in the surface of magnetic
metals. The patent is assigned to
the General Electric Co.
The arrangement of apparatus is
shown in Fig. 8. Horizontal sweep
voltages are generated for a cathode-ray oscilloscope indicating sysApril, 1953
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an d
ratings
r
stock
ro
reg
regulator from
tage
f
ol
types available

r nag°

STANDARD TYPE

"CV" UNITS:

15 VA to 10,000 VA
Most voltage regulating requirements can be
met from these "stock" voltage regulating transformers. Regulation is ±1% or less with a total
primary voltage variation as great as 30°o.
This is the static -magnetic voltage regulator
that has become the "Standard of the World."

STANDARD
SPECIALIZED TYPES:

Available from regular production stock:

.

.

than 3% h

manic distortion
-±1% regulation.

CUSTOM DESIGNED UNITS: 1 VA to 25,000 VA
The'wide flexibility of the Sola Constant Voltage principle makes
possible special designs to meet your specific requirements.
Often, time and money can be saved by direct use or modification
of a regulator from the several hundred special designs on file.
Custom designs can include: Special Voltage Ratios, Spe-

cial Frequencies, Compensation for Frequency Variation, Multiple Output Voltages, Three -Phase Service,
and Military Specifications.

..

.

_3% regulation
less ... single, compact voltage source.
*ARAC

VQ

less than 3% har-

monic distortion
±1 % regulation.

..

.

TELEVISION ACCE
SORY REGULATOR

inexpensive
plug-in type.

ILA

TRANSFORMERS

Treneformon
Ftpe
Constant Voltage
tili'ßvro», tgnitioa
XRay
power
Centrals
ELECTRONICS
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Airport

othode Lighting
Signal Systems

..

.

COMPLETE CATALOG
Write on your letterhead for our new Constant Voltage Catalog. It gives complete
specifications, and operating data on SOLA
Constant Voltage Transformers, including
special units. Request Bulletin D.CV-142

ingSe9h6trgRry lamina

efc.
SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 4633 W. 16th Street, Chicago S0, hÏllnoie
iiimmealmia-
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(continued)

VCTOREEN'S
VERT

VOLTAGE REGULATOR TUBES

HORIIONTAt

I Replace expensive electronic

MECHA

regulating circuits.

1

GENERATOR

RELIABLE
LONG LIFE
SPACE SAVING

PERMANENZ MACHE
PICKUP COIL

1

!

A

applications requiring reliable voltage regulation in low current
circuits
Consider the advantages of a single tube to perform one
of these vital functions:
For

CAL

SWEEP VOLLALE

FIG. 8-Induced-voltage flaw detector

...

'

'
'
GLOW TUBES
57 Volts

Voltage
Voltage
Voltage
Voltage

regulation of power supplies.
reference for control of higher currents.
limiting to prevent circuit overloading.
adjustment for fine control of precision power supplies.
Write for additional specifications.

Maximum Current 800 pa

Regulation
200-800 ua

'

REGULATORS

Regulation
5-55 ma is 1.5%

'

Maximum Current 250pa
Regulation

HIGH VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

3000 to 5000
Volts

3.0%

Maximum Current 100 pa

HIGH VOLTAGE
400 to 2500
Volts

is

1

5-55

HIGH VOLTAGE

aua is

1.5%

Maximum Current 1001Ja
Regulation

REGULATORS
5000 to 15,000
Volts

10-60 pa is 1.5%

Maximum Current 55 ita

ADJUSTABLE
REGULATORS

Regulation
5-55 pa is 3%

645 to 705
Volts

DISTRIBUTORS
Plan to visit our
booths, 4103 and
4104,at the 1953
IRE show,
New
York City.

i

'

Allied Radio Corp., Chicago
Gifford -Brown, Des Moines
Harrison Equipment Co., Houston
Radio Shack Corp., Boston
Terminal Radio Corp., New York City
W and W Distributing Co., Memphis

tern by the action of a motor -driven
slider and crank -link mechanism
driving a potentiometer back and
forth across a source of voltage. A

permanent

horseshoe

magnet

coupled to the slider crank link is
oscillated across the surface area of
the magnetic material under examination. A pickup coil is wound
about one leg of the magnet. The
pickup coil is coupled to an amplifier. The amplifier output is applied to the vertical plates of the
oscilloscope.
The system operates similarly to
the sweep analysis of a radio or
audio -frequency spectrum. Horizontal sweep voltages are syn-

chronized with the scanning of the
metal under analysis. During the
sweep as the magnet oscillates over
the surface of the metal, which is
moved at a slow uniform rate beneath the magnet, any discontinuity
in the granular structure of the
metal or any mechanical flaws or
cracks will result in a difference in
the magnetic flux induced within
the metal by the magnet. The flux
changes induce a voltage in the
pickup coil. The variable voltage
resulting therefrom is amplified and
displayed on the scope. Fig. 9A,
OB and 9C show, respectively, the
waveform produced by a crack in
a homogenous portion of the metal,
a crack in a welded portion and an
unbroken, welded portion of metal
under test.
A variation of the system is
shown in Fig. 10. Here, a high -

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE

Carlton Engineering Co.,

Los

Angeles

The Vúctoreeri Instru.
3800 PERKINS AVE.
210
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CRACKED
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BETTER COMPONENTS MAKE BETTER INSTRUMENTS

Co.
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FIG.

9-Typical

cracked,

(B)

patterns for (A)
cracked and welded, (C)
welded metal
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Another new member
of the

CLEVELITE*

family

Torkrite Tubing in foreground,
enlarged to show detail.

TORKRITE

Clevelite

EE

Internally Threaded and Embossed Tubing

ELIMINATES TORQUE AND STRIPPING PROBLEMS

A few of many
ADVANTAGES:

TORKRITE'S re -cycling ability is
unmatched.

After

a

Electronic engineers find that TORKRITE, this newly designed and constructed Coil Form, has definite advantages
over all other types requiring the use of threaded cores.

...

TORKRITE is one of the many items of CLEVELITE
a
complete line of tubing for coil forms, collars, bushings,
spacers, tubes and other items.

maximum diameter core

has been re -cycled in a given form

reasonable number of tines, a
minimum diameter core can be
inserted and measured at 1" oz.
a

approximately.
TORKRITE has no hole nor perforations through the tube wall. This
eliminates possibility of cement
leakage locking the cores.

CLEVELITE has long been giving continuous satisfaction
because of its dependable performance, uniformity and
close tolerances.

Consult our Research and Engineering Laboratory.
at your service.
WHY PAY MORE?

FOR THE BEST

It

... CALL CLEVELAND!
Reg. U. S. Pat.

TORKRITE allows use of lower
torque as it is completely independent of stripping pressure.

With TORKRITE torque does not
increase after winding, as the
heavier wall will not tend to collapse and bind the core.

fit

a 1/a-28

ELECTRON ICS

-

core.
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Off.

CLEVELAND
CONTAINER
6201 BARBERTON AVE.
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Plymouth,Wisc., Chicago, Detroit, Ogdensburg, N.Y., /amesburg, N. J.
ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio
CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canada, Ltd., Prescott, Ontario

Available in lengths 3/4" to 31/8"
to

is

REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK AREA

R. T.

MURRAY, 604 CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANGE, N. J.
6 CO., 62 LA SALLE RD., WEST HARTFORD, CONN

NEW ENGLAND

R. S. PETTIGREW

CHICAGO AREA

PLASTIC TUBING SALES, 5215 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO

Want more information?
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(continued)

10-Alternative technique using
electronic sweep for flaw detection

FIG.

Meet the Redheads...
tops for tape recording
See how the latest additions to the Brush family of magnetic
recording components can improve your tape recorders!
The BK -1090 record -reproduce head has the standard track
width designed for dual track recording on /. inch tape. It provides unusually high resolution and uniformity over an extended
frequency range. Cast resin construction assures dimensional
stability, minimizes moisture absorption, and affords freedom from
microphonics. Its balanced magnetic construction, precision
lapped gap, Mu -metal housing, and single-hole mounting provide

important design advantages,.
The BK -1110 erase head has the same basic construction as the
companion record -reproduce unit. Its outstanding feature is its
efficient erasing at low power consumption-less than I/: voltampere.
Investigate these new "Redheads" for your magnetic recording.
Your inquiries will receive the attention of capable engineers. Write
Brush Electronics Company, Department K-3,3405 Perkins Avenue,
Cleveland 14, Ohio.

BRUSH ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRIAL AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS
ACOUSTIC DEVICES
MAGNETIC RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT
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frequency oscillator excites a winding about the center leg of a
laminated E -shaped core and induces a voltage in a second winding.
The latter winding is coupled to a
detector and amplifier, the output
of which in turn is applied to the
vertical plates of the scope. Horizontal sweep is applied internally
to the scope.
So long as the metal is moving
beneath the laminated E -shaped induction coil, the coupling between
the oscillator winding and the pickup winding is constant. Any variation in the metal structure owing
to flaws in the granular structure,
or cracks, will result in a difference
in the coupling and a change in the
amplitude of the resultant signal
displayed on the scope.
An invention of Heinz E. Kallman of New York, N. Y., entitled
"Electron Multiplying Device" was
awarded patent 2,617,948. The inventor claims that the novel features of his invention are applicable
to all types of electron multiplier
devices whether photocathode or
grid controlled.
It is well known that there is a
residual current (termed by the inventor, standing current) in the
conventional electron multplier. The
amplification of the electron multiplier applies as well to the residual
direct current as it does to the modulation component. Since some of
the input signals to such a tube are
relatively weak, the ratio of the
signal level to the residual d -c remains in the output. This limits
the usable magnification range of
the electron -multiplier devices within which the residual current is
manageable.
It is the inventor's object to make
April, 1953
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Here's a completely new

rotary exhaust machine
for higher speeds, higher

vacuums

On a continuous, non -indexing basis, CVC's new rotary exhaust
machine provides automatic base sealing, tube exhaust, and
final tip-off at rates 25 to 30% above normal. And it produces a
pressure of r micron or lower at each tube port as compared with
the usual 10 to 100 microns.
Designed for miniature electronic tubes, this new machine
can be converted for use on larger or smaller tubes if necessary.
An indexing feature is easily added if required for such an operation as precise forming.
To reduce down time and maintenance to a minimum, each
of the 16 pumping units is a readily removable package containing mechanical pump, diffusion pump, cycling valve and
tube port-the entire head can be removed and replaced in a
matter of minutes. One electric motor operates all the mechanical
pumps, another drives the turret.
A simpler version of the machine is now being employed to
pump vacuum bottles and can be adapted to other continuous
vacuum pumping and sealing tasks.
To find out more about how this new exhaust machine can
speed tube production, reduce costs and improve tùbe quality,
write to Consolidated Vacuum Corporation, Rochester 3,
N. Y. (A subsidiary of Consolidated Engineering Corporation,
Pasadena, Calif.) Sales offices: Menlo Park, Calif. Chicago,
Ill. Camden, N. J. New York, N. Y.

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation
Rochester

3,

N.Y.

high vacuum research and engineering

www.americanradiohistory.com
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No. 637SS, AN3307-1

xo.

much greater magnifications possible in a single -stage electron-multiplier circuit by constructing the
multiplier to include an extra control grid, interposed either between
a pair of dynodes in the electron
stream, or between the final dynode
and anode, and an external circuit
for coupling a modulation component derived from an early dynode
such as No. 1 in Fig. 11 to the
control grid following a subsequent
dynode closer to the anode.
By this technique, the originally
low depth of modulation may be increased by amounts approaching

2PDT Hermetically Sealed,

Solder Terminal Type

Forbetter
controls
through better

Hermetically
Sealed Relays

100 percent.

No. 637PS

The technique may be termed re modulation of the electron multiplier and has been described in the
literature: H. E. Kallman, Remodu-

2PDT Hermetically Sealed,

Plug -In Type in Octal Plug

SPECIFY

th

n

DYNODE

CONTROL

The most advanced hermetially sealed relays can best
e designed and produced by
firm like Leach which pion ered this field from the be-

MODULATION

No. 9031 SS

FIG.

Hermetically Sealed,
Solder Terminal Type
3PDT

ere at Leach you will find
.lete engineering, testing
and .roduction facilities to
co

help ou solve your relay
probi. s in the electrical and
electro is fields.
The surpassed dependa-

bility

1

each Relays has

Ft

been pro d by nearly four
decades o eadership in providing all t .es of relays for

maximum erformance

under compe 'five operating
conditions.
FOR BETTE

THROUGH

BE

,..a_..m.y

CONTROLS
R

RELAYS

-Sp 'fy Leach

Performance characteristics for the
Relays illustrated above are as follows:
Contacts rated: 10 Amps.
Resistive and inductive at 29 VDC.
6 Amps. Motor load at 29 VDC.

10 Amps. Resistive at 115 VAC, 400 cycles.
Coil 24-28 VDC.

5915 AVALON BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES 3, CALIFORNIA

Representatives in Principal Cities of the U.S. and Canada
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PICAOff COUPLING CAPACITOR

11-Electron multiplying device
applicable to television

lation in Electron Multiplier Cascades, Proc. IRE P 282 Feb. 1953.
An invention relating to a
method for analyzing combustible
gases has been awarded U. S.
Patent 2,617,716. The inventor,
Ralph E. Hartline, of Tulsa, Oklahoma, has assigned the patent to
Stanolind Oil and Gas Co., of Tulsa.
In the previously used combustible gas analyzing systems one of
the problems encountered has been
zero drift of the indicating apparatus employed and also in local heating filamentary sampling chambers
result in ambient temperature
changes that upset the accuracy of
such instruments.
Combustible gas analysis is accomplished by permitting a gas
sample under analysis to pass

through a chamber containing a filament that acts as a load across a
source of a -c potential. The heating of this filament in the gas
April, 1953
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ANOTHER ADDITION TO LITTON PLANT TO HELP
MEET YOUR TUBE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION NEEDS
Litton is now building a new addition to its vacuum
tube plant at San Carlos, California. This expansion
will approximately double tube development and
manufacturing facilities and will allow expansion of
our affiliate, Litton Engineering Laboratories, which
has taken over the manufacture of glassworking
lathes and other machine products. Like the plant
completed last year, the new building has been designed specifically for vacuum tube manufacture; it
has similar reinforced concrete block walls with
large glass -block panels for diffused daytime illumi-

LITTON MAGNETRONS
Concurrent with plant expansion is a marked increase
in the variety of pulse and
CW magnetrons for radar,
beacon and countermeasure
equipment. It is quite pos-

nation.
Included is complete environmental control of
temperature, sound, light and air for optimum manufacturing conditions.
Increasing demand for Litton products has brought
about this expansion, and we expect that the added
capacity will provide greater volume and service to
our friends in industry.

sible that Litton Industries
now has in production or development the specific tube
to meet your needs.

Application of Litton design
and processing criteria to all
our tube types permits manufacture of tubes that require no aging racks in the
plant or in the field and have
long shelf life with snap -on
operation to full rated power output immediately after
completion of the cathode
warm-up period.
2874

INDUSTRIES
1025 BRITTAN AVENUE
gLECTRON

ICS

-

April,

1953

SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA
Want more information?
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pyroferric
iron
cores
r

ACTUAL
SIZE

PYROFERRIC IRON CORES

are scientifically manufactured,
under strictest quality controls
and rigid maintenance
of close electrical
and mechanical tolerances.

(continued)

chamber causes resistance variation
of the filament, a load variation and
consequent current variation. The
changes are impressed on a bridge
circuit balanced against a voltage
twice the frequency of the primary
source of a -c potential. The variation of some parameter (in this
case combustibility) of the gas
sample is indicated by the rectified
component of the harmonic output
voltage.
The circuit of the combustible
gas analyzer is shown in Fig. 12.
An alternating voltage at frequency
f is applied to the gas detector filament superimposed on a direct -current. The output of the gas detector is applied to a balanced modulator through C, and C, at a frequency f having a low -frequency

CAS CHAMBER

INPUT
FREO

If)

BALANCED

C

MODULATOR

GAS

I1-

'

FIL

IN

FILTER
Co

PYROFERRIC services
are available for the engineering
of your core production requirements
your letterhead request
for Catalog 22A
will bring you complete information
including the manufacture of iron
cores, their electrical properties,
materials, design considerations,
standardization data,
uses and other
helpful data.

...

PYROFERRIC BLDG.

216

Bronx Boulevard at
216th St., N.Y.C. 67

Want more information? Use post cord on lost page.
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LGAS

,BAND-PASS

FIG.

TUNED TO

12-Analyzer

2f

for

combustible

gases

modulation component determined
by the variations in the filament
resistance with combustion variations.
The d -c potential applied to the
low-pass filter will vary as the amplitude of f applied to the balanced
modulator. A voltage at a frequency
2f is also applied to the balanced
modulator as a balanced bias voltage. A direct voltage will appear
at the output of the balanced modulator proportional to the second
harmonic voltage drop across the
gas -chamber filament. The lowpass filter rejects all but the d -c
component of the output of the balanced modulator and the output
voltage is applied to an indicator
such as a meter or oscilloscope.
The cyclic variation of the gas
chamber filament brings it periodically through a range at a rate far
in excess of any temperature variation and produces an output in the
system with a negligible zero drift.
This invention is employed in
April, 1953
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is for Ìldvanced design...
Transport radar for retrain mapping and weather
avoidance has taken a bold step forward. The
AN/APS-42A is an advanced redesign by Pacific
Division for the Services. It has been selec:ed as the
standard design.
This Bendix-Pacific development provides simplicity of operation, maximum reliability and minimum maintenance ...all with a substantial saving
in weight.

The advanced design of the Bendix-Pacific

EEE6T0ONIt

40060ES5

111

0E110111PRtIF16

APS-42A is typical cf vlat this Division s e cctronic eng:n_ers are accomplishing in Je.igning
new equipment for pract cal .ve. In a`cit or to airborne radar systems, our 2.ngireers have e-ta.lisied
leadership in the field: of sonar, isle neteri.ng,
missile guidance systems arc radio cortrol. Our
engineering achievements are backed u) with
manufacturing capacity and know -haw it de form
of three large, modern_ p ants. We ara. inerestec in
developing new, practica' resigns in thes. fields
for you.

You are invited to
write for a copy of the
booklet ''Electronic Progress
at Bendix-Pacific"

D:g4sion
no»,« .0::'/.000,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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for

geochemical analysis in oil wells.
It is one of many examples of the
increasing employment of the electron tube arts in the oil and other
geophysical industries.

Consistent
Highest
Quality

X -Ray
Spectrograph,Vickers
chemists maintain exact control of
the special refining process.
By means of a

Rectifiers...

REFINES
ICKERS
ITS OWN SELENIUM!
200.1000 Ioa5o0
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Before Refining

tnary grade selenium

L
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C

with over 1%
ties)

I

0000000000000000000
Fe
T

PPM

1.

impuri-

After Vickers Refining
with impurities reduced
to .001

Bi Cu
T

T

0.5 0.5

A QUALITY CONTROL THAT MEANS MORE
UNIFORM, DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE FOR YOU!
Selenium rectifier performance depends upon the purity of selenium
used. Vickers Electric Division establishes complete quality control at

the very beginning

... with

its own

refining plant and testing labora-

tories. Producing uniformly pure selenium for Vickers rectifiers

important step

in assuring more consistent

is

an

performance character-

istics, and stable, long -life rectifiers.

More reasons why VICKERS
makes a better rectifier:
255 separate tests and Irspections.

Automatic electroforming "pre -stresses" cells.
Precision -matched cells p-event overload -over-

Image Amplifier

FLUORESCENT SCREENS used by physicians in examining patients by
x-ray have an efficiency of about
5 percent. To see the fluoroscopic
image, the radiologist must dark adapt his eyes for at least 20 minutes. A newly developed image
amplifier reduces this time to about
four minutes.
Increased brightness of the x-ray
image has been attained by converting x-ray energy into light with a
fluorescent screen and thence to
electrons by means of an adjacent
photoelectric surface. Electrons are
accelerated by a high potential
placed across the vacuum tube to
give a brightness gain of 10 or
more. Further gain is attained by
electrostatic focusing of the electron stream to reduce the image to
approximately a fifth its original

size.
The reduced image, made up of
high-speed electrons, impinges on a

phosphor output layer that converts
the electron stream back to a visible
image, brightened 200 times. As a
final step, the intensified image is
magnified by means of an optical
system without loss of brightness.
The intensification achieved by
reducing the image size in the electron -optical system is possible because the brightness is increased in
inverse proportion to the area. This
results from all the electrons being
utilized in forming the image. When
the area is reduced, the total energy
therefore remains constant. Thus
the energy per unit area, which is

heating.
Hydraulic assembly assures mechanical strength
and dimension.
Rectifiers shock and vibration tested to military
specifications.

Write for Bulletin 3000. Vickers engineering service is available without obligation.

ICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION
VICKERS Inc.

A

UNIT

O

F

THE

1801 LOCUST STREET
21)-'
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FIG. 1-Developmental model of the

Westinghouse image amplifier tube
April, 1953
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must begin with

ARCO
TRANSFORMERS
manufactured with

#We

The Arco Transformer and Electric CorporationDivision of the National Mill Supply Corporation
of Fort Wayne, Indiana, uses Heldor transformer
cans and compression -type terminals as a practical
production practice that saves time, money and worry
in meeting MIL -T-27 and commercial specifications.
You, too, can effect substantial savings in your
transformer (and other electronic equipment) assemblies when you STANDARDIZE ON THE CON-

CANS and
TERMINALS
11W

SISTENTLY UNIFORM, HIGH QUALITY HELDOR COMPONENTS. Better still, you'll effect even
GREATER SAVINGS when you use Heldor's complete "package"
cans with Heldor's compression type bushings ASSEMBLED in can covers.
It will pay you to secure quotations from HELDOR
on your requirements. Just send prints or specifications on your needs
and you'll receive FACTS
that prove what other manufacturers already know
HELDOR is QUALITY you can count on
.
at money-saving prices.
Send for that quotation today!

...

...

...

..

HELDOR DRAWN CANS Now Available!
Several sizes and types. Write for Details!

WRITE FOR HELDOR'S NEW CAN CATALOG!

HELDOR MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
HELDOR BUSHING & TERMINAL CO., INC.

225 Belleville Ave.,
ELECTRON ICS

-
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proportional to brightness, must go
up.

Illustrated: Model
15 A.

single -pole, double -throw,
125 V. A. C. Overall length, Vs ".
BP,

1

Limitations of the optical magnification that can be obtained without loss of brightness make it unprofitable to reduce the electron
image to less than one fifth the size
of the x-ray image. The reduced
image seen through an ordinary optical magnifier appears normal size.
Radiation hazard to radiologist
and patient is basically the same as
with conventional fluoroscopy, but
there are two ways in which significant reductions of the hazard are
possible. First, the radiologist may
reduce the intensity of the x-ray
beam, for example to one fourth the
usual amount. Under these conditions he will still have an image 50
times brighter than the conventional. Second, because he learns
what he wants to know so much
quicker, the examination time and
hence the radiation exposure is
greatly reduced.
In addition to shorter examinations, such techniques as stereofluoroscopy and even the televising
of fluoroscopic images may become
practical. These possibilities are in
addition to the advantage that the
physician is able to perceive objects
presently indiscernible.

The most practical and economical solution to difficult switching

Consider these important design and production advantages

problems ever devised

now. New TYNISWITCII

.

.

.

TYNISW ITCI l
Like no other snap switch
made, this compact, low cost,
snap -action unit permits high
load switching in a minimum
amount ,of space. It eliminates
the need for costly, non-functional bulk in new or redesigned products. Its high force -to -inertia ratio spring blade inhibits mechanical resonance . . . assures
smooth, high-speed operation
mith positive, bounccless closure.
And as for dependability-conclusive laboratory tests have
proven that TYNISWITCH is
consistently reliable at high operating speeds
for over millions
.

...

of cycles!
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Want more information?

models can be developed to fit
your exact switching speeds and
specifications-or you can select

conventional circuit arrangements from a variet of standard
units. Write for complete details.
TYNISWITCII Division, The
Sessions Clock Company, 104
East Main St., Forestville, Conn.

A DIVISION OF
THE SESSIONS CLOCK COMPANY
FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT

Use post cord zn
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Replenisher for Hydrogen Filled Tubes
By J. H. JUPE
Middlesex, England
DEVICE for automatically replenishing hydrogen removed from
tubes by clean-up consists of an
evacuated nickel capsule that contains a small amount of zirconium
hydride. When the capsule is heated
to a temperature exceeding 400 deg
C, hydrogen evolved from the
hydride can diffuse through the
walls. When cold, the nickel container prevents the return of the
hydrogen to the hydride where it
would be reabsorbed.
Automatic operation is obtained
by attaching the capsule to the
plate of a hydrogen -filled tube. As
pressure within the tube falls owing
to the clean-up process the voltage
drop across it rises increasing the
power dissipated at the plate. The
increased dissipation raises the

A

April, 1953
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miniaturization through critically precise components

RDM is dedicated to the research, development

and/or manufacture of custom-made, high
precision components for electrical, mechanical
and electronic devices.

Component reliability is the sole aim
FOR

DESIGN

ENGINEERS,

a

SPACE,

WEIGHT

WITHOUT THE SACRIFICE
FOR PRODUCTION

FOR

AND
OF

result,

perfect reproduction of the design. Made-to-

order parts meet your most exacting tolerances

RDM PRECISION COMPONENTS OFFER
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES

...the

and diverse requirements.

SAVING

FRICTION

FUNCTION.

ENGINEERS, RDM

ELIMINATES COSTLY BOTTLENECKS.

Production schedules assured.
A brochure is yours for the asking.

*

RESEARCH
425 EAST
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(continued)

temperature of the plate and causes
the capsule to operate. When sufficient hydrogen has been evolved to
restore the correct pressure, plate
heating is reduced and the evolution of hydrogen ceases.

Remote Control
Caps TV Camera Lens
By C. J. AUDITORE
Facilities Engineer
TVOR-TY

New York, N.

Y.

desired to operate
a television camera in a fixed position, focused on a predetermined
scene without the benefit of a
camera operator in attendance. To
avoid retention of a scene, called
IT IS SOMETIMES

Yes, we are busy as beavers. But we take the tinte to gnaw
on your component problems, because we do give a "dam"
about the people who build electronic devices.

If you are sure of what you want and want to be sure
you will get it, call MILO.
If uncertain a component will do exactly Ns hat you want,
or fit exactly as it must, call MILO. We may know more than
the book says about it. Or know of a part that will do it better.
We have many lines and many numbers. And men who
know our stock from origin to end use.
MILO sells components. We gladly give of our experience. Gained from busy years as industrial distributing specialists for the leading brands of electronic components and test

instruments.
CHECK LIST (A -C)

of LEADING BRANDS IN

Acro -Switch
Advance Electric
Aerovox
Aircraft Marine Products

A T R
Barker 8 Williamson
Belden
Birnbach

Allen-Bradley
Allied Control
Alpha Wire
American Beauty
Amperite
Amphenol
Arco
Arrow -Hart & Hegeman

Bliley

Astron

Bogen
Bud
Burgess
Bussman

Cannon

STOCK

Cetron
Chatham Electronics
Chicago Telephone
Supply Co.
Chicago Transformer Co.
Cinch -Jones
Clarostot
Conant labs
Consolidated Wire Cos.
Continental Carbon (Nobeloy)

Cornell-Dubilier

Cardwell
Carter
Centralab

Crest Labs.

JAN -APPROVED COMPONENTS
FREE

burning-in,

the image orthicon
camera tube should never be allowed to remain focused on a stationary bright scene for more than
a few minutes at a time. Therefore, it is necessary effectively to
cap the lens by some other than
physical means.
An electronic lens capping method
has been tested at WOR-TV and
has proved to be satisfactory. To
understand it, it is necessary to
examine the operation of the image
section of the tube.
The image section contains a
semitransparent photocathode on
the inside of the face plate, a grid
to provide an electrostatic accelerating field, and a target that consists
of a thin glass disk with a fine
mesh screen very closely spaced to
it on the photocathode side. Focusing is accomplished by means of a
magnetic field produced by an external coil, and by varying the
photocathode voltage.
Light from the scene being televised is picked up by an optical lens

INDUSTRIAL TUBE BOOKLET

Chief Engineers, Purchasing Agents, Purchasing
Executives! Write now if you haven't received our
Electronic Tube Booklet # EB. Use company
letterhead and state your title. Address Dept. E-4.
Industrial

the ONE source for ALL your electronic needs

15-21
-500V

R72

R73

R74

IMEG

470K

50K

IMAGE

R71

FOCUS

15

NORMAL

200 GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. Phone BEekman 3-2980
Teletype NY1-1839 Wire MILO-WUX-N.Y. Cable MILOLECTRO-N.Y.
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CONTROL

X

SWITCH

RADIO & ELECTRONICS CORP.
MILO
ELECTRONICS FOR INDUSTRY

TARGET

CONTROL

K

-01,000

'X

CAPPED

15-15
TO PHOTOCATHODE

AND CRID 6 Hi CAMERA

FIG. 1-Effective lens capping for a
camera in the TIC -10A chain is accom-

plished by insertion of a toggle switch
as shown
April, 1953
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"Designed for Applicalion "

Delay Lines and Networks
The James Millen Mfg. Co., Inc. has been
producing continuous delay lines and lump
constant delay networks since the origination
of the demand for these components in pulse
formation and other circuits requiring time
delay. The most modern of these is the distributed constant delay line designed to comply
with the most stringent electrical and mechanical requirements for military, commercial
and laboratory equipment.

JAMES MILLEN
MAIN OFFICE

M ALDEN,

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

Millen distributed constant line is available as
bulk line for laboratory use and in either flexible or metallic hermetically sealed units
adjusted to exact time delay for use in production equipment. Lump constant delay networks may be preferred for some specialized
applications and can be furnished in open or
hermetically sealed construction. The above
illustrates several typical lines of both types.
Our engineers are available to assist you in
your delay line problems.

MFG. CO., INC.
AND FACTORY

MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
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Highest Accuracy... Minimum Size
for Field, Lab, and Production Use
There's a Shallcross Bridge for measuring
resistance to any desired precision-indoors or
out. Field models have aluminum cases with
controls easily adjustable even with a gloved
hand. Models for lab, production, and school

use feature high readability and simple
operation-even for unskilled users.
Accuracy, Stability, and Ruggedness-unsurpassed in any instrument of comparable price.

Selections from the complete Shallcross line
are described below. Additional specifications
on these, and many other types, are available
from SHALLCROSS MFG. CO., 522 Pusey Ave.,
Collingdale, Pa.

WHEATSTONE-FAULT LOCATION BRIDGE No. 6100:
5 -dial field model. Locates grounds, crosses,
opens, and shorts by Murray, Varley, Hilborn,

or Fisher Loop and Capacitance tests. Range: 1
to 1,011,000 ohms. Accuracy: ± 0.1%, + 0.01
ohm. 87/8" x 73/8" x 53/4". 8 lbs. Price: $175.

KELVIN-WHEATSTONE BRIDGE No. 638-R:

Shallcross

has pioneered this compact combination of two
bridges in one. Range: 0.001 to 11,110,000
ohms. Accuracy: ± 0.3% - 1 to 111,100 ohms.
121/2" x 101/2" x 63/4". 9 lbs. Price: $260.

WHEATSTONE-LIMIT BRIDGE No. 6320:

Combines

-dial Wheatstone and Percent -Limit features.
Range: 0.1 to 111,110,000 ohms. AccuracyRatio resistors: ± .01%,
Rheostat: ± (.01% to
.05% + .005 ohms). 153/4" x 91/4" x 51/2". 15
lbs. Price: $700.

system and focused on the photocathode, which emits electrons from
each illuminated area in proportion
to the intensity of the light striking
the area. This stream of photoelectrons is focused on the target by
the magnetic and accelerating fields.
On striking the target, the photoelectrons cause secondary electrons
to be emitted by the glass. The
secondaries thus emitted are collected by the adjacent mesh screen.
Emission of the secondaries leaves
on the photocathode side of the
glass a pattern of positive charges
corresponding to the pattern of
light from the scene being televised.
Because of the thinness of the glass
target the pattern will burn -in if
it is stationary and prolonged in
duration.
This pattern will be completely
discharged by the scanning beam
on the opposite side of the glass
if the flow of photoelectrons from
the photocathode is interrupted
either by capping the lens or by
removing the electrostatic accelerating potential betwéen the photocathode and the target.
The photocathode is normally
operated at approximately -425
volts while the target voltage is
somewhere within the range of ±3
volts. The photoelectron stream can
be cut off, therefore, simply by
grounding the photocathode and its
associated accelerating grid 6. This
voltage is controlled by a potentiometer in the remotely located
camera control unit of the RCA
TK -10A camera chain. The addition
of a toggle switch is all that is
required effectively to cap the lens
as shown in Fig. 1. It is necessary
only to remove dashed wiring between points X -X and install a
single -pole double-throw toggle
switch.

5

Ultrasonic Method of
Tire Inspection
can be used
to detect internal flaws in tires, but
because of the geometric shape of
a tire, the tread pattern and the
need for inspecting a relatively
large area in a short time, special
problems are introduced.
In the device described a circuit
ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT
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3,

GAUGE
TINNED

WI.

.

Ruggedized construction

2. Welded anchor pins
3. Triple moisture protection

4. Self-insulcting case
5. Vibration resistont
IS.

Shock resistant

All types

7. Higher efficiency
8.

available
for prompt
shipment

Stability of characteristics

9. No

flaking

NTERNAT ()NAL RECTIFIElf
c

OR

T

ION

Phone: El Segundo 1890
General Offices: 1521 E.. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif.
Franklin 2-3889
Phone:
Wacker
Drive
West
Chicago Branch Office: 205
Phone: Chi'ckering 4-0017
New York Branch Office: 12 West 32nd Street, N. Y.1
ELECTRONICS

-
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providing a frequency -modulated
signal sweeping from 34 to 46 kc is
used. To allow moving the tire
while in contact with the microphone and transmitting unit a
liquid bath is used as a sound transmitting agent. The tire is placed
in the liquid bath and a transducer
and a microphone are placed opposite each other in the liquid with
the portion of the tire under examination between the two. Rotating
the tire allows inspection of the
entire surface.
Inspection in this manner will
detect separations in the tire structure, internal breaks, and porosity
or loosness around the cords. Cuts
0.25N

0001

1001}11
1,200 -RPM
MOTOR

08:
100

615

... for

Other Products of U.

Radium

RADIOACTIVE FOILS
(alpha -ray ionization sources)

LUMINOUS RETICLES

IONOTRON STATIC ELIMINATORS

POWDERS:
cathode-ray tube and television tube

RADIUM LOCATORS:
pendants, lenses, buttons, screws, markers

SILHOUETTE ILLUMINATION
of clocks, watches and instruments

R

BETTER
226

S.

I I

r

/RIYM

V

.i

and other specialties

UNITED STATES RADIUM
CORPORATION

DIALS

A
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ULTRASONIC
TRANSMITTING
TRANSDUCER

MILLION -DOLLAR DIALS
Self -luminous, fluorescent, phosphorescent, or nonluminescentetched, lithographed, or screened
-whatever type of dial you need,
U. S. Radium Corporation can
produce it . . . with "million dollar" accuracy and finish, at mass-production cost.
Yes, even though they cost less than you'd think, U. S. Radium
dials look like a million dollars. That's because, in producing millions
of dials for instruments and timepieces, we've learned how to apply
precise markings with big -volume methods that are a boon to the
budget. We also make high -accuracy dials, in as small quantity as
desired, for scientific requirements.
To find out how our dial experience can benefit your instruments
with better dial design, or lower cost, or both -write Dept. E-4,
U. S. Radium Corp., 535 Pearl Street, New York 7, N. Y.

o

50K

B+

FIG.

B+

1-Diagram

of ultrasonic oscillator
used in tire inspection unit

and external breaks will give an indication if there is a film or pocket
of air trapped in or around the
break. Most small clean cuts will
give little or no indication. If,
however, there is a rotted or separated area around the cut where the
liquid does not penetrate the fault
will be indicated.
Electronic Equipment
The ultrasonic driver unit is
shown in Fig. 1. A Colpitts oscillator circuit is used, the frequency
of which is continuously varied by
a motor-driven capacitor. The motor operates at 1,200 rpm sweeping
the frequency range forty times a
second. Trimmer capacitors are
used to set the sweep range to the
desired values. A 6N7 resistance coupled amplifier provides about
two watts of power to drive the
crystal transmitter. The crystal is
April, 1953
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Manual Inductrol
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THE INCREASE IN LIF
FOR SUHNORMA_
VOLTAGES MAY HOT 8E
REALIZED IN ALL
TUBES DUE TO
SECONDARY EFFECTS.
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ELECTRONIC TUBE -LIFE
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4

tubes and some battery -heat
ed tubes. Curve 3 "Pure
Tungsten" applies to oscillator tubes.
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SO

III
111

Current -carrying ability of
all electronic tubes is affected seriously by voltage deviation. The loss of emission
at undervoltage results in
shorter tube life. Curve
"Oxide Coated" applies to
most of the thyratrons, pliotrons and receiving tubes.
Curve 2 "Thoriated Tungsten"
applies to small transmitter

73

90

100

R0

Automatic Inductrol

120

PER CENT CATHODE -EATER VOLTS
1

life and performance,
Inductrols as "original equipment"

For maximum tube

include

G -E

Automatic voltage regulation provides an effective and
economical means of avoiding losses in power capacity
The life and efficiency of the eleetron.e (equipment you
manufacture depends, to a large extent, on the performance of the electronic tubes. Tube life is adversely
affected by over- or under -voltage conditions that can
err.tir/

be ¡rrr entcd.

For further information, contact your nearest G -E sales
distributor...or return the attached coupon.

c

dry -type induction voltage regulators, called Induetrots, offer you an effective and economical means of
maintaining correct operating voltage. Two types are
available for indoor service on circuits 600 volts and below, single-phase 3 to 240 kva; three-phase 9 to 520 kva.
G -E

office, agent or

---

r-I

HERE'S HELPFUL G -E DATA

I

ON INDUCTROLS

A utomatic

Inductrols maintain a closely regulated
output voltage from a varying supply voltage with
a bandwidth of
1%. The standard range of regulation is plus and minus 10%.
2. Hand -operated or manually controlled motor operated Inductrols provide a variable output
voltage from a relatively constant supply voltage.
They supply 100%raise and 100% lower regulation.
1.

Typical applications for G -E Inductrol- that have proved
highly effective include: radar equipment, induction heating equipment, medical and industrial x-ray equipment,
TV and radio transmitters.

For full details on dry -type induction voltage regulators, return this
coupon .
today!
Single-phase INDUCTROLS, indoor service
600 volts and below on circuits 3 to 240 kva-GEC-795A
.

.

Three-phase INDUCTROLS, indoor service
600 volts and below on circuits 9 to 520

kva-GEA-5824

Application bulletin,
Inductrols and electronic equipment-GEA-5936

General Electric Company
Section

9orz

eer2z/blrforr2 eo» «riree

423-201, Schenectady

5, N. Y.

Name

Company

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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City
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AIRPAX has
the most revolutionary
miniature chopper!

(continued)

6517
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500K
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weighs only 1.2 ozs.

,

FIG.

I,000

2-Receiver circuit for ultrasonic
tire inspector

L.-75$ DIPf
1

.

n

1625

FITS 7 PIN

MINIATURE
SOCKET

lile

AIRPAX

"MIDGET"
Small size and b g performance have won wide acclaim for the
C747 MIDGET chopper in the short time since production was
released. Available with SPDT contacts, a 6.3 volt drive for
400 cycle opercticn, usually a 380 to 420 cycle frequency range.
Phase angle mecsured from a driving sine wave to midpoint
of contact dwell is a nominal 65°, with a dwell of approximately
135°. Units operate successfully over a very wide temperature
range, are fully iermetically sealed and may be exposed to
high altitudes, humidity, oibration and shock without damage.
Write for bulletin C747.

and microphone to be moved together across the tire from shoulder
to shoulder. This movement together with rotation of the tire
allows the inspection of any portion

DESIGNERS

228
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surrounded by castor oil and enclosed in a waterproof rubber
housing.
The microphone pickup (Fig. 2)
is in contact with a thin metal diaphragm in the end of a watertight
cylindrical metal container. To
make the response of the microphone directional the metal container is surrounded by a metal
wall with an air space between.
The amplifier contains two high gain resistance -coupled stages, the
output being rectified and observed
on a microammeter. A portion of
the rectified output voltage is
filtered and applied to the grid of a
thyratron as a negative bias. When
the amplifier output drops below a
predetermined value, the thyratron
fires, actuating a relay that turns
off a green pilot lamp and turns on
a red one indicating a defect in the
tire. Since the plate supply of the
thyratron is from the high voltage
a -c winding of the power transformer the tube will be extinguished as soon as the negative bias
is resumed.
In use the input potentiometer is
adjusted to give about 80-percent
full-scale reading when a tire without defects is placed on the test
stand. The bias of the thyratron
is then adjusted so that it will be
triggered when the reading drops
to about 50 percent of full scale.
Gearing permits the transducer

Use post card on

last page.
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MANUFACTURING

by the

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Antericti's Leading Precision Manufacturer

THE Hamilton Watch Company's Precision
Services Division can produce small quantities of precision rolled strip or precision drawn
wire in special alloys to your exact specification.
Special equipment and highly trained personnel enable us to offer a complete service,
from melting and pouring the ingot to producing the finished strip or wire.
We can cast 3 to 25 -pound ingots to extremely
exacting specifications. Our Sendzimir Mill can
roll strip in widths of 2 to 4 inches, down to
thicknesses as fine as .001, with tolerances of
plus or minus .0001. We can draw wire to even
finer tolerances.
Hamilton's Precision Services are set up to
accurately melt, cast, forge, roll, and finish special alloys. We can do these jobs for you:
Precision Sendzimir mill rolling
Precision slitting of wide strip
Hot and cold rolling of strip to standard
mill specifications
Re-rolling of strip to accurate dimensions
Accurate wire drawing to closer than commercial tolerances
Wire straightening
Polishing
For complete information about Precision
Services available at the Hamilton Watch
Company, call or write-

?al'RING a .àM4_1 INGOT

Precision Services Division

-WATCH COMPANY
Lancaster 5 Pennsylvania
ELECTRON ICS
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(continued)

of the tire.

Thorough, rapid wetting of the
tire by the liquid bath is necessary
for accurate and quick inspection.
For this reason denatured industrial grain alcohol was used with
the added advantage of rapid drying after inspection.
Inspection of a bus tire takes
from five to fifteen minutes depending on the tire quality and the

thoroughness desired.
This article has been abstracted
from a paper entitled "Ultrasonic
Method of Tire Inspection" by W.
E. Morris, R. B. Stambaugh and
S. D. Gehman appearing in the Dec.
1952 issue of Review of Scientific
Instruments.

Recorder Bias and Audio
Level Measuring Instrument
A

DOUGLAS

E. TAYLOR

Asst. to Dir. Engineering
Dictaphone Corp.

Bridgeport, Conn.
THE CORRECT A -C BIAS and audio

SEEING IS BELIEVING
Supplying the right answers to pilots and navigators
by means of accurate, reliable instruments has been
our work for more than twenty-four years.
AIRCRAFT
OPTICAL

INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
PARTS AND

DEVICES

MINIATURE AC MOTORS
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AND

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

Current production is largely destined for our defense
forces; but our research facilities, our skills and talents, are available to scientists seeking solutions to
instrumentation and control problems.

ko
ELMHURST

230

NEW YORK

I

l

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

sman
SUBSIDIARY OF

INSTRUMENT CORP.

&Gnd./
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signal level at the recorder head are
two important factors in obtaining
the best possible results from a
magnetic recording machine. These
two values are combined in the
voltage across the recording head.
They can be separated by making
the audio measurement with the
high -frequency bias set at zero, or
making the bias measurement with
the audio signal set at zero.
However, it is almost always
more convenient to make these
measurements with both currents
at normal operating levels. The
circuit described here shows how
this can be done with a single instrument using a dpdt switch and a
combination of two inductances,
two capacitors and some resistors.
These are all contained in a small
meter box as shown in the photograph.
This unit is normally connected
to the recording machine panel by
two well -insulated but unshielded
cables. One end of each cable is
plugged into the instrument box
and the other ends are plugged into
receptacles on the recording machine panel that are directly connected to the terminals of the recording head.
The a -f signal may extend over

COIL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
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Transistor of point--oneact type. Tu o hair -thin
wires control .-errent ¡flow in germanium metal.
A

It's helping to win
the Battle of the Watts
When you keep down the power needed to send voices
by telephone you keep down the special equipment
needed to supply that power. A great new power
saver for telephony is the Transistor, invented at
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and now entering telephone service for the first time.
Tiny, simple and rugged, the Transistor can do
many of the things the vacuum tube can do, but it
is not a vacuum tube. It works on an entirely new
principle and uses much less power than even the
smallest tubes. This will mean smaller and cheaper
power equipment, and the use of Transistors at many
points in the telephone system where other equipment has not been able to do the job as economically.

It's another example of how Bell Telephone Laboratories makes basic discoveries, then applies them
to improve telephone service while helping to keep
its cost down.

TRANSISTOR FACTS
Laboratories engineer examines Transistor oscillator. It is
used in Englewood, New Jersey, where 10,000 subscribers
can personally dial distant cities. Transistors generate the
signals which carry the dialed numbers to other towns and
cities. Other uses are in prospect. .

t,

Created by Bell scientists. First announced
in 1948.
Has no glass bulb, requires no filament current or warm-up period. Operates instantly
when called upon. Uses no energy when idle.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

Improving telephone service for America provides careers for creative men in scientific and technical fields.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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THE

PLATING PROCESS

GUARANTEES

ACCURATE PLATING

IN
ELECTRONICS.
Since 1946, M -W LABORATORIES
has electroplated precious metal for
suppliers to the U. S. Army, U. S.
Navy, Atomic Energy Commission
and to leading manufacturers in the
electronics industry.

M -W LABORATORIES, featuring

their Mayhill Plating Process, are
equipped to plate these precious
metals: gold, silver, rhodium, palladium, albaloy and indium.

Controlled thickness, smoothness,
color, hardness and adhesion of plat-

ing is assured through constant
testing by our own chemists and
engineers, in our chemical and
metallographic laboratory.

the range of 30 to 15,000 cycles, but
for many purposes a much narrower band suffices. The bias frequency is four or more times the
highest recorded frequency. For
5,000 cycles, the bias frequency
would be 20,000 cps or more. This
separation makes possible a simple
filter circuit that will pass one frequency and reject the other to a
degree sufficient for a practical
measuring device.

In the particular application for
which this instrument was designed
the actual voltage readings were
not important, so the resistors were
chosen to give a midrange reading.
The current from the recording
head is first passed through a series
resistor R,, which should be high
enough to make the current drawn
by the instrument small compared
to that of the recorder. The load
resistors R2, R, are given a value
that provides the correct filter
termination impedance. The bias
voltage is usually higher than the,
signal voltage so an additional re
sistor R, is connected to the junction point of R2-R2, providing a
meter deflection for bias that is
similar to that for correct signal
level.

The two filters .1,5-C2 and La -C2
are series and parallel -resonant
filters both tuned for the a -c bias
frequency, in this case 20,000 cps
for a recording range of 200 to
5,000 cps. When the dpdt toggle
switch is in the bias position, the
series -resonant filter is in series
with the meter and presents a very
low impedance to the bias current,
allowing it to pass through to the
meter. The parallel -tuned filter
bridged across the meter presents
a very low impedance to all frequencies except the bias frequency

Contact us for a no -cost -to -you consultation on your plating problems.

M -W Laboratories, Inc.
Milwaukee Ave.
Chicago 47, Illinois

1824 N.
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Compact test meter for audio signal
level and recorder bias. A 100 µa
movement is used
April, 1953
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trademark of E. I. DuPont Co. for polytetrafluoroethylene. It is supplied by C -D -F in tapes and sheets,
both plain and fibre glass cloth supported.
a

ucp,T
Teflon may be used continuously at
200°C. (392°F.); or for short periods at 250°C. (482°F.). Meets
A.I.E.E. Standards for Class H

electrical insulation.
Teflon products have practically

zero water absorption and are
unaffected by fungus, humidity and
temperature changes. It remains
pliable at -87.5°C. (-100°F.).

lRESISTANT
Teflon will not carbonize, but rather
vaporize. When the arc is

ewill

extinguished, full insulation

is

restored.

M!C A!

RFS15TANT

Teflon is the most inert of all commercial thermoplastics and is not
affected by any known solvent.

THAT'S WHY

C -D -F

TEFLON TAPES AND SHEETS
CAN OFFER THESE BIG ADVANTAGES
LINING SLOTS C -D -F sheets of fibre glass cloth
supported Teflon can be cold -formed into easily loaded
slot liners. Teflon is naturally slippery smooth, with plenty
of "snap back." High in dielectric strength, liners are rated
Class H insulation.
FOR

FOR WRAPPING CABLES C -D -F Teflon tapes are
tough, strong, and stretchable. Teflon can be supplied
unsupported, or combined with fibre glass fabrics in a
variety of widths and thicknesses. It is suitable for winding around sharp bends or odd shapes.

FOR CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL USES
Remember, Teflon is non -adhesive and chemically inert.
Bakers, food packagers, and pump manufacturers use it.
For applications requiring extreme electrical insulation
stability, high temperature or resistance to corrosion, C -D -F
unsupported and fibre glass cloth supported products can
do a job for you.
C -D -F's work with "Teflon is really rolling! New applications are
being developed daily in our laboratories by specialists who are
devoting their entire time to improving and developing new Teflon
products. Start talking Teflon with the man from C -D -F (sales offices
in principal cities)-he's a good man to know!
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FIG. 1- -Circuit of bias and audio level

meter shown connected to the recorder

head

MEASURING EQUIPMENT
Complete Frequency Coverage -14k( to 1000 mc!

Ulf
14kc to 250kc
Commercial Equivalent of
AN/URM-6B.
Very low frequencies.

150kc to 25mc
Commercial Equivalent of AN/PRM-1A
Self-contained batteries. A.C. supply
optional. Includes standard broadcast
band, radio range, WWV, and communications frequencies. Has B.F.O.

Fn
15mc to 400mc
Commercial Equivalent of
TS -587/ U.
Frequency range includes
FM and TV Bands.

375mc to 1000mc
Commercial Equivalent of
AN/URM-17.
Frequency range includes
Citizens Band and UHF
color TV Band.

These instruments comply with test equipment requirements
cf such radio interference specifications as MIL -I-6181,
MIL -I-16910, PIRO -MIL -STD -225, ASA C63.2, 16E4, AN -I-24a,
AN -I-42, AN-I.27a, MIL -I-6122 and others.

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO Co., Inc.
6644-A Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38, California
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allowing these frequencies to bypass the meter.
In the audio position, the parallel tuned filter is in series with the
meter presenting a maximum impedance to the bias frequency but
allowing the lower audio frequencies to pass through. The
series resonant filter now bridges
the meter presenting- a very low
impedance to any residual bias current that may have passed through
the parallel -resonant filter so that
essentially only audio current is
passing through the meter.
Figure 1 shows the meter and its
filter circuit bridging the recorder.
The voltage drop across a resistance of about 5 ohms in series with
the recorder coil could be used as a
source of potential but some amplification would then be necessary.
The output from the amplifier would
be fed to the filter network. This
arrangement was not used in this
case because portability was important. The amplifier and its battery power supply would have made
the unit bulky and much heavier.
This circuit has worked satisfactorily in a multiple -channel recording system where signals from
a variety of sources are all recorded
simultaneously on a single tape.
The measuring device provides a
quick and accurate method of occasionally checking the various
amplifier and bias oscillator control
settings for optimum operating
values.

Repairable Plug-in Circuit
BY ROBERT H. HARWOOD
U. S.

Navy Electronics Laboratory
San Diego, California

A NEW REPAIRABLE plug-in package

unit that simplifies mantenance and
reduced replacement parts inventory, has been developed by the U. S.
Navy Electronics Laboratory. Made
April, 1953
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ELECTRON ICS

mitchell-rand
It takes Class "H" insulation to
withstand the relentless severity
of extreme operating conditions
... physical, chemical, dielectric,
very high or very low
temperatures ... to remove the
danger of breakdown under
overload .. to minimize fire
hazards ... to permit the
design of longer life electrical
components and equipment of
minimum weight and size,
without sacrifice of rated output.
.

INSULATION

CLASS

You can depend upon
MITCHELL -RAND for a full line of
Class "H" insulation to meet every

Wu

extremely severe electrical
insulation requirement.

MITCHELL -RAND ELECTRICAL INSULATION HEADQUARTERS

MITCHELL -RAND ELECTRICAL INSULATION HEADQUARTERS

Retains iitexibility
SILICONE VARNISHED FIBERGLAS CLOTHS,
TAPES,

TUBINGS, SLEEVINGS

SILICONE SATURATED

OR COATED ASBESTOS SHEETS

SILICONE COATED NOVABESTOS

SHEETS

SILICONE RUBBER COATED FIBERGLAS SHEETS

SILICONE GLASS MICA
SILASTIC RUBBER COATED FIBERGLAS TAPE
TEFLON COATED FIBERGLAS SHEET=

Write to

ti

L__J

MITCHELL -RAND

for free samples and descriptive data.

L

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC.
51 MURRAY STREET

COrtlandt 7-9264

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Electrical

Insulation
Headquarters

A PARTIAL LIST OF MR PRODUCTS: FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TUBING,

0
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TAPE AND CLOTH
FRICTION
INSULATING PAPERS AND TWINES
CABLE FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS
TAPE AND SPLICE
FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING
ASBESTOS
TRANSFORMER COMPOUNDS
VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND TAPE MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH,
SLEEVING AND TAPE
TUBING FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING
COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND SLEEVINGS IMPREGNATED VARNISH TUBING
INSULATING VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES
EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING
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Skew /ANTENNA
for VHF and

UHF

television
The ANDREW "Skew" Antenna
is the only antenna which provides
a circular radiation pattern from
antenna elements placed around a
supporting structure which is
larger than a half wave -length
on a side! With the "Skew"
Antenna, it is possible to mount
a multiplicity of TV antennas
on the sides of tall buildings, on
the sides of existing towers
even towers which also support a
standard antenna on top. The
economy offered by a joint
operation of this type is obvious.
At present, the "Skew"
Antenna is custom built for
each installation and consequently general performance
specifications cannot be delineated. However, ANDREW
engineers will be glad to
discuss its application to
specific situations.

1-Navy Electronics Laboratory
packaged replacement unit with section
cut away to show placement of components
FIG.

-

,j

in one, two, three and four-tube
sizes the units are all of the same

width and height although length
varies with the number of tubes. All
circuit connections are brought out
to an eleven-pin plug on the base of
the unit. The plug is recessed to
permit the body of the unit to come
in contact with the mounting panel
for maximum heat transfer.
The units shown in photographs
are constructed on a fiber mounting
board with holes punched and
marked for all probable combinations of terminals required. The
parts board slides into a pair of
slots at the base of the package and
another set in the cap. These slots
provide a snug fit for the board,
holding it firmly in place when the

ANDREW four element "Skew"
Antenna on the conical end of the
mooring mast of the Empire State
building, used as auxiliary by
WJZ-TV. Lower on the mooring
mast, artist's sketch shows the 48
element ANDREW "Skew"
Antenna to be installed for WATV.

Patents applied for

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS

CORPORATION

363 EAST 75TH STREET, CHICAGO

TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM.FMTVMICROWAVE
ANTENNAS
DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
ANTENNA TUNING UNITS .L TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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FIG. 2-Plug-in package unit removed
from housing. Standardization of base
plug wiring reduces possibility of damage by plugging in wrong type of unit
April, 1953
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Relay

for military aircraft applications
IMPORTANT FEATURES
Designed to meet U. S. Air Force Relcy
Specification MIL -R-5757

...

Palladium Contacts
double -throw design

Six -pole,

Moisture -free -gas -filled
Hermetically sealed

...

31t6DtA.

MAX.

RCA -203W1 DC RELAY

...

Specifically produced for military requirements by the Electronic Components
activity of the RCA Tube Department.

ACTUAL SIZE

Immediately available to prime suppliers and sub -contractors off military
aircraft equipment, the new RCA 203W1 DC Relay is designed for
general use throughout the electrical
systems of military aircraft.
Built to operate under severe service
conditions, and in any mounting position, the RCA -203W1 will provide
longevity of service under extremes
of temperature, humidity, shock, vibration and voltage variations. Be-

cause it is hermetically sealed in a
steel envelope which is evacuated and
filled with moisture -free gas, the coil
and contacts are impervious to dust,
moisture, and corrosion.

Its 6 -pole, double -throw construction features palladium contacts rated
to handle 2 amperes with a resistive
load at 26.5 volts dc and 1 ampere
with an inductive load at the same
voltage. Contacts are arranged in a
break -before -make sequence.

ratings,
connections,
terminal
dimensions,
operating information, and descrip-

A technical bulletin covering

tive data on shock, vibration, and life
tests, is yours for the asking. Just
write RCA, Commercial Engineering,
or
Section 42DR, Harrison, N.
contact the nearest RCA field office.

J....

FIELD OFFICES: (East) Humboldt 5-3900,
415 S. 5th Street, Harrison, N. J. (Midwest)
Whitehall 4-2900, 589 E. Illinois St., Chicago,
Illinois. (West) Madison 9-3671, 420 S. San

Pedro St., Los Angeles, California.

RADIO CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS
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ankä
FIG. 3-Mounting board and tube chassis. Terminals are placed on board depending on type of circuit being wired

HIGHEST

cap has been secured.

Tubes are mounted on chassis

OUTPUT
per pound!

that are bolted to the mounting
board. Tube wells in the aluminum
housing are designed to fit any
miniature tube as are the springs
that hold the tube in place.
A gasket placed between the base
and cap make the unit drip -proof
when assembled. By using a special
type of 11 -pin socket and sealing
the base and cap joint with waterproof cement the unit can be made
waterproof and gasproof.
Circuits developed so far include
a complete audio amplifier from preamplifier to power output, servo
amplifiers and gating circuits.

MOST

COMPACT!

5,000 or 10,000

WATTS

Designed to fit every application better ... standby, portable, mobile
and stationary. Whatever your need for electric power, the new Onan
CW-5 and 10 give you top performance and value!
Here for the first time are 5 and 10KW electric plants powered by
revolutionary, new air-cooled gasoline engines, designed and built by
Onan exclusively for electric plant use!
Both engines are 1800 R.P.M. The 13HP Onan engine which powers

the CW-5 and the 20HP Onan engine used for the CW-10 weigh
much less than general-purpose engines, and are amazingly compact.
Built to deliver dependable, trouble -free service in heavy-duty use.
Two -cylinder, alternate -firing design assures smooth, vibration -free
power. New, quiet, highly -efficient vacuum air cooling drives out all
heated air through one side duct. The same duct carries exhaust
gases, simplifying installation.
Impulse -coupled, high-tension magneto ignition for quick starting
under all conditions. Both models in all standard voltages 60 -cycle
A.C., single or three phase.

et-Ae-Stoysf in

design and engineering

Twin-cylinder, horizontally -opposed, air-cooled, alternate -firing engines
Aluminum -alloy cylinder heads
Extra -large, replaceable bearings
Full pressure lubrication, 6 -quart oil capacity, oil filter
Impulse-coupled, high-tension
magneto ignition, radio suppressed
Quiet, vacuum air-cooling of generator and
Excellent accessibility; snap -off air housings
engine
High-performance
Completely equipped with controls and instruments.
generators

Write for folder and specifications

..,,`-

D. W. ONAN

& SONS

INC.

7833 UNIVERSITY AVE. S.E., MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINNESOTA
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Quartz Crystal Growing
Technique
IN THE MANUFACTURING of quartz

crystals the dissolving of quartz
requires one temperature and its
deposition requires a lower temperature. This fact led to the development of the two chamber
vessels shown in Fig. 1, in which
the two processes could be separated. Because of the elevated
pressure required, the process employs a specially designed and
fabricated autoclave of heavy alloy
steel tubes capable of withstanding
up to at least 6,000 psi at 400 deg
C. The two chambers are joined
near each end by small diameter
tubes to provide a continuous circuit. The autoclave is mounted
with the chambers substantially
horizontal and is mechanically
driven to rock at about three times
per minute.
Each chamber is provided with
April, 1953
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ANOTHER

New Ceramic

DISCAPS®

FIRST!

r

Designed for AC Line
By -Pass Applications

,
Underwriters' Laboratories specify that a ceramic capacitor used in AC line by-pass applications must
withstand a 1500 volt AC 60 cycle one minute test.
RMC has developed Type UL DISCAPS for this or any
application where a steady or intermittent higher
voltage may occur. Capacities between .001 MFD and
.02 MFD are now in production.
The use of Type UL Discaps will effect considerable
cost savings over any other type of capacitor acceptable to the Underwriters' Laboratories.

(

NEW
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCAPS DESIGNED FOR
90° DEFLECTION YOKES

Designed especially for 90- deflection
yokes, these RMC DISCAPS are rated
at 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 volts

Two New

DC.
The voltage safety factor required

Developments

in this

from the

RMC

Ceramic

application

is

insured when

DISCAPS are used. Now available
in any capacity between 15 MMF
and 240 MMF, their smaller size
and lower initial cost offer definite production ease and overall

Technical
Laborator1es

savings.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND TECHNICAL DATA

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION

DISCAP
CERAMIC
CONDENSERS

GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III.

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO,, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND.
DISTRIBUTORS:

ELECTRONICS
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Contact Jobber

Sales Co., 146 Broadway, Paterson 1, N. J.
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its own heating devices and temperature control. Chunks of quartz
are placed in the dissolving chamber and an array of quartz seed
plates is supported in the other.
The remainder of the autoclave
space is filled to approximately 70
percent with sodium carbonate solution. The chambers are then sealed
with high-pressure closures and the
autoclave heated. The mean temperature is brought up to about
350 deg C, the dissolving chamber
being maintained about 10 deg
higher than the other during the
operation.
The degree of filling and the
temperature mentioned above re -

autoradio

MOMS

MIMI* VIII

..a..

VIBRATORS
-Autoclave method of growing
quartz crystals requires rocked chambers under heavy pressure
FIG.

have
ceramic

stack spacers
A COMPLETE LINE OF VIBRATORS
Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated
Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Precision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack Spacers for
Longer Lasting life. Backed by more than 22
yeors of experience in Vibrator Design, Development, and Manufacturing.
NEW DESIGNS

V

"A"

NEW

triERAlu"

Battery Eliminators, DC-AC Inverters, Auto Radio Vibrators

See esevt foae4 at unite daetonry

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.
2uatity Psoducts Srcce 193!
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U.
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1

sult in the liquid phase expanding
to fill the autoclave. The fact that
circulation occurs under such conditions was shown by the actual
transfer of quartz from the raw
material to the seed plates, and has
been demonstrated and studied in
a small glass model. The solution
in the dissolving chamber is at the
higher temperature and less dense
than the solution in a crystallizing
chamber.
When the autoclave is tipped in
one direction during the rocking
cycle, the less dense solution rises
and the heavy solution falls causing
a flow of solution that reverses its
direction when the autoclave tips
in the opposite direction in the
next half of the rocking cycle. The
reciprocating flow of solution causes
a slow, regular exchange of solutions between the two chambers,
one at higher temperature and unsaturated with respect to silica,
and the other cooler and super April, 1953
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Items like these

a

available QUICKLY at
CHASE° warehouses

/\

COPPER NAILS

and TACKS

/11114

Ibi

---,

,

er
BRASS and BRONZE
BOLTS and NUTS

BRASS and BRONZE CAP,
MACHINE and LAG SCREWS

COPPER
STORM NAILS

VI

(.-.)
-,iie

BRASS COTTER PINS

(;>)

BRASS and COPPER RIVETS. BURS

BRASS ESCUTCHEON PINS

tit

(tall

ellh

e,,2

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Pr

O
1'

`

\,IIIIIl

BRASS, BRONZE and
COPPER WASHERS

INDUSTRIAL WIRE CLOTH and

SOLDERING COPPERS

CALL US FOR

BRASS STRAINER

INDUSTRIAL and

CLOTH

AUTOMOTIVE FITTINGS

ANYTHING from Bearing Bronze Bars to

...

Brass or Bronze Bolts
or any other brass or copper
item for maintenance, repair, operating or production.
PERFORATED METAL IN
BRASS, BRONZE and COPPER

Twenty-three Chase warehouses are located in major
industrial centers from coast to coast. Phone the one
nearest you. We can usually fill your orders from stock.

BEARING BRONZE BARS

liase®

BRASS & COPPER

WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT SUBSIDIARY OF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

The Nation's Headquarters for Brass & Copper
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MARKEN

SOLVED THIS MARKING PROBLEM

PRINTING
LABEL INFORMATION
ON CARTRIDGE
ENCLOSED FUSES

Working closely with Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. and with leading fuse manufacturers, Markem has developed a method which
makes possible for the first time the printing of label information
directly on cartridge enclosed fuses at production rates. Markem's
direct ink imprints cannot "fall off" and are unaffected by moisture
or ordinary chemical atmospheres. Paper label inventory and wastage
problems are eliminated. Print is larger and color coding and identification are simplified. Fuse manufacturers anticipate better labeling
at higher production rates and with lower costs. The Markem Method
-Markem Machine, Markem type and ink and the special recording
die roll for use when UL Manifest is required-as well as the imprint
itself meet with UL approval.

MARKEN

MARKS THEM ALL

labels directly on cartridge enclosed fuses
A R K E M Printing
is but an example of how Markem solves industry's
marking problems. Markem has been providing
HELP YOU? industry with production techniques and equipment to identify, decorate or designate its products, parts and packages since 1911. Markem also provides technically trained men who
are available in your area to assure continued satisfaction with Markem
methods and equipment.
When you have a marking problem, tell us about it and send a sample
of the item to be marked. Perhaps a complete Markem method has
already been developed to solve your problem. If not, Markem will
work out a practical solution.
CANM

Markem Machine Company, Keene 5, N. H., U.S.A.

-. . 7O1114KE YOURA1RK
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saturated with respect to silica.
The amount of flow is only estimated, and it is difficult to obtain
actual measurement, yet practice
has shown it to be large enough to

transfer quartz satisfactorily.
A powerful tool for research on
quartz has been the gamma radiation from Cobalt -60, which permits
photographing the growing crystals
within the high-pressure autoclave
to observe the progress of their
growth. The visible detail does not
extend to quality of the deposited
quartz, but the approximate dimensions and weights can be obtained
readily from the gammagraph. An
experiment using new conditions is
now inspected as the run proceeds,
and if the seeds were to show signs
of thinning down or disappearing,
conditions would be altered or the
experiment terminated. Previously
it was not known whether an experimental run would yield crystals
until the run was ended and the
autoclave opened.

Comparison of Quartz

Quartz crystals to be useful must
have a high degree of freedom
from defects, which includes and
goes beyond the obvious virtue of
clarity. A modern oscillator circuit
cannot tolerate a quartz plate containing many or large inclusions.
The oscillating plate depends on a
uniform mechanical elasticity to
give its vibration an accurate and
constant period. It is obvious that
it can be disturbed by flaws such
as cracks and included bubbles or
solid particles.
The oscillator plate receives its
impulse to vibrate from the alternating electrical signal brought to
the faces of the plate through the
metal coatings applied thereto.
Thus another purity of the crystal
is required in addition to the absence of flaws visible under the
microscope. The plate must consist
of one crystal and not be twinned.
Quartz shows two types of interpenetration twinning-known as
optical and electrical-and the
presence of either on opposite sides
of a boundary in a quartz plate
means that the two portions will
not move in unison and in the same
direction in the electromechanical
vibration process. Such a plate has
April, 1953
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full scale response
in half a second!
*/ ,
EieellinriK high speed recorder
/

the new

i,l

0

Electrical Characteristics
SENSITIVITY

0.14% of span or 4 microvolts,
whichever is greater.
ACCURACY

± 4 Y° of scale span or
microvolts.

4.5

MINIMUM SPAN
1

millivolt.

PEN SPEED

second, full scale.
CHART SPEED

1, 2, 3, or 4 inches per set ondor optionally, 2, 4, 6, or 8 inches
per minute.
INPUT SIGNAL

any d -c millivoltage.

1

3'4-5 6?

2

1

(

il
8

i

(

910

IF YOUR research program calls for recording variables that change with
split-second speed-investigate the new ElectroniK High-Speed recorder. Its
pen can streak across the full width of the 11 -inch chart in only one-half second!
This exceptional speed across a wide chart assures faithfully detailed recording
of swiftly changing conditions ... shows every significant "wiggle" that other
instruments have to overlook.
To achieve high pen speed without overshoot, the instrument embodies an
improved velocity damping circuit that brings the pen to a fast, smooth stop at
its balance position. Chart speeds as fast as 4 inches per second spread out the
vertical time base for maximum readability. Power reroll of paper is available
at the high chart speeds.
Like all ElectroniK instruments, this model records any d -c millivoltage signal
operates with thermocouples, strain gauges, and a host of other transducers. It can be supplied for full scale spans as small as one millivolt.
Your local Honeywell engineering representative will be glad to discuss how
this new instrument can help you in your laboratory. Call him today ... he is
as near as your phone.
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO., Industrial Division, 4428 Wayne
Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.

...

REFERENCE DATA: Write for Data Sheet

No.

10.0-13

MINNEAPOLIS

oneywe11

BROWN
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

VIBRATION

acrd

a reduced activity and is likely to
be worthless as an oscillator.

This material has been abstracted
from "The Properties of Synthetic
Quartz Crystals and Their Growing
Technique", by Dr. D. R. Hale,
1119(Sh Strokes, Dec. 1952.

SHOCK DAMAGE

Two Synchronized
Clock Circuits
BY D. SACHS

Los Angeles, Calif.

remote
indicator for a master clock can be
accomplished with the circuit
shown in Fig. 1A. A 60 -cycle voltage is applied through the tube and
90-deg phase shifting network to
the plates of the c -r tube, producing
a circular sweep.
At the master clock a 60 -cycle
synchronous motor drives a set of
contacts mounted 90 deg apart.
The contacts are arranged so that
each time they pass one of the clock
hands a circuit will be closed pulsing an r -f transmitter. The contact
for the minute hand is outside the
radius of the hour hand so that it
will contact only the longer hand.
The minute-hand contact also produces a larger pulse voltage making a larger trace on the oscilloscope
screen.
An r -f amplifier and detector at
the oscilloscope receives the pulses
from the master station, and since
the circular sweep of the c -r tube is
in synchronism with the 60 -cycle
motor driving the contactors, traces
will be produced on the screen at a
position corresponding to the posi USING AN OSCILLOSCOPE as a

ge

VIBRATION and shock are natural enemies-of electronic
equipment and precision instruments ... To control the d
which these enemies can do, Lord Vibration Control Mountings
and Bonded Rubber Parts are used to very profitable advantage.
More than a quarter century's experience in dealing with vibration and shock is yours when you take advantage of Lord engineering assistance. The result of such consultation is full protection for electronic units and sensitive instruments by correctly
designed and precisely manufactured Lord Mountings and
Bonded -Rubber parts.
ama

U
A -F

AMP

OEI
CRO

60-CPi
INPUT

8+

B+

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

DALLAS, TEXAS

PHILADELPHIA 7, PENNSYLVANIA

233 South Third Street

913 Fidelity Union
Life Building

725 Widener Building

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

7310 Woodward Ave.

280 Madison Avenue

CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
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CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
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l
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-2
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COUNTER

ERIE, PA.
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y
VIBRATION CONTROL
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(B)

FIG. 1-Circuit for oscilloscope repeater
clock (A) and circuit for synchronizing
clock to line current (B)
April, 1953
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HUGHES
SETS NEW STANDARDS OF

DIODE CONDUCTANCE
hermetically
sealed
in glass

for
electrical
stability
HUGHES NOW OFFERS for commercial application eight new RTMA
germanium diode types equivalent
in every respect to Hughes regular
subminiature types-and in addi-

tion carrying forward current
minima of 10 ma. and 20 ma. at

+1

volt!

THESE HIGH -CONDUCTANCE

HUGHES

a product of Hughes pioneer research in semiconductors,
provide better combinations of
high peak inverse voltage, high
back resistance and low forward
resistance than have ever before
been available in production quantities. Volume orders for these new
types can be filled from stock.
DIODES,

HUGHES

GERMANIUM

DIODES

have proved consistently able to
meet exacting requirements in airborne electronic equipment for
navigation, fire control, and guided
missiles. Besides having the advantages of germanium diodes over
vacuum tubes, HUGHES DIODES
alone are
HUGHES GERMANIUM

Maximum Minimum
Inverse Forward
Working Current
Voltage' Voltage ® +1 v
(volts)
(volts)
(ma)
150
5,0

Maximum
Inverse
Current
(ma)

Test

RTMA

Description

Type

Peak

Inverse

1C0

High
Back
Resistance
High
Back
Resistance
High
Back
Resistance
General
Purpose

1N67A

100

1NOO

100

IN100

100

N89

100
100
100
75
75
75
75
75

1
1

t:

1

r

1r:
1N 11

N9
1

7

1N]ltt

each
each
each

DIODE ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25° C.

75

3.0

0.500®-150v
0.625®-100v

80

20.0

80
80

10.0

20.0

0.005 ®
0.005 ®
0.005 ®
0.008 ®
0.008(a}
0.008 ®

60

20.0

0.100

60
60

10.0
20.0

100

3.0

-5 v;
-5 v;
-5 v;

-5 v;

-5v;
-5 v;
0.100®-50v
0.100® -50v

g-50

-

April, 1953

JAN SHOCK -TESTED

are also supplied
to special customer, specifications,
including high temperature electrical requirements.
HUGHES DIODES

-50 v
-50 v
-50 v
0.100®-50v
0.100 ia -50 v
0.100.e3 -50 v
0.050 ®
0.050 ®
0.050 ®

Address
inquiries to
Dept. E
SEMICONDUCTOR
SALES DEPARTMENT

v

0.800®-50v

0.800 g-50 v
0.800 g-50 v
0.050 E -10 v;
0.025 ® -10 v;
0.010 ® -10 v

-50

v

0.300-e -50

v

0.850 ®

"That voltage at which dynamic resistance is zero under specified conditions. Each Hughes Diode is
subjected to a voltage rising linearly at 90 volts per second.
Formerly 1N81A.
''Formerly IN69A..
tFormerly 1N70A.
N
types in red.

ELECTRONICS

HUMIDITY -CYCLED
TEMPERATURE -CYCLED

Want more information?

HUGHES
Aircraft Company
Culver City,

California

Use post card on last page.
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new miniaturized

tuning fork resonator...
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accuracies...

Fig. 1B. A clipper and differentiating circuit produces 60 sharp pulses
per second. Three step-down counters of the diode -blocking-oscillator
type reduce this to one pulse per
second, which will energize the
relay operating a clock mechanism
at the rate of one pulse per second.

ILLUSTRATED ACTUAL SIZE
DIMENSIONS 1"x 2?'.. x 2'Xc
MAXIMUM WEIGHT -8 OUNCES

part in 10,000 (.01%) or 1 part in 2,000 (.05%),
from -40° to + 85° Centigrade.
1

frequencies...
From 400 to 2,000 cycles in either accuracy rating.

construction...
Thermally compensated, solder -sealed and evac-

uated, completely interchangeable, internally
mounted using shock retarding silicone rubber,
externally designed for fastening to chassis through
silicone rubber grommets thus providing excellent
vibration and shock isolation.

Grid Current Synchronization
System
ADVANTAGES OF SIMPLICITY

Mi

N

aINI

tion of the hands on the master
clock.
A clock circuit kept in synchronism by one second pulses from a
110-v 60 -cycle line is illustrated in

hellt

M N
I

RE
^

(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

DESIGNED TO YOUR DEMAND

by using a Miller

sweep circuit are often offset by
limitations this circuit imposes on
scan -to-flyback ratio and synchronization. The usual method used to
overcome this effect is to inject a
synchronizing signal on the suppressor of the tube. This method
presents the problem of preventing
the synchronizing signal from modulating the sweep velocity.
To eliminate these difficulties the
circuit described here was developed. The transitron tube V, is
used in a cathode -follower circuit
with V, as the follower. In operation tube V, grid bias is adjusted to
the point where it begins to conduct
at the end of each sweep, reducing
the gain of V,. This in turn reduces the tiegative feedback due to
Cs allowing the positive feedback
between the screen and suppressor
of V, to initiate the flyback. Thus,
the grid potential of V, determines
the sweep length and can be used
as a control, eliminating the need
for injecting a signal on the sup-

pressor.
In the circuit shown, potentiometers R, and R, provide amplitude
and synchronization control and R,
+4001

of

33R
SYNC
INPUT

OUTPUT

1

For complete information write for Folder No. 102 or telephone HYacinth 2-4800
RNIA00
330
R

210

Philamon Laboratories Inc.
5717
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THIRD AVENUE, BROOKLYN

Want more information?

Use

20.

NEW YORK

post card on last page.
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obtained

transitron in a

33X

%4tK
w

0.1

FIG.

1-The modified Miller transitron
Circuit

April, 1953
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ELECTRONICS

TRANSFORMERS
& INSTRUMENTS
"PRODUCTS OF EXTENSIVE RESEARCH
Is

NO 1040 VACUUM
TUBE VOLTMETER

NO 1030 LOW
FREQUENCY "O"

INDICATOR

NO

1140

NULL

1/7

NO 1020B MEGOHMMETER
x,000,000 MEGOHMS
DIRECT READING

DETECTOR

COMPLETE WITH
SELECTIVE CIRCUITS

HIGH FIDELITY
TRANSFORMERS
DB 20 CPS TO 30 KC

DISCRIMINATORS
IO CPS TO
MC

COMMERCIAL
COMPONENTS

QUALITY-

DEPENDABILITY-PRICE

HERMETICALLY
SEALED COMPONENTS
TO MEET MIL -127 SPECS.

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS
60 CPS TO I MC

MINIATURE INDUCTORS
1000 CPS TO 100 KC

(71 xnªtr dI12)
d

Ti

..-=Y.'ARAI'.

e

lg'.

tR

.

e

NO. 1210 NULL
DETECTOR d VACUUM
TUBE VOLTMETER

SUB MIN ATORE
HERMETICALLY SEALED
TOROIDAL INDUCTORS

DECADE INDUCTORS
30 CPS TO 300 KC

SUB MINIATURE
HERMETICALLY SEALED

SLUG TUNED

COMMUNICATION

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS

`mcommemeeT

NO
S

A

UNIVERSAL
BRIDGE
BRIDGES IN ONE
UNIT

1ISO

1170 DC. SUPPLY
DIRECT CURRENT UP TO
500 MA,

NO 1010 COMPARISON
BRIDGE
FAST, ACCURATE,
RELIABLE

NO, IIIOA
INCREMENTAL
INDUCTANCE BRIDGE
A NECESSITY FOR

EVERY LAB

PULSE

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

MODULATORS

FROM WATTS TO
MEGAWATTS

PRECISION FILTERS
10 CPS. TO
MC.
1

CHANNEL MOUNTING
INEXPENSIVE-RELIABLE

POWER
TRANSFORMERS

RJGGED, DEPENDABLE,
INEXPENSIVE,

FREEDSEAL TREATMENT
ANE-19 SPECS.

SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG!

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC
1722 WEIRFIELD ST., (RIDGEWOOD) BROOKLYN 27, NEW YORK
www.americanradiohistory.com
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

PATENTS NO. 26,6692

&

2620384

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Power Type
Available over a range that includes a few volts and milliamperes of current to hundreds of
volts and thousands of amperes.
Fourteen cell sizes provide widest available range of selection.

Radio Type
Versatile low-cost rectifiers that have found
application in all types of electronic equipment as well as radio and television receivers.
A complete line is available.

Embedments
"first" in the industry, Sarkes Tarzian embedments offer the advantages of hermetically sealed rectifiers at a fraction of the
size, weight and cost.
A recent
e"

Diodes----

controls the sweep velocity. Diode
V. prevents the suppressor from becoming positive and V. prevents
grid current in Vr.
Amplitude of the sweep is determined by V. and the amplitude
control, and is independent of the
sweep velocity.
This article has been abstracted
from "The Miller Transitron" by
O. C. Wells appearing in the
September 1952 issue of Electronic
Engineer.

Neon Lamp Flip -Flop and
Binary Counter
BY H. A. VUYLSTEKE
Technische Laboratoria
University of Ghent
Ghent, Belgium

in place of the
usual triodes or thyratrons in flipflop and binary counter circuits
have many advantages including
low current consumption, low cost
and stable operation when bulbs
having the same operating characteristics are used. The circuits described here use NE -2 lamps.
The basic circuit is shown in Fig.
1A. Two glowlamps are connected
in series with a resistance R. The
midpoint voltage V/2 is chosen between the firing and extinction
voltage of the lamps being used.
A
triggering pulse applied
through capacitor C to the midpoint
will cause one of the lamps to ignite ;
NEON GLOW LAMPS

Currently available in two sizes, (1/8" and 5/16" housings)
Sarkes Tarzian diodes are designed for use as limiters, bias
voltage, low current relay voltage and many other very low
current applications.

High Voltage
This popular line of tubular rectifiers
offers the design engineer a compactlong lived high voltage-low current
source of DC power.
Please write, wire or phone for complete information on all types of Sarkes Tarzian Selenium
Rectifiers.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
RECTIFIER DIVISION

Dept. E-2 415 N. College Ave., Bloomington, Indiana
248
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FIG. 1-Basic circuit (A) used in flipflop and binary counter. Flip-flop (B)

uses NE -2 neon lamps
April, 1953
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ELECTRONICS

To You, Belden's Golden

Anniversary Means
IOR

SkA&S

IWtP//..4.01

-product performance
that can come only
from a "know-how"
that has grown
through actual service since the early
days of the electrical industry.
-an ability to cooperate in pio-

neering new

wires to meet or
anticipate industry's growing needs.
In the years
that follow
This Belden
Program Is

-

TO BE

CONTINUED

Interoffice Correspondence
To: Assembly Division

Office
From: President's

Dear Jim:

quarterly
checking over q
I've just been
re
caren
see unbelievable
records. I
HopeY d
rejections.
set
and
in cord
of quality,
our standard
maintaining
right. Please
figures are
that these
Ed
double check.

s. Low Installation Cost
2. Low Inspection Cost
3. Fewer Rejects
4. Less Returned Goods
5. Less Failures in Service
6. Satisfied Customers

WRITE: Belden Manufacturing Co.
4625 West Van Buren Street
Chicago 44, Illinois

CORDI TIS- FREE CORDS

BY...

Blade n

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

the

RAY'.N
H

R

Y

DE
TUB ES

3X P

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF

-atm.
akin
PIONEERING

...

Waterman RAYONIC CATHODE RAY TUBES
have reached still greater heights. Since the introduction of the Waterman RAYONIC 3MP1 for
miniaturized oscilloscopes and the Waterman developed rectangular 3SP CATHODE RAY TUBE,
scientists in our laboratories have diligently
searched for a more perfect answer to the perplexing problem of trace brightness versus deflection
sensitivity. The 3XP RAYONIC CATHODE RAY
TUBE is their answer to providing a brilliant and
sharply defined trace and high deflection sensitivity at medium anode potentials. When the 3RP
or 3SP tubes are operated at 1000 Volts second

3"
anode and compared against the 3XP at 2000 Volts
on the second anode, the results are astonishing.
For the same size spot, the 3XP light output is

improved by a factor of 4 and its vertical sensitivity is improved by a factor of 2, with the horizontal sensitivity remaining equal to that of the
other tubes. Because the 3XP is enclosed in a
shorter envelope and is equivalent to the 3RP
and 3SP with respect to interelectrode capacities,
it lends itself readily for high frequency video
work, as well as for low repetitive operation.

3XP TECHNICAL DATA

SIZE:
FACE

11/2

x 3 inches

8

875 inches

LENGTH
BASE

Loctal

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
FILAMENT

ANODE

6 3 Volts

0 6 Amps.

#2

2000 Volts
Max. 2750 Volts
400 to 690 Volts

ANODE #1

GRID #1
-22.5 to
DEFLECTION FACTOR IN VOLTS/INCH
D1 to D2
D3 to D4
AVAILABLE in Pl, P2, P7, and PU Phosphorf

-67.5

Volts

68to92
25 to 35

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC.
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA.

3JP1 & 3JP7

3JP2 & 3JP11
3MP7 & 3MP11
3RP1, 2, 7, 11
3SP1, 2, 7, 11

JAN RAYONIC CR TUBES
RAYONIC CR TUBES
RAYONIC CR TUBES
RAYONIC CR TUBES
RAYONIC CR TUBES

POCKETSCOPES

Glow lamps used in these circuits
have the added advantage of indicating the state of equilibrium without supplementary equipment. Due
to their exceptionally small current
drain they are well suited to portable use with batteries.

And Other Associated Equipment

Use post card on

Tube Envelope Temperature
By WALTER R. JONES
Panel on Electron Tubes
1¡6 Ftroa,hray, Sth Floor
New York

1.4.

N. Y.

PULSESCOPES

RAKSCOPES

Want more information?

pulse.

WATERMAN PRODUCTS INCLUDE

CABLE ADDRESS: POKETSCOPE
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this ignition will increase the potential difference across the other
lamp causing it to fire. A positive
pulse will cause L, to fire first, followed immediately by L,. A negative pulse will fire L, first.
The flip-flop circuit shown in Fig.
1B is made by doubling the original
circuit and adding a commutation
capacitor A. A trigger pulse of
about 20 volts, either positive or
negative, will cause the circuit to
function. A positive pulse will trigger one of the two left-hand lamps
L, or L.,. This will be followed immediately by ignition of the opposite right-hand lamp L, or L,. Assuming L, to fire followed by L, the
potential at point B will be lowered
depending on the current drain,
while the potential of point B' remains at full voltage.
A subsequent pulse, either positive or negative, will fire the other
pair of glowlamps, L:, and L.. This
will cause a voltage drop at point
B', which will be applied through
the commutation capacitor to point
B lowering the voltage at B below
the extinction voltage of lamps L,
and L,. These lamps will go to the
nonconducting state and L:, and L,
will continue to glow. Each successive pulse will cause the alternate
pair to glow.
This circuit can be used as a
binary counter by repeating the
same circuit n times for counting 2".
The pulses can be applied to successive stages by connecting point B'
to the input of the next flip-flop
through a suitable capacitor and
clipper to suppress the negative

last page.
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OPERATING TEMPERATURE of tube
envelopes becomes increasingly important as the size of electronic
equipment is reduced. If the same

April, 1953

-

ELECTRON ICS

Are any of these problems yours?

1. Need rubber-like properties for long periods of time under
extreme temperatures? EMPIRE® Silicone Rubber Coated Glass
Cloth (Class H insulation) is suitable for use over a temperature range
of -70° F to 400° F ... is resistant to thermal shock ... will not
crack, become brittle or deteriorate at high or low temperatures ...
offers good resistance to lubricating oils and most chemicals ... has

for molding plate for Class H installations? Silicone
molding plate for Class H applications which could not be produced
successfully with regular built-up mica splittings can now be manufactured from ISOMICA* (built-up continuous mica sheets). ISOMICA
silicone bonded molding plate has excellent moldability...excellent
retention of shape...and an extremely high degree of homogeneity.
2. Looking

good dielectric strength and low power factor.

*Trade -mark

for a versatile material with special mechanical,
electrical and structural properties? LAMICOID®-a laminated
plastic made with various fillers-is available in standard NEMA
grades and others, with characteristics such as punching adaptability, heat and moisture resistance, tensile strength, impact strength,
low loss factor, high dielectric strength, and properties "custommade" to your specifications.
3. Looking

instrument panels, nameplates and dials
to look better, last longer, be easier to install and maintain?
DECORATIVE LAMICOID lends itself readily to marking by engraving, sandblasting, silk screen and rubber -plate printing, painting,
filling or use of printed matter. Resists wear, aging, weathering, oils,
corrosive vapors, moisture and temperature extremes. Wipes clean
with a damp cloth.
4. Want your signs,

\Vhatever electrical insulating materials you need, MIC() makes them best.
We manufacture all standard types and many special materials, or fabricate
parts to your specifications. Send us your blueprints or problems today.

MICA

IP/Set

COMPANY

Schenectady 1, New York

Offices in Principal Cities
LAMICOID® (Laminated Plastic)

ELECTRONICS-April, 1953

MICANITBE (Built-up Mica)

EMPIRE® (Varnished. Fabrics and Paper)

Want more information?

Usc post card on lost page.
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FABRICATED MICA

ISOMICA.
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&Iiifr MODEL
BRIDGE

1809

CONTROL

UNIT

VIBRATION AND STRESS ANALYSIS

FOR

Designed as a companion unit to Century's famous Model 409 Oscillograph, the Model
1809 Bridge Control Unit is the latest addition to Century's line of industry -standard
vibration and stress analyzing equipment. Packaged in a small, compact space, the unit
contains all of the facilities necessary for use with 12 channels of resistance strain gages
or bridge -type transducers. Where used with the Model 409 Oscillograph, it is necessary
only to connect strain gages and power source to have a complete stress -strain measuring
and recording system, small and rugged enough to be placed in an aircraft wing tip or
guided missile warhead.
FEATURES:

Size: 41/2" x

Weight:

101/2

7"

x

1 1

For any resistance strain gage or bridge -type

".

transducer.

pounds.

May be used with direct indicating instrument.

Aluminum case.

TABLE

I-Bulb Temperature
at Sea Level

Bulb Area (Sq In.)
Max. Watts Dissipation
Watts per Square Inch
Max. Bulb Temp deg
Ambient 23C

T9

T51._

10.5
18.7
1.78

16.8

4.1
4.1

T3

1.7
7.8
4.6

C

160

255

280

There are some absolute limits
on the permissible glass tempera-

MODEL

409
OSCILLOGRAPH

The Century Model 409 Oscillograph has been designed for recording data where space and
weight requirements are limited. The Oscillograph has been tested to record faithfully while
subjected to accelerations up to 20 G's.
FEATURES:

Detachable daylight loading magazine with
a capacity of 3%" x 100' paper.

x 615(6" x 1115(6".

Weight:

13 pounds.
Cast aluminum case.

2 to 14

individual channels.

Trace identification.

Paper speeds variable 1/2" to 6"
and 2" to 24" per second.

Trace viewing.

Write for Bulletin CGC-303

eeney..

GEOPHYSICAL CORPORATION
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

4447 No. Bodine

Philadelphia 40, Pa.

252

amount of power is to be dissipated
within two enclosures one of which
is much smaller than the other,
the temperature of the smaller enclosure will rise to much higher
values than that of the larger. This
fact is borne out in Table I, which
indicates both areas and maximum
dissipations for the bantam or T9
tube, the miniature or T5? tube
and subminiature or T3 tube. It
will be noted that as the sizes decrease, the value of watts per
square inch is increased and the
maximum bulb temperature is increased correspondingly. The life
of a vacuum tube is materially affected by the operating temperature of its bulb, as well as its
other parts.

Strain gage, 6.28 Volt D.C.

Write for Bulletin CGC`-307

5"

(continued)

Power: Control unit, 22.28 Volt D.C.

Up to 12 channels.

Size:

ELECTRONS AT WORK

3409 W. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 18, Calif.

238 lotayette St.

309 Browder St.

Dayton 2, Ohio

Dallas, Teaos

Want more information?

Use post card on

EXPORT

(MICE

149 Broadway, N. Y. City
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ture, one being the softening point
of the glass and another the point
at which appreciable conductivity
occurs-called electrolysis. Below
these limits there is an indefinite
region in which varying kinds and
degrees of trouble are encountered,
especially owing to evolution of gas
from the bulb, itself the getter and
other tube parts. The temperature
of concern is that at the hottest
spot on the envelope, which usually
occurs midway between the top and
bottom micas. The location can be
readily found by the use of temperature sensitive lacquers marketed by Tempil Corporation, 11
West 25th Street, New York City.
During manufacture, while the
vacuum tube is on the production
pumping set-up, the envelope and
the metal parts within the tube
structure are heated to much higher
temperatures than those to which
they would normally be subjected
during operation in order that all
of the absorbed and adsorbed gases
may be removed. If, however, during operation, the operating ternApril, 7953
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The Dimensiona

Stability of

Schematic dia-

gram shows

NILVAR

useful

how

movement

-I

COPPER

of

HOT

LENGTH

Nilvar rod cor-

faith
fully to the
dimensional

Robertshaw-Grayson "Unitrol" fully automatic temperature control for gas -ate:
heaters

responds

changes of the

1+--

copper tube.

COLD LENGTH

---CONTRACTION

-

How Robertshaw-Fulton

built

better Water Heater Control

a

with Driver -Harris NILVAR
sensitive copper tube is fully utilized to control flow of
gas to the borner.

"Unitrol" Robertshaw-Grayson gas water
heater control streamlines three essential controls into
one valve body: a snap action thermostat, a snap action
pilot, and a large-capacity gas cock. This reduces inventory for the water heater manufacturer and simplifies part
stocking for the dealer.
The "Unitrol" provides a thermostat capable of
delivering maximum amount of useful movement, by
employing a copper tube enclosing a Nilvar alloy rod.
The tube expands and contracts very appreciaby in
response to immersion temperatures. Btr. the Nilvar rod,
because it is dimensionally stable, does not vary in length.
Since the free end of the Nilvar rod actuates the working
gas valve, the slightest movement of the temperature The new

Says Rolbertshaw-Fulton: "The outstanding dimensional stability of Nilvar actually permits minute changes
in water temperature to regulate the heat supplied by the
burner, thus assuring extremely accurate operation."

Nilvar has a temperature coefficient of expansion as
low as 000001 per degree C., lowest of any alloy; comparable to that of quartz. Somewhere in your engineering
operations such extraordinary dimensional stability may
solve a problem-help to perfect product performance.
We shall be glad to make recommendations based on
your particular needs.
h'.a. Reg.

Nilvar

is

U.H.

Pet.OLI

produced only by

0

, ,C.. á

Driver-Harris Company
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY

°

BRANCHES:

(Chicago,

Detroit,

Cleveland,

Los

Angeles,

San

Francisco

In Canada: The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario.

MAKERS

-OF

ELECTRONICS

-

THE

MOST
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COMPLETE
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OF

ELECTRIC

HEATING, RESISTANCE, AND ELECTRONIC ALLOYS IN
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MORE WAYS TO

ELECTRONS AT WORK

SQUEEZE PENNIES
OUT OF

UPSET SPECIALS COSTS
Specially designed upset products are solving thousands of problems. Dozens of design
pointers on them are yours for the asking.
Send us your sketches, prints, finished products for suggestions.

Ir
.1,

An integral washer
adds very little to the
cost of an indented
head part, and can
save the cost of a
washer.

,

'

s

.

,i

/

\

A

-off

point

costs less than

TABLE II-Bulb Temperatures
23 C Ambient at Sea Level

12AU7

a

6C4

rounded or any
other shape, and is
as

4.

5U4G
5687

b

An unthreaded
iiiof lessthe

diathmeterd

thaareanthread
crests costs less
than having both

...J

of the same
diameter.

/

7¡lth

\

The lead of s
rolled thread makes
little difference to
the cost. But the
pitch, if too great

1111

in

ratio to

-rte`

the stock

diameter, can raise
the cost.

_

of this chart are available on
request for use in drafting and
purchasing departments.

SCREWS

AND

THE

SPECIAL FASTENERS ARE OUR BUSINESS

PROGRESSIVE

MANUFACTURING
50

COMPANY

NORWOOD ST., TORRINGTON, CONN.

Want more information? Use post card

Bulb

T6'2
T51;

6AH6

effective for

most purposes.
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deposit or the black deposit on some
of the newer tubes is to provide a
means for removing any gases that
may subsequently be set free during the operation of the tube.
There is a limited amount of gas
that this getter material can safe -

Type

squarely

sheared

just

WRITE FOR
OUR CATALOG

perature of the envelope or the
parts themselves exceeds the temperatures reached while the tubes
were being pumped during production, it is likely that varying
amounts of gases will adversely
affect tube life.
Normally, the function of the
getter that produces the silver -like

Percent Maximum Plate Dissipation

`

MACHINE

(continued)

on

last page.
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ST16

T6i¡

20

40

60

77C 1000 118C
82
98
88
103
116
105
127
116
123
140
155

64

80

100

133C 146C
113
125

126
138
155

132
149
183

ly pick up.

Amounts beyond this
will result in the tube's gas content being materially increased. In
addition, if the glass bulb should be
heated sufficiently the getter patch
may be caused to migrate or leave
the bulb.
It may redeposit itself on some
cooler part of the tube so that a
considerable amount of gas trapped
by the getter will now be released
and may not recombine when the
getter condenses on the cooler portions of the tube. In this instance,
then, the gas content would also be
materially increased. Should the
getter condense on the mica supports of the tube there is a possibility that leakage between elements supported in the mica may
be increased. This leakage may

affect performance materially.
As seen from Table I, a tendency
to decrease the size of electronic
gear aggravates the bulb -temperature condition. Tube life, in general, can be extended by maintaining low temperatures for the glass
envelope. This is especially important in high-power output tubes because of their higher plate and
cathode dissipations. The tempera April, 1953
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FREQUENCY CONTROL
FOR MILITARY

MIL

BLILEY

FREQUENCY

CRYSTAL
UNIT

CRYSTAL
HOLDER

RANGE

_

i

CR-15

ARW

CR -16

AR23W

0.080 - 0.19999

CR-18

BH6A

0.8 - 15.0

CR 19

ICATION

FREQUENCY
TOLERANCE OVER
OPERATING RANGE

ERATURE

SP

ade)
GE (Centigrade)

iat

BH6A_
.080 - 0.19999

-40

to

-40'

-I-

-55°
-55°

to +90°

+.005 %

CR-24

BH7A

15.0 - 50.0

CR-27

BH6A

CR-28

BH6A

CR -29

AR28

CR-30

AR23W

CR-32

BH6A

CR-33

BH6A

CR-35

BH6A

CR-36

BH6A

0.800

-

15.0

80° to

CR-37

BH9A

0.091 -

-

Ilk V.&

CR -42

BH9A

0.1 -1

'

-

CR -44

BH6A

15.

CR -45

BH6A

0.455

CR -46

BH6A

0.2 - 0.500

CR -47

BH6A

0.2 - 0.500

e'

111----

0.080 - 0.19999

.005%

80°

-¡-

.002%

-{-Tr to +80°

-}-

.002%

70° to +80°
+70°
-}+70°

</ +

80°

10.0 - 75.0

-55°

4-

'

-}

to +90°

71 °

to

+0°
O

/

o80°

+80° to +90°
-40° to +70°
-40° to +70°
+70° to +80°

j

,51_
.002%ó

.002%

+- .005%

+80° to +90°

0.800-20.0

.005%

-}-

t

15.0

.080 - 0.19999

-f- .0050/0

to +90°

10.0 - 75.0

">!

±- .01",.

-55°

i6

-

=

-}-90

CR-23

0.8

70°

-}-

.002%
/a

R,yS

.02%

±

.003%

-1--

.002%

±

.02%

-{-

.01%
.002%

BULLETIN NO. 43 CONTAINS A QUICK
REFERENCE INDEX FOR MILITARY TYPE
CRYSTAL UNITS ---SENT UPON REQUEST

ey

CRYSTALS

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
ERIE, PA.
UNION STATION BUILDING,
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

...g ve

positive, powerful snap action!

here's how a
LEDEX ROTARY

SOLENOID

operates...
he magnetic pull moves the armature along the
Solenoid axis. This action is efficiently converted into
a rotary motion by means of ball bearings on inclined
races. The inclined ball races are made to compensate
for the megnetic pull increase as the Solenoid air gap
closes, thereby providing substantially constant torque
throughout the Solenoid stroke. The rotary snap -action
power of tl e Ledex can be efficiently harnessed with a
minimum of linkages, through the use of one or more
standard features available on all models.

here's why

LEDEX

ture rise in the envelope may be
limited by: reduction of total tube
dissipation; provision for improved
ventilation; maintenance of low
ambient temperatures..
In general, the envelope temperature of small receiving -type power
tLibes should be kept below 175 deg
centigrade for increased reliability.
The chief effect of high temperature on vacuum tubes is not a sudden change in operating characteristics but a gradual deterioration
of characteristics. Table II indicates the operating bulb temperatures for five types of tubes, having
various sized envelopes for plate
dissipations ranging from 20 percent up to maximum rated dissipations. This gives an idea of the
extent to which it is possible to reduce bulb temperatures by decreasing the total tube plate dissipation.

TABLE

III-Sea

peratures vs

Level Bulb Tem-

Dissipations and
Ambient Temperature Variations
Watts per Sq In

Ambient
23C

160
250

ROTARY SOLENOID;

(continued)

1

2

3

4

5

Bulb Temp deg C at Hottest Spot
100 170
230 280
310
220
260
300
340
370
310
350
390
420
450

are dependable !

é
As can be seen from the exploded view, Ledex Rotary
Solenoids cre simply constructed with few moving parts.
All parts are manufactured to exacting tolerances and are
carefully inspected and assembled.
The copper wire coil, the heart of the Solenoid, was
developed especially for this product. It is wound by a
precision winding process that puts a maximum amount
of magnet wire into available space . giving tremendous power to compact Ledex Rotary Solenoids.
.

six basic

Model Number 2
Diameter
114"

LEDEX

ROTARY SOLENOIDS

Torque

to choose from

Weight lbs.

!

lb.. in.*

%
Y.

3

1V
1

5

.

6

174" 214"
S
10
1

7

8

214"
25

334"
50

21%

41%

°45° stroke intermittent duty.
Engineering data is available upon request.

Write for descriptive literature today!

123 WEBSTER STREET, DAYTON 2, OHIO

www.americanradiohistory.com

The ultimate bulb temperature
depends not only upon the dissipation within the tube itself but also
upon the temperature of the surrounding air immediately adjacent
to the tube envelope. Table III
shows how these ambient temperatures affect the bulb temperature
for various watts per square inch
dissipation. From these data it is
apparent that precautions must be
taken to keep the ventilation around
the tubes such that the temperature will be as low as possible.
The importance of bulb temperatures on tube life can be noted in
recent information published 'by
various tube manufacturers showing the life which may be expected
for subminiature tubes. Most of
these tubes are rated for maximum
bulb temperatures of 200 deg with
a few having a rating of 250 deg
C. A reduction of bulb temperature
on the order of 20 percent when

Your Search for the

Right Protection

on BUSS

Fuses..

the complete line for
Television Radio Radar
Instruments Controls
and Avionics

Plia

a

complete line of fuse clips,
blocks and fuse holders

\hafever

your protection requirements,
you'll find the right fuse faster when you look
first to BUSS. All types and sizes, from 1/500
ampere up, are included in the complete BUSS
line. This can simplify your purchasing and
stock handling.

To assure protection to both the product
and your good name, every BUSS fuse is tested on a sensitive, electronic device for correct
construction, calibration and physical dimensions.

BNB

TO HELP YOU GET STARTED THE
RIGHT WAY
BUSS Fuse Engineers will gladly assist you
in selecting the fuse to suit your needs best...
a fuse that if possibke will be available in local
wholesalers stocks.

UM

ffl

1331

s

BUSSMANN Mfg. Co. (Division of McCraw Electric Co.)
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.
Please send me bulletin SEE containing facts on
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders.
Name

Tüte
Company

BUSSMANN Mfg. CO.,

Division of McGraw Electric Cu.

University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Missouri
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

operating in the region of 200 deg
C bulb temperatures will result in
a substantial increase in the life
expectancy of the tubes. The cooling of the tube envelope is the most
important consideration in mounting the tube.
A loose -fitting shield such as is
commonly employed with miniature
tubes may increase the temperature appreciably. The situation
arises because the shield is not
tight fitting but instead provides
a blanket of hot air around the
tube. Thus the shield does not provide a good thermal contact with
bulb of the tube or to the chassis
and cannot effectively cool the
bulb.

Easy to pack, handle,

display-

this Heavy -Duty corrugated box
means more product protection

... more freight

savings

...

more

dealer goodwill. To get full value

from your shipping box

dollar-

send for booklet, "Creative Package Engineering." Hinde & Dauch,

5314-D Decatur St., Sandusky,

258
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If shields are employed, and they
are tight fitting and can be fastened directly to the chassis, a considerable amount of heat can usually be removed in this manner. To
obtain maximum heat radiation,
the shield should not be plated and
should not be polished.
So far, sea -level altitudes have
been assumed. Many tubes operate at high altitudes some or all of
the time. This environment aggravates the cooling problem still more
since the density of the air decreases with altitude. The decreased effective cooling of a tube
at higher altitudes requires that
the total tube dissipation be de rated in order not to exceed critical bulb temperatures. This derating depends upon the altitude and
may amount to as much as 40 or
50 percent.
To obtain maximum reliability
from vacuum tubes and equipment,
it is important that pains be taken
to keep the operating temperature
of the bulb at its hottest spot within the limit specified by data sheets.
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Shrimp boats encounter rough seas. Their safe return can depend upon the reliable electrical power

supply, provided by Onan generators.
To insure performance for these and all AC and
DC, military and commercial regulated power units
they manufacture, D. W. Onan & Sons Inc., has
standardized on Regohm voltage regulators.
Whether on sea, land or air applications, this low
cost, compact, electro -mechanical controller dem-

Shrimp boats are a'comin'...

onstrates rugged ability to withstand severe vibration, shock or ambient temperature conditions. And
you can't beat the band of Regohm's voltage regulation. Standard models provide constant voltagq
output within less than -±2rß%.
Onan Engineers like these additional advantages
of Regohm Voltage Regulators:
1. Size-Regohm is small in size, light in weight, but
big in performance. It is a natural where economy
of space and weight are major considerations.
2. Low Cost-Regohm costs less, does more, than the
complex equipment that once was the only available
solution to control problems.
3. System Stabilizing-With its high speed averaging
effect and a built-in, thoroughly reliable dashpot,
Regohm will stabilize control systems with widely
varying characteristics.
4. Low Operating Power-Low signal power requirement of one watt for solenoid bias makes
Regohm easily applicable to special units.
5. Long Life-In properly engineered installations,
Regohm's life is measured in years. Shelf life is substantially unlimited.
6. Simplified Maintenance-Regohm's plug-in feature simplifies replacement and maintenance-there
are no parts to renew or lubricate.
Call on our engineering and research facilities to
help you develop optimum design for your equipment and system. Learn how Regohm can help you
with your regulation problem. Write for Bulletin
50.00. Address Dept. E, Electric Regulator Corp.,

Powered by Onan Electric Generators

Controlled by

Regohm
Voltage Regulators

Norwalk, Connecticut.

REGOHM

CONTROL COMPONENT IN: Servo systems

battery chargers

and stationary generators

inverters

bile telephones
equipment
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airborne controls

portable

locomotive braking systems
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Keyed Mandrels and Dereelers Speed Winding of Coils
flyback coils are wound
four at a time by a single operator
with practically no machine off -time
for loading and unloading, through
HORIZONTAL

use of multiple mandrels designed
especially for the purpose by Crosley Division of Avco Mfg. Corp.
The operator disassembles a filled
mandrel and reassembles it with
empty coil forms during the winding cycle time.
Each flyback transformer has
four coils, one of which is tapped,
giving a total of nine leads. These
must be brought out at identical

positions on each unit, to insure
positive identification during subsequent assembly operations. Keying of the coil forms and all parts
of the mandrel achieves this by
insuring that the mandrel can be
assembled only one way. Appropriately spaced metal pins on keyed
spacers are used between the coil
forms; as each coil lead is brought
Out, it is wrapped around the correct pin. The lead is then anchored
in position on the coil with a tab
of paper, to insure correct positioning of leads after they have been
Construction of dereeler. Mounting bolt
has drilled hole: dereeler bolt fits loosely in this and has two lock nuts at its
bottom end so it can turn freely against
slight spring friction without getting
loose. Dereelers reduce wire tension
and make it more constant, since heavy
spool does not turn

Winding flyback coils in multiples of four on keyed mandrel. Dereelers are on tops
of wire spools at lower right. Tape for anchoring leads is in heavy dispenser, with
end of tape anchored over tailstock so pieces can be cut easily with scissors that
ere always in operator's right hand. While winding is in progress, operator cuts
the adhesive tape into strips and sticks them on her left hand, ready for instant use
260

unwound from the metal pegs during disassembly of the mandrel.
On this and other winding machines in Crosley's television receiver plant, simple dereelers are
used to maintain essentially constant wire tension with stationary
spools of wire. A free -spinning
wire eyelet is mounted on top of
each spool in such a way that it
rotates at a speed directly related
to that at which wire is being
wound on the coils.
When a spool is empty, the
mounting bolt of the dereeler is
loosened with a wrench so that the
entire assembly can be spun out
with the fingers for changing
April, 1953
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WHpTS

A

WIGWAM

WITHOUT WAMPUM?

-

Whether it's shells or beads or good
old American dollars, for that matter
you just can't operate successfully
without showing a profit. That's why

-

so many progressive companies depend on

Kester quality and performance to
insure maximum results in production at
the lowest possible cost. And we'll bet
Kester Solder can mean more "wampum"
in your "wigwam," too
!

An engineered adaptation can be made to
your specific requirements with Kester "44" Resin,
"Resin -Five" or Plastic Rosin -Core Solder .. .
varied core sizes or flux -contents are available
in many different diameters.

KESTER
SOLDER
4204

WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY
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spools. The mounting bolt applies
pressure to the spool when tightened.
A shaft for the spool is set into
a steel strap that is part of the coil -

winding machine. A small spring
applies enough drag to the flying
eyelet arm to prevent overshooting
and backlash of fine wire when the
machine fs stopped.

Production Testing of
Rectifier Plates
BY JACK BRAD SHAW

Quality Control Engineer
Bradley Laboratories
New Hares, Conn.

Radar Antenna Lens Made From Square Tubing

Experimental radar lens made of square Monel tubing, as
brazing and removal of solder

thin -wall seamless square
Monel tubing solved a fabricating
problem in connection with the production of an experimental egg crate radar screen lens for the U. S.
Signal Corps. The requirement was
a small compact parabolic antenna
lens having 988 precisely dimensioned square tubular openings with
comparatively thin walls. The overall size of the lens was 30 inches by
20 inches.
The standard method of making
this type of lens, involving assembly
of metal strips much in the fashion
of the cardboard strips for egg
crates and then soldering, was found
to be unsatisfactory for this design.
USE of

The chief problem was making
openings which were absolutely
square while maintaining thin walls
and sharp corners.
The next technique tried by the
contractor, I -T-E Circuit Breaker
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., was assembling square brass tubing cut to
exact length, then furnace -brazing
in a jig. Although the softest available silver solder was used, the
tubing failed to braze properly and
serious cracks developed at the
sharp corners.
Investigation then revealed that
one grade of hard -drawn seamless
Monel tubing made by Superior
Tube Co. of Norristown, Pa., would
provide the desired strength, cor-

it

appeared after furnace

rosion resistance, electrical properties and ease of brazing. The pieces
were ordered already cut to their
exact lengths, then were flash
nickel -plated, tin-plated, coated with
soft silver solder, assembled in an
adjustable jig and furnace-brazed.

error in reading meters,
formerly a bottleneck in testing
daily production of copper -oxide
and selenium rectifier plates, has
been eliminated by the development
of a new and entirely automatic
tester that makes the required reverse leakage test on approximately
25,000 plates a day. Time required
per test is only a fraction of that
for the former manual operation.
Plates to be tested are loaded into the hopper at the top of the
machine in batches of about 10,000,
hence loading ig required only two
or three times a day.. The machine
then runs unattended, passing acceptable units down the slides to
a waiting tote box and dropping rejects through the slide to a pan underneath. Fingers in the slowlyrotating motor-driven hopper push
the plates one at a time out onto the
start of the plastic chute, down
which they slide by gravity to a
solenoid -actuated gate. This opens
HUMAN

Automatic tester for tiny rectifier plates. Parts are loaded into circular rotating
hopper at upper left, sorted according to polarity at V junction in chute, and
tested for reverse leakage at bottom. Test rack is at right

262
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ANOTHER PERFORMANCE REPORT FROM CONDENSER PRODUCTS COMPANY

"We had a high voltage power

supply problem...

T
T
-LT
T
T

.

"Our problem was

to find a 30,000 volt power
supply to be used as a source of voltage for kinescopes. It also had to be suitable for experimental
work and in airborne equipment. The main considerations were small size and light weight, but
also we needed a design that would conform to
military specifications.

-J-

-r

"We consulted `CP' and told them
what we needed

..."

1
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1 1 1 1 1
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The "CP" Engineering Department designed a
power supply with the following characteristics:

Input voltage: 115 V AC
Frequency: 320 to 1000 CPS
Output voltage: 0-30 KV continuously variable

ma rated current.

- .3

Ripple voltage: Less than .1 peak -to -peak at maximum rated current of .3 ma
Temperature: To operate over a range of -10°C to
+55°C and 95% relative humidity.
General: To operate effectively in any position.
Taking advantage of hermetic sealing and oil -filled
construction in addition to new techniques and use of
plastic film for high voltage capacitors, Condenser
Products' Engineers developed type PS30-3C400 to
comply with all requirements. Size of unit is 51/2 x
51/2 x 614". Total weight: 11 lbs.

"CP" is now filling orders for HiVolt Power Supplies
in the following ranges: 2,000 V, 5,000 V, 12,000 V, 15,000 V, 30,000 V, and
50,000 V, at frequencies of 60 cycles and 400 to 1,000 cycles. HiVolt Power
Supplies are engineered for various applications. Because of their small
size, light weight, flexibility, and ease of operation "CP" HiVolt Power
Supplies are ideal for operation of display tubes, radiation counters, photoflash devices, dust and electrostatic precipitators, oscilloscopes, insulation
testers, spectographic analyzers and other equipment.

Your engineering problem will receive
the immediate attention of our design and
specification engineers.

óndenser

IJroiutís Company
Division of New Haven Clock

7517 North Clark Street
Manufacturers of: Glassmike Capacitors
Send for catalogue on:
Glasamikes D HiVolt Power Supplies
Plasticons D Pulse Forming Networks
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THE HIGH -PRECISION

LINEAR POTENTIOMETER

precision ten turn potentiomete
BORG MICROPOT TEN -TURN POTENTIOMETER: Built to fit the specifications of control
system engineers and designers .
constructed with Micro accuracy for precise
voltage adjustments
featuring an assembly scientifically designed, machined, assembled and automatically machine tested for
linearity of ±0.1 % and 0.05%, zero based. MICROPOTS ARE AVAILABLE IN
1.15 to 3 OHM and 30 to 250,000 OHM
RANGES FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

..

...

BORG

MICRODIAL

746-A
A precision ten -turn indicating dial assembly. Has
screw locking device on

operating knob.

BORG MICRODIAL: Two concentrically
mounted dials: one for counting increments
of each turn and the other for counting turns
. . . delivered completely assembled with

dials synchronized. Outstanding features
include smooth, uniform action ... no backlash between incremental dial and potentiometer contact
less wear, only one
moving part aside from the two dials
.
contact position indicated to an indexed
accuracy of part in 1,000.

...

..

BORG

MICRODIAL

746-B

1

Same as 746-A but has

knurled locking screw
mounted externally to

MICROPOT-MICRODIAL CATALOG
SENT

PROMPTLY

ON

REQUEST

operating knob,

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION

THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION
Janesville Wisconsin
264
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at regular intervals under control
of a motor -driven sequence timer
to let the plates .through with
adequate spacing so they do not pile
up and touch each other at the test
stations below. The tiny plates, only
3 inch in diameter, ride flat down
the chute.
As each plate emerges from the
first gate in the chute, a, contact
arm is pressed down on it by a
motor -driven linkage and the resistance of the plate is measured.
Since forward and reverse resistance values vary greatly, the resistance reading serves to tell which
side of the plate is up. An electrical
circuit responds to this resistance
and actuates either of two gate
solenoids, one controlling the
entrance to each of the two slides
at the fork in the chute. Plates with
positive side up go down the lefthand chute. All other plates go
down the righthand chute to a gate
and second polarity -checking station. This applies a d -c voltage
across each plate and measures resulting current to verify that the
plate is upside-down, then actuates
a motor -driven linkage that inverts
the plate and lets it go down the
chute.
A second check is necessary
because some correctly -positioned
plates can get into this chute also;
these are passed without being inverted.
Since plates are positive -side -up
in both chutes when approaching
the bottom, the test stations here
are identical. Solenoid -operated
gates again stop the plates and let
them through at spaced intervals,
and motor -operated linkages again
push contacts against each plate in
turn for the reverse -leakage test.
A conventional multistage amplifier in the associated test rack
amplifies this leakage current. If
the resulting value is too high, one
relay operates to actuate a rejecting
mechanism that drops the plate
through a hole in the slide into a
scrap bin. If the leakage value is
within tolerance, another relay
operates to actuate the lowest
solenoid-operated gate in that chute,
allowing the plate to slide out into
the tote box below the end of the
chute.
The test rack contains controls
and meters that permit setting up
April, 1953
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Bring your
tough problems to us at
ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER CO.
If standard, mass-produced transformers won't do for

your product or application, consider this

..

.

Since 1938 we've concentrated exclusively in the specialized field of CUSTOM -DESIGNED and CUSTOM-BUILT

Transformers for government and industry.

Our engineering staff can solve your transformer probcircuitry in Electronic Transformer Co.'s fully equipped laboratory.
lems by assimilating your

Why not write or phone us regarding your special
today!
requirements

...

TRANSFORMERS

REACTORS

RESONANT FILTERS

ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER COMPANY
NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
STREET
Telephone: WAtkins 4-0880

209 WEST 25th
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-
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(continued)

the tester for many different voltage ratings and permissible leakage
values for plates. The meters also
permit monitoring of tester operation at any time merely by pressing
a button under each meter in turn.
The machine was built to Bradley
specifications by Talco Engineering
Co., New Haven, Conn.

Holding Fixtures

For more than 18 years, Eclipse -Pioneer has been a leader in the development and production of high precision synchros for use in automatic control circuits of air -craft, marine and other industrial applications. Today,
thanks to this long experience and specialization, Eclipse -Pioneer has
available a complete line of standard (1.431" dia. X 1.631" lg.) and
Pygmy (0.937" dia. X 1.278" lg.) Autosyn synchros of unmatched precision. Furthermore, current production quantities and techniques have reduced cost to a new low. For either present or future requirements, it will
pay you to investigate Eclipse -Pioneer high precision at the new low cost.
*REG. TRADE MARK RENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

AVERAGE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS -AY -200 SERIES**
Type
Number
AY201.1

26V, 400-.,

1

AY201-4

26V,400..,

1

AY2OI.2

26V,

Transmitters
Receivers

Input Voltage
Nendmi
Excitation

400..,

1

Input
Current
M110amperse

Input
Ohms

Statr

Output
Voltages
Um to Llne

Rotor

Resimnte

(DC)

1.25

25+1115

11.8

9.5

3.5

15

100

0.45

45+1225

11.8

16.0

6.7

20

ph.

100

0.45

45+1225

11.8

16.0

6.7

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

42.0

10.8

15

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

250.0

63.0

15

53.0

12.5

20

239.0

180.0

40

10.8

20

From Trans.
Autosyn

AY221.3

26V, 400.,1 ph.

60

0.35

108+1425

11.8

30..,1 ph.

3.7

-

240+1130

0.34

14.0

AY231.3

Maximum
Error Spread
Minutes

225

AY201.5

1V,

Ohms

ph.

From Trans.

AY241-5

Stater
ResNtance

((DC)
Ohms

ÁY201.3

Resolvers

Differentials

Impedisci

ph.

Autosyn

Control
Transformers

Input
t'ocre,
Watts

From Trans.
Autosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

45

Six -unit holding fixture speeds subassembly work on television receiver con-

trols by providing best work angle

A SPECIAL Crosley-designed fixture
holds six potentiometer units at the
optimum angle for soldering leads
and small components to their
terminals at a subassembly position
in the Cincinnati radio and television plant of this firm.
Each fixture has threaded jaws
that fit over the soft brass threads
of the control without damaging
the threads. The threaded jaws

...Also includes High Frequency Resolvers designed for use up to 100KC (AY251.24)

AY-500 (PYGMY)

SERIES

Transmitters ÁY503.4

26V, 400...,1 ph.

235

2.2

45+1100

11.8

25.0

10.5

24

Receivers

26V,400..,

235

2.2

45+1100

11.8

23.0

10.5

90

AY503-2

ÁY503-3
Control
Transformers

AY503-5

ph.

From Trans.

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

170.0

45.0

24

Autosyn
From Trans.
Autosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

550.0

188.0

30

AY523-3

26V, 400...,1 ph.

45

0.5

290+1490

11.8

210.0

42.0

30

AY543-5

26V,

400..,1 ph.

9

0.1

900+12200

11.8

560.0

165.0

30

45.0

93.0

30

Resolvers

Differentials

1

AY533-3

From Trans.
Autosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

For detailed information, write to Dept H.

ECLIPSE -PIONEER DIVISION of
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY

ende

AVIATION CORPORATION

Export Soles: Bendix International Division, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.
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Method of opening threaded jaws of
Crosley-designed fixture for loading and

unloading
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THERMOSETTING ADHESIVE, tough
backing and thin caliper make "Scotch" Yellow
Flat -back Paper Tape No. 39 ideal for outside
wraps on primary windings.
STRONG

TOUGHNESS AND CONFORMABILITY of "Scotch"

Yellow Crepe Paper Tape No. 38 with Thermosetting Adhesive means dependable, compact TV

«Scötapes
BRAND

a er
ptch

Here are the real workhorses of the coil
construction industry-"Scotch" Electrical
Tapes with unified paper backings! They're
easy to use and strong, have superior electrical properties. And they work equally well
in hand or machine application. Most important: these tapes are tailored for specific
needs.
For example, the toughness and conform-

FREE!

deflection coils.

s eed coil

windin

!

ability of "Scotch" No. 38 Yellow Crepe
Paper Tape, and the holding and protecting
properties of "Scotch" No. 39 Yellow Flat back Paper Tape have made them favorites.
Their thermosetting adhesives, pioneered and
perfected by us, cure thoroughly-leave no
wet spots to cause trouble.
See what "Scotch" Electrical Paper Tapes
can do for you! Call your supplier today!

KG.

U. S. PAT.

Oli.

POCKET TAPE CALCULATOR

quickly gives you exact amount of tape needed for
production coil winding operations. Includes "Scotch"
Electrical Paper Tapes plus 17 others with a wide
range of specialized backings in the famous "Scotch"
Brand Electrical Tape family. Write Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co., Dept. E-43, St. Paul 6, Minn.

COTS
BRAND
ELECTRICAL
TAPES

The term "Scotch" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for the more than 200 pressure-sensitive adhesive tapes made in U.S.A. by
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul6, Minn. -also makers of "Scotch" Sound Recording Tape, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotch lite" Reflective Sheeting,"Safety-Walk" Non -slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17,
N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can.
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued)

DuMont fixture for holding single control. Shaft rather than bushing is locked
in position

also prevent pulling out the entire
control accidentally when working
with pliers on the joints. One jaw
is rigidly mounted on the base plate
of the fixture, and the other is
on a spring -loaded arm. Pressing
the back end of this arm separates
the jaws for unloading and loading.
Another type of holding fixture
for controls is used at subassembly
positions in DuMont's television receiver plant in East Paterson, N. J.
This is an individual fixture having
a setscrew for fastening it to the
front edge of the workbench. The
hole in the fixture is a loose fit for
the shaft of the control. A knurled
knob is provided for locking the
shaft in the fixture. The multi contact switch can be rotated as
required for soldering work, but
the switch has sufficient detent
action so it cannot spin around during the work.

-.tir=

t"--

Twisting Filament Leads
THE PROBLEM of

THE FRUITS OF

'KNOW HOW"

twisting together

two four-foot lengths of insulated
wire to serve as filament leads in a
chassis was solved through use of

GROUND THREAD WORMS

..

SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS

't7:.
Eii
268
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Method of using air gun to twist filament
leads together after they have been cut
and stripped on an Arias machine
April, 1953
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GREATER LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS
Offers Your Company

BIG -CITY LOCATION Country Style
at the LOWELL INDUSTRIAL PARK
a part of a New Industrial Frontier

i/ Check

A PREPARED LOCATION at intersec`ion of 2
major highways. Only 2 miles from center of
Lowell. Country setting valuable as morale
factor and with ample room for expansion
and parking. Easily accessible to personnel.

I

I

LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS, the big -city industrial
center of a cluster of small New England towns,
offers every metropolitan advantage together with
low production costs made possible by country living. Here, only 2 miles from the center of Lowell,
but with ample room for parking and expansion,
local capital has selected a 110 acre park and built
a modern 42,000 square foot plant as the first step
in intensive industrial development. This plant
(illustrated) is ideally suited to horizontal electronics manufacturing, and is ready for you now. It has
concrete floor, 14' stud and 35' x 40' bays, steel
roof, trucking facilities at floor level, railroad sidfluorescent lighting
ing, sprinklers throughout,
throughout, handsome modern design and quick accessibility to metropolitan Lowell.

these Features!

TRANSPORTATION-Site is bisected by New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.
Superb service also furnished by Boston and
Maine Railroad. Over 200 trucking companies
offer service to all points. 24 miles to Boston's
air and seaport facilities.

2

LABOR SUPPLY-Workers of diverse basic
skills earn over $10. less than the U. S. average weekly wage and are deeply attached to
the community.

l-J

LOW

COST AREA.

In a survey

Any portion of the 110 acre park will be conveyed
almost at cost, provided a new industrial building
is promptly built.
Long an industrial center, Lowell possesses well developed technical resources and a reservoir of skilled
artisans whose deep attachment to the community

Lowell was

38th in 38 cities surveyed for cost of housing
and 25th of 38 cities surveyed for food costs.

TECHNICAL RESOURCES. Facilities of Lowell
Technological Institute available for your industrial research. Close proximity to M. 1. T.,
the greatest electronics research center in the
world.

makes them hard to lure elsewhere.

UTILITIES-All on premises. Abundant water,
electric power and low cost natural gas.

61

OTHER INDUSTRIAL SITES-Choice of 35 industrial
sites selected and approved by experts in the Greater
Lowell Area. 5 acres to 400 acres.
The Executive Director of the Lowell Development and Industrial
Commission is available to meet with you or your representatives and
furnish information of the type you require in confidence.

WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

LOWELL DEVELOPMENT & INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
Telephone 4-0435 and 4-0436

24 MERRIMACK ST., LOWELL, MASS.

ELECTRONICS

-
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TOWER LIGHTING KITS"
said the General Manager,

"Can't grow hair, but...

(continued)

an air gun in Sylvania's Buffalo
plant. The gun is clamped into a
simple stand that is fastened to the
workbench. A machined metal disc
having two drilled holes is inserted
in the chuck of the gun in place of
the conventional screwdriver bit or
nut -driving socket.
In using the setup, the operator
pushes the ends of the wires into
the diametrically opposite holes and
bends the wires outward just
enough so they stay in position.
Now, while holding the wires near
their other ends at an angle of about
30 degrees apart, she operates a foot
valve to turn on the air gun. This
twists the wires together uniformly
at high speed.

"Nice looking hair you're pulling neer. "That's a whoozit. It takes
out," said the G. M. of Station 5 whoozits to light our towerXYZ, "but when do we get light- about $4 worth of metal. But there
ing clearance on the new tower?" just aren't any whoozits right
"See that!" groaned the engi- now. No whoozits, no lights."

Method of using modified tapping machine for twisting leads together

Just give 'em the tower specs.
They'll ship pronto and include
every item to light our towerdown to the last nut, bolt, and
whoozit. And you'll save wear
and tear on your hair."
kit.

"Then let's do it the easy way,"
counselled the G.M. "Get in touch
with our nearest Hughey & Phillips distributor and order a complete, packaged tower lighting

The G. M. is right-but he told only half the story. Through
years of experience in buying, designing, testing and packaging, Hughey & Phillips have gained world leadership in
the field of tower lighting. And because of this specialized
"know-how" H & P tower lighting kits cost less to buy, less
to install, less to maintain. Drop us a line for the name of
your nearest H & P distributor.

HUGHEY & PHILLIPS

T°WDIVISION

ENCINO, CALIFORNIA
LEADERSHIP IN THE FIELD OF TOWER
270
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LIGHTING

Twisting of long leads after their
ends had been soldered to the pins
of a plug was solved at Olympic
Radio & Television by modifying an
old tapping machine. In place of
the tapping chuck, a hook was
mounted on the drive shaft. The
hook passes through an extra pulley
that is used with a leather strap and
11/2 -lb weight to obtain braking
after declutching.
The operator places the plug end
of a pair of wires in the hook,
grasps the other ends of the wires
and spreads them apart, then pulls
to actuate the clutch and start the
twisting. When the desired amount
of twisting has been obtained, releasing the tension stops the twisting chuck, and a flip of the twisted
wire unhooks the plug end.
The tapping machine used for the
purpose employs a simple clutch ;
April, 1953
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VIPE-W00/0 CORES

IN

JUST NAME YOUR REQUIREMENTS!
RANGE OF MATERIALS
Depending upon the specific
properties required by the application, Arnold Tape -Wound Cores
are available made of DELTAMAX
4-79 MO-PERMALLOY
.

...
SUPERMALLOY

..

... MUMETAL
... 4750 ELECTRICAL
METAL ..

.

or SILECTRON (grain -oriented
silicon steel).

RANGE OF SIZES
Practically any size Tape -Wound
Core can be supplied, from a fraction of a gram to several hundred
pounds in weight. Toroidal cores
are made in twenty-two standard
sizes with protective nylon cases.
Special sizes of toroidal cores-and
all cut cores, square or rectangular

cores-are manufactured to meet
your individual requirements.
RANGE OF TYPES
In each of the magnetic materials
named, Arnold Tape-Wound Cores
are produced in the following
standard tape thicknesses: .012",
.008", .004' , .002", .001", .0005",
or .00025", as required.

-

April, 1953

Let us help with your problems
of cores for Magnetic Amplifiers,

Pulse Transformers, Current

Transformers, Wide-Band Transformers, Non -Linear Retard Coils,
Peaking Strips, Reactors, etc.

Address: ENG.

DEPT.

E

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

General Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois
DISTRICT SALES OFFICES

New York: Empire State Bldg.
ELECTRON ICS

49peeCarcám,

Want more information?
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Los Angeles: 3450 Wilshire Blvd.
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A bog established symbo
.. in
FOR THE PAST 20 years we've been
applying our skills to problems in
research, design, engineering, and
manufacture of connectors and
component parts for many of America's
best known companies in the
electronics and communications
industries.

AN Types

OUR CRAFTSMEN have been and
are now producing parts that exceed
the most exacting requirements. Our
task is to make the H. H. Buggie And
Company symbol even more important
to you through manufacture of
products equal to the importance you
attach to them.

Rack and Panel

IN ADDITION

(continued)

Method of mounting hook and braking pulley in place of tapping chuck

pulling on the twisting hook moves
a steel disc against a motor -driven
leather -faced wheel, giving speed
reduction along with transmission
of torque.

Trimming Metal Shells
for quickly trimming
edges of shells after drawing or
welding corners is used at Karp
Metal Products Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
The cutting arrangement consists
of two motor driven circular rotating heads. The one on the outside of the chassis has a knife edge,
A MACHINE

products
Buggie
And
illustrated at left, H. H.
Company designs, engineers, and manuto the

factures many special parts and
Cable Assemblies

assemblies. We invite your inquiries.

H. H. BUGGIE

And Company
TOLEDO

4,

Trimming excess metal from edge of
formed shell for electronic equipment
housing. Rollers on bottom of pressure

OHIO

arm permit sidewise movement while
maintaining downward pressure

Sales Engineers in All Principal Cities
272
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Telechron Synchronous Timing Motors

Rotor unit of H-3 motor
with cover removed

Hard, special -formula steel. Yet the rotor floats. It's so light, mere
surface tension holds it up. Imagine what an advantage like this can mean to
you when you specify Telechron Synchronous Timing Motors for your equipment.
There's little inertia to overcome. So Telechron motors start almost
instantly-reach full speed in less than 3 cycles (1 20th sec.). Low -weight
rotor virtually floats in the magnetic field. Rotor shaft rides on
a film of oil-no metal -to -metal contact-giving longer life,
and assuring true synchronous operation.
These advantages are yours in all models of Telechron Synchronous
Timing Motors-no matter what the application. Let us help you select the
model that will best give you the performance you are looking for.
Write for complete catalog and information on our Application Engineering Service.
Telechron Department, General Electric Company, 44 Homer Ave., Ashland, Mass.

Model

H-3-for

radio timers,

process timers, and time switches

ELECTRONICS

-
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and the one on the inside has a
mating groove to accept the knife.
In use, the shell is placed over
the grooved head. An air-operated

MR1110191

THREADED
1.

SLEEVE CORE

F. CORE

"E"

plunger with freely -rotating pressure wheels is brought down on top
of the shell to prevent it from
riding up during the cutting operation. The rotating knife -edged
cutting head is then brought against
the outside of the shell. Excess
metal is removed as the shell is
moved between the wheels, to give
a quick trimming job.

TV

CORE

Deflection
Yoke Cores
as low as

e

Capacitor Winding
Techniques
ACCURATE winding of both conventional and metallized paper capacitors to pre -determined capacitance
values is achieved in the North
Bergen, N. J., plant of Pyramid
Electric Co. through use of three
different types of winding machines, each best suited for a particular type of production.
The simplest machine winds one
capacitor at a time. The operator
rotates the mandrel so its lengthwise groove is up, holds the strips of
paper and foil over this groove, then
inserts the arbor pin to lock the
start of the winding onto the arbor.
The pointed end of the arbor pin
fits into a hole in an enlarged portion of the arbor near the headstock. The metal disc on the other
end of the pin has a center hole to
fit over the free end of the arbor.
The pin is sufficiently springy and
tight to stay in position when in -

26¢

\ao

a

pair

CUP CORE

11111111111
A
DYC 1
DYC 2
DYC 3

DUMBBELL
CORE

:

1.950
1.910
2.054

Optional Chamfer
and groove available

.960
.960
.960*

on this diameter

individual requirements.
*Lengths vary upon

-iron deflection

flake
high permeability
cents a pair.
You can now get
low as twenty-six
our
for as
cores
yoke
the results of
are
cores
yoke
You
s ltsch
e
These deflection
engineering
metal
from a comcontinuing powdered
yoke core produced
techa deflection

O -f
IRON CORE

COIL FORM

get

metal

binationof the latest

newd developmentlof

using

niques,
iron powder.
v

PLAIN CORE

flake

FEATURES
YOKE CORE

DEFLECTION

stability to
offers highest temperatureof electrons
flow
High Permeability
the
directs
yoke coil as it
the deflection
the television tube.
towards the face of
estandard
-select one of
Manufacture
e
flakeand
Design
our
cores for your
mechanical
iron deflection yoke
electronic and
highest
the
meet
our standard
of
signed to
one
If
yoke coils.
needs,
standards of deflection
your mechanical
cores cannot meet
yoke
deflection
that will.
designs
and
we will submit samples
the results of
daily we are proving
less
cores of higher
Cores Can Cost
radio
efforts by offering
for
our engineering
your requirements
cost. Write us
costs.
permeability at lower
specific
and
for material testing
similar samples

-

p

''''riqfff

INSERT CORE

TUNING CORE

(continued)

-

For more detailed Threaded Core
Samples, designs and Specific Costs,
Dept. E453S Technical Data

Information-Write for:
Booklet

"Engineered
Cores" No.: E453

Radio Cores,

Badir

9540-50 Talley Avenue Oak Lawn, Illinois
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Inserting arbor pin to lock start of winding on single -capacitor machine
April, 1953
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Why Motorola uses

Corning Metallized
Glass Inductances
in new UHF converter
UHF converters present a tough design problem.
Not only must they tune an unusually
broad band, stability is extremely important.
Motorola solved their problem with a specially
designed CORNING metallized glass inductance.
As can be seen from the illustration,
the tuning elements are a combination
of distributed capacitance and inductance.
The variable pitch winding tailors the unit to
the desired tracking curve. One end of the turns
is broadened to provide termination surface.
The accuracy and rigidity of the glass
assure stable, noiseless tuning.
The exceptionally high electrical stability
and low temperature coefficient of
CORNING metallized glass inductances are
a result of the integral contact of the fired -on
metallizing with the dimensionally
stable glass coil forms. Drift is negligible,
even under unusually variable ambient
temperatures. High Q is inherent.
CORNING metallized glass inductances
may well be the answer to your problem.
All it takes to find out is a letter to us. Our
engineers are ready to go to work for you.

Corning Glass Works
New Products Division

CORNING, N. Y.

Metallized Glass Inductances can
be designed to fit your requirements exactly.
Uniform, variable or double pitch windings
are as easily manufactured as are fixed
tuned, permeability tuned or permeability
tuned inductance-trimmer combinations.
Once a design has been approved, it can be
accurately duplicated on automatic machinery to very close tolerances and in any
quantity.
CORNING

Metallized Glass Trimmer Capacitors are available in standard types from .3
to 12 u.u.f. or can be designed to meet your
own particular needs. They are simple to
solder, rugged and easy to tune critically.
Their superior electrical characteristics are
similar to CORNING inductances.
CORNING

Corning Glass Works
Department NP

Please send me literature on
Metallized Glass Inductances,
Name

Cirrea.r6ztattucitiP laoe

-
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TYPE 2007, BASIC UNIT
Contains shock -mounted fork,
double triode and all circuitry. Output, 400 or 500
part
cycles. Accuracy ±
in 50,000. Octal base container, 11/2" x 41/2". Weight,
10 oz. Power required, 75 to
200 V.-D.C. at
to 5 m.a.
and 6.3 V. at 300 m.a. Designed for MIL equipment.
1

TYPE 2003
Same as Type 2007 (at -ight)

except Tube 12AT7 and 5 pigtail components are external.

1

TYPE 2001-2, BASIC UNIT
Frequencies, 200 to 3000
cycles. Dividers and multipliers available for lower
and higher frequencies. Output. 6 V.-JAN construction.

TYPE 2005, UTILITY
Provides 10 Watts at 110 V.
Precision frequencies from 50
to 500 cycles. Input power,
50 to 500 cycles, 45 Watts.

TYPE 2121-A, LAB.

STANDARD
60 cycles, 0-110
Volts, 10 watts; 120-240 cy.
impulses. Input, 50-400 cycles,

Outputs,

45 Watts.

TYPE 2111A, POWER UNIT
50 Watt output. 0-110-220 V.
at 60 cycles or any frequency 50 to 1000 cycles.

FREQUENCIES
GUARANTEED ACCURACY
1
PART IN 100,000 (.001%)
except where otherwise noted

The basis of these frequency standards is an electronically
actuated high -precision fork, temperature -compensated and
hermetically sealed against barometric changes. The partial list
of uses at the right not only suggests the broad range of applications but also proven dependability where there can be no
compromise with accuracy. Please request details by Type No.
Our engineers are available for advice or cooperation on related problems.

WIDELY USED
IN SUCH FIELDS AS
Aviation, Navigation
Ordnance, Ballistics
High Speed Photography
Viscosity Measurement
Fluid Flow

Nuclear Physics, Telemetering
Chemical Reaction
Radiation Counting
Computers
Facsimile
Fire Control
School and Ind!. Research Labs.
Accurate Speed Control

American
Products,
Time
inc.
580 Fifth
New York 36, N.Y.

Avenue

OPERATING UNDER PATENTS OF WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
276
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(continued)

MI

RROSCOPE

'Vertical design
of mirroscope
gives larger con-

Cutting foil and paper layers of finished
capacitor with knife made from hacksaw blade

serted. All of the winding machines
employ variations of this basic
arbor pin design for anchoring the
start of a winding.
A small piece of kraft paper is
inserted between layers to protect
against shorts at the start of the
winding. Operation of a font pedal
now actuates a clutch to start the
actual winding operation.
When the correct number of
turns is indicated on an attached
mechanical counter, the operator
stops the machine and cuts the foil
and paper layers with a sharp
knife. A gummed tab is then applied to anchor the ends on the roll.
These tabs are provided in various
colors and have different colors of
printed dots to serve as a coded
indication of the type of impregnation to be given the capacitor.
Guide bars and rollers prevent the
paper and foil strips from dropping
back into the machine when a cut
is made. One roller is free-floating
and gravity-loaded to provide the
necessary friction for this.
The cutoff knife,was made from
a hacksaw blade, gritted, sharpened
and honed to tee razor edge required for cutting the thin paper
and foil without tearing it. Tape is
wound around one end of the blade
to serve as a handle.
Dual Semiautomatic Machine

Advanced design in oscillosocpes.
Vertically mcu-ed 5" cathode
ray tube is reflsied in the adjustable mirror. M rroscope ¢n be
used by technician seatec or
standing mere ,' by atiNu;ti-ig
mirror angle--ct neces;ark to
move the instrLrent.

-

easy adiustr.ent.

All connections
made in frost.
asz,.ru;cá:;

quality iiatument wi-h torrorrow's fester_s.-Dealer'i net
Price, $197.00
A

MODEL 276
SCILLOSCJPE
ALIBRATO!

Optically
surfaced
mirror gives

distortion
free image
ßo takef ell

of cathode
ray tube

it

ad,onogo

your mirroscepe-

odel 276 Cscil-

òscope Calibaator.

Accurate vol -age
-endings of the osde

wave :mml.4.

ó'zcope

'or use with any meth'
oscope.
Dealer's net price

$29.50.

Base is -mly 9"x 8

Base dimersion
or bench area

only 9"

x

3"-

half of
the bench area
used by old style
less than

oscilloscopesAsk your jobber F:r full

you

infotrtaton

or write

Simpson Electri_ Company.
5200 West Kinzie Street
Chicago 44-11 linois
CO 1-1221
Another reason vlty Simpson is the
world's largest -nciufacturer of test
equiament.
3t VON BROWNE AD'CET SING

For higher production rates on
small as well as large capacitors,
another type of machine is used.
This saves time by winding one
section while the operator is gluing
and unloading the other section.
The operation can be described by
starting at the instant when the
ELECTRONICS

irOl panel -mea
-better spccing
of controls for

April, 1953
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gain -alu-

able working

space with the
mirroscope.

U

E

s
You save

-fi;

benchspace'

When TV manufacturers discovered that higher voltages of the new 27 and 21 -inch television receivers
rendered existing wax corona ring sweep transformers
inadequate, they brought the problem to Guthman.
In a cooperative program with these TV engineers,
a flyback transformer with a cast resin corona ring
was developed-the perfect answer to this difficulty.
Your problems in the development of coils /and
transformers are welcome at Edwin I. Guthman &
Company, Inc., 15 South Throop St., Chicago 7,
Telephone: CH 3-1600, also Attica, Indiana.

THEY HAD A PROBLEM

...

www.americanradiohistory.com
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(continued)

Ques:

When is
Better Than
Ans:

When
ao

it

Steatite
Steatite?
is

STEATITE.

Applying gummed label to finished capacitor unit on dual semi -automatic machine while second unit is being wound
on arbor at rear

-and here's

why!

1. Any material that is kept
under perpetual research and redevelopment, as "Lavite" Steatite
has always been, is naturally
superior to like material produced to conventional standards.

machine has just finished winding
a capacitor and has stopped automatically. The operator at this time
has finished applying the gummed
locking label to the previously
finished unit. She flips out of the
way the hinged righthand support
end for the arbor closest to her,
pulls out the pin on this arbor, slips
off the finished unit, then rotates
the entire geared head of the winding machine half a turn so that the
newly completed capacitor is now
in front of her and the empty arbor
is under the strips of paper and
foil.
The arbor pin is now inserted in
the empty arbor to lock the start

2. Your parts (trimmer bases,
coil forms, strain reliefs, tube base
sockets and hundreds of others),
produced in "Lavite" Steatite may
be extruded or pressed, and in
either case machined to close tolerances.
a product of private
research, you are assured laboratory control in every step of

3. Being

production.

4. Selection of specific properties
is no

problem.

5. Unusual shapes and mechanical oddities are accepted as
routine.

6. Perhaps metallizing of your
parts will help you cut assembly

time-a Steward

Specialty.

Remember-Steward's Engineers
are Your Engineers. Use them
often. Our recommendations are
a service to

you-no obligations.

Ask for booklet giving characteristics of all "Lavite" Ceramics
("Lavite" Steatite, "Lavite" Titan ates, "Lavite" Ferrites and others),
D. M. STEWARD

MANUFACTURING CO.
3604 Jerome A

Inserting arbor pin to lock stat of next
winding after indexing head to bring
newly -finished capacitor forward
ELECTRONICS-April, 1953
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Chattanooga, Tenn.

Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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HERE IT

THE

MAGNETIC
MODULATOR
Now Available in 60 and 400
Cycle Designs

A

CONVERTER WITH HIGH SHOCK AND VIBRATION RESISTANCE AND PRACTICALLY UNLIMITED LIFE
OPERATION IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURES FROM ---55°C to +200°C

LOW

PHASE

LEVEL DUAL

POLARITY

DC

113.-CONVERTED TO

SIGNALS

REVERSING

SUPPRESSED CARRIER
MODULATED ENVELOPE

OUTPUT INFORMATION

INPUT INFORMATION

SERVO

PHOTO CELL

AMPLIFIERS
RECORDER

THERMOCOUPLE
MOTOR CONTROL

STRAIN GAUGE

SPEED CONTROL

FLIGHT CONTROL
MAGNETOMETER
FIRE CONTROL
AUTO POSITIONING

MICROSEN

LOW LEVEL DC

VOLTAGE, CURRENT,
FREQUENCY CONTROL

VOLTAGE
ACTUAL SIZE

The IMM 182 Magnetic Modulator is designed to convert low level dual polarity
DC signals into 400 cycle signals of corresponding amplitude and phase sense.

400

CYCLE UNIT SPECIFICATIONS

-1 -3/32x1 -3/32x2-1/8 in.
Weight-4 oz.

Nominal input signal ± 40
microamps.
Nominal output volts -0.9 volts
Temp. rise-negligible
Life-unlimited
RMS @ 400 cycles
Output at null -10 mv. rms. max.
Input res. -2,000 ohms.
Output phase
or 180 ± 5 deg.
Output impedance -5,000 ohms.
Harmonic Distortion-Less than 10%, above 0.IV output
The same precision engineering which has made our Magnetic Modulators
outstanding in the field of electronics is applied in the production of our magnetic
converters, computers, magnetic amplifiers, and thermocouple converters.
On request, we will be pleased to furnish complete details. Our Engineering
Department will give prompt attention to your specific magnetic modulator and
amplifier specifications.
We specialize in control systems and components for automatic flight, fire
control, analog computers, guided missiles, nuclear applications, antennas and gun
turrets, commercial power amplifiers, and control systems.
Size

-0

For

further details write Dept.

GENERAL ->-o-Gt1

E.

> MAGNETICS

135 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, N. J.
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(continued)

Headstock end of dual semi-automatic
machine with protective housing removed to show cam and quick -change
gears that shut off machine when correct number of turns is wound. Push rod
under cam goes down through table to

1

actuate motor clutch

_

of the next winding, and the righthand arbor support is flipped back
into position. The strips are cut
between the arbors with a knife,
about two inches of foil are pulled
out from between the layers of
paper at the start of the new winding to avoid direct shorts, and the
operator then steps on a foot pedal
to start the winding operation. She
now returns to the other arbor,
tears out a similar amount of foil
from between each layer to avoid
end -of -winding shorts, turns this
arbor manually with her fmgers to
finish the winding, then applies the
anchoring sticker to complete the
cycle of operation.
The geared head is arranged so
that only one arbor is driven at a
time. Diametrically opposite notches
on the head mate with a detent
spring underneath to give precise
positioning of the arbors.
The machine is automatically
stopped, after winding the desired
number of turns, by a cam-and gear arrangement. The cam is
driven by the powered arbor
through a train of gears. When
starting a new winding, the operator holds down the foot pedal long
enough for the cam to rotate out of
its depressed part and hold the
clutch closed. The cam then holds
the clutch open for a predetermined
fraction of its revolution. As the
end of the winding is reached, the
roller on the clutch -locking lever
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

approved by
service managers of:

adntiral
zenith
motorola
emerson
hoffman

hallicrafters

All the necessary signal sources for alignment of
FM and TV receivers

Includes the Simpson High

Sensitivity Oscilloscope and high frequency crystal
probe for signal tracing Independent, continuously
variable attenuators and step attenuators for both
AM and FM units offer complete control of output
0-15 megacycle sweep is provided by
at all times
a noiseless specially designed sweep motor based
on D'Arsonval meter movement principles
The evelusise Simpson output cable (illustrated)
includes a variable termination network, quickly
adapted to provide open, 75 or 300 ohm terminations
-the addition of a pad provides attenuation and
isolation. Use of appropriate resistors across certain
terminals will provide any other termination required.
A .002 MFD blocking condensot can be added on
any termination for use on circuits containing
a

is

The FM generator output voltage
constant within .2 DB per MC of sweep.

DC component

dealer's net $395.00
SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Phone: COlumbus
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois

1-1221

In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont.

(Advertisement)
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PANELS, LIDS, DOORS

MADE RF -TIGHT
BY LOW COST METHOD

u
Desi

short
minia
ing d

smal
meet
ing e
Save

show

sign
circuí

Electronic Weatherstripping, made of
knitted wire mesh compressed to required
sizes and shapes, effectively "shields"
these openings against RF leakage just
as weatherstrips seal doors and windows.

Transforme
simplifying and miniaturi
ircuits, these new Triad

Openings such as these are necessary
for operating and servicing the electronic
equipment housed in the metal cabinet.
Yet these same openings destroy the full
shielding efficiency which an "unbroken"
metal container would otherwise provide.
Careful machining of mating surfaces at

nsformers meet the conti

for higher performance
kages. In many cases t
g circuit requirementsng time. In every case
nd weight. Prices on t
on request. For special

it.

type

± 20284

Ize:

ype s.

.

.56" L.-Posi
Hermetic Seali
Ambients u
x

135'C-Pulse width
.15 to 65 microsec

Tandem high-speed machine for winding paper capacitors two at a time.
Operation is almost completely automatic

-Rise time
microsecondsactual
size
Two, three or four
winding types. Size:
.50" Dia. x.68" L.
positive Her

moves up into the recessed part of
the cam, releasing the clutch and

stopping the winding.
The number of turns is changed
in two ways, by changing the
easily removed gears and by adding
or removing cam inserts. These inserts are fastened to the cam with
machine screws.

Sealing-Ambi
to 135°C-P
widths .35 t
microseconds-Ri
uF

time .06 microseconds
minimum-Duty cycle

Sm

Tandem Winding Machine
s

hermetic Sealed,
Miniature 3 -winding
pulse transformer is
designed for under.
chassis mounting,
using a single 8/32
mcunting stud and a
Triad Multiple Terminal.
Same

electrically
typ.

or severe h

as

1!_ 4
'lems,

s

these Sr' .. niature
Pulse transformers are

ccnstructed entirely
of inorganic material
and impregnated with

-I

Silicone varnish for
duties in ambients
up t3 200' Centigrade.
Same electrical
as type =202

For information on other Triad
tnmsformers, write for Catalog

nuns more tnronnutionr uso

posy curd en

A still more automatic two -arbor
machine winds two capacitors
simultaneously on each arbor and
automatically glues the ends of the
finished units. Here, however, the
arbor is split into two equal
sections along a diameter and the
paper and foil strips are locked
between the two halves of the
arbor to hold the start of each
winding. An operating cycle is as
follows, starting at the instant
when winding has been completed :
(1) Index the machine by giving
crank lever half a turn with left
hand, to transpose position of
arbors. The empty arbor head is
now farthest away from the operator and ready for loading, with both
halves of its arbor retracted to the
left.
(2) Push in first half of empty
arbor. This is mounted on a slide
along with the pointed rod that
later serves for flipping the cut
ends onto glue pads. This first half

' Thermatron built by Radio Receptor Co., Inc."

these openings is an obvious answer. But
such work is expensive, and the initial
close fit is often destroyed by repeated
openings and closings, by warping of the
lid or door and by corrosion of the mating
surfaces. Numerous latches, screws, bolts
and other fasteners, closely spaced, will
help keep these joints RF tight, but they
are a time consuming nuisance whenever
the cabinet must be opened and closed,
and they are expensive to purchase and
install.
Metex Electronic strips and gaskets
eliminate these objections. Being made of
metal, they are conductive; and being
knitted they are resilient and conform to
normal surface irregularities. They actually "block" the otherwise leaky openings
with a gasket of flexible metal, and make
the cabinet as effective a conductive
shield as if the openings had never
been made.
Metex electronic strips and gaskets are
easy to install. Not only are they inexpensive, but their use may well save more
than their cost by eliminating many operations that would otherwise be necessary.
They are available in different shapes,
dimensions and resiliencies to meet the
varied requirements of specific electronic
applications and can be made of metals
or alloys selected to meet actual or anticipated corrosive conditions.
A bulletin giving detailed information
is available on request from the manufac-

turer, Metal Textile Corporation,
East First Avenue, Roselle, N. J.
Want more Information?

Km pupa.

Use post card on

April, 1953
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Time Delay Timers are designed for application on circuit
controls where a time delay is required between the closing of
one circuit and the predetermined closing or opening of
another.
Series TDAF and Series TDAB Time Delay Timers are built
to stand abuse, and afford the dependable, consistent operation
which modern industrial applications demand.
These timers are designed to handle time cycles up to 3
hours. They employ an external, magnetically-operated clutch
that not only assures exceptional accuracy but permits instantaneous, automatic reset. Thus these timers are ideal for use
where rapid recycling is necessary.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Automatic, Instant Reset-As soon as the clutch is disengaged,
an internal spring brings the actuating arm back to its
reset position in a fraction of a second.
Time Setting Adjustment-Adjustment is accomplished by simply moving the black -button pointer to the time cycle
required. Quick, easy, accurate.
Dial-Dials of both series have large, easily read numerals.

IMeiSn1EAL TiMf!

SERIES TDAF TIMERS
for panel mounting. Terminal strip for electrical connections
located at back. 115 volt and 220 volt, A.C.-25, 50, and 60
cycles. (For time ranges, see chart.)
SERIES TDAB TIMERS
for surface mounting. Terminal strip for electrical connections
located at front, below dial. If required, can be supplied in
steel housing, as illustrated-eight knockouts for easy hook-up.
115 volt and 220 volt, A.C.-25, 50 and 60 cycles. (For time
ranges, see chart.)

tet*ettrnnl

TIME RANGES-Series TDAF and Series TDAB Timers
DIAL
CALIBRATION
'lis Second
1/4 Second

5

60

Second
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds

2

Minutes

2
5

15

30

Seconds

15 Seconds

I/s Second
I

MAXIMUM
TIME CYCLE

30 Seconds
60 Seconds

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
30 Minutes
60 Minutes
3

5

15

3

Hours

For complete technical data request bulletin 39
MANUFACTURERS OF THESE AND OTHER TIMERS AND CONTROLS
FOR

TDAB (in

case)

INDUSTRY-Cam Timers

Automatic Recycling Timers

Manual Set Timers
Tandem
Instantaneous Reset Timers

Running Time Meters

INDOSTRIP.

Timers '/'ut Control
the
Beat
InQustr;

ELECTRONIC

- April,

1953

TIMERo
oôa,,.,

INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION
1

1

5

EDISON PLACE

Want nora information? Use post card on last pape.
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e
45 SERIES-Small telephone type
rrläy;,with pin hinge construction.
Mailable with multiple contact
Sptings up to six pole doubleflirow. Capacities: I amp., 3 amp.,
br 5 amp. Normally supplied for
D.C. operation. Hermetically sealed
or open. 1 -13/32x1 -1/4x1-7/32
to 1-5/8 high.

R 83 SERIES-Available with A.C. or
D.C. coils. Contact ratings up to 30
amperes continuous, 150 amperes
inrush with single pole double break arrangement. Multiple contact springs with proportionately
lower ratings also available. Size:

94 SERIES-Hermetically sealed
small telephone type relay with pin
hinge construction for long life.
Available in D.C. only with contact springs up to 4 pole double throw. In 1 amp., 3 amp., or 5 amp.
capacity. Plug-in or solder terminals. Overall size 1-5/8 x 1-1/32 x
2-1/4 D.

RB 45 SERIES-Similar to R 45 with
the exception that it is designed to
fit the hermetically sealed enclosure shown. Three stud mounting;
solder terminals. Available up to
4 pole double -throw. Widely used
in aircraft and ground communication equipment. Size: 1-5/8 x 1-

R

R

1

-7/8x1 -5/16x1-5/8 high.

7/16x2-1/32 D.

Inserting first half of split arbor along
with pointed rod by pushing slide with
left hand, preparatory to anchoring
start of next winding so that strips can
be cut

of the split arbor goes under the
strips as it passes through center
and right-end bearing supports. The
arbor thus has three points of
support while winding its two units.
(3) With right hand, push
guillotine -blade slide to left and
depress slightly. This causes a compression bar, also on the slide, to
push the strips of foil and paper
against the flat surface of the arbor
half that is in position.
(4) Insert second half of arbor
over top of strips, flat face down,
by pushing it in with left hand.
This locks the start of the next
winding.
(5) Push guillotine blades all
the way down to cut strips, then release and retract blades to right out
of way. The cut ends of the finished
units now flip over glue pads on the
table in front of the machine.
(6) Press handle at right of machine to start winding operations.
This drives both arbors, hence also

"Diamond Quality" TIME SWITCHES...
Automatic Electric also produces a complete
line of Time Switches and Timers, both manual and automatic reset. Write for information.

MFG. CO.
MANKATO, MINN.

62 STATE STREET
284
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to cut strips of paper for both sections
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NE -11-20-S

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Description
The Spectrum Analyzer is test equipment designed primarily for use with aircraft radar and beacon
equipment operating over a frequency range of 8470 to 9630 mc/s. Housed in a compact portable
carrying case, the whole assembly weighs approximately 90 pounds.
In operation, the Spectrum Analyzer displays on an oscilloscope a pattern representative of the distribution of energy among the various frequencies in the output of a pulsed oscillator. This equipment
is equal to our government models TS-148/UP.

Applications
This very sensitive micro -wave receiver will provide accurate measurement of ,the spectra of radio
frequency oscillations in radar and beacon equipment. It will also measure, within its own range,
frequencies of echo boxes, magnetrons, test sets, local oscillators and a variety of resonant cavities.
It
can also be used to check magnetron pulling and AFC circuits, and as a frequency -modulated oscillator to tune T/R Boxes and R/T Boxes in transmitter-converters.
The Analyzer is so sensitive that the magnetron signal can usually be picked up at some distance from
the source, thus making the equipment easy to use in any convenient location.

Specifications
Power Supply
50-1200 Cps; 105-125 Volts; 125 Watts
Frequency -meter Range
Calibrated directly from 8470 mc/s to 9630 mc/s
Sweep Frequencies
Continuously Variable from 10 to 30 Cps
Attentuation (Spectrum Amplitude)
Uncalibrated. Variable from 3 to 70 db.
Operating Temperature Range
-40°C. to +55°C.
Frequency swing of analyzer r-f oscillator (sawtooth FM)
40 to 50 mc/s
Overall i -f bandwidth at half power points
50 kc/s
Sensitivity to CW
Spectrum Amplified Pos.
80 db. below 1 watt for 1 inch of deflection on
Oscilloscope Screen.
Spectrum Position
55 db. below 1 watt for 1 inch of deflection of Oscillo-

-

-

scope Screen

-

Maximum dispersion of spectra
Maximum error
We will gladly furnish all details regarding specifications, prices, and delivery.

1.5

+

mc/s per inch
S

megacycles

Write, wire or telephone for information.

Manchester, New Hampshire

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1)53

Telephone 2-6485

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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After cutting, ends of papers flip over
glue -saturated felt pads on top of glue
pump. In another fraction of a second,
when machine starts, these strips will
have been pulled over the pads to complete the winding of two capacitors

completes the winding of the
finished unit; its loose ends are
dragged over the glue pads as they
are pulled in, and the loose ends
are thus automatically glued at the
instant that the rolling is completed. The arbor with the finished
units continues spinning, as this
does not interfere with unloading.
(7) Pull out one half of arbor for
finished unit by slipping forked
tool under sleeve on left end of this
arbor half and pushing it to left.
(8) Strip second half of arbor by
moving to left the cross bar on
which are mounted the pointed
paper -flipping rod and the free turning half arbor. This releases
the finished capacitor sections, allowing them to drop down the
chute and into a tote tray. By now
the winding on the other arbor has
been completed and both arbors
have been stopped by the predetermined electrical counter mounted
on the right of the machine. This
acts through solenoids and snap action switches to stop the machine

ELECTRONS, INCORPORATED

/7.;eL"

V

187
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hand of operator is holding forked
tool used to push out first half of split
Left

arbor preparatory

to releasing finished
units. Winding is already under way
here on the next two units
286
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GRAMER fr
TRANSFORMERS
MEET MIL -T-27 GRADE 1 CLASS A
SPECIFICATIONS WITH
IN -PLANT TESTING FACILITIES

EXACT

TEMPERATURE and IMMERSION CYCLING

ELECTRICAL

MEASUREMENTS

FIVE (5) CONTROLLED
CYCLES
OF 15 MINUTES

INSULATION
RESISTANCE

EACH STEP
Step 1. Oven 185

measured
accurately

F.

to

Step 2. Room Tempera-

2,000,000
Megohms

ture
Step 3. Cold Chamber

--67'

F.

Step 4. Room Tempera-

1

ture
Step 5. Saturated Salt
Bath Total Immersion

TEMPERATURE
RISE
TEST

i

J

2

zuoII-9R.5HyY.
dZO

00

70

.----Y,

R.

H

111127M7__

60
50

40
30
20
10

o

-10

--_-.'NI TM M1

MOISTURE RESISTANCE

I

95

NM

.MM1V/112M1_

MT
riiiiii.1111=11111R11111
IL1

HOURS

20

Transformers withstand 10 humidity cycles
shown at left and are subjected to a 15 minute vibration test, 10 to 55 cycles per second.
Some specifications require DC polarizing
voltage applied from terminals to case during the entire time units are in humidity
cabinet.
GRAMER TRANSFORMERS CAN TAKE IT!
HUMIDITY
CABINET

24

We Invite

VIBRATION MACHINE

You-Send Your Specifications c/o Dept.

E.

TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
H

ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

PULASKI ROAD

CHICAGO

Want mon information? Use post card

on

last page.

39,

ILLINOIS
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Closeup of glue pump, with pad removed to show hole through which
glue is squirted up through pad each
time round bar strikes lever. as shown
here, during indexing of head

at the precise instant when the desired number of turns is achieved.
One type of unit suitable for this
purpose is the Microflex Counter

Phalon Hook-up Wire

When the carton
Phalotube 300 Ohm
Television Transmission Line

PHALO

is

made by Eagle Signal Corp.,
Moline, Ill.
(9) Index the head of the
machine 180 degrees to start next
cycle of operation.

marked

... the inside story is

always quality!
The most graphic endorsement of this
Phalocom Shielded
Communication Cable

Automatic Glue Pump
The pointed paper -flipping rods

the steadily increasing number

on the outer circumference of the

of PHALO cartons and spools being

indexing head serve the added
purpose of actuating a pump lever
that forces glue up into the felt
pads each time the head is indexed. An ordinary automotive -type
oiler serves as the pump. The long
nozzle of the oiler is replaced with

claim

is

shipped daily!
Phalocord Cord Sets
Ask for the new

46 -page

`?

PHALO

illustrated

CATALOG

PHALO PLASTICS CORPORATION
CORNER OF COMMERCIAL ST.

WORCESTER

MASS.

Thermoplastic Insulated Wire, Cables, Cord Sets and Tubing
Phalo-X Custom -Made Cables

Details of glue pump. along with standard oiler (at left) from which it is made
288
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circuit engineers! transistor manufacturers!
an unexcelled

TRANSISTOR
TEST SET
A Precision Laboratory

Instrument to test small
signal behavior of all

POINT CONTACT and
JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
TRANSITOR TEST EQUIPMENT-Model T-61
measures four independent parameters of the four
terminal equivalent circuit of the transistor. These
measurements can be carried out over the complete
operating range of the transistor, and thus directly
lead to the quantitative data necessary for circuit

FEATURES:

design.

Overall accuracy is 2%. The unit contains
separate metering circuits for all applied
C.C. currents and voltages, a precision
vacuum tube volt -meter for direct reading
of the parameters under test, and a precision single frequency audio -oscillator. It
is powered by 8 separate self-contained
regulated power supplies, making operation
without adjustment over all normal line
voltage variations.

DIMENSIONS: Housed in an open front,
enclosed relay rack cabinet, with panel
space of 2612 x 19". The overall dimensions of the cabinet are 28" x 211/2" x 15".

Write to

TRANSISTOR
PRODUCTS
Now for Detailed
Information
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

Its function in the transistor field is comparable to

that of a vacuum tube bridge in the vacuum tube
field, but much simpler to operate and is not a
null instrument.
FLEXIBILITY-COMPLETENESS insure continued
maximum usefulness in anticipation of the development of new types of transistors.

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS:
D.C.

BIAS CONDITIONS OF EITHER POLARITY ARE PROIN THE FOLLOWING RANGES:

VIDED

Emitter current
Collector current
Emitter voltage
Collector voltage

0-15 milliamperes
0-15 milliamperes

0-limit set by 15
through emitter
0-limit set by 15

milliamperes

milliamperes
through, or 0-100 volts reg.

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS INC.
BRIGHTON 35, MASS.

55 UNION ST.

An operating unit of the CLEVITE Corp.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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/

a casting that in effect provides a
T-shaped nozzle for squirting two
pads at once. The T-shaped channels
in the brass casting were obtained
by drilling through the casting

CAROL
POWER SUPPLY AND
CHARGING CABLE
Really rugged ... but unusually

easy to handle ... Carol Charging Cable is designed to carry
heavy currents for rectifiers,
battery chargers, large motors
and other equipment needing
portable power cable.
Soft copper wires are rope
lay stranded for extra flexibility. They are either tinned,

or bare and served, then
enclosed in high dielectric,
long -wearing rubber compound. For most severe service, the jacket is made of
Carol Neoprene ... a specially
compounded material which
resists acids, alkalis, sunlight,
corona, oil and grease; withstands extremes of weather
and temperatures.
Carol Charging Cable is supplied in sizes from No. 4/0 to
10 AWG, with either rubber
or neoprene jacket.
Write or call today for full
information on our complete
line of cable for electronic
applications.

from three directions mutually at
right angles, then plugging the
ends of the holes appropriately with
Allen screws. A lever was then
mounted on the casting in such a
way that its lower end pushed in the
pump -actuating piston each time
the pointed rod passed over the
upper end during the indexing
operation.
A polyvinyl acetate glue is used.
This remains sufficiently fluid for
continuous use in the oiler even
without a cover on the oiler, and
provides adequate adherence for the
kraft capacitor tissue.

\
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AIRBORNE
ELECTRONICS
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Da yton, Ohio
May 11-13
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INQUIRIES
ARE INVITED
REGARDING
OPENINGS ON
OUR STAFF

I

i
I

1

1

II

- ,. -

',.

Radar Laboratories
Microwave Laboratories
Guided Missile Laboratories
Advanced Electronics Laboratories

1

Electron Tube Laboratories

Field Engineering Department

I

/

/

For the convenience of
those attending the Conference,
members of the Hughes
Laboratories Staff will be
available for interviews at
the Convention hotel.

I woe

HUGHES
__

I

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
Scientific and Engineering Staff

l

CULVER CITY, LOS ANGELES

I

Assurance is required that relocation
of the applicant will not cause disruption of an urgent military prolcct.

Pawtucket. Rhode Island
Method of using improvised rubber mallet to check for intermittents
Use

N

COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

INC.
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nt tending tile

Sponge Rubber Mallet
connections and microphonic tubes are safely detected
without risk of damaging other
parts by using a mallet made from
three pieces of half -inch sponge
rubber. Each piece is approximately
2 inches wide and 4 inches long.
The pieces are fastened together
with rubber cement, a hole is
drilled through them and a wood
handle made from dowel rod is
glued into this hole.
If handle and strips tend to

t

AND

-

I

i
CABLE

ENGINEERS

owl unIn 01.

post card on last page.
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Timer Has
High Repetitive Accuracy

G -E Electronic

General Electric Electronic Timers
assure precise timing of repetitive
operations. One manufacturer reports
the use of G -E timers on bearing
grinding machines where they control
cutting time and drift time. Here, G -E
timers perform over 500 repetitive
time cycles per hour. Where you require a uniform product turned out at
high speed, put the accuracy of the
General Electric Electronic Timer to

Machine Tool

Timer

Starter

r

SPECIFICATIONS

work for you.

EXCELLENT REPETITIVE ACCURACY
Unloading

Platform
Conveyer

Initiating
Switch
Motor

Timer

Controls

F

-hp Motor Directly

Here, a G -E Electronic Timer controls directly the small motor of a box
conveyor. The timer tells the motor
when enough boxes have been delivered to the gravity conveyor. A limit
switch, actuated by the first box, tells
the timer when to start. You can get a
G -E Electronic Timer to start fractional -horsepower motors directly or
handle motor starters up to NEMA
Size 3.

High-speed Rolls

Can Be Remotely Adjusted
Limit Switch
Starter
Central
Control
Panel

Timer

Here a steel company, through a
furnace control desk, controls the
time cycle of high-speed rolls even
though the timer is inaccessible. A
limit switch actuated by the steel
slab starts the electronic timer. Your
G -E Electronic Timer can be located
wherever necessary and remotely
adjusted from a convenient location.
Seed to Section

PHOTOELECTRIC

RELAY CR7505-K100

B

High-quality capacitors permit errors
2% of dial setting,
no greater than
independent of normal temperature
changes.

t

THREE TIME RANGES AVAILABLE

.06-1.2, .6-12, 6-120 seconds, each
continuously adjustable through a
20:1 range.
TWO TYPES OF OPERATION

Can be set for immediate or delayed

start.
HIGH CONTACT RATING

One million operations at full -load,
up to ten million at less load. Handles
motor starters to NEMA Size 3,

starts f -hp motors directly.
REMOTE CONTROL

Timing potentiometer and dial assembly may be located where most
convenient.
CONSTRUCTION

High quality components, conservatively rated for top performance and
long life.

785-1, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York

Please send me the

following bulletins:
Electronic Timer, GEA -52558

Photoelectric Relay, GEA -3533D

One of a complete
line of devices for

TITLE

NAME

all photoelectric

COMPANY

applications. This
model is inexpensive, has broad application. Bulletin
GEA -3533D.

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

ELECTRONIC

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-
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loosen after a périod of continuous
use, vinyl plastic adhesive tape is
wrapped around as reinforcement.
This improvised tool is used in the
test section of Olympic's television
plant in Long Island City.

Spring Rack Holds Parts

DG

IN

SMALL-QUANTITY subassembly
work where one operator completes
the entire job at DuMont, a simple
coil spring rack is used to hold the
parts needed for a run of perhaps
three units. Before starting, the
operator places on this rack the required number of each part, taking
them from paper bags alongside
her.
The rack consists of a plywood
stand on which are mounted pre stretched coil springs. Each spring
is bolted to its own metal strip to

"Most consistent

'chopper' on the market"
That's what a lot of people who use
vibrators say about the Honeywell Synchronous Vibrator WG -178.
They know from experience that performance is consistent from one unit to
the next-a most important consideration. This high consistency in the performance of the WG -178 is a direct
result of the quality of design and workmanship that is a distinctive feature of
all products manufactured by the
Honeywell Aero Division.
Here are some of the other characteristics of the little "chopper":

Specifications for
Synchronous Vibrator
WG -178
Coil Supply: Suggested supply voltage is 115 volts, 400 cps for WG -178A
and 12.6 volts, 400 cps for WG -178B
when suitable voltage -dropping resistors are included in the circuit
with the field coil.
Power: Approximately 0.7 watts, excluding the phasing circuit.
Contact Rating: Contact rating depends on circuit in which units are

It's versatile, can be used as a DC AC modulator, or as a rectifier.
2. It's longer -lived, operating for an
1.

of 500 hours.
adjustable. Open and closed
times can be varied.
4. It's tough. When shock mounted
average
3. It's

(in any position) it exceeds rigid Air
Force environmental specs.
5. It's a precision instrument. Quality
design guarantees exceptionally clean

used.

signals.

If you'd like to know more about the
WG -178 Synchronous Vibrator, we'd
be pleased to send details. The address
Honeywell Aero Division, Dept.
401(E), Minneapolis 13, Minnesota.
is

HAlINNeACOLIS

All applications should

be re-

ferred to our engineering department
for approval. The devices have been
used in circuits with approximately
one milliampere ( nominal) current
and up to 35 volts dc supply.
Environment: When used on a shock mounted chassis type mounting the
units conform to Spec 41065B as
called for in AF27500D as follows:
Humidity Test: 10 day (24-hour cycle).
Temperature Test: -65°F. to 160°F.
(-54°C. to 71°C.).

Altitude Test: 55,000 feet.
Vibration Test: Up to 200 cps (5G
maximum). This is a modified test.
Sand and Dust Test: As specified.
Mildew Resistance Test: 28 days.

oneywe11
HlavtsKavreat ces4-

Salt Spray Test. 50 hours.
Weight: Approximately 0.5 lb.

CunHn,nu
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Stand made from springs, metal strips
and plywood here holds parts needed
for three terminal board subassemblies.
Operator keeps original sample fn front
of her to serve as guide, supplementing
prints mounted above sample
April, 1953
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Unexcelled for Accuracy and Dependability
The

COLLINS 51J

Communications Receiver
The Collins 51J Communications Receiver
in addition to its outstanding performance
in the communications field, is being
widely used in industrial laboratories as a
sensitive and accurate measuring instrument. Write today for complete details
and specifications.
Condensed Specifications
FREQUENCY RANGE: .54

to 30.5 megacycles.

CIRCUIT: Double Conversion Superheterodyne.
CALIBRATION: Direct reading in megacycles and
kilocycles. One turn of main tuning dial covers
100 kilocycles on all bands.
TUNING: Linear, divided into 30 one -megacycle
bands. Each dial division represents one kc.
FREQUENCY STABILITY: Overall stability within
1 kc under normal operating conditions.
SELECTIVITY: 5.5 to 6.5 kilocycles at 6 db down.
17 to 20 kilocycles at 60 db down.
AUDIO OUTPUT: 4 and 600 ohms impedance. 11/2
watts at 1000 cps with less than 15% distortion
overall. "S" meter may be switched to read
audio output.
RF INPUT: High impedance single -ended. Breakin relay mounted internally. Antenna trimmer
will resonate input circuit when used with any
normal antenna.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 85 watts 45/70 cps, 115
volts or 230 volts.
101/2 inches high, 19
DIMENSIONS: Panel
inches wide, notched for rack mounting. Option21-1/8 inches wide, 12-1/4
al metal cabinet
inches high and 13-1/8 inches deep. Speaker
available in metal cabinet 15 inches wide, 105/8 inches high and 9-1/8 inches deep.

-

Your inquiries will receive prompt attention

-

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953
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continuous

(continued)

obtain uniform tension just sufficient to grip the leads that are
inserted between turns. The strips
rather than the springs are fastened to the plywood stand.

operation at

exceptional

Making Concrete Dust -Free

temperature
ranges
up from +210 C (+410 F
to -90°C (-130°F) and below

Metìed of using coated concrete blocks
at Brookhaven

To OBTAIN a dust -free atmosphere

for the cosmotron at Brookhaven
National Laboratory, a thin coating of Vibrin polyester resin was
sprayed on each of the 10 -ton concrete radiation shield blocks that
are stacked four tiers high for more
than 100 feet around the circumEXTRUDED TEFLON (Tetrafluoroethylene) hook-up

wire

is

organically capable of sustained operation from +210°C to
-90°C with no appreciable decomposition. This wide range of
operating efficiency continually opens new applications for
EXTRUDED TEFLON

- especially

where constant stability under

exceptional temperature conditions

is

required for long periods.

ference of the equipment.
To prevent the blocks from causing dust when they are occasionally
moved, a 1/32 -inch Boating of the
resin was sprayed on with standard
compressor equipment. This sealed
the cement with a _hard glass -like
surface that resists flaking even
under a weight of 40 tons. The material is quick -drying, permitting

+210°C to -90°C is non -inflammable . . .
resistant to most chemicals . . . has no known solvent.

EXTRUDED TEFLON

is

Because of low electrical losses, EXTRUDED TEFLON is

adaptable for high frequency use. It has very high volume
and surface resistivity. EXTRUDED TEFLON is available in thin
wall and specified hook-up wire sizes, with shield or jacket,
also as coaxial cable.

NOW AVAILABLE

in 10

colors-black, brown, red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, violet, gray, white. Samples available.

42111P2Z/e:Wald MFG.

Plant-Clinton, Mass.

Spraging concrete blocks for cosmotron
with dust -preventing resin. Preliminary

Engineered Wire and Cable for the Electronic and Aircraft Industries

tests indicate the solution also has
waterproofing value

199 Washington St.

294
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Sensational Advancements In Science & Industry
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Created the Need for

Ce...M I

II

0`203,
p

THE NEW

iCaxaEx

¡CatPaunox

Slakie.x

CAPACITORS
CORPORATION
YOUR FREE

INDUSTRIAL

citor Catalog

INDaeTRIAL CONDENSER
CORPORATION
3333 II. CafJernla
Are,

"D" Capa
Stabelex to be the most important
{or

Cldees.

may prove
o{ literature
piece
single
new
you this year!

10,000,000

STABELEX "D" CAPACITORS'
5,000,000

The unusually high insulation resistance at 20° C.
in turn insures unusually high resistance at temperatures up to 75° C. The insulation resistance of
these capacitors at 75° C. is approximately ten
times that of commercial oil capacitors at 20° C.
This is well illustrated in Curve #1109.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON
INSULATION RESISTANCE

CURVE #1109
1,000,000

Performance curves illustrating various characteristics of the Stabelex "D" Capacitor will appear in
this magazine each month.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 20° C. AFTER
THREE MINUTES CHARGE -900,000 megohm
microfarads
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 75° C.-78,000
megohm microfarads
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT -75°-In excess of 5 million megohm microfarads
CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE FROM 2:5° C. TO
-80° C; +0.76%
SELF TIME CONSTANT OF 10 MFD CAPACITOR -4800 hours
Q AT 50 KILOCYCLES -10,000
POWER FACTOR AT 1 KC-0.00025

1E. IOànoix. 13.8.11,

500,000

100,000

50,000

1

-75 -60 -45 -30
TEMPERATURE

-15
IN

0

+15

+30 +45 +60 +75 +90

DEGREES CENTIGRADE

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORPORATION

3244 N. California Avenue
SEND FOR CATALOG 1117 TODAY
Chicago 18, Illinois, U.S.A.
After a long period of research, Industrial ConPlease send me my FREE copy of your new Catalog 1117 on
denser Corporation now offers to industry for the
Stabelex "D" Capacitors.
first time the first of their family of Stabelex
Name
capacitors, stabelex "D", which has been produced
Position
for special applications for some time.
Company
Street
curves,
charinformation
performance
Complete
acteristics, and suggested applications of the variState
Zone
City
ous types now available will be found in this catalog.
Ie.e.e,8aeMe.e. e,e.AM MA AM Mil s,s.M. BMs,s.e.s,s,I.
Mfrs. of OIL, WAX, ELECTROLYTIC, PLASTIC CAPACITORS and RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS
ELECTRONICS

-
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JOHNSON
NYLON
TIP JACKS

Accurately
Dimensioned
Cavity Prevents
Contact Distortion

Recessed Head

(continued)

application of two coats within a
few hours. Calcium carbonate was
used to extend the resin, and a pigment was added to give the coated
blocks an attractive gray color. Cost
is competitive with paint.
The Vibrin resin is a product of
the Naugatuck Chemical Division,
U. S. Rubber Co., Naugatuck, Conn.

Blower Speeds Cooling of
Induction Soldering

Annular Rings
for Sealing

directly at
the work coil of an induction soldering setup for hermetic soldering
cools the solder much faster after
completion of the heating cycle,
thereby boosting the production
rate appreciably. On short heating
cycles the blower does not affect the
temperature of the work, nor does
it affect the work coil because that
is already water-cooled internally.
A successful application of this
technique at Utility Electronics
used an induction heater made by
Marion Instrument Co.
A SMALL blower aimed

Sealed Shank

Chamfered Contact

Facilitates Insertion

Completely insulated with
integral head and body
molded of tough, low -loss
Nylon. High breakdown
voltage, low capacity to
panel are characteristics of
these completely new
JOHNSON tip jacks.

SPECIFICATIONS
DC breakdown,

JOHNSON Nylon Tip Jacks
are furnished in eleven

bright, uniform colors
adapting them to coded
applications. Contact is securely anchored in the jack
body, recessed to avoid accidental contact. Standard
contact materials are phosphor bronze and beryllium
copper, both silver plated.
Solder terminal is hot tin
dipped. Mating plug is
firmly engaged with virtually all its surface area in
contact with the jack. Thus,
low, stable contact resistance is assured. Jack body
threaded 3/4"-32, mounted
by single nickel plated
brass nut.

For complete information on

the JOHNSON line of tip

jacks and other JOHNSON
electronic components, write
for your copy of General Products Catalog 973 today!

E. F.

11,000

volts
Nominal
capacity to r
panel, 2,0
/s
Mating pin,
.081" diameter
Mounting hole
required,
11/64"
Head diameter,
3/a
Insulating
hardware
required,
NONE

BERYLLIUM
COPPER
CONTACTS

PHOSPHOR
BRONZE
CONTACTS

Cat. No.
105-601-1
105-602-1
105-603-1
105-604-1
105-605-1
105-606-1
105-607-1
105-608-1
105-609-1
105-610-1
105-611-1

Cat. No.
105-601-2
105-602-2
105-603-2
105-604-2
105-605-2
105-606-2
105-607-2
105-608-2
105-609-2
105-610-2
105-611-2

Y96

SECOND AVENUE

Red

Black
Dark Green
Light Blue

Orange
Yellow
Brown
Light Green
Dark Blue

Ivory

JOHNSON COMPANY
SO

U T H
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Loor antennas are rapidly mounted
on the back covers of portable radio
receivers through use of a simple
lever -operated holding jig and a
modified soldering iron. The plastic
cover, resting on a newspaper pad
to protect it from scratches, is set
in position under the holding jig. A

Color
White

CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, SOCKETS, INSULATORS, PLUGS, JACKS, DIALS, AND PILOT LIGHTS
2 2 8

Soldering Iron Stakes
Plastic Pegs

A, MINNESOTA

lost page.
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Flattening plastic peg by applying heat
and pressure with electric soldering
iron, while clamping jig holds antenna
flat against inside of cover for threeway radio
April, 1953
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CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION NOW

AT...

yOUPI2
WITH 3
L\

Federal

Viz;''' 50 KW POWER TRIODES
Used in 18 -Hour Daily Runs!

RE

-THORIATE r.
ngsten Filam
in Federal's'
F -9C31

F

-9C

AVE POWE
EQUAL TO T
PRICE OF A
NEW TUBE'
PER YEAR!
Federal F -9C31
22,255 HOURS
Still in Service

Federal F.9C59

2',015

HOOPS
Now used as a Spere

THIS is the life story of 3 of numerous Federal power
triodes used by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation at station CBX, Lacombe, Alberta: Since October,
1948, to recent date, these tubes have served for 69,000
hours. Both F-9C31's appear to have full emission and
capability of many more hours. The F-9C29 -used in
modulator unit is on standby after 21,015 hours.
Behind the long performance of these 3 tubes is Federal's pioneering in the multi -strand thoriated tungsten
filament, which permits hairpins to expand individually

-

Federal F -9C31
25,629 HOURS
Still in Service

... eliminates stresses which might be conducive to

filament warping..
Cathodes of this type provide lower operating temkeep components cooler, more durable.
peratures
Because less filament power is consumed, tube life is
longer ... operating costs are lower. The power saved
per-tube -per -year equals the price of a new tube!
For full information on Federal's F -9C31 and F -9C29,
or Federal quality-controlled tubes of any power output, write Dept.1K-113.

...

Federal always has made better tubes"

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
VACUUM TUBE DIVISION

ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, N. J.
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.

Wont more information? Use post card on last page.
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loop antenna is now dropped over
the pegs molded into the thermoplastic cover, and the handle of the
jig is pulled forward. A combination of cam and lever action moves
the pressure block down on the

FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR TF 995

A crystal standardized generator either
frequency or amplitude modulated.
Frequency range: 73.5 to 276 megacycles. Output range o.1 microvolts to
100 millivolts. Internal or external
modulation gives .m. deviations to 600
kilocycles and a.m. depths to 50 per cent.

f

UNIVERSAL BRIDGE TF 868

Measures inductance and capacitance at
1,000 cycles, resistance at d.c.; direct
reading 1 microhenry to loo henries,
1 micro-microfarad to loo microfarads,
and 0.7 ohms to io megohms. Q range
0.I to I.000, tans 0.00I to IO.

antenna and holds it there for the
remainder of the operation. The
operator now applies the flattened
end of the soldering iron to each
plastic peg in turn. This softens
and flattens the peg, much as if
peening a red-hot rivet.
A backward push on the lever
handle releases pressure, so that the
finished unit can be taken out to
complete the work cycle. This procedure is used in Emerson's Jersey
City plant.

Tweezer -Type Soldering Iron
IN SOLDERING deflection yoke leads
to special terminal lugs that are to
fit inside the female connector for
the deflection yoke of Olympic's television receiver, surplus solder would
prevent insertion of the lugs in the
connector. To offset this, a Pres-ToHeat soldering tool made by Triton

FM DEVIATION METER TF 934

With crystal-standardized deviation
ranges of 5, 25 and 75 kilocycles, alternative high- and low-level buffered inlets, visual checking for optimum tuning
and level, together with a separately
buffered audio outlet, this ruggedized
deviation meter is ideal for carriers in
the range 2.5 to 200 megacycles.

Manufacturing

Co,

East Haddam,

Conn. is used to heat the joint. This
is a resistance type tool operating
from a step-down transformer.
Pressing a button on the tool closes
the tweezer -type jaws against op-

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR TF 867

posite sides of the joint. Current
flows through the joint, heating it
in a few seconds. The operator then

For precision receiver measurements:
Covers on an expandedfull -vision scale
15 kilocycles

(or less) to 3o megacycles,

crystal standardized, with an output
continuously variable from 4 volts to
0.4 microvolts. Up to 700 per cent.
a.m., with unmeasurablef.m., monitored
by dual rectification.

MARCONI

INSTRUMENTS

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS
FREQUENCY STANDARDS OUTPUT METERS
WAVE METERS
WAVE ANALYSERS
Q METERS
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS

23-25 BEAVER STREET

NEW YORK

4

CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., MARCONI BUILDING, 2442 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL
ENGLAND: Head Office: MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED, ST. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE
Managing Agents in Export :
MARCONI'S
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Using soldering tweezers to get heat
exactly where it is needed on a joint
April, 1953
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Business Executives!
Check These Questions!

If you can answer "yes" to most
of them, you-and your corn.

pany-are doing

a needed job
for the National Blood Program.

I

I

Have you given your employees time off to make
blood donations?
Has your company given
any recognition to donors?

n

Why

should you give blood?
Ask me-I ought to know. I fought in
Korea. But since then I've been through
the biggest battle of all-the battle for life itself.
And it was blood-and blood alone-that saved
me. Don't know when I'll be in a position to start
repaying my debt by giving some blood of my
own. But I will-some day. You can count on it!"

Do you have a Blood Do.
nor Honor Roll in your
company?

Have you arranged to have
a Bloodmobile make regu.

lar visits?

Has your management en-

dorsed the local Blood
Donor Program?

Have you informed em.
ployees of your company's
plan of co-operation?

Was this information
given through Plant Bul-

All

kinds of people give blood-for all kinds of reasons.
But every reason for giving blood is a special reason
just
as every American life that can be saved at any time and at
any place
is special. So whatever your reason for giving
blood, this you can be sure of: Whether it goes to a combat
area, a local hospital, or for Civil Defense needs-this priceless,
painless gift will some day save an American life!

...

...

Give Blood Now

letin or House Magazine?

Have you conducted a
Donor Pledge Campaign
in your company?

Have you set up a list of

volunteers so that efficient plans can be made
for scheduling donors?

Remember, as long as a single
pint of blood may mean the difference between life and death
for any American
the need
for blood is urgent!

...

CALL YOUR RED CROSS TODAY!
NATIONAL BLOOD PROGRAM
ELECTRON ICS

-
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SCREWS

in

a

applies a small amount of solder to
complete the joint.
A simple wood fixture is used for
this operation to permit handling
seven leads at a time. The connecting lugs are pushed over headless
nails driven into the wood, so that
they are in the optimum position
for attaching and soldering the
wire.

hrY?

quantiti

Production-Testing Filters

Vfiel SHIP

BY

rn

NEW

test methods employing Berk-

ely digital -reading frequency me-

%1tK

mHUGE

WALLACE RIANDA

Applications Engineer
Berkeley Scientific Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Richmond, Calif.

ters are used at Lenkurt Electric

Do you have production, purchasing, stocking or .delivery problems on threaded fasteners? Pheoll ... the COMPLETE source
... has all the answers ! And here they are:
Pheoll has 'em ... largest in the industry ... kept up to
level by perpetual inventory controls
'P! -AND STIES? Pheoll has 'em ... the industry's most complete
line... by types, head styles, finishes and sizes
LARGE ORDERS4Pheoll can generally ship immediately on most
standard types and sizes !
STOCK INFORMATION? Always available for immediate reply to
phone calls, telegrams or letters
litriaftThriTops for 50 years ... kept that way by constant production line and laboratory inspection
Ikaill*PMEATAfres Efficient mechanized order -handling procedures minimize errors and hustle orders along to fast, sure
completion
In every way, you get better service at Pheoll ! That means less
work for you ... fewer orders, reduced paper work, less followup, simplified stocking. Test Pheoll on your next threaded
fastener requirement and see how headaches vanish !
!

Co. to provide frequency determinations to an accuracy of ±1 cycle.
The training period for test operators is materially decreased, and
frequency checking time is cut to
30 seconds as contrasted to several
minutes for older methods.
A major problem encountered in
the development of increased production of carrier telephone and
telegraph equipment is that of
adapting former laboratory test
techniques to production line requirements. Typical is the precise
determination of characteristics of
filters and meshes, critical components in carrier equipment. Es -

!

!

!

!

!

PHEOLL
MANUFACTURING
5700

COMPANY

ROOSEVELT ROAD

MANUFACTURERS OF:
Machine Screws
Socket Screws
Tapping (Sheet
Drive Screws
Metal) Screws
Cop Screws
Threaded Rods
Set Screws
Stave, Choir and
Phillips Recessed
Ladder Rods
Head Screws
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SCREWS
BOLTS
NUTS
50,

CHICAGO
Sems

Wood

Screws

Machine Screw Nuts
Stove Bolt Nuts
Slotted Nuts
Castellated Nuts
Wing Nuts
Cap Nuts
end other fastener's

Thumb Screws
Stove Bolts
Carriage Bolts
Lag Bolts
Machine Bolts
Brass Washers

Want more information? Use post card

ILLINOIS

on

last page.
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Production setup for checking large
quantities of filters at Lenkurt plant,
using new equipment and technique
for checking any test frequency up to
500 kc to accuracy of 1 cycle per second
in measuring time of only 30 seconds
April, 1953
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ELECTRONICS

No. 108 machine

makes
coil winding
more profitable
Quick set-up and
greater accuracy
LOWER COSTS
:í++"ír++»:u,

Leesona® No. 108 Coil Winder for high
accuracy, top production and lowest costs in
shops where change-overs are frequent.
Takes long or short runs; easy to set up; no
cams or gears to remove when making setup changes; all controls are within easy
reach of the operator even when seated.

So simple, the operator can make set-up changes in a matter
of minutes. So moderate in price you can easily replace older,
less satisfactory equipment and soon see savings write off your
investment.
This is the manual paper feed machine which won the
"Electrical Manufacturing" magazine's design prize. Set-up
time is reduced to a minimum by external controls and
change -over from job to job is quick and easy. It winds wires

from #20 to #44 A.W.G). Coil lengths may be from %" to

3h", with outside

diameters up to 5" round or square.
because leadscrew traverse and
quick -reversing clutch give positive control of wire layer. Indicators help operator time paper feeding accurately even at
high speed.
Send for Bulletin 108A and read all the good news about this
flexible high production, low cost coil winder.
ACCURACY CONTROLLED,

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY

P. 0. Box 1605, Providence 1, R. I.
Chicago office and Demonstration Room, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago 6, III.

winding coils in quantity
accurately
. automatically
For

.

use

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

Wart

.

Universal Winding Machines

more information? Use post card on last page.
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W íncrhester 1lectronícs
To an

established and

proven record of original
Connector designs we add
a NEW

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

(continued')

sentially a matter of determining db
versus frequency, the actual checking involves determination of
frequency up to an accuracy of 1
cycle, precise measurement of the
output voltage of an audio oscillator
and of a filter, and determination
of the effective a -c resistance of a
mesh.
Old Method

K15S
15 -CONTACT

RECEPTACLE

CONNECTOR RECEPTACLES
FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS

The method previously used to
determine frequency is shown in
Fig. 1. The Lissajous pattern on
the oscilloscope was used to determine the frequency of the interpolation oscillator against a
multiple of one of the selectable
basic standards. The output of the
interpolation oscillator was then
beat against a signal generator in
a varistor-type modulator. The dif-

HORIZONTAL

a>2

INTERPOLA-

IKC
QQQQ

SCOPE

TION

Fdird4,
ACTUAL
SIZE

K3S

... An original Winchester creation
developed expressly for printed circuits.
DESIGN

complete line of receptacles for
ALL printed circuit requirements.
SUPPLY ... A

K2S

3 -CONTACT

2 -CONTACT

RECEPTACLE

RECEPTACLE

Use the K2S and K3S individually ...or together ...or in multiple groups to suit your particular

requirements.
(Receptacles with 8, 10, 18 and
22 contacts available soon. Other

sizes can be supplied on special
request.) t

QUALITY ... Again, as always, electronic com-

ponents of precision manufacture embodying
the quality features that distinguish Winchester Electronics' Connectors from all others.

SPECIAL FEATURES

VERTICAL

I
TEST
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

500 CPS
FILTER
(LOW-PASS)

ó

IOKC2Z

OSCILLATOR

1

.

IOOKC

Ñ

TO FILTER
UNDER TEST

MODULATOR

AMPLIFIER

FREQUENCY

METER

FIG. 1-Block diagram illustrating method formerly used for measuring frequency during testing of filters for car-

rier telephone and telegraph equipment

POLARIZING pin permits engagement in correct position only.
WIPING ACTION of contacts insures positive contact at all times.
MONOBLOC* CONSTRUCTION eliminates unnecessary creepage paths and
reduces the number of moisture and dust pockets.

(in accordance with MIL-P-14) mineral filled
fungus -proof and provide mechanical strength as well as high arc
and dielectric resistance.
CONTACTS are spring temper phosphor bronze (QQ-B746a ), gold plated
over silver for low contact resistance, prevention of corrosion and ease of
soldering.
Raised barriers between contacts increase surface creepage. Solder cups are
.043" dia. for #20 A.W.C.
MOLDED MELAMINE bodies

... are

WINCHESTER
ELECTRONICS

*Trade Mark

INCORPORATED

WEST COAST BRANCH:
1729 WILSHIRE

GLENBROOK, CONN., U.S.A.
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Patents Pending

1" Our Sales Department invites your inquiries.
Wire or write for catalog of other types
or advise us of your special requirements.

BOULEVARD, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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ference frequency was passed by the
low-pass filter and applied to the
amplifier. The frequency meter then
read the difference frequency.
As an example of this operation,
assume that the operator wished
3,535 cycles. The interpolation
oscillator would then be adjusted
until a 3.5 to 1 pattern was obtained on the oscilloscope using
the 1-kc standard. The signal
generator would then be adjusted
until a frequency of 35 cycles was
obtained on the frequency meter.
One of the important limitations
of this particular system was that
the operator might not know if the
actual frequency was 35 cycles
above 3,500 cycles, or 35 cycles be April, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

or/li of
for
Tubing

... it was BH "649" Fiberglas

... and here's why ..

.

"We selected BH Tubing because of
the Hi -temperatures encountered in
hermetically sealing our relays, and its
ability to withstand flexing and still
pass the hi -potential test."

The 181CXC100 uses 14 two-inch
a small part of
lengths of tubing
the manufacturing cost, but big insurance against failure.

...

.

"649"

NEVER -FAIL Protection

When Struthers -Dunn, Inc., Philadelphia relay manufacturers developed
their "181CXC100" Frame Relay for
military and industrial applications
they made exhaustive tests to find the
"right" insulation for never -fail protection

BH

BH 649, a vinyl -coated, braided Fiberglas tubing, is made flexible and stays

flexible

in continuous operation at

temperatures ranging from minus
50°F. to 266°F. Superior flow -resistant
characteristics permit exposure to processing temperatures of 325°F. plus, for
hot spot temeight hours or more
peratures to 500°F., too. It is rated up
to 7000 volts, has excellent chemical
and oil resistance, and is available with
inhibitors for fungus protection.
You can easily get full information on
BH "649"
and the other superior
BH Fiberglas Tubings and Sleevings.
Send us facts on your requirements,
voltages and temperatures encountered.
We'll make recommendations and send
you free production testing samples.

-

-

Address Dept. E-4

Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co.
Conshohocken, Pa.

BH
13H Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleevings

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

SL

are made by an exclusive Bentley,

Harris

process

(U. S. Pat. No. 2393530). "Fiberglas" is Reg. '1M of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

Wont more :nformation? Use post card on last page.
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100 CPS, IKC AND
IOKC FREQUENCY

NO 11A1

ó

STANDARD

Lead Micas

CATHODE-RAY
OSCILLOSCOPES

DECADE RESISTANCE
BOX
'

VACUUMTUBE
VOLTMETER

with 500 times better
moisture resistance
than ever before!

EPUT
MODULATON

ACCURATE

I

20 CPS TO
200 KC AUDIO;
OSCILLATOR

VARIABLE
CAPACITOR

BERKELEY
MODEL 554

1

EPUT
PHASE SHIFT PANEL

AND IMPEDANCE -MATCHING
PANEL

FIG.

2

--Filter test station using new
method

Sangamo HUMIDITITE* Mica Capacitors

low 3,500 cycles. In other words,

When you use Sangamo HUMIDITITE
molded Mica Capacitors, you gain all the
advantages of an amazing moisture seal
that offers previously unheard-of moisture
resistance characteristics for compression
molded plastic -encased mica capacitor
components.

when the frequency meter read 35
cycles, the actual frequency could
be either 3,535 or 3,465.
Other disadvantages of the old
method included the time required
(often several minutes for each
check) and the necessity of using
relatively skilled technicians at each
test stand.

*what is HUMIDITITE;?
Humiditite is a remarkable new plastic molding compound,

developed by Sangamo, that gives Sangamo Mica Capacitors
moisture resistance properties far superior to any others on

the market.

HERE'S THE PROOF

... The

New Method

The method now used employs a
direct -reading digital events -per unit-time meter as the frequencydetermining device. The setup of
the typical present filter test station is shown in Fig. 2, and the
block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
Components include a 20 to 200,000 cycle signal generator, a phase shift panel, a resistance decade, a
vacuum -tube voltmeter, a capacitance padder, an oscilloscope for
measuring phase shift, an oscilloscope for monitoring the output of

standard mois-

ture resistance test described in

MIL -C -5A (proposed) Specification requires mica capacitors to offer at least
100 megohms of insulation resistance
after ten 24 hour cycles in a humidity
chamber at 90% to 95% relative humidity. The best competitive micas barely
meet this requirement ... but Sangamo
HUMIDITITE Micas, under the same
conditions, all tested in excess of 50,000
megohms! Continued tests, over and
above requirements, with the same
HUMIDITITE Micas, proved them
capable of withstanding from 21 to 52
cycles (from the smallest sizes to the
largest) before failure.
Humiditite is just another example of
the advanced engineering that enables
Sangamo to meet the existing and future
needs of the electronic industry. For
additional information about HUMIDITITE, write for Engineering Bulletin
No. TS -111.

IOOCPS,IKC

AND IOKC
PRIMARY
STANDARD

VERTICAL
LISSAJOUS
SCOPE

HORIZONTAL

SIGNAL

GiOQCec%ArocP'

SANGAMO
ELECTRIC COMPANY
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EPUT
MODULATOR

y

EPUT

IMPEDANCE-

-MATCHING PANEL

-0

GENERATOR

MARION, ILLINOIS

i

5C53-5
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MESH

{

FILTER
UNDER
TEST

I

VT VM

IMPEDANCE -TERMINATING

PANEL
PHASE
SHIFT
PANEL

-

-

PHASE SHIFT
SCOPE

3- -Block diagram illustrating new
method employing an Eput (events -per.
unit-time) meter to indicate frequency

FIG.

April, 1953
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ELECTRONICS

LIFE WITHOUT FASTENERS

the

Fell!

Day the Cake

Regardless of the product you manufacture;
it will pay to take a critical look at the
fasteners you are now using and ask yourself these questions:
Can I save money by replacing a "special"
with a "standard"? Or will the use of a
"special" simplify production, thereby,
saving time and perhaps materials?

Just suppose all the nuts, bolts and screws
were suddenly removed from a sparkling
new range. A great deal more than a cake
would fall-as the illustration above dramatically shows.
Yes, fasteners are important-and worth
all the time and care you take in selecting
those that are "just right" for your product.
Lamson & Sessions is currently supplying
most of the appliance manufacturers with
bolts, nuts and screws-each type engineered to meet individual requirements.

Remember, whatever your problem, to
check with Lamson & Sessions-one of
the few manufacturers offering a complete
line of fasteners teamed with expert engineering service.

The LAMSON
1971

West 85th St.

&

SESSIONS Co.

Cleveland

Plants at Cleveland and Kent, Ohio

2,

Ohio

Birmingham Chicago

FOR PROMPT DELIVERY AND HELPFUL SERVICE,

ORDER FROM YOUR LAMSON DISTRIBUTOR

MACHINE SCREWS
Precision made for

fast, economical
assembly.

ELECTRONICS

-

PLUG NUTS
Ideal for blind or

hard -to -reach
places.

April, 1953

SQUARE AND HEX

TAPPING SCREWS
Choice of round,

pan, truss,

flat

oval, hexagon
and Phillips
heads.

Want

"1035"

MACHINE SCREW
CAP SCREWS

'1035"

Hi -Tensile

Heot-treated
steel.

m

SET

LOCK NUTS

COTTER PINS

SCREWS

Semi -finished, hot

Economical,vibra-

punched.

Steel, brass, aluminum and stainless steel.

Cup point type,

tion proof. Can be
used repeatedly.

NUTS

pressed, cold

ore information? Use post card on last paye.
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hardened and
heat -treated.
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KLEINS
Queñ?çip/ie,'s k/aóiofe%ulrioa-amp%fier work

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

(continued)

the oscillators, an events -per -unit time meter and an events -per -unit time meter modulator.
The signal generator employs an
oscillator circuit which uses feedback with resultant high -frequency
stability. The oscillator has three
controls-a range selector switch
for frequency, a calibrated frequency dial and an amplitude control dial. The frequency dial calibration is held to ± or a dial
division.

INPUT

HORIZONTAL
DEFLECTION

MESH

No. 301 KLEIN
LONG NOSE PLIERS
Extra long reach of jaws permits
getting into difficult z aces.

VERTICAL
DEFLECTION

Hardened and tempered to essure
positive grip at point. Avails ele in 5,
6 and 7 inch lengths.

RESISTANCE
BOX

P/

AB

\\

DEFLECTION PATTERN
PHASE SHIFT INDICATED
DEFLECTION PATTERN
O'PHASE SHIFT, LOSS
SHOWN BY HEIGHT "A°

FIG. 4-Method of using resistance dec

ade box

to determine effective a -c re

sistance

No. 202 KLEIN NARROW
NOSE OBLIQUE CUTTING
PLIERS
One of the most usefu tools i, your
kit. Narrow head permits use in
confined places. Individually honed
knives meet accurately at oll points
and stay sharp. Available in 5 or 6
inch sizes.

There is a Klein Plier made for every job in wiring radios, television
or sound system amplifiers. Long nose pliers that assure a tight grip even
in confined spaces. Keen edged cutters that stay sharp even after continued
service. Flat nose pliers, duck bill pliers, curved nose pliers-many types
and sizes to meet every wiring need.
By having a full selection of these quality
tools, you will save valuable time
in any wiring work.
This Klein Pocket Tool
Guide gives fall information oes all types and
sizes of Klein Pliers.
A copy will be sent
without obligation.

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER

Foreign Distributor
International Standard

'Since 1857'

Electric Corp.
New York

Mathias

LEIN&

Established 1857
3 2
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1;

of

a mesh

The phase -shift panel is used in
conjunction with the phase -shift
oscilloscope to determine the characteristics of meshes (portions of
filters consisting of a single series
inductance and capacitance). The
input frequency is applied to the
mesh which is connected to the
phase -shift panel and then to the
phase shift oscilloscope. The Lissajous pattern on the oscilloscope
shows the phase shift of the mesh.
Zero phase shift is obtained by
padding the mesh capacitor with
the precision capacitance padder.
The resistance decade box is used
as in Fig. 4 to determine the
effective a -c resistance of a mesh.
The input is fed through a transformer and through divider networks to the horizontal and vertical
deflection plates on the oscilloscope.
Precision resistors R3 and R, give
a fixed distance A. After this distance is noted, the mesh is inserted
April, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

Simplify your
production procedure

with High -precision

for Electrical
and Electronic Applications
To combine ceramic and metal parts into one permanent unit, Stupakoff draws upon extensive experience
with both materials. Methods of assembly employed
by Stupakoff include: metallizing, soldering, pressing,
spinning and others. Among the metals assembled to
ceramics are silver, copper, brass, stainless steel and
monel.
The rotor shafts shown above consist of metal bands
attached securely to ceramic rods, and exemplify
Stupakoff precision manufacture. On a mass produc-

tion basis, concentricity of components, for example,
are held to less than *11001 in. Likewise, the strains
and spreaders, stand-offs and trimmers shown below
meet the exacting requirements of the service for
which they are made.
Stupakoff high -precision ceramic assemblies offer
many opportunities to reduce costs, increase production and improve electrical and electronic equipment.
We will be glad to discuss your requirements with
you and t© submit samrles for your inspection.

S rl' LP .%

(,ERA31I.:

(1

In

M,re"Ili \(; (,O.

LA7ROBi_, PENNSYLVANIA

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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in place of R, and the decade box
in place of R2. The decade box is
then varied until the distance A returns to its original condition. The
effective a -c resistance of the mesh
can be read off the decade box.
The vacuum -tube voltmeter is
used to read the input and output
voltages of the filter. Accuracy of
this instrument is ±2 percent of
full scale. In the testing of filters
the frequency is varied until the
desired db point is obtained. The
Eput is then used to read the

first
in
stainless
steel

fastenings

frequency accurately.
The capacitance padder is used
in conjunction with the phase -shift
panel to determine the characteristics of a particular mesh, or to
determine the inductance of a coil.
The two oscilloscopes are used for
measuring phase shift and observing the Lissajous pattern of the
basic frequency standard and of the
audio oscillator. The second oscilloscope is used primarily to adjust
rapidly to a multiple of the standard. It is also used to check the
drift of the audio oscillator during
a test period.
The events -per -unit-time meter
used is capable of measuring
frequency in digital form from 20
cps to 100,000 cps.

Eput Modulator

In theELECTRONICS
industry, buyers have learned to
depend on ANTI -CORROSIVE for
fast, dependable service on all
types of stainless steel fastenings. Draw on our IN STOCK inventory of more than 7,000 items
and sizes and a production capacity geared to produce precision
fastenings in large or small
quantities, from huge 7/8" hexagon head bolts to tiny #0-80 machine screw nuts.
Write for Catalog 53F today.

The instrument shop at Lenkurt
has designed and constructed a unit
to extend the frequency response of
the Eput meter from 100 kc to 500
kc. This unit is the Eput modulator,
shown in block diagram form on
Fig. 5. The unknown frequency and
a 100 kc standard frequency from
the Eput are connected to the two
front -panel jacks. If the unknown

DIRECT

r".
o

-i. AMPLIFIER ~ VARISTOR
MIXER

MODULATOR

;

LOW-PASS
FILTER -O

`UNKNOWN
FREQUENCY
AMPLITUDE

CONTROL

®--

.AMPLIFIEZ'

100 -KC
OUTPUT
FROM EPUT

OUTPUT
METER
TO FREQUENCY

METER

anti -corrosive metal products

co., inc.

castleton-on-hudson, new york
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FIG.

5-Block diagram

o

of Eput modu-

lator
April, 1953
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MOLTIP
BULLETIN -1ï6

Super dependable,.. 56

tandard types available!
nother example o' 11íI advanced en-ieering, these mLlt-pk headers are prcuced under an exclusi'e E -I process. By
radically new proLless the glass, sealed

Super-rugged...absolutely rigid

and practically indestructible

nder tremendous _o aspres_ion, is eaemely strong and L'ificalt to put under
ress. This results .n a n::':N, far greater
esistance to shock

aid vit:ration. E -t

ompression Seals are 3.: icone treated
or maximum immunity :o humidity, tin
ipped for easr soldm-nagand guaranteed

acuum tight. New Bulletin 960 cornletely desc-il es E-t Corr pression Tye
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py, now!
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E -f

Export Ag ant:

:

PHILIPS
EXPORT CORP.
100 End 42nd S'reet

Now Yark 17 N. Y.
,

... your

reliable source
for all hermeticall
sealed terminal
Hundreds ai standard types of rnultiple
headers, o tcl plug-ins terrnmais, colcr-coded
terminals, and end seals for electronic and

e:ectrical requirements.
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44 SUMMER
AVENUE

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Type 513-D-High Writing Rate Oscilloscope
TWELVE KV accelerating potential
provides the light intensity necessary for
photographic recording of single highspeed sweeps, or visual observation of
pulses of low duty cycle. Increased
brightness and removal of residual
charge from previous sweeps result from
use of metallized CRT screen.
TRIGGERED SWEEPS. Signals producing 0.5 cm or greater deflection will trigger the sweep. Trigger pulses may be as
short as 0.05fasec. Sweep easily made recurrent when desired.
WIDE BAND. Factory adjusted for optimum transient response, the Type 513-D
distributed vertical amplifier has a rise time of 0.025 µsec with no appreciable
ringing or overshoot.
CALIBRATING VOLTAGE
WAVEFORMS AVAILABLE
Square wave, approximately kc
Calibrating voltage
Sensitivity
Seven ranges, 0.05 v to 50 v
Gate
0.3 v/cm to 100 v/cm dc
Accurate within 3% of full scale
Delayed gate
0.03 v/cm to 100 v/cm ac
Delayed trigger
TIME BASE
Transient response
Sweep sawtooth
0.1 µsec/cm to 0.01 sec/cm
0.025 µsec risetime
Trigger rate generator
Continuously variable
Signal delay
(200 to 5000 cps)
Accurate within 5% of full scale
0.25 µsec
REGULATION
SELF-CONTAINED
All dc voltages electronically regulated
Weight 79 lbs.
VERTICAL AMPLIFIER

1

TEKTRONIX Type 513-D Cathode -Ray Oscilloscope, $1650 f.o.b. Portland, Oregon

TEKTRONIX, Inc.
P. O. Box 831 A, Portland 7, Oregon Cable: TEKTRONIX

.

e

.
e

1' b

Type

Type
524-D

315-D

Television Scope

Wide Time Base Range

Designed especially for TV Broadcasters,
the Type 524-D permits observation of a
field one line at a time with push-button
shift to corresponding line in opposite
field. New magnifier, 3x or 10x, expands
sweep to right and left of center. Time
markers for accurate sync pulse timing.

Read time and amplitude directly from
the screen. 24 accurately calibrated
time bases... 2 accurately calibrated

--

0.1 µsec/cm to 0.01 sec/cm
continuously variable, accurate within 5%.
VERTICAL SENSITIVITY
0.15 v/cm to 50 v/cm
dc to 10 me
0.015 v/cm to 50 v/cm
2 cps to 10 me
0.04 µsec risetime
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
0.25 µsec
SIGNAL DELAY
flat -faced, 4 kv accel. potential
5" CRT
$1180
Type 524-D

1

vertical sensitivity positions.
TIME BASES

-

0.1

µsec/div to

5

3"

CRT

-

-

0.07 µsec risetime

high definition, flat -faced

-

Type 315-D
for use on 50-60 cycle line

$770

Type 315-D
for use on 50-800 cycle line

$785

Prices f.o.b. Portland, Oregon
These three and other oscilloscopes fully described in
the 1953 Tektronix Catalog. Write to the above address.
310
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frequency is between 100 kc and
500 kc, the selector is placed in the
appropriate position. The unknown
is then amplified and mixed in a
varistor-type mixer, with the sum
and difference frequencies being applied at the low-pass filter. The
difference is then passed through
the amplitude control to the output
monitoring meter. This output is
then applied directly to the input
to the 100 kc frequency meter.
When placed in the direct position,
the frequency read on the Eput
meter is the actual frequency.
When placed in the modulator position, the frequency read on the
Eput meter must be increased by a
multiple of 100,000.
Assume that the operator wished
to set an input frequency of 35,152
cps. Since the dial calibration on
the signal generator is held to ±1
of a dial division, the operator can
rapidly swing the dial controlling
the frequency up to 35 kc. By
monitoring the Lissajous pattern
on the oscilloscope, the operator can
rapidly and momentarily set his
oscillator to exactly 35 kc. He then
makes the slight frequency adjustment on the oscillator while reading
the frequency directly on the Eput.
When the Eput meter reads 35,152
his test generator frequency is
established for the test. During the
test a glance at the scope shows,
without waiting for the Eput to
recycle, if his oscillator has drifted.
In frequency response tests of
filters the operator runs his test
oscillator out on ,each side of the
mid-band point until the vacuum tube voltmeter reads a predetermined attenuation ±0.2 db. He
then reads the frequency of the
signal generator required to obtain
this attenuation. The tolerance
specifications are tabulated in frequency versus 3 -db, 20 -db, 40 -db
points, etc.

Testing Employee Vision

dc to 5 me
0.1 v/div to 50 v/div
5 cps to 5 me 0.01 v/div to 50 v/div

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

(continued)

sec/div

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY

TIME BASES

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

last page.
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INAUGURATION

of a system of test-

ing employee vision eliminated almost 75 percent of the defective
units that formerly got past the inspection department at Motorola.
Since most inspection work is done
at a distance of about 13 inches,
good short-range vision is highly
essential.
April, 1953-ELECTRONICS

The art of cutting jewels is a

thing of consummate skill and delicate touch.

Gem cutting requires great accuracy.
But even gem cutting is not so precise or exacting as crystal processing by
Midland's methods. As a result, you get the finest quality and highest
accuracy scientific skill can produce in a frequency control crystal.

Midland Crystal Processing operations in many respects exceed the
requirements of gem -cutting. Raw quartz is selected with regard to high
proceeds through slicing, lapping, etching ; and the final
electrical quality
plating and sealing corresponds to setting a jewel. And at every step
Midland's critical inspection and test procedures are applied, including

...

precise angular control by X-ray.
Your Midland crystal is a gem of stability, accuracy, high output, long life.
Whatever may be your requirements for better crystal performance,
you'll get them in fullest measure from Midland.
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NEW PRODUCTS

OTHER DEPARTMENTS
featured in this issue:

Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN

Page

Control, Testing and Measuring Equipment Described and
Illustrated
Recent Tubes and Components Are Covered
.
Twenty -Three Trade Bulletins Reviewed

...

..

bines uhf and vhf into a single
antenna system. Only one line to the
receiver is required, without the
use of switches. The crossover network is an electronic filter that
employs a high and low-pass
resonant circuit, designed to isolate
the vhf antenna and to eliminate interference. It is installed easily on
the mast or crossarm of the antenna
by a clamp that is supplied. All
elements and metal parts are
corrosion resisting.

Stenton Ave.,
Philadelphia 44, Pa., has available
a new crossover network that corn HUGH H. EBY, 4712

Production Techniques...260

Plants and People

384

New Books

410

Backtalk

420

Erie, Pa., announces a line of high-voltage disk
Ceramicon capacitors. Exhaustive
tests for life and other qualities
have been carried on over a period
of years to establish required dielectric thicknesses for safe ratings.
Standard sizes in the new line are
á in., 19/32 in. and 4 in. maximum
diameter.
They have phenolic
dipped, vacuum -wax-impregnated
case insulation. Leads are No. 22
tinned copper wire. Standard d -c
working voltage ratings are 1,000,
1,500, 2,000, 3,000, 5,000 and 6,000,
with a dielectric strength test of
twice the rated working voltage.
ERIE RESISTOR CORP.,

AMPEREX ELECTRONICS CORP., 230

UHF-VHF Crossover Network

196

H -V Capacitors

Clipper Diode and Rectifier
Tube
Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.,
announces the type 6269, a new,
high -vacuum clipper diode and rectifier tube that is only 2 in. long
(without leads) and in. in diameter. It is cooled by liquid -immersion (silicone oil). Although developed primarily for military radar
applications, it shows possibilities
for use in the high-voltage electronic field where space requirements are critical. Maximum peak
voltage is 16 kv and peak current.
is 250 ma.

Electrons At Work

DPDT Relay
PHAOSTRON CO., 151

Pasadena Ave.,

South Pasadena,

Calif., is now
manufacturing a miniature, hermetically-sealed, dpdt relay, weighing
only 3i oz and designed to operate
through a wide range of environment. Due to its perfectly counterbalanced features this relay will
withstand high acceleration, vibration, shock and tumbling. It meets
the shock requirements of MIL -E5400 and will withstand continuous
acceleration of 50 g without malfunctioning. Certain contact combinations can be furnished with a
required coil power as low as 20 mw
and any relay in this series can be
obtained with a coil resistance as
high as 15,000 ohms.

312

Regulated Power Supply
LAWN ELECTRONICS Co.,

April, 1953
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"ANOTHER
IMPROVED PART
BY SYLVANIA"
IdM INN

MI 11

with this New Sylvania
Integral Eyelet Socket
You'll speed up radio and television set assembly
and pare down costs with this new Sylva-ria socket!

The eyelets are Formed into the saddle ar_d actually
f-inction as ri )et-s. Just 2 sample operations and these
sockets are firmly secured to the chassis. You save
r_vet costs, sive tine, and get a sturdy, durable,
top-quality job.
Made with 3 types of bases

These new Sylvania sockets are now available with
7 -pin, octal, or 9- Sin bases. Insulators ire either
general-purpose or low -loss phenolic.

For prices and full information about -his latest
Sylvania quality part, write today to: Sylv mia Electric Products Inc., Dept. 3A-1004, 1740 Eroadway,
New York 19, N. Y.
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

Want more rformation?

SYLVANIA
RADIO
TEST
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nated in special compound with protection against dust, salt spray,
humidity and mechanical damage.

producing the model 603-A regulated d -c power supply. The unit
features 0.1 -percent regulation, less
than 1-mv ripple, and less than 0.5 Output
ohm output impedance.
voltage is continuously variable
from 0 to 600 v with either the positive or negative terminal grounded,
and the unit will supply up to 300
ma at any voltage setting. The
power supply also features a bias
supply variable from 0 to -250 v
stabilized to 0.1 v and a 6.3 IT, 6
ampere center tapped filament supply. Dimensions of the unit are 19
in. wide x 8a in. high X 10 in.

Multipurpose Signal
Generator

deep.

HEWLETT-PACKARD

CO., 395 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. Receiver

amplifier gain, selectivity,
sensitivity and image rejection are
just a few of the uhf-tv measurements made quickly and easily with
the model 612A master -oscillator
power -amplifier generator. It offers
continuous coverage between 450
and 1,200 mc. Frequency and output
are directly set and read on large
dials. No charts or interpolation are
necessary. Maximum output is 0.5
y into 50 ohms throughout frequency range. The instrument offers
and

broad band modulation up to
and has low incidental f -m.

5

mc,

H-F Oscilloscope
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS CORP.,

Air -Cooled Ignitron
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC., Ge-

neva, Ill., has developed a 56 -ampere
ignitron that does not require water
cooling and is electrically similar to
the 5551 size B ignitron tube. The
NL -1005 tube is designed for forced
air cooling but may be used at reduced ratings with free ventilation.

In the welding control application
it is the approximate equivalent of
a 300 -ampere magnetic contactor.
The tube is capable of controlling
maximum rms demand current of
2,400 amperes at 250 v a -c or 1,200
amperes at 500 v a -c. Maximum
average anode current rating is 56
amperes d -c.

137 Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y.

The Mullard type E.7581 oscilloscope is intended to cover a wide
field, particularly in connection with
tv development, radar and nuclear
research. The instrument is built
around a c-r tube with a useful
screen diameter of 13 cm, and a
blue -white trace suitable for visual
or photographic work. Final anode
voltage of the tube is adequate for
normal use with recurrent phenomena. The X and Y amplifiers
are as far as possible identical, thus
enabling quantitative measurements
of phase relationships to be made.
Each amplifier has a bandwidth
extending from d -c to 15 mc. Provision is made for beam modulation
with a special amplifier of 5 -mc
bandwidth and of sufficient sensitivity to give reasonable modulation
from an r -f signal generator.

Wire -Wound Resistors
RESISTANCE PRODUCTS CO., 714 Race

St., Harrisburg, Pa., has announced
new midget precision wire -wound
resistors. Their small size and light
weight make them self-supporting.
This is especially useful in aircraft
applications. They are made in the
following sizes : i in. long X 292 in.
in diameter; in. long x Al in. in
diameter; and 4 in. long x ii in. in

diameter. These type C resistors
are completely insulated and enclosed in rugged plastic jacket.
Steatite winding forms have high
insulation with low coefficient of expansion. Windings are impreg-

D -C

Train Power Supply

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND RADIO
CORP,. Clifton, N. J., has developed
a 12-v d -c train power supply that

eliminates the need for an a -c converter and incorporates a plug-in
vibrator cartridge capable of operating both transmitter and receiver. Type M322-1 power supply
April, 1953
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Gen
Drives
Do you have a pr3blem involving
the design of gea-s or gear dr_ves

for electronic application? For
operation of servc-mechanisms,
computors, adjustment of radar ò
other antenna systems, for
auto-tune transmitters? Do you
require "just ord_nary" gearing
or extremely accurate
"precision class" gears?
Whatever your need, v hatever
the type gear or gear train,
eerg
you will find the
assistance and c.,.dielle facilities
available at Western Gear
Works. Specialists who know
and understand your problems
are ready to go to work for you.
Your inquiries are invited;
write, wire or telephone us now,
at Western Gear Works
Executive Offices.
Post Office Box 182, Lynwood
(Los Angeles County ), California,
Telephone NEvada 6-21i1.

ëollrs
2600 E.

Rants -417 Ninth Ave. S.. Seattle 4. Washington
Imperial Highway. Lynwood (Los Angeles Cour ty). Cali:ornia
1035 Folsom St.. San Francivo 3. Call' ornia
Belmont (San Francisco Peninsula). Catitornla
117 N.

Representatives

Palper St.. Huston

500

4t

Texas

&t.. Spokane. Washington
- N. 2605930 Division
S. E. Oak St.. Portland 14. Oregon

Room 212. Ross Eidg.. Denver 2.

Engineering

3.

Cobrado.

South Ervayy Stree- Dallas. Texas

Machinery Ltd.. 1366 W. Braedway. Vancouver B.C.

Since

1188-5 Plants to

WESTERN GEAR WORKS
Manufacturers of PACIFIC-WESTERA Gear 3reelucts

Pacific Gear & Tool Works

www.americanradiohistory.com

Serve You
Plants:

Seattle

San Francisco

Belmont

(S. F. Peninsula)

Lynwood

(Los Angeles County)

Houston

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

features simplicity of design. This
results in improved system -wide
performance, and enables substantial savings in initial installation
costs and maintenance. The unit's
circuit employs a heavy-duty railroad -type plug-in vibrator with full wave tube rectifiers, weighs 35 lb
and has a temperature range of
-30 C to +60 C. Nominal input
voltage is 12.6 y d -c, while the output voltage is rated at 300 IT d -c at
110 ma for the receiver and 300 v
d -c at 325 ma for the transmitter.

is

Tiny Mercury Batteries

Sigma

:;:

P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC., North
Tarrytown, N. Y., has introduced a
new line of low -voltage, tiny

jfte(111Pc
Recently one of our admirers (yes, we have one) wrote saying he
enjoyed our advertising even though he was not a customer for
our "realys*." Our advertising agency (which we consult on rare
occasions) picked up this apparent typographical error and gave us
this definition:

*''Realy"-a

Sigma Sensitive Relay that, at long last, has really been
delivered to the customer.

Although this jest comes dangerously close to the truth, some unknown force compels us to pass it on to you, our public. Those of
you who are our customers (bless you) know of these problems of
ours and will perhaps gain hope
the knowledge that our spirits,
at least, are high. And you non -users of sensitive relays-why do you
read these advertisements anyway?

mercury batteries for junction -type
transistor applications, in hearing aids and miniature radio receivers. These Energy Capsules and
Power -Pak batteries are designed
to meet the specific requirements
and characteristics of transistor
operations, such as increased energy
per unit volume, long service life,
constant discharge characteristics
and long, corrosion -free shelf life.
They maintain a substantially constant voltage and energy output
level over wide temperature ranges
at current drains from 10 p.a to
10 ma.

i

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS INC.
62

l'tLARI. ST., SO. BRAINTREE, BOSTON 83, MASS.

j(
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Carrier Telegraph System

7
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LEN KURT

CO.,

ELECTRIC

INC.,

County Road, San Carlos, Calif.
Either physical or carrier-derived
April, 1953
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AT NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
One of the big reasons for the success of North
American Aviation's Electromechanical Department
is its painstaking attention to small details-like the
millionth of an inch on a gear or the hairline accuracy
of the tiny part shown on the contour projector. These
small details are some of the factors contributing to
the complex missile guidance and automatic control
systems which are being designed and developed
by this department for projects which stagger the
imagination.
North American's fine reputation for pioneering in
far-reaching technical fields is part of the answer to
the question: "Why do so many talented engineers
choose North American as a place to work?" Another
is the extremely advanced equipment much of it

-

1

-

invented and built by North Arr_erican itself available to the engineers who wor }ere.
In addition to North American's popularity as a
place to work, there are always fine career openings
for imaginative scientific mir.clk. If you like theory,
you will discove- an exciting and fecure future in .he
fields of operations analysis, advanced dynamics, {iiematics, noise, error or information theory, systems engineering, statistical quality cor trc l or servo analysis.
If research, d:velopment, or ce;ign _s your specia ty,
you'll find attractive opportunities in radar and ;crnmunications systems, analogue and digital computers,
automatic guidance systems or op-ics
Why not write for complete irhrmation, giving us
your education and experience ?

vORTII AMERICAN AVIA TIOhT INC.
/ ry \

--Zr
Z

Engineering Personnel Section, Missile and Control Equipment Operatior s
12214 Lakewood Boulevard, Dept. 93-E, Downey, California

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

Want more information? Use post card on last page
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maintenance and replacement
are simplified with Fairchild

plug-in potentiometers
These plug-in type ganged potentiometers are another excellent example
of Fairchild's service in meeting the special requirements of customers.
The problem was to provide ganged precision potentiometers that would
simplify maintenance of airborne fire control equipment through quick
and easy replacement. A series of packaged plug-in units like that shown
was the answer.

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

voice circuits can be economically
divided into a number of telegraph
channels with the type 24C amplitude -modulated carrier telegraph
equipment. Up to 18 duplex telegraph channels can be derived from
a single 4 -wire circuit, or up to 9
duplex channels can be derived
from a single 2 -wire circuit with
this equipment. The derived channels can be used for teleprinter
service, remote control and other
telegraphic indication. Frequency
allocations and levels are compatible
with other widely used carrier telegraph systems. The channel terminal panel includes transmitter,
receiver and relays. Jacks and controls for adjusting bias and loop
current are easily accessible on the
front of the panel.

An entire gang can be replaced in a few minutes because only the end
mounting plates are fastened down. There are no wires to disconnect or
solder. Test points are provided on the top of each potentiometer so it can
be checked quickly.

Maximum rigidity of the gang is assured by mounting the individual units
on a single shaft. These plug-in potentiometers have the same mechanical
and electrical tolerances and performance characteristics that have made
the Model 746 unit the first choice for many critical applications.
Use the coupon below to get full information.

//R CIIi/L ¡D)

Small Pneumatic Transmitter

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS

THE BRISTOL Co.,

//

THIS COUPON MAY HELP SOLVE YOUR POTENTIOMETER PROBLEMS!

IPotentiometer Division, Department 140-34M
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation
Hicksville, Long Island, New York
Gentlemen:
Please send me complete information about Fairchild Precision Potentiometers
and tell me how you might solve my potentiometer problems.
Name
Position

Company
Address

J

L
318

Want more information?
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Waterbury 20,

Conn., has announced a miniature

last page.
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pneumatic transmitter for measuring and transmitting readings of
temperature, pressure, vacuum, differential pressure and liquid level
to recording, indicating, and controlling receivers, including miniature type receivers. Transmission
is by means of air pressures of between 3 and 15 psi that have a
direct relation to the measured
quantity. The series 650 transmitter uses standard Bristol measuring elements and a simple transmitting mechanism with only one
pivot and no flexures. It is sensitive
to extremely small changes in the
Apra, 1953

- ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMERS
Built to Customer Specifications and Requirements
Complete

PULSE & FILTER

NETWORKS

Test

AUDIO, POWER

Facilities

CHOKE

with

MODULATION

FERRITE CORES

and ACCURACY

DEPENDABILITY

Inquiries Invited on Sample or Production Quantities

EXCELLENT DELIVERY ON BOTH MILITARY & COMMERCIAL UNITS

-

A RELIABLE SOURCE SINCE 1941

KNI%_MISWX ,
hSANJFACTURERS

TWO

OF

FORTY- ONE

Upper
Wart

more information? Use post card on last page.
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FOR

FAIRFIELD

Telephone: GRanite 4-8000
ELECTRONICS-April, 1953

ORATE.I)

QUALITY TRANSFORMERS

ELECTRONICS

AVENUE

2artj, pa.
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NEW PRODUCTS

CANNON
PLUGS get good
p

reception

measured value, as little as 0.03 percent of range, including reversal.
It weighs 7i lb, is weatherproof,
can be installed in any location and
will operate in any position.

SERIES
X SERIES

p SERIES

XK SERIES

Modulator
New
Haven, Conn. A copper -oxide rectifier with a low threshold voltage
rating is being used as a modulator
in an electronic unit used in aircraft. The hermetically sealed modulator is relatively unaffected
by subzero temperatures, high
altitudes or unequal atmospheric
pressures. The modulator, approximately 1 in. x 1i in. x it in., has
no moving parts. Current and
BRADLEY LABORATORIES, INC.,

GB SERIES

UA SERIES

X

SERIES

D SERIES

XKW-B1 SERIES

temperature
K SERIES

U

characteristics

are

balanced to better than 1 percent.
The modulator operates over a
range of -65 to +85 C and at the
audio frequencies.

SERIES

K SERIES

TELEPHONE RECORDER
,Q

WRITE FOR
PRICE FOLDER
CPL -6
TELEVISION

The high quality audio connectors shown
above are available from all Cannon Franchised Distributors. In their great variety of
sizes, shapes and contact arrangements there
is no problem or technical requirement in the
radio, sound, TV or related fields that cannot
be met. Cannon plugs are standard on leading
makes of audio equipment and microphones.

M1

SERIES

14)

CANNON ELECTRIC

FEDERAL

Factories in Los Angeles, Toronto, New Haven, Benton Harbor. Representatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to Cannon Electric
Company, Dpt. D110, P.O. Box 75, Lincoln Heights Station, Los Angeles
31, California.
Want more information?

TELECOMMUNICATION

Nutley, N. J.,
has developed a new film multiplexer and shadow box designed for
use with image orthicon camera
chains. The FTL-263A consists of
a light -tight wooden shadow box
LABORATORIES, INC.,

Since 1915

320

Film Multiplexer and
Shadow Box

Use post card on

last page.
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MAGNETIC
SOFT

ecí W Wìí71 CWÍè?

iR60EMF91i

Tce

f-

HIGH PERMEABILITY
L01N LOSS

FACTOR

HIGH EFFICIENCY ,v

LIGHT WEIGHT

UP CORES
CORES
EI

CORES

TUNING SLUGS
TUNING
TOROiDS
SPLIT

RANGS
CORES

U"

CORES

COMPONENTS
TV

ANTENNA

RODS

Ferramics offer many outstanding advantages. These widely
adopted magnetic core materials have reduced assenbly
time by elirr_ina=ing laminations in inductive comporents,
cat costs and reduced space requirements by rep:acing tubes
in digital computers, and revolutionized microwave transmission design by .ise of gyrator effect. Ferrarr.ics have
improved designs in numerous other equipments, and have
resulted in the development of basi_ally new -echsiques in
still others. Current research indicates still greater gains to
come. The complete story on Ferra=nits
is available without obligation.
FERRAMCS
i.ot
R_

w

l A=

1

LE

p.le:

=
1

YOU NEED ENGI-

NEERING ASSISTANCE
ON SPECIFIC. PROBLEMS
The General Cer3nics technical staff wil be happy to
consult with y.u. Just call or
write Sales Engine er, Ferramics Division.
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CLAUSS ELECTRONICS
SNIPS SPRING TO
THE JOB!

Developed in close
cooperation with
electronics workers . . . Sharp
points for accurate, minute
work. Closed

handles far
enough apart
to prevent
fingernails
from digging
into palm...
close enough

together to

produce max-

imum leverage easily.

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

with apertures for accepting the
outputs of two 16-mm projecters, an
optical mirror multiplexer, a high resolution screen, and an aperture
for the camera that is focused on
the screen. The mirrors are adjustable in three planes for best possible operation, and the entire unit is
mounted on four adjustable metal
legs to permit the unit to be properly leveled. An important advantage of the unit is the total overall length which allows placement of
the shadow box through an opening
in a wall so that either a standard
film camera or a studio camera may
be used.

HOT HAMMER -FORGED

ELECTRONICS SCISSORS

sefyreie/

86

SNIPS

rfasedr
Melamine Laminate

Caez;

CLAUSS ELECTRONICS
SCISSORS CUT FILA-

MENT QUICKLY, WITH
WATCHMAKER PRECISION

Feather- light scissors for snipping
fine filament. Cut
perfectly even at
very tips. Available

with blades plain
.. or with one blade
finely saw-toothed to

prevent slippage.

SYNTHANE CORP., Oaks, Pa., is

Here are tools developed by
the industry, itself
job
tested and proven perfect
for every filament cutting
need. .. even to the finest
miniature work. Tough,
cutlery steel tweezersmagnetic and non-magnetic
are also made by Clauss in
several patterns ... tweezers
made to the tube
manufacturer's specifications.
Clauss is a major supplier
of dependable tools to
this vital industry.

...

-

producing a new glass -mat melamine
laminate that combines high fire
and arc resistance with good mechanical and chemical properties.
Designated as G-8, the new laminate is available to suppliers of electrical and power equipment at a
considerable saving under the cost
of the continuous filament glass
base materia (1NEMA-grade G-5)
whose electrical properties it
matches. The new material is
laminated in thicknesses from iler in.
upward. Sheet sizes are standard
36 in. X 36 in.

Lumped Constant Delay Lines
THE MAY ENGINEERING CO., 6055
Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif., offers low-cost labo-

ratory-built lumped -constant delay
322
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ONE EVERY TWENTY SECONDS! These tiny motor -like
Autosyn Synchros are precision built by Eclipse -Pioneer at the
rate of one every twenty seconds to meet the demands of modern aviation. These small "nerve centers" are used literally by
the hundreds in vital indicating and control systems in today's
aircraft.

hbl?psePioneer.
:

AUTOSYN® SYNCHRO STATORS
ARE INSULATED WITH

:
i

NATVAR V.C.

cambric because of its
uniformly high dielectric strength and

cut varnished

Eclipse -Pioneer Division of Bendix Aviation, Teterboro,
N. J., through development and manufacture of instruments and accessories, has been a major factor in the
rapid expansion of the Aviation Industry. Although
their production is now more than 5 times its pre -Korea
level, this growth has been accomplished without sacrifice in the quality of its precision products.
To insulate stators of Autosyn Synchros, Eclipse-Pioneer

specifies and uses Natvar varnished cambric because of
its consistently good electrical and physical properties.
All Natvar flexible insulations are dependably uniform,
no matter when or where purchased. They are immediately available either from your wholesaler's stock or
direct from our own.

FORMERLY THE NATIONAL VARNISHED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
TELEPHONE

Y01 RANDOLPH AVENUE
ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

=

:
:

Natvar Products
Varnished cambric-straight cut and bias
Varnished cable tape
Varnished canvas
Varnished duck
Varnished silk
Varnished special rayon

Varnished Fiberglas cloth
Silicone coated Fiberglas
Varnished papers
Slot insulation

Ask for Catalog No. 22

CABLE ADDRESS

NATVAR

flexibility.

Varnished tubing and sleeving
Varnished identification markers
Lacquered tubing and sleeving
Extruded plastic tubing and tape
Extruded plastic identification markers

NATVAR CORPORATION
RAHWAY 7-8800

In spite of their size,
Autosyn Synchros must operate with extreme reliability over a wide temperature range. Stators are being assembled
in approximately 150 varieties at
Eclipse -Pioneer, and strict adherence to
engineering specifications is a must. They
are insulated with strips of Natvar bias

MIGHTY MITES!

RAHWAY, N. J.

WOODBRIDGE, NEW JERSEY
Want more information?

Use post card on
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(continued)

lines built to close tolerances in
open frame construction. Circuit
designers can test these lines in
their experimental equipment and
determine final specifications requirements before quantities of
delay lines are ordered. Accessibility permits great flexibility in
choice of delay by tapping the line.
Illustrated is a typical line with
0.05-p.sec rise time, 300 ohms characteristic impedance and 1.0-p.sec
delay. Individual sections are constructed to permit adjustment of
the filter network parameter. Low
attenuation, low rise time and other
features are realizable in these
delay lines.

Decade Amplifier
HERMON HOSMER SCOTT, INC., 385

HERMETICALLY SEALED
TO MIL -T-27 SPECIFICATIONS
NYT offers a wide variety of transformer types to meet
military and civilian specifications, designed and manufactured by specialists in transformer development.
Latest NYT service for customers is a complete test
laboratory equipped and approved for on -the -spot
MIL -T-27 testing and faster approvals.

NEW YORK

TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
ALPHA, NEW JERSEY
324
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Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
The new type 140-A decade amplifier is a miniaturized laboratory
voltage amplifier with 1 -mc frequency response and stabilized voltage gains of 10 and 100. Typical
applications are to extend sensitivities of oscilloscopes, vtvm's and
other indicating or recording devices. A low -flux -density transformer permits the amplifier to be
used without effect on nearby
equipment operating at low signal
levels. The amplifier is entirely resistance coupled, and no peaking
coils or compensating networks are
used that might cause undesirable
transient effects. Frequency response is flat from 2 cps to 1 mc,
±0.1 db. Equivalent input noise is
less than 8 p.v in the X100 position.
Maximum undistorted output voltage is 40 v. Maximum ouput current
April, 1953
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reca VoltOhmysts`
outsell all other
VTVM 'S
RCA WV -97A
SENIOR VoltOhmyst
$ugr
Use

V
$6750

Prigesleced

RCA WV-87A
MASTER Vol-Ohmyst
I
uggesfeP

$

250

Eu

ser

iced

Z=Ro ADJ

RCA WV -77A
JUNIOR VoltOhmyst

$4750

C HMS

ADJ

RCA,
WV -77A
92V

Suggested

Rq6

User Price

!W
R.R>ß.

.

aCOY

R606F.

Ray',
1

4a6

é

v+.rt oHMB

Because the:v're factory -calibrated under
laboratory conditions ...incorporate more
features . . have unusual accuracy and
stability
in short, offer you more for
your money-RCA VoltOhmysts outsell all

...

other makes yf vacuum -tube voltmeters.
All RCA VoltOhmysts employ a degenerative bridge circuit to compensate for
line -voltage changes . . . a sturdy 200 -

microampere meter movement electronically protected against burn-out...large,

easy -to -read scales .
against external fields

metal shielding

of AMERICA

TEST EQUIPMENT

April, 1953

.

®

RADIO CORPORATION

-

.

... and have an input

resistance of 1 1 megohms on all do ranges.
Before you buy a vacuum -tube vcltmeter,
be sure to get the ful. details on the RCA
VoltOhmyst best suited to your needs. See
your RCA Test Equipment Distributor today ... or write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section 421)X. Harrison, N.J.
* Tmk

ELECTRONICS

_.Oi0UN0
u
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1 ma. Input impedance is
ohm shunted by 10 µµf.

is

1

meg-

Electric Tinier
VOCALINE CO.,

At the Glenn L. Martin
Co., Baltimore, Md., American Beauty Soldering
Irons are used to fasten
parts to an overhead switch
control panel for the pilot's
compartment of Martin
4-0-4 twin -engine commercial transports.

American beauty
makes perfect Soldered Connections
FOR THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO.
HERE'S WHY AMERICAN BEAUTY is the Standard -of -Perfection on the world's production lines .. .
where dependability, long life and efficiency are de-

manded

..

OF

AMERICA, INC.,

Bristol Motor Division, 24 Coulter
St., Old Saybrook, Conn., has developed a sturdy, reliable electric
timer with an extra high rating
(1,650 w) for use as an automatic
time control attachment for electric
heating pots, tumbling machines,
air conditioning and humidifiers, or
for controlling the break-in period
for motors and electronic equipment. The unit called Two -Timer
model 2T-20 can be preset to turn
on or off a properly rated device
plugged into it at any time up to 20
full hours (or fraction thereof)
ahead. It is designed for use with
105-120 v, 50-60 cycle current,
rated load 15 amperes at 110 v.
Powered by the model 200 Bristol
Circle B synchronous timing motor,
the complete unit weighs 1 lb and
measures 2 in. X 2 in. X 4 in.

.

Nickel -coated, corrosion -resist-

ant tips, easily and quickly re-

REGULATING
STAND

TEMPERATURE

Thermostatically controlled to maintain heat of
Iron at any desired temperature while at rest.
Write for
Free Literature

placed
Super -flexible cord, American
Beauty made, resists wear due
to flexing
Heating element of chrome nickel ribbon resistance wire
Insulated with pore mica
Built-in adapter for ground wire
Five sizes . . . from 50 to 550

watts

AMERICAN BEAUTY Electric Soldering
Irons are Service Proven .. .
since 1894
A-104

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.
DETROIT 2, MICH.
326
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Isotope Comparator
THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.,
5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
The isotope comparator is a high efficiency radiation indicator de-

signed primarily for medical radiopage.
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MOVE AND MORE ENGINEERS ARE SPECIFYING

1/

línrher
LOAD

i

... particularly

DISTRIBUTED
OVER MORE
THREADS

where
high frequency vibration,
tensile strength and re -usability

ELIMINATES
HIGN

STRESS

CONCENTRATION
IN FIRST
THREE THREADS

are factors!

Reasons are rrfa-iy why Klincher is getting first call on
more and more o= the really tough fastening jobs in the
Electronics industry. =or instance, on critically vital thermocouples Klincher Locknut permit; use of desired torques
without causing stud failure or .unnecessary wear of stud
threads.
In

rectifiers, top; in chassis connections and terminal posts
bolts studs or axle shafts must be preserved,

... wherever

Klincher Locknut; excel.
Inquiries invited regarding specialized
locknut problems. Write for data and
experimental samples, giving size and

KLINCHER ADVANTAGES:'

Spin freely down to work.
Stays positively locked.

After breakaway, nut

spins

off freely, ready for reuse,
without impairment of locking efficiency.
Only one piece to stock and
saves time installhandle
ing and removing.

...

application.

IpUSIRIAI

Ideal for standard and power
wrenches.

Manufactured in stainless
steel and other materials.

ELD Q
IVET

PREVAILING
TORQUE

ge Running
NqtillWoa

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953
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IBM
A Great New

Engineering Research Laboratory

active tracer work and useful in
other applications. Ten Geiger
tubes banked in parallel on the rear
panel give high counting efficiency
over six ranges of sensitivity necessary for making many rapid
comparisons of samples with a control standard, directly in percentage
of the stronger source. The unit
may be carried about the laboratory
for quick surveys. A sliding shield
is provided for beta discrimination.

Ignition Cable
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Bridgeport
2, Conn., has announced Bureau of

Model of new IBM Research Laboratory now
under construction at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

In this building, ideas will be born, developed, and become part of America's future. Here, engineers and scientists
will have facilities for creative work such as were undreamed
of yesterday.
In IBM's other fine engineering laboratories in Poughkeepsie and Endicott, N. Y., and San Jose, Cal., engineers
and scientists are working on exciting projects for the future.
These include electronic digital computers, electronic and
electric business machines and time systems, and electric
typewriters.

Ordnance approval for its insulated,
high-tension ignition cable under
specification MIL-C-3162 as type 1
grade C, class 2. This cable, which
is used for ignition systems of internal combustion engines in aircraft, automotive vehicles and
marine service, has a temperature
range of 250 to -65 F, and must
remain flexible even under the
severe cold conditions encountered
by modern, high -altitude flying
ships. The new cable has a stainless steel conductor with a synthetic
rubber insulation. Over the insulation is a glass-reinforcing braid and
an overall low -temperature sheath.
The cable is available in 5 -mm size.

IBM's continuous program of research, development, and
manufacture has created a constant flow of new services for
business, industry, science, and the nation.
Today there are opportunities in IBM for development
engineers, physicists, and design engineers. You are cordially invited to investigate these opportunities. Inquiries
should be directed to Mr. W. W. McDowell, Director of
Engineering, International Business Machines, Room 164,
590. Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
328
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Hermetically-Sealed
Connectors
Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, Calif., has
added the KH and RKH connector
CANNON ELECTRIC CO., 3209

April,

1953

-

ELECTRONICS

"CHISEL EDGE" LOCK WASHERS
The Washer That Has The Edge

Everlock washers give

added dependability

to the Master Tamper,

'.

manufactured by the.'
Master Vibrator Compony, being used here
as an asphalt cutter

Not even 8,650 jarring blows

minute can shake the tenacious grip of an
EVERLOCK washer in its role as a vital part of the Master Tamper.
On any job its alternating chisel edges maintain a never-failing BITE into both
the face of the work and the nut, under powerful spring tension. Now available
in four standard types; or special-made to your precise specifications.
When ordering screw -washer assemblies from screw manufacturers,
always specify EVERLOCK washers for dependability and fast service.
WRITE FOR

LATEST

a

CATALOG

AND

&

COMPANY

1642

W.

IS

-

April, 1953

2 WAYS

lrmanei
a

A

REaiSTEREDTRADE-MARI( OF THOMPSOMBREMER L CO.

HUBBARD STREET, CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS

SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE AND FOUNDRY COMPANY

ELECTRON ICS

LOCK CONNECTIONS

PRICES
EVERIOCI(

THOMPSON-BREMER

DOUBLE CHISEL EDGES

Want more information? Use post card

on

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TO RO I DS and COILS
by Lenkurt Specialists

From selection and manufacture of

proper cores to the final coil tuning,
each Lenkurt toroid or precisionwound toroidal coil undergoes num-

erous tests to assure full compliance

FILTERS

with specifications.

by Lenkurt Specialists

series to its hermetically -sealed
lines. The new plugs and receptacles are made for relays, position
indicators, di r e c t ion finders,
tachometers and the instrument industry in general. Chief feature of
their steel shell is the heavy-duty
special Acme thread. The KH receptacles mate with standard K
plugs, and RKH plugs with standard RK receptacles. The hermetic
seal is achieved by the special vitreous insulation around the steel contacts and fused to the shell. The
KH connectors will withstand 200
to 900 psi, depending on size and
contact complement. Temperature
operating range varies from -320
F to +600 F., emergencies to 1,000
F if mating fitting and finish are
expendable. All MIL -C-5015 vibration and thermal shock tests are
met.

Whether produced from your data

or designed by Lenkurt engineers to

meet your requirements, lenkurt

filters are made of highest quality,
100 per cent tested components and

hove rigid construction for maximum reliability.

Comparison Bridge
GENERAL

DECADE INDUCTORS
Guaranteed to an accuracy within one per cent
of inductance value, this new Lenkurt tool for
laboratory or field use provides required inductance values in l-mh steps up to a total of
11.11 h. Write for your copy of new bulletin
DE -P2 for complete information.

LENKURT ELECTRIC SALES CO.
CALIFORNIA
SAN CARLOS l

Lenkurt components ore

produced from the rich
engineering background
of Lenkurt Electric Co.,
world's largest independent manufacturer of
telephone and telegraph
carrier equipment.

330
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Co., 275 Massa-

chusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Accurate and simple production
tests are possible on the new general-purpose type 1604-A comparison bridge. With a basic accuracy
of 0.1 percent, the bridge can be
used for direct comparison of resistors, capacitors and inductors
over the wide impedance range of
about 2 ohms to 20 megohms. Two
impedance -deviation ranges, --5
and ±20 percent, are provided. Dissipation -factor differences are also
indicated. The bridge is completely
self-cdntained with a cathode-ray
visual detector and an oscillator
operating at either 1 kc or 5 kc.
Operation is from the a -c line. The
point at which the bridge is
grounded can be switched, so that
measurements can be made with the
April, 1953
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to

ELECTRICAL TUBING

gives

N

5 -WAYS
Here's why...
VARGLAS Tubing is now impregnated

with

G. E. PERMAFIL

Here's how...

MI

BETTER DIELECTRIC RETENTION
volts
. 7,000
conditions.

D
D

-

and keeps its high dielectric value under toughest service

BETTER FLEXIBILITY

...

twist it

- tie it

bend it

-

wrap itl No crack

-

no

BETTER HEAT RESISTANCE
... withstands more than 2,000 hours at 105° to 110°

-

C

extensive periods even at 150°

C.

AVAILABLE IN COILS

-

C

peel-no

-

dielectric lost.

1,000 hours at 125°

--

no more, no less, no waste.
so that you can cut the length you need
wide range of sizes
meets or exceeds all A.S.T.M.
Standard colors
specifications.
.

.

.

for

CAN BE AFTER -TREATED

Send

in baking and varnishing operations. Reacts
better than most oleoresinous materials and other
synthetic coated tubings.

FREE
SampleFul

''
/'
'

`\

Makers of
Electrical Insulating
Tubing and Sleeving

ELECTRONICS

/
-

April, 1953

'

/ '

VARFLEX Corporation,

Information
308 Jay St., Rome,

Please send me full information as well as a free sample of your new
Varglas Tubing impregnated with General Electric Permafil. I am particularly
interested in samples suitable for

Name

Company ...
Street

,»
»...»..

.......

City

Want more information? Use post card
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unknown either grounded or ungrounded.

to wrap

electronic parts!

Voltage-Regulated
Power Supply
KEPCO LABORATORIES,

INC., 131-38

Sanford Ave., Flushing 55, New
York. Model 1520 features a regulated h -v d -c power supply with
excellent regulation, low ripple content and low output impedance. The
h -v supply is continuously variable
from 0 to 1,500 v and delivers from
0 to 200 ma. In the 30 to 1,500-v
range the output voltage variation
is less than 0.5 percent for both line
fluctuation from 105 to 125 v and
load variation from minimum to
maximum current. Ripple voltage
is less than 30 my peak to peak.
SHERMAN SPOT -SEAL
MAKES A FAST, ECONOMICAL. WRAP FOR
ELECTRONIC PARTS

AND

ASSEMBLIES!

Goes on more easily than any other
wrap, too. That's because Spot -Seal is
a specially coated wrap that sticks only
to itself. Wrap it around the part, press
it together . . . the package is sealed!
Spot -Seal makes a quick, economical
wrap for parts that need dust and dirt
protection. And because Spot -Seal sticks
only to itself, it will not mar finishes,
requires no fastenings. A perfect way
to store or ship sub -assemblies and replacement kits without loss of parts.
Switch to labor-saving Spot -Seal for convenient protective packaging of electronic units. Write for free samples
today, Dept. U. See for yourself the protection and quick -wrapping Spot -Seal
gives.

C5.2e/"Wevie/le
NEWTON
CHICAGO

332

UPPER

EPUT Meter
BERKELEY SCIENTIFIC DIVISION OF
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., 2200

Ave., Richmond, Calif.
5558 events -per -unit -time
meter is a high-speed electronic

Wright
Model

PAPER PRODUCTS CORPORATION

FALLS 64,

MASS.
NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

Want more information?

Use
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counter combined with an accurate
time base to provide an instrument
that will automatically count and
display the number of events that
occur during a precise time interval.
The EPUT will count events occurring either regularly or with ran April, 1953

-
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ew Plant Locates in Telecasting
Heart of U. S.

Things are humming in Wapakoneta, Ohio. There,
about 10 miles west of the Dayton -Toledo coaxial
cable is the new plant of Superior Tube Company.
This plant complements the production capabilities of the Superior main plant, takes care of
your ever-increasing demands for television and
military purposes.

Superior nickel cathodes are made in a wide range
of types, O.D.'s, wall thicknesses and lengths-with
or without head-and in active, normal and passive
alloys, depending upon the application ánd the
degree of emission required.
Superior produces both Seamless and Lockseamt
nickel cathodes. For many electron tubes Lockseam
*Main Superior Tube plant at Norristown, Pa.
**NEW Superior Tube plant et Wapakoneta, Ohio

-made by a patented process

from strip stock-has
an economic advantage. Superior Seamless shows
great advantages in uniformity, close tolerances, and
small O.D. for sub -miniature tubes.

Superior equipment is more than matched by the
care taken in production. Each melt of alloys is
laboratory -checked for emission and performance.
Many extraordinary precautions are taken in manufacture to avoid contamination.
Before you order cathodes, first see what Superior
engineering, quality, and delivery can do for you.
Many other types of nickel cathodes-made in Lockseamt
from nickel strip, disc cathodes, and a wide variety of anodes,
grid cups and other tubular fabricated parts are available from
Superior. For information and Free Bulletin, address
Superior Tube Company, Electronics Division,
2500 Germantown Avenue, Norristown, Pa.

5e.2er/w.
THE BIG

Seamless Nickel Cathode
Round, single bead, .045"

O.D. x .002" Wall. 27
mm long.

Lockseamt Nickel

Cathode Rectangle,
single bead, .030" a
.100" O.D. x .0021"
Wall. 13 mm long.

Seamless Monel, Ex-

pended and flanged.
(Exp. to .165"/.168"
I.D.-Fl. to .230")
.139 O.D. e .005"
Wall

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

x

NAME

Disc Cathode
121" 0.0..312"
long.

IN SMALL

TUBING

tMnnutactured under

11.5.

All analyses .010" to

%"

O.D.

Certain analyses (.035"Max.
wall) up to 1 % 0.0.

Patenti

1.100" long.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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dom distribution at rates from 20 to
1,000,000 events per second with an
accuracy of one count. The result
is displayed on the illuminated number panels of 6 decimal counting
units and read directly in digital

form. Because of its direct readout
feature with no lights to add or interpolate it is ideally suited for production line operation by relatively
unskilled personnel.

t

3mAd

=

tl
Subminiature Tube Sockets

100 WATT R.F. AMPLIFIER

HUGH H. EBY, INC., 4722

frit
TRANSMITTERS

TELEMETERIN

This new Bendix-Pacific TAV-2 Amplifier will extend the range of low
power transmitters, such as the Bendix-Pacific TXV-13, by increasing the output
power. It nominally provides 100 watts of RF output power to a 50 ohm load
through a type N coaxial fitting. The unit requires two watts drive at 50 ohms.
The power connection is a multicontact, quick disconnect plug.
The amplifier is unusually compact and is rigidly constructed to withstand
extremes of vibration and shock. Provision is made for mounting the BendixPacific TXV-13 Transmitter directly to the amplifier, as shown in the photo,
making

a

complete 100 watt transmitter of very small size.

TYPICAL OPERATION -215-235 mc.
Final Plate Voltage: 775 volts DC

Heater Voltage:

Final Plate Current: 220 milliamperes

Blower Voltage:

Driver Plate Voltage:

500 volts DC

Driver Plate Current:

100

Size: 4'/, inches high, 27/, inches wide, and
8s/, inches long not including the transmitter

milliamperes

Weight:

Screen Current: 30-40 milliamperes

i

100 watts

Write for
complete information.

7'oci

334

lb. 6 oz.

Assembly Number: 557731

c

DMsion

-Nandi)? Aviation Corporation
MO/rM ./Oa,

EXPORT

5

VW

000.

EAST COAST OFFICE: 475 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK I7,, N.Y.
DIVISION: BENDIX INTERNATIONAL, 72 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

Want more information?

Use post card on

without saddle. Both sockets are
produced to recognized industry
standards and dimensions. Contacts are beryllium copper silver
plated, tin dipped, or gold flash over
silver. Bodies are of low-loss mica filled phenolic, and the saddle is
nickel-plated brass.

TV Picture Tubes
or 24 volts AC or DC

6, 24 volts DC or 115 volts 400 cycles

Screen Voltage: 250 volts DC

Power Output:

6

Stenton

Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa. A new
line of standard subminiature tube
sockets is available in two styles.
The rectangular socket is made in
5, 6, 7 and 8 pin with contacts in
two lengths for conventional and
printed circuit application. The
round style is available with or

11

N.Y.

lost page.
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THE RAULAND CORP., 4245 N. Knox,

Chicago, Ill., has announced two new
21 -in. rectangular tv picture tubes

spherical faceplates. The
21YP4 has electrostatic focus and
magnetic deflection requiring a
focusing voltage from -0.4 to -2.2
percent of the anode voltage. The
21ZP4A has magnetic focus and
magnetic deflection. Both tubes have
gray filter faceplates that improve
picture contrast. Each type tube
has external conductive coating that
acts as filter capacitance. Each also
uses the company's indicator ion
with

April,

1953-
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GPL

"STATICON
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION

Standard or portable type cameras designed with
New "STATICON"

TUBE

... GPL

Remote Control opticnal

STANDARD STATICON

PORTABLE STATICON

A very compact camera, de-

For field use, multiple sethand-held or tripod ups
mounted. Packaged as one unit
with built-in sync generator,
monitor and transmitter in
camera housing. Standard TV
receivers as added monitors.
Rugged but compact for reliability in portable uses.

...

signed for fixed installation
and continuous duty under

A SPECIAL SERVICE

For Users of

minimum light conditions.
Separate control monitor and
sync generator at master control point. Standard TV receivers can be used as optional

INDUSTRIAL
TV

monitors. Available with remote control of pan and tilt,
lens change, focus and iris adjustment.

GPL announces a special
engineering service for
firms studying industrial
TV. You are invited to
submit your problems to
GPL engineers for a survey of camera type nee-ded,
lenses, monitors, remote
control, and complete installation for maximum
economy and efficiency.

Specifications for both cameras

available on request

Write, wire or phone

General Precision Laboratory
INCORPOR

A

PLEASANTVILLE

TE

D

NEW YORK

Coble address

:

Prelab

PL

Export Department:
13 East 40th St., New York City
Cable address: Arlab
TV

ELECTRONICS

-
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Camera Chains

TV

Want more information?
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TV

Field and Studio Equipment

last paye.

Theatre TV Equipment
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1

Nordcii

-

trap gun that provides outstanding
picture quality with a minimum of
installation servicing time.
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inthimenid

Fine Wire Bobbin Winder

O/lllf!lP.d/L'LeCGlII/!'I

automatic counter permits instant
resetting of the winding cycle by
merely touching a lever. Dimensions of the unit are 211 in. long X
8 in. wide x 12 in. high. Net
weight is 42 lb. A slow -start feature avoids possibility of wire
breakage. Top winding speed is
7,000 rpm. The model 111-A winds
all types of random -wound bobbin
coils, solenoids, repeater coils and
precision, noninductive resistors.

continues with-highly advanced instruments
and systems . . .

ordenUl2df/IGiIP/2`d

GEO. STEVENS MFG. CO., INC., Chicago 30, Ill., has announced the
model 111-A miniaturized highspeed fine -wire bobbin winder. An

C/lidlefe.

O/1Plfl;'dlyll

for all branches of the Military Services
and many segments of Industry.

,...........
iircdGun

aínlidd

ordènoitJj/i

n

Inductance Bridge
CLOUGH-BRENGLE Co., 6014

way, Chicago 40, Ill.

Skilled instrument makers and engineers
find a challenge here.

-

Norden

Ol%LPQ`!/CP,C/d CÓIL

MILFORD, CONNECTICUT
336
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Broad-

Model 712

capacitance - resistance - inductance
bridge is used to measure the
capacitance of paper, mica, electrolytic, ceramic and air capacitors ;
the stray capacitance of bushings,
switches and wiring; the dissipation factor of capacitances; the
leakage current of electrolytic
capacitors; the resistance of
composition and wire -wound resistors; the inductances of coils
and transformers; the storage facApril, 1953

-
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Sh4IALL

STA IYIPI N G S

1IIETAI_

ATTON-

AcGUYER

For over 33 years P -M has been a dependable source for small
metal stampings. An extensive modern plant, complete equipment,
specialized engineering experience and toolmaking skill combine
at P -M to produce stamped metal parts accurately, economically,
promptly. Moderate die charges. Modern facilities for large volume
production. Special stamping problems are gladly accepted; recommendations for the most efficient and economical solutions are made
promptly. Send prints for your next stamping job to P -M.

can't

TERMINALS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES

1T

Being long experienced specialists in the terminal field, we have

shake,

dies to produce over 400 different kinds of separate terminals, and
every modern facility to meet your standard or special requirements. We also provide terminals in continuous form, supplied on
reels, with machine for attaching and soldering tandem terminals
to wires in one continuous operation. Send for folder.

loose...

PATTONMacGUYER COMPANY
201 CHAPMAN STREET, PROVIDENCE 5, R. I.

HOLD
R. F.

:i

-o

_.

-

-

THEM

$195°

ll

1

SIGNAL

GEN. KIT

-AID

1

O GEN.

TIGHT

KIT

529so

BUILD

With

YOUR OWN

v

T.V. ALIGN.

GEN. KIT

$395.0

Heathkits are c,: mpletely engineered instruments suppaed unassembled. Every
kit gas together smoothly and easily.
All drilling, pu telling, and painting has
already been dame for you. All parts are
furnished and re of highest duality.
Detailed coratrucrion manual shows
clearly where cads wire and part gas
and tells exactl. how to build the kit.
Write fur free c ralog.

$22

BATTERY

ELIMINATOR
KIT

a

52450

Catalog and samples sent by return mail.
BENTON HARBOR 14,

MICHIGAN

IMPEDANCE
BRIDGE KIT

!

The BIRTCHER CORPORATION
LL
4371 Valley Blvd.
Los

Angeles 32, Calif.

EXPC6T AGENT

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

ÿ$695o

13 E,, 40th Street
NEW YORK CITY 1161

TUBE CHECKER

KIT

GRID DIP ME'ER
.
KIT
.

1953

.

Please send catalog and
samples by return mail.

Company

52950

ELECTRONICS-April,

Birtcher Tube Clamp will hold it

securely and rigidly in place.

HEATH COMPANY

524so

There is a Birtcher Clamp... or one can
be designed ... for every tube you use or
intend to use.
Regardless of the type tube or plug-in
component your operation requires...
and regardless of the vibration and
impact to which it will be subjected ...

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER KIT

BIRTCHER CLAMP

SIGNAL
speTRACER KIT50

'TEST EQUIPMENT

a

CONDENSER
7 CHECKER KIT

ssilos?
Want more information? Use post card on lost page.
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Preferred
40000

Disk Size

<

i----30000

-7 fDI -6
DI

-5
DI -4
DI

-

I8,000
15,000
12,000

f---^-

i'f
1000

tor (Q) of inductances; the turns
ratio of transformers; the insulation resistance of capacitors, bushings and barriers; and the quality
of capacitors already wired into a
circuit.

10,000

8,200
6,800
5.600
4,700
3,900
3,300,"
2,700
2,20'

-

<

Unit shown greatly magnified.
Actual sizes from
5/16" to 29/32" dia.

22,000

-

10000

-3
DI -2
DI -1
f
DI

Value
mmf Tolerance
33,000
27,000

-

-

'""-

1,8C`
1,51

2-

1,2

1.0
82(

68(
560
470
390
330
270
220

'fl-

---

"100

Dot Generator

-

--

68

"2-

J

56
47

Lil-cam cerdis
°-

33

e-

ELECTRONICS, Roslyn,
Pa. Model 102 pin -point dot generator is a new type burst pulse
generator for laboratory or production testing. The 65-v, 0.05 -µsec output pulse width is determined by a
plug-in pulse transformer, and is
controllable in burst duration from
approximately 10 to 150 p.sec at an
adjustable 315,000-pps rate. This
new tool is of special interest in the
development and manufacture of tv
receivers, deflection yokes, focus devices, ion traps and .picture tubes.
RESEARCH

180
150
120
100
82

.68
,56
.47
.39
.33

C

capaci rs

xPC

a

Capacities of from .3 mmf.

is dielectric materials
s from 14 to 6000,
with K fa
provide exce ent opportunities for
diversified applications.' Used for
by-passing, blocking, coupling, etc.
Sturdily constructed. Precisely tested.
Moisture -proofed.
Also available in temperature compensating, multi -section, stacked
units and other types to meet
every electronic need.
And backed by highly informative data,

Plug-In Audio Amplifiers

such as the Preferred Value Chart
here shown, available on request.

FUNCTION -FITTED: The outstanding application -engineering experience
ramic dielectric capacitors, is yours for the asking. Let us collaborate
onomical and satisfactory answer to your requirem

ßÿC

.

..

-.._...,

.:.

coRpORAT/ON
OLEAN, N.Y.
AEROVOX

CORPORATION

WILKOR

NEW BEDFORD MASS

Export: 41
In Canodo. AEROVOX CANADA

338

E.

Quincy, Ill., has
announced a new line of versatile
plug-in audio amplifiers. An idea
of the compactness of the plug-in
units may be had from the fact that
eight of the new preamplifier units
occupy only 7 in. x 19 in. panel
space. The same space will hold
two program amplifier units and
two trpgulated power -supply units.
Other féatures of the new assemblies include self-aligning plugs
and receptacles; simplified rear
wiring, since cable harness clamps
and troughs are all a part of the
panel and shelf assembly; a new
low in noise and distortion charGATES RADIO CO.,

Coble: AEROCAP, N Y
42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Hamilton, Ont. JOBBER ADDRESS. 740 Belleville Ave

LTD.,

DIVISION

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New Bedford, Ma.,.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

acteristics; better shielding; and
greater flexibility.

eon

10
COlee
*el
1 1%

to

Climatic extremes call for
function -fitted* capacitors.

Because Aerovox engineers have all climates at their
finger tips, thanks to lab equipment second to none, they know

precisely the meaning of sub -sub -zero temperatures .. .
elevated temperatures above the melting point
of solder
extreme humidity
fungus problems.

flying at 75,000 feet

CRT Test Set
RESEARCH

ELECTRONICS,

...

...

Roslyn,

That

Pa., has perfected a portable crt
test set for all tv picture tubes and
magnetically deflected radar tubes,
which measures all characteristics
including emission, cutoff, gas ratio,
heater-cathode leakage positive and
negative, grid -cathode leakage, A,
leakage and G2 leakage. It features
electronically controlled and regulated circuits of high accuracy and
sensitivity, but is simple and rugged
enough for warehouse and portable
use. It operates from standard 115
v a -c lines.

Precision Pliasemeter
DELTRON INC., P.O. Box 192, Glen side, Pa. Model 100A phasemeter is
a 2 -cycle to 200-kc unit designed
for use in the audio, ultrasonic,
servomechanism, industrial control
and acoustical fields for determination of phase characteristics and
time relationships. It is applicable
to the power field and general
laboratory use for power factor
measurements and electronic component testing. Error is less than
4 deg from 20 cycles to 20 kc; increasing gradually to 8 deg above
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

...

is

why Aerovox capacitors are
so

popular in all climes.

*Aerovox capacitors can be fitted to your circuitry, associated
components and operational
requirements, often at substantial savings, always for better
performance, and never at added cost. Let us tell you about it.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

H. -O.

DIVISION

WILKOR

Export: 41

E.

la C.nad: AEROVOX CANADA

DIVISION

CLEVELAND, OHIO

OLEAN, N. Y.

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. a Coble: AEROCA, N. Y.
Ha,wilt.n, Ont. JOBBER ADDRESS: 740 S.Ilovill. Ave., New B.dford, Mo...

LTD.,

Want more information?
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Use post card on

last page.
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(Defieada.&le

CAPACITORS deed)
to daue 4 tace !

20 kc and below 20 cycles.

Input

impedance is approximately 20
megohms shunted by 10 p.l,.f. Input
voltage is 1 to 50 v sine wave; to
500 v with accessory input dividers.

11(7

cloal

size -

Resin Impregnated Subminiature

Metallized Paper Capacitors.
High insulation resistance
Excellent capacity retrace
Rectangular Saves space
Variety of sizes and values

---

-

CF

TRADE

CINEMA ENGINEERING

MARK

Write or phone, TODAY

H

PKINS

FACTORY: 2082 Lincoln Ave.,
Altadena, Calif. SYcamore 8-1185
Offices in WASHINGTON, D. C.

DETROIT

KA

re

CO.,

1510

West Verdugo Ave., Burbank,
Calif., has announced the type
4031-B program equalizer that has
wide applications in the sound and
electronic laboratories for research
and control. The broadcasting, recording and motion picture industries are using it as a practical,
high -quality program equalizer that
provides corrections for frequency
response in audio equipment, sound
pickup and transmission lines. Easy
operation of two control knobs
allows wide range of over 395 available curve combinations. Controls
provide for independent adjustment
of the high and low frequencies in
2 -db steps. Minimum input level is
-70 dbm ; maximum, +20 dbm.
,

,>

BLOCKS
KULKA TERMINAL

Equipment
tor Electronic

'

Chicago

41,

Illinois

Direct Coupled
Wide Band

Amplifier

unique instrument to amplify small DC

strain measurements and analog computing.

Response

Reduce Assembly Work

Frequency response, flat ±2%

to 20,000 cps, is usable to at least 100 kc.

17 Quality Blocks

Gain

at Low Cost

Differential voltage gain of 100,negative feed back to±1%.

000 stabilized by

Assured Supply Source

Noise

Less than 10 microvolts of noise
with input shorted.

at widest bandwidth

MADE IN VARIED STYLES AND
SIZES UP TO 26 TERMINALS.

Drift

WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED BULLETIN.

Drift is less than 5 microvolts
the AEL 351 Power Supply.

per minute with

KUCKA

ELECTRIC MFG. CO. INC.
MOUNT VERNON. N, Y.

D -C Power Supply
83-56 Vie tor Ave., Elmhurst 73, N. Y., anNEUTRONIC ASSOCIATES,

,py

Ili'4,

st WIREAco

RUNZEL

search in such fields as physiology, geophysics,

Insulation

Make Better Connections

.

WRITE FOR
SAMPLES

and high frequency potentials found in re-

Stop leaks and Shorts

Want more information?

this centrally located plant.

A

Eliminate Splicing

Increase

The Runzel Laboratory insures
that every inch of
Runzel wire, cord
and cable is thoroughly tested before shipping.
Your wiring needs in hook-up,
lead-in, shielded wire and cords,
speaker cords and all types of insulated wire products, in almost
endless variety of colors, sizes and
specifications, are available from

Program Equalizer

Dissipation factor less than 1%
at 25° C 1000 cycles. Operation
range -40° C to 100 C. Capacitance temperature coefficient plus
.07% per ° C.

\Products of
'"Science"

.-ese;

nounce the availability of model
33HRR, 1 to 30 kv, regulated,
reversible, 5 -ma rating, r -f d -c
power supply. This equipment was

Input
Input impedance is 100 meg.
with less than 0.1 microamp. grid current.

Output
Low output impedance directly
drives oscillographs, recording instruments.
Write for detailed specifications and catalog.

laboratories
American Electronic
INCORPORATED
641 Arch Street, Philadelphia 6, Pa.
Want more information?

Use post card on last page.

Use

post card on last page.

April, 1953
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developed to provide a tool for serious research beyond the usual current limitations of r -f h -v power
supplies. Output is from below 1
kv to 30 kv at 5 ma in three ranges.
Regulation is 0.1 percent at all
voltages. Line voltage stabilization
is 0.1 percent from 105 to 130 v
a -c. Ripple voltage is less than 0.05
percent of d -c output voltage.

j

eVezieCttnein relit/ èt<le
the deie7d/iinent c/ the
NEW EUREKA "SNAPPER"

THERMAL TIME
DELAY RELAY

FEATURES ... SNAP ACTION. Single Pole Double Throw. Lightweight. Low operating temperature. Operates in any position.
High contact rating. Gas filled. Low heater current. Durability and
long life.

Coaxial Terminal Triode
MACHLETT

LABORATORIES,

INC.,

Springdale, Conn., announces the
ML -6257, a water-cooled ring -seal
triode incorporating an integral
anode water jacket. Designed
specifically for r -f heating application in the 2 -to -3 kw range, but
well adapted to a -m, f -m and tv
transmission, the ML -6257 has
plate input and dissipation ratings
of 7 kw and 5 kw, respectively;
stress -free thoriated tungsten filament operates at 12.6 v, 27
amperes. Maximum ratings apply
to 110 mc. The tube is also available in a forced -air cooled model
and in a version designed for use
with the company's quick -change
automatic seal water jacket.

The ELIMINATION of CHATTER-

ING is accomplished with the
incorporation of "POSITIVE SNAP
ACTION" in the EUREKA "SNAPPER"... LEADING ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURERS

have

acknowlo

edged the new EUREKA "SNAPPER"
as a major advancement in this field,
and have already accepted this relay
as a

ó

<

standard component of their

latest equipment.

Voltage

...

o

6.3, 26.5, 115 volts (A.C.

or D.C.) or as required.

Ambient Temperature Range
-60°C. to + 80°C.

.

.

.

... Miniature (7 and 9 pin),
or octal (8 pin) metal.
Time Delay Periods ... Preset from 5
seconds up.
Vacuum
Evacuated, inert gas filled.
Height ... P/4" maximum seated.
Envelope

Magnetic Recording Tape
MINNESOTA MINING AND MFG. Co.,

900

Fauquier St., St. Paul, Minn.,

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

...

Inquiries are invited ...send for our "Bulletin Number Snapper"

EUREKA TELEVISION

AND

TUBE CORPORATION

Manufacturers of Cathode -Ray Tubes and Electronic Products
69 FIFTH AVE., HAWTHORNE, N. J.

TEL.

HAWTHORNE 7-5800

New
.. et W 1I1,1 MAS
appby

LOW COST-PRECISION

1telpy ou

to
oxides
erric

,

u anu{acture

the

t,

PHASEMETER
Model 100A Phasemeter

of your

f.
-----

Direct Reading

2

S

ferrit

You'll be well repaid by getting the facts on

a

special

group of Pure Ferric Oxides,
developed

lead or lag in 90° expanded scale ranges.
cycles to 200 kilocycles.
Error less than 4° from 20 cycles to 20 kilocycles; above 20 kilocycles and below 20 cycles increasing gradually to 8°.
Input impedance approximately 20 megohms shunted by 10 mmf.
Input voltage 1 to 50 volts sine wave; to 500 volts with accessory
input dividers.
Invaluable in the audio, ultrasonic, servomechanism, industrial
control and acoustical fields for determination of phase characteristics and time relationships.
Applicable to the power field and general laboratory use for
power factor measurements and electronic component testing.
0° to 180°

-

by

Williams

es-

pecially for use in the manufacture of ferrites.

DELTRON
P.O. Box 192

purities. They are available in
a

Price: $145.

Literature on request.

Williams Ferric Oxides analyze
better than 99% Fe203. They
contain a minimum of imbroad range of particle sizes

them,

TAKE NO CHANCES WITH

we're certain you'll find one

VITAL EQUIPMENT...Sfeec

and

shapes.

Among

that's "just right" for your
requirements. The proper application of Ferric Oxides to
the manufacture of Ferrites is
our specialty.
Tell us your requirements...

we'll gladly send samples for
test. Chances are good that
our Ferric Oxide "Know How"
can save you considerable time
and money. Address Dept. 25,
C. K. Williams & Co., Easton, Pa.

dB

A

COLORS Er PIGMENTS
C. K. WILLIAMS 8. CO.
Easton, Pa.

East St. Louis, lir. _>"*
Emeryville, Cal.

P. S.

SERIES 6918

or 6924

RACKS
by PAR

-METAL

18'/2" or 24" DEEP, for 19" WIDE PANELS
Panel Spaces: 611/4", 70", or 77" high,
Finished in Prime Coat, Black Wrinkle, Grey
Lacquer, Grey Wrinkle.
Series 6918 or 6924 Racks may be used in
"rows" or "gangs," as corner trims are removable from front of cabinet.
Standard shelves and roller trucks are manufactured by us for use with these Racks.
THESE RACKS ARE MODERATELY PRICED
and AVAILABLE FOR SHIPMENT FROM STOCK
Planning an electronic product? Consult Par -Metal for

CABINETS
RACKS
PANELS
CHASSIS
Remember, Par -Metal equipment is made by
electronic specialists, not just a sheet metal shop.

We also produce IRN

Magnetic iron powders for the
Electronic Core Industry, the
Magnetic Tape Recording Indus.
try and others. Write for complete technical Information.

mtiw

Niue

Seed/owe

Use

leArlift
PRODUCTS CORPORATION
49th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 3, N. Y.
Tel.: AStorio 8-8905
Export Dept.: Rocke International Corp.

32-62

Sfteciaeio.td

Want more information?

I

9ONI t

WRITE TOR CATALOG
342

Our P-6924 Rack as used by
Gai-Tronics, Inc., Reading, Pa.

!

post card on last page.
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has announced the Scotch No. 129
High Output magnetic recording
tape that is designed especially for
use in radio, tv and recording
studios, in computer work and in
other critical applications. With the
new tape at least 8 db greater signalto-noise ratio is obtainable on conventional professional magnetic recorders. In the pulse recording
field it will enable manufacturers of
electronic computing equipment to
get improved pulse definition and to
keep signals high enough above
noise level for more accurate work.
The new tape has a strong and flexible coating, dry lubricated by a special process to prevent squealing on
critical machines. Output uniformity at 1 kc is guaranteed not to exceed -±i db within a reel and ± db
from reel to reel. The No. 120 tape
is available in lengths of 2,400 ft on
the NARTB reel or hub, and in
1,200 ft lengths on the 7 -in. plastic
reel with the 2i -in. hub. All lengths
are guaranteed splice -free.

'D IA MO N D H' R E LAYS
V

E HART

NSF

It

..'

pack more
performance
i nto less space

SERIE$

26.5 Y°.

i\'
11

(

'

Rating for rating, "Diamond II" Series R hermetically sealed,
miniature aircraft type 4PDT relays are smallest (1.6 cubic
inches), lightest (3.76 ounces ), have widest temperature range
(-65° to +200°C.), greatest operating shock resistance (to
50 "G" and higher) and excel all others in their field in ability
to break high currents and high voltages.

Ideal for high frequency switching, their inter -electrode capacitance is less than 5 micro-microfarads contacts to case, less
than 2%2 mmf between contacts, even with plug-in type relay
and socket. Vibration range is from 0 to 500 cycles per second
and upward at 15 "G" without chatter. Coil resistances up to
50,000 ohms are available, with contact loading through 10 A.
resistive for 100,000 cycles (30 A. resistive for 100 cycles) at
30 V., D.C., or 115 V., A.C. SENSITIVITY approaches 100 milli watts at 30 "G" operational shock resistance. They meet all
and far surpass
requirements of USAF Spec. MIL -R-5757
many. Various standard mounting arrangements available.

...

Double-Shield Screen Room
ERIK A. LINDGREN & ASSOCIATES,
4515 North Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill., is manufacturing a
screen room that uses a double

screen design in which the outer
and inner screens are physically
and electrically insulated from each
other to assure minimum interference for testing and evaluating
many types of electronic equipment.
The lightweight prefabricated panels are 31 in. X 91 in., easily assembled to various dimensions, and
the screening is heavy copper, securely attached to the panel frames.
Construction is entirely portable,
easily dismantled and moved to any
desired location. Six power line
entrances are provided as well as
a special copper -covered power -line
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

"Diamond H" engineers are prepared to work with you to
develop variations for guided missiles, jet aircraft, fire control,
radar, communications, geophysical and computer apparatus
any application where peak performance is vital under
critical conditions.

...

Illustrated Bulletin R-150 gives detailed performance data
under varying conditions. Write for a copy today.

THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY
202 Bartholomew Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut
THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 202

Bartholomew Ave., Hartford, Conn.

Please send me Bulletin R-150 with detailed performance data on Series R Relays

TITLE

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

Want more information?

www.americanradiohistory.com

Use

post card on last page.
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filter section on which entrance
filters are mounted.

Metal -Cased Paper Capacitors
CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP.,

GET THE

EYE-OPENING

STORY OF FLEXIBLE
SHAFT ECONOMY
The 256 -page flexible shaft
handbook has full details
on flexible shaft selection

and application. Get your
free copy by writing for it
direct on your business

letterhead.

The "spot" is a variable element which has to be
controlled from some point outside the circuit. In
most cases, you can make substantial savings by,
controlling it with an S.S.White Remote Flexible
Shaft.
Here's why. You only need a single S.S.White
flexible shaft to provide smooth, accurate control
between the element and its control knob. This
allows you to dispense with the extra parts that
might otherwise be needed for this purpose.
An S.S.White flexible shaft needs no alignment.
This means big savings in assembly time and the
elimination of close tolerance machining of control panels and parts.
A flexible shaft can be quickly and easily installed
just couple one end to the element and the other
end to the control knob and the coupling is
complete.

-

requirements.

-

--

-

Yes, every step of the way
in design
in production in assembly you'll be able to make
important savings in equipment costs. And to
save your own valuable time, S. S.White engineers
will be glad to cooperate with you in working out

application details.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
DENTAL MFG. CO.

\UU

Dept.
NEW

Western District Office
344

C -25A.

-

Added to this, an S.S.White flexible shaft gives
you added freedom in mounting controls and circuit elements to meet wiring, circuit and assembly

THE

South Plainfield, N. J., has expanded to twelve types the Demicon
series of miniaturized, tubular
metal -cased paper capacitors. The
Demicons are hermetically sealed in
metal cases, with glass -to -metal seal
terminals, and are available in
seven mounting and container
styles. Impregnants, tolerances and
internal constructions are provided
to meet the most popular applications encountered in present-day
engineering practice. All Demicons
will comply with applicable parts of
specifications JAN C-25 and Mil -

E

IO

YORK

East 40th St.
16,

N. Y.

Times Building, Long Beach, California

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Damping Diodes
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

Emporium, Pa., has announced two
new diodes for use in tv horizontal
frequency damper circuits. Types
6AX4GT and 12AX4GT are half wave, indirectly heated diodes contained in T-9 envelopes. They are
designed to withstand the extremely
high voltage pulses of line frequency between cathode and both
heater and plate elements, normally
encountered in direct drive circuits.
The tubes are identical except for
heater characteristics. The 6AXApril,

1953

-

ELECTRON ICS
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4GT requires 6.3 v at 1.2 amperes.
The heater of the 12AX4GT requires 12.6 v at 600 ma.

Tiny Electrolytics
Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y., is now
producing the Microlytic capacitors
in a range of sizes and ratings.
The smallest unit is only 0.175 outside diameter and
in. long. These
tiny electrolytic capacitors were intended to serve in the circuits of
such units as very small amplifiers,
hearing aids and transistor devices.
Maximum temperature rating is 65
C. Complete ratings and mechanical
variations can be supplied to the
customer's specification.
MICAMOLD RADIO CORP., 1087

Ideal for high precision cutting, surface
film removal,etching and light deburring
This remarkably versatile machine can be
used for a wide variety of high precision
operations from cutting hard, brittle materials to producing fine matte surface finishes.
Using a high speed jet of gas -propelled
abrasive particles, it can produce cuts as fine
as .018" diameter. Its basic advantages are
that it cuts cool and without shock or vibration its accuracy is unaffected by surface
irregularities of the work-and it can be accurately regulated for depth and type of cut.
Many manufacturers are now using the
Unit to remove surface coatings on deposited carbon resistors and on printed circuits
for light deburring on inside surfaces of
tubular parts drilling fine holes through
glass cutting germanium.
We will be glad to make tests to determine the suitability of the "Airbrasive" Unit
to your production requirements. Send us
a sample of the part or material as well as
details of the job you have in mind. There's
no obligation.

-

Automatic set-up on a lathe for cutting
spiral bands on a deposited carbon resistor.

-

-

Power Supplies
JERSEY
TORY,

CITY TECHNICAL

-

LABORA-

880 Bergen Ave., Jersey City

J., has added to its line two
Mini-Pack power supplies. The
Mini-Pack is a small selenium rectifier source of instant power. Model
R gives 108 y regulated low -ripple
d -c with an OB2 voltage -regulator
tube. It will maintain constant
voltage output with load variations
up to 15 ma, or lightly loaded with
input variations from 100 to 130 v
a -c. Model P is a voltage doubler,

Cutting a piece of hard, brittle metal
manually by means of the "Airbrasive"
process.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 5212
It has full facts and data on the Airbrasive Unit. It
tells you how the "Airbrasive" Unit works and provides
information on where, when and how it can be used.

6, N.

ELECTRONICS

-

Aprii, 1953

-

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

THE

DENTAL MFG. CO.
Western District Office

Dept. EB 10 East 40th St.
NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Times Building, Long Beach, California

Wont more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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SEE

new Products!
Ilew Ideas!
1953

HANNOVER
A±GERMAN
INDUSTRIES FAIR
APRIL 26-MAY

Compact ... Dust -Proof
TIME DELAY RELAYS

-

Mining, Milling, Metalworking Machinery

solenoid actuated pneumatically timed
Introduces time delays into a -c or d -c circuits. Easily
adjusted to provide delays ranging from 0.1 second to
five or more minutes.
The AGASTAT is small, light, and operates in any
position. Dust -proof timing chamber assures long operating life with a minimum of maintenance.
Write for Bulletin.

V

-Motors

& Engines
Electrical Manufacturing & Construction

Tools

Chemical & Other Processing
Electronics
Textile Machinery
Automotive
Office Supplies
and products
for every industry!

...

AGA

Dept. A1-44,

Get full FREE facts. Call or write:

Division of Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
1027 Newark Avenue, Elizabeth 3, New Jersey

GERMAN

-

AMERICAN TRADE PROMOTION

350 Fifth Avenue, New York

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES

uality

*While this word has been overworked

many instances,

in

we will be pleased to demonstrate the extras built into our
transformers to make them better.

NEW UNITIZED RECTIFIERS

For high voltage D.C.

sources
minimum upkeep

34 KW 17,000 V.D.C.

Askarel

Plate Transformers Filament Transformers . Filter Reactors . Modulation
Distribution Transformers . Pulse Transformers . Testing
Transformers
Precipitation Transformers . General Purpose TransformTransformers
ers . Hi -Voltage Tronsfomers.
.

.

Immersed
Filter Reactor

50,000 Volt Test

.

INFORMATION

WRITE FOR DETAILED

rÁ

--

NAME

SYNONYMOUS

MEETS STANDARDS

WITH

EXPERIENCE

WALTER GARLICK,
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JR., PRESIDENT

KEARNY,

NEW

Your Special
Metals Rolled
to Thin Sizex ít
Clone Tolerances

15 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. Y.

JERSEY

Want more information?

YOUR INQUIRIES WILL
RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

H. CROSS CO

TRANSFORMERS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
SCHUYLER AVE.,

21M1Pg

OF ATEE -NEMA

MAGNATRAN INCORPORATED
246

Kehl/ J
MOLYBDENUM
TUNGSTEN
TANTALUM
FORMED PIECES

... lower ini-

cost ...
... convenient
-loadready
to connect to A.C. line and D.C.
... compact - requires minimum floor
space.
AIR ... OIL ... ASKAREL

tial

N.Y.

for the

DUTY

PRODUCTS ARE BETTER*
YES . . . WE BUILD BETTER EQUIPMENT
BASED ON MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

*

1,

Wisconsin 7-0727

HIGuttt1.TAGE

-r

5

Plan now to visit West Germany's Hannover
Fair! See over 4,000 exhibits that include
Materials & Equipment for these industries:

WOrth 2-2044 and COrtlandt 7-0470
Use post card on

last page.
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10 w power source of low -ripple d -c.
The no-load voltage output is 330 v.
At 50 ma, the maximum constant duty current, the output is 200 v.
For intermittent use, the current
may go as high as 65 ma.

Amplifier Bridge
ROBINSON

AVIATION,

INC.,

Teter-

boro, N. J. In the new Simmonds
amplifier bridge for the Pacitron
fuel gage system, new standards of
lightness and compactness have
been achieved by a unique system of
Met -L-Flex (all -metal) internal vibration and shock mounts. Need
for external mounting is eliminated
and the sensitive tubes are fully
isolated from vibration and shock.
The entire unit is so small it fits
in the palm of one's hand and
weighs only 1 lb 3 oz. An effective
center of gravity type of mounting
permits the unit to be mounted also
in the inverted position.

Electronic equipment manufactured by the Electronics Division
of Westinghouse Electric in Baltimore must meet rigid performance specifications. To evaluate this equipment under controlled atmospheric conditions, Westinghouse uses a Bowser Walk -In Room which will
simulate temperatures from -85° F. to +176° F., and relative humidity
from 20% to 95%. In addition, pressures found at altitudes up to
80,000 feet can be created. The entire test facility is operated and
controlled from a remote control station.
The complete room was designed, built and installed by Bowser.
This unit is an example of what Bowser can do to help anyone whose
products require testing, processing, or stabilized storage. Environmental
simulation units, as well as other

Bowser equipment, can be
engineered to meet individual

PROGRESS REPORT

requirements with unlimited

increasing demand

specifications for size, temperature and humidity ranges and
peak altitude.
Why not take advantage of

to meet the test equipment, o
for Bowser containing 5,000

.

new building

has just

ft. of floor space facilities
to our
been added
on our policy
and to carry
resea
we
of independentour engineering
have doubled
staff.

sq
.t..

Bowser's long continuous experience, the first and best in the
field. Our trained engineers are
available for consultation at your

plant without obligation.

i I;

r,

i

r
BOWSER TECHNICAL REFRIGERATION, Terryville, Conn.

1/ CHECK

Send information on test equipment checked:

AND MAIL TODAY

D High Temperature

D

Retaining Rings
INDUSTRIAL RETAINING RING Co., 8

West Sidneti Ave., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. Open -type retaining rings
measuring d., in. and applicable to
a :1_ -in. diameter shaft are being
stacked for manufacturers. StackELECTRONICS

-
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Low Temperature
Temperature Shock

D Immersion

Humidity

BOWSER
TECHNICAL REFRIGERATION
DIVISION BOWSER INC.

TERRYVILLE

CONN.

i
Want more information?

www.americanradiohistory.com

D Altitude
O Walk -In

Fungus Resistance
Rain and Sunshine
Sand and Dust

Explosion Proof
Vapor Tight

Rooms

Special Engineering

Name

Pos

Company
Street

City

Use post card on

7one

last page.

State

8_z
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ing of the No. 1000-9 rings to fit
shaft diameters of 0.094 in. marks
the smallest size rings yet to be
stacked in a wide range of sizes that
includes open -type retaining rings
measuring as much as 1t in. and
applicable to a 1 -in. diameter shaft.
With the company's modern dispensing method the rings are
shipped stacked on metal rods that
become part of an assembly that includes a specially designed cast-iron
base and an application tool. The
retaining rings are made from
carbon spring steel and provide
shoulders on grooved circular
shafts. They replace many fastening devices that require costly
machining and assembling. Radially applied, the rings are quickly
and easily snapped into position. A
brochure illustrating the ring
stacks with the one -at -a -time dispensing and application feature is
available.

Any pulse width from 0.1 to 40 microseconds
Any impedance from 5 to 500 ohms
Any voltage rating from 1000 to 25000 volts*
Tobe pulse forming networks have an excellent record of performance, both in radar sets and in seasoning equipment for magnetrons and hydrogen thyratrons. Our design experience and production
facilities assure deliveries to your schedule requirements. Widely used
networks are tabulated below. Many others are available
write for
data sheet.

-

IDENTIFICATION
0.75

3 -

*Over 25KV, pulse -

type

DPN-1

capacitors

with external coils
are usually recommended write
for data sheet.

114

GEPN-4

23.505

-

5.00
0.4
2 - 0.5
14E j 7- 0.185
9 - 2.35
17E3 - 2.0

8001l``

-

3200I 50P6í

-

-

RCPN-4
RPN-5
SPN-8

SPN14

2'/,

x

3s/

3'/s

x

-

-

11i916 x 11/16 o

((

((

RCPN-2

(exclusive of terminals)

-

200
800-50P2T
- 2000
380 } 50P4T
380
- 600 - 50P2T
24E 2 - 1.0
630 - 25PY2T
11.5E4 - 2.0
400 - 16P2T
6E4 0.45 - 2000 - 50T2T
2 - 0.25
- 4000
4.030 - 2000 55P8T
8E
7 0
- 1000
12 - 2.0
-' 500
2E3 - 1.0
5p - 50P2T
-

120
2.64E2

6E

GEPN-2

DIMENSIONS

CODED

TOBE
TYPE

8 x 4 x

2'la

4?

11)

3 x 6 x 7

10 x 41/2 x 7'7ú;
51/4

4 x

x

10 x 10

x

214

x

4%

8 x 2

1

SYPN-6

11/46 x

11')Í6

x 31/4

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
CORPORATION
NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS

348

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Scintillation Count
Rate Meter
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, INC., 6425 Etzel Ave., St.

Louis 14, Mo., has developed the
CRM-500 scintillation count rate
meter that may also be used for
Geiger and proportional counting.
It incorporates three basic features: (1) A fast pulse amplifier
with a rise time of 0.25 µsec and a
variable amplification up to 1,500.
(2) A true electronic discriminator
that accepts pulses from -100 to
+50 v. (3) A well -regulated h -v
supply that is variable from 500 to
1,800 IT and is regulated to 0.005
percent per 1-v change in line voltage between 95 and 100 vt The
count -rate circuit is normally supplied with counting rate multiples
of 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000 and
50,000 counts per minute, but can
April, 1953
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also be supplied with scales up to
500,000 counts per minute. A switch
on the front panel allows the selection of percent error over the range
of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 percent.

Broad -band General-purpose

Rectangular CRT
WATERMAN

PRODUCTS

CO.,

INC.,

Philadelphia 25, Pa. Model 3XP
Rayonic rectangular cathode-ray
tube provides unusually brilliant
and sharply defined trace and high
deflection sensitivity at medium
anode potentials. The tube provides
a light output four times greater
and a vertical sensitivity twice as
great as comparable crt's operating
at similar anode potentials. All this
has been accomplished without
sacrificing low interelectrode capacitances. These characteristics make
it ideal for h -f video work as well
as low repetitive operation. Because
of its unique shape and size, the
3XP lends itself readily to multitube oscilloscopy. The tube is available in P1, P2, P7 and P11 phosphors.

FILTERETTE No. 1338
The #1338 series of broad -band radio -interference filters simplifies
design and production by giving you one standard size and shape for
filters that meet a variety of service and installation requirements.
Electrical ratings, attenuation characteristics, and terminal arrangements suit your needs. The chart below lists typical filters in this series;
write us for specific recommendations.
CAT. NO.

Microwave Receivers
POLARAD

ELECTRONICS

CORP.,

100

Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn 11,
N. Y., announces a series of four
wideband microwave
receivers
covering the frequency range from
1,000 to 10,750 mc. These receivers
include such desirable features as
linear db indication, single dial
tuning, low noise figure, a -m and
f -m reception and afc. The video
bandwidth is such that a 1-N.sec
undistorted pulse of 10 v will appear across an output impedance of
100 ohms. Model RL covers the
frequency range from 1,000 to 2,100
ELECTRONICS

-
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VOLTS DC AMPERES

1338

50

L5

1338-1

50

2.0

400
50

2.0

50

1.5

50
50

2.0
2.0

50
50

2.0

1338-2
1338-3
1338-4
1338-5
1338-5A
1338-6
1338-7

2.0

1.0

FREQUENCY

(Mc)
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400
0.15-400

ATTENUATION TERMINALS
(01..15 Me)
65 db.

Screw

65 db.

Screw

45 db.

Screw
Solder lug
Solder lug
Solder lug
Solder lug
Shld. lead
Solder lug

65 db.

65 db.
70 db.
72 db.
65 db.

65 db.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
CORPORATION
NORWOOD,
MASSACHUSETTS
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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METERING PUMP
Pots Transformers

for
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation reports increased production and reduced loss of compound
in potting transformers by using
the Robinson Metering Pump. You,
too, may benefit by investigating
this new production tool.
Specifications: Adapts to any production technique. Not a gravity
dispenser
Forcibly ejects hot
waxes and cements. Thermostatically controlled heat
Variable

For a Heavenly Soldering Job.
Insist on
is

-

with

UUaèj

riee4

(tffP

-

maximum reservoir temperature of
450°F. Motor driven, clutch actuated
2/3 second per ejection. Variable discharge
Ejection changed in 2 seconds,
without tools. Reduced unit costs
No
skilled operator required. Saves material
reduces rejects. Write for Bulletin No. 2A.
a

-

-

NEED WE
SAY MORE?

-

-

Write for
Catalog E-1

r

MINIATURE

THE ULANET
ORGANIZATION
SPECIALIZES IN
THE DESIGN AND

from the extensive line of

THERMAL
\W'hcther you need
miniature or standard built-in units ... call us for the
Thermostat that will exactly meet your requirement.

ALL SIZES

!'c" dia. to
dia.

MANUFACTURE OF

CONTROLS

THERMAL
UNITS
FOR ALL TYPES OF

417 Market St., Newark 5, N. 1.

TIMING &

Made of

ETHYL

A

THERMOSTATIC
SINCE 1931 PRECISION
ENGINEERED THERMOSTATS
FOR INDUSTRY...by ULANET

money by using

engineered Ulanet
Controls.

*
Want more information?

7S

* * *

Use post card on

last page.
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CELLULOSE...

TOUGH, DURABLE PLASTIC

NOW...

For Extra Strength

CONTROLS
It will pay you to

compare our units
contact us and
you'll save time &

350

TOOLS, INC..

VENSCE, CALIF.

FULL SIZE

THERMOSTATS

ULANET COMPANY,

ELECTRIC

31.2,

SCALE:

TWO ADJUSTABLE

GEORGE

Ungar
0 BOX

D WASHERS

"-A

TO FIT OUR
CABLE CLIPS

Write for Sample and
Full Information

WECKESSER CO.
5267 N. AVONDALE AVE.

All

NYLON

MEW

CHICAGO 30, ILL.

West Coast Representative:
5777 West Pico Blvd. Los Angeles 19, Calif.

April, 1953
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mc; model RS, 2,000 to 4,500 mc;
model RM, 4,400 to 8,400 me ; and
model RX, 7,000 to 10,750 mc.

FREQUENCY -

TIME COUNTERS

Ctutowatece

...

READS

FREQUENCY, TIME INTERVAL
AND PERIOD

Potentiometer Element
MARKITE CORP., 155 Waverly Place,
New York 14, N. Y., has available

the type 2028 potentiometer element. This is a rectilinear model
of 20,000 ohms resistance having
an active length of 10 in. and a
linearity of -± 1 percent. These
elements are of particular interest
in applications where the advantages of extreme wear resistance and substantially infinite resolution are important. They feature
outstanding operational reliability
when used in conjunction with the
input-output tables of analog computers such as the 10-101A inputoutput table of the REAC computer.

COMPACT DESIGN
CIRCUITS
-

FEATURES

LOWER PRICES

USE THEM FOR

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
s

PERIOD
MEASUREMENTS

TIME INTERVAL
MEASUREMENTS
FREQUENCY RATIO
MEASUREMENTS
SECONDARY
FREQUENCY
STANDARD

Every known need in frequency
pulse measurement is now
satisfied by four completely new
designs of Potter frequency -time
counting equipment.
and

The simplified Potter 100 KC
Frequency Time Counters, Models
820 and 830, are suitable for
rapid and precise production line
applications. The versatile Potter
MC Frequency 100 KC and
Time Counters, Models 840 and
850, include all gating, switching,
timing and counting circuitry required for any conceivable counting -type measurement.
1

All models feature the convenof smaller size, lighter
weight, and functional panel layout. And, optional readout indication-either the dependable
Potter 12-4-8 decimal readout or
the conventional 0-9 lamp panels
available.
ience

-is

s

TOTALIZING

Variable Speed Drive
THE

ARROW -HART

&

HEGEMAN

Hawthorn St.,
has a new development in motor -control equipment, the electronic variable speed
drive for fractional h -p motors.
With the optional Dual Range
feature, speeds from 100 to 3,500
rpm are available. The series motor
used can be started, stopped or
dynamically braked and can be
rapidly accelerated to preset
speeds. The series motor makes use
ELECTRIC Co., 103
Hartford 6, Conn.,

ELECTRONICS

-
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COUNTER
DIRECT RPM

TACHOMETER

about Frequency Time Countersboth laboratory
and industrial
applications.

further data nr
engineering assistance
write Dept. 4-C.
For

115 CUTTER MILL ROAD
GREAT NECK, N. Y.
Want more information?
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of both the a -c and d -c output from
a single thyratron tube. Inherent
compensation is 10 percent of line
voltage and 5 percent of speed, but
full voltage compensation is also
available as an extra feature.

When

called upon to

HARNESS TIME
HAYDON
AT TORRINGTON

Laboratory Monitor
Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2200
Wright Ave., Richmond, Calif.
Model 1800 laboratory monitor is a
general-purpose count rate meter
with pr o v is i on for a visual
and/or aural indication. A front
panel control permits selection of
five different meter ranges: 300,
1,000, 3,000, 10,000 and 30,000
counts per minute. Aural volume
control is also provided. The instrument may be obtained with a
G -M tube and probe. Accuracy is
approximately -±-5 percent. Dimensions are approximately 61 in.
X 61 in. X 101 in. Net weight is
approximately 8 lb.
BERKELEY SCIENTIFIC

A.C. and D.C. TIMING MOTORS

TIME DELAY RELAYS

TIMING DEVICES

SPECIAL TIMING DEVICES

TIMING ENGINEERING SERVICES
HAYDON* specializes in a varied line of standard timing
components and custom engineered devices for volume

application.
Our research and engineering staffs are constantly seeking to develop new and better ways to harness time for
industrial, commercial and military applications.
In the

field, HAYDON maintains

a

staff of engineers

whose training, backed up by years of experience,
enables them to help manufacturers insure, insofar as
liming components can, the satisfactory performance of
their products. The entire staff and rapidly expanding
plant facilities of HAYDON are devoted solely to the
production of timing motors, timing devices and clock

movements.

AT YOUR SERVICE
The knowledge and skill of our field engineers and our

research and engineering facilities are available to help you
solve timing problems. Write us in detail or ask that we send
a field engineer to talk things over.
'TRADEMARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

HAYDON Mfg.

Co., Inc.

Subsidiary of GENERAL TIME CORP.

2428 ELM STREET
TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT
352
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Constant -Frequency Control
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenectady
5, N. Y., has announced a new con April, 1953
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stant-frequency control designed to
hold alternator frequency within
0.001 percent on motor -generator
sets supplying up to 10 kw of power.
It is available in 50, 60 and 400
cps standard in single or three
phase, and nonstandard frequencies
are available on special order.
Specific applications include the
prevention of undesired hysteresis
and eddy current effects in testing
due to frequency variation; a
standby source of emergency power
for automatic and synchronous
equipment; and as a plant frequency
standard where one 60/400 cycle
source supplies power to many parts
of a plant and eliminates the need
for a number of smaller sources.
The electronic control consists
basically of a tuning fork and a
phase comparator enclosed in a case
approximately G x 24 x 35 in.

TO SEND IN THIS

COUPON FOR LATEST
ENGINEERING
DATA

r

HAYDON

*

Manufacturing Co., Inc.

SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL TIME CORP.

2428

ELM STREET, TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

Please send your latest engineering data on TIMING DEVICES to:

NAME

COMPANY
CITY
STATE

ZONE

4
RESET

INTERVAL TIMERS

TIME
DELAY
RELAY

INDICATORS

CONSOLIDATED ENGINEERING CORP.,

300 N. Sierra Madre Villa, Pasa-

dena 8, Calif. Pressure measurements ranging from theoretical
investigations of aircraft turbulence -distribution patterns to practical surveys of hydraulic -system
and pipeline pulsations are simpliby a miniature pressure
transducer recently announced. The
type 4-310 Star pickup measures
only in. in diameter and less than
in. in length, and weighs only
20 oz. Its flush diaphragm is designed for insertion directly into
a process vessel or stream of either
liquid or gas for test and monitoring purposes. The unit may be used
with recorders for permanent test
records or with visual indicators
and meters foron-the-spot measurements. For detailed specifications,
electrical characteristics and presfied

ELECTRON ICS

-
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TIMER

REPEAT CYCLE TIMERS

ELAPSED
TIME

Tiny Pressure Transducer

-

Timers and timing components are the only products manufactured
by HAYDON*. Our whole effort, concentrated on time and timing,
makes it possible for users of timing devices to obtain standard
devices that have many advantages.
The basic element in all HAYDON timers is the rugged, industrial -type
HAYDON motor. It offers slow motor speed so that various shaft output speeds may be obtained with a minimum of gearing and fast
moving wheels this makes for quiet operation. The motor is unusually compact and takes up very little space, it is totally enclosed and
operates in any position. These and many other equally fine features
make HAYDON timers ideal for many applications. Send in that
coupon today.

-

*TRADEMARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

HAYDON

HAYDON Mfg. Co., Inc.

AT TORRINGTON

Subsidiary of GENERAL TIME CORP.

HEADQUARTERS

2428 ELM STREET

FOR

TIMING

TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

Want mare information?

Use post card on

last page.
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sure ranges available see bulletin
CEC No. 1534.

Soldering Unit
SUNRISE PRODUCTS Co., P.

0. Box

173, Hawthorne, N. J. Model L-72

Glo-Point soldering unit features a
metal ground plate on which jigs
could be mounted in addition to
the adjustable heat control that allows the electrodes to heat up instantly to 1,250 F. The unit is
desirable for soldering capacitors,
capacitor cans, lugs, terminal boards
and electronic parts. A descriptive
pamphlet is available on request.

get the most from recordings..
POWER WITH GENERAL INDUSTRIES'

Smooth Power

PHONOMOTORS

Assure the purchasers of your record players,
portables, and combinations that they will get
all that the recording artists put into the recordings
faithful tones and shadings, free from
make General Inwow, rumble, and waver
Phonomotors
Smooth
Power
standard
dustries'
equipment for your line.
Write for bulletin describing the full line of
Smooth Power Phonomotors, with specifications
and design data.

...

...

aNis
THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
DEPARTMENT MA

ELYRIA, OHIO

03-19
354

Want more information?

Use post card on
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Rack Mounting Adapter
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES,
INC., 1500 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J.

Type 2598 rack mounting adapter
was designed for use with types
303, 303-A, 303 -AH and 322 c -r oscillographs. The adapter was intended to provide a rigid mount for
the instrument and to present a
neat, yet completely accessible unit
in standard 19 -in. relay racks. It
bolts to the rack frame and provides
a sufficiently large front opening to
permit all but the front panel of
the c -r oscillograph to pass through.
The adapter is shipped disassembled with simple instructions on its
April, 1953
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assembly and the insertion of the

instrument.
MODEL 201
Hysteresis Type
Synchronous Drive Motor

MODEL 228
Induction Drive Motor

Special -Purpose Screwdriver
Orchard Park, N. Y.,
has introduced to the electronic industry a special-purpose screwdriver for adjusting focalizer coils.
It has a 10 -in. shank to reach into
the tv chassis, and its 1 -in. blade
is flared at the tip and tapered to fit
snugly in the focus adjustment
screw. Advantages of this tool are
that it is nonmagnetic, fatigue -resistant and does not need frequent
regrinding, as do fibre or plastic
blades.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC'S answer is the
ultimate utilization, of all available
magnetic materials to convert electric
input to maximum power output!
This is possible not only by proper
choice of material and precision craftsmanship, but by individually designing the laminations for the conditions
of operation and the specific job to be
done! As a result, AMERICAN ELECTRIC has now developed tooling for
almost any conceivable miniature requirement in both production and
prototype models.
AMERICAN ELECTRIC Miniatures
are noted for their high power -toweight ratio; furnish compact means
for driving airborne and ground equipment, such as cams, clutches, timing
devices, antennas, actuators, optical
equipment, fans, blowers, recording
devices, etc.
Quiet, light in weight, extremely
rugged and reliable. Specify AMERICAN ELECTRIC! Recommendations
gladly given. Write, wire or phone
requirement details.

XCELITE, INC.,

MODEL 300
Reluctance Type
Synchronous Drive Motor

MODEL 168
Propeller Fan

MODEL 182A
Axial Flow Fan

TWO MINIATURE DRIVE MOTOR TYPES
MODEL 219
Single Ended
Motor -Blower

Miniature Relay

to 120 in. oz.

Synchronous Motors-Output torque range:

1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago

-
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in.

TWO MINIATURE COOLING TYPES
Centrifugal Blowers
Propeller Fans

7, Ill.

ELECTRONICS

.01

oz. to 10 in. oz. in both Hysteresis and Reluctance
types.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORP.,

Bantam -sized class S relays
are now available in a new small
hermetically-sealed enclosure. The
entire unit measures 222 X i X 1i
in. and weighs only 11 oz. Mounting studs may be arranged on base
or narrow side of housing. This
minature relay was designed for
minimum inductance and maximum
make -and -break s p e e d s. It is
tamper -proof and atmosphere -protected and meets or betters all provisions of MIL -R6106. It is recommended for applications wherever

Available for 60, 400 or 2000 c.p.s. operation,
and variable frequencies from 320 to 1200 c.p.s.
single or polyphase.
Induction Motors-Output torque range: 1/2 in. oz.

MODEL 220
Double Ended
Motor -Blower
Manufacturers also of
HIGH FREQUENCY
POWER SUPPLIES

4811 Telegraph Road,

Los Angeles 22,

Inductor - Alternator
type, 500 Watts to

California

75 KVA output. Port-

able, Semi -Portable
and Stationary Types.

Want more information?
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Miniature and Sub -Miniature

SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES

A NEW RACK -MOUNTING

5" BASIC

SCOPE

BRUSH BLOCK ASSEMBLIES

COMMUTATORS
and other

Electro -Mechanical Components
PRECISION MADE
TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATIONS

Precision molded products with exacting tolerances in
precious and non -precious solid metals of all alloys. All
types of Thermo -Plastic and Thermo -Setting materials.
Slip Ring Assemblies fabricated or one-piece precision
molded to your specifications in Nylon, Kel-F, Mineral filled
Mellamine, Phenolic, and other materials.
Rings and leads
spot welded or brazed together for positive electrical circuit.

COLLECTRON CORPORATION
216 East 45th Street

input with blanking, poet.
Potted power lransformer.
2,200 volt anode supply for short,
medium and long persistance screens.
Astigmatism control on panel.
t/4
lucite safety glass and grating.
Flanged bezel for scope corneras.
Mu metal C. 2,: tube shield.
Standard 8%j;"x19" rack panel in black
or gsey engraved crackle.
Push -Pull

All high quality smarts and workmanship are
used in this excellent indicating unit. Balanced input signal connections are at rear
of C. R. tube with low capa:icy leads. (Furnished with 5UP
5UP7 or 5UP11 as requested. Available for immediate delivery.

Our Swiss methods and techniques are geared to
meet exacting requirements. We invite your inquiries.

MUrray Hill 2-8473

5' rack mounted basic oscfllos:ope
of high quality ports and design.
A new

New York 17, N.Y.

Manufactured by

TINKER
P.O. Box 281

R1SOR

&
San

Gabriel, California

FLECTRAN
* TRANSFORMERS
* SATURABLE
REACT )Rs
* ELECTRONIC
DEVICES

Specialists in SMALL quantities
of custom built transformers
from milliwatts
Each
to 50 KVA, single
Electron Transformer
or polyphaseis built to the
standards
highest
designed and

manufactured to
best meet your
exact requirements.

of
and
precision.
quality
There is no

ÖÌli

yr<.

IBtGH OIRERLOAD CAPABILITIES.

"second" grade

AVAILABLIE IMMEOLATELY,

at Electron.

ELECT/IAN M F G. c O.
1901 CLYBOURN AVENUE
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NEW PRODUCTS

extremes of shock, temperature and
vibration require exceptional performance.

Magnetic Amplifiers
KEYSTONE

PRODUCTS

CO.,

904

Twenty -Third St., Union City, N. J.,
announces a series of five packaged
magnetic amplifiers. In place of
the conventional output transformer and power amplifier tubes,
the Moto -Mag KP10-400 utilizes a
phase -sensitive vacuum tube, demodulator and magnetic amplifier
output stage that eliminates the
need for rectifiers and assures
greater reliability. It operates
from an input voltage of 115 v, 400
cycles single phase; output is 10 w
reversible phase. The KP10-400
operates from -55 to +70 C with
minimum variation. The unit
measures 4 in. high, 31,- in. wide and
2

Illustration shows
Honeywell Mercury
Switch installations
on two windows (upper
and lower) for
complete burglar
alarm protection.

s

.

ADT

in. deep.

finds

Honeywell Mercury Switch
ideal alarm protection
Close-up view of Honeywell

Mercury Switch installed in
mounting cover of ADT alarm
switch.

Accelerometer
G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC., 117 P.
Colorado St., Pasadena 1, Calif.,

announces a new, long-life accelerometer designated as the 24132.
Smallness and compactness are
noteworthy features of this instrument that utilizes a potentiometer
resistance and is hermetically sealed
in an inert gas. It also features a
low, natural frequency and a large
output requiring no amplifying unit
in most cases. The 24132 is obtainable in resistance ranges from 1,000
to 20,000 ohms and for any accelerometer measurement up to 30 g
with special adaptations possible.
The potentiometer element safely
carries current up to 10 ma. Opti ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

when applied

to tilted windows

Electric protection services of the American District Telegraph Company include the use of a Honeywell Mercury
Switch as part of the burglar alarm protection applied to
horizontally pivoted windows of the fenestra or projected type.
When the window is closed, the switch is in its normal or
protected position. Opening of the window activates the
mercury switch and causes the alarm to be transmitted to the
ADT Central Station.
This use of the Honeywell Mercury Switches by ADT engineers is typical of the many uses for these versatile switches
where tilt motion and low operating force are provided. Often
the proper tilt motion can be developed and MICRO field engineers, experienced in switch application problems, are at your
service to review your requirements as to mounting, actuating
linkages, lead supports, terminal blocks and enclosures.
There are more than 125 designs of Honeywell Mercury
Switches from which to select the exact characteristics your
application may require. Write for a catalog or contact your
nearest MICRO branch office for complete information and
engineering assistance.

MICRO
MAKERS OF PRECISION SWITCHES

A

DIVISION

OF

MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

H

°
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mum operation between -54 and
+71 C is obtained. Damping is 0.5
±0.075 of critical for a 7.5 g instrument as a typical case.

Fansteel Fabrication
of Tungsten IL

Heavy -Duty Line Switch
St. Marys,
Pa. Designed primarily for handling high currents at low voltages
as in auto radio, tv and similar
uses, the type A-12 dpst line switch
is rated 12 amperes at 12 v d -c.
Only
in. in diameter and
in.
deep exclusive of terminals, it is
designed for attachment to types
LR and LP and other standard
volume controls. Terminals are hot
tin dipped for easy soldering. They
are doubly locked in position by
means of both ears and rivets.
Heavy wires can thus be attached
to the terminals without danger
of loosening them. The design of
the switch avoids the possibility of
solder and flux flowing to the contact and impairing performance.
STACKPOLE CARBON CO.,

Molybdenum
Components

r

one responsibility
V one price
V one standard of quality
We MAKE both Tungsten and

Molybdenum-

from raw ore to finished ingot, bar, rod or sheet. You
can expect us to know more about these

metals-about

forming them, about stamping, bending, deep drawing, ma-

chining, forging, brazing or welding them.
LET

Fansteel

INSURE YOUR COST CONTROL

of

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM COMPONENTS
You can expect us to arrive at the best way of making your

component, to produce it at the least cost-to guarantee
you, when we do your fabrication, against
the vagaries of rejects, scrap loss, equipment
and personnel tie-up.
Bluntly, you can expect us to be experts.
For, in all modesty, that's just what we are.
And our experience is yours for the asking.
Waste for Free

FANSTEEL
WORLD'S LARGEST
PRODUCER OF
REFRACTORY
METALS

Booklet!

"FANSTEEL TUNGSTEN AND

MOLYBDENUM"

TUNGSTEN & MOLYBDENUM
32501C

Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation
358
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I -F Transformer
PLESSEY CO. LTD., Ilford,
Essex, England. The new E/19 i -f
transformer is an all-purpose unit
developed to meet the requirements
of modern miniature tubes and receivers. Permeability tuned in the
normal manner, this transformer
has a Q factor of 85 and an overall
bandwidth for two stages of 7.7 kc
at 6 db, and 15.4 kc at 20 db. An
improved method of core positioning, which utilizes a new high
viscosity, chemically stable, packing
compound between core threads and
bobbin, allows the core to be ad -

THE

April, 1953
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justed over a substantially wider
temperature range than hitherto.

FOR

RAPID
SERVO

ANALYSIS

ONLY THE SERVOSCOPE
Special Purpose Motors

is applicable to both AC
carrier and DC servo sys-

-3E-

BILL JACK SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT

Solana Beach, Calif. This new
series of special purpose d -c and
a -c motors for velocity servo, position servo and actuator applications
is based upon improved lamination
design. The motors are available in
ratings from 1/100 to 1 horsepower
with clutch, brakes and control
tachometer.
CO.,

tems.
has a built-in low frequency sine wave generator

E-

for obtaining frequency
response of DC servo systems

*

has a built-in electronic
sweep with no sweep potentiometer to wear out
and require replacement.

*

has a dynamic frequency
control range of 200 to 1.

MORE and MORE aircraft com-

universities, process control manufacturers, government
laboratories and others are adding
the Servoscope to their list of required laboratory equipment. If
you are designing, developing or
producing servomechanisms or
process controls, the Servoscope
will save many hours of design
and engineering time.
panies,

High -Speed Capacitor
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460
W. 34th St., New York 1, N. Y.,

has announced a butterfly -type variable capacitor capable of continuous
operation at speeds as high as 3,200
rpm. The capacitor, designed for
sweep circuits and other applications requiring alternating capacitance values, eliminates rotor contact springs and uses commercial
ball bearings in addition to a novel
alignment and end -thrust take-up
device. Soldered brass rotor and
stator assemblies, nickel or cadmium plated are used. Units are
available with series effective capacitance values ranging from 5.4 to
17.0 p.af nominal. Air gap between
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

Output wave forms of Servoscope displayed against
internal linear sweep generator frequency 1/2 cycle.

The Servoscope is
(.1

available in two standard models

- 1100A

to 20 cps.), 1100B (.15 to 30 cps.) Custom modifications

quoted on request.
For

bulletin giving complete specifications:
write Dept. E-4.

SERVO CORPORATION
OF

AMERICA

2020 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Pork,

N. Y.

Fieldstone 7-2810
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SENSITIVE MINIATURE

RELAYS

PERFECTLY COUNTER -BALANCED

Contact arrangements up to and
including DP DT 3 Amp at 28 volts
D.C., or 100 Milliamperes at 150
volts D.C. resistive load.
MOUNTING_}
S Ur EACE

4-40

STUDS

s

t-r

u /ENG-,
/ENG.-,

.411
.4 01

Hermetically Sealed.

CHASSIS DRILLING
LAYOUT

JONES BARRIER
Terminal Strips_
is increased-direct shorts
from frayed terminal
wires prevented by

Leakage path

D

Required coil power as low as 20
milliwatts.

o

INCREASED
INSULATION
BETTER
CONNECTIONS

Coil resistance up to 15,000 ohms.
WIRING

bakelite barriers placed

between terminals.
Binder head screws
and terminals brass,
nickel plated. Insulation, molded
bakelite.

BOTTOM VIEW

Weight, maximum 3.5 oz.
No. 2-142-3/4 W

Shown

DUE TO ITS PERFECTLY COUNTER -BALANCED FEATURES THIS RELAY WILL

WITHSTAND HIGH ACCELERATION, VIBRATION, SHOCK AND TUMBLING

Six

Detailed information on request.

151 PASADENA AVE.

\"

-CAPRo o
-=-_
VACUUM TUBE

No.

requirement:

SOUTH PASADENA. CALIF.

CINCH MANU,ACIUrING

140,

COr,OIIOM

r'III('AC.C1 J4 II!

r

SUr51DIArr

OE

!I

V,

UMI11e-C,Er E,51EMEr Cor,

COMMUNICATION

///`;'///`;',7,:747

ENGINEERS

Design

RETAINERS

Project
These retainers are used to secure Vacuum Tubes and to resist
side motion of Vacuum Tubes
used in radio equipment which
is subject to shock and vibrations. These retainers meet the
requirement of all JAN specifications. The insulated portion is
made of a melamine base Fibre
Glass Phenol which provides 300
volts insulation to ground and
withstands a temperature of
350 F. The insulated plate can
readily be fastened or released
by hand.

Available for envelope types T7, T8,

NITS,
T9, T12, ST12, T122DI, ST14, S14, ST16,
T51/2, T61/2, MT -IC, ST19, T14, ST128CT-9.

JAMES IPPOLITO
360

every

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION

t

PHAOSTRON COMPANY

401

meet

series

5-40 screws; No. 141, 6-32 screws; No, 142,
8-32 screws; No. 150, 10-32 screws; No. 151.
12-.32 screws; No. 152, t/4-28 screws.
Catalog No. I8 lists complete line -Send for your copy

ENVIRONMENT FREE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT by

-

ScrewTerminal above,
Panel with Solder Terminal below. For every
need.

no. 1YIü-Y

Mass Production Requirements Invited

Ter-

Screw

minals-Screw and
Solder
Terminals-

CONCORD AVENUE,

Manufacturers of
Electronic Components

&

A limited number of experienced engineers required for responsible positions in engineering departments. Spe-

cific projects include commercial carrier

and

radio

systems

as

well as

military equipment.
These are permanent positions with
an expanding company offering good

working conditions

and liberal penSalaries are
with training and ex-

sion and insurance plans.

commensurate
perience.

Ideal location 20
Francisco.

miles south

of

San

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
SAN CARLOS, CALIF.

CO., INC.

BRONX 54, N. Y.
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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plates is 0.030 in. nominal. Outside
dimensions of each silicone -treated
steatite base is 1t2 x 12 in.

ENGR AVED

INSPECTION

SThMPS

of VINYLITE
Selectivity Converter
J.

L. A. MCLAUGHLIN, P.

Bett* than

''.

rubbers

0. Box

a

Calif., announces
the development of a continuously
variable straight -sided selectivity
converter. The type MCL-50 Signal Splitter is designed to provide jam free bandwidths for every c -w or
speech receiving condition. Its continuously variable filters provide
bandwidths from 0.4 kc to 6.0 kc
with 60 -db cutoffs of from 500 to
600 cps. It can be used with any
standard a -m receiver and requires
a rack -panel space of only 33- in. It
has self-contained power supply
and audio amplifier with an output
of 18 dbm across 600 ohms.
529, La Jolla,

VINYLITE
IS ACID -PROOF

-

Acid etching inks, used for permanent stamping on metal and all non-porous
gives longer
surfaces will eat away at rubber. Vinylite resists this action
life by far!

ENGRAVED VINYLITE STAMPING

GIVES RAZOR-SHARP IMPRESSIONS EVERY TIME
Heavy base inks will clog shallow rubber stamp faces rapidly. Our deepmolded engraved VINYLITE stamp faces have more than three times the
depth of ordinary rubber stamps. Markings always remain super sharp . . .
an important advantage since this mark is a permanent record of your
inspector's approval.

VINYLITE
HAS CUSHION -LIKE RESILIENCE
Our VINYLITE molding process includes a timed curing that imparts to this
versatile plastic all the elasticity of rubber. Resilient VINYLITE resists abrasive
action, conforms to irregular surfaces . . . and lasts much longer!

We recommend the following

for standard inspection procedures:

BEST OF ALL
IS

VINYLITE
ADAPTABLE
TO ANY

THE SELF -INKING MIDGET

THE DURO-POCKET STAMP

MARKING

THE PIN
& PEG

DEVICE!

Picture Tube Brightener
C -B -C ELECTRONICS Co., INC., 1310

Callowhill St., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Picboost Pacemaker illustrated
will restore brilliance to any size
or type picture tube for periods up
to several years. It can be installed
within a few minutes, just by plugging in. No soldering is necessary,
no 110-v a -c lines are used, and no
adjustments are needed. Four
models are available in this series.
Models 1F and 2F restore new tube
brightness to dim picture tubes in
parallel and series circuits respecELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

HOW ABOUT
DELIVERY?
KRENGEL MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
227 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.

work fast! Any design
duplicated, affixed permanently to the stamping deWe

vice your procedure requires,
(or we'll recommend and/or
design one).

Tela CO. 7-5714

Please send the following:
I

I

fFREE Vinylite Sample
& Price List

¡-¡
I

'

Please have salesman call

for appointment

NAME.
COMPANY
STREET....`

...._....

-....
ZONE

CITY.._......_............_...._....__..._......._._

A

M fa M M ra M M
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from
any
point
of
view

tively.

Models 3F and 4F relieve

heater to cathode shorts only, in
parallel and series circuits respectively.

Connector Guide Pin
and Socket
DEJUR-AMSCO CORP., 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y.
The polarizing guide pin and guide
socket can now be provided on the
series 20 miniature rectangular
connector from 7 to 104 contacts.
This screw-lock type of guide pin
provides positive means of locking
the plug and receptacle against
vibration or accidental disconnection. It also provides a mechanical
means of disconnecting the plug
from the receptacle without prying
or forcing, thus preventing unnecessary damage and providing a
very positive connection.

u'II save with
Arkwright Tracing Cloths ar
.. e to help
you do your best work more easily.
Arkwright cloth saves time. There's never
a pinhole, uneven yarn or other imperfection
to slow you down.
Arkwright cloth saves trouble. You can
draw over erasures time and again and not
have an ink line "feather".
Arkwright cloth saves money. If needed,
you can get clean, ghost -free reproduction
from a drawing years after you make
it-years after paper or inferior cloth would
have turned brittle and opaque with age.
Wouldn't you like to see for yourself
why Arkwright Tracing Cloth is best?
Write for samples to Arkwright Finishing
Co., Industrial Trust Bldg., Providence, R. I

ARKWRIGHT
Single Ear -Phone Unit

AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 30 YEA
362

Wart

more information? Use post card on last page.
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Canada, has developed a new single
earphone unit that offers important
advantages in all cases where headsets are not required. It may instantaneously be placed about the
ear where it hangs freely therefrom,
its very light weight bringing no
discomfort to the user. The unit's
receiver is interchangeable and
various impedances up to 15,000
ohms, frequency ranges and sensitivities can be provided as may be
required. The sound is carried
through a specially designed tube
provided with a flexible mushroom shaped tip that automatically closes
the ear channel to any external noise
and outside interference. Other advantages include abolition of the
head band, only one hand being required to place the unit on the ear,
ease of interchangeability of the
unit between users and robustness
against rough handling.

Type BNC UG-2 74/U

Type BNC UG-88/U
Type BNC UG-290/U
Type N UG-18B/U

QUALITY

QUANTITY

QUICKLY

ALWAYS SPECIFY

nAGE

Timing Motor
A.

W. HAYDON

Co., Waterbury,

Conn., has developed a practical 400 cycle synchronous a -c timing motor
for use where light weight, accuracy and dependability are required. It was developed as a result
of increased use of 400 -cycle
power in the expanding field of
guided missiles, as well as the air-

craft industry. The motor features
almost instantaneous starting and
stopping. Use of an spdt switch accomplishes effective reversing. One
winding 90 deg out of phase assures
rapid starting, smooth operating
and absolute ease of reversal. The
timing motor operates on 115 v
±10.0 percent with frequency of
400 cps ±20.0 percent. The torque
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

RADIO FREQUENCY CONNECTORS
To be sure your RF connectors are
right, specify DAGE.
Dage RF connectors are expertly
designed, carefully made. Each part
and each completed connector is thoroughly checked, carefully shippedfurther assurance that your order
placed with Dage receives the atten-

tion it deserves. Dage offers versatility to your demands for superior RF
connectors; any standard or special
connector can be quickly produced at
Dage.
When you write your next specification, remember Dage-makers of
the finest Radio Frequency Connectors.
Complete design and manufacturing facilities enable skilled
craftsmen to quickly produce
all types of coaxial connectors.
Write for Catalog No. 101

DAGE ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., 67 NORTH SECOND STREET, BEECH GROVE, IND,
Want more information?
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dens

is 0.025 oz -in. at 3,000 rpm starting
and running. The motor operates
with a power input of 6 w, including the phase shift network (4.5 w

for aircraft, industrial

motor winding). It meets the
temperature, altitude and vibration
requirements of MIL -E-5272.

DENVER

r

and laáoratory applications
Exclusive Heiland "700" Features

* One

surface
operation, control
and loading

* Rack or table
mounting
* Direct monitoring
of galvanometer

light spots
HEILAND Series

* Damping resistor

"700" Oscillo-

graph Recorders have been designed and developed to enable
the testing engineer and scien-

panel

tist to solve the wide variety of
industrial and laboratory problems involving the measurement
of physical phenomena such as
strains, stresses, vibrations, pressures, temperatures, accelerations, impact, etc. Accurate and

dependable oscillograph records permit the study of various
recorded data comparatively,
individually and collectively
making for better product design and performance.
HEILAND

High -Temperature Insulation
CHEMICAL CORP., Electro Technical Products Div., Nutley 10,
N. J., has announced two new products that meet all class H requirements and offer design economies
at higher temperatures. The Sil Thin -Glas 0.002 and 0.003 and
Sil -Thin -Sestos 0.003 to 0.0035
possess exceptional dielectric and
tensile strength. Their thinness,
flexibility and light weight permit
compact construction, and size and
weight reduction of electronic and
electrical equipment. Available in
rolls, sheet or tape form, they are
especially recommended for coil and
relay insulation, layer and barrier
insulation for transformers, and
coil wrappings for fields and stators.
SUN

Series "700" Oscillo -

graph Recorders are being widely used today for the analysis
of static and dynamic strains,
vibrations, etc. in aircraft and
guided missile flight testing;
structural tests; performance
tests; riding quality evaluation;
voltage and current measurements; medical research; general industrial problem analysis.

A708
24 -channel
Oscillograph
Recorders

Molded Coil

Other "700" models op to 60 channels are available. Write today for
a complete catalog of Heiland "700"
oscillograph recorders.

COILS, INC., First and
Sts.,
Wabash, Ind., has deWebster
veloped a molded waterproof type
of electrical coil winding for intense
moisture conditions, and explosion
proof applications. The coils are
enclosed in Luxolene Green molding resin which allows operating
temperatures continuously of 90
to 250 F. The core tube is made
of the same resin or exterior casting making the complete coating
one homogeneous mass. Lead wires
are of the 105C UL approved polyvinyl -chloride type and a bond is
achieved between the resin and lead
DELUXE

The Heiland Research Corporation
130 East Fifth Avenue, Denver 9, Colorado

endeble instruments
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Use WEST

U. G. CONNECTORS

miniature CAPACITORS
to meet exacting
requirements

Our Coaxial Cable

*

Hermetically
sealed in metal case

4.

ORDERS DELIVERED

PROMPTLY

Humidity

ALLIED

Send for complete catalog and
specifications
SAN FERNANDO

,,

ALL

*

Manufacturers of
Highest Quality Connectors

Check these important features:
Positive hermetic sealing
Small physical size
Tab or ext. foil construction
Grounded or insulated sections
Designed and built to meet most
exacting requirements for:
3. Temperature
I. Mechanical
2. Electrical

Connectors Meet All
Government Specifications

INDUSTRIES,

INC.

1023 S. 21st STREET
LOUISVILLE 10, KY.

c,TR3C MFG. CO.

Box 952
12900 Foothill Blvd., San Fernando, Calif.
Phone EMpire 1.8681

Offices: WASHINGTON, D.C.,
CHICAGO, DETROIT, N. Y.

Phone Arlington 4640

GEARED FOR FAST DELIVERY

ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED

LABORATORY

MIL-B -233A
JOINT ARMY -NAVY
SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SUPPLIES

Manufactured to meet material, workmanship and finish requirements of
Army -Navy specifications.

BENCH

MODEL 25

INPUT: 105 to 125 VAC,

STABLE
DEPENDABLE

MODERATELY
PRICED

WIDTH 14"
DEPTH

6"

HEIGHT 8"
WT: 17 LBS.

50-60 cy
OUTPUT #1: 200 to 325
Volts DC at 100 ma
regulated
OUTPUT #2: 6.3 Volts
AC CT at 3A unregulated
RIPPLE OUTPUT: Less
than 10 millivolts rms
information write
for Bulletin E

For complete

1

LAMBDA ELECTRONICS

COR

P

OR

CORONA

ELECTRON ICS

-
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A

T

ION

NEW YORK

Accessories: Internal framing, partitions,
trays and wood chucks as required.

Write for Catalog and Price List.

ART-LLOYD

Complete Facilities under one roof
for quality mass production, including
Heliarc welding, baking and finishing.
Whistler and Wiedermann equipment
for short runs. Tool and die engineering
and designing. Completely conveyerized
finishing facilities. Large assortment of
stock and special dies for radio and

television and electronic field.

Metal Products Corp.
2973 Cropsey Ave., Brooklyn 14, N. Y.

CO 6-5100

PRECISION SHEET METAL PRODUCTS, MASS PRODUCTION SPECIALISTS.

Want more information?
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wire. Production shipments of coils
are all tested in water for 24 hours.
Each shipment is certified that
after 24 -hour immersion with 500
v d -c applied, the leakage resistance
through water to ground has been
found in excess of 200 megohms.

Relay Rack

The Secret
is in the CORE!
Hidden in the heart of your product is the
little component that means the big difference
between robust, responsive performance and
mere adequacy
between long life expectancy and premature failure. Give your
product the core it needs to deliver its full
performance potential. Specify a Moldite
core specifically designed and precision -made
for your equipment.
.

.

INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA, 36-02
35th Ave., Long Island City 1,
N. Y., has brought out an open -face
relay rack designed to take standard
19 -in. panels.
Sturdily made of
i -in. steel, it measures 381 in. high,
20 in. wide and 18g in. deep, weighs
39 lb and has 36i in. of vertical
panel space. Catalog No. 3913 rack
is intended for radio transmitters
and transmitter -receiver combinations, p -a amplifiers and distribution systems, tape or wire recorders, laboratory or service shop test
equipment, and similar electronic
applications.

.

MAGNETIC IRON CORES
FILTER CORES
MOLDED COIL FORMS
THREADED CORES
SLEEVE CORES

FULL PERFORMANCE

CUP CORES

POTENTIAL FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT

WITH CORES BY

NATIONAL
Samples promptly
submitted upon request
for désign, pre -production,
and test puposes

COMPANY
1410 CHESTNUT AVE., HILLSIDE S, N. J.

SEND FOR CATALOG 110

Robert T. Murray
614 Central Ave.
East Orante, N. J.

366

Jerry Gelten Co.
2150 W. North Ave.
Chicago 2Z III.

Martin P. Andrews
Mott Road
Fayetteville, N.Y.

Want more information?
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Los Angeles, Cal.
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Voltage -Regulated
Power Supplies
131-38 Sanford Ave., Flushing, N. Y. Model
750 voltage -regulated power supply
features one regulated d -c voltage
supply with excellent regulation,
low ripple content and low output.
impedance. The h -v supply is continuously variable from 0 to 600 v
and delivers from 0 to 750 ma. In
the 30 to 600-v range the output
voltage variation is less than 0.5
percent for both line fluctuations
from 105 to 125 v and load variation from minimum to maximum
current. The ripple voltage is less
than 10 my peak to peak. Cabinet
height is 28 in., width, 211 in., and
depth, 16 in. Also available are the
KEPCO LABORATORIES,

April, 1953
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5tURA-VAN-I

TORQUE TESTING

FIXTURE

Multi -channel

--

telegraph Al or

telephone A3.

STOLE
High stability (.003%) under

'+

normal operating
conditions.

RUGGED
Components

conservatively
rated. Completely
tropicalized.
FOR TESTING Screws, thread -cutting
and thread-forming screws-all types of
threaded fasteners; threaded parts and
threaded connections.

1-16 transmitter operates on -1 r sstalntrolled frequencies (plus 2, loss/c spa, -el
frequencies) in the hand 2.5.24.0 ,Iles (1.6-2.5
lies mailable). Operates on one fiequenty rn n
time: channeling time 2 seconds. Carrier p,,
350 trntts. Al or .93 .461. Stability .003% using
(or IIC-6L1 crystals. Operates in ambient
Cl.(
0° to +45° C usine mercury
neat
rectifiers: -35° to
+-1.S° C usine gas -filled rectifiers. Power supply.
200-250 colts, 50/60 cycles. single phase.
Canserratiecls rated, sturelily constructed. Cota
Flete technical data on request.

r

FOR MANUFACTURERS

Capac-

ities:

(0-200

in.

lbs.) or
(0-150 ft.
lbs.)

DESIGNERS
INSPECTORS
TOOL ENGINEERS
LABORATORIES and for
PRODUCT CONTROL

Here's the ideal general-purpose
high -frequency transmitter! Model

446...

4 -channel, 6 -frequency,

medium power, high stability.

Suitable for point-to-point or
ground -to -air communication. Can
be

remotely located from opera-

ting position. Co -axial fitting to
accept frequency shift signals.

Consultante, designers and manufacturers of standard or special
electronic, meteorological and communications equipment.

in assembly.
Write for Bulletin TTF
PA

/SfURIEVAMI/CO

400/50NTQUA[ /rY/

n[ [

AE

lh0/5

Fine

WIRE
CLOTHES CLIP

Sturdily constructed for maximum
life. Finished in semi -gloss blaic
enamel.

firm -gripping

Ribbed,

clamping pads made ofhard neoprene. Mounting plate enables cap
to be attached to hard surface,
such as o switch case. Hard drawn
steel spring wire insures optimum
spring action.
WITH MOUNTING

CN
CORDSETS . . . This
model utilizes a steel
mounting hook whit
can be hooked directly
on a cordset molded ter
this purpose.
HOOK

FOR

line with our specialization in
wire for new applications, we produce wires of composition suitable
for the manufacture of Transistors;
including GALLIUM GOLD and
ANTIMONY GOLD. These alloys
have been mode to fill a specific
need arising from new developments in this field.
Other wires we make regularly
In

i

for similar application are
PHOSPHOR BRONZE, bare or
electroplated, and PLATINUM

USE

IRANsIsloRs

DATA SHEETS
ON REQUEST.

Alloys produced to meet rigid
specifications of tensile strength,
size and straightness.

INCE
I

9 0

1

Write for West list of Products

27

SIXTH AVENUE, BROOKLYN 17, NEW

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

YORK

SIGMUND COHN CORP.
Want more information?
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model 760, delivering 1.5 amperes ;
model 770, 2.25 amperes ; and model
780, 3 amperes.

Gear Train Kit
Smith
Municipal Airport, Fort Wayne,
Ind., has added to its product line a
new universal precision gear train
kit. The new kit features standard
ratios from 20 to 1 to 1,250 to 1,
with special ratios up to 15,000 to
1 available where required.
All
ratios are obtained in the same
basic gear housing simply by changing gear clusters according to instructions provided. The unit is
designed for servo breadboarding
and general laboratory use. Combination data are printed on the inside of the box cover for easy
reference.
BOWMAN INSTRUMENT CORP.,

Everything that goes into the making of DYNAPRENE
Flexible Cord is checked and tested for quality. Whitney
Blake is proud of the reputation for long !life and hard
service that DYNAPRENE has earned. You can be sure
that this good reputation will be carefully safeguarded.

Only by using flexible cord of the finest quality can a
manufacturer be sure that his electrical products will
give completely satisfactory performance. It was to meet
manufacturers' demands for a better flexible cord that
the rugged neoprene compound used for DYNAPRENE
jackets was developed. DYNAPRENE is tough and long
lasting, it is extra flexible and unusually resistant to
those substances and conditions that play havoc with
rubber -jacketed cords. Safeguard your product's performance by specifying Whitney Blake DYNAPRENE
SO, SJO and SV -neoprene -jacketed type on your
next requisition.

Flexible Coil Forms
PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO., 2035

WELL BUILT WIRES SINCE
EeNB>

1

899

WHITNEY BLAKE CO.

NEW HAVEN 14, CONNECTICUT
368

Want more information?

Use

post card or last page.
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W. Charleston St., Chicago 47, Ill.,
has announced the Flexiform coil

forms with special flexible flanges
that completely eliminate taping
operations on motor -field coils.
This is a highly important factor
in speeding up assembly lines,
especially where mass production
techniques are desirable. Since
automatic equipment is used in the
April,

1953-
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ELECTRIC HEATING UNITS
Rine Heaters

WHAT
CLAMP

AUGAT'S

TO USE

WHERE

NEW

TOLERANCES

Tho sane standard construction as Vulcan
cartridge and strip heaters. Coil is of
highest grade resistance wire and is supported in and insulated fromr

ARE

TWO TENSION

LARGE

LOOP

provy
heathf

refraquality.
ct

Easily installed by
clamping against the
surface of hot plates,
Pots, defrosters, vulcanizers, moules. dies, water heaters, etc.

CLAMPS

Augat two -tension loop clamps are the long -sought
answer for uses where socket tolerances vary up to
.040. The bands of these sturdy clamps are made of
Beryllium copper, heat treated to retain original ten-

Rust -resisting sheath
for temperatures to
750° F.
Stain)-ss steel sheath

for temperatures
1200° F.
6

stand

Ord

sizes.

sion and nickel plated to withstand a 96 hour salt spray

test with no adverse effect.

to

The remaining parts of Augat's two -tension loop

Specie) sizes available.

clamps are made of 18% nickel silver.
Write today for catalog and samples.

VULCAN

AUGAT BROS. INC.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
()ANVERS 10,MASS

31

PERRY AVENUE

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

PRIMARY BATTERIES

for your Specialized Needs
DRY TYPES
Measurements Corporation
MODEL 58

UHF RADIO NOISE
& FIELD STRENGTH

78 Standard Industrial,

LAB -BIET

Laboratory and Government Types.

BATTERIES

RESERVE TYPES

Water activated
"One Shot" Batteries.

Our engineers will design
and create to your requirements. Send us your
specifications.

--s

METER
Frequency Range

HI-DRIVE

15 Mc. to 150 Mc.
FREQUENCY

ACCURACY:

MINIATURE
MOTOR

-±2%.

Individv.ally calibrated dial.

-

Precision -built, low-cost,

SENSITIVITY RANGE: 1 to 100,000
microvouts. Direct reading dial.

battery -operated
available for delivery
now.

POWER SUPPLY: Built-in supply, 117

volts AC, 6 volts DC.

Send for FREE Catalogs

MEASUREMENTS

CORPORATION

O

BOONTON

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1953

SPECIALTY BATTERY COMPANY
A Subsidiary of the

NIEW JERSEY

MADISON
Want more information?
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Ray -O -Vac Company

WISCONSIN
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making of Flexiform bobbins, they
can be readily supplied in shapes
and sizes as specified at an economical price. Flanges are flexible rope
paper and are fastened to the core
by an exclusive process that elimi-

nates swaging. Dielectric kraft
paper is used for the core.

Model 5570 is a single,
surement of frequencies compact instrument for rapid, precise meafrom
high-speed events -per -unit 0 cps to 42 mc. Basic sections are (1)
a
-time meter (EPIJT)
dyne unit. Frequencies
and (2) a heteroof 2 mc and below are
applied directly to the
EPUT and are read on
frequencies are applied the last six decade panels. From 2 to 42
mc,
to heterodyne unit and
until output meter indicates
selector knob turned
the
proper
harmonic has been selected.
External adjustment of
crystal control unit to
obtain an accuracy of 1 part
is provided, to
in 107, ± 1

count.V

applications
Rapid, accurate transmitter
monitoring, crystal checking,
oratory and production
general labline frequency determination.
Berkeley Digital Recorder
Addition of a
will provide an automatic
the last 6 digits; ideal for
printed record of
plotting frequency drift
or indicating stability.

0 cycle to 42 megacycles

RANGE:

ACCURACY

1

I

117

(short term:

1

port In

1071

accuracy
count, ± crystal
260 watts
s
60 cps,
volts, ±10'x,
impedance)
imp

ohm
volt rms. (50
variable
seconds continuously
1 to 5
2 seconds
0.02, 0 and
0.0002, 0.002,
16" deep
0.00002,
x
wide
TIME SASE:
32" high x 21"
I Approximately
x 19"
DIMENSIONS:
19"; one 121/4"
Two 81/4" x
to 160 mc.
PANELS:
range
extend
to
Available soon
California

I
POWER REQUIREMENTS:
I
INPUT REQUIREMENTS:
DISPLAY TIME:

1

i2

ACCESSORIES:

PRICE: I

$1990.00,

Specifications
Prices and

F.O.B. Richmond,

without notice.
subject to change

feerl
Please request Bulletin 104

M- 7

Microwave Equipment
WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

CORP.,

P. 0. Box 2099, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
A new 2,000 -mc microwave system

that utilizes microwave radio (type
FR) and frequency -division multiplex equipment (type FJ) is available. The microwave carrier is
divided into 30 voice channels or
equivalent telegraphic functions
(15 per voice channel) by the type
FJ multiplexing equipment. The
multiplexing equipment was designed specifically for use with the
microwave equipment and provides
maximum flexibility of arranging
various combinations of services on
the channels. The basic units of
the type FR microwave radio equipment are the same for both terminal
and repeater station assemblies.
Either type of assembly requires a
single fixed rack or cabinet, and
each is readily changeable from one
type of operation to the other to
facilitate system expansion.

Insulated Test Clips
DEVICES, INC., Edgewater, N. J. Model 1410A test clips
feature a plastic insulation that
covers the entire clip, including the
nose, without the bulkiness of
rubber boots or insulating tape.
They can be used in pairs as a
INDUSTRIAL

Awdaelee ScieAdipc
division of BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS INC.
2200 WRIGHT AVENUE

RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA

"DIRECT READING DIGITAL PRESENTATION
370

Want more information?

Use post card on
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one week

delivery

erg°

drawn
cases

LAMINATED
PfIENOLIC
LABEL
PLATES

hot tin dipped

PANELS

holes

STRIPS

cold rolled steel

...

Fabricated to
specifications
Ask for price
list.

University PI.

N.Y. 3, N.Y.

.

.

.

P.

.

.

.

draw depths up to 21/2"

inside fit covers for easy hermetic sealing

as special

m-DE

fabricated terminal and vent

smooth, one-piece construction using

in all sizes

HERMES Plastics, Inc.
13-19

...

DISCS

.

.

.

available

as stock sizes and

fabrications.

METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
PHILLIPSBURG, N. J.

O. BOX 71A

A NAME YOU CAN
RELY ON FOR

"INDUSTRIAL"

TRANSFORMERS

for

MIL -T-27 & COMMERCIAL

ELECTRONIC

CHANNEL
MOUNT

COMPONENTS

Pulse

Audio
Power
Filter Choke
Filament
RF Coils

Precision engineered electronic components
and connecting devices for all your needs.

Custom Built to
LAMINATED TUBE SOCKETS
TERMINAL STRIPS

your Specifications

WIRED ASSEMBLIES
METAL or BAKELITE STAMPINGS
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLIES
SCREW MACHINE PARTS
NEW ITEMSTUNER STRIPS, SOCKETS
and BRACKETS for UHF

wE SOLICIT
AMpLEsA

AND

Our extensive design and production
facilities are available for developing
your special requirements and appli-

write for samples and information.
ORegon 7.1881.

INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE Mfg. Co., Inc.
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.
109 PRINCE STREET

-

April, 1953

DNLY

SNORT

RDRPRODUCTION
RD
°Uc rIDN

cations. Representatives in principal
cities throughout U.S.A. Call or

ELECTRONICS

ir

297 North 7th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
Went more information?

Use post card on
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source of power for equipment
under test without the danger of a
short circuit due to the clips touching each other or other components.
In use on test equipment leads, the
clips may be changed from one connection to another without cutting
off the power in the equipment. A
highly -efficient nylon insulation conforms to the shape of the metal
clips thus allowing the same degree
of flexibility and easy handling as
bare metal clips. A nylon sleeve is
threaded to the clip for easy connection to leads. Terminals are provided for either a soldered or screw
terminal connection. Strain relief
is provided by means of usual wire
clamps.

Literature

MISSION:

To eliminate the needless waste of

manpower, machines, and technical skill in the
modification of servo components.
In applying servo systems to their operations, many engineers are restricted by "stock"
components. They either sacrifice efficiency
by building systems around the components
available, or waste manpower, machines, and
skill in modifying units to make them useable.
is the mission of the Transicoil Corporato
tion provide precision components for each
particular servo application ... ready for immediate application ... with all the accuracy
and efficiency for which they are designed.

Product Catalog. Phalo Plastics
Corp., 25 Foster St., Worcester 8,
Mass., has available a 46-page booklet that features easy reference indexing of all the company's major
product groups. It shows the corn
pany's important strides in the
manufacture of insulated wire and
cables and cord set assemblies for
electronics, electrical manufacturing, radio, television, communications and industrial applications.

It

REFERENCE:

Technical catalog "Precision

Components" available upon request.

Photoelectric Densitometer. Photovolt Corp., 95 Madison Ave., New
York 16, N. Y. Bulletin No. 800 announces the model 525 photoelectric

densitometer for chromatography.
The instrument described and illustrated is designed for the evaluation of filter paper strips and sheets
as obtained by partition chromatography and paper electrophoresis.
Included are a reference list and a
page showing prices for the complete line.

Paste Solder. Fusion Engineering,

CORPORATION

scce)

(c
Miniature
Control Motors

372

107 GRAND STREET
NEW YORK 13, N.Y.

Motor and Gear
Train Assemblies

Want more information?

Motor, Generator, and
Gear Train
Combinations
Use post card on

Servo

Amplifiers

last page.
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4504 Superior Ave., Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Bulletin TE -400 describes
Electro -Tin, a new material de-

signed to cut out costs, save time
and increase production wherever
soldering and dip tinning are used.
Electro -Tin finds wide application
in all fields of assembly and wiring
where soft solders are used. The
material described is a combination
April,

1953
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WESGO/ACUMINA
CERAMIC
INSULATORS
High purity.. , free of al! impurities such as
Iron, Titania, Alkali group elements.

Made to various formulations with Alumina
content from 94% to a pure sintered Alumina
with 99.85% minimum A1203.

Our

S178A

Engineering
Department

ANTENNA

Available in porosities ranging from 20%
to an impervious, vacuum tight body.

will gladly

MULTICOUPLER

answer all

Operates 10 Receivers from
One Antenna

inquiries

Formed to dimensional tolerances of plus or
minus 1/2 %, minimum of plus or minus .001".

relative
to your

Antenna Impedance 50-1000 ohms

particular

Frequency Range 2-20 Mc

problems.

Completely homogeneous structure.

Rack Mounting

WESTERN GOLD &

Used and Approved by many

Government Agencies

PLATINUM WORKS

$308.00 FOB Washington, D. C.

Ceramic Division

SCHUTTIG and CO.

INCORPORATED

589 BRYANT ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

9th and Kearny St., N.E.
Washington 17, D. C.

Over 857. of the torque wrenches
used in irdustry are

5tuRtEvh

,

TORQUE WRENCHES
Read by Sight, Sound or reel.

It's Engineered for

Permanently Accurate

TOP PERFORMANCE
... in Production NOW!

Practically Indestructible
Faster-Easier to use

This new DX 90° Deflection Yoke has
everything a television receiver manufacturer wants
a sharp full -screen focus,
a minimum of pincushioning, the ultimate
in compactness and a price that's downright attractive. Because this yoke has been
brilliantly designed for mass production on
DX's specialized equipment, it warrants
immediate consideration in your 27" receiver plans. Write us today.

Automatic Release

...

All Capacities
in inch ounces

... inch

pounds....00tpounds
(All Sizes from 0-6000
ft. lbs.)

sNatEv

.pi
-

pop

10pMle

Is

$ eli3
I-

a

ts

Every
manufacturer,
design and
procuction man
shou,d have
/his valuable
data. Sent upon
request.

RA

/SÚRfE.4.N7`/CO

A.00/50N fiJ UA! /rY1 /[
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/NJ/5

DEFLECTION YOKES
SPEAKERS

...

...

I. F. TRANSFORMERS

... CRYSTALS

TOROID COILS
R. F. COILS

...

DISCRIMINATORS

... TV TUNERS ... ION TRAPS ...

TRANSFORMERS

COMPONENTS
"the heart of
GENERAL OFFICES,

2300

Want more information?

W. ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 47, ILL.

Use post card on
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receiver"
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of newly developed organic, fast acting fluxing agents in which is
dispersed finely divided metal tinning agents. The combination of
the two makes possible soldering
under difficult conditions, using
nonacid, neutral materials superior
to ordinary rosin, and yet possessing characteristics of strongly
active acid fluxes.

Potentiometers. Helipot Corp.,
South Pasadena, Calif. Bulletin No.
128 on the new AJ series potentiometers was recently issued. It contains general features of the AJ,
AJS and AJSP models, as well as
drawings, specifications and special
features of all three models.

Hammarlund Separate Transmitters and
Receivers Offer Maximum Design Flexibility!
Two independent operations for signaling, dialing, slow speed
telemetering, or supervisory control may be transmitted in one
direction by one Dual Transmitter Unit (DTU-1) and one Dual
Receiver Unit (DRU -1) now available.
These units were engineered for operation over wire lines,
telephone or power line carrier and radio or microwave communications circuits, and incorporate the same proven basic features
as the Hammarlund Duplex Signaling Unit, except that operations may be carried on in one direction only. Each unit includes
its own power supply.
The DTU-1 incorporates a pair of transmitters consisting of
a stable tone generator and an amplifier designed to bridge across
a 600 -ohm circuit, all mounted on a 31/2 inch standard relay rack
panel. Harmonic distortion is negligible, frequency stability is
excellent and a total of 36 frequency channels are available
between 2000 and 6475 cycles.
The DRU-1 incorporates a pair of receivers consisting of two
stages of amplification, a signal rectifier, relay tube and relay,
and a sharply selective band pass filter unit, all mounted on a
51/4 inch standard relay rack panel.
Either a continuous or a keyed tone may be used. The units
may be installed in multiple and with Hammarlund 2 -way signaling units (DSU-2's) as individual installations require.
Write for Bulletin 113 for detailed information.

iuLan-un_ri
HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING
460 WEST 34th

374

ST.

Want more information?

CO., INC.

NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

Use post card on
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Demineralizer. Penfield Mfg. Co.,
Inc., 19 High School Ave., Meriden,
Conn. The purity of the water used
in compounding coating solutions
and preparing tv tubes, infrared
and fluorescent lamps often is a real
problem to manufacturers of such
products. The demineralizers described and illustrated in technical
bulletin 023 offer a completely automatic method of producing the extremely high purity water required
for both washing molded glass and
preparing coating solutions-at a
fraction of the cost of distilled
water.
Magnetic Tape for Instrumentation. Audio & Video Products
Corp., 730 Fifth Ave., New York,
N. Y. A single -sheet bulletin announces the type 109 Scotch brand
data recording tape developed by the
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.,
for data recording, telemetering,
shock and vibration measurements,
geophysical applications, computer
work and industrial research. The
tape described, factory tested and
preselected for minimum count of
nodule or surface imperfections, is
shipped in hermetically -sealed containers and comes in i -in. i -in., i -in.
and 1 -in. widths up to 4,800 ft in
length.
New Reproducer. Jensen Mfg. Co.,
6601 Laramie, Chicago, Ill. Technical bulletin No. 4 describes four channel high-fidelity system. It
gives constructional information for
the Transflex bass reflex trans April, 1953
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DELAY LINES

to meet military
specifications
Delay
Tol.

to 2 usec.
±.05 usec.
Zo 1200 ohms ± 15%
.1

Delay lines are hermetically sealed and
are of non -nutrient

construction.

HALF KILOWATT

REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY
Continuously
Adjustable
These Furst Power Supplies are
designed for laboratory, production line test stations and other
applications requiring 500 watts
of closely regulated power.

Electronic regulation provides a
constant DC voltage independent
of line and load variations within
wide limits.
f,:cx

We invite your
inquiries.

Two models are available with
continuously adjustable outputs
without switching:

Model 1110
Model 1110A

Up to 1000 Volts at 500 milliamperes
Up to 1500 Volts at 330 milliamperes

Write for complete specifications of Thee and ether
Furst Regulated Power Supplies. We will ai:so design
power supplies to

fit

your exact requirements.

FURST ELECTRONICS
RICHARD D. BREW and CO., INC.

3322 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago 25, Illinois

106 CONCORD AVE.. BELMONT 78. MASS.

ELECTRON
TUBE

TECHNICIANS
We now

To qualify for one
of these openings
you should be

have
several openings

for

experienced in

experimental work

technicians
to work- in the

for research and
development in
vacuum tubes,
which includes the
fields of mechanics,
electronics,
chemistry and
high -vacuum
techniques.

fabrication
and
processing of
advanced tipe
electron tube
research
models.

For evaluating the dynamic characteristics

of rate gyros and angular accelerometers

DOELCAM
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ANALYZER
Type BA -100 shown here includes:
Servo -controlled mechanical oscillator
operating at frequencies from to 80 cps.
Electronic analyzer providing direct readings
of input frequency, amplification and phase shift.
1

THE TYPE BA-1CC FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYZER
is one of the many special types of laboratory test
equipment developed by Docicam for evaluating
the characteristics of instruments and control systems. Your inquiry is invited.

DOELCAM CORPORATION
SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD, BOSTON 35, MASS.

ADDRESS RESUME OF TRAINING
AND EXPERIENCE TO

HUGHES

Instruments for Measurement and Control
Gyroscopic Instrumentation Synchros
Microsyns . Electronic Inverters

Servomechanisms

RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Technical
PerSOnnel

Department
ELECTRONICS

-

I

I

Mechanicci
Oscillator

CULVER CITY,
LOS ANGELES COUNTY,

Electronic

Analyzer

CALIFORNIA

April. 1953
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RAYDIST ultra -sensitive
electronic tracking systems

dehidu,d
optimum precision

(continued)
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mission line unit and associated
45-cycle crossover network for the
frequency range adjacent to the
lower limits of audibility. The unit
described is a unique arrangement
quite compact in terms of the wavelengths involved.
Coax Components and Test Equip-

ment. Microlab, 301 S. Ridgewood
Rd., South Orange, N. J. Catalog
No. 4 gives an 8 -page treatment of

Above-RAYDIST automatic plotting board for

continuous tracking and
plotsing of egad location
of aircraft or ships.

a line of coaxial components and

test equipment. Included among
the items illustrated and technically
described are fixed pad attenuators,
low-pass filters, coaxial terminations, power-line filters and frequency multipliers. A price list has
been inserted.

Below-RAYDIST mobile
electronic tracking system;
a precision lob. on wheels.

Miniature Snap Switch. Tyniswitch Division, The Sessions
Clock Co., Forestville, Conn. A 6 page bulletin on the construction
and operational characteristics of
Tyniswitch has just been published.
A low-cost, high -rating miniature
switch, the specifications and standard adaptations of Tyniswitch are
fully described and detailed.

t

Screw Locking Insert. Brush Nail
Expansion Bolt Co., Greenwich,
Conn. A recent four -page folder
describes and illustrates the knurled
insert, a screw locking insert that
is distinguished by a large band
of diamond knurling on its grip
area. Its three -stage principle of
operation is shown. Recommended
hole sizes and ordering information
are included.

xykeet

Instrument Company, Inc.,
of Hampton, Virginia, designs and builds
RAYDIST-an amazingly sensitive and
accurate electronic radio location
system. RAYDIST systems are available
for air and marine navigation tracking,
for marine geophysical surveying,chartmaking, ship speed trials,
hydrography and meteorological studiesfor a host of applications requiring infinitely
accurate tracking and plotting. Because RAYDIST
precision performance is strongly dependent upon
the quality of the components used in the systems,
HASTINGS specifies and uses CHICAGO MIL -T-27
Sealed -in -Steel Transformers. Wherever optimum
precision and absolute dependability are requirements,
you'll find CHICAGO-the world's toughest transformers.
HASTINGS

H -TYPE

MIL -T-27
Sealed -in -Steel
Transformers

Free "New Equipment" Catalog
want the full details on CHICAGO'S New Equipment Line
covering the complete range of "Sealed-in-Stee " transformers for
every modern circuit application. Write For your Free copy of
Catalog CT -153 today, or get it from your electronic parts distributor.

You'I

Export Sales Div.:
Scheel International, Inc.

DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

350' ADDISON
376

STREET, CHICAGO 18, ILL.

Want more information?

4237 N. Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
CABLE ADDRESS:
HARSH EEL

Use post card on last page.
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Silicone Rubber O -Rings. Bacon
Industries, Inc., 192 Pleasant St.,
Watertown, Mass. Technical data
sheet No. 103 provides detailed
specifications of silicone rubber 0 rings. A feature of the 0 -rings, as
pointed out in the literature, is the
special manufacturing method used
which makes allowance for the
shrinkage factor encountered with
silicone rubber and therefore assures O -rings which have the exact
dimensions specified. The full information contained in the data
sheet on the dimensions of both
regular and special sizes and a detailed table of tensile strength,
hardness, compressibility and other
features, provide the reader with a
April, 1953
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High Sensitivity

..

Logarithmic

AC VOLTMETER
50 MICRO VOLTS TO 500 VOLTS
MODEL 47 VOLTMETER
SELF-CONTAINED
ALL AC OPERATED UNIT

An extremely sensitive amplifier type instrument that
serves simultaneously as a
voltmeter and high gain

FOR

amplifier.

HERMETIC
SEALS

Accuracy ±2% from 15
cycles to 30 kc.

Input impedance

megohm plus 15 uuf. shunt
1

capacity.

Amplifier

Gain

IRON SEALING and

23000

KOVAR SEALING GLASS
Also MODEL 45
WIDE BAND
VOLTMETER
.0005 to 500 Volts!
1600 kc
5 Cycles
Output

Close tolerance maintained

the
.
.
highest precision to satisfy your specifications.
,

A few of the many uses:
Gain and frequency measurements for all
indicator for microphones of all

types.
Low level phonograph pickups.
Acceleration and other vibraºion measuring
pickups.
Sound level measurements.

types of audio equipment.

Densitometric measurements in photography
and film production.
Light flux measurements in conjunction with
photo cells.

Write for Complete Information

Instrument Electronics Corp.

90 MAIN STREET

NAME YOUR

PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.

REQUIREMENTS

ELECTRONICS SALES AND
APPLICATION ENGINEERS
High -Frequency Heating, Microwave Communication,
V.H.F. Communication, Power -Line Carrier and
Military Communication and Radar Equipment
The expanding Electronics Division of Westinghouse has a number of desirable sales and application engineering positions open for men well qualified
in one or more of the above fields. These openings require technical graduates

with good personalities and business sense, men who like to meet people and
work with them on a broad range of equipment application problems rather
than specializing in a narrow field of design. Previous technical sales experience is desirable but not necessary.
Permanent positions are available at Headquarters (Baltimore) as well as in
various sales offices throughout the country. The latter positions generally
require training at Headquarters for a period depending on previous experience.
All these positions offer top pay, commensurate with ability and experience,
with excellent opportunity for advancement on merit. They carry the usual
generous employe benefits offered by Westinghouse-low-cost group life and
hospitalization insurance, an excellent retirement plan, graduate study opportunities and paid vacations. Re -location allowances will be made by the
Company.

We'll be glad to meet your
specifications. Our laboratories welcome working with
you on new powders and designs for pressing. Let us
quote on your requirements.

(Quick
Delivery)

`N3

V

//

Sintered powders
Ceramic bodies
Cold

mold plastics

akes

Send resume of qualifications to:

Manager, Industrial Relations, Dept. CK
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
109 West Lombard St.
Baltimore 1, Md.

13 VALLEY STREET
BELLEVILLE,

ELECTRONICS-April,
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convenient compilation of important data.

SHARP
PERMANENT
MARKING

Transformer Engineering Bulletins. Sylvania Electric Products

WITH HI -DUTY
MARKING TOOLS

Inc., Ipswich, Mass. Bulletins T-101
and T-102 cover two different transformers. They deal with the MILT -27 specifications for electronic
equipment transformers and the
ruggedized miniature cast resin
type. Included are classifications, requirements, ratings and applications. An extra sheet gives full
technical data for the entire line.

Instrument Transformers. General
Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
The 1953 edition of the company's
instrument transformer buyer's
guide contains basic, up-to-date information on the complete line. The
fully illustrated, 102 -page publication, GEA -4626F, contains ratings,
ASA accuracy classifications, and
prices of all GE indoor and outdoor
potential and current transformers.
Listings of ratio and phase -angle
tests, together with tables covering
the mechanical and thermal limits
of current transformers, are included.

For legible permanent marking of metal components use
engraved lettering tools. Precision engraved dies and inserts
for indenting or embossing identification on your parts will
1. Improve appearance.
2. Advertise throughout life of part.
3. Facilitate reordering.
'Write for free catalog on Production Marking Equipment.

GEO.

T. SCHMIDT, INC.

OO

MARKING TOOLS
MARKING MACHINES
11101 Belle Plaine Ace., Chicago 13, III.

COMPLETE MACHINE

FACILITIES TO PRODUCE
Steel Type

Hand Stamps
Dies
Engraved Inserts for
Dies
Shank Style Stamping
Embossing Dies
Code Stamps

378
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Numbering Heads
Marking Machines
Nameplate Marking
Equipment
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Power Pentode. Lewis and Kaufman, Ltd., 50 El Rancho Ave., Los
Gatos, Calif. A new technical
data sheet for Los Gatos brand
4E27A power pentode illustrates the
tube, provides dimensions, general
electrical characteristics, and con-

stant current characteristics under
two modes of operation : 500 screen
volts, zero suppressor volts; and 500
screen volts, 60 suppressor volts.
Maximum ratings and typical operation data are given for: class -C r-f
power amplifier and oscillator
(class -C telegraphy, f -m telephony),
class -B a -f power amplifier and
modulator and class -C r -f plate modulated amplifier.

Transformer Laminations.

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp., 2020
Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.,
is presenting a greatly expanded description of laminations in the fifth
edition of its transformer lamination catalog. Included are technical
information and full-size drawings
of all the available standard shapes.
Each lamination is provided with a
April, 1953
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RAWSON METERS

?4e S. S. WHITE 80X
HIGH VOLTAGE RESISTOR
(1/2

4 watts

2

multiple ranges.
microamperes to
milliamperes to

1

3

ampere DC.
amperes AC.

ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS
Ranges 100-v. to 35,000-v. AC or DC

Resistance exceeds million megohms.
Can measure static electricity.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4906

FLUXMETERS

Laboratory and production measurements on magnets and magnetic circuits. Single push button return -to -

It gives complete information on
S.S.White resistors. A free copy
and price list will be sent on request. Send for a copy.

zero.

ROTATING COIL GAUSSMETER

most recent development for
measuring magnetic field strengths.
Measures from a few gausses to
120 kilogausses.
Special apparatus built to order
Write for details and estimates

Our

Ezell

UOYSTßIAL 10111/113110111

TETE

RAWSON ELECTRICAL

®E!#TAL

INSTRUMENT COMFANY
III Potter St.

G.CO.

Dept. R,

Cambridge, Mass.
LDS ANGELES

WANT THE

BEST

IN CAPACITORS?

NEW

t

REPRESENTATIVES

CHICAGO

binder made by a process which
mechanical
assures adequate
strength and durability. This
material is non -hygroscopic and,
therefore, moisture - resistant.
The resistors are also coated
with General Electric Dri-film
which further protects them
against humidity and also stabilizes the resistors.

Developed for use as potential
dividers in high voltage electrostatic generators, S.S.White 80X
Resistors have many characteristics-particularly negative temperature and voltage coefficients
-which make them suitable for
other high voltage applications.
They are constructed of a mixture of conducting material and

MULTIMETERS and REGULAR METERS
AC and DC types, high accuracy,
2

Actual Size)

100 to 100,000 megohms

WESTERN

DISTRICT OFFICE: Times Building,

A NEW

ceMnure

10

East

40th St.

YORK 16, N. Y.
Long Beach, Calif

SERVICE ON

ALL TYPES OF

CONSTRUCTION

NOW AVAILABLE
AT LOW COST

SIR teMNIMORSI
MOLDED OR FABRICATED TYPES
FOR LOWEST POSSIBLE COST

Assemblies of these types can be supplied at low cost.
Quality is the highest in the industry. Dimensional
accuracy and other characteristics are excellent and
these units are highly recommended for instruments
such as synchros.

Many, many notable advances in the
art of capacitor design and manufacture
have been made by the ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY. As an example,
ILLINOIS

CONDENSER

COMPANY

has

recently been awarded a patent on their
unique and exclusive molded capacitor
construction as featured in the UMP
types.
For almost two decades. ILLINOIS
CONDENSER COMPANY has been building quality capacitors and regular users
include most all of the largest manufacturers of TV and radio sets. Their names
literally compose the "blue book" of
electronics.
To meet the ever increasing demand
for ILLINOIS electrolytic capacitors,
ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY has
built new plants and greatly increased
production. Why don't you, tco, discover
why ILLINOIS capacitors are "first
choice" of so many!
Write For Catalogr

ONE PIECE ELECTRO -PLATED
FOR EXTREME ACCURACY

TYPES

Wherever extreme dimensional precision, accurate concentricity, and high dielectric qualities are
required the electro -deposition method is recommended ... the production of which is licensed
under an exclusive arrangement with the Electro
Tee Corporation. This well-known process is most
satisfactory for miniatures and sub -miniatures
down to .035" diameters.
ULTRA -MODERN, COST REDUCING, NEW PRODUC-

CALL, WRITE OR WIRE TODAY FOR
QUOTATIONS ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS
..

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
1616 NORTH THROOP STREET

ELECTRON ICS

-
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CO.

CNICAGO 22, ILL.

__.,..._.

TION FACILITIES-The last word in plant, equipment and skilled personnel are grouped here lo
provide fast delivery at
lowest unit cost.

..

INSTRUMENT

CORP. OF AMERICA
Want more information?
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C

X Q.

t tO

weight table to assist in ordering.
The company's magnetic shield
fabricating facilities are also described.

ff. Q L

Co

Coil Winding Machine. Universal
Winding Co., P. 0. Box 1605, Providence, R. I. A four -page bulletin
covers the No. 108 quick -set-up coil
winder for hand -feed paper -insulated coils in stick form. It contains
a very well illustrated description
of the unit, an outline of special
design features, and complete tech-

PROVEN DEPENDABLE QUALITY

oxlip orients

CERAMIC
COIL
FORMS

XR-13

XR-13A

XR -60

XR-70

XR-61
XR -62
XR-63

XR-71

nical specifications.

National high-grade
ceramic coil forms have been
designed for a wide variety of
communication and industrial
applications. Types XR-13,
XR-13A and XR-10A are
primarily for use in transmitters,
diathermy equipment, etc. The
XR-60 and XR-70 series are
permeability -tuned coil forms,
conforming to JAN specifications,
with either brass or iron slugs.
Write for drawings and

XR-10A

XR-72
XR-73

specifications.

L,.

COMPLETE
LINE OF
SOCKETS
There is a National
socket for every popular

tube type and every circuit
application. All feature low-loss
electrical characteristics,
firm tube support and easy,
secure mounting. They are
recommended wherever the
highest quality is required.
Write for drawings
and specifications.

II> 111>
4111b

gek

Write for drawings
NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
M A L D
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Audio -Radio-TV Equipment. David
Bogen Co., Inc., 29 Ninth Ave., New
York 14, N. Y. "Electronics for
Audio-Radio -Television," a 24 -page,
illustrated, three -color booklet, reveals the design features, specifications and prices of the company's
extensive line of amplifiers, p -a systems, tv boosters and allied equipment. Associated lines described in
the new bulletin are transcription
players, baffles, reproducers, highfidelity amplifiers, tuners and
speakers, trumpets, line -matching
transformers, microphones and accessories.
TV Tube Complement List.
Mullard Ltd., Century House,
Shaftesbury Ave., London WC2,
England, has available a wall chart
giving the tube complements of all
the company -equipped tv receivers
marketed since 1950. Covering 24
different makes and' nearly 150 different types of receivers, it serves
as a much -needed guide to tv tube stocking as well as being an invaluable reference for service engineers. The chart is printed on a
single sheet and has been specially
designed so that the receiver type
and tube type numbers can be easily
correlated. It is in three colors.

Thermocouple Gage Control Circuit. Scientific Specialties Corp.,
Snow and Union Sts., Brighton
Station, Boston 35, Mass. Model
V-32 thermocouple gage control circuit that is designed to operate with
the RCA type 1946 thermocouple
gage tube or equivalent, and measures pressures in the range 0.001
to 1 mm Hg is described and illustrated in a single -page bulletin. The
unit discussed in the bulletin is opApril, 1953
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Development

Research

Engineering

Manufacturing

BUILT ELECTRONICS!

CUSTOM

CDC are designers and engineers of Electronic Devices

to

fit

your requirements.
Product Engineering and Design

Digital and Analogue
Computers

Parts Machining and Assembly

Test and Measuring Equipment

Instrument and Electronic
Equipment Overhaul

Servo Systems

Instrumentation

Field Maintenance of Electronic
Computers

Engineering Consulting Service

Developments for Armed Forces

YOUR ENQUIRIES WILL RECEIVE
PROMPT AND EFFICIENT ATTENTION

COMPUTING DEVICES of CANADA LIMITED
General Offices -338 Queen Street

Laboratories -475 Cambridge Street,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

The SW -12 Standing Wave Indicator
is designed to measure the standing wave

ratio within a waveguide or coaxial system
used to transmit pulses of R.F. power. it can
also be used as a null detector in bridge
measurements. SW-12 can be used with both
square law crystal detector or bolometer
probes. The meter is calibrated directly in
VSWR.

INPUTS:

Input 1-R.F. probe with crystal

rectifier
Input 2-R.F. probe with bolometer
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat within 3 db
from 500 to 2000 cps.
Can be used down to 200 cps.

-

MANUFACTURERS
REPRESENTATIVE'
(Metropolitan N. Y.

C. Area)

SEEKS

AN ADDITIONAL LINE
(PREFERABLY COMPONENTS)

Presently covering both the radio -TV and
military electronic industries in N. Y. C.,
Northern N. J. and Long Island.

SENSITIVITY: 400-500 cps 20 microvolts
full scale
500-2000 cps -15 microvolts full scale
2000-3500 cps -20 microvolts full scale
INPUT IMPEDANCE:

250 ohms nominal

OUTPUT METER CALIBRATION:
SWR scale from 1:1 to 4:1
Linear scale from 0 to 10
LINEARITY: 5% variation in linearity from
15% of full scale to full scale meter reading.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 VAC single.
phase, 35 watts, 50-800 cps.

TUBE COMPLEMENT: 2-6517 1-6H6
1-6V6GT 1-6X5GT
SPECIAL FEATURES: Shock resistant nonmicrophonic construction.
DIMENSIONS: Height 87/8"
Width 811+6" Length 163í6"
WEIGHT: 20 lbs.
CASE: Cabinet with side handles.

FINISH: Hammertone
grey case and satin aluminum panel.

RA -7248, Electronics
New York 36, N. Y.
330 W. 42 St.

TELEVISION
CORPORATION
AVENUE
ASBURY PARK. N. J.
1001 FIRST

ELECTRON ICS

-- April,
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ELECTRICAL INSULATION

OIL DIFFUSION

PUMPS

arc only two members from our

THAT WILL TAKE

COMPLETE LINE

2000°

F.

FOR

SEE

the latest one in action at
Booth

4-216-IRE

SHOW

March 23-26

BRIEF PERIODS!
Aircraft fire detection apparatus
needs that. Here is the Mycalex

our SC -3 High Vacuum
Evaporator, evaporated
films,
vacuum accessories, etc.
See also

OPTICAL FILM ENGINEERING CO.
Philadelphia 33, Pa.

2731-37 North 6th St.

J

glass -bonded mica part that has it.
410 molded with
steel ring inserts for thermocoupling device produced by
Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
Mycalex

For permanent endurance Mycalex
can take 650°F. continuously without
heat distortion or any other injury.

WIRE FORMING
SPECIALISTS
Precision Parts to meet your

Production and Engineering needs.
From .002" dia. to .125" dia. Radio
tube parts-Stampings-Drawings
Modern facilities, high -production
equipment.
Metal Crystal Holder Parts
Send sketch or print for quotation.
PIX MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
24A Bedford St., Newark 3, N. J.

ACTUAL SIZE

Now...get

O,YOUR

ABSOLUTE
D.Ç.

DOUBLE BARREL

ORDINARY
POWER

ADVERTISING

SUPPLY

Advertising men egree-to do a complete
advertising job you need the double effect
of both Display Advertising and Direr.
MaiL
Display Advertising keeps your name
before the public and builds prennes
Direct Mail supplements your Dupl.),
Advertising. It pin -points your message
right to the executive you want to reach

Mycalex is superior for high voltage,
high frequency components that must
operate in small spaces.

For example, tube sockets like these
now used in over 60% of all television receiver tuners. Manufactured
and sold by Mycalex Tube Socket
Corporation, Clifton, N. J.
If your insulation must take heat or
get rid of heat, investigate Mycalex!

-

-the

person who buys or influences the
purchases.
In view of present day difficultre. m
maintaining your own mailing lists, our
efficient personalized service is particul.rly
important in securing the comprehensive
market coverage you need and want.
Ask for more detailed information today. You'll be surprised at the low overall cost and the tested effectiveness of
thse hand-picked selections.

-

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING DATA BOOK

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

0.005

SINCE 1919

OHMS

NOISE -RIPPLE UNDER
100 MICROVOLTS

LLaimIiille_` IL]:x

STANDARD CELL
S^TABILITY AVAILABLE
Mc

MYCALEX CORPORATION of AMERICA
World's Largest Manufacturer of

Class -bonded

Mica

Products

Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y,

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT

114 CLIFTON BOULEVARD, CLIFTON, N. J.

382

/ .r'
1a,Lai
K ALB

F E L L

PRECISION
ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS
LABORATORIES, INC.

C

DIRECT

RAW -HILL

MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
aA

W.st 42nd St., New Torf.

'

N

Y

1090 MORENA BLVD. P.O. BOX 1578
SAN DIEGO 10, CALIFORNIA

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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erated on 110 IT, 60 cycle a -c and
consumes approximately 10 w.
Prices are included.

IS THERE

Miniature Clutch. High Precision

WRONG WITH

THAT CAN BE MADE TO THE

SAME TOLERANCES
AS STEEL
YES, we do mean any tolerances that
can be produced in steel.
For example:

Inc., 375 Morse St., Hamden, Conn.,
has prepared a folder suggesting
possible uses and giving specifications for a line of miniature overrunning clutches, known as Mini clutch. Typical applications of the
units described are recording instruments and business machines,
motion -picture projectors, ratchet feeds, servomechanisms and control
devices such as are used in gun -

pointing equipment.

Terminal Boards. Aircraft Radio

14"

Two of these 14" Mycalex 400 discs
revolve with only .004" clearance.
Dimensionally stable, too. Mycalex
stays accurate.
Chatter-Less
Brush Holder

Corp., Boonton, N. J. A new 4 -page
brochure deals with ceramic insulated terminal boards developed for
use in airborne receivers and transmitters and in signal generators
and other industrial electronics
equipment where reliable, long operation under extremes in temperature and moisture is important. The

boards described are fungus proof
and arc resistant. Comprehensive
diagrams and photographs of the
boards are featured as well as illustrations of typical applications.

ANYTHING

MYCALEX ?
YES
It's inelastic
But inserts won't shake loose.
It has high density
But permits reduction of over,
all size and weight.
It has no color appeal
But has certain surface finish
interest.

MYCALEX

GLASS -BONDED MICA

IS THE

ONLY

CERAMOPLASTIC
The only material combining most of
the best properties of ceramics and
plastics, plus some of its own.
GET THE FULL, FRANK

STORY

Transistor Test Equipment. TranSpur Gear
Plate Assembly
PA Timer

for

Threaded
Coil Form

.

a

Coaxial Bushing

Mycalex glass-bonded mica is found
in HIGH PRECISION electrical
components.
WRITE FOR ENGINEERING DATA BOOK

CAL
INSULATOR

MYCALEX CORPORATION of AMERICA
World's

Largest Manufacturer

of

Class -bonded

ton 35, Mass. A single -sheet bulletin illustrates and describes the
model T-61, a device designed to
test the small signal behavior of all
point contact and junction transistors. The theory of operation outlined shows the emitter current,
collector current, emitter voltage,
collector voltage and characteristics
measurement ranges. The unit's
accuracy is described and price is
included.

Regulated H -V Power Supply.
Scientific Specialties Corp., Snow
and Union Sts., Brighton Station,

SINCE 1919

THE

sistor Products, Inc., Snow and
Union Sts., Brighton Station, Bos-

Mica Products

Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT

114 CLIFTON BOULEVARD, CLIFTON, N. J.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.

Boston 35, Mass. A single -page bulletin illustrates and describes the
PS-22 electronically regulated supply that is designed for use with
photomultiplier tubes, counters, and
other devices requiring a closely
regulated well stabilized voltage.
Output, regulation, input power and
mounting information are given.
Prices are included.

ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING DATA BOOK

SINCE 1919

THE INSULATOR

MYCALEX CORPORATION of AMERICA
World's Largest Manufacturer

of Glass -bonded

Mica

Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,

GENERAL OFFICES

Products

N.Y.

AND PLANT

114 CLIFTON BOULEVARD, CLIFTON, N. J.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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OTHER DEPARTMENTS

featured for this issue:
Edited by WILLIAM G. ARNOLD

Expansion of RTMA Proposed At Board Meeting
THE RTMA board of directors accepted in principle the recommendations of a special committee
of the technical products division
calling for expansion and reorganization of the Radio -Television
Manufacturers Association to provide greater recognition for manufacturers in the advanced electronics field. The action climaxed a
recent 3 -day industry conference.
President A. D. Plamondon, Jr.,
referred to an expanded organization committee a report presented
by director E. K. Forster and C. B.
Thornton, of Hughes Aircraft Co.
The major recommendations of
the committee were that RTMA
change its name to the Electronics
Manufacturers Association, or some

similar name, a division for manufacturers of advanced electronics
products be established within the
association, and the engineering department be expanded and technical
standards and contract specifications be developed for advanced
electronics products in the military
and commercial sales areas.
Mr. Thornton, in presenting the
report prepared by Mr. Foster and
himself, pointed out that the electi-onics industry has expanded
greatly since World War II and
that for the last three years the

Page
Electrons At Work

196

Production Techniques

260

New Products

312

New Books

410

Backtalk

420

.,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,.,,,11,,,,..,,,,.1,11,.,,111111,....,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,11 .11:

dollar volume of sales of electronics
equipment to the Armed Services
has exceeded that in the commercial
equipment field, including radio and
tv sets.

MULLICAN WINS EDISON RADIO AMATEUR AWARD
L. W.

Teegarden

Teegarden Elected Executive
Vice -President Of RCA
Teegarden as
executive vice-president of the
Radio Corporation of America was
announced by Frank M. Folsom,
ELECTION of L. W.

Don L. Mullican of Searcy, Ark., who helped rally emergency aid to tornado stricken Arkansas in March of 1952, received congratulatory handshakes from
W. R. G. Baker, GE vice-president, and J. Milton Lang. general manager of the
GE tube department, after he received the Edison Radio Amateur Award for outstanding public service by a radio amateur during 1952. Don, a 20 -year-old Bible
student at Harding College in Searcy, stuck to his radio amateur rig almost
without relief for more than five days to bring emergency help to Searcy and
the nearby towns of Judsonia and Bald Knob

president.
Mr. Teegarden, a pioneer merchandiser, has been active in the electronics industry for many years.
Prior to assuming his new post, Mr.
Teegarden was vice-president in
charge of technical products of the
RCA Victor division. In this position, he supervised the activities of
both the engineering products department and of the tube department.
"Under Mr. Teegarden's leadership, the activities over which he
has had responsibility have attained
new high levels of success," said
Mr. Folsom. "His election to the
post of executive vice-president of
RCA is fitting recognition of his
administrative achievements over
April, 1953
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Radio set makers everywhere have acclaimed the Monarch automatic record
changer-the brilliant new changer with the exclusive ` Magidisk' auto -selector
* Now 7", 10" and 12" records may be intermixed and played at 33}, 45 or
78 r.p.m. with a realism and a purity of tone hitherto impossible * Simple
centralised control provides easy selection of record speed and ` On,' ` Off,'
Reject' * New extended frequency range dual stylus crystal pick-up faithfully
reproduces the most fragile overtones * Fine engineering guarantees a lifetime
of trouble-free service * The price is competitive-send for details.
*

Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd., Old Hill, Staffs. England
ELEC-RONIa

-

April, 7953

Want more information?
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.

Grams: 'Electronic Old Hill, Cradley Heath.'

post card on last page.
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the many years he has been with
RCA."
Since joining RCA in 1930 as a
district sales manager, Mr. Teegarden has held increasingly responsible positions on behalf of
RCA Victor activities. In 1936, he
became the first to serve as regional
manager with responsibility for the
merchandising of all RCA Victor
products. His success in establishing this position led to the formation of a regional organization on a
nation-wide basis.
Six years later Mr. Teegarden
was named assistant general sales
manager of all RCA Victor product
activities. He was appointed general manager of the tube department in 1944, and a year later was
named vice-president in charge of
this department.
Under his direction, the tube department achieved mass production
of television picture tubes for home
receivers.
Mr. Teegarden's responsibilities
were increased in 1949 to include
supervision of RCA Victor's engineering products department, which
has since established new sales
records under his direction.

PACKARD-BELL
BREAKS GROUND

Beckman Begins Construction On $2 Million Plant

ARNOLD O. BECKMAN, president and
founder of Beckman Instruments,
Inc., officially broke ground recently
for the new $2 million, 200,000 sq ft
instrument factory and administra-

Westinghouse To Buy Philço's TV Station WPTZ
E. V. HUGGINS, president of West-

inghouse Radio Stations, Inc., and
James H. Carmine, executive vicepresident of Philco Corp., announced jointly that Westinghouse
had arranged to purchase tv station
WPTZ in Philadelphia from Philco.
Approval of the FCC is being
sought. Acquisition of the station
will involve approximately $8.5 million.

Company executives at Packard -Bell
ground -breaking ceremonies for the
5750,000 addition to its tv and radio
plant were, left to right: Robert S. Bell,
executive vice-president; Herbert A.
Bell, president and founder, and Joe M.
Spain, vice-president. The new 95,000
sq ft building will contain two units: a
division for milling and assembling tv
cabinets, and an electronics section for
government contracts

tive offices to be erected on a 40-acre
site in the La Habra -Fullerton area
of California. First occupancy of
the plant is scheduled for midsummer.

In commenting on the proposed
transfer of ownership, Mr. Carmine
said, "Sale of station WPTZ, at this
time, will enable Philco to concentrate its activities in its principal
fields of research, development and
production of tv receiving sets,
radios, and major appliances which
are merchandised through its distributors and dealers, and the
manufacture of electronic equipment for government and indus-

try."
Mr. Higgins said, "This is
another step toward completion of
our plans to bring additional service
to the millions of people living in
areas served by Westinghouse."

After approval of the purchase
by the FCC, WPTZ will become the
second tv station to be operated by
Westinghouse. The first is WBZTV in Boston.

Federal Elects Maginnis
V-P And Chief Engineer
THE ELECTION of William P. Magin-

nis as vice-president and chief engineer of Federal Telephone and
Radio Corp. was announced by
Henry C. Roemer, president of
Federal.
Mr. Maginnis, who will direct
telephone, radio and vacuum tube
engineering for Federal, joined the
company in 1951. He was with RCA
for 21 years and headed components
engineering at the RCA Camden
plant prior to joining Federal.
Previous to his Camden assignment,
Mr. Maginnis was chief engineer
at the RCA manufacturing plant in
Bloomington, Ind.
Graduating from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1929, Mr. Maginnis started his career in cornApril, 1953
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SUPER REGULATED VOLTAGE & CURRENT STANDARD

- DC -2

TYPE M

For Accurate Calibration of D. C. Voltage and Current Instruments
CURRENT STANDARD provides simple,
THE
accurate calibration of D. C. Voltmeters and Milliameters. It is an accurate
voltage or current source for Analog Computer instrumentation. The instrument
is a rugged, dependable secondary standard for general laboratory and production use, which replaces the Potentiometer and its accessories, i.e., Galvanometers,

SUPER REGULATED VOLTAGE

&

Standard Cells, Power Supplies, and Precision Resistors.
The instrument is a super regulated power supply with an internal reference
standard cell, precision resistance decade and precision load. It is required wherever accurate D. C. current and voltage standards are maintained.
SPECIFICATIONS
LOAD DEPENDENCE:

OUTPUT:
0 to 109.99 Volts D. C.
(in 0.01 volt steps)
0 to 109.99 mA D. C.
(in 0.01 mA steps)

Within the range specified, the load dependence is included in the accuracy of the cali-

brator and automatically compensated for.

ACCURACY:

Voltage, 0.05 % of indïcated voltage.
Current, 0.05% of indicated current.

INPUT POWER:
105-125 Volts, 60 cycle, 150 Watts maximum.

RIPPLE:

Less than 0.08 millivolts at full voltage output.
LOAD IMPEDANCE:
Full scale voltage,

Load may be as low as 1000 ohms.
Full scale current,
Load may be as high as 1000 ohms.

MOUNTING:

Aluminum cabinet or relay rack.
Panel size, 19" x 83/4", depth 16".
Net weight 40 pounds.
Shipping weight 65 pounds.
(Data subject to change without notice.)

RADIATION, INC.
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA

ELECTRON ICS
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William

P.

Maginnis

munications engineering at the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
in New York. In 1930 he left Bell
to begin his long association with
RCA.

Clevite Acquires

Transistor Products

The Beckman Model V Micro-Microammeter-for the
precise measurement of extremely small electrical
currents. Beckman Instruments, Inc., South Pasadena,

CLEVITE CORP.

California.

announced recently

that it is acquiring a majority stock
interest in Transistor Products,
Inc., of Boston, Mass.

TO MEASURE ELECTRICAL CURRENTS

as small as three -tenths

of a trillionth ampere within 5 %, the Beckman Model V
Micro-Microammeter depends on precision ambient compensation by an EDISON sealed -in -glass thermostat.
IN OPERATION,

-

the Micro-Microammeter conducts the cur-

rent to be measured through a very high input resistance
from 3x107 to 1011 ohms. The voltage produced across
this resistance charges a vibrating reed capacity modulator,
oscillating at 120 cycles per second, which converts the
voltage to an alternating signal. After passing through a
four -stage amplifier, the signal is converted back to direct
current for measurement.
of an EDISON thermostat to control the temperature of the input compartment, the precise, 1 % reproducibility could be destroyed through variation of the temperature with input resistance or contact
potential of the vibrating reed.
WITHOUT THE PROTECTION

TIME has no apparent effect
on Edison SealedIn-Glass
Thermostats.

feature stability measured in years,
control within ±0.1° F and capacity to 115 volts, 8 amperes d.c. or 1000 watts. EDISON temperature control
engineers will be glad to work with you on the solution
of your ambient protection problems. Just call or write to:
EDISON THERMOSTATS

Transistor Products, Inc. was
formed in March, 1952 to engage in
the development and manufacture
of transistors and diodes. Roland B.
Holt, formerly director of the
Nuclear Research Laboratory of
Harvard University, is president.
The company has a license from
Western Electric Co. and is producing transistors on a small scale.
Development work in the transistor field has been going on in the
Clevite group for several months.
Brush Electronics Co., a Clevite subsidiary, is also licensed by Western
Electric. This development program will be consolidated with that
of Transistor Products, Inc., it was
stated.

CBS-Hytron Plans
New TV Tube Plant

INCORPORATED
Instrument Division
388
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for the construction of an
ultra -modern tv picture tube plant
PLANS

and warehouse in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
were announced by Bruce A. Coffin,
April,

1953-
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i
FOR

TELEVISION
and other electric

i

installations

SIMPLE OR COMPLEX
We make them all, ranging from 2. and 3 -electrode crystal
holder bases and standard octal headers, to 14- and 18 -terminal
with a
headers for sealed Transformer and Relay applications
wide selection of styles and sizes in our series of basic designs.

-

Ground Rods
Low cost drawn steel
Ground Rods, heavily copper plated to insure perfect

SPECIAL DESIGNS
We also manufacture Sealed Headers and Terminals to meet
special requirements, and will be glad to quote upon receiving
your specifications.
COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES
We have facilities for handling the complete assembly of many
units
including wiring, evacuating and pressure -filling enclosures.

-

electrical contact-and

- -

pointed for easy driving. In
4,' 6' and 8' lengths, 3/8 to
Send for Bulletin and
diameter.
5/8"
prices, and use Premax in your TV

NEW CATALOG

Just off the press, a new Hermaseal catalog, with descriptions
and specifications of some of our standard Sealed Headers and
Terminals. Write for your copy today!

installations.

PREMAX PRODUCTS

frl

DIVISION CHISHOLM-RYDER CO., INC.
5301

Highland

Ave.,

Niagara

Falls,

N.

-

THE HERMASEAL CO, Inc.

Y.

Measurements Corporation

Pinpoint

by S. Moskowitz and J. Racker

INTERMODULATION

Accuracy

METER

-For

Completely Self-Contained
Direct Reading For Rapid,
Accurate Measurements

Focalizer
Adjustment
(CELITE BERYLLIUM -COPscrewdrivers are the
to accurate adjustment of focalizer coils. They're
non-magnetic, non -sparking and
more fatigee resistant than steel
.
yet their points do not
require constant regrinding like
Broad,
fibre or plastic tools.
tapered blade fits adjustment screw
reaches
into
SNUGLY.
10" shan<
chassis easily. Why be without this
tool-ask your dealer now!
PER

answer

XCELITE
(Formerly Park
Metalware Co., Inc.)
Dept. C
Orchard Park, N. Y.

insure peak performance from all
audio systems; for correct adjustment
and maintenance of AM and FM receivers and transmitters; checking linearity of film and disc recordings and
reproductions; checking phonograph
pickups and recording styli; adjusting
bias in tape recordings, etc.
To

generator section produces the
mixed low and high frequency signal

The

required for intermodulation testing.
A direct -reading meter measures
the input to the analyzer section
and indicates the percentage of
intermodulation.

MEASUREMENTS

CORPORATION
BOONTON

ELECTRONICS

-

PULSE
TECHNIQUES

MODEL 31

INCORPORATED

April, 1953

Elkhart I p, Indiana

D
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Get this new self -training book
for 10 days' free examination
Here is everything you need to
know about pulse techniques-a
subject of increasing importance
in television, communications,
and all electronic equipment. This book covers
transient response of linear networks, design of
pulse networks, pulse shaping and clamp circuits,
pulse generation, measurement, and instruments,
pulse communication systems, and aerial navigations aids.
Response
PARTIAL CONTENTS: Fourier -transform method.
aa
Siglof low-pass
aerie..
pulsePhysi[al
responsef cuerrves Response toto
nificance
network response by Fourier transforms.Determinatio
rob
Use of partial fractions In the solution of transform
lems. Laplacian transform and inverse Laplacian of a step
voltage. Typical network problems using I. transforms.
Step-voltage
High-pass RC filter. Pulse transformers.
transformer. Debuild-up time response of a step-down
of
lay -time response. Special coaxial delay lines. DesignamSht-eaking
elay lies.
networks.unTransmissionSupersonicupling
lumped
plifier lFoeir-termi nal cos.follower, Limited circuits. Clip
Hoe amplifiers. Cathode
circuit..
ping circuits. Peak -riding clipper. integratingoscillators.
Pnniuve-bias restorer. Eha'lioi rvcoupled pulse
circuits.
Relaxation oscillators. Multi vibrators. Sweep
Commutation.
Time calibration. Pulse-counting systems.pulse
communiModulation. Synehronieotiou. Commercial
Timing
cation system. Introduction to radar systems.stem.
Get
,it. Radar receiver.Navar system. Lorain
brings
this authoritativ handbook today! Coupon below
"Pulse Techniques" on FREE trial for 10 days. Mail

r

it u NOW.

)<

eau

MAIL COUPON TODAYm

-r.191

Prentice -Hall, Inc., Dept. II-EL -453
I
70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of PULSE TECHNIQUES
FREE examination. Within 10 days I will either return the hook and owe nothing, or keep It end remit
$2.05 down (plus postage) and $2 mandril for 2
months.

for'
1

Name

Address

IL1ffl rMr rrrrZone....rMMM!'
City

State

389

Are you getting
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with no porosity
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president of Hytron Radio and Electronics Co. The new manufacturing
facilities form part of the company's expansion plans to answer
the growing demands of the tv industry.
The new Kalamazoo plant is
scheduled for occupancy in June
1954, when production will start. It
is expected that the full operating
rate of production will be reached
by the fall of 1954. The 235,000
sq ft plant has been designed for
production of the new large -screen
tv picture tubes under the direction
of

Charles F. Stromeyer,

CBS-

Hytron's vice-president in charge of
engineering and manufacturing.
The manufacturing equipment will
incorporate the latest automatic
techniques in the manufacture of
the large 21 -inch to 30 -inch picture
tubes.
Here are cross sections of two Teflon rods which were dye -tested for porosity
(x 12
magnification). The Fluoroflex-T rod (left) shows no capillary absorption of dye. It makes
more stable insulation than the rod at right where porosity has enabled dye to penetrate.
.

Non -porous FLUOROFLEX®-T rod, tube, sheet
assure optimum electrical stability in parts
At its optimum electrical values, Teflon is virtually the perfect dielectric material for UHF use.
If, during extrusion or molding, however, a high
degree of porosity results, dielectric strength,
power factor and dielectric constant are bound
to be affected. That's because porous insulation
means absorbent insulators.
As the above photographs show, Fluoroflex-T
is non -porous. This is achieved in two ways. (1)
By processing on equipment especially designed
to compact Teflon powder to the critical density.
(2) By not bleaching out Teflon's natural spotting at the expense of optimum density.
Fluoroflex-T products are also stress relieved.
Result: Non -porous rods, tubes, and sheets that
not only give greater electrical stability but also
dimensional stability and fewer rejects in machining. Write for Bulletin FT -18.

Raytheon Forms Special
Products Division
THE FORMATION of a Special Prod-

ucts Division of the Raytheon Television and Radio Corp. was announced recently by H. C. Mattes,
executive vice-president.
Raul H. Frye, formerly director

*DuPont trade mark for its tetrafluoroethylene resin.
®Resistoflex trade mark for products from fluorocarbon resins.

Raul H. Frye

RESISTOFLEX

corporation

Belleville 9, N.J.
SPECIALLY ENGINEERED FLEXIBLE RESISTANT PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRY
390
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of research and engineering for the
company, was named general manager of the new division. His duties
include complete supervision of all
planning, research and production
for the division, reporting to W. L.
April, 1953
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ELECTRONICS

MEASURE TIME' PRECI SION
From 10 Microseconds to
Seconds'
in MINIATURE!
3

520-A

Advertisers:

Voltmeter

How about

the

_

NUCLEAR

1

Millivolt Full Scale to 300 Volts

Cycles to 2 Megacycles
Only 6" high
10

field?
There are a good many advertisers using ELECTRONICS
who should also be advertising in
NUCLEONICS.

Particularly in instrumentation
and laboratory equipment, there
is a cross -over of use in the elec-

tronic and in the nuclear field.
But, there is very little crossover in the subscriber lists of the
matter of a
two publications
few percentage points.

The time interval between any two components in electrical, mechanical or electromechanical systems can now be measured,
simply and accurately, with Model 110 American Chronoscope and Model 211 Input

Adapter.

It is quite possible that you are
doing an effective presentation of
your products and abilities in this
excellent issue, but are missing
such presentation before one of
the fastest growing fields in the
country's history-the field of
atomic energy.

Constant Output

±

0.5 db

Literature on Request

ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED

D.C. CONSTANT CURRENT
POWER SUPPLIES
RACK MOUNTING MODELS

OUTPUT CURRENT

105-125 V, 60c Input
OUTPUT CURRENT MAY BE SET AT
ANY VALUE BETWEEN 0.2 AND 50
M.A. D.C. INCLUSIVE.
0-150V.

WITHIN
0.1%.

IS

CONSTANT AS LOAD

HELD

VARIES

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE
Write Dept. 102 for Literature

VARIES BETWEEN

MODEL lA-R
1%, MODEL

i

IS

CONSTANT

WITHIN

18-R

ASSOCIATED SPECIALTIES CO.
1751 MAIN STREET
OREFIELD, PENNSYLVANIA

DOUBLE BARREL ADVERTISING

.01,

-

Adlvertiting men agree to do a complete advertistaq
job you need the double effect of both Display Advertiz..ng and Direct Mail.
Display Advertising keeps your name before the
public and builds prestige.
Direct Mail supplements your Display Advertising.
h pinpoints your message right to the executive yea
want to reach-the person who buys or influences the

e'
q,EL

purchases.
Ask for more detail information today. You'll be
surprised at the low overall cost and the tested effectiveness of those hand-picked selections.

Mc GRAW-HILL

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

330

April, 1953

Megacycles

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

316 West First St.

ABP

-

1.2

AMERICAN CHRONOSCOPE
CORPORATION

girt,"

ELECTRONICS

Cycles to

Distortion Less Than 0.2

and other Chronoscopes and
Adapters, write for Bulletin 200 A.

i
TT

NUCLEONICS

18

$180

MATCHING

$150

AS LOAD VOLTAGE

The sales representatives of
ELECTRONICS are also the sales
representatives of NUCLEONICS.
They have much evidence pointing
to the opportunities in this great
NEW field. Ask them to show you
what your potentials can be.

510-B

For complete description on these

-a

McGraw-Hill Publication
330 West 42nd St.
New York 36, N. Y.

OSCILLATOR
ALSO

West 42nd Street
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the most economical way
to FOCUS a TV tube
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Dunn, vice-president.
Shortly after his appointment,
Frye named Robertson Gannaway,
formerly chief technical engineer,

the original Focomag
CUTS RECEIVER COSTS BY ELIMINATING
CENTERING AND FOCUSING RHEOSTATS.
Also lowers cost of power transformer. Perfectly focuses
27", 21" and all smaller tubes having magnetic deflection.
Highly efficient ring magnet uses only 4 oz. Alnico P. M.
NO HARMFUL EXTERNAL FIELD. Ring magnet
is completely enclosed by the external shunt (an original
Heppner design). This prevents the leakage field from
having any magnetic effect on other components.
Uniform field produced by ring magnet.
FLEXIBLE NYLON ADJUSTING SHAFT ELIMINATES BREAKAGE.

Picture -positioning lever. You specify mounting arrangement.
Robertson Gannaway

director of research and engineering for the Special Products Division.

Sylvania To Erect
Lab Building

Write today for information on lowering your set costs with this FOCOMAG.

HEPPNER

Representatives:

John J. Kopple
60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

James C. Muggleworth
506 Richey Ave., W. Collingswood, N. J.
Ralph Halley

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

R. R. 1, U. S. 27, Coldwater Rd.,
Ft. Wayne 3, Indiana

Round Lake, Illinois (50 Miles Northwest of Chicago)
Phone: 6-2161

SPECIALISTS IN .ELECTROMAGNETIC
392

Irv. M. Cochrane Co.

DEVICES

408 So.
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THE RADIO TUBE division of Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc. today announced plans to construct a 120,000
sq ft facility in Williamsport, Pa.,
to house a group of divisional engineering laboratories.
The new laboratories, according
to M. J. Burns, general manager of
the radio tube division, will be devoted, among other things, to development work and pilot plant operation in radio receiving tubes for
military uses; new product development work; fundamental chemical
research; and application engineering, including a rating laboratory
in which tubes will be evaluated for
performance under abnormal conditions. Other research and developmental activities in various fields of
electronics also will be undertaken
at the new laboratories. Actual construction is not expected to begin
until May or early June. The labs
will be in full operation soon after
the first of next year. Approximately 400 persons will be employed.
Ralph P. Clausen, chief engineer of
April, 1953

-
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the radio tube division's general engineering department, will have executive direction of the operations
of the new laboratories.

,

Bentley Named Chief
Engineer At DuMont
has been named
chief engineer of the receiver division of Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., it was announced
yesterday by Irving Rosenberg,
director of operations of DuMont's
receiver and cathode-ray tube divisions.
Mr. Bentley had been chief engineer of the DuMont cathode-ray
tube division since 1947. Prior to
that time, he was assistant head of
the cathode-ray tube engineering
department, the position to which
he was assigned when he joined the
DuMont organization in December,
ALFRED Y. BENTLEY

Something new
in Precision Potentiometers

the standardization of a Non -Linear Precision Potentiometer,
RVP3-S59 Sine-Cosine potentiometer, one of the many types
type
the
standard with the Technology Instrument Corporation, performs two
two wipers
operations in a single potentiometer assembly
outputs.
and
cosine
sine
both
yield
apart
degrees
spaced 90

...

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1945.

Mr. Bentley replaces Robert J.
Cavanagh in his new post. Because
of the pressure of DuMont's re-

search and development activities,
Mr. Cavanagh will return to his
original engineering and research
post with DuMont's research
division.

Consolidated Engineering
Makes New Moves
for the development of "Instrument Park," a landscaped and
architecturally controlled industrial
community with a "university
campus atmosphere," were revealed
by Philip S. Fogg, president of Consolidated Engineering Corp. The
firm has filed an application with
the Pasadena Planning Commission
requesting a zone change to permit
light manufacturing use of a 20 acre site north of the company's
existing plant.
Mr. Fogg also announced the promotion of Hugh F. Colvin, 35 -yearold engineer -executive, to the position of vice-president and treasurer
of the company,
Election of Kneeland Nunan as
executive vice-president and member of the board of directors of ConPLANS

solidated Vacuum Corp. of Rochester, New York, newly acquired
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

.. .

6.

Total resistance: 20,000
ohms plus or minus 5 per cent
between terminals 1 and 3.
Accuracy: Plus or minus
.5 per cent of the peak
to peak amplitude.
Maximum voltage Conservatively rated as 80 volts
between terminal 1 and 3.
Life: Guaranteed for at
least 500,000 complete
cycles in either direction
at 30 rpm.
Potentiometer base: Precision machined aluminum
(originated by TIC) finished
with corrosion resistant
black Alumilite.
All fixed connections

POTENTIOMETER

SCHEMATIC

are soldered.
Wipers: Paliney spring
wiper with double contact,
for positive electrical
connection, long wear
and light torque.
8. Resistance Element: Karma
wire with temperature coefficient of .00002 parts
per degree centigrade.
9. Slip Rings: Inlaid coin silver
slip rings.Paliney contacts
on dual brushes for positive
connection and low contact
resistance.
n0. Full humidity protection
with type 76-5 fungus resistant varnish,
11. Units may be ganged, using
TIC's patented "Constrict -O Grip" clamp rings which
permit precise phasing with
amazing ease.
7.

TIC standard potentiometers have the same built-in precision
and craftsmanship normally found only in custom-built products.
Research,engineering and design facilities for special constructions and non-linear or linear functions are an integral part of
TIC services. Submit your potentiometer problem, whether the need
is for standard or custom design.

- ----

Baltimore,

Md.

-- - --

Engineering Representatives
Arnprior, Ont., Can.

PRospect 1-6171
Cleveland, Ohio
UPtown 8.1141
Chicago, III.
Monroe 3143
Rochester, N. Y.
Canaan 649
Canaan, Conn.
Dayton, Ohio
Michiga;16;7421

Plaza

Arnprior 400
Minn Hill 8-5858
New York, N. Y.
ELiot 4-1751
Cambridge, Mass.
H011ywood 9-6305
Hollywood, Cal.
DIxon 9918
Dallas, Texas
Binghamton 3-1511
Binghamton, N. Y.

Technology Instrument Corp.
535 Main Street. Acton. Massachusetts, Tel. ACton 3-7711
Want more information?
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MINIATURIZATION

i

Thru constant research, Acme transformer engineers
have developed designs, that save pounds and
ounces in weight and provide long -life performance. We build miniature transformers by the thousands, each individually performance tested.

PRESSURIZED SEAL
Here is a transformer design with terminals sealed
under pressure with a resilient sleeve that accommodates expansion and contraction of temperature

changes.

Kneeland Nunan

PLASTIC COATING
This is one of a number of ways that plastic has
been adapted to seal transformers or individual
coils for service in humid atmospheres or under con-

subsidiary of Consolidated, followed
Mr. Colvin's promotion. Mr. Nunan,
former vice-president in charge of
sales, will replace Mr. Colvin at the

ditions which breed fungi.

Rochester operation.

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION

314 WATER STREET
CUBA, NEW YORK
IN CANADA: ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION LTD.
50 NORTH LINE ROAD
TORONTO, CANADA

TRANSFORMERS

for maximum economy.
TUBE
5KW VACUUM

BOMBARDEORR
INDUCTION
N
HEATING

Simple...Easy to Operate...Economical
Standardization of Unit Makes This New Low
Price Possible.
Maximum economies can be obtained only by use of
correct frequency and power combinations when applying the techniques of induction heating to manufacturing
processes.
It is significant that only Scientific Electric in the present
market, can offer you a selection of frequencies depending on power required, in wide power range.
2-3'/2-5-6-7y2-10-12'/2-15-18-25-40-60 KW (all units
above 60 KW are considered custom built). This means
that electronic heating equipment produced by Scientific
Electric is tailored to your needs ... fitted perfectly to
the task entrusted to it, enabling you to keep your
initial investment in equipment to a minimum while
affording you all the proven advantages of electronic
heating.

$1535.

Write now for complete information or send samples of
work to be processed. Specify time cycle for your
particular job. We will quote on proper size unit for
your requirements.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH
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Aerovox Plans West
Coast Expansions
Coal'. recently announced
through its president, W. Myron
Owen, the construction of a modern,
AEROVOX

completely-equipped 50,000 sq ft
plant in South Monrovia, California
for manufacturing most of the
Aerovox line of capacitors. Appointment of George M. Ellis as chief
application engineer for all Aerovox divisions in the west was also
made known.
The new plant is being made
available to west coast manufacturers and distributors as a source of
electronic components. Thus, Aerovox becomes the first large eastern
capacitor manufacturer to establish
west coast manufacturing facilities.
Construction of the new plant is expected to get under way very
shortly and it is estimated that the
t acility will be in operation early
this summer.
Mr. Ellis was formerly vice-president and chief engineer of Acme
Electronics, Inc., a subsidiary of
Aerovox Corp. In addition to his
new duties, Ellis will continue as
vice-president of Acme, according
to Hugh P. Moore, president of the
division.
Mr. Moore has appointed D. A.
April, 1953

-
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Gehlke as Acme's new chief engineer to succeed Mr. Ellis. Mr.
Gehlke formerly was associated
with Bendix, Lear and Western
Electric.

Bloser Named V-P
Of Transicoil
formerly chief
engineer of the Transicoil Corp,
was named vice-president of the
company, it was announced by William M. Henderson, president. Mr.
Bloser's new position involves supervision of the design, engineering
and production of control motors,
gear trains, induction generators,

Measure PHASE Difference
Directly 00-360° .. .

DWIGHT W. BLOSER,

EA

eAo-

Type 320AB PHASEMETER
In 4 full scale ranges, 0°-36°, 00-90°, 0°-180°, 0°-360°,

...
without ambiguity
... Independent of voltage amplitude from to 170 volts peak
Independent of voltage wave form
20cps... Independent of frequency from 2cps. to 100kc. (accuracy:20kc.)
above
1

. .

20kc, 1% of full scale +3°; error increases slightly
Large, easily read, mirrored scale panel meter
ideal for production testing or laboratory use
Ease of operation
Eliminates tedious and inaccurate oscilloscope techniques
instantaneous response of output voltage
Terminals for recorder
to phase changes
Incremental accuracy better than 1% of full scale

-

...

Dwight W. Bloser

servo amplifiers and synchros. Prior
to joining the company in 1952, he
was senior engineer of Kearfott's
Motor and Synchro Lab, and served
in an engineering capacity with
Sperry Gyroscope, Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co., American District
Telegraph Co., and the Bendix
Aviation Corp. He is a 1933 graduate of Pennsylvania State College.

FCC Appoints Miller
Robert T. Bartley
announced appointment of Kenneth
W. Miller to be his engineering assistant. A member of the FCC's
engineering staff since 1940, Mr.
Miller has recently been serving as
assistant U. S. supervisor for CONELRAD in the office of the chief
engineer.
Mr. Miller was an engineer in the
COMMISSIONER

ELECTRONICS- April,

1953

Proven performance and quality workmanship
In audio facilities, ultrasonics, servomechanisms, geophysics, vibration,
acoustics, aerial navigation, electric power transformation or signalling,
in mechanical applications such as printing register, torque measurement, dynamic balancing, textile and packaging machinery and other uses
where an accurate measure of the relative position of moving parts is
required . . . the type 320AB Phase Meter has achieved widespread
approval as a unique and versatile measuring instrument.

...

For further information on measuring phase, send for
specification bulletin and TIC Laboratory Reports

---

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES

UPtown 8-1141
Chicago, Ill
PRospect 1-6171
Cleveland, Ohio
WAltham 5-6900
Waltham, Mass.
Boonton 8-3097
Boonton, N. J.
Michigan 8721
Dayton, Ohio

Silver Spring, Md.

- -

Arnprior 400
Arnprior, Ont., Can.
H011ywood 9-6305
Hollywood, Cal.
DIxon 9918
Dallas, Texas
Caldv%ell 6-4545
Roseland, New Jersey
Ogontz 8805
Wyncote, Pa.

-

Sligo 7-550

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
535 Main Street, Acton, Massachusetts, Tel. ACton 3-7711
Want more information?
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Models 611 and 612 are popular
instruments in research and design
laboratories, vacuum tube plants,

transmitter manufacturing plants,
and in fixed and mobile communication services.
They are ruggedly built for portable
use, and are as simple to use as a D.C.
voltmeter. The power absorbing load
resistor is non -radiating, thus preventing transmission of unwanted signals
which interfere with message traffic
in communication services.
Frequency range: 30 to 500 MC (30 to
1,000 MC by special calibration)

Impedance: 51.5 OHMS

TERMALINE
DIRECT READING

VHF plug, PL259.

R. F. WATTMETERS

Special Scale Model "6Is" are available as low as 1/2 watt full scale, and
other models as high as 5 KW full scale.

(DUAL RANGE)
MODEL
MODEL

-

VSW R less
than 1.1
Accuracy: Within 5%. of full scale
Input connector: Female "N" which mates
with UG-2I or UG-21 B. Adapter
UG-146/U is supplied to mate with

611-0-15 and 0-60 Watts
612-0-20 and 0-80 Watts

BIRD

Catalog Furnished

IMPEDANCE -511/2 Ohms

ELECTRONIC CORP.

on Request

NEELY
ENTERPRISES
Hollywood San Francisco
Albuquerque

1800 EAST 38TH ST., CLEVELAND 14, OHIO EARL LIPSCOMB'
ASSOCIATES

TERMALINE Coaxial Line Instruments

Dallas

Houston

(continued)

common carrier branch of the International Division in 1946, subsequently serving as a branch chief
on tv broadcast engineering

matters

and with the office of the chief engineer on international broadcasting
and special problems.

Strombere Carlson

Appoints Engineers
has been appointed chief engineer and Rudolph
G. Miller assistant chief engineer
of the Stromberg -Carlson Company's Radio -Television Division,
according to C. J. Hunt, general
manager of the division. John H.
Craft, Jr. has been appointed national service manager of the
division.
Mr. Herrick has been with
Stromberg -Carlson as a staff engineer, engaged in radio and television design and production engineering, since his graduation in
electrical engineering from the University of Maine in 1944.
Mr. Miller has been assistant
chief engineer with both Colonial
Radio and Detrola Corp. From 1945
until the present he has been chief
mechanical engineer in StrombergCarlson's Radio -Television Division,
a post he continues to hold.
Mr. Craft joined Stromberg -Carlson in 1946 as a staff engineer. He
was transferred to the company's
service department in 1949, to hold
training clinics for tv service men
throughout the U. S.
MALCOLM P. HERRICK

Little Plans Second
Research Building
adjacent to its recently constructed Mechanical -Division building, Arthur D. Little, Inc.
IMMEDIATELY

DEVELOPMENT and PRODUCTION

METALLURGISTS
Fine wire and ribbon in base, rare, and
precious metals, and alloys for

new and highly engineered applications.
In small units and sizes,
and to close tolerances.

Further details on request.

SECON METALS CORPORATION
228 East 45th Street, N. Y. 17, N. Y., MU 7-1594
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will build a 60,000 sq ft research
laboratory, pictured above. ExperiApril, 1953

-
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HAM

mental work in chemistry, chemical
engineering, physics, new products
and production methods will probably be housed in the building by
Jan. 1, 1954. Ground will be broken
in April for the two-story E -shaped
brick and stone structure, to be
located near the Concord Turnpike
in Cambridge, Mass. A large auditorium will be incorporated in the
building and will be used for seminars and meetings.

ELECTRONIC MEMORY

MAGNETIC
DRUM STORAGE
SYSTEMS

Ashman Named President
Of Air Associates
of J. E. Ashman as president and director of Air Associates,
Inc. was announced by the firm's
board of directors. His duties include administration of the company's program of product diversification and broadening of markets.
Previously Mr. Ashman was executive vice-president of Rockwell
Manufacturing Co., maker of Delta
power tools, Nordstrom valves and
other products. He also was formerly associated with U. S. Steel
and Burroughs Adding Machine.
ELECTION

\o

\ o\\

1

\0

\o\

AUTOMATIC PROCESS
o*`\ CONTROL SYSTEMS

IRC Founder Is Honored
educator,
HAROLD PENDER,
inventor and founder of the International Resistance Co., was admitted as Eminent Member into
Eta Kappa Nu Association in recognition of his technical attainments
and contributions to society through
outstanding leadership in the profession of electrical engineering.
DR.

O

Investigate
these ßE 'r4
Magnetic Drum Storage
advantages

or other
ò
cis

HIGH SPEED
DATA HANDLING

Proven dependability
Large storage capacity
Alterable yet non-volatile storage
High-speed

REQUIREMENTS

Huggins and Baudino
Advance At Westinghouse
E. V. HUGGINS has been elected
vice-president of corporate affairs
for Westinghouse Electric Corp. by
the board of directors. This is a
newly created position with the
company.
Mr. Huggins was also elected
president of Westinghouse Radio
Stations, Inc. At the same meeting,
J. E. Baudino was elected executive
vice-president in charge of all operations. Mr. Baudino was formerly
general manager of all operations.
Since November of 1951 Mr. Hug ELECTRON ICS

-- April,

1953

?O'uee today
for this
descriptive
brochure

\\0
11011101I10\\0\\\\\0\\\0

eoeseied.dvela7`
nrnsi
t

Division of

1902 West Minnehaha Avenue, Dept. E-10, St. Paul W4, Minnesota
DIGITAL COMPUTERS... DATA -HANDLING SYSTEMS... MAGNETIC STORAGE SYSTEMS...
COMPUTING SERVICE
ANALOG MAGNETIC RECORDING SYSTEMS
INSTRUMENTS

...

...
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selective

gins has been assistant secretary of
the United States Air Force with
general supervision over the Air
Force's world-wide installations, its
overseas and off-shore procurement
program, and relationships with
civil aviation. Mr. Huggins had resigned as executive vice-president
of the Westinghouse Electric International Company to accept the Air
Force assignment.
Mr. Baudino joined Westinghouse
in 1927 after graduation from the
University of Illinois. He has been
with Westinghouse
associated
broadcast activities since that time,
serving in engineering, business
and management capacities in Pittsburgh, Boston, Philadelphia and
Washington.

insulation

If your design includes a coil, let us help you
select proper insulating materials
with
high dielectric values, adequate moisture
resistance, rugged and serviceable physical
properties. Make the coil a strong point in
your product, instead of a danger spot. Coto Coil Company, 65 Pavilion Avenue, Providence 5, R. I. New York Office: 10 E. 43rd
Street, New York 17.

...

,

I

New Clare Relay Plant

Completed
THE NEW relay manufacturing
plant of C. P. Clare & Co., just corn pleted on Chicago's northwest side,

s/O

Coto a_Q'ZCoils

LOW COST
ANSWERS

for accurate measurements on many
channels, of frequency and

narrow -band

deviation

FM

Primarily useful in maintenance of
mobile -radio equipment, to FCC
specifications, these LAMPKIN instruments, singly or in combination, offer many
possibilities in development, production and communication testing.
TYPE 105-B MICROMETER

FREQUENCY METER.

heterodyne -type, AC -operated instrument
proved design, plus many new features.
A

0.1 to 175 MC., on local CW, AM, or FM

of time-

TYPE 20S FM MODULATION METER.

mixer -limiter -discriminator type
metering circuits inherently stable.
A

instrument with

- COVERAGE -

transmitters.

Continuous 25 to 200 MC.,

- CALIBRATION - ACCURACY - FEATURES -

on

nearby transmitters.

General-purpose
table,
plus
percentage -deviation
curves for any number of specific frequencies.

Indicates up to 25 RC. peak deviation, either side of
carrier. No charts or tables.

0.005 % and better; with spot check for WWV.

10% of full scale, can

Checks any number of frequencies. Simulates
VHF transmitters for precise receiver alignment.
Weighs 12.5 lbs., 12" wide, price $220.00.

Rugged

be

field -checked.

and trouble -free. Warm-up

minutes, tune-up
load, weighs 13

time
lbs.,

60

seconds.

A

12"

wide,

price

time two
two -finger
$240.00.

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

Gentlemen:

BRADENTON, FLORIDA

Please send more data on the 105-B and 205.

Name
Address
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covers 50,000 sq ft. As shown above,
it is of one-story windowless design, with the exception of a large
glass area for the reception room in
the front of the building. Production facilities are being moved to
the new plant as rapidly as possible.

Williford Elected President
Of Link Aviation
E. ALLAN WILLIFORD has been
elected president of Link Aviation,
Inc. by the firm's board of directors.
He succeeds Edwin A. Link,
founder of the company, who continues as chairman of the board and
director of research.
Mr. Williford has been vice-president and general manager of the
Link firm since he joined the company in 1950. A graduate of the
University of Illinois, Williford was
previously associated with Union
April, 1953

-
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Carbide and Carbon Co. for 24
years, during which he rose from
salesman to general sales manager
of the carbon products division of
National Carbon Co.
In 1945 he became vice-president
of General Analine and Film Corp.
and general manager of its Ansco
division in Binghamton, N. Y., resigning this position in 1949. Soon
after he became associated with
Link.

Kleinschmidt Honored
E. KLEINSCHNIIDT, founder
and president of Kleinschmidt Laboratories and inventor of teletype
and the new portable teletypewriter, was awarded a special cita EDWARD

IF

YOU USE MICROWAVES...

This

self - contained,

compact,

versatile

WAVEMETER TEST SET
can help you
Now, with one easy -to -carry instrument, you can
determine the frequency of both pulsed and c-w
microwave systems . . . you can make accurate
measurements by both transmission and reaction
methods. Because the new Wavemeter Test Set needs
no external power source, it is ideal for field workequally good for laboratory work ! Its applicable
range is from 2400 to 3400 megacycles. A low cost
instrument-now in production, and used by U. S.
Edward

E.

Kleinschmidt

Signal Corps as #TS-117/GP.
Write

tion by the Chicago chapter of the
Armed Forces Communications Association, for "his distinguished
contributions to the progress of
civilian and military communications particularly in the field of
printed, electrically transmitted
messages."

on the

Collins To Expand
Dallas Plant

Name

adding 35,500
sq ft to its 50,000 sq ft building in
Dallas, Texas, it was announced by
James G. Flynn, Jr., general manager of the Texas division.
The firm began its operations in
COLLINS RADIO CO. is

ELECTRON ICS

-
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today for bulletin giving complete technical data
Wavemeter Test Set!

us

'Licensed under Sperry Patents.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
American Encaustic Tiling Co., Inc.
904 Kenilworth Ave., Lansdale, Pa.
Gentlemen:
Please send your Technical Data Bulletin on the Wavemeter Test Set.
No obligation, of course.

Title

Address.

Zone

City

State

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
AMERICAN

ENCAUSTIC TILING
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Lansdale, Pa.
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SHo YRppE
pRppF
RE

MOISTU

PROOF

TEMPERATURE

The NEW Hycor Type "P" toroid coils are hermetically
molded in a special tough plastic compound. They

will withstand:
Ambient temperatures from -40 C to 135
95% humidity
boiling salt water.
Amazing degree of mechanical shock.

...

Space saving:

C.

Dimensions of Type EM -3P coils shown in illustration are
1-1/16" O.D. by 1/2" thick. (Inductance up to 7 henries.)
Clearance hole for a 6-32 mounting screw is provided.
Send for Bulletin TP

REPRESENTATIVES:
Jack Beebe,

5707 W. Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois
George E. Harris & Co.,
Box 3005, Municipal Airport, Wichita, Kansas
Marvin E. Nulsen,
5376 E. Washington St., Indianapolis 19, Indiana
Burlingame Associates,
103 Lafayette Street, New York City

HEYCO STRAIN RELIEFS!
Absorb cord pull,
1 ' push and torque

HAS

MODERN

CAPACITY
FOR OVER

Insulate wire from
housing

2,000,000
FINISHED

e:z. cep
SAMPLES? Send wire size and chassis informationTry HEYCOS at no cost to you-today!
MADE IN ALL SIZES FOR CLOCK WIRE TO S-10/3 CABLE

HEYMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

400

RIIMN"

to'

NEW JERSEY
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Corp. was announced by Harold W.
Danser, Jr., president. General
Porter is president of Chemical
Construction Corp., a wholly owned

PRESS

PER DAY.

;-#

General William N.

Porter as a director of Ultrasonic

STAMPING

ASK FOR BULLETIN 33

2

ELECTION of

EXPERIENCE

STAMPINGS

KENILWORTH

General Porter Joins
Ultrasonic Board

THE HEYMAN
ORGANIZATION
WITH 25 YEARS

the Nykon Bushings that Anchor cord to housing

°

area to 110,500 sq ft.
The new wing includes a 4,000
sq ft cafeteria for employees and
4,000 sq ft of additional office space,
with the remaining area being used
for manufacturing. The company
expects to have more than 1,000 employees on the payroll by early
spring.

11423 VANOWEN STREET
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
sunset 3-3860

Facts you should know about

CHASSIS

Dallas about 1i years ago with a
25,000 sq ft building, and a few
months later moved into an additional plant. The new addition will
bring total square footage in the

Use post card on

last page.
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General William N. Porte:

subsidiary of American Cyanamid
Company which is engaged in engineering and construction of chemical and metallurgical processing
plants throughout the world. A
graduate of the U. S. Naval Academy in 1909, General Porter was
chief of the Chemical Warfare
Service from 1941 through 1945.

Bendix Naines Walz
of Richard F. Walz,
former sales engineer for Audio
Products Corp., to Bendix Computer's administrative staff was announced by Palmer Nicholls, vicepresident. He will serve as sales
and engineering aide to Maurice W.
Horrell, assistant general manager
APPOINTMENT

April,

1953

-
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of the division.
Walz directed the initial installation of instrument landing equipment at Los Angeles International
Airport in 1942 as project engineer
for International Telephone Development Corp. In 1946 he was
named chief radio engineer for Air Associates, Inc., and in 1948 established the Walkirt Co. as co-owner.
At Walkirt he developed the circuitry and packaging techniques for
which the company is known. He
sold his interest in 1950 and joined
the staff of Audio Products.

DIESEL
z/n,a«r
GENERATOR SETS

GE Modernizes Plant
A $400,000 modernization

program

has been launched by the General
Electric Co. at its Bleeker Street
plant in New York City, according
to an announcement by plant manager Frank Greene, Jr.
The program will involve the installation of machinery to be used
in the manufacture of polystyrene
cabinets for clock radios and table
model radios.
About 8,000 sq ft of floor space
will be added in the form of a mezzanine constructed in a two-story
bay of the plant. This mezzanine
will be used for storage of raw materials. Under it will be the moulding equipment. Machines have been
ordered and production of cabinets
is scheduled in about 9 months.

Krygier Advances At CBS
THE APPOINTMENT of George Kry-

gier to the position of administrative engineer was announced by
Leopold M. Kay, vice-president of
engineering for CBS -Columbia.
Mr. Krygier joined CBS -Columbia in 1950, serving as liaison
engineer with Underwriter's Laboratories. In his new position, Mr.
Krygier will handle engineering
administrative functions and coordinate the activities between the
engineering department and other
divisions of the company.

WKTV-UTICA, N. Y., uses a 100 kw. General Motors Diesel generator set for stand-by
power. Set can be started remotely from the
control room. low vibration characteristic of
engine permitted installation in room adjacent to transmitter and within 30 feet of

WJR-Detroit, Michigan,

uses 200 kw. GM
Diesel generator set as stand-by power for
50,000 -watt transmitter. Compactness of unit

permitted installation in garage adjoining
transmitter building-eliminating cost of a
specially designed building.

studio.

If you are planning stand-by power, be sure to check the advantages of General Motors Diesel generator sets, listed briefly
below. GM Diesel generators are meeting the exacting requirements of military service in all parts of the world. They
supply emergency power for more than 1100 telephone and
telegraph exchanges-for microwave relay stations, for hospitals, government buildings, banks, airports. There is a GM
Diesel distributor near you who will analyze your power requirements and make his recommendations without obligation. Look in the yellow pages of your phone book for his listing. or write direct to us.
Wide range of models- 12 1 to 200
kw., 220 or 440 volts, single or threephase current.

Instant push-button power starting on
safe Diesel fuel-or fully automatic
starting. Immediate power, no "warm-

Excellent frequency and voltage regulation for the most exacting require-

Dependable starting-no spark-

up" period.
ignition system to fail because of dampness or corrosion-always ready to
start.

ments.

Powered by General Motors Diesel engines-dependable, smooth 2 -cycle
operation-low cost maintenanceeasy to service.

install-compact-lightweight
-requires no special building, no special

Easy to

base. Complete instrumentation provided.

Built by one manufacturer-one warranty, one responsibility for both en-

Distributors and Dealers throughout the

gine and power generator.

country.

Tetrad And Triad Merge
the operations of Tetrad Co.,
Inc., specialists in the production of
miniaturized electronic components,
have been consolidated with the
operations of Triad Transformer
Manufacturing Co., according to an
ALL of

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1953

DETROIT DIESEL ENGINE DIVISION
DETROIT 28, MICHIGAN

GENERAL MOTORS
SINGLE ENGINES

... 16

to 275 H.P.

MULTIPLE UNITS

...Up

to 840 H.P.

It pays to standardize on
Write for Generator Set Catalog 6 SA 20.
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GM
GERERA1 MOTORS
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announcement by the latter company. No changes in personnel are
contemplated.

Astron Expands Plant
humidity

aging

REON PRECISION WIRE WOUND RESISTORS stay de-

pendable under the most adverse conditions. The
resistance changes less than .05% after completion
of the MIL -R -93A tests.
The resistor is the heart of your electronic equipment. No other type of resistor has the inherent
stability and accuracy of a REON PRECISION WIRE
WOUND RESISTOR.
Specification brochure on request.
For delivery information, call YOnkers 5-9850.

REIM RE9ilO0R [ORPORRTIOR

117 Stanley Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

SQUARE PULSE GENERATORS
for the

MILLIMICROSECOND
to

MICROSECOND
RANGE
MODEL 100

SQUARE PULSE GENERATOR

Price: $395. FOB New York
FOR RACK

MOUNTING

For nuclear pulse work, radar, TV, wide band amplifiers and in the
design, calibration, and servicing of fast electronic systems:
NOW-A NEW square pulse generator with a rise time of one millimicrosecond (10-0 seconds) and a pulse width which can be varied from one
millimicrosecond to several microseconds provides the ideal test instrument
for fast electronic circuits. Both positive and negative pulses of a 100 volts
maximum amplitude into low impedance cable, such as 50 ohms, are generated, the pulse amplitude can be varied from 100 volts to .006 volts in 1
decibel steps by means of selector switches on the front panel. One, two,
or more pulse outputs, each, of which, can be individually attenuated and
delayed are available in various models.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, write for Bulletin "P -4A", or contact our engineering division.

Electrical

and

Physical

Instrument

Sales and Business Office
25 West 43rd Street
New York 36, New York

42-19 27th Street,
Long Island City 1, New York
Telephone: Stillwell 4-6389

Telephone: Longacre 4-8510
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recently expanded their plant capacity and
manufacturing facilities in East
Newark, N. J. The additional space
will enable Astron to more than
double productive capacity on its
:ine of quality dry electrolytic capacitors and greatly increase production on many other types of
capacitors and filters for both military and commercial use.
ASTRON CORPORATION

Honeywell Named Chief
Engineer of Servo-Tek
C. CLINTON HONEYWELL

of Bergen-

field, N. J. has been named chief

engineer of Servo -Tek Products
Cómpany, according to an announcement by Floyd V. Wilkins,
president of the firm.

Dalmo Victor Plans
Plant Addition
plans for a plant
addition to house a military equipment test laboratory were announced by Dalmo Victor Company,
San Carlos electronics firm.
Preliminary approval has been
given by the San Carlos planning
commission for the 75 by 100 ft onestory, tilt -up concrete structure to
be erected alongside Dalmo Victor's
main plant.
Tomlinson I. Moseley, president
of the company, said the laboratory
facilities are being provided by the
U. S. Navy and will be used to test
various equipment under operational conditions.
CONSTRUCTION

WESCON Appoints Four
FOUR project -committee chairmen
for the 1953 WESCON (Western
Electronic Show & Convention)
have been announced by the board
of directors.
Coming under the supervision of
Walter Noller of Remler Co., the
WESCON vice-president representing IRE, two of the appointments
are Bernard M. Oliver, papers committee; Wilson Pritchett, arrange :

4prf,

7953

-
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ments committee.
The other two appointments corne
under the supervision of Richard
Huggins, Huggins Laboratories, the
WESCON vice-president rexresenting WCEMA. These are : Les Logan,
hotels committee ; David H. Ross_
visitors' service committee.

REPLACEMENT FACTOR

Radio Club Re-elects
Officers
of the Radio Club of
America have been re-elected and
will serve the club during 1953.
They are: president, John H. Bose;
vice-president, Ralph R. Batcher;
treasurer, Joseph Stantley; corresponding secretary, Frank H.
Shepard, Jr.; recording secretary,
Frank A. Gunther. Elected to the
board of directors were: Ernest V.
Amy, Edwin H. Armstrong, George
E. Burghard, Alan Hazeltine,
Harry W. Houck, Jerry Minter and
Harry Sadenwater.
OFFICERS

65BA1 -GENERAL PURPOSE CONTROLLABLE INDUCTORS PROVIDE
CONTROL
REMOTE, IMMEDIATE
IN ALL THESE APPLICATIONS.

INSTRUMENTS

LABORA-

has announced the appointment of Matthew T. Leben baum as supervisor of a newly
formed applied electronics section

NEEDS

NO MOVING PARTS
THIS FEATURE COMBINED
WITH RUGGED, SHOCK RE-

Airborne Advances
Lebenbaum
AIRBORNE

INDUCTORS

CONTROLLABLE

TORY, INC.,

TUNED AMPLIFIERS

OSCILLATORS

SISTANT, COMPACT AND
LIGHT WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION PROVIDES THE IDEAL
UNIT FOR ADVANCED CIRCUITRY. WHEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATIONS,
INCREDUCTOR UNITS WILL
LAST INDEFINITELY.

SOME OF THE OUTSTANDING
AND VALUABLE FEATURES OF
THE INCREDUCTOR UNITS
ARE:

WIDE RANGE
FAST RESPONSE
REMOTE CONTROL

HIGH SENSITIVITY
EXTREME FLEXIBILITY
ON YOUR COMPANY LETTERHEAD FOR ENGINEERING DATA AND TECHNICAL BULLETINS COVERING
STANDARD TYPES. WE WILL BE GLAD TO GIVE YOU
OUR RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING YOUR SPECIFIC

WRITE

Matthew

T.

Lebenbaum

in its research and engineering division. Mr. Lebenbaum was form-

erly an assistant supervising engineer in the radar section. Peter D.
Strum has been appointed assistant
supervising engineer of the new
section.
From June, 1942 until he joined
Airborne in 1945, Mr. Lebenbaum
ELECTRONICS

-
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AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTRCL

PROBLEMS.

LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED

TRADE MARK
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wan a research associate with the

Research Laboratory
Harvard University.
Radio

at

LaPointe Plascomold
Changes Its Name
THE company name of the LaPointe

...
...

length .. .
any shape
ID or OD
to meet
your specific requirements

SEND FOR ARBOR LIST
Free to you upon request

... all

...

lists over

promptly available.
A free sample is also yours for the asking
just send your specifications.
1500 sizes

...

Precision Paper Tubes are spiral wound of finest dielectric kraft, fish
paper, cellulose acetate, or combina-

tions.

Write us today!

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.
PRÉCISION

2041 W. Charleston

St.

Plant No. 2: 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn.
Also Mfrs. of Precision Bobbins

Chicago 47, III.

SO DOES YOUR

PRODUCT'S REPUTATION
FOR DEPENDABLE PROD

T

WIRING USE

0Y/.17M- ¡+5RING SYSTEMS
UNILECTRIC
for over ten years
Year after year
has produced millions of wiring systems, for more than 150
leading manufacturers of electric and electronic products.
From controls to complex armed forces equipment, these
wiring systems have consistently met the most exacting requirements and provided substantial savings to each customer.
To assure utmost dependability plus cost saving engineering
assistance, low cost production and "on-schedule delivery"
investigate UNILECTRIC today.

iitarrRic ¡4frINSYsTrMs
TIUC-IUK

Manufactured by

SERVICE COMPANY
UNITED MANUFACTURING &SERVICE
409 SOUTH 6th
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Tuerck Appointed Research
Head of Patterson, Moos
has been appointed director of electronic research of Patterson, Moos & Company, Inc., of New York, it was announced by E. M. Patterson, president of the research and development firm. In addition to his new
position in charge of one of the six
research laboratories of the company, Mr. Tuerck will continue as
chief engineer of Magnex Corp., the
production affiliate of Patterson,
WILLIAM MERCK, JR.

WIRING FAILS

IF THE

Plascomold Corp has been changed
-to La Pointe Electronics, Inc., it
was announced by company president Jerome E. Respess, after authorization by the stockholders of
the company at the annual meeting.
The name change was desirable, according to Mr. Respess, because the
major products of the company are
in the electronics field.
Two top-level promotions were
also recently made at LaPointe.
William A. Damerel was appointed
vice-president of LaPointe Electronics and Milby M. Hancock, formerly general manager, was elevated to the position of assistant to
the president.

STREET

Want more information?

MILWAUKEE 4, WISCONSIN
Use post card on

last page.
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Douglas Forms
Microwave Co.
R. HARRY DOUGLAS announced the

formation of the Douglas Microwave Co. Inc. of New York City,
which he heads as president and
chief engineer. Mr. Douglas has
been in the microwave field since
1943 and was formerly president
and chief engineer of the Kings
Microwave Co., chief electronics engineer of Bernard Rice's Sons, and
an engineer-officer of the Signal
Corps Engineering Labs., Ft. Monmouth, N. J. Microwave and radar
April, 1953
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and test equipment
units are currently being manufactured to customer specifications as
well as to company designs.
components

for
THE

Gertsch Appoints Rorden
J. RORDEN has been appointed chief engineer for Gertsch
Products, Inc., Los Angeles, according to Len Cutler, vice-president
and chief engineer. He had previously been with the Point Mugu
government projects several years
and more recently with Dalmo Victor Co.
ROBERT

Industrial Tubes Expands
INDUSTRIAL

TUBES,

INC. now oc-

cupies a new one-story modern factory building constructed especially
for the production of industrial
electronic tubes. The corporation,
which was formed a year ago, now

DESIGNED

PROTECTION
SUB -MINIATURE TUBES
.
.

CUSTOM

.

NEW STA VER

SUB -MINI -SHIELD
Here is a combination Shield, Clip and
Mount to meet your T3 Sub-Miniature
Tube holding and shielding requirements.
Wrap -around shield (A) assures
close tube to shield contact for
maximum heat dissipation. Firm
clamping action of phosphor
bronze shield mount (B) secures tubes under the most
severe conditions of vibration
and shock. Easy -to -get -at rivet
holes in base of mount facilitate easy riveting of mount to
chassis.
.r.

Manufacturers of the famous.
MINI -SHIELDS & MINI -SPRINGS
Bay Shore, Long Island, N. Y.

regularly manufactures industrial
rectifier and thyratron tubes. According to John H. Hutchings,
president, production has risen
steadily during the past seven
months and promises to double
again by this summer.
OTHER NEWS

Sub -Mini -Shields are now
available for tube types
T3-1, T3-2, T3-3, and T3-4;
Diameter .366" to .400".

Bay

Shore 7-3620

Our Engineering Department welcomes
your special Subminiature Shielding problems!

BIRNBACH

Raytheon Sizes Up
Its Defense Orders
RESULTS of a recent survey by
Raytheon Manufacturing Company
indicate that "small business" is doing all right for itself in government defense orders.
E. F. Leathem, assistant to the
president of Raytheon, states that
small firms are getting 52 percent
of all Raytheon orders, and 81 percent of those which these concerns
can handle. Raytheon ranks 42nd
among the 100 leading government
prime contractors and placed orders
totaling $57 million during the first

three-quarters of 1952.
In a report submitted to the Air
Force Small Business Subcontracting Program Committee, Mr.
Leathem stated that "Raytheon's
normal purchasing practices, which
generally are followed by most large
concerns, require that we place as
many orders as possible with small
ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

WIRE & CABLE
For ALL Your Wiring Needs!
GOVT. SPEC. HOOKUP WIRE
JAN -C-76 SRIR-SRHV

PLASTIC
Solid Colors or Spiral Markings
WL -EXTRUDED NYLON
JACKET

Solid Colors or Spiral Markings
AIRCRAFT WIRE -NYLON
JACKET

MIL -W-5086 (Supersedes
AN -J -C-4 8a)

105° C. U.L. APPROVED
Thermoplastic Hookup Wire
JAN -C-76

WL -GLASS BRAID

Solid or Tracer Colors
NULTICONDUCTOR, SHIELDED CABLES
To Meet Govt. Spec.

#71-4945

COMPLETE WAREHOUSE STOCKS
Vinyl Extruded
d Radio Grade
Tubing
Multiconduetor
Rubber Covered
Cables
Tinned R. Bare

Wire

Magnet Wire

Formvar Wire

Shielded Wires
Insulated Hard-

ware

Plugs, Jacks,
Sockets
Test Leads,

Switches
Insulators, Steatite, Ceramic
Terminal Strips

Quality Products for the Electronics Industries since 1923

BIRNBAcH

R145
ADHUDIO

CO

SON STREETINC.
NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
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business, not only because this procedure is in line with government
requirements but also because we
have found that it is good business
to do so. Improved liaison, better
quality and quantity control, closer
personal attention to our requirements and competitive prices are
among the advantages resulting."
Raytheon does business with almost 4,000 vendors, of which over
3,000 employ less than 500 people,
Mr. Leathem stated. Of those orders
given to big business, 76 percent of
the purchases were for items which
small business cannot manufacture.
Small firms are not equipped to supply such items as glass bulbs for
vacuum tubes, specially treated
metal in the form of oxygen -free
copper, vacuum -cast molybdenum,
steel alloys, brass, tungsten and
aluminum. These materials and
others can be purchased only from
big business.

"Complete Radar
Test Facility"
Multi -Purpose X Band Test Equipment
Displays supplied spectra from 8.5 to
10. KMC on a 3" CRT
CW, square wave, FM, or pulse (1, 5 or
Signal Generator Delivers
10 µs) modulated RF, 8.5 to 10 KMC up to 25 MW
Measures average power of CW or pulsed
Power Monitor
RF, external or internal, from 8.5 10.5 KMC
Measures applied RF from 8.5 -10.5 KMC
Frequency Meter
to .1% accuracy.
AU major units plug in, 17" x 101/2" x 13". 45 lbs.

Spectrum Analyzer

-

Century Metalcraft Corporation
BOX

2098-14806

CELEBRATE EDISON'S
BIRTHDAY

OXNARD STREET

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

Motorized For Sequence and Remote Control Photos

affilitharenoth
Set the Robot -Star just once, and
you're all set for as many as 24
(or 48) exposures, made singly or
in rapid-fire sequence, as fast as
8 per second! Robot -Star automatically moves film and resets shut-

ter after each exposure. Sur-

Now
equipped

passes human efficiency because

of its built-in clock -work motor.
Remote control release and other
accessories bring new camera
applications never before thought
possible in science and industry
as well as for personal use.
Takes any standard film-color,
too. Gets 50% more pictures,
with 55 exposures instead of 36
per loading. Choice of Schneider
lerses, wide angle to telephoto.
For new camera thrills-get
Robot-Star-from $217.50.

to take
35mm

standard
cartridges.

Gets the

action every

time because

it's

Write for authoritative treatise E"New Techniques in Photography for Industry
and Science"-Sent without charge.

Inbred)!

INTERCONTINENTAL MARKETING CORP.
251 Fourth Avenue

406

New York 10, N. Y.

Want more information?

The 106th birthday of Thomas Alva Edison was celebrated at the 36th annual
luncheon of the Edison Pioneers. Pictured at the luncheon are Charles
Edison, left, honorary president, and GE
president Charles E. Wilson, new president of the Pioneers. The luncheon
heard principal speaker James A. Farley
discuss the topic "Thomas Edison, the
man, the inventor and the philosopher"
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Penn State Schedules
Transistor Short Course
A TRANSISTOR short course,

de-

signed especially for practicing
engineers in the industrial field and
for engineering faculty members of
April, 1953
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colleges and universities, will be
conducted by the department of

electrical engineering and general
extension services of Pennsylvania
State College on June 8-19 at State
College, Pa.
The course will be run on a
lecture -discussion -laboratory basis.
Lectures will be provided by such
companies as Bell Labs, GE, IBM,
Philco, RCA, Sylvania and by
Wright Air Development Center
and the university.

RCA To Develop New

Airborne Radar
of a new type of airborne weather -detection radar unit
will be undertaken by RCA Victor
in cooperation with United Air
Lines, Inc.
This is the first program RCA
has undertaken with the goal of
providing commercial air lines with
a radar system designed exclusively
for weather -mapping use.
This radar unit will operate at
new frequencies to "map" weather
obstacles on a wide front. It is expected to provide pictures that will
give a pilot information on the
depth as well as the breath and
height of storm fronts.
RCA expects to deliver experimental equipment early next summer so that tests can be conducted
during the period of greatest storm
activity.
DEVELOPMENT

Michigan Offers Courses
In Automatic Control
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN Col-

lege of Engineering has announced
two intensive courses in automatic
control. The first is scheduled for
June 15 to 20 and the second for
June 22 to 25, 1953. The courses
are intended for engineers who
want a basic understanding of the
field but who cannot spare more
than a few days for the purpose.
The purpose of the course is to
make it easier to learn by a co-

herent presentation the fundamentals of modern automatic control and by providing a comprehensive set of notes to serve as a
framework for further study.
Extensive use will be made of
computing, instrumentation and
ELECTRONICS
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if you're

"Special" is right down STAR's alley for we
have built our business on Custom Porcelain
Specialties for more than 50 years. Every
piece of STAR porcelain produced is designed and fabricated to meet customers' specific needs for high dielectric strength, low
loss factor, heat and moisture resistance,
thermal shock resistance and other properties essential to high performance.

looking for
SOMETHING

SPECIAL in

STEATITE
PORCELAIN

call on

49 Muirhead Avenue

0

Ito

Trenton 9, N.

J.

0 0

sits

,

tRQ

i

COMPANY

precision -made to your needs

'41z%

...

BENDIX-FRIEZ
thermistors
Maybe your need for these temperature responsive resistors can be satisfied by a type we carry
in stock. Maybe you require a specially -developed
type. In either case you can depend on BendixFriez to provide precision-made thermistors to
serve you with maximum efficiency. High standards of quality control in manufacture make
Bendix-Friez Thermistors pre-eminent in their
field
assure you of utmost satisfaction.

...

STANDARD TYPES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

-30°C.

+30°C.

© 0°C.

45.0 ohms

86 ohms

194 ohms

.040 x 1.5

12,250 ohms

26,200 ohms

65,340 ohms

.018 x 1.5

35,000 ohms

82,290 ohms

229,600 ohms

Size (inches)

.140 x

.75

@

@

deed in this typical application

for sensing the temperature of
hyd: o' tic oil.

Write for details.

FRIEZ INSTRUMENT

DIVISION of

.

1454 Taylor Avenue, BALTIMORE 4, MARYLAND
Export Sales: Bendix International Division
72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
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servo laboratories on the campus.
The role of analog computing
methods will be emphasized.

Electronic Firepower

TINY

NYLON
MOLDED PARTS

ONE of the largest World War II
manufacturers of antiaircraft guns
is again tooled up to mass-produce

the more powerful electronically controlled gun mounts needed by the
U. S. Navy. First three-inch, twinfifty gun mount, weighing 17 tons,
to be produced by the Firestone Tire

A GRIES SPECIALTY
new design possibilities with GRC'S Nylon
small parts. Greater job adaptability, precision, economy. GRC's unique facilities produce tiniest Nylon
parts in one high-speed operation; delivered automatically trimmed, ready for use. Single cavity
molds provide more precise tolerances.
LOW MOLD COSTS!
Endless

GET ALL THESE

NYLON ADVANTAGES:

good bearing qualities
unusual toughness
abrasion resistance
wide temperature range
moldable in complex
light weight
high strength
shapes and thin sections.

Tiny parts also available in other thermoplastics,
specializing in AUTOMATIC INSERT MOLDING.

Write today for Bulletin and Demonstration Samples.

GRIES REPRODUCER CORP.
100 WILLOW AVE., NEW YORK 54
Phone: MOtt Haven 5-7400

All parts actual size

Rubber Company is pictured
above as it is inspected by Harvey S.
Firestone, Jr., (left) chairman of
the company, J. E. Trainer (center), and Raymond C. Firestone
&

ox de r.Tvxót Sne iufñerre.
POWER SUPPLIES

(right), vice-presidents.

WITH

Equipped with automatic loading

REGULATION

devices and intricate radar fire control systems, the guns will hurl
three-inch shells at low or highflying aircraft. The value of the
initial Navy contract with Firestone for these new gun mounts has
been announced as $62 million.

AND

STABILITY
MEASURED IN

p p M*

* PARTS PER

MILLION

Regulation within 20 PPM* for line
voltages of 105 to 130V.
Load regulation better than 40 PPM*
from zero to 500 ma.
Stability within 100 PPM* per day

Components Symposium Set

under average conditions.

MORE STABLE THAN BATTERIES.
Short warmup period of 20 minutes.

-

Voltage: 7.5 to 750 volts.
Current: 0 to 500 ma. Ripple: less than 10
millivolts. Auxiliary voltages of -350 and
-700 vdc. at 10 ma. -1/2% regulation, less
than 4 millivolts ripple: and 6.3 volts centertapped at 10 amperes.
Performance same as 301A
MODEL 300N.
but voltage range 750 to 3000 vdc. at 0 to
30 ma. No auxiliary outputs.
Performance same as 301A but
MODEL 300E.
voltage range -1000 to -1500 vdc. at 0 to 100
ma. Auxiliary output of 6.3 vac. at 1.5 amp.
Special models are availSPECIAL MODELS.
able with output voltages from millivolts
to -kilovolts either positively or negatively
grounded and at currents from milliamperes
to amperes.
MODEL 301A.

-

-

-

1
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ALSO

400 PREISItl POWER SUPPLIES
For nuclear work.

SERIES

stability-close regulation.
Electronically regulated.
low current.

High

to 5000 vdc.
Output:
against line
r Regulation
-a.
to
Current:
within .01%. Reguvoltage
to
lation against loud .O1%. Short term sta.1%.
bility
.01% - long term stability
than ..01%.
Ripple
output:
except
as
400B
Some
400C.
MODEL
500 to 1500 vdc.
High voltage

1000

MODEL 4005.
0

105

1

130

v..

is

ir,

is

is

less

These models availabre with
side grounded.

posi'ive

JOHN FLUKE ENGINEERING COMPANY
1111 West Nickerson Street, Seattle 99, Washington
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Six general sessions have been
scheduled for the 1953 Electronic
Components Symposium to be held
April 29 to May 1 at the Shakespear
Club in Pasadena.
R. Simon Ramo, vice-president in
chargeof operations at Hughes Aircraft, will be chairman of the opening session. The subject to be
covered will be "Critical Problems
Being Faced by the Electronics Industry in Meeting Industrial and
Military Demands".
The afternoon session of the
opening day will be led by Dr. A. W.
Rogers, chief of the components
branch, Signal Corps Electronic
April, 1953
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Laboratory. Six papers will be presented on subjects relating to the
session topic "Environmental Packaging Problems".
"Electronic Tubes and Tube Reliability" will be the topic of the
morning session of April 30.
Mr. M. Barry Carlton of the Research and Development Board will
lead the afternoon session on "Reliability Problems".
Dr. Louis Kahn, director of research of the Aerovox Corp., will be
chairman of the morning session
May 1 which will cover "Resistors,
Capacitors and Dielectrics".
The closing session will be led by
Reuben Lee of Westinghouse Electric Corp. The subject will be "New
Devices and Materials".
Dr. A. M. Zarem of the Stanford
Research Institute is general chairman of the symposium.

Try

Pemler for Service -Tested
"Hard -to -Get" Components

SILAS ric RUBBER

SHOCK MOUNTS

Ideal for sub -panel mounting. Isolates tubes
from shock and vibration. Mount retains compliance from minus 70° to plus 480°F. Invaluable
for military and airborne equipment.

C

e'GGdr,Ye%i20

Met il -plastic components
desi 3ned and manufactured
to order. Write for quota-

tions specifying electrical
and mechanical characteristics. Describe application.
No obligation.

MINIATURE TUBE CLAMP

® Corrosion resistant. Holds miniatures in
sockets under severe conditions of shock and
vibration without restricting air circulation.
Easy to insert and withdraw tubes. Three sizes.
2101

Remler Company Ltd.
San Francisco 10, Calif.

Bryant St.

Conference Examines
The Engineer Shortage
THE TRAINING and use of skilled

assistants is one way to beat the
engineer shortage, according to engineering executives at the Fifth
College -Industry
Conference at
Northwestern University.
Titus G. LeClair, manager of engineering for Commonwealth Edison and Public Service Company of
Illinois, said that requiring an engineer to handle all the details of
his job is "our greatest source of
wasted engineering talent."
"The obvious answer to this problem is to relieve the engineer of his
paper work and other non -technical
activities by giving him the help of
a technical assistant, draftsman,
clerk or perhaps all three," LeClair
said.
He told the engineers and educators that "the technical assistant
might be a technical institute graduate or have one or two years of
college. With this type of skilled
assistant, the engineer is able to do
the engineering without going on to
do the "red tape."
"Not only can the engineers work
more effectively," LeClair pointed
out, "but they are better satisfied
when they feel their technical skills
are being usefully employed and
that the opportunities for advancement are better."
ELECTRONICS

-
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sAwe i9íß PIONEERS

ELECTRONICS AND

IN

PLASTICS

-82/U

Iv

R. F. WATTMETER ME
odel MM -625 Series 50 to more than 1000 MCS.
This series of instruments was designed

to measure RF power up to 400 watts, and
serve as an excellent dummy antenna load
over the frequency range 50 to more than
1000 MCS in 52 ohm coaxial line circuits.
Some of the outstanding features are:
1. Directional coupler
pick-up probe
which eliminates high frequency resonant responses and errors due to slight
deviations in the load impedance.
2. Rugged construction for field and
laboratory use.
3. Hermetically sealed and ruggedized
indicating instrument in accordance
with specification MIL -M-10304.
4. Two spare crystal rectifiers supplied
with each instrument.
5. Model MM -625 has recently been assigned the Armed Forces nomenclature
ME -82/U.

SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance
Freq tency Range

Max mum VSWR
RF

I ower Scale
Model MM -625
Model MM -626

Model MM -627
Accuracy
RF Connector
Size
Wei iht

52 Ohms
50 to over
1000 MCS.
1.2
120 watts
40 watts

400 watts

± 5%

of full scale
Type C (Adapters
available for
6

ELECTRONICS
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

other types)
x 73/e x 13-9/16

91/2

Distributed outside of Continental U.S.A. by
International Div,, N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A.

lbs.
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Accurate

Portable

AVAILABLE

NEW BOOKS
UHF Practices and Principles
John F. Rider
LYTEL.
Publisher, Inc., New York, 1952, 390
pages, $6.60.
HERE is broad, fundamental background theory and practical data
on transmitting and receiving
BY ALLAN

equipment for the entire uhf range
from 300 mc to 3,000 mc. This includes police, fire department, taxicab, truck and other mobile communication services, television and
even radar. Although solve mathematical equations are included, the
book is not intended for reference
use by design engineers; rather, it
appears best suited for students in
trade and vocational schools, as well
as for television and radio servicemen who seek only a general knowl-

DC -AC CONVERTER
These latest of all Carter DC to AC
Converters are specially engineered
for professional and commercial applications requiring a high capacity
source of 60 cycle AC from a DC power
supply. Operates from storage batteries, or from DC line voltage. Three
"Custom" models, delivering 300,
400, or 500 watts 115 or 220 V. AC.
Wide range of input voltage, 12, 24,
32, 64, 110 or 230 V. DC. Unequalled
capacity for operating professional
recording, sound movie equipment
and large screen TV receivers. Available with or without manual frequency control feature.

ar
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FIG. 7-36-Electrodes in a klystron tube
(from Lytel-"UHF Practices and Principles")

edge of what is going on in this
fast -opening new territory of the
radio spectrum. End -of -chapter
questions facilitate classroom and
self study use.
Illustrations are particularly deserving of mention, being carefully
selected to show technical details of
equipment; there are very few
front -panel -of -transmitter or rearview-of -housing shots. Examples
of some of these illustrations are
shown here.

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOG
Rotary Power Supplies are
made in a wide variety of types and
capacities for communications, laboratory and industrial applications. Used
in aircraft, marine, and mobile radio,
Carter

geophysical instruments, ignition, timing, etc. MAIL COUPON NOW for
complete Dynamotor and Converter
Catalogs, with specifications and performance charts on the complete line.

elegs MOTOR CO.
2646 N. Maplewood Ave.
Chicago 47

----

I

Carter Motor Co.
2646 N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago 47
Please send new catalogs containing complete information on Carter "Custom" Converters and other Rotary Power Supplies.

Name
Address
City
Want more information?
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Use post card on
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Chapter organization might be
The
first three chapters bring the reader
up to date on theory by reviewing
the history and use of the uhf spectrum, pointing out the differing behavior of components at these
higher frequencies, and covering
the differing propagation characteristics of electromagnetic radio
waves. Five of the remaining chapters then take up new types of components-receiving antennas, trans called conventionally tutorial.

J

the Type H-12

UHF

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
900-2100 Megacycles

This compact, self-contained unit,
weighing only 43 lbs., provides an accu.
rate source of CW or pulse amplitude -

modulated RF.

A

well -established

design, the Type 12 has been in production since 1948. The power level is
o to -120 dbm, continuously adjustable
by a directly calibrated control accurate
to ± 2 dbm. The frequency range is
controlled by a single dial directly calibrated to ± 1%. Pulse modulation is
provided by a self-contained pulse generator with controls for width, delay,
and rate; or by synchronization with an
external sine wave or pulse generator;
or by direct amplification of externally
supplied pulses.
Gold Plating of the oscillator cavity

and tuning plunger assures smooth
action and reliable performance over

long periods. Generous use of silicone treated ceramic insulation, including
resistor and capacitor terminal boards,
and the use of sealed capacitors, transformers, and chokes, insures operation
under conditions of high humidity for
long periods.
Built to Navy specifications for research and production testing, the unit
is equal to military TS -419/U. It is in
production and available for delivery.
Price: $1,950 net, f.o.b. Boonton, N. J.

Type H-14 Signal Generator
(108 to 132 megacycles) for testing
OMNI receivers on bench or ramp.
Checks on: 24 OMNI courses, left center -right on 90/150 cps localizer, left center -right on phase localizer, Omni
course sensitivity, operation of TO FROM meter, operation of flag alarms.
Price: $942.00 net, f.o.b. Boonton, N. J.

WRITE TODAY for descriptive literature on

A.R.C. Signal Generators or airborne LF and VHF
communication and navigation equipments, CAA
Type Certificated for transportar private use. Dept. 5

Dependable
Electronic Equipment
Since 1928

Aircraft Radio Corporation
Boonton, New Jersey
Want more information?
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TRACKING ADJUSTMENTST

ROTOR

STATOR

For SPECIFIED PERFORMANCE
S;Decify JELLIFF RESISTANCE WIRE
COMPLETE CONTROL OF MANUFACTURE
A WIDE RANGE OF EXPERIENCE
A

WIDE RANGE OF ALLOYS

..
..
..

.

.

.

make JELLIFF the ideal source of
-Side view of cylindrical
tuner (from Lytel-"UHF Practices and
FIG.

8-14

Principles")

mission lines and wave guides, new
types of tuned circuits, oscillators
and developmental tubes. One chapter deals with receivers and converters, another with transmitters,
and the last with test equipment
and techniques to round out the picture of uhf at work todayJ.M.

Resistance Wire to assure your Product's

Performance According to Specs.
IERTROMESM

NFS,

THE C. O.

Prf rcision

resistors-rheostats-

rel ays-thermocouples-ohmmeters

-hridges-high-temperature fur -

JELLIFF
MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
9

na :es can all benefit from the

r,

PLUS -PERFORMANCE of

Electronic Engineering
Principles

~CE-R

JELLIFF RESISTANCE WIRE

'Prs

. STRAIN

WIRE CLOT

Detailed Enquiries Welcomed. Address Dept. 17.

D. RYDER, University of
Illinois. Prentice -Hall, Inc., New
York, 1952, second edition, 505 pages,
BY JOHN

$9.00.

this book is
well stated in the preface to the
first (1947) edition : "The author has
been convinced for a considerable
THE PRIME theme of

time that electronics has outgrown
its position as a subordinate field of
communications or radio engineering and should be treated independently as electronic engineering.
So considered, it becomes applicable
to all electrical engineering, involving as it does theories of conduction, simple atomic structure
and generalized circuit analysis
with linear and nonlinear elements.
Thus, electronic engineering is
fundamental to all power or radio
applications of electron tubes, but
is not necessarily a part of either
field."

It is in such thought that the
author, now head of the Department of Electrical Engineering at
the University of Illinois, distilled
the knowledge and varied experience gained over some fifteen
years in both the teaching and the
industrial practice of communication engineering and applied electronics to produce a book that was
ELECTRONICS

-
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GET

Compact, multiple contact with vibration
and shock -proof characteristics. Designed
to meet various operating requirements
typical of Armed Services applications.

00--,
+0~ ...

Unique pile-up arrangement reduces
width below the conventional relay,
thereby reducing over-all space volume.
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subsequently adopted as a textbook
in a preponderance of the leading
departments of electrical engineering. In the reviewer's opinion, a yet
more extended use will accrue to
the second edition.
The essential structure and major
content are epitomized in the fifteen
chapter headings: 1. The Fundamental Particles of Electronics; 2.
The Movement of Charged Particles in Fields; 3. The Cathode Ray Tube; 4. Emission of Electrons; 5. Space Charge in Vacuum
Tubes; 6. Vacuum Diode Rectifiers;
7. The Vacuum Triode; 8. Multi Element Tubes; 9. Small -Signal
Amplifiers; Feedback; 10. Large Signal Amplifiers-Class A and B;
11. Gaseous Conduction ; 12. Gas
Diodes ; 13. Gaseous Control Tubes
and Circuits; 14. Photoelectric
Cells ; 15. Solid -State Electronics.
Comparison of the contents of
the old and new editions indicates
many improvements and additions.
Thus, the context has been rendered
easier to use : in the large, by an
overall consideration and revision
of content; in particular, by consolidation of the material on electron emission encompassed in
Chapters 4, 11, and 15 of the first
edition into Chapter 4 of the
present edition. The treatment of
the vacuum triode, of amplifiers and
-in connection with the latter-of
feed-back is extended in scope. The
rapidly burgeoning use of transistors and the attendant need for
an introduction to the basic theory
underlying the functioning of solidstate electronic devices is recognized by inclusion of a new chapter
thereon. The table of physical constants encompasses certain improved values effected since publication of the first edition. The
number of student exercises and
problems has been increased; new
line drawings and cuts added; and
the list of references at the end
of each chapter enlarged to include particularly-apposite lately published papers.
The physical qualities of the text
maintain the publisher's usual
standards of excellence. The binding is sturdy, attractive and such
that the book lies open at any page;
the typography enables easy reading under artificial light-no small
April,
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boon to the student; the line drawings are uniform of weight and
well-lettered; the illustrations of
electronic apparatus and devices
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are excellently delineated; the
numerous equations are well -set and
amply displayed; and the boldface
type distinguishing vector quantities is easily marked from the
ordinary .type used for scalar
quantities. The general quality of
presswork and proofreading is
evidenced in the fact that in a careful reading of the text, with attention to factual detail, the reviewer noted only several trivial
misprints in this first press run
of the new second edition.
In recapitulation, the reviewer is
of a mind that the author and his
publishers have collaborated to produce a most excellent textbook,
and one that well fulfills the
author's proposed "fundamental and
thorough treatment of basic electronics." In such thought, it is to be
remarked that, as well as for
formal classroom use in an organized electrical engineering curriculum, it is admirably suited
to use by the practicing engineer
who-possessing the indicated desirable prerequisites of a knowledge
of the elements of "calculus and a -c
circuit analysis"-seeks a text for
initial self-study, or for revitalization of once -studied content, or
merely as a general reference which
will bring him abreast of the current status of electronic engineering.-THOMAS J. HIGGINS, Professor of Electrical Engineering,
University of Wisconsin.
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BY JOHN M. BLATT AND VICTOR F.
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comprehensive, almost
encyclopedic, yet extremely lucid
and readable account of the theoretical concepts and methods underHERE is a

lying contemporary nuclear physics.
Written by two outstanding nuclear
physicists, the book should prove
invaluable to graduate students and
research workers in physics. To
use this volume effectively, the
reader must possess at least an introductory knowledge of quantum
mechanics and the related mathe-
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matical disciplines.
While physicists will undoubtedly
be delighted by the publication of
this excellent textbook and general
reference, electronic engineers will
find the book of limited interest.
Emphasis is placed upon the development of theoretical models and
semi -empirical viewpoints and upon
the interpretation of experimental
material with the aid of these tools.
The design of piles and other topics
forming the subject of nuclear engineering are explicitly excluded from
consideration, as are, for the most
part, nuclear phenomena involving
energies greater than 50 Mev.
Beginning with a review of the
general properties of nuclei, the
book goes on to develop the theory
of nuclear forces. Scattering experiments involving protons and
neutrons are discussed in the light
of present ideas on the nature of
the forces between them. This leads
to the theory of the deuteron and to
the study of three- and four-body
problems. The systematics of stable
nuclei are presented next, followed
by a description of special models of
the nucleus such as the liquid drop
model.
The theory of nuclear reactions is
then presented in an introductory
manner. In the central chapter of
the book, a vast amount of experimental information is interpreted
in the light of the Breit -Wigner
theory of nuclear resonance phenomena. The detailed analysis will

probably overwhelm the student but
should gratify the active research
worker. The authors then treat the
theory of nuclear reactions in a
more formal manner and succeed in
revealing the staggering complexity
of the problem at hand.
To the subject the authors bring
imagination and considerable expository ability. The use of wave guide and electric circuit analogies
of nuclear reactions is particularly
noteworthy. Unfortunately, the
electronic engineer must run a
strenuous gauntlet before he can
appreciate these analogies in full.
The latter portion of the book
deals with spontaneous decay of
the nucleus, beta decay, radiative
phenomena and nuclear shell structure. It is unfortunate that the
authors have not included such
topics as neutron diffraction by
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THERE IS NO

crystals and nuclear magnetic
resonance phenomena, but even
without them the book is quite
lengthy.
As a comprehensive, authoritative, and highly readable introduction to theoretical nuclear physics,
this volume is strongly recommended.
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Fundamentals of Engineering
Electronics
University of Michigan. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1952, second edition, 627 pages,
BY W. G. Dow,

$8.50.

FIFTEEN years have elapsed sing
the appearance of Professor Dow's
"Fundamentals Of Engineering
Electronics." During this interim,
not only did the text gain tremendous popularity since it encompassed physical phenomena with
engineering understanding but,
also, noteworthy advances were
made in the rational comprehension
of matter and the physics of
electron tubes. Consequently, it was
a natural step for the author to
modernize his original text into
a second edition and to expand his
thoughts into two additional books
to be published in the near future
under the titles of "Fundamentals
and
Of Physical Electronics"
"Microwave Electron Tubes."
The present version has retained
its original usefulness as a treatise
on engineering concepts. Each
chapter is profusely documented.
In all, there are over 340 periodical
references with approximately 85
per cent dated between the years
of 1937-1952. In addition, appropriate books have been separately
listed. These references are tabulated under chapter numbers in a
section of 24 pages entitled Bibliography, located adjacent to the
Index.
Since the first few chapters of
the original edition contained
topics which were rather involved,
the author has rearranged and diffused the subject matter into an
orderly sequence which seems to be
less formidable. However, a strong
mathematical background is still
needed to truly appreciate the
ELECTRON ICS

-
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wealth of details and interpretations which are clearly presented. Remote transmitters use Simplytrol
Contact
It is definitely a text aimed toward Meter -Relays (CMR) for continuous monitoreither the senior year of under- ing. The CMR may be in the oscillator, the
graduate studies or the first year final amplifier or, it may be coupled directly
to the antenna circuit as it is in the RCA
of graduate studies.
As explained in the Preface, the CW20 Microwave Relay.
important changes include the
use of the meter -kilogram -second
system throughout. In the study
of space -charge-control tubes, conformal analysis has been preserved
and the equivalent grid sheet potential concepts have been added as
well as analytical discussions on
microphonics in filamentary-cathode
triodes, the upper limit to trans conductance per ampere, secondary
emission in any tube, pentagrid
tube principles, the dependence of
interelectrode and input-output
capacitances on tube geometry, and
the uhf figure of merit.
An introduction is given to
principles related to the design of In this equipment the meter in conlunction
with a germanium diode suitably coupled,
microwave electron tubes with monitors
the r -f output and serves as a tunstress on the effects of electron ing indicator. The low limit contact
is set
transit time, input loading and in- at some predetermined scale point. If the
put -to -output phase angles. The power fails the CMR contacts close circuits
induced current concept is dis- sending alarms or energizing standby equipcussed as well as klystrons, ment.
magnetron oscillators and travelling -wave amplifiers.
A Model 261-C low limit CMR, range 0-200
The energy -level concepts in DC microamperes is used. Simplytrols are
metals have been extended to cover made in ranges starting at 0-20 microamsemiconductors and to explain the peres.
basic behavior of semiconductor
electron devices including transis- Why Locking Contacts?
tors. The Fermi distribution func- When an armature relay operates, the contion and the Fermi energy level tact pressure increases due to the shortenare introduced and considered. ing magnetic gap. With a moving coil relay
The internal behavior of gaseous - the pressure decreases as the contacts close
conducting devices as influenced by unless some extra force is introduced. If the
mean free paths and drift velocities point of contact coincides with the indication
of electrons and ions has been there is no contact pressure.
elaborated upon. Paschen's Law
and Townsend's Alpha are quantita- Because the coil torque balances the springs
tively treated. The Maxwell -Boltz- the contacts may flutter or 'fry'. An electrostatic charge may
oscillation with
mann velocity distribution equa- alternate closing andcause
opening which may
tion is derived.
weld the contacts.
Principles of amplifier circuits
have been extended to intrude
In the Simplytrol this is overcome by the
Thevenin's and Norton's theorems, 'contact locking coil'. When the contacts
negative feedback, the cathode close, current flows through the locking coil
follower, class C operation and the producing additional torque to build up presgrid separation amplifier circuit.
sure. When the contacts get close, the lockThe main omissions relative to ing coil 'grabs' on the first oscillation and
the first edition are radiation of forces them together. In fact, the static
electromagnetic waves, the mechan- charge may pull them together before they
ism of propagation, polarized touch. Simplytrol locking contacts are disin Bulletin CMR-79. Write for a copy
light, light interference, reflection tocussed
Bradley Thompson, Assembly Products,
phenomena, design of power supply Inc., Chagrin Falls 16, Ohio. Phone 7374.
Want more information?
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filters and inversion from direct to
alternating current and associated
circuits.-ANTHONY B. GIORDANO,
Polytechnic Institute Of Brooklyn.

High -Energy Particles
BY BRUNO Rosso. Prentice -Hall Inc.,
New York, 1952, 569 pages, $12.50.

PROF. Rossi

has given us an out-

standing book on the phenomenological aspects of the high-energy particle field. Although the book is
written primarily for the specialist
in high-energy particle research, it
will be of interest to all serious
students of nuclear or cosmic
ray physics. In it the reader
will find a discussion of the
developments Ieading up to the
identification of the high-energy
particles known at present, together
with a detailed account of many of
the more important experiments of
the last decade dealing with both
cosmic ray and artificially generated high-energy particles.
One of the main purposes of the

OC -8 and OC-12

cal methods as a means of explain-

ing the fundamental ideas back of
the derivations. When this artifice
is used, the corrections introduced
by the more exact quantum mechanical treatment are pointed out and
the exact formulas given. Where
necessary, tables and graphs accompany the analytic relationships.
Mathematics is used freely throughout the text, but is of such a form
that it should present no serious
obstacle to the reader.
The first portion of the book
treats the general problems of the
interaction between moving particles and electro -magnetic fields,
electrons or matter. This section
provides a general background of
the absorption, ionization, scattering and energy conversion which
occurs when particles pass through
matter.
The second part of the book deals
with experimental methods. A very
ELECTRONICS- April, 1953
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book is to develop the methods by
which the experimentalist can in-

terpret the result of observations
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charge and energy. Theoretical
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principal relationships required.
These derivations are concisely
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thorough and informative discussion of ionization chambers, proportional counters and Geiger
counters is to be found in this section. A very complete discussion is
also given on the use of photographic emulsions for particle detection. Cloud chambers and scintillation counters are described in
this section also, but given a rather
cursory treatment. The electronic
circuitry involved with this type of
equipment is considered outside the
scope of the book.
Following this general background material is a discussion of
the elementary particles known to
exist, including, in addition to the
nuclear particles and the a and p.
mesons, a section dealing with the
V particles. This is followed by a
detailed description of the phenomena associated with cosmic ray
showers.
The next three chapters deal with
the interaction of artificially generated particles and cosmic ray particles with matter. These chapters
describe the many experiments
which demonstrate the reactions
occuring when high-energy particles encounter matter. Throughout
these chapters, a very thorough
quantitative account of the analyses
of experimental results is given.
This is one of the valuable features
of the book inasmuch as it provides
the experimentalist with a solid
background and point of departure
for further research in this field.
These chapters are profusely illustrated with many plates showing
different types of tracks in photographic emulsions. These plates
are convincing evidence of the reality of the phenomena described in
the accompanying text. The work
is well documented by a seventeenpage bibliography.
The book is written in a clear,
easily readable style. Its organization is logical and well thought out.
The many illustrations and plates
are excellently done and well
printed. While a few typographical
errors are to be found in the text,
their number is probably below the
average for a book of this type and
they do not seriously intrude upon
the reader.
In the preface to this book, the
author states that the two bjeci

d18
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tives are: "First, to give a comprehensive account of our present
knowledge concerning high energy
phenomena - - - - ; second, to provide the active investigator with a
report on current problems in highenergy physics and present him
with a collection of formulas, tables
and graphs useful to his work." In
these aims, the author has been
eminently successful and has created a book which may be destined
to become a classic in the field.G. A. MORTON, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, New Jersey.
THUMBNAIL REVIEWS
RADIO & TV HINTS. Edited by
Martin Clifford. Gernsback Publications, Inc., New York, 1952, 112 pages,
paper-covered, $1.00. A gimmick book
for those who work in labs or shops,
presenting practical short-cut techniques, circuit tricks, tools and salvage
ideas useful in circuit development
and actual production of electronic
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are fired in hot zone-visible
from both ends. Work entered
and removed with furnace operating. Accurate devices
control temperature and flow
of hydrogen, nitrogen or other
gases.

7

ONING

MODELS

3" muffle with 8'
1

hot zone

Cr

5" muffle with 24"

hot zone

Write for illustrated Brochure

ASSOCIATES
STEWART-SPELLER
Pizone SANTA CRUZ 93W3
SOQUEL, CALIFORNIA

46"

36'

_PEB"SPKR

C

.6SPKR

USISIORS.)
É
MICROWAVE ratÄ

3"SPKR
2_ OPENING

5 -OPENING

TEIEW

2"

&

Power measurement at any

frequency
Matched terminations for ways
guides or coaxial lines
Resistive power pickup loops
RF pads or attenuators

RESISTOR

FIG. 518-Unusual three -speaker baffle
(from Clifford-Radio

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

SMALLEST

29"

AVAILABLE

TV Hints)

(Ideal for Miniaturization)

equipment. Examples: Small steel
springs are useful for making temporary connections between wires; placing a metal plate across the open bottom of an a-f chassis will often get
rid of the last bit of hum; to remove
solder quickly from components to be
salvaged, heat the joint and then
brush off the solder quickly with a
cheap one -inch paint brush.
THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBES.
By W. H. Aldous and Sir Edward
Appleton. Methuen & Co. Ltd., London, and John Wiley & Sons, New
York. 160 pages, $2.00, 1952. A
completely revised and rewritten
Sixth Edition of a popular member of
the Methuen family of monographs on
physical subjects. Material on traveling -wave tubes and similar subjects
indicates its up-to-date character.
ELECTRONICS-April, 1953

Dummy loads

Temperature measurements
Impedance matching

R RESISTORS employ noble
metal film deposits on specially
selected heat resistant glass.

TYPE

FILM THICKNESS offers negligible
skin effect, at microwave frequencies.
POWER CAPACITY of 1/4 watt provides high power handling ability.
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE is ideally

SPECIFICATIONS

Resistance: 50 ohms standard, other
values on request.
Tolerance: 5% or 10%
Wattage: I/4 watt continuous duty
at 25C
Size: 1/16 inch diem. x 3/16 inch long
Terminals: Tinned sections 1/16 inch
long
1/16 inch
Film Length: Type R-063
Type R-093
3/32 inch

suited to impedance matching in standard coay;al line and waveguides.
FINISH. Coated with a special silicone
varnish to protect the film.

--

Temperature Coefficient:
approx. 0.0019 ohms/ohm/C.
Power Sensitivity: Approx. 10 ohms/
watt

TELEWAVE LABORATORIES, INC.
100

Metropolitan Ave.

Brooklyn 11, New York

Want more information?
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POTENTIOMETERS
Electronic Organs

precision
IN MINIATURE SIZE
Electro-Mec

Laboratory specializes in

potentiometers

of extreme accuracy,

low torque*, and small size, engineered for each individual application.
Close coordination between engineering
and manufacturing provides laboratory
quality and performance in production
quantities, one or a thousand.

"know-how" and facilities are
also available for the solution of
non-standard potentiometer design
The

problems. For more information please
write or telephone the Engineering
Department. HAnover 2-3155

* Torque

in the range of .003 to .100
oz. in., Resolution to 1300 turns of

wire

per inch, Linearity

to .1%.

Type 1395
"G"stability and
Minimum Torque.
High resolution

and

Linearity.

Resistances 20 to
200,000 ohms.

Type 139fs
Servo Mounting.
Ultra -low torque.

«-

1.

06 2

---

Maximum accuracy in Minimum
size.

Type 1418
Computer accuracy and Highest
Resolution Low
torque of .025
oz. in.

ELECTRO -MEC

LABORATORY

19 MURRAY STREET
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
Want more information?
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WIDE interest in electronic organs
has been exhibited by our readers.
In the editorial offices of ELECTRONICS, we often receive letters from
readers suggesting new and different ideas for generating tones
for electronic musical instruments.
Since it is, in general, contrary to
our policy to publish proposals in
the feature section, these ideas cannot be called to the readers' attention unless they are submitted as
letters to appear in the Backtalk

department of

ELECTRONICS.

following correspondence
illustrates the chain of events that
often follows the conception of an
idea by a private individual. The
first letter was written to a large
manufacturer of electronic organs
by J. B. Winther with the technical
description of his idea for a new
tone generating scheme. Following
this description is a reply from the
Patent Counsel of that company reprinted here for the benefit of those
who may have conceived similar
schemes, but who have not taken
the time to call their ideas to the
attention of a manufacturer as Mr.
Winther has done.
The

DEAR SIRS:

that you are interested
in appraising my scheme.
I AM pleased

Actually the idea originated over
10 years ago, and I have waited to
sec it commercialized by someone.
I felt that such an idea being
basically simple would be apparent
to anyone versed in electronics, and
might appear on the market at any
time.
After reading the article in the
January 1951 issue of ELECTRONICS
"Gas -Diode Electronic Organ" by
R. M. Strassner, I felt convinced
that if my method had ever been
common knowledge, no one would
go to the extent that the author did
in designing an electronic organ.
My method achieves all the requirements which Strassner outlines as his objective. These I have
outlined below:
"One of the greatest complaints
against electronic instruments is
that they are generally too perfect,

last page.

"PRINT -WIRE"
CIRCUIT BOARDS
IN keeping with its tradition of constant
research for new and improved products, the General Electric Co. has devoted
special effort to the field of etched circuit
boards. In recent months the Components
Department has been producing solder plated etched circuit boards for specialized
military use and forward looking commercial products. High acceptance accorded
this product clearly indicates the possibility of much broader applications.

The Components Department would
appreciate the opportunity of discussing
your high qualily requirements for all types
of circuit boards. Make full use of this new
electronic component that:

* Minimizes wiring labor costs
* Assures uniformity
* Improves component
accessibility
* Assures solderability
* Reduces inspection time
* Speeds assemblySimplifies servicing
* Requires minimum space ... aids
in sub -miniaturization
* Improves reliability. Short circuits
are practically eliminated

Our engineers are prepared to discuss
ways in which G -E "PRINT -WIRE" circuit
boards can solve your problems. Write or
wire us today! General Electric Company,
Components Department Section 443, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
RADIO & TV CABINETS and
MATCHING BASE CABINETS
PRECISION METAL PARTS
"PRINT -WIRE" CIRCUIT BOARDS

GENERAL
Want more information?
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and therefore unnatural.
"Too many controls confuse or
discourage the performer." I believe this is true for the average
musician seeking a low priced in-

MODEL TO -100

strument.

"It was required to develop an
organ -like electronic instrument
that would retail for $800." Because of low labor costs, I believe
my method could easily equal or
possibly better this figure.
Following is a description of my
scheme along with a diagram. I have
not attempted to secure a patent on
this method, but have chosen a less
tedious, and not nearly so drawn
out method, by providing a signed
document establishing the date of
conception. Although this method
does not provide the legal protection
of a patent, it does provide a lever
for the original inventor, thus he
may work with experts in the field
to provide mutual benefit to all concerned.
After you review this material, I
would appreciate your reaction, and
if favorable, please advise what
course you propose to follow. I have
been in engineering development for
many years and fully realize the
time, money, and engineering knowhow which must yet be put into this
new idea to make it productive.

NEW
ACCURATE
STABLE

CHECKING

FM/FM TELEMETERING
SUB -CARRIER EQUIPMENT
20 accurate, fixed centre -frequencies
Calibrated control for- 10% adjustment
Indicator for beating external signal
Low distortion and excellent stability
Constant voltage low impedance output
Continuously variable calibrated level
Standard FM/FM frequencies furnished
Other frequencies available to order

FOR RAPID PRODUCTION CONTROL TESTS

."2TELETRONICS LABORATORYINc.
AB
WESTBURY, 1. I., N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS AND PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT

J. B. WINTHER

Kenosha, Wisconsin

Organ Description
electric keyboard
instruments have been manufactured, their primary objective
being to duplicate the results obtained with the mighty pipe organ.
Various and ingenious methods have
been devised, ranging from elaborate electronic circuits to modified
reed organs in an effort to create
an instrument which sounds just
like a real pipe organ. The tone of
a single organ pipe has been studied
in great detail to obtain data on
wave shape of fundamental, harmonics, percent of harmonic content
and other characteristics. An electronic circuit is then developed
which will duplicate these same tone
patterns, or even attempt to improve on them.
The method outlined below seems
to be the natural way to accomplish

MAGNET, RESISTANCE
and ALLOY WIRE

FOR MANY YEARS

ELECTRONICS
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Small space factor

High dielectric

Unaffected by chemicals
or corrosive atmosphere

Excellent flexibility and
abrasion resistance

Capable of withstanding
2500 centigrade

Sizes: 10 through 50

Send for NEW Warren Wire Specification 1001

WARREN WIRE CO.
POWNAL

VERMONT

Producers of Nylon, Plain Enamel and
Served Magnet Wire, Tinned and Bare
Copper Wire.
*Du Pont trademark for Polytetrafluoroethylene Enamel
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SHAGGY AUDIO AMPLIFIER STORY
You've heard of the shaggy dog stories,
well here's a tale that beats 'em all.
Into the Westinghouse Electronic Division offices one day came a man
with a strange request. It was for an audio amplifier of extremely high
power, powerful enough to build a whisper of sound to a crescendo capable
of shattering windows in the next county. (This, however, would not be
its function.)
It just so happened we could supply a job to answer the descriptiona new design that delivers 5 or 10 kilowatts output power. It can actually
take a signal of about 10 milliwatts from any conventional 30 to 20,000
cps source and build it up to 5 or 10 KW with uniform response (plus
or minus 1.5 db).
But the odd part of the story is that we never were able to learn what
the man planned to do with this extremely high power amplifier. And to
add confusion to mystery, since then many other guys have wandered in
with the same strange shaggy dog request. We know, of course, that
applications arc conceivable in producing supersonic vibration, exploring
variable frequency vibration phenomena, and producing supply power at
any audio frequency Ie.g-400 cycle aviation equipment or 100,000 RPM
grinding motor.)
We decided there must be a market for it. Hence this advertisement.
So-if you know of anyone who'd be interested in a variable frequency
audio amplifier of extremely high power-capable of shattering windows
in the next county-have them get in touch with Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Electronics Division. Industrial Electronic Devices Section,
2.319 Wilkens Avenue, Baltimore 3, Maryland.

TROLL

1.4
PEA!cER

SURE-IF IT'S

YOU CAN SE

our objective. The sound emitted
from an individual pipe of a pipe
organ is recorded. The method of
recording may be an adaptation of
sound -on -film or wire recording. A
suggested method is outlined below:
After each note is recorded
(assume 61 in all) then there will
be 61 separate individual patterns
on record, each one ready to exactly
imitate the original parent note.
These 61 recordings or sound tracks
are placed on a common conveyor,
and set in motion. There will be 61
unit pick-ups involved, each ready
to reproduce the recorded note, but
not until the circuit is completed at
the instrument keyboard by the

J-02256

Westinghouse

Er
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High speed stop clock accrued seconds
indicator with fluorescent dial and
hands. Also available for other intervals.

o
513/64
4-11/37

t/al

43/64

13/37
1

7/32

STOP
CLOCK

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Precision timing measuring hundredths of seconds
to one minute.
Automatic reset.
Hermetically sealed.
For operation on 50, 60, or 400 cycles A.C. or
20-30V D.C. 400 cycle unit has D.C. clutch.

This new, hermetically -sealed Stop Clock further
enlarges the complete line of A. W. HAYDON
COMPANY A.C. and D.C. Timers, time delay relays
and timing motors. This accurate, panel -mounted
timer totatizes hundredths of a second up to a
minute. Hermetically -sealed, it weighs approximately 2 lbs. Comes with automatic reset.

A
WRITE FOR CATALOG

r

ï

/

-,,a,1.I,ñAYDON

OMPANY
NORTH

ELM STREET

2 3 5

WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT
Devtn
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Suggested electronic organ scheme

selected key, during a rendition.
Since any individual note is a continuous pattern of successive wave
shapes, it is not necessary to extend
the recording any longer than would
be required to establish the wave
pattern. This could be done in
several cycles of the fundamental
wave.
In a practical way this could be
accomplished by recording around
the circumference of a cylinder.
Thus, the note could be continuous
by duplicating itself for each revolution. There are problems which
could be overcome, for example,
overlap at the start and finish of
the recorded note as the second
revolution was started. This might
be overcome by using two reproducers on one sound track 180
degrees apart and using less than
a full revolution of recording, thus
there is always one reproducer unit
active at any one time.
As pointed out in the drawing
a drum of ferrous magnetic
material (possibly even Alinico
material) of the type used in the
wire of wire recorders could be
April, 1953
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for heavy production

TRANSFORMERS
Fill Your Need to

r.

a

with the
TM ®

For

INDUSTRIAL

SAMPLE
SHORT
and
LONG RUNS

Let us
quote on your
Specifications,

Delivery

and
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

no

as

Promised!

obligation

DESIGNED TO COMMERCIAL AND

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
(MIL-T-27 and AN -E-19)

EPCO Products Inc.
2500 Atlantic Ave.
Brooklyn 7, New York

NEW HERMES, Inc.

`3.19

J

University Place, New York 3, N.Y.

PHOTO

EQUIPMENT...
Ceared to
INDUSTRIAL

SCIENTIFIC Uses

&

FREE
72 pages

EQUIPMENT

CATALOG

crammed'

Write for literature describing:

-

H 29

NEW HERMES, Inc.

13-19 University Place, N.Y. 3, N.Y.
359 St. James St., Montreal
World's Largest Manufacturer of Portable Engraving Machines
In

with THOUSANDS of
newest Photo Tools,
Cameras, Lenses, Pro-

- Catalog

1. Heavy Duty model (as illustrated)
2. Portable models
Catalog IM 29

Canada:

Lighting

jectors,
Equipment, Developing Equipment, Enlargers, etc. for the
Amateur and Professional, in every day
SCIENTIFIC and IN-

High Current Regulated Power Supplies

DUSTRIAL WORK.

New

CAMERAS-of

all types! Spec al purpose, Photomicrography, Laborato.y,NEW
POLAROID LAND BACK, etc.
LENSES- World's largest stock from

-

All speeds, and types,

special Mounts, Lenskoting, etc.

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

-

Stainless Steel Equipment, Dryers, etc.
Write TODAY to . -

Burke & James, Inc.
FINE
321

Series

EQUIPMENT SINCE 1897
Wabash Ave.. Chicago 4, Illinois, U.S.A.
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0-350
0-350
0-350
0-350

V (off
V
V
V

e
(J
e

750. ma.
1. Amp.
2. Amp.
3. Amp.

Featuring: Very low output impedance at high power levels;
s/s% regulation; 5 MV ripple.
Continuous duty components; short delivery.
Other units available: any voltage and capacity, regulated or unregulated, fixed or adjustable output voltage. We invite Inquiries.

PESCHEL ELECTRONICS. INC.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

S.

Standard Sizes, 350 Series

13 GARDEN STREET, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
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formed into a seamless tube.
The 61 notes could probably be
recorded in 61 pattern rings in
about 24 inches of linear length of
roll and probably a 1 -ft diameter
roll may be used. At 1,800 rpm it
would be possible to record 60 complete cycles of a 1,800 cycle note
or two complete cycles from a 6i)
cycle base note.
With the above arrangement it
appears possible to build all the
components into a small space. It
seems that organ notes would be the
most practical to reproduce as it
appears to be a continuous note
right from the start while a piano
note would lack the hammer on string effect. In fact, notes from a
more expensive electronic organ
could be reproduced this way by
using the instrument for recording
the parent note.
Also it would appear that a reed less piano aceordian with this arrangement could produce unparalleled effects. An electromagnetic
air-pressure sensing device in its
bellows chamber could be used to
modify the notes for expression in
the music, to duplicate present playing techniques.
The method as illustrated does
appear to have unusual possibilities.
It has promise of opening a field of
low-priced instruments.

storage
shelving
in standard
package
units

Now Royal simplifies your planning and purchasing of open or
closed type shelving-standard
sectional units are adaptable to
your exact needs!
No tools required for installation
or adjustment-Royal shelving
has 80% fewer bolts, erects quickly, easily, economically!
Each shelf adjustable without disturbing others! Patented shelf
brackets simple to insert into
frame, are self-locking and selfsupporting, provide better shelf
stability than equal amount of
bolts.
metal furniture since '97

1

Royal Metal Mfg. Co., 175 N. Michigan Ave.,
111.

Please send your new Royal catalog showing sectional

storage shelving.
Name
Firm Name

Address

L

City
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small bearing problems,
the Bird Company
engineering staff designs

accurate sapphire and
glass jewel bearings used
in the world's most famous

aircraft, electrical and
timing instruments;
weather and all types of

recorders; and fine
indicating apparatus.
Close tolerances, accuracy,

and long life qualify
Bird Jewel Bearings to
insure quality in your
finest instruments.
Quotations on request for
jewels made to
specifications for your
individual requirements.

much for your
letter and your very lucid explana-

r-

1,

At your service, for all

DEAR MR. WINTHER:
WE THANK YOU very

Royal Metal Manufacturing Co.

Dept. 2104, Chicago

gags...

Company Reply

eice

175 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 2104, Chicago
Michigan City, Ind.
Factories: Los Angeles
Galt, Ontario
Walden, N.Y.
Warren, Pa.
Los Angeles
Showrooms: Chicago
New York City
San Francisco
Authorized Dealers Everywhere

SaMA2...

J

tion of your improved electrical
musical instrument.
We have naturally given consideration to various types of signal generators involving recordings of
sound produced by pipes and various
other instruments. This has likewise been given consideration by a
large number of other people as is
evidenced by a number of patents
which have issued disclosing various
schemes for using recorded tones as
a basis for the production of tones
in an electrical musical instrument.
For example, the following patents
disclose rotating devices in which
the sound is photographically recorded and picked up photoelectrically : 2,199,948, 2,223,489, 1,980,-

[77-C
The engineering staff of the Bird Company is at your service for all small -bearing
problems.
Serving industry with fine jewels since 1913

& Co., Inc.
Sapphire and glass jewels
Precision glass grinding
Ferrite precision products
Sapphire stylit
1

Spruce Street, 'Waltham 54, Mass.
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ELECTRONIC GLASS WORKING EQUIPMENT

for RADIO, TELEVISION TUBES,

for TELEVISION TUBES
GLASS LATHES
We make Transformers, Spot and Wire Butt Welders, Wire Cutting Machines and 500 other items,
indispensable in your production. Eisler Engineers are constantly developing New Equipment. If
you prefer your own designs, let us build them for you. Write to Charles Eisler who has served
The Industry over 32 years.
Machines for small Radio Tubes of all kinds:
INCANDESCENT

LAMPS,

High Temperature Hydrogen Electric Furnaces
Hydrogen atmosphere heating chamber, hydrogen drying tower, water cooled unloading chamber, heat control with air cooled transformer with 11 position tap switch.
Automatic temperature control (optional) standard furnaces from 1" bore 1800° C. to
8" bore 1100° C. Molybdenum wound heating units, loading and unloading chambers
equipped with safety doors. Supplied with hydrogen flow gauges. Made to order in
many sizes.
HIGH TEMPERATURE FURNACES MADE BY EISLER

Bend
a Variety
of Materials
EISLER ENGINEERING CO., Inc.

7N5e1w

ork 313th St.

Accurately, Easily, Quickly

with

There is Aftvacvs One

eac er

c

in every .}ietc

BODNAR INDUSTRIES,

Inc.

leads in the field of

TRANSILLUMINATED PLASTIC LIGHTING PLATES
BECAUSE OF Quality

Uniformity
Performance
Design & Layout "Know -How Service"
Quantity Production Promptly

NEW YORK
TEXAS

-19

a DI -ACRO* BENDER

Simple and complex bends can be
formed and duplicated in many ductile materials with a versatile Di -Acro
Bender. Bending capacity of the five
hand operated models ranges from t Ig"
wire to 1" round mild steel bar. Many
accessories are available for bending
various materials and shapes. The Di Acro Bender can be delivered completelytooled for most forming requirements in solid materials and tubing.
*Pronounced Oie-ack-ro

Railroad Ave., New Rochelle (Home Office)

-Jefferson Tower Buillding, Dallas
CALIFORNIA -11056 Cumpston St., N. Hollywood

-313 Montreal Trust

CANADA
DEMONSTRATION

PANEL MIL -P-7788

DI -ACRO

Bldg., 67 Yonge St., Toronto

(AN -P-89)

Sent on

Letterhead

HYDRA-POWER

Request

BENDER

A universal hydraulically operated bend-

WASHERS-ALL KINDS
l-J

o

o
o

sau

WASHER SPZCIALISTS for nearly
half-a -century. Dies in stock will
produce most sizes. Big runs made
with automatic presses. An economical, accurate. and highly reliable
source for washers, also all kinds of
metal stampings. HAVE WHITE HEAD'S CATALOG ON FILE;
write for it.

50'"

C

1691 W. LAFAYETTE

-
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WANT MORE INFORMATION?
Send for New 32 -Page Catalog

D -HOLE

RETAINER
LOCK
SPACERS

Gives complete details on
hand and power operated Di -

SPRING TENSION
SQUARE HOLE
STAR LOCK
THRUST
TONGUE

WHITEHEAD

amt

ELECTRONICS

BEVELED
CUP

Acro Benders, Brakes,

Notchers, Punch Presses, Rod
Creators of
Parters, Rollers and Shears.
Send for your copy today"DIE -LESS
DUPLICATING" there's no obligation.

O'NEIL-IRWIN
COMPANY

DETROIT 16, MICH.
Want more information?

ing machine that is equally as flexible as
hand operated machine. Di -Acro Hydra Power Benders are especially designed
for those long runs and heavy bending
operations which are impractical for
manually operated equipment.

Use post card on
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MFG. CO.
321 8th Avenue
Lake City, Minn.

ul'

PRECISION
METALWORKING
MACHINES
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292,. 1,967,233, 1,747,936, 1,678,87.2_

The idea of magnetic recording
and pickup of tones is disclosed. in.
a number of patents including
patent No- 1,991,727 and has also,
been suggested to us by a number
of other inventors. A fairly good
dsclosure of this idea is also found
in the French patent No. 541.656,.
You may obtain copies of the U.S.
patents from the Commissioner of
Patents at twenty-five cents. each.
You have apparently studied the
problem sufficiently to realize one of
the difficulties, namely, that of overlap. We question somewhat whether
your proposal, by which this overlap
problem could be overcome, would
work out unless you could start and
stop recording the wave at the exact
instant that it "crossed the zero
axis. Another difficulty to which
you have apparently given much
thought is that the organist likes to
have available a large number of
different tone qualities. In your
proposed instrument this could, of
course, be accomplished by having
several of the drums you described,
with their associated pickups, and to.
a limited extent might be accomplished by various filter meshes Ile
the output system of the organ.
We wish to, thank you for the
clear manner in which you have presented your ideas but regret that in
our opinion you have not made any
novel suggestions. We are therefore
not interested in pursuing the mat-

-

The -SKL- Model 503 Fast -Rise Pulse Generator has been designed to meet the growing need
for a convenient source of extremely fast and short
rectangular pulses. In radar, nuclear physics, high
speed oscillography, and in the determination of
network characteristics, the fast rise time and short
pulse capabilities of the Model 503 find many uses.
The variable repetition rate of 50 to 150 pps, pulse
amplitude of .1 to 150 volts, and impedance of 50
ohms meet the great majority of needs encountered
in this type of work. Convenience in the practical
situation is enhanced by providing either positive
or negative pulses, controlled by a switch, and an
external trigger input which allows control of the
repetition rate from an outside source. It is housed
in a lightweight aluminum cabinet with convenient
grouping of controls. The -SKL- Model 503 will be
found indispensable for high speed, fast rise time
research, development and testing.

SKL

SPECIFICATIONS:
Rise Time: 10-9 sec.
(1

millimicrosecond)

Impedance: 50 ohms
Rep Rate: 50 to 150 pps.

Pulse Amplitude: 0.1 to 150 volt&

Pulse Width: Calculated minimum
width is 6 X 10 -lo sec.

SPENCER. KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
186 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

IN -RES -CO

TYPES CX &
WIRE WOUND

BXr
-another

solution
for CIRCUIT DESIGNERS

RESISTORS

IN -RES -CO

SEALED IN MOLDED BAKELITE
IN -RES -CO
TYPE CX

PLUS LIGHTWEIGHT

The

dependable resistive elements
that combine positive sealing with the
important advantage of lightweight.
Molded Bakelite core reduces weight
by one-half compared to ceramics.
Positive seal effectively protects the
winding against harmful climatic conditions. Additional IN -RES -CO fea
tures include long life stability, hard
soldered connections to terminals and
extra -sturdy, vibration proof terminal
leads. Both CX and BX Resistors
include space -saving terminal supported axial terminals of tinned wire.

ASK FOR THE NEW
RESISTOR HANDBOOK Contains complete data on
resistors for every purpose
and

thew
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RESISTOR

Complementary Symmetry
DEAR SIRS
IN -RES -CO
TYPE BX

NON -INDUCTIVE
RESISTOR

-

RESISTORS CO.

recommended

Please
mole request on com
pony letterhead

APPLICATION -DESIGNED RESISTORS

NON -INDUCTIVE

INSTRUMENT

applicat.ons

FOR

ter further.
(Name of Patent Counsel and
Company withheld by request.)

COMA. ERCE

UNION

AVEVUE

NEW JERSEY

ELECTRONICS

AND

INSTRUMENTATION
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I HAVE read with much

interest

the article entitled "Experiments
Illustrate Transistor Applications"
in the March issue of ELECTRONICS.
There is one point on which I should
like to comment concerning the
"complementary -symmetry" amplifier. Figure lA of the article
shows two grounded -emitter transistors, one an npn and the other
a pnp, with a common base input
terminal. A statement in the
article referring to this arrangement says, "Due to the opposite
April, 1953
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ELECTRON ICS

ELECTRIC INSTRUMENT & CONTROL HEADQUARTERS

Electro -Tech maintains one of the largest and most complete stocks in the country of electrical meters, instru-

ments and industrial control equipment-representing
over 250 top lines.
Yes, our warehouse is bulging with standard stocks of

Switchboard Meters
Micro Switches
Photo Electric Equipment
Relays

8
FOR SPEED

-

Wire Code RIX
Teletype NY 1-290
BArclay 7-4209
Phone

-

Toggle Switches
Shunts (Electrical)
Meggers
Solenoid Valves
Pyrometers

Solenoids
Tachometers
Thermometers
Thermostats
Rectifiers
Rheostats
Timers

Counters
Panel Meters
Transformers

COIL

Pe4

Special Test EquipCurrent Transformers
Electric Heating Units
ment
Rectifiers.
Thermocouples
Pyrometers

Our laboratory is available for repair work, resealing, recalibration
and special calibration of your electrical and industrial instruments.
Often months are saved by rescaling and calibrating stock instruments to your specifications.

Models

FS-C171.A

800.1200
1200.1600
1600-2250
FSC-174-A 1700-2600
h5 -C -172.A
FS -C -173.A

...

1

your answer.
Furthermore, if you require these coils specially treated, Dano is your answer. If you
insist on coils that will be perfect in performance and free
from any possible defection,
Demo, long experienced in the
manufacture of a wide variety
of coils, is your answer.
special requirements, Dino

is

It all ADDS up to DANO COILS

Also, Transformers Made to Order

Temperature
Applications

ACCURACY

Better than .05% from 20°F to 120°F

SENSITIVITY
Usable indication with

milliwatt input

1

Adjustable for higher levels
INDICATOR 50 Microammeter

INPUT
50 Ohm Type

Connector

N

EXTERNAL DC OUTPUT
Pin Jacks

EXCURSION OF MICROMETER
One-half inch

Acetate Bobbin
Molded Coils
Bakelite Bobbin
Cotton Interweave
Coils for High

MICROMETER SCALE
at 1000 Mc
at 1400 Mc
at 2000 Mc
at 2600 Mc

THE DANO ELECTRIC CO.
MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.

--

-

1
1

1
1

Division
Division
Division
Division

equals
equals
equals
equals

EXTERNAL SIZE 61/2
WEIGHT Fur pounds

ie
/7277
Ruten

ENGRAVES V ROUTS
Used and endorsed by tool and die.

electronic, machine, plastics.
radio, electrical and instrument
manufacturers.
A real money saver.
Special attachments and

MCS.
MCS.
MCS.
MCS.

The input circuit is a type N connector
The output is monitored by
(UG-58/U)
a
N21 B crystal and microammeter circuit
with adjustable sensitivity control for varying input power levels. The output of the
crystal may be obtained from pin jacks
provided on the panel of the instrument.
A switch is provided to change the output
from the microammeter to the pin jacks.

Q No matter how you figure: If you need
custom-made coils tailored to your own

COIL v&a.aa

Form Wound
Paper Sectien

Laboratory Use!

--fia---

In addition, we manufacture and stock

COIL

+

Units.. For Field and

Oscilloscopes
and Laboratory Standard Instruments

55 LISPENARD ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y,

,2.4

Lightweight- Portable

Multimeters

CONSULT US ABOUT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

COIL

flew 800.260G MCS
Frequency Meters

V

=t4 0
NUMBERED

RING

srn.n.

290
350
450
555

x 93/4 x

KC
KC
KC
KC

7"

CAVITY UNITS AVAILABLE
Units consist of cavity body, micrometer control, crystal, suitable connectors and calibration chart. Write for specifications and prices.

DRUM

PROFILES

V and

MODELS

Specify the Green Engraver for precision engraving on
metal, plastics, wood, glass, hard rubber etc.... engraves
panels, name plates, scales, dials, molds, lenses, instruby simple
ments, instruction plates, directional signs
tracing from master. Routing, profiling and three dimentional modeling indicate its versatility.
Electric errhinz, attachment available.

...

engineering service available
for production work.

T

EREE:

Brochure-

P. 0.

yours upon request.

ELECTRONICS

363 PUTNAM AVENUE

-

Apri., 1953

CAMBRIDGE

Want more information?

Use

MASS

post card on last page.
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Box 504,

Asbury Park, New Jersey
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(continued)
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CERMAHM
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I
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ELECTRONIC
SRITCN

68K
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I

I

--COMPOUNDS
Zophar Waxes, resins and compounds to impregnate,
dip, seal, embed, or pot electronic and electrical equipment or components of all types; radio, television, ett'
Cold flows from 100'F. to 285`

F.

Special waxes non-cracking at --76eF.

Compounds meeting Government specifications
or fungus resistant.
I

Let
ZOPHAR

us

pki s

help you with your engineering problems.

MILLS

Sty

7

4.7

YEARS
'C.'''.

NOWT

ZOPHAR MILLS,

INC.

112-130 26th Street,
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

Circuit (top) and output waveforms for

pnp-npn transistor amplifier

Immediate Delivery
YLOKNo

fastening problem with

NYLOK Self -Locking

SELF-LOCKING
CLINCH NUTS
Nylon Insert
Holds Tight
MEETS MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
TH

SHEET
THICKNESS

s.rcRUD

CLINCH

`

li

SIZE

DRILL HOLE

.

_

NY
I
I

Price savings now approximately 20%

#5

N. Y.

I

Elmira Heights, N. Y.

on Nylok Clinch Nuts with new low price list.

I

Title

Company

USE THE COUPON FOR

Street

428

475 Fifth Ave., New York 17,
FACTORY:

Name

Lcity

Don't Design AROUND Your Fastening
Problem-Design With NYLOK

CORPORATION,

Please send me Bulletin

I

T

INSERT LOCKS THREADS

INSERT NYLOK CLINCH NUT

The

4,",o
10-32

HOLE

Clinch Nuts. Simply press
in nut... clinch, insert screw
and run it down. Resilient
nylon insert assures positive
lock. Assemble either end,
speed up assembly. No damage to nut in removing. Can
be used again and again,
with no loss of locking feature. Available in steel and
aluminum, standard sizes #4
to #10, or others to specifications. Write for complete
information today.

Zone

State

Want more information?

QUICK INFORMATION

Use post card on

I

J

last page.
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signs of the transfer characteristics
of these two types of transistors,
the output signals will be 180 deg
out of phase, one having been
shifted 180 deg the other going
straight through".
The writer wonders if it would
not be better to call this action a
"polarity discrimination" or a
"phase splitting" rather than a
"phase shifting". It would seem
well worthwhile to provide as unambiguous an explanation as possible for transistor circuits.
To completely satisfy the writer's
thoughts, the above circuit was constructed and tested as indicated.
The oscillograms show the actual
output voltage waveform for a
small input signal and then for a
large input signal.
The capacitors and biasing currents of the circuit could be removed with no loss, but an improvement in curcuit efficiency; they
were included only to allow each
transistor to amplify small signals
linearly.
R. H. SPENCER
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dept of Electrical Engineering
Servomechanisms Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts
April, 1953
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r WAVEGUIDE

long Life - Dependability!

For

Unconditionally guar
anteed for 6 months.
Temperatures to 1.200°F.
Adjustable
long - life thermostat.
Ceramic embedded
heating element.

DEE
SOLDER

WAVEGUIDE Assemblies
WAVEGUIDE Components
Low Cost

Dimensions to

Copper, Nickel, Silver
Some items shipped from stock.
Others, produced to your specifications, on short notice
Write now for additional information.

Standard Models
to Meet
Most Needs

POTS

Quantity Production
Light -weight "One-piece constructions"
Excellent V.S.W R
Internal finishes, 10 micro -inch
±.0005

ALLIED RESEARCH
1041

NORTH

LAS

St

PALMAS

ENGINEERING INC.
HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIFORNIA

Write for
bulletin or

send details

EISLER MANUFACTURES COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
WELDERS FOR SPOT & WIRE BUTT
RADIO, TV TUBE EQUIPMENT & REPAIR UNITS
INCANDESCENT. FLUORESCENT MFG EQUIPMENT
NEON SIGN MAKERS EQUIPMENT, GLASS LATHES
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, VACUUM PUMPS, Etc.
Wet Glass SLICING & CUTTING MACHINES for Lab Use
TRANSFORMERS, SPECIAL & STANDARD TYPES
EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC.
751 So. 13th St.
Newark.3, N. J.

of

requirements
Model 85

12>"x6"x2,,a"

,

DEE

ELECTRIC COMPANY
MELTING POTS

Chicago 22, III.

1105 N. Paulina St.

ELECTRO PLATING

Have you problems in -

SPECIALISTS IN

BRAZING & WELDING
6751 Bryn Mawr Ave.

NAME IT

"ALVIN"
Yo"

$3.95
P

PRECISION MADE CIRCLES
TO 8vz", USED ALSO AS DIVIDERS.
EXTRA PARTS INCLUDED.

10 Day Money Back Guarantee
Send Check or Money Order and
Save C.O.D. Charges
TED ENTLICH
50-16 31 AVE.

WOODSIDE 77, NEW YORK

WALKIE-RECORDALL

RECORDER

WE'LL MAKE IT!

I

387 Charles St., Providence, R.

descriptive literature write or wire
For

Dept E-4 NEW YORK 3,N. Y.

GARDEN ST.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
NEw Rochelle 6.3342

FM

MODULATION METER

Measures maximum modulation deviation
on mobile -system FM transmitters, all frequencies, 25 to 200 MC. Price $240.00.

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
BRADENTON, FLORIDA

For

.

Shorted Turn Indicator
Sensitive, rugged, non -shocking
for unmounted coils; $150. f.o.b.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.

10111QÌIliCARTRON

USE DECALS
for

PENFIELD, NEW YORK

SU B -CONTRACTING

MILITARY and COMMERCIAL
receivers-test equipment
transmitters-controls
sub -assemblies

TELETRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

Westbury,

L.

I., N. Y.

Westbury 7-1028

We invite inquiries on

etc.

Send prompt

NEW ROCHELLE TOOL CORP.

-

Box 227

S-4

to apply
Cheaper-Easier
Durable-Multi-Color
specifications
blade to youror Berle for
sketch

certification of Induction

ELECTRONICS

Rochester Electronics Co., Inc.
DEPT

MAME PLATES
PLATES
INSTRUCTION
MARKS
SERIAL NUMBERS,TRADE

and Dielectric Heating Equipment
In accordance with F.C.C. rulings
320 Main St.
New Rochelle, New York
Phone NE 2.5555
'Mobile finit'
Quotations on request

1790 FIRST AV. N.Y.C.
EN 1.5222

Especially designed for use in development and production
laboratorres where standardized RIMA resistor values are to be
determined easily and quickly.

MILITARY and COMMERCIAL.

13

PLATING CO.

1.

WIDE RANGE DFCfIIJE RESISTOR

MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC.

Power supplies, controls, test equipment,
sub -assemblies, cable and harness work.
PESCHEL ELECTRONICS, INC.

Government Specifications
Government Certified

EVEREADY

RPLAYOACK

SUBCONTRACTING

Processes
To

QUALITY PRODUCTS CO.

Continuous, permanent, Indexed recording. np to 4
hrs., only 3c hr. Instantaneous, permanent playback.
Picks up sound up to 60 ft. Records conferences, lectures, dictation, 2 -way phone & sales talks; while
walking, riding or flying. Records in closed briefcase
with "hidden mike"! Write for Detailed Literature.
812 BROADWAY

Iridite and Cronak

TERMINALS
HEADERS
SPECIAL ITEMS
END SEALS

Compare With Compasses at $5.00 or More
LARGE CENTER WHEEL
BOW COMPASS No. 804

Silver, Cadmium & Zinc
Barrel Plating

Metal to Glass Seals?

L. 8. -MIEN CO.INC. Chicago 31,111.

Dept. E

21

uuotatton

NORSID

MFG. CO., INC.
ATHERTON STREET, YONKERS 1, N. Y.

April, 1953

WRITE FOR CATALOG

REX RHEOSTAT CO.
BALDWIN,

L. I.,

N. Y.
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ANNIS ELECTRIC RESEARCH
LABORATORY, INC.

-

-

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
CONSULTING
AND DESIGN OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT.
SPECIALIST
Military Radio Direction Finding

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Equipment and Directional Antennas.

P. 0. Box 581
Champaign, Ill.

14011A S. Neil St.

Tel. 6-1780

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff
Radio - Electronic
Research Development and Manufacturing
Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y.
Hicksville 3-3191

EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN
& GRIER, INC.
Consulting Engineers

R. W. HODGSON
PATENT AGENT SPECIALIZING
IN ELECTRONICS
Registered to Practice Before the U. S. &
Foreign Patent Offices
Office -6600 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood 38, Calif.
All Mail to Box 874, Sheraton Oaks, Calif.
GLadstone 9680

HOGAN LABORATORIES, INC.

Research, Development and Manufacture
of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment
Specialists In High -Speed Photography
160 Brookline Avene,
Boston 15, Mass.

John V. L. Hogan, l'res.
Applied Research, Development, Engineering
Est. 1929. Electronics, Optics, Mechanisms, Facsimile Communication. Digital Computers (Circle).
Electro -sensitive recording media. Instrumentation.
CHelsea 2-7855
155 Perry Street, New York 14.

Eldico of New York, Inc.

THE KULJIAN CORPORATION

Pioneers of Television Interference Elimination from
Transmitters, Induction Heaters, Diathermy and
etc.

Donald J. S. Merten & Engineering Staff
44-31 Douglaston Pkwy
Douglaston, N.
Bayslde 9-8686

Radio Communications Equipment
Engineering - Design - Development - Production
Pioneers in Frequency Shift Telegraph
Garden City
Long Island
New York

HARRIS GALLAY
Consultant

GENERAL

Perry St., Belleville

9. N. J.

LABORATORY ASSOCIATES,
INC.

Specialists in Glass to Metal Sealing
Manufacturing and development facilities now
available covering special vacuum and gas tube
Development and Fabrication. We invite your
inquiries.
Norwich, N. Y.
Telephone Norwich 4-3264

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC.
Products

&

Mfg. Development

ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL
One Continental Hill
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Glen Cove 4-1922

HIGHLAND ENGINEERING CO.
William R. Spittal

& Staff
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE
OF TRANSFORMERS. CHOKES, ETC.
FOR THE
ELECTRONIC, INDUSTRIAL & ALLIED FIELDS
Main & Urban, Westbury, L. I., N. Y.
WE- 7 -2933

R. W. HODGSON
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
SPECI.ALIZING IN ELECTRONICS NUCLEONICS, INSTRUMENTATION, SERVOMECHANISMS & CYBERETICS
Office-6600 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
All Mail to Box 874, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
GLadstone 9680

430

Constructors

1200 N.

Broad St.,

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks,
Industrial Appliances
Affiliated with
MANAGEMENT-TRAINING ASSOCIATES
Washington 10. D. C.
N.
W.
-14th
St.,
3308

JOSEPH RACKER COMPANY
Radar Consultants & Editors

140

Technical Manuals
Research and Development
New York 38, N.
Nassau Street,
Worth 4-1463

Y.

W. C. ROBINETTE CO.
MOTRON DEADBEAT HIGH GAIN SERVOS
3¢% to .001%
Speed control of any Prime Mover
average. Electric Transmissions rA to 50 HP plus
controls-Zero droop-No load to full load.
South Pasadena, Calif.
802 Fair Oaks Ave.

Phila. 21, Pa.

Py 11594

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION

SKINNER, HARLAN AND IRELAND, INC.

Research & Manufacturing Engineers

Consulting Engineers

Jerry B. Minter
John M. van Beuren
Specialists in the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, N. J.

harry

W. Houck

Eugene Mittelmann, E.E., Ph.D.
Consulting Engineer & Physicist

MICROWAVE AND
PULSE TECHNIQUES
60

Engineers

Electronic Control Specialists
Chemical
Industrial
Utility

.1

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.

Plymouth 9-4237

Consultants

ALBERT PREISMAN
Consulting Engineer

High Frequency Heating-Industrial Electronics
Applied Physics and Mathematics
Chicago 6, Dl.
549 W. Washington Blvd.
State 2-8021

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES
CONSULTATION -DESIGN -CONSTRUCTION

MFG. THE THERMOCAP RELAY
Specializing in solution of problems of electronic
and electro -physical instrumentation for the research of analytical laboratory. Industria} plant
problems also invited.
Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONLAB

I. PARISIER & CO.
Communications Experts

MAURICE

International Engineering Consulting
RADIO BROADCASTING & COMMUNICATIONS
Planning & Installation Supervision
Conmmunication Equipment for Armed Forces
1475 Broadway New York 36, N.Y. LOngacre 4-5434
Offices: Paris -Buenos Aires -San Paulo -Bombay

PHYSICS RESEARCH
LABORATORIES, INC.

Specializing in Magnetic Materials and
Their Application

Indianapolis

1122 E. 23rd St.,

7,

Indiana

THE TECHNICAL
MATERIEL CORPORATION
Communications Consultants
151

Systems Engineering
General Offices and Laboratory
Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

TELECHROME, INC.
Electronic Design Epecialist
COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers, Keyers,
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Pres. & Ch. user.
Amityville, L. I., N. Y.
88 Merrick Rd.

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC.
Radio and Electronics

Consulting-Research-Development
R-F Circuits-Lines-Antennas
Microwave Components-Test Equipment

Harold A. Wheeler and Engineering Staff
Great Neck 2-7800
Great Neck, N. Y.

WIHTOL LABORATORIES
Consulting

-

Research

-

Development

Applied Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, Optics, Magnetic and Electrical Devices, Electronics, Nuclear Physics.
507 Hempstead Turnpike,
West Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.

Electron tubes -Vacuum and gas tube
manufacturing techniques -Glass
techniques -Special purpose tubes
2333 Grey Evanston, Ill. Un. 4-7800

PICKARD AND BURNS, INC.
Consulting Electronic Engineers

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, INC.

Analysis and Evaluation
of Radio Systems
Research, Development and Design
of Special Electronic Equipment
Needham 94, Mass.
240 Highland Ave.,

Research

-

Design

-

Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy
WOrth 2-3534, 35,

105 Chambers Street
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New York 7, N. Y.
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
ELECTRICAL SALES &
ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE
Nationally known

California Corporation desires

sales engineering representative for Eastern U. S.
with sound background in general electrical insulation field, to promote sale of new line of yarns and

DEPARTMENT

HEAD

ÈNINEERS

textile materials for high temperature application.
Must have car and be free to travel. Salary and
expenses.

1111

RW-6953, Electronics
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles

17,

RADIO and TV ENGINEER
Interesting. permanent fob. testing and analyzing
TV sets. FM -AM receivers, high fidelity sound
equipment, etc. in NYC lab. Degree and 3 yrs.
experience in industry. Familiar with IRE test
methods. Salary commensurate with ability and
Send resume.
P-7212, Electronics
W. 42nd St.. New York 36. N. Y.

experience.
3.30

RADIO ELECTRONICS
Prominent New England manufacturer seeks O
staff for expansion in the
ELECTRONICS MINIATURIZATION
field utilizing printed circuits, transistors, etc.
Red

Permanent employment assured.

Indicate past experience
resume to

date

and

MISSILE

Calif.

available

in

P-7252. Electronics
St. New York 36. N. Y.

320 W. 42

ELECTRONICS

SYSTEMS
RADAR

Prominent well -established aircraft and
missile manufacturer offers an outstanding opportunity to a person qualified to head an expanding electronics

organization. Salary commensurate with
responsibility. Must have at least ten
years experience in airborne electronics,
five of which should be in missile or
radar design and development. Advanced degree preferred. Position reports to chief engineer. Send detailed
resume of background.

Recent photo-

graph optional.
REPLIES (Box No.): Addrruu to office nca,-ls( you
NEW YORK: 330 W. 43rd St. (30)
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Aie. (11)
S.-IN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (b)

SERVO

COMPUTER
You gain MORE with W. L. MAXSON. Top
salaries
. more
greater opportunities
responsibilities. Advance with W. L. Maxson,
BACKGROUND: Practical and research experience in advanced Electronic Circuits
and Systems Engineering DESIGN 8, ANALYSIS, related to: Instrumentation, Fire
.

.

Control, Communications, Navigation, or
Optical Fields. Ability
in management and
supervision desirable.

P-6690, Electronics

520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

I

I, III.

POSITIONS VACANT
ASSISTANT CHIEF Engineer: Ohio company
manufacturing electronic equipment has
opening for electronic engineer approximately
27-31 years of age in capacity of administrative
assistant to the Chief Engineer. Duties will Include engineering office work, supervision of
laboratory projects and occasional traveling.
Must have at least 5 years professional experience in circuit design and project supervision.
Starting salary $7000 per year. Allowance for
moving expense. Replies held in confidence.
Submit resume to P-6785, Electronics.

EXPANDING ORGANIZATION of established
manufacturers' technical representative has
opportunity for competent electrical engineer
able to work on own initiative in Los Angeles
area. Salary and profit sharing will produce
above average income. In return this person
must be able to plan his own schedule and
assume engineering responsibility for a group
of products. Experience in switchgear, unit
substations, and resistance welding equipment
valuable. Please send complete details about
yourself, necessary starting salary, etc. Communications will be kept confidential if desired. Weighman and Associates, 140 So. Glen -

1l your skills are now
being fully utilized In
a vital defense indus-

try please do not apply.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
DESIGN

FOR

&

DEVELOPMENT WORK

IN

RADAR

The
Ó0

l3

COMPUTERS

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
with

young progressive company,
send resume of experience and
educai ion, with salary requirements,
a

Kindly send resume and
salary requirements to

WeLleUsON
w.3., 1741;

.

NEwyoRK

Co
1,Nry

to

\I,
110

SOU.

Electronic Engineering Company
A. 1A. frlffl

lof

ANGELES

National Research Council

requires

CAIirOIN.

4.

ouexuc 2.1131

oaks Blvd., Burbank, California.

POSITIONS WANTED

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONIC

CHIEF ENG. or Dept. Head, 13 yrs. res. and
dev., reg. prof. eng., Phila. area. PW-7221,
Electronics.

ENGINEERING/SALES Representative eastern area with office Washington, D. C., part
or full time. Registered Professional Engineer
with excellent electronic background. PW-7171,
Electronics.
SALES ENGINEER age 33 currently selling
electronic mfg. industry in east past 6 years.
Will travel or relocate west coast for right
offer. PW-7033, Electronics.
ENGINEER,
ELECTRICAL,
26,
married,
B.E.E., 2 years exp. field service engineer on
electro -mechanical computing machines, 1
year exp. lab. and sales applications engineer
on electro -mechanical devices. Desires position
with future as Sales Engineer in Metropolitan
New York. PW-6975, Electronics.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER, 28, three years experience in the design of electromedical
equipment for research including AC&DC low
level amplifiers, stimulators, transducers and
related equipment. PW-7003, Electronics.

Here is THE outstanding challengeformer President of successful electronic
instrument manufacturer needs a man
to head up new research and development laboratory in San Francisco Bay
Area. Well financed and directed. If
interested please send detailed resume

ELECTRONICS

P-7059, Electronics
68

Post St., San Francisco

4,

Calif.

BUILD IN WORLD
ELECTRONICS CENTER

and development problems in circuits, electro magnetics, etc.

CONTACT RAY EDWARDS

Alameda County

O'SHEA EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM

New Industries Committee

plants. RA -6821, Electronics.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
$12,200-NO FEE
To solve as a specialist complex electronic design

64 E.

Jackson, Chicago,

ELECTRON ICS

-

Ill.

Tel-WAbash 2-1884

April, 1953

study and report on new and existing
communications systems and on developments in ancillary euipment; to act as
liaison officer on radio propagation matters. Honours degree in engineering physics
or electrical engineering with specialization in communications engineering and
knowledge of Multiplex and Telegraphic
equipment required. Post graduate training or experience desirable.
To

to

Metropolitan Oakland Area (MOAT heme of the
University of California and close to Stanford
University, offers unmatched research or consultation facilities and personnel source for manufacturers, fabricators and marketers in electronics
field. Besides Its Ideal location in shadow of two
world-renowned research centers, MOA provides
many additional, exclusive profit advantages to
Industry: proximity to users in great electronics
center; geographic hub of multi -billion dollar
West market; sizeable savings in shipping time and
cost; major terminus for rail, truck, air, sea
carriers; all-season production; temperate climate:
acres of level plant sites; phenomenal, continuing
G -R -O -W -T -H. For a free FACTBOOK and/or
answers to specific questions, write:

SELLING OPPORTUNITY WANTED
MILITARY & Industry Sales manufacturer's
representative selling USAF, Signal Corps,
Navy and Industry (Phila, Wasl-ington, Day on, Rome, N. Y.) seeks additional lines and

ENGINEER

ENGINEER

Suite 601, 427 - 13th St.

ENGINEER

carry out research on electronic telecommunications equipment; to design and
develop specialized electronic equipment
as required; to carry out technical liaison
duties. Honours degree in physics, engineering physics or electrical engineering
with specialized training in electronics required. Must have interest and ability in
circuit design; must have interest in or
experience with electronic computers.
Research experience in circuit work would
be useful.
To

Initial salary up to $5200 per annum depending on experience and qualifications.
Preference will be given to Canadian
applicants.
Apply by mail, giving full details of
qualifications and experience, to Chief,
Personnel Branch, National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Oakland, Calif.
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ENGINEERS
FOR

ATOMIC

WEAPONS INSTALLATION
Mechanical Engineers, Electronics and Electrical
Engineers, Physicists, Aerodynamicists, and Mathematicians. A variety of positions in research and
development open for men with Bachelors or
advanced degrees with or without applicable
experience.
are permanent positions with Sandia
Corporation, a subsidiary of the Western Electric
Company, which operates the Laboratory under
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. The
Laboratory offers excellent working conditions and
liberal employee benefits, including paid vacations, sickness benefits, group life insurance and
a contributory retirement plan.

design, development

engineers...

These

Albuquerque, center of a metropolitan area of
150,000, is located in the Rio Grande Valley, one
mile above sea level. Albuquerque lies at the
foot of the Sandia Mountains which rise to
11,000 feet. Cosmopolitan shopping centers, scenic
beauty, historic interest, year 'round sports, and
sunny, mild, dry climate make Albuquerque an
ideal home.
New residents experience little
difficulty in obtaining adequate housing in the
Albuquerque area.

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR TECHNICAL WRITERS
These are not Civil Service Appointments

Make Application to the

PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT DIVISION

Want a more
interesting job ?
Most people do. But the problem
is-where do you find one?
Maybe for you it's at Honeywell.
A lot of engineers have found interesting jobs here, for the work
is pretty fascinating most all the
time.
And there's real opportunity for
experienced engineers to go places
in the growing Honeywell organization. Right now we have openings in six areas:
Servomechanisms
Gyros
Relays

Vacuum tubes
Electromechanics
Control Systems

Duties of the jobs. Take on
complex design work requiring
analysis and decision to bring into
design form the requirements for
a new or modified instrument, device or control system.
Requirements. B. S. or M. S. in
Electrical, Mechanical or Aeronautical Engineering.
Atmosphere. A company that
understands engineering where
one out of every ten employees
is actively engaged in engineering
or research.

-

Openings. In Minneapolis, Phila.::;

::: :::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::j

SANDIA BASE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

delphia and Freeport, Illinois.
For details write Ross Wagner,
Personnel Dept., EL -4-78, Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minn. Ask
for our book, "Emphasis on Research."

Höriéÿwéll
H

7Fut

MOMIIM(11
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RCA NEEDS
Le

-0'

E H GINEERS
who won't be hele! back!
RCA, pioneer and leader in every important branch of radio -electronics,
has a permanent position for you if you are an experienced ELECTRONIC,
COMPUTER, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL OR COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER . . . PHYSICIST . . . METALLURGIST . . . PHYSICAL CHEMIST . . .
CERAMIST
GLASS TECHNOLOGIST.

...

You may choose to specialize in research, development, design and
application. Both commercial and defense projects.

POSITIONS OPEN IN RESEARCH-

DEVELOPMENT-DESIGN-APPLICATION
in any

of the following fields:

RADAR-

Circuitry-Antenna Design-Servo
Systems-Information Display Systems
-Gear Trains-Stable ElementsIntricate Mechanisms

COMPUTERS-

Digital and Analog-Systems Planning
-Storage Technique-CircuitryServo Mechanisms-Assembly DesignHigh Speed Intricate Mechanisms
COMMUNICATIONS-

Microwave-Aviation-Mobile-Spe-

cialized Military Systems
MISSILE GUIDANCE-

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS-

Loran- Shoran - Altimeters -Airborne
Radar

TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT-

Receivers-Transmitters
Equipment

and

Studio

COMPONENT PARTS-

Receiving- Transmitting - CathodeRay-Phototubes and Magnetrons

Transformer- Coil- Relay Capacito r

-Switch-Motor-Resistor

ELECTRONIC TUBE DEVELOPMENT-

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
FIELD ENGINEERS-

Systems Planning and Design-Radar
and Fire Control-Servo MechanismsVibration and Shock Problems

Specialists for domestic and overseas
assignment on military electronic communications and detection gear.

There's not a temporary job among them.
War or depression, RCA has continued to
grow ... growth in which you'll share when
you launch your lifetime RCA career.
For many other reasons, too, RCA is a
good place for you to work. RCA affords
unexcelled facilities in pleasant surroundings ... every chance for advancement in
rank and income ... enjoyable suburban
or country living conditions ... professional
recognition for achievement... modern retirement program. Many Company -paid benefits for you and the family. PLUS modern
tuition -refund plan for advanced study
at recognized universities.

Personal interviews arranged in your city.
If you qualify for any of the positions
listed above, please send us a complete
resume of your education and experience.
Please state your specialized field preference.
Send resume to:
E. McQUISTON, Manager
Specialized Employment Division,

MR. ROBERT

Dept. 200D,

Radio Corporation of America,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ELECTRON ICS

-
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SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR

SENIOR ENGINEERS

CREATIVELY

Convair in beautiful, sunshiny San Diego invites you to join an "engineers" engineering
department. Interesting, challenging, essential
long-range projects in commercial aircraft, military aircraft; missiles, engineering research and
electronics development. Positions open in these
specialized fields:
Servo -mechanisms
Electrical Design
Aerodynamics
Mechanical Design
Thermodynamics
Structural Design
Operation Analysis
Structures
System Analysis
Weights

ELECTRONICS
PHYSICS

MECHANICS
We are seeking several men

Generous travel allowances to those accepted.
For free brochure, write Mr. H. T. Brooks,
Engineering Dept. 900

with creative minds-men able
to think, beyond today's realities.
You should have a well-rounded
background in electronics or an

CONVAIR

allied field.

IN BEAUTIFUL

We offer freedom not only to
envision your ideas but also to
carry them to completion. You
will work on the problems of
color television, radar, radio with
the most advanced equipment,
and as a member of one of
industry's foremost engineering
teams. To the right man we offer
a lifetime career opportunity.

SAN DIEGO
3302 PACIFIC HIWAY

SAN DIEGO 12, CALIFORNIA

Write to us in full confidence.
We want an opportunity to
explain to you the many benefits
of working and creating with this
organization.
All the members of our staff
know of this advertisement.

Write to P-7131, Electronics
330 W. 42 St. New York 36, N. Y.

April,
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SCIENTISTS
ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS

x{/eí' oieed,e0,4

ngineering to research, development,
and design ... . e KEY to SOLID SUCCESS at

apply CREATI

-

AIRCRAFT

GOODYE

ersonal initiative, and ability
red by Goodyear Aircraft.
count most, investigate the various opportunities
following fields:
We have openings for able, experienced personnel in
If you are seeking a position where ingenuit

1/
1/
L,..'

1/

¡/

fro Aerodynamics
1/ Physics

Electrical Systems
Circuit Analysis
Analog Computers
Servomechanisms
Test Equipment
Applied Mathematics
Electronics

1/
1/
1/
1/
1/

1/

Flight Test
Stress Analysis
Dynamics

Microwave
Structures
Designing in All Fields

Ign
1/ Tool
1/ Tool Plann
1/ Tool Processing
1/ Industrial Engineers
1/ Estimation
1/ Time Study
1/ Plant Engineering

Openings also exist for welding, civil, and mechanical engineers with experience in metals fabrication. Needed too are personnel with ability and e.: rience in technical editing, copywriting, illustration, and photograph

Positions are available at several levels; inquiries a also invited from
recent graduates. Liberal salaries are based on e. -tion, ability, and experiurance, and retirement plans
ence. Paid vacations and holidays, sick leave
-

'

are added benefits.
Goodyear Aircraft is centrali ocated in the Great Lakes region... in the
heart of northeastern Ohio Akron, a community of 350,000, is a clean and
friendly home town to tho sands of Goodyear employees and their families
ing and fine cultural and educational advantages.
who enjoy metropolitan
Excellent parks, golf co rses, and inland lakes give active, year-round enjoyment. The Aircraft di sion is a full-fledged member of the Goodyear family
a name famous t e world over.
.

If

YOU

are intere ed in a secure future, write and give full details to
Mr. C. G. .Jones, Salary Personnel Department

GOOD
AIRCRAFT
GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS

-

1210

Massillon Road, Akron

15,

Ohio
435
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RCA VICTOR

COMPANY, LTD.
(Canadian Affiliate of
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA)
has vacancies in its expanding

research

and engineering staff for:

OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS
in such fields as:

WITH

MILITARY RADIO AND RADAR

SYLVANIA

MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS

Where Product Development
Is The Key To Continuing Growth

TELEVISION

ANTENNA DESIGN

TV AND RADIO COMPONENTS

If

you are interested in the career oppor-

Product development has always played a major role in
Sylvania's operations and is largely responsible for the
company's growth to 40 plants throughout the nation.
Similarly, Sylvania's Electronics Division is continuing its expansion program to accommodate increased
development engineeering and manufacturing activities.

tunities of Canada's expanding economy,
coupled with the advantages of associat-

To engineers this means increasing opportunity with
this 51 year old leader in the important field of electronics. At the Electronics plants in Woburn, Newton
and Ipswich, Massachusetts you will enjoy the unique
advantages of small plant operations in suburban areas
minutes from the cultural and social activities of
Boston. And
with Sylvania's assistance, you may
continue your graduate studies at near -by worldfamous universities.

RCA VICTOR COMPANY, LTD.

ing with

a leading member of a growing
industry, you should investigate.

Write or apply

1001 Lenoir Street,
MONTREAL 30, QUE., CAN.

-

Positions

available for engineers

ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS

with the following backgrounds:

-

with graduate work or experience in micro
MICROWAVE
wave theory. Positions will involve applications, measurements,
or design of electronic test equipment for semi -conductor
devices.

TAKE INVENTORY OF

-

with experience in the following fields: 1.
MECHANICAL
Design of small parts, tools, and jigs and fixtures. 2. Design
of automatic production equipment.

-

Ph.D. or equivalent in experiSOLID STATE PHYSICISTS
ence in physics with a specialty in solid states work preferred.
Will study electrical and optical behavior of semi -conducting

materials.

-

advanced degree or experience required.
METALLURGISTS
Will work on metallurgical preparations of semi -conducting
devices.

YOUR FUTURE
WHAT MAKES A GOOD JOB?
Cheek off the items in the following
list that you look for in a good lob.
1-Professional Recognition
2-Interesting work

3-Equitable salary
4-Recognition of Ability

5-Security
6-Good future prospects
7-Reward for ideas
8-Good working conditions
9-Liberal benefit program
10-Family protection
11-Paid vacations and holidays

-

with graduate work or experience in product
ELECTRONIC
or circuit design and development.

Send complete resume to:

Mr. Robert

L.

Koller

SYLVAN1AvELECTRI C
Electronics Division

MASS.

If you look for all of the above items
and more, in a good lob, It will be to
your advantage to investigate the op-

portunities in Electronic Circuit Design
and specialized vacuum tube research
and development at
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP.
ELECTRONIC

ÄWOBURN,
Ï///!/!/!/II

P.

436

0.

RESEARCH DIVISION

Orange, New Jersey

Box 352

April,
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IC SYSTEMS

ENGINEERSin:
Experienced

gn of
+
Development
Desi
including
d
Sys

Electronic in
experience

DRIVES
SERVO
MICRO
RADAR

TECHNIQUES
TIME
PRECISION
MEASUREMENTS
COMPUTERS
GYROS
SYNCHROS
UHF CIRCUITORY

MECHANICAL

Experienced

ENGINEERS

in:

of
Development
Design and Systems including

Mechanical in
experience

DESIGN
MACHINE
ANALYSIS
STRESS
MECHANISMS
CAM DESIGNGEAR TRAINS
GEAR AND

Zlou ca+a

ded at

DAYSTROM INSTRUMENT
a great new d -vision of an old established

company...offers challenging assignments
and splendid facilities in a magnificent
new plant.
En¡oy ideal working and living condi-

tions within 30 minutes drivirg distance of

world-famous winter and summer resorts
... only three hours from New York or
Philadelphia.

Salary in line with ability. Modern
benefits program. Interview and moving
expenses paid.

Contact
PERSONNEL
DEPARTMENT

A DIVISION OF DAYSTROM, INCORPORATED

DAY STROM
vision
instrument D;

ARCHBALD, PENNSYLVANIA

Affiliated Companies: American Type Founders, Inc.
ELECTRONICS

-

Daystrom Electric Corporation

April, 1953

Daystrom Furniture Division
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MAKE THIS YOUR HOME
FOR IMPORTANT WORK
UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS

STAVID

ENGINEERING, INC.
has openings

for

GRADUATE

ELECTRONIC and
TV RECEIVER DESIGN ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
FIELD ENGINEERS
A TEST & INSPECTION ENGINEERS
® LAB. TECHNICIANS

NEEDED TO WORK ON: Radar, G.C.A., Mobile Radio,
Auto Radio, Airborne Communication & Navigation
Equipment, Television, Antennas, Microwave Equipment, Servo Mechanisms, Guided Missiles and Test
Equipment Design.
YOU BENEFIT AT BENDIX RADIO: from high wages,
a modern, air-conditioned plant, paid vacations and
holidays, group insurance and a good chance for
advancement.
Housing immediately available in the beautiful suburban
and country areas that surround the Bendix Radio plant.

Tend ,

Write, Wire or phone
MR.

E.

' 7Padio

O. COLE, DEPT. J.
DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

BALTIMORE -4, MD. Phone: TOWSON 2200

.-í/at/1ì lectldá )Nit
C/cdtenie fgui/iincat

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
Experience in Design and Development of Radar
and Sonar necessary.
Broad knowledge of Search and Fire Control
Systems; Servo Mechanisms, Special Weapons,
Microwave, Antennas and Antenna Mounts, etc.
Mechanical Engineer should also have experience in packaging of Electronic Equipment to
Gov't specifications including design of complex cabinets, shock mounts and sway brace

structures.

FIELD ENGINEERS
Qualified to instruct in the operation and supervise installation, maintenance and repair of
Radar, Sonor and allied electronic equipments
in the Field.
A chance to grow with a young and progressive
company; salary and advancement commensurate with ability; liberal vacation, sick leave,
9 paid holidays, group life, sickness and accident insurance plans, and a worthwhile pension
system.

Personnel Office, 200 W. Seventh St.

Plainfield,

N. 1. -

Tel. Pl. 6-4806

Applications
ENGINEER

Opportunities for

An engineer is needed to study cir-

cuitry problems involving the use of
small electron tubes and semi -conductor
devices; in the applications laboratory
of major radio tube manufacturer. A
degree in electrical engineering, electronic engineering or physics is required. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Applicants without experience will be considered. We
offer good pay and many employee
benefits. Send resume to or apply at

ENG INEERS

DESIGNERS
SR. TECHNICIANS

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC.
200 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

in radio and electronic
system development

TV DEFLECTION YOKE

ENGINEER
KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORP.
80-08 45th Avenue, Elmhurst, Long Island, New York

An established manufacturer of TV Deflection Yokes
and other electronic products offers an excellent
opportunity for an engineer with experience In
manufacturing and supervision of production personnel. Background in design of yokes and winding

machinery desirable.

Manufacturer located in Michigan.
Attractive
salary arrangement and congenial associates. Please
mail resume of education and commercial experience to

P-7132,
520 N.

Electronics

Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

III.

,...,...,.
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PERMANENT

POSITIONS

ENGINEERING

wr

WHIRLPOOL

OPEN

CORPORATION

World's Largest Manufacturer of home laundry equipment
ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN

Creative engineering in design and development
requiring men of vision and individual ingenuity.
Engineers, Engineering & Experimental Department personnel, at all levels of experience
design,
needed now and for future consideration. Open positions are in development,
funcresearch. Constantly expanding firm, with strong & growing emphasis on engineering
living
tions, offers unusual opportunity, incentive, many supplementary benefits, and ideal
resort
area.
known
nationally
in
conditions
If you are considering a change or qualified to start an engineering career write:

MR. J. M. RANUM, Director of Personnel

WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION St. Joseph, Mich.
All inquiries confidential and all will

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
We are expanding our permanent staff of
engineers and scientists working in research and development on such problems as:

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION,
MISSILE GUIDANCE,

MICROWAVE
APPLICATIONS, DESIGN OF
SPECIAL PURPOSE ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS, TELEMETERING AND
COMPLEX CONTROL SYSTEMS
is important, general
knowledge and breadth are more important than particular specialti_s.
If you would like to work in the stimulating atmosphere of an applied research and
development laboratory where ideas are
important, initiative is encouraged and
associates are competent, we would be
pleased to discuss employment with you.
Descriptive material available upon re-

While experience

quest.

be acknowledged.

STAFF ENGINEERS
Design and Development
Leading Chicago Electronics firm is seeking the services of qualified
Demen to fill several staff openings in its Electronic Design and
and
intermediate
given
be
velopment Division. Persons selected will
advanced level assignments in our Television, Radio and Government
Equipment Laboratories.
Experience in monochrome receivers, deflection and high voltage circuits, radiation interference, NTSC color receivers, color generating
equipment or UHF systems essential.
These are permanent positions and offer excellent opportunities for
advancement. Company has well planned, long range program of
design and development.
Please write Mr. Walter Wecker, Personnel Division, giving related experience and educational qualifications.-Or telephone SPaulding

2-0100.
Interviews arranged at your convenience.

CORNELL

AERONAUTICAL

LABORATORY, INC.
BUFFALO

ELECTRONICS

21

-

NEW YORK

Admiral Corporation
3800 W. Cortland St.

Chicago 47, Illinois
439
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ELECTRONIC

A NEW

ENGINEERS

A NEW

NEW

& PHYSICISTS

Bendix Division!
Electronic Product!

JOB

OPPORTUNITIES

In our modern plant at York, Pennsylvania, this new division of Bendix Aviation Corporation is producing a new electronic product. This division has a big
future; and this is your opportunity to
get in on the ground floor, with excellent
possibilities for rapid advancement. We

OUR STEADILY EXPANDING LABORATORY OPERATION!
ASSURE PERMANENT POSITIONS AND UNEXCELLED

OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH IN

need the following:

ELECTRONICS ENG.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

MECHANICAL ENG.

GUIDED MISSILES

/5
ADO

TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
SOLID STATE PHYSICS

VACUUM TUBES

We have many openings for
qualified by education or experience in all phases of electronics.

YOU BENEFIT
With the Bendix York Division, you will
benefit from high wages, paid vacations and
holidays and ideal living conditions in a
beautiful suburban area.

Write, Wire or Phone,
Department Y-1

RADAR
THE EMPLOYMENT DEPT.

ADDRESS

AVIATION CORPORATION
YORK DIVISION

CAPEHART FARNSWORTH CORP.

INQUIRIES TO

FORT WAYNE, IND.

York,

Planei York 5521

SALES ENGINEER
ELECTRONIC

DATA

HANDLING

EQUIPMENT

DIGITAL COMPUTERS
PRECISION

AUTOMATIC
FLYING

YOUNG ENGINEERS WANTED

ELECTRONICS

TIMING

INSTRUMENTS

MACHINE CONTROL

TYPEWRITER

Excellent opportunity for a man with
electronic background, mechanical aptitude, and IMAGINATION.
Well -established and expanding com-

pany.
Please send resume

ENGINEERS

WANTED

COUNTERS

AUTOMATIC CLERICAL SYSTEM

P.....

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

Attractive opportunities offered to
Engineers experienced in and qualified to design aircraft flush antennas
and radomes.
Complete modern facilities for laboratory testing and evaluation avail-

able.
Salary dependent upon experience
and ability.
Contact Mr. J. C. Buckwalter,
Chief Engineer

education and
experience to Sales Manager.
of

Recent graduates from engineering colleges in Aeronautical, Mechanical, or
Electrical Engineering. After a training
course at our factory we will locate
men in Dallas, Texas, and Los Angeles,
California. Prefer men 25 to 30 years
of

age.

If you are interested in making connections with a company which is
geared to war or peace conditions and
which has plans for a long-range program independent of Government defense appropriations. we can offer
qualified men an excellent future.
Y-6742, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New

York

36, N. Y.

TRANSFORMER ENGINEER
We con offer outstanding opportunity to
a mon with two or more years experience
in transformer design and development.
Position requires initiative and ingenuity.

Excellent future.

POTTER

8.5.

INSTRUMENT COMPANY
115

Cutter Mill Road,

Great Neck, N. Y.

in

E.E.

or

equivalent

required.

Free lite -accident and health insurance.
holidays and vocation.

Replies kept confidential.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, Inc.

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

440

Kennedy-

Paid
F.

1.

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION

4900 W. Grand Ave.

Chicago 39, Illinois

April, 1953
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MOTOROLA INC.
NEEDS
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
television
for
engineers
Experienced
receiver and circuit design. Experienced
men also needed in U.H.F. and V.H.F.
tuner design.

MECHAN ICAL
ENGINEERS
Experienced mechanical engineers with
a degree in M.E. or equivalent. Must
have at least five years of actual design
experience on electro -mechanical products.

RADIO
ENGINEERS
Experienced in the design of broadcast
and shortwave receivers for export use.

ELECTRO-

CHEMISTS
Experienced electro -chemists needed in our
fast growing plated circuit division.
Salaries commensurate with ability and
experience. Excellent opportunities for
advancement. More than the usual employee benefits.
Your reply will be kept in strictest confidence. Include a summary of your education, background and experience when
you write to:
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION

We desire personnel of the highest caliber-experienced in the
field of airborne automatic electro-mechanical control equipment.

ENGINEERS

DESIGNERS -LAYOUT MEN

MECHANICAL DESIGN
ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC
MECHANICAL

SERVO

This work deals with the manufacture and development of highly complex equipment of the most advanced type in a new and expanding division of an
established firm with 20 years of successful experience
in the precision instrument field.
We cite a few of the good reasons why you might like
to join our organization
We have a Junior Engineering Training
SALARY increases are based on merit
Program of one year for inexperienced
and initiative-two weeks VACATION.
engineering graduates. Opportunity to become acquainted with all phases of
HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS. GM's
industry.
own INSURANCE PLAN-POSITIONS
ARE PERMANENT due to long range
For the convenience and direct use of
engineers in our Engineering Department
manufacturing and developing prowe
have our own model shop where highgrams-EXPENSES incident to interest skilled mechanics are employed.
views and moving all absorbed by
Educational opportunities for advanced
LIVING
and
company-HOUSING
degrees available at U. of W.. Marquette.
CONDITIONS among the best and finTechnical engineering offered at Milwaukee Vocational School.
est of any along Lake Michigan.
all inquiries answered-write or apply

...

...

...

*

AC SPARE PLUG DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.

1925 E. KENILWORTH PL.

ed» invzt«ttow

z

MOTOROLA INC.
4545 W. AUGUSTA BLVD.
CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS

ELECTRICAL

and

ELECTRONIC

Engineers

tat

Physicists

ENGINEERS
Excellent opportunities
in the field of
AUDIO AMPLIFIER DESIGN
SERVO AMPLIFIER

DESIGN

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
EQUIPMENT

DESIGN

Senior and

Investigate the outstanding record
of achievement and future plans of

melpar, inc.
The Research Laboratory
of Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
and its subsidiaries

Junior Engineers
Write, giving full details to:

Personnel Director, Dept. A,

GIBBS MANUFACTURING AND
RESEARCH CORPORATION

ELECTRONICS

-

Write to Personnel Director,

MELPAR, INC.
452 Swann Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia
or 10 Potter St., Cambridge, Mass.

441
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UHF

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

and

or ME degree, minimum 3 years' experience in
research and development work involving circuit development, servo -mechanisms, analogue computers or
EE

MICROWAVE

related equipment.

FIELD REPRESENTATIVES
few openings for graduate engineers only with
backgrounds similar to above.
Continental U.S.A.
A

ENGINEERS

What You Can Expect at

This rapidly growing Organization in south central Wisconsin,
approximately 100 miles from Chicago, has several openings for
Junior and Senior Engineers in the
U.H.F. and Microwave fields.

General Precision Laboratory
A young company

of young, successful men,
firmly established as designers and manufacturers of electronic equipment
a medium-sized
staff in which you receive individual recognition
a policy of promotion -from -within that
helps qualified men move ahead swiftly . .
a modern laboratory located in a pleasant
suburban community ideal for family living.

...

.

LA
III

III

Expenses will be paid for qualified applicants who come for interviews. Please submit complete resume to: Mr. H. F. WARE

GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
INCORPORATED
A Subsidiary

of GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
63 BEDFORD ROAD, PLEASANTVILLE, NEW YORK
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ENGINEERS

GIBBS

Real ability and originality can find new challenge and opportunity in Southern California with a leading west -coast electronic development and manufacturing organization.

Electronic Engineers
Experienced in design -development of electronic
devices.

To design electro -mechanical equipment items.

Radio Receiver Specialists

Solid State Physicists
To work in

field of transistors and semi-con-

ductor devices.
Relocation expense allowed accepted candidates.
Excellent conditions including regular advance review. health and disability insurance. 41) hour week, standard paid holidays and annual vacations.
Relocation
should not disturb urgent military projects.

"Send complete resume with invoice history

8.

requirements to engineering employment mgr."

for LABORATORIES, Inc.
3761 SO. HILL ST.

LOS ANGELES 7,
(A Subsidiary of Hoffman Radio Corp.)

ENGINEERS!
with Experience in
HF and VHF systems

Aeronautical Equipment
Application of Advanced Circuit
Technique
Ability to combine associated engineering skills in electronic systems

With experience in design and
development of transformers for

electronic applications, and capable of assuming the position as
head of a design section on this
type of equipment. All replies
will be held confidential and
should include details of education, experience and salary desired.
MOLONEY
ELECTRIC
ST. LOUIS, 20

CALIF.

WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
of
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
requires

TRANSFORMER
ENGINEER

also needed

PROJECT ENGINEERS (2)
who can accept responsibility for successful completion of a system design
These positions are available in a company
which supplies equipment to the major airways of the world.
A.

I

COMPAN
MISSOURI

MANUFACTURING

RESEARCH

&

CORPORATION

Mechanical Engineers

Engineer standard and display
U.H.F. areas,

types-V.H.F.-

UNUSUAL
SALARY OPPORTUNITIES
exist under ideal working conditions in large, well-equipped laboratories. Personnel benefits such
as sickness, accident, and life insurance in addition to a very liberal pension system are offered.
For more information concerning the positions that are open
we invite you to write to Personnel
Director, Department A.

Engineers
Research & Development
Electronic Organs
Well rated company also has government prime contracts.

Reasonable rental housing available.
Write giving full details-education and
experience.
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL

HOUSTON,

SOUTHWESTERN

HARRISON, Director of Engineering

WILCOX
ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
1400 Chestnut Street
Kansas City 27, Missouri

442

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS CO.
P.O. BOX

13058

HOUSTON 19, TEXAS

April, 1953
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TEXAS

Precision equipment manufacturer
needs qualified experienced engineer for audio and sub -audio transformer design and development.
Experience with high permeability
alloys desirable. Knowledge of magnetic circuitry must be sufficient for
development work on magnetic amplifiers. Salary commensura'e with
ability.

Write stating Education &
Professional history to:

E.

INDUSTRIES

1215 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 7, III.

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ENGINEERS
AND

PHYSICISTS
BS-MS- Ph.D:
Responsible positions in mechanical, electrical or electronic engineering, physics
or engineering physics for advanced development and design of special equipment and instruments. Prefer men with
minimum of two years' experience in experimental research design and develop-

ment of equipment, instruments, intricate
mechanisms, electronic apparatus, optical
equipment, servomechanisms, control devices and allied subjects. Positions are
of immediate and permanent importance
to our operations. Southwestern location
Excellent
in medium sized community.
employee benefits. Reply by letter giving
age, experience and other qualifications.
All applications carefully considered and
kept strictly confidential.

Ind. Rel. Manager
Research & Development Dept.

PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM COMPANY
Oklahoma

Bartlesville

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS

-

--

Desiring the challenge of interesting, diversified, important projects
facilities
Wishing to work with congenial associates and modern equipment and
advancement
steady
and
company
leading
with
a
Seeking permanence of affiliation
Will find these in a career here at GENERAL MOTORS.
and PRODUCT
Positions now are open in ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, TEST and TEST EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT.
COMMERCIAL AUTOMOBILE RADIO
MILITARY RADIO, RADAR AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

DESIGN,

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
TRANSISTORS AND TRANSISTOR AND VACUUM TUBE APPLICATIONS
INTRICATE MECHANISMS such as tuners, telemetering,
mechanical linkage, controls, etc.
ACOUSTICS-loud speakers, etc.

as experienced men
Inquiries invited from recent and prospective graduates asorwell
mechanical engineering,
with bachelors or advanced degrees in physics, electrical
chemistry, metallurgy.
Salary increases based on merit and initiative.
Vacations with pay, complete insurance and retirement programs.
Location is in a low living cost center.
Relocation expenses paid for those hired.
All inquiries held in confidence and answered-WRITE or APPLY to
DELCO RADIO DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Kokomo, Indiana

GENERAL MAGNETICS INC.
has openings for

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
With at least three years experience in design and development
of MAGNETIC SERVO AMPLIFIERS.

Salary and advancement
A chance to grow with a young and progressive company. salary
requirements.
commensurate with ability. State education, experience and

Address all inquiries to:

GENERAL MAGNETICS INC.

WANTED

135 Bloomfield

Bloomfield, N.

Ave.

J.

ENGINEER WITH
EXPERIENCE IN

VHF

OR

UHF

Interesting creative work with the most
and progressive firm

resourceful

in the

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

band
Wide range of experience including design of wide
servo
receivers, radar display systems, analogue computers,
thorough knowledge of
.
systems & CR oscillographs
& gates
RF circuits, wave shaping, pulse forming, triggers

field of television equipment.
This position is permanent. It

will offer

.

every opportunity for unlimited advance-

ment
career.

for

and
The

developing

plant

newly -acquired

is

now

a

successful

housed in

a

larger building, only 22

miles from downtown New York City. The
surroundings and atmosphere are stimula-

ting and congenial.

Attractive Salary
Write stating qualifications.
BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES
526-536 NORTH AVENUE
WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY

ELECTRONICS

-

(microwave techniques unnecessary)
A FEW KEY POSITIONS . . .
Opening of our own manufacturing facilities creates permanent positions

i

research and development of vital, long-range products.
CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES . . .
s
Gracious country living, free from big -city pressures, provides
yet within
best work
relaxing atmosphere in which you can do your
City.
easy reach of the cultural advantages of New Yorkorganization
with few
. Association with an established yet growing
competitors in the field, where your merit and ability are given full
eonsideratlon.
90 -hour week with considerable
. Unusual company -paid benefits

...

premium overtime

...

.

.

.

musing expenses paid.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY NOW!
Address all inquiries to J. H. McCann

SPERRY PRODUCTS

INC.

DANBURY
CONNECTICUT
443
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
WRITE FOR OUR
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1S4
1S5

Receiving
Tubes

.7
.71
.73
.77
65
.93
1.28
.79
.79
.79
.94
.50
1.85
65
.95
1.50

1T5GT...

OOOÁ

1.50
.67
.59

OZ4

.1

lA3
1A5GT.
1A6

1A7GT.
1B3GT.

.

184P
1135

1C5GT.
106
1C7G
1D5GP
1D7G
1D8GT
1E5GP
1F4
1F5G
1E6

1G4GT .
1G5G
1G6GT .
11-14G

IHSGT
1116G

1H6GT
125G
126G

.

11,4

1LA4
1LA6
1LB4
1LC5

.72
.72
.79
.99
.79
.74
.85
.69
.69
.69
.69
.71
.71
.69
.69
.71
.69
.69
.69
.89
.69
.75
.79
.74
.69
.69
.87
.99

1.01
.81

ILC6

.93
.93
.93
.82

1LD5
1LE3
1LH4
1LN5
1N5GT

IN6G..
1P5GT

1U4

lU5

IV
1X2
2A3
2A5

2A7
2B7
2E5
2X2
2X2A
3A4
3A5

3A8GT
3C6

36
3LF4
3Q4

.

IQR4GT..
1

1R5

6AK5....

WE-6AK5
6AK6
.99
6AL5
.59
6AL5W .
2.65
6A 5
.72
6A Q6
.79
6AR5
.79
6AS5

3S4
3V4
5AZ4

5R4GY
5T4
5U4G
5V4G
5W4
5X4G
5Y3GT.
5Y4G
5Z3
5Z4
6A6
6A7
6A8
6AB4
6AB7

6AC7W
6AD6G
6AD7G
6AE6G

6AF6G
6AG5

. .

.

68H6....

6826....
6BK7.

6BL7GT.
6BN6....
6BQ6GT.

99

6N7GT.

1.89

6BF5.

:85

.

6N76L7G

6BG6G..

....

.

.

6L7

68E6....

6C4
6C5
6CB6
.85I 6C6
3.25 6C8G....
.98 6CD6G. .
1.29 6D6
.89 6D8G
.89 6E5
.79 6F5GT

6AC5GT

.59
.64
.55
.95
.99
.79
1.28
.99
.65
.79
.86
1.06
1.87
1.49
1.39
.99

.

.

6J7GT.

1.10 6Q7
1.60 6R7
.85 6S4
.65 6S7

6BD6

.82
.79
.47
.71
.87
1.40
.82
1.05
.95
.83
.98
1.19

.

.

.75
.75
.65
1.20

6BD5GT.

.98

GT

625G
6J5GT.
626
6J7
.

6BC7....

.59

.99
.87
1.05
.91
.99
.66

. .

.

2.25 628G
4.25 6K5GT
.63 6K6GT.
1.21 6K7
.65 6K7G
.55 6L5G
1.25 616
1.20 6L6G
.95 6L6GA. .

6B8
6B8G
6BA6
6BA7.

1.91

6H6625

.99

6AS6...

.77
.83
.77
.79
.54
1.59

305GT..

1.45 6F6
1.29 6F6G
1.95 6F7
.84 6F8G
1.85 6G6G

. .

.

6AS7G
6AT6
6AU5GT
6AU6
6AV6
1.15 6B4G
6B5
.91 6B7

.746AC7
.83
.75
.69
.99
.69
.79

6AG7.
6AH6.
6AJ5

.7
.69

1T4

LECTRONIC TUBE

GUARANTEED
BRAND NEW

BULLETIN

FREE

.

.89
.96

.

.899

2.21

.88
.83
1.10
.83

6SÁ7GT
6SB7Y
6SC7

6SD7GT
6SF5
6SF5GT
6SF7

6SG7....

6SR7....

6SH7GT.

6SJ7
6SJ7GT
6SJ7Y
6SK7....
6SK7GT.
6SL7GT..
6SN7GT.
.

COAXIAL CONNECTORS

.

83-1AC
83 -LAP

e%

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

7A4
7A5
7A6
7A7
7A8
7AD7 .
7AH7
7B4
7B5

.

.

. .

.

.

786

.72 7B7
7B8
1.99 7C4
7C5
.67 7C7
1.05 7E5
.93 7E6
.94 7E7
83 7F7
80 7F8
75 7G7
.75 7117
.75 7J7
.75 71(7
7L7
71
.69 7767
.85 7Q7
.72 7R7
.72 7S7
.81 7V7
.73 7W7

1.10, 6S7G
.95
.95
1.60
1.45
1.59
1.26
.55
.70
.79
.73
.96

6SN7WGT
6S07
.
6S1(017GT.
6SR7
6SS7.....
6ST7.
6T7G....
6T8
6U5
6U7G
6V6
6 V6 G . . . .
6V6GT
6W4GT .
6W6GT
6X4
6X5GT.
6Y6G . . .
6 Z Y5 G . . .

83-1H
83-IHP
83-12
83-1R

U0-1813111 1.05 UG-24/81
1.30
UG-19/BU
1.60 UG-25/83
1.35
UG-20 /U 1.60 UG-27/13
1.25
UG-21/U
.85 UG-27A/U 2.25
U0-21A/U 1.50 U0-28A/U 2.95
U04-2113/U 1.00 UG-29/U
.95
U0-21C/U 1.05 UG-30/33 2.35
U0 -22/U 1.30 U0-34/13 9.75
U0 -22B/11 1.20 U01-36/13 12.50
QUOTATIONS UPON
M-358
MC -277
PL -259A
M-359
MC -320
PL-274
M -359A
PL -258
PL-284
M-360
PL -259
PL-293
'

Type Price Per M Ft.
RG -5/U
$140.00
U

185.00
100.00

RG0-7-7/U

RG -8/U

R0 -9/U

250.00
275.00
240.00
100.00
240.00

-9A/U
RG -10/13
AG -11/U
RG -12/U
16

MFD
2

5-5
1

2

2-2
3

4
4

5
6
8

8-8
4-4-4
4z 3
10

50

Price

VDC
400
400
600
600
600

600

$ .55

R'd

600
600 R'd
600
600
600 R'd
600
600
600
600

I

600
1000

2

1000 R'd

3.5-.5
4

6

8

1

100

1000
1000
1000
1000
1200

1.65
.55
.69
1.65
.95

1.65
1.65
1.75
1.85
1.85
1.95

2.50
2.50
3.25
7.95
.65
.95
1.85
1.95
2.50

3.25

.85

Type

93-C
93-M

.

COAXIAL CABLE

Price Per'M Ft.

160-13/U
160-17/13
RG -18/U
RG -19/1.3
RG -20/U
160-21/U
R(1 -22/U
RC -22A /17
RG ?1 1-

$216.00
650.00
900.00
1250.00
1450.00
220.00
150.00
"85.00
675.00

Type

Price Per M Ft.

1-1-1
.1
3

4

.1-.S

.25
.3
1

3
12
1

1-1
32

.5
1

.03
3 z .2
2

%D(:
1200
1500
1500
1500
2000
2000

2000
2000
2000
2000
2500
2500
2500
3000
3000
4000
4000

2

4000
5000
5000
5000

5

5000

.2
1

.015-.036000

Price

91.85
.69
2.50
2.95
.95
1.50
1.30
1.95
3.75
8.95
2.75
3.85
15.80
2.40
3.40
1.25
2.95
6.95
2.50
4.88
18.50
29.50
1.65

MFD
1

.1

.1-.1
.1

.5

\'D(:

6000
7000
7000
7500
7500

075-.075
1

.1
1

.045
.05
.25
1

Price
$9.95
1.79
5.95
2.85
7.95

R'd

8KV

10KV
12KV
15KV
16KV
16KV
20KV
20KV

6.50

29.50
8.95
45.00
4.70
4.95
19.95
54.00

.

VDC

.02
.05

600
600
600
600
600
600

.1

.55
1.0

83-22R
83-22SP
83-22T

.65
.45
.50
1.30
1.95
1.40
2.10
1.40

$

$

83-168
83-185
83-765
83-776

UG-414/83

UG-625/U

$1.95

.85
1.10
1.10
1.45

2.30
5.50
2.75
.90
.95
2.65
1.95
1.00

HERE

ES -685696-5
ES -689172-1

Type

Price Per M Ft.

MFD
.001
.025
.2

.25

7.5
1-3

12.75
15
5

2.9
7
8

VDC
Price
50KV $24.50
50KV
42.50
50KV
85.00
50KV
95.00
1.95
220VAC
330VAC
1.95
330VAC
4.10
330VAC
4.50
440VAC
3.10
660VAC
3.50
660VAC
4.25
660VAC
4.50

TYPE
0M-6002
0M-6005
0M-610
0M-625
0M-650
0M-601

715-

ST.

Telephones

Price
$

.45
.48
.51
.55
.60
.85

PHILA. 6, PA.
-

MARKET

7 -

6771

85

89Y

1 t7N7GT.
117P7GT.
117Z3....
117Z6GT.
FM -1000.

- 2 - 3

444

1B36
1B38
1B40
1B41
1B42
1B54
1H20

35.ÓÓ

1P23

4.10

1P24.....

1.27
9.50
3.75
1.22
8.95
8.95
2.10
2.20
.65
.45
.39
.49

1521
1Z2

2Á4G....
2AP1....
2ÁP5....
264

2B22
2C21
2C22
2C26

2C26A...
2C34
2C39
2C40
2C42

4.95
.49
22.00
12.00
23.75
17.75

2046
2051

21.50
5.75

2E221

1.85
4.10

Transmitting
and Special 2043
Purpose
Tubes

0A2
0A3

.95
1.15
1.25
1.10
1.19

0B2G
0C3

2E24
2E26

2.85
8.75
8.95
24.75
22.95
27.00
36.50
39.50
27.00
13.70

2J21A....

2222
OD3
1.10
.95 2226
1B21A.
2.65 2227
1822
2.50 2231
1B23
9.60 2232
1B24
2233
West.. 12.95 2234
1624
2237
SYLV.. 18.95 2238
1ß24A... 39.50 2J39

17.50
36.50

9318
9340
9350
Westinghouse 187AW2F
Westinghouse 232-AW2

UTAH

UTAH9262

9280

G.E. K541318
G.E. 68G-627

C.E. 68G828
G.E. 68G929G1

G.E. 80G13
G.E. K-24688
G.E. K -2469A
G.E. K-27448
AN/APN9 (901756.501)
AN/APN-9 (901756.502)

AN/APN-9 (352.7250)
AN/APN-9 (352-7251)
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

132-AW
139DW2F
166AW2F
I76AW2F

Westinghouse 232-RW-2
A N/APN-4 Block Ost.
Philco 352.7149
Philco 352-7150
Philco 352-7071
Philco 352-7178
Raytheon UX7350
Raytheon UX-10066
W.E. D-161310
W.E. D-163247
W.E. D-163325
W.E. D-164661
W.E. KS -9563

SPRAGUE PULSE NETWORKS

7.5 E3 -I -200-67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit
200 PPS 67 ohms imped., 3 sections

I

Microsec.
$4.30

7.5 E3 -3-200.67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit 3 Microsec.
200 PPS, 67 ohms imped., 3 sections
$6.75
7.5 E4.16.60 -67P. 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit 4 sections,

16 microsec, 60 PPS, 67 ohms imped
$8.25
I0 -E4.85 -750-50P. 10- KV. "E" circuit. .85 micro.
sec. 750 PPS, 50 ohms imped., 4 sections -526.25

-375-50P, 10 KV. "E" circuit. 2.2 micro sec. 375 PPS. 50 ohms imped., 4 sections..526.25
E4 -91-400-50P, 15 KV. "E" Circuit .91 micro sec. 400 PPS. 50 ohms imped., 4 sections...$37.50

10 -E4.2.2

15-A-I.400.50P, 15 KV. "A" Circuit,
400 PPS. 50 ohms imped

I

micros«.
$32.50

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
INPUT -115 V., 50/60 CYCLES
V. (d; 1A.-Herm. Sealed
V.ct.
8A. and 5 V. ® SA Insul

UTC
GE

r

5
5

750 V.-Encl. Case
6.3 V. (5 .6A-Herm. Sealed
6.3 V. ® 1A. -Open trame
6.3 V. @ 20A.-Enel. Case
6.3V. ® 1.2A; 6.3V. ® 0.6A; 5V. ® 2A -

UTC

GE
GE

$1.20
3.85

1.45
.89

4.25
Open Frame
1.60
Raytheon 6.3V.CT. ® 3A.; 6.3V. ® .5A Insul
1780 V. RMS-Herm Sealed
2.30
INPUT-208/230 V., 50/60 CYCLES
GE 2.5 V.CT. ® 10A., Insul.-5KV Encl. Case 2.10
GE 5V. CT. ® 7.5A; Insul.-1.5 KV Open

Frame
3.45
V. CT. ® 7.5A; Insul.-7KV Open
Frame
5.25
® 7.5A., Insul.-10 KV End
Frame
6.25
GE INPUT 190.5V., 50/60 CYCLES; Sec 4.3V. to 25.98V. by 6 taps Open Frame 7.95
GE INPUT 220V 60 CYCLES; Sec.-SV.CT.,
(1 7.5A.. Insul.-5KV-Open Frame
4.60
CM TEST EQUIPMENT
3CM Pickup Horn Antenna AT-48/UP
59.98
10CM Signal Generator -1-138A
5185.00
10CM Freq. Meter CW60ABM
$97.50
"K" Band RF Head-RT-99/APS-32; Incl
3231 Magnetron, 2K33A Klystron,
etc
$650.00
SPARE PARTS
FOR ARMY AND NAVY RADIO,
RADAR & SONAR EQUIPMENT
GE

5

GE

SV.CT.

AN"APN
AN/APS-3 AN'APN-9 SF
AN/APS-4 AN ARC -1 SL
AN/APS-15 AN ARC -3 SO
etc.

etc.

OCJ

etc.

QUOTATIONS UPON REQUEST

April,

www.americanradiohistory.com

2.75
3.75
11.00
12.50
32.50
4.95
47.50
9.80
32.50

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

.68
.80
1.95

.12
.12
.24
.65

U0-255/13
130-260/U
UG261/U
UG-262/13
UG-273/U
U0 -274/U
U0 -275/U
UG-276/U
UG-290/87
130-291/U
UG-306/U

RESEARCH LABORATORIES

ARCH

83V.....,
84/6Z4...

.

LECTRONIC
19

82
83

.

OILMITES
MFD

.69
.69
.79
.89
.59
1.41
1.19
1.11
1.25
.75
.79
.55
1.89
1.89
.65
.97
1.59

3.73
14.95

1B35

.85

.

.

RG-50/U
$475.00
$325.00
50.00
RG -58/U
60.00
300.00
RG-58.A/U
70.00
160-35/11
900.00 RG -59,/U
60.00
RG-54A/U.... 97.00 RG -62U
75.00
1(0-55/83
110.00
R(1-77/13
100.00
ADD 25% TO PRICES SHOWN FOR QUANTITIES UNDER 500 FT.

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS

MFD

71A7GT..

75
76
77
78
79
80

.

15

160-26/U
1(0-29/13
RG -34/U

59

.

.

D-163950
D-166132

49120
49121A

58

.

UG-37/U $17.50 UG-102/13 5.80 U0-176/1; 5 12
UG-576/U 1.70 UG-103/83 .68 UG-177/U .24
U0-58/U
.70 UG-104/U 1.40 UG-185/13
.95
UG-58A/U .90 UG-106/13
.15 ÚG-191/AP .80
UG-59A/U 2.15 UG-108/U 2.60 MX -195/U .75
UG-83/17
1.75 UG-109/U 2.60 U0-197/13 2.80
UG-85/U
1.60 UG-146/U 1.95 1.10-201/U 1.95
UG-86/U 2.25 CW-159/U .60 UG-203/33
.65
UG-87/U 1.40 U0 -166/U 32.50 83G-206/13 1.45
UG-88/U
.90 UG-167/83 3.75 UG-224/13 1.15
UG-89/13
1.10 UG-171/U 2.25 81G -236/U 3.85
UG-90/U
1.15 830-173/U
.35 UG-245/U 2.25
UG-98/U
1.85 UG-175/13
.12 UG-254/U 2.75
REQUEST ON ANY CONNECTORS NOT LISTED
PL -325
SO -239
SO-264
TM -201

57

.

99

11329
11332

1B27

.69
.69
.69
1.24
1.29
.79

56

.

.

11126

32

[.55B...,

.

FULL LINE OF JAN APPROVED COAXIAL CONNECTORS
IN STOCK UHF-N-PULSE-BN-BNC

UG-7/AP $6.30 UG-22C/U $1.20
UG-12/13
.95 U0-23/83
1.20
U0-15/13 1.25 UG-23B/U 1.50
U0 -18/U 1.25 UG-23C/U 1.10

55

.

.63
92
95

53

.

83-1SP
83-1SPN
83-1T
83-2AP
83-22AP
83-22F
83-22J

.30
1.10
.12
.22
.73
.40

50L6GT..
50Y6GT.

.

83-IRTY

$ .42

83 -IF

2.10 7Y4
.73 14E6
.99
.65 7Z4
.79 14E7
1.09
.65 10
.39 14F7
.89
.65 14H7
.63 12A
.89
.64 14.17
.99 12A6
.89
1.05 12A6GT
.64 14N7
.89
1.09 12A7
1.16 14R7
.89
.98 12A8GT.
.77 1457
.89
.98 12AH7GT 1.32 14W7....
.89
.65 12AL5...
.79
1.49 12AT6. .
.55 19X7
.8989
.89 12AT7 . .
.99 19T8
.99
.67 12AU6.
.71 22
1.16
.64 12AU7 . .
.86 24A
9
.88 12AV6...
.54
5A6
1.16
.59 12AV 7 .
.99 25L6GT..
.69
.59 12 A W 6 .
1.20 2525
.79
.89 12A X7 . .
.99
.89 12 B A 6 . .
.69 226
7
.69
.76 12BA7.
.95
28D7
1.95
.79 12BD6. . .
.99 30
.70
1213E6...
.75
.66 30 Spec ..
.45
.76 12C8
.65 31
.59
.78 12F5GT. .
.79 32
.69
1.44 12H6 . . . .
.69 32L7GT..
.87
1.08 I2J SGT. .
.55 33
.69
.7912K8....
.70 34
.69
.79 12p7GT..
.67 35/51
.59
.79 12SA7GT
.69 35A5
.79 12ßF5. ..
.79 35135
.72
.75
.78 12SF$GT.
.79 35L6GT' .
.67
.45 125F7.
.85 35W4....
.55
.79 12SG7 . . .
.85 35Y4
.72
.79 12SH7. . .
.73 35Z4GT
.69
.79 12S27....
.71 35Z5GT..
.55
.58 12SJ7GT.
.65 36
.64
.83 12SK7. .
.69 37
.69
.99 12SL7GT.
.93 38
.69
1.35 12SN7GT
.89 39/44....
.59
.89 12SQ7GT
.68 41
.71
.79 12SR7.
.79 42
.79
1.10 12SR7GT
.89 43
.79
1.10 12X3....
.89 45
.79
.97 12Z3
.89 4525GT..
.89
.97 46
.97 14A4
.81
.79 14A7. .. . .
.74 47
.99
.94 14B6....
.74 50
09
1.11 14B8
.89 50A5
1.89
1.11 1405
1.10 SOBS
.69
1.11 14C7
.93 5005
.69

1953-

OCL
WEA

etc.

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SPECIAL
2340
2348
2349
2350
2354
2356
2361

2.766
I

2K23
21C25
21(26
2K28
2K29
2K33
2 K33A .
2K39

4APIO.
4B22/

34.50
49.50
65.00
39.50
67.50
148.50
45.25
165.00
37.50
28.50
105.00
29.50
27.50
265.00
280.00
135.00
129.50
135.00
8.95
10.25

.

25145

2K55
3AP1

3AP4. . .
3B22/
EL -IC .
3B23

ELSE..

4.40
8.95
5.75

4624
4B25/
EL-6CF 8.95
4C35
4E27
4336
4338
4J52

STANDARD BRANDS
ONLY
l0Y
12DP7.
12GP7 .
12HP7 .
13-4
15E
15R
FG -17/

. .
. .

27.00
21.50
150.00
5557... 4.95
120.00 REL-21.. 1.95
1.85
275.00 24G
4.95
5AP1.... 5.95 HK -24
3.82
SAP4.... 4.75 RK -25
EL-CSB.. 3.95 FG32/
6.75
5BP1.... 5.50 5558
17.50
58P4.... 5.50 FG33
.49
5C22
47.75 RK34....
4.50 35T
4.95
5CP1
SCP7.... 9.50 35T ton
19.50
gauge.. 5.95
5E121
1.95 35TG . . 4.95
5FP7
.45
5.50 REL36. . .
5HP1 . . .
3.75
5.75 T-40
5HP4 . . .
18.50 FG -41...122.50
5329
5JP1
26.50 RK-47... 4.92
.79
SJP2
26.50 EF-50....
.35
5JP4
26.50 VT-52.
5.60
5LP1
21.75 53A
5LP5
19.75 RK59.... 2.44
SMPI .. . 10.50 VT -62 Br. 1.15
.85 RK -63... 22.50
6-8B
6.75 FG-67... 14.80
C6A
.48
3.30 VT -67. . .
6AN5 . . .
6AR6 . . .
3.25 RK -69 . . . 2.25
1.32
6C21
27.50 72
1.32
52.5073
6C24
5.95 RK -75... 3.50
6F4
5.80
9.95 75T
C6J
1.15
6.85 VR -75.
6J4
.64
1.19 VR -78...
7-7-11
8.65 FG -SIA . . 3.95
7BP1 . . .
1.19
6.50 VR -90.
7BP7.
14.95 91....... 14.80
78812
14.95 FG -95/
7BP14
5560... 25.00
14.95
7CPl
11.75 VT -98
9GP7
(Br.)... 19.50
4.50
9L P 7 . . .
10BP4. . 17.95 C100A. . . 2.30
I0FP4... 22.50 C100E. .. 2.30
2.90
10T1
.88I 100R
.

.

.

.

2.60
4.75
3B24
5.20
3B24W .
7.50
3B25
4.50
3B26
3.75
3B27
4.20
3B28
7.75
3BP1
5.75
3C23
9.65
3C24
1.85
3C27
6.95
3C31/
EL -GIB 3.95
3C37
32.50
3C45
12.95
3CP1 . . .
2.25
3D21
2.98
3DP1
4.85
3DP1A
6.75
3E29
13.75
3E81
4.75
3FP7
2.90
3FP7A .
6.95
3GPI
3.95
3HP7
3.95
3.131
115.00
4-125A
29.50
.

4A1

.39
14.50
18.50
14.75
.80
1.95
.65

1.18

.

100TH.

.

.

WE -401F.
WE -102F.

FG -104/
5561...
FG -105..
VR -105.
WE -113A.
HY-114B.
WE -117A.
F -123A...
WE -124A.
F -127A...
VT -1127A.
AB -1L50...
VR -1S0..
FG -166..
8G-172..
FG -178..
FG -190..
HF -200..
L -200B...

9.95
3.62
2.85
19.50
1.10
1.32
.75
.95
7.75

3.80
22.50
3. 60
12.50
.95

48.50
29.50
14.50
12.15
16.50
65.00
7.40
203A
6.33
203E
47.50
204A
CE -206... 3.15
.95

211

WE -211D. 12.50
WE -211E. 12.50
42.50
212E
WE -215A.
.24
8.95
217C
1.95
221A
227A/5C27 4.60
WE -231D. 2.25
232CH...240.00
RX-233A. 4.95
FG-235A/
5552... 94.50
WE -244A. 5.20
WE -245A. 2.35
WE -249B. 3.50
WE -249C. 3.50
250TH... 22.50
250TL... 22.50
WE -252A. 5.65
WE-254A. 5.90
WE -257A. 3.77

2500
50

500
500
650

1K

2K

4K 0
5K

"JJJ"

10oK/IOOK/IOOK

ib'

2.5 meg

SS

5 meg SS

ANTENNAS
AN-74BX
AT-38/ARN-PT (70 to 400 MC)
AT-49/ARN-4 (300 to 3300MC)
AN-65A/AP/0(SCR-521)

S 3.75
13.70

13.70
1.50
1.75

AN.66A/AP/O(SCR-521)
AIA 3CM conical scan
ASB Yagi-5 element 450 to 560MC
ASB Yagi-Double stacked 6 element
ASA Yagi-Double stacked 370 to 430MC

125.00
9.00

14.70

29.40

TACHOMETER GENERATOR

Elinco type PM -I -M-2.0 VDC output per 100 RPM

$27.50 ea.

AIRBORNE TV EQUIPT.-mfd. by RCA

Conversion Unit-CRV-59AAE-Complete with Lens
and Iconoscope; Transmitter-CRV-52ACB complete; Dynamotor-28VDC 25 Amp. Excellent for
Instruction or Demonstration Purposes.
Terms 20% cash with order, balance C. O. D.
unless rated. All pricds net F. O. B. our warehouse, Phila., Penna., subject to change with-

out notice.
CABLE ADDRESS

ELECTRONICS

-

530
531

532A

WL -533

706GY... 45.00
707A

707B
708A
709A
710A
713A
714AY
715A
715B
71SC
717A
718AY

.
.

.

.
.
.

721A

722A
723A
723A/B
724A
724B
725A

2.20

559

62.50

.

718BY
720DY.

19.50

5D
5F

.

7.95
14.90
4.75
3.85
1.70
1.45
10.75
6.25
8.95
19.50
1.47
45.00
45.00
95.00
3.95
2.95
9.95
18.50
3.22
3.22
8.95

"LECTRONIC PHILADELPHIA"

6DG
6G
7DG
7G

sDG

730A

73IA
788Y
800
801A
803
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
813
814
815
816
826
828
829
829A
829B
830B

90281....
905
918
919
923
927
931A
954
955
956
957
958A
959
991

4.95
4.50
24.50
1.65
2.65
2.95
10.95
3.60
10.50
3.95

1.65

1.95
1.35
1.85

5.00

.39
.55
.49
.49

.69
2.25
.45

1003.....

.90

2.95 CK-1005.
1.45 CK-1006.

2.95

7.95
9.95
39.50
49

843
845

. .

.

.59
5.75
6.75
29.50
67.00
19.50
4.95
22.50

872A
874

1.48
3.95

1.50
.95
1.50

1630
1631
1632
1636
1638
1642

Diodes

.89

1N21
1N21A
1N21B
1N22
1N23
1N23A

.

1.19
1.69
3.00
1.25
1.95
2.75
3.45
1.79
7.90
.66
.90
1.50
6.10
8.50
9.85
18.00
1.40
.94
1.05
3.05
.55

.

1N23B
1N27
1N31

1N34
1N34A
1N38
1N39
1N40

IN41

1.95 1N42
1.90 IN43
1.80 1N45
14.80 1N52
.70 1N55
1.70 1N60

1655
1665
1904
1960
2050

1.15
1.60
1.85

876
878

9001
9002
9003
9004

2.00
1.07
.39
6.25
2.25
1.90
.39
.30
.30
.95
1.38
.75
3.10
.70
.65

164

1.25

1.10

115.00
2.75
2.90
8.55
8.55
6.95
5693
.65
IdX-6653
.45
7193
.87
8011
2.60
8012
2.75
8013
4.90
8013A
1.05
8016
1.25
8020
6.95
8025

1.95
.35
.35
.79 9006
3.79
189048
.45
3.79
.57 189049
2.69
.69 199698
.57
Crystal
2.25 I

195

35

1.28

866JR/
2B26...

3.30

2051
5611
5651
5654
5691
5692

1201
1203
1291
1294
1299
1602

1613
1614
1616
1619
1620
1622
1624
1625
1626

4.10
1.45
3.75

841

.69

E-1148...

1.25
11.25
9.95
11.95
12.95

832A
833A
836
837
838

849
851
852
860
861
864
865
866A

886

.45

832

845W.

1.75
2.60
9.95
3.50

885

5G
5SF

C-78248
C-78249
C-78254
C-78410
C-78411
C-78414
C-78415
C-78670
C-79331

2J5HA1
2JD5A2
SYNCHRO BLOWN FUSE INDICATORS
SYNCHRO CAPACITORS
SYNCHRO OVERLOAD INDICATORS

Diehl FPE-25-II-75V
Each

KOL SMAN-45 Volt
new

60

cy.

60 cycle 4

.11

Amp

4

watts 1500

Watts.

$34.50

-

PM
$250

PIONEER -10047-2-A 26 volt 400 oycle with 40:1
reduction gear
$14.50
PIONEER-CK 13 115 volt 400 cycle -Includes
$47.50
damping signal generator (autosyn)

SA
RELAYS

Sigma type 44H-2000 12 4 ma DC coil -SPOT contacts -hermetically sealed 5 pin plug-in base 53.30
Stevens Arnold type 171 Millisec relay-900 ohm coil
SPST NO contacts
$5.50
Cutler Hammer and Square D type B -7A contactar
24 VDC coil-SPST NO 200 Amp contacts
54.75
Price Bros. type 161-M-220 VAC contactor-SPST
NO double bk 30A contacts
53.25

-

G.E. CR5181.1A6-115 V 60 cy. AC contactor-4PST
30 Amp contacts plus two auxiliary SPDT contacts
$14.50
RBM-115 V 60 cy. AC coil-DPDT 3 amp Con-

tacts
20
type 5F -Coil 3500 ohms -pulls In @ 2.5MA
s
out @ .5 MA -copper slug for slight time delay.
Contacts SPDT 2 Amp
$3.95
Sigma type 5RLP-Dual coil 60 ohms each, pulls in
@
I2MA out @ 10MA. Contacts-SPDT
Amp
$3.75
Leach type 1521 -Coil 115 VAC 60 cy-Contacts
15
Amp.-Mycalex
SPST NO Double Break
Insul.
$3.25
Cramer Model IC2H-110V 60 cy. motor. Interval
hr. off I hr.)
timer -two SPST 15A contacts (on
can be adjusted
$2.95
Weston Model 813 -MR -5 -Instrument type -Coil 1000
ohm 350 micro amp -contacts SPOT 35 ma..516.50
I

TRANSFORMER
Westinghouse--Hiperel-Prt-115Y 80 cy.-94 KVA
Seo #1-240V ® 1.58A.; Seo #2-240V ®1655
G.E.-Hl Voltage-Prl-115V 60 cy.-Seo. 8250 V e
80

C-56701
C-56776-1
C-69405-2
C-69406
C-69406-1
C-77610

2J5D1

LOW INERTIA SERVO MOTORS

2

C-44968-6

2J5A2

B

M
N

5SG
6CT

2JD5E1

X
2J1F1
211G1
2J1H1
211M1

514

SCT

1K/25K yl'
POTS -$3.95 ea.
20K/150K/15K '/e'

Brand New

.

IDG

5B

SS50K

TRIPLE

.

.

AY -101D

1SF

"J"

2500 SS
10K SS
1 meg SS

.

.

IHG

DIEHL

330 SS
500 SS
1K SS

471A
503AX
506AX.
507AX
527

.95
2.25

706A1... 45.00
706BY... 45.00
706CY... 45.00
706FY... 45.00

1.95
2.95
42.50
42.50
1.39
2.65
1.25
1.25
1.47
17.50
17.20
7.50
3.75

451

IF
1G

POTENTIOMETERS $1.25 ea.
Shaft Regla. Shaft Resin. Shaft
3/8'
50K
4'
SS
1/2'
50K
5K
3/8'
9/16'
100K
SS
5K
1/2'
SS
150K
1/2'
SS
SS
10K
3/8'
200K
10K
1/8'
3/8'
SS
250K
10K
1
SS
3/4'
SSr
250K
15K
5/16'
3/8'
250K
1/2'
15K
1/2'
500K
SS
20K
1/4'
500K
SS
1/2'
500K
7/16'
1/4'
SS
25K
eg
1 1/8'
3/8'
30K
SS
2.5MegSS
SS
SS
5 Meg
SS
50K
1/4'
SS
DUAL "J" POTS -$2.95 ea.

50 SS
SS
250 SS
100

704A
705A

16.95

450TL

ICT

Renia.
6060

659.... 82.00
WL -670A. 8.70
WL -672.. 22.00
WL -681/
5550... 39.50
700A
24.50
700B
24.50
700C
24.50
700D
24.50
6.95
701A
702A
2.95
4.25
702B
703A
5.95

24.50
1.75

450TH

62.50

45.00
65.00
25.00
2.45
1.40
1.75

726B
726C

1.75

884

14.50

726A

SYNCH ROS

ARMA
CONTROL INSTRUMENT BENDIX
KETAY
FORD INSTRUMENT

100

417A
434A
446
446A
4468

3.50
12.50
.49
39.50
22.50
39.50

ARMY ORDNANCE-NAVY ORDNANCE -COMMERCIAL

GENERAL ELECTRIC

2

KU610...
HY615...
KU -623..
KU -628..
KU -634..
WL -652/
5551...
WL -654/

5550... 39.50

I

5551...

561

GL -415/

FG-271/

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

TYPE

5.50
2.85
6.95
4.25
5.57
7.90
5.75
304TH. . . 8.75
304TL . . . 8.75
307A
4.25
WE -309A. 6.45
WE -310A. 6.25
WE -313C. 4.15
3I6A
.89
4.25
327A
WE -331A. 9.75
WE -343A.185.00
WE -346A. 2.75
WE -350A. 6.95
350B
4.95
WE -356B. 5.45
361A
4.75
6.95
368A
371A
.95
371B
.95
388A
2.95
393A
8.60
394A
4.50
WE -399A. 4.70

24.60

IMMEDIATE

HENSCHEL

WE-274A.
274B
WE -275A.
WE -283A.
WE -285A.
WE -286A.
WE -294A.

WRITE FOR OUR
FREE BULLETIN

II

MA.-12.5KV Insulation
Buck Boost-Input -100V to

Bendix

130V

$18.50
in

5V

steles, 60 cy. Output 115V 25 Amp
$16.85
Constant Volt. Transformer -Sola 30807 -Input 95549.00
125 VAC 60 cy. Output 115 VAC 250 VA

GENERATORS AND INVERTERS
Eclipse -Pioneer type 716-3A (Navy Model NEA-3A)
Output -AC 115V 10.4A 800 to 1400cy. 14; DC 30
538.50
Volts 60 Amps. Brand new
Eclipse -Pioneer type 1235 -AA. Output -30 Volts DC
Brand New -Original Packing 515.50
15 Amps.
PE -109 Inverter-13.5 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cY 175
$79.50
VA 16 (new)
PE -218 Inverters 28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy 1500
$49.50
VA. (New)
Pioneer Type 800-IB Inverter-28VDC to 120V 800
$22.65
cy 7 amo AC (used)
G. E. Inverter-28 VDC to 120 VAC 800 cy 750 VA
$39.50
16
ATR Inverter 6VDC to 110 VAC 60 cy 75W $22.95
PU-7/AP Inverter -28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy 2500
$75.00
VA (used)
Eclipse -Pioneer type 12121 -IA Inverter-Voltage and
frequency regulated-24VDC 18 Amp input -AC
-(New)
PF
cy
250
VA
0.7
output 115V 36 400
$225.00

Eclipse -Pioneer type 12116 Inverter -28 VDC to 115
ea. 579.50
VAC 400 cy I m 50 VA
Eclipse -Pioneer type 12117 Inverter-28 VDC to 26
ea. $33.50
VAC 400 cy I dt 6 VA
Leland 10563 Inverter -28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy.
3 m

115

VA.

ea

$75.00

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

Amertran-Type RH -Input I15V 400 cycles. Output
$6.95 ea.
-75-120V 6 Amp
Amertran-29144-Input I15V 60 cy I m. Output
103 -126V 2.17

Amp

cy.-Output

-

-Input

58.25 ea.

115/230 VAC 50/60
0-270V 9 Amp 2.4 KVA
$37.00 ea.

Powerstat-Superlor

1226

CERAMIC -CASED TYPE

G

MICA CONDENSERS

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

.09 MFD 1500 VDC GI
.02 MFD 3000 VDC GI
.004 MFD 6000 VDC G
.00015 MFD 20000 VDC G3
1

$9.25
9.25
18.10

24.50

LECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
715-

19

ARCH

PHILA. 6, PA.

ST.

Telephones

-

MARKET

7- 6771

- 2 - 3
445

April, 1953

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

NEW YORK'S.RADIO TUBE 'ea-EXCHANGE
TYPE
0A2
0A3
0B2
0C3

PRICE

51.40
1.10
1.35
1.25
1.25
3.95
2.75
3.95
9.95
17.95
2.95
13.50
4.10
33.00
19.95
9.95
49.95

0D3
CIB

1B21A
1B22

1B23.
11124

1626

1B27

1B32
1838
1B42
11151

1856
11160,

69.95

1N21

1.35
1.75

1N21Á.....
1N21ß

1N22......
1N23A
1N23B
1N34A
1N43
2B22
2B26
2C34
2C40
2C43
2C44

2.75
4.25
96

2D21......
2E22
2E30

4.25
1.75

2.50
1.95
3.75
.35
10.00
20.00
.90
1.75
2.75
2.75

TYPE
2321

1

2122
2.126

2127

2J31

2.132

2J36
2J38

2.139
2.140

2J42
2.149
2.150
2.161

2762

2K25

2628
2629
2641
2645

2V3G
3BP1
3B24

3ß24W.....
ELSC
3C22
3C24
3C31

3DPIA

3DP182....

3E29.......
3GP1
4A21

41326

4C27
4C28

PRICE

17.95
17.95
27.75
29.95
29.95
69.95
105.00
17.95
12.50
35.00
200.00
109.00
195.00
45.00

45.00
29.50
37.50
37.50
150.00
149.50
2.10
7.50
5.50
7.50

5.95
120.00
1.95
3.95
10.95
12.00
15.50
5.50
2.75
6.95
25.00
35.00

PRICE

TYPE
4E2-

17.50
199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
4.133
199.00
199.00
4.137
89.00
4338
199.00
4.139
4141
199.00
C5B
3.95
5ßP1
6.95
6.95
5BP4
6.95
5CP1
21.00
5021.
27.50
5JPI
19.50
5JP2
27.50
5JP4
WE6AB.5...
2.50
12.50
C6A..
10.95
C6.1
7.95
7BP7
10.00
7DP4
55.00
12AP4
1.95
1SE
4J25
4126
4327
4331,
4J32

N1511

FG17

6Y21Á....
FG33
35T.
45

Special..

BK39

HF50
VT52

.66
6.95
8.75
12.95
4.95
.35
2.95
1.75
.25

TYPE

111(.73

100TH
FG95

FG105
203A.
211

217C.
242C.
244A
249C.
250TH
250TL
274A
204B

304TH.....
304TL
307A.
310A.
311A
312A.
323A

327A.
328A
350A
350E

357A
368AS

3718.
385A

388A.
394A.

MX408U...
417A.
434A
446A.
446B.

TYPE

PRICE

1.95
9.95
24.95
19.00
8.95

PRICE

450TH
450TL
464A,
471A

45.00
45.00
9.95
2.75
15.00
3.50
22.50
17.50
25.00
7.50
6.95
3.95
17.95

527

WL530

.95

WL53I.....
WL533.....
700Á/D....

18.00
10.00
12.95
4.95

701A
703A
705A
707A
707E

22.50

19.95
3.00
3.00

10.00
10.00
4.95
5.95
6.95
3.95
15.00
3.95
6.95
6.95
5.95
20.00
6.95
2.95
4.95
2.95

7I4AY

17.95

715A
715B

7.95
12.00

715C

717A

718AY/EY

.

719A.
721A

722A

723Á/B....
724A
724B
725A
726A

726B.
726C

7.95
.75
17.95

728AY
730A
801A
802
803

19.95
1.95
5.40

805

25.00
1.95
48.50
29.50
3.95
3.95
24.95
4.95
6.95
9.95
24.00
56.00
69.00
27.00
24.00
1.00
4.25
7.95
5.95

TYPE

PRICE

806
807
808
810

TYPE

27.50
1.69
3.50
11.00
3.95
9.95
3.95
3.50
1.45
12.95
13.95
15.95
2.50
7.95
9.95
49.95
7.95
4.95
2.95
6.95

811A
813
814
815
816
829
829A
829B
83011

832

832A
833A
834
836
837
838
845
849

991

1280
1611
1613
1616
1619
1622

884
885

889E
914
931A
954

.89

2.75
2.00

1624

1625
1851
2050
2051
8012
8013

.45

1.85
1.85
1.80
4.25
2.95
5.95
1.75
3.50
6.95
89.00
1.75
.95
1.75
1.75
1.90
.35

8013A.
8019
8020

8025

PD8365....
9001

1.79

878

.35
1.25
1.95
1.38
2.95

F1148.

9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

57.50
35.00
3.95
1.95
1.95
1.75
199.50
75.00
5.00
.35

869B.
869BX
872A

.29
.69
.6

.69

958A,

80.50
4.95
29.50

866A

.55

957

956

5.59
52.50

851
860
861

PRICE

955

Minimum Order
$25.00

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
TS148/UP
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Field

type

X

Band

Spectrum

Analyzer,

Bond

8430-

9580 Megacycles.

Will check Frequency and Operation of various X Band
equipment such as Radar Magnetrons, Klystrons, TR Boxes.
It will also measure pulse width, c -w spectrum width and
Q or resonant cavities. Will also check frequency of signal
generators in the X band. Can also be used as frequency
modulated Signal Generator etc. Available new complete
with all accessories, in carrying case.
Also available of new production TS239A Synchroscope.

Other test equipment, used checked out, surplus.
TSK1/SE K Band Spectrum Analyzer
TS3A/AP Frequency and power meter S Band
RF4A/AP Phantom Target S Band
TS10/APN Altimeter Test Set
TS12/AP VSWR Test Set for X Band
TS13/AP X Band Signal Generator
TS14/AP Signal Generator
TS15/AP Flux Meter
TS16/AP Altimeter Test Set
TS19/APQ 5 Calibrator
TS33/AP X Band Power and Frequency Meter
TS/34AP Western El Synchroscope
TS34A/AP Western El. Synchroscope

MINIMUM

ORDER

25 Dollars

T35/AP

X Band Signal Generator
TS36/AP X Band Power Meter
TS47/APR 40-400 MC Signal Generator
TS69/AP Frequency Meter 400-1000 MC

TS174/AP Signal Generator
T5175 Signal Generator
TS226 Power Meter
TS239A Synchroscope

TS100 Scope

TS102A/AP Range Calibrator
TS108 Power Load
TS110/AP S Band Echo Box
TS125/AP X Band Power Meter
TS126/AP Synchroscope
TS147 X Band Signal Generator
TS251 Range Calibrator APN9
TS270 S Band Echo Box

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

APA10 Oscilloscope and panoramic receiver
APA38 Panoramic Receiver
APS 3 and APS 4 Radar
APR5A Microwave Receiver
APT2 Radar Jamming Transmitter
APT5 Radar Jamming Transmitter

Cables:

YOU CAN REACH US ON TWX NY1-3235

SPECIAL
Wide Band S Band Signal Generator
2700/3400MC using 2K41 or PD 8365
Klystron, Internal Cavity Attenuator,
Precision individually calibrated Frequency measuring Cavity. CW or Pulse
Modulated, externally or internally.

TELSERSUP

Large quantities of quartz crystals mounted and
unmounted.
Crystal Holders: FT243, FT171 B others.

Quartz Crystal Comparators.
North American Philips Fluoroscopes Type 80.
Large quantity of Polystyrene beaded coaxial
Cable.

EL
135

LIBERTY

CTRONICS, INC.
STREET
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NEW YORK 6, N
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ELECTRONICS

g

MrIJI1k,

Il

®

IN

Elec. Co.

EVA Diehl
120AC, 60 cy.,

1111

12u101

Complete with
1 Ph.,
Magnetic Controller, 2 Field Itheos and
full set spare Darts including spare
armatures for generator and motor.
$295.00
New
2 KVA O'Keefe and Merritt. 115DC to
120ÁC, 50 cy., 1 Ph. Export Crated.
$149.50
New
MOTOR GENERATOR, TYPE COU -2
Unit of U. S. Navy TCK-7 Transmitter
amps.
10
D.C.,
Motor: 2 H.P. 230V.
Generator: 1800V. D.C., 0.4 A, 500V,
D.C., í.35A, 115V. D.C., 1.5A, 12 V.
D.C., 2A. 3480 R.P.M. Self excited.
Brand new including spare armature
.

ALLIS-CHALMERS 230DC to
$225.00
Ph., 1.25 KV.\
60 er..
1

-215H.

PLI/13.

Navy type

Input 115/230, 60 cy., 1 Ph. Output:
115, 480 cy., 1 Ph., 1.2Kw and 26V DC
$295.00
at 4 amps. New
Onan M -G.-0-75. Navy type PU/11
Input: 115/230, 60 cy., 1. Ph. Output:
115. 480 Cr., 1 Ph., 5.3 amps. and 26
$225.00
VDC @ 3.8 Amps. New
Leland Elec. Co. PE206A. Input: 28DC
at 38 Amps. Output: 80V, 800 cy. 1 Ph..

$22.50
485VA. New
G.E. 18169172. Input: 28DC. Output:
115, 400 cy., 1 Ph., 1.5KVA. New $32.50
G.E. 5AS 131551 A. Model 218J. Input:
28DC. Output: 115, 400 cy., 1 Ph..
$89.50
1.5 KVA. Regulated. New
Holtzer-Cabot M.G. 164. Input: 440, 3
Ph., 60 cy., Output: 70V, 146 cy. 3 Ph..
$67.50
0.140KVA. New
1

Elcor. 74DC to

I

2.4 Amps. Ness

IDAC, 60 cy.,

1

Ph. at
$39.50

DYNAMOTORS

Navy type CA10-211444. Input: 105 to
13ODC. Output: either 26DC at 20 amps.
or 13DC at 40 amps. Radio filtered and
complete with line switch. New $89.50
Type PE94CM. For SCR -522. Brand
new in overseas cases. Has wide hand
$19.50
input and output filters

AMPLIDYNES

G.E. 5A M 211 J 7. Input: 27VDC. Output:
60VDC. 150 Watts, 4600 RPM. Type
$34.50
MG -27-B. New
Edison 5AM31 NJ I8A. Input: 27VDC, 44
Amps. 8300RPM. Output: 60VDC at 8.9
$12.50
Amps. 530 Watts. New
G.E. 5AM31 N19A. 030 Watts. 7500 RPM.
Input: 27VDC, Output: 60VDC. Weight
$29.50
34'x. lbs

SMALL D.C. MOTORS

G.E. 5BA50L12A. Armature 27VDC at
9.3 Amps. Field 60VDC at 2.3A RPM
4000. H.P. 0.5 New
$27.50
Oster E-7-5. 27.5DC. 1/20HP, 3600RPM.
Shunt Wound. New
$6.50
Dumore Co. type ELBG. 24VDC, 40-1
gear ratio. For type B-4 Intervalometer.
New
$6.75
G.E. 5BBY47ABI2, 1/4 H.P. Perm Mag.
amp. 250V. 1725 RPM. New..$22.50

-I

400 CY. BLOWERS

Westinghouse. Type FL. 115V, 400 er.,
6,700 RPIL

Airflow 17C.F.M.

New.
$6.75

SYNCHROS

Ford Inst. Co. Synchro Differential Generator. Mod. 3 Type 5SDG. 90/9V.
400 cy., Ord. Dr. 173020. New
$22.50
Armor. Synchro Differential Generator.
Type 6DG. New
$60.00
Hobart Mfg. Co. Synchro Differential
Synchro Type %I% 115V. 60 cy. New.
$9.50

SOUND POWERED
CHEST SETS
U. S. Instrument Co. Na.
A-260 Combination headset and chest microphone.
Brand new, including 20
ft. of rubber covered cable
$17.50 each

MISCELLANEOUS

Cathode Ray Shields for 3" tube $2.75
Shock Mounts Lord #20
S 40
Shock Mounts U. S. Rubber #515OC S.30
Commando Pole Jacks (Cook Elec.
Co.)

$1.00

Switchboard Lamp Receptacles & Jewels
S.40
Dial Drive Assembly for Bendix. MN 20 -Y
$2.75
Instruction Manual for SCR 193 \. B.
C, D, E
$2.00
Solenold Cannon 24 V.T.C.-New 51.45
Attenuators Tech -Lab 500/500 type 700
$2.00

MULTI -CONDUCTOR CABLE

Stock 3E2215. Bulk 9 conduc20 A.W.G.
Stranded tinned
copper plastic insulated, color coded,
tinned copper braided shield. Flamenol
jacketed. Made by G.E. Available 1000,
1500, 2000 ft. reels. Price
$15 ft.
CO -215.
tor No.

TERMS: Rated Concerns Net
30, FOB Bronxville, New

York.
All Merchandise
Guaranteed.
Prices Subject to Change
7"'II11111111111111111111IIII1

ELECTRON ICS

-

TEST EQUIPMENT

Style

Mfd.

Vo

.001
.01
.02

ts D.C.

..K1,000

5,000
8,000
50,000
50,000

.025
.025/.025
.1
.1
.135

500

3,000
7,500
50,000
15,000
20,000
50,000
7,500
15,000
5,500
6,000

.25
.25
.25
1.

1.

2.
2.

Standard Brande

Price

49.50
12.50
14.50

RADAR SETS

MODEL SQ. Portable radar set. 10CM.
Operates on 90-130 volt, 60 cy., 1 Ph.
A", "B", and "PI'I" presentation.
Complete with tech manual and full set
of operating spare parts.
MODEL SG -1. Consists of complete
equipment including Radar TransmitterReeeiver CRP-43AAK-3, Range and
Train Indicator CRP-55ABC-3, Control
Amplifier CRP-50AAT-1, Motor Dynamo -Amplifier (Arnplidyne) CG-21AAY
and Antenna Assembly CRP-66ABJ-1.
MODEL ASG-1 Radar unit consisting of
transmitter and converter assembly C1'R43ABC, Antenna Assembly CRP-ACZ,
Mounting Base CPR-10ABE, etc.
Spare farts available for Model SQ and
0(7-1 Radar.
Used

brate

B

A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
C
A
A

1000
2500
2500
2500
3000
5000
3000
2500
5000
5000
4500
3000
2500
2500
500

MISC. RADAR EQUIPMENT

Modulator Units for SO -11 (CUZ-50AGD)
Pulse Tinter units for SD -5
Transmitter -Receiver units SO -l3
Spare l'arts for SG -1
Spare Parts for SQ
Marker Oscillator Crystals in holders
98.35KC

Ilearing Control Units CRP-23AEK
Synchro :\mplitiers-Bendix
90° Waveguide Benda 10CM Bronze
Signal Monitors CRI'-60AAN
Repeater Amplifiers CBM-50AFO
Oscillator Tube Cavities for SO -1, 13
etc., ItF303.
10051 Horns, 1í/Z" x 3" waveguide, standard contact, flange input, circularly
polarized horn output
Duplex Tees #223005-17
Auxiliary Rectifier CABM-20237 (SO -2
Radar)
SO -1 166AGE1 Antenna R.F. Nozzle As -

fieldf

for

Instructions
operation

value at
$29.50

integral junction box and mounting
$125.00
brackets
Plate Trans. Raytheon U-5815. Pri:
440/220. 60 cy. 3 phase. Sec: each phase
$110.00
1310V @ 0.67A test 6000V
Plate Trans. Pri: 115V., 60 cy , 1 I'h.
Sec: 1470V C.T. @ 1.2A tested at
5500V. RMS. Raytheon. Size 12% x 10
x 10 in.
Shipping wt: 150 lbs. New.
$27.50

Price

HIGH POT TRANSFORMER

Westinghouse. Pri: 115, 60 cy. Sec:
15,0110V C.T., @ .060A, C.T. ungrounded.
Excellent for high -potting tests. Size OA
1211 x 8í4W x 9441). Weight 67 1hs.
Fulls' enclosed steel case. Price 539.50

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

KO -9563 Supplies 3500V Deal: from 807
$3.95
tube
$3.95
KS-161310-501cc to 4MC

Iligh Reactance Trans. G. E. Type Y 3502A -60 Cr. Voltage 1120-135, Ind.
11.V. winding 135 hr. Output: Peak
22.9KV.

$39.50

Cat. 9319065(11

RAYTHEON
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Adj. input taps 95-130V., 60 cy. 1 Pli.
Output: 115V. 60 Watts, y4 of 1% Reg.
Wt. 20 lbs. Ph" H x 8x4" L x 4%"' W.

Overload protected. Sturdily constructed.

Tropicalized.

PRICE-NEW

$16.75

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS
Auto,
115.

SYNCHRO CAPACITORS

..emblies IItF502I
(66AGE( Antenna Reflector Assemblies (RF5031
SO -1 (66AGE) Antenna Reflector Assemblies (RF5031
SO -1 (6AGEl Antenna Waveguide Itoannance Chamber Assemblies (ßF515)
SO-1

SS 65

SO -1 RF Coupling Waveguide to

mitter (Z304(
(nFSOl with V309)

G. E. BATTERY CHARGER

Trans-

SO -1 RF System and duplexing cavity

Charges 54 cell battery
at from 1 to 10 ampere rate

60 cy. 1 Phase.
The model 6RC89F16 Copper Oxide batters charger consists of a transformer, a
secondary reactor, a copper oxide rectifying element, a ventilating fan, control
circuits and auxiliary equipment necessary for proper operations. Transformer
tapped for various supply voltage. Eight
secondary taps for adjusting changing
rate. Built into metal cabinet. Metered.
Complete with spare fan and fuses.
New in original packing cases. Shipping
weight approx. 305 lbs.
$255.00
Price

Input 115V.,

PANORAMIC ADAPTER
MODEL AN/APA-10
Provides 4 Types of Presentation:
(1) Panoramic (2) Aural
(3) Oscillographic (4) Oscilloscopic
Designed for use with receiving equipment AN/ARR-7, AN/ARR-5, AN/
APIS -4, SCR -587 or any receiver with
I.F. of 455 lac. 5.2mc or 30mc.
With 21 tubes including 3" scope tube.
Converted for operation on 115 V. GO

REPAIR PARTS FOR BC -348
RECEIVERS (H, K, L, R, Only)
.\ Ise BC 224 Models F. K., Coils for ant.,
r.f., det., ose., I.F., c.w. ose., xtal filters,

gang cond., front panels, dial assemblies, vol. cents.. etc. Write for complete
list and free diagram.
4

RADAR REPEATER ADAPTERS
NAVY TYPE CBM-50AFO
A repeater unit for video signals and
trigger pulses designed to work in conjunction with standard Navy radar
equipments wherein provision is made for
operation of remote P.P.I. sets. This
adapter provides four video and trigger
pulse lines for operating one or more
remote P.P.I. installations. The equipment contains its own D.C., power supply 115 Volts, 60 cycles A.C. from ships'
power supply line is required for operation. Dimensions are 31% x 21 x 15 in.

LINEAR
SAWTOOTH

POTENTIOMETER

cycle source.

80

G. E. Step -Down. 6KVA. Pri: 230/460.
Sec: 115/125, 60 cy. Size: 20" x 11" x
9W. Weight 225 lbs. Navy grey finish,

exceptional

in

.6-.6-.6 mfd Mark 12, Mod. 2, typst i5
10-10-10 nrfd Mark 1, Mod. 2, t

AN;:' 'A-10

60 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS

lab and school
use. New. An

hardwood case
with hinged
cover.

Price
cos 't Cost $1800.00.

TS -16 APN Test Set
TS-47/APR Test Ose. 40-500SlC.
TS -12, /U Freq. Meter 375-725MC.
TS-487/IT Peak to Peak l'TVSI
RC -221 Freq. Meter
BC -413-B Radio Modulator (Tweeter)
BC -1207-R Pulse Modulator
1-222.\ Signal Generator
Receiving Sets
AI'R-1 and APR -4 Tuning Units
:\ PR -5A Receivers 1000-600051C
Tetrad 18A Frequency Standards

on under side
of cover. Size
123/4 x 9 x 6
in.
Ideal for

o

magnets from
500 to 4000
gauss and indicate polarity.
Probe has gap
of 11/4". Beau-

tifully built

.75
1.65
.60
.75
.60
.60
.75
3.50
.75
1.75
3.50
3.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.95

4500

to cali-

strength

$75
75

2000
3000
3000

.00003
.00005
.00009
.0001
.0002
.0003
.00035
.0004
.0004
.00056
.0007
.00075
.00075
.0015
.001
.003
.005
.006
.12

C
A

Price

DCWV

MFD.

A
A
A
A

537.50
2.95
9.50
45.00
59.50
.95
2.95
6.95
67.50
19.50
26.50
72.50
12.50

'F>

B

f

CAPS

.2

INVERTERS
M -G.

Onan

HIGH
VOLT
OIL

to

$160
115AC,

il
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MICA CAPACITORS

MOTOR GENERATORS
2.5

. ,II.II,.'J,,
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

$245.00

l'age Tech Manual $2.75

SCR -522 EQUIPMENT

e
$5,50
Brand New

No. KS 15138
Ilas continuous resistancewinding towhich
24 volts D.C. is fed
to two fixed tapa 180°

apart.

Two rotating

brushes 180° apart
take off linear sawtooth wave voltage at
625AM Transmitters including mounting output. Size approximately 3%" dia. x
Enclosed in die
drop
x
404"
long.
3"
racks. plugs, connectors, P.E. 94CM
dynamotor. Brand new equipment with cast alum. frame with AN connector
socket.
instruction manuals.
Complete BC -624C receivers and BC-

ELECTRONICRAFT
INC.

BRONXVILLE 8, N. Y.
PHONE: BRONXVILLE 2-0044

27 MILBURN ST.

.9455-520P KVA.
22 lbs.
Weight

460/345/200/
G.

F5V3A/5V3Á63Á/5V6Á/8
7249010

E.

$CC

t.0

Out:
No.
3V .5A$1.95

KS9560 800 cy. Pri: 115V Sec:
1350-0-1350 at .057A Elecstat shld.
$2.95
Wt. 2.3 lbs
Plate & Fil. KS9555, PH: 115V Sec:
930-0-930 and three 6.3V windings
$3.95
Fil. KS9553. Pd: 115V. Sec: 8.2V1.25Á
/6.35V1.5A Elecstat Shld. Wt. 0.5 lbs.

Plate.

Plate

&

Fil. Pri: 0/80/115V. Sec:

$2.95'

#1=

1200V DC (D 1.5MA. Sec. #2=400V
DC @ 130MA. Fil Secs: 6.4V4.3A/
6.35V.8Á (Ins. 1500V) 5V2A/5s229ÁS

Thordarson T40889 500 cy. Prt:
105/120. Sec: 2800-0-2800. 7KV Inn.
$29.50
1.5KVA.
Musc. types: G.E. #68G665X, #680866%,
#800200,
#68G667,
#680868%.
52.00
#800199

Plate.

REACTORS

41TY @ 100MA $I.00
#2C2270/R2 For Keyer Unit BC409 $3.75
Multi -Choke 3 by @..275A 70 ohms, 17
hy. @ .125A 200 ohms, 17 hy. @ .125A

KS9589 Retard.

200 ohms 71/ x 6% a 253

$6.95

HIGH QUALITY
CRYSTAL UNITS

Western Electric -type CR-1A/AR In
holders. 1Fí" pin spacing. Ideal for net
frequency operation. Available in quantities, 5910 -6350 -6370 -6470-6510-86106670-6690-7270-7350-7380-7390-74807580-9720. All fundamentals in KC. Good
multipliers to higher frequencies.
$1.25 each

RADAR ANTENNAS

Type SO -I (10CM) assembly with reflector, waveguide nozzle, drive motor.

Type S0.3 (3 CM.) Surface Search type
with reflector, drive motor, etc., but less
plumbing. New in original cases
Type SO -13. (10CM.) Complete assembly with 24" dish, dipole, drive motor.
gearing, etc.
1

K.W. MODULATION
TRANSFORMER

R.C.A. Broadcast Type. Primary 15.000
ohms. Secondary 5,030 ohms 0.86 KVA
audio. Designed for 833 class B modulation to two 833's in final amplifier.
Size 1114 x 91FZ x 13. Weight 143 lbs.
$97.50
Type 900777-502. Price, new

IN21B XTAL DIODE

Sylvania 1N21B. Individually boxed and
$3.00
packed in leaded foil
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
SELF-EXCITED 400 CYCLE GENERATOR
G -E #5ASB311J3. Output 115
volts 400 cycle, @ 7.2 amp. Designed
for pulley drive @ 8000 rpm. 6" long
x 6" diam. Only small qty. available.
SA -292
ea. $129.50

s"

BEARING

BALL

-

MOTOR

D -C

Manuf. Russell Electric. -Navy #211221. 24 volts d -c @ 8.8 amps. 3/16
hp. @ 3550 rpm. 40 deg. C. temp.
rise,
continuous
duty.
Compound
wound, 8" long x 5" diam. 1/2" shaft
extends 11/2". Ball bearing construction. Weighs 21 lbs. SA -397 .... $9.75

REVERSIBLE DUAL SPEED D -C MOTOR
John Oster Type, DESTU-2-IR
Western Electric #KS -15170 -LOI. 26
volts @ 1.3/2.3 amps. 4500/10,000
rpm. @ 2 oz. -in. torque. 4" long x

-

3/16" shaft extends

21/4" diam.

Weighs

2

lb. SA -228

3/8".
$8.75

AIRESEARCH LINEAR ACTUAtypes available; AR -42,
AR -46, AR -4017, and AR -63. 115
volts, 400 cycle single phase. Compression and tension 25-50 lb. static
200 lbs. Approx. 4" travel. Wt.
1.5 lb. #t5A-326
$19.50
TORS

-4

-

D -C GENERATOR
Manuf. Russell
Electric. Navy #211220
Input 3;16
hp. @ 3450 rpm. Output 86 watts @
430 volts. Ball bearing construction.

9" long

-

ment. Used with resistive type sensitive element. Weighs
lb.
SA -410
53.75

MOTORS

POSITION TRANSMITTER
degrees (Continuously
potentiometer Taps @ 120
deg. Two contacts 180 deg. apart. 24
volts d -c. Weighs 4 oz. SA -13 .. $3.75
REMOTE

GE

-

A -C

MOTORS

PIONEER 12120-4-A INVERTER
Input 115 volts d -c i" 1.0 amp. Output 115 volts 400 cycle single phase
t«'
.45 amp. Shown with magnetic

amplifier.

SA -406

AIRCRAFT A-C ROTARY ACTUATOR
Ritter #D-2163. 208 volts, 3 phase,
400 cycle. Gear ratio 5580: 1.
rpm.
output (u 500 in -lb torque. Thermo -

-

$89.50

-

AIRCRAFT

1

GENERATOR
Eclipse
#716-3A, Navy #NEA-3. Dual output,
115 volts @ 10.4 amps., 800 cycles
and 30 volts d -c @ 60 amps. Driving
speed 2400 rpm. Weighs 44 lbs.
SA -306
$29.50

INVERTERS

5" diam. I/2" shaft extends

-rotatable)
8TJ9. 360

1

D -C

x

-

11/2". Weighs 21 lbs. SA -399 .... 59.75

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
Edison #P109-C127A. FSSC #88-I-2815.
Minus 10 plus 120 deg. C. 24-28 volts
d -c. Wheatstone -bridge type of instru-

SVNCHROS

-

DUAL D -C OUTPUT GENERATORS
Fractional Motors 8 Russell
Electric, Navy #211219. Input 3/16
hp. En( 3450 rpm. Output #1, 240 volts
a .1 amp. Ouptut #2, 12.5 volts @ 4.0
amps. Ball bearing construction. 9"
long x 5" diam. 1/2" shaft extends
11/2". Weighs 21 lbs. SA -398 .... $9.75

Manuf.

protected. Built-in potentiometer follow-up and limit switches. Used on
Northrop Flying Wing. 11" long x
41/2" diam. 1/2" shaft extends 2".
Weighs 10 lbs. SA -400
$49.50

SERVO MOTORS

-

400 CYCLE BRAKE MOTOR
AiResearch #27770. 115
volts single phase. .03 hp. @ 6500 rpm. 4.6 oz -in torque.
Used with 2.5 mfd. capacitor. 23/4" long e 15tá" diam.
3/16" shaft extends 3/4". Weighs Ib. SA -392a
$8.75

G -E AMPLIDYNES

SA -111
SA -147
SA -257
SA -197
SA -196

ACTUATORS
GEAR MOTORS

5AM31 N118A
5AM45DB15
5AM73AB95
5AM73AB58

$

49.50

'39.50
169.50
169.50
49.50

5AM31NJ9A

1

-

AIRESEARCH #27780
Similar to SA -392a above except
.025 hp. and shaft detail. SA -392b
$8.75

AMPLIDYNE MOTORS
27 volts d -c field, 60 volts d -c armature.

GENERATORS

SA -345 58A501.122
SA -318 5BA501J67
SA -270 5BA50LJ66
SA -173 5BA5OLJ2A
SA -298c 5BA25DJ300
SA -298d 5BA55JJ3
SA -394 5BA50LJ29
SA -395 5BA501.J1
SA -396 5BA50GJ1
SA -298c 5BA55E18

$29.50
49.50

49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50

-

AIRESEARCH #27652
Similar to SA -392a except it does
not have brake and 5500 rpm. speed. SA -392c
$8.75

-

AIRCRAFT A -C ROTARY ACTUATOR
Ritter #D2162.
208 volts 3 phase 400 cycle. 1280 watts. With potentiometer
follow-up. 600:
gear reduction. 20 rpm. output (i 1800
in -lb. torque. Used on Northrop Flying Wing. SA -404 $165.
1

-

Delta connected. SecNAVY SYNCHRO CAPACITORS
tions matched to 1%. Improves accuracy of synchro systems when used with each control transformer and dif-

-

AIRCRAFT A -C ROTARY ACTUATOR
AiResearch #291volts 3 phase 400 cycle. 10,000 in -lb. torque, with
clutch overload rated @ 11, 250 in -lb. Static 27,000 in -lb.
Output speed 7 rpm. Thermal protected motor rated @ 2
hp. Weighs 22 lbs. SA -509
$165

ferential.
SA -127
SA -155
SA -205
SA -346

o

weasaia'4
5oteeeme''

Type 1C 1.8 mfd. ea.
Type 3C 30 mfd. ea.
Type 6C 60 mfd. ea.
G -E #25F679.9 mfd. ea.

80. 200

$2.75

6.75
9.75
4.75

-

-

A -C AIRCRAFT MOTOR
G -E #5K31GJ11. 200 volts 3
phase 400 cycle @ 20 amps. 9800 rpm. @ 40 ounce feet.
(Approx. 3/4 hp.) Thermal protected. 9" x 51/2" dliam.
Weighs 17 lbs. SA -402
$85.

MURRAY 2 KVA ALTERNATOR
115 volts 400 cycle,
self-excited single phase generator. 3450 rpm. Mounted
on base ready for a motor of your choice. Only 3 available.
$275

Prices F.O.B. Hawthorne

Telephone: HAwthorne 7-3100

1086 GOFFLE ROAD

HAWTHORNE, NEW JERSEY
!

N

_
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E

D

Cable Address: SERVOTEK
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INVERTERS

A. C.
SYNCHRONOUS
MOTORS
110 Vt. 60 Cycle
HAYDON TYPE 1600, 1/240
HAYDON TYPE 1600, 1/60
HAYDON TYPE 1600, 4/5
HAYDON TYPE 1600, 1
HAYDON TYPE 1600, 1 1/5
TELECHRON TYPE 83, 2
TELECHRON TYPE BC, 60
HOLTZER CABOT, TYPE RBC
60 oz.

1

in. torque.

RPM
RPM

RPM
RPM
RPM
RPM

RPM

2505, 2 RPM,

SERVO MOTORS
PIONEER TYPE CK1, 2 4 400 CYCLE
PIONEER TYPE 10047-2-A, 2 4, 400 CYCLE,
with 40:1 reduction gear.

WINCHARGER CORP. PU 16/AP, MG750,
input 24 vts. 60 amps. outputs 115 vts.,
400 cycle, 6.5 amp., 1 phase.
HOLTZER CABOT, TYPE 149F, input 24 vts.
at 36 amps., output 26 vts. at 250 V.A.
and 115 vts. at 500 V.A., both 400 cycle,
1
phase.
PIONEER TYPE 12117, input 12 vts., output
26 vts. at 6 V.A., 400 cycle.
PIONEER TYPE 12117, input 24 vts., output
26 vts. at 6 V.A., 400 cycle.
WINCHARGER CORP., PU/7, MG2500 input 24 vts. at 160 amp., output 115 vts.
at 21.6 amp., 400 cycle, 1 phase.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE 5D21NJ3A, Input 24 vts. at 35 amps., output 115 vts.
at 485 V.A., 400 cycle, 1 phase.
LELAND, PE 218, input 24 vts. at 90 amps.
output 115 vts. at 1.5 K.V.A., 400 cycle,
1
phase.
LELAND, TYPE D.A. input 28 vts., at 12
amp. output 115 vts. at 115 V.A., 400
cycle, 3 phase.

TACHOMETER GENERATOR
& INDICATOR
GENERAL ELECTRIC, GEN. TYPE AN5531-1,
Pad mounting 3 phase variable frequency

output.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, GEN. TYPE AN5531-2,
Screw mounting 3 phase variable fre-

quency output.

8DJ13AAA,
ELECTRIC, IND.
GENERAL
works in conjunction with above generators, range 0 to 3500 RPM.

D. C.

D. C. MOTORS

DIEHL TYPE FD6-23, 27 vts. 10,000 RPM.

BODINE NFHG-12, 27 VTS., governor controlled, constant speed 3600 RPM, 1/30
H.P.
DELCO TYP 5068750, 27 VTS., 160 RPM,
built in brake.
DUMORE, TYPE EIY2PB, 24 VTS., 5 AMP.,
.05 H.P., 200 RPM.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE 58A10AJ18D,
27 VTS., 110 RPM, 1 oz. 1 ft. torque.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE 5BA10AJ37C,
27 VTS., 250 RPM, 8 oz., 1 in. torque.
BARBER COLMAN ACTUATOR TYPE AYLC
5091, 27 VTS., .7 amp., 1 RPM, 500 in.
lbs. torque.
WHITE ROGER ACTUATOR TYPE 6905, 12
VT., 1.3 amp., 11/2 RPM, 75 in. lbs.

torque.

AMPLIDYNE AND MOTOR
AMPLIDYNE, GEN, ELEC. 5AM31NJ18A input 27 vts., at 44 amp. output 60 vts. at
8.8 amp., 530 watts.
MOTOR, GEN. ELEC. 5BA50LJ22, armature
60 vts. at 8.3 amp., field 27 vts. at 2.9
amp. Va H.P., 4000 RPM.

PIONEER AUTOSYNS
400 CYCLE

ENGINE HOUR METER
JOHN W. HOBBS, MODEL MI -277 records
time up to 1000 hours, and repeats,
operates from 20 to 30 volts.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
D. C. SELSYNS

VOLTAGE REGULATOR

8TJ9-PAB TRANSMITTER 24 VTS.
8TJ11- INDICATOR, dial 0 to 360', 24
vts.

LELAND ELEC. CO. TYPE B, CARBON PILE.
Input 21 to 30 volts D.C. regulated output 18.25 vts. at S amp.
WESTERN ELEC. TYPE BC937B, input 110
to 120 volts 400 cycle. Output variation
0 to 7.2 ohms at 5 to 2.75 amps.

RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY

WESTERN ELEC, TRANSTAT, input 115 vts.,
400 cycle output adjustable from 92 to
115 vts., rating .5 K.V.A.
AMERICAN TRANS. CO., Transtat input
115 vts., 400 cycle output 75 to 120 vts.
or 0 to 45 volts, rating .72 K.V.A.

ELECTRIC MFG. CO. MODEL
SPS-130. Input voltage 208 or 230 volts,
60 cycle, 3 phase, 21 amps. Output 28
volts at 130 amps. continuous duty, 8

HAMMETT

point tap switch, voltmeter ammeter,
thermo reset all on front panel.

SYNCH ROS

MISCELLANEOUS

1
F SPECIAL REPEATER 115 vt. 400 cycle.
2J1F1 GENERATOR, 115 vt. 400 cycle.
2J1F3 GENERATOR, 115 vt. 400 cycle.

PIONEER MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY Saturable reactor type, designed to
supply variable voltage to a servo motor
such as CK1, CK2, CK5 or 10047.
UNIT, part No.
SPERRY AS CONTROL

TRANSFORMER 57.5 vt.
400 cycle.
2J1H1 DIFFERENTIAL GEN. 57.5/57.5 vt.
400 cycle.
5G GENERATOR, 115 vt. 60 cycle.
5DG DIFFERENTIAL GEN. 90/90 vts. 60
cycle.
SHCT CONTROL TRAN. 90/55 vts. 60 cycle.
5CT CONTROL TRAN. 90/55 vts. 60 cycle.
5SDG DIFFERENTIAL GEN. 90/90 vts. 400
cycle.
2J1G1 CONTROL

S
AY1, AYS, AY14G, AY14D, AY20,
tJ
AY27D, AY38D, AY54D.
PIONEER AUTOSYN POSITION.
INDICATORS & TRANSMITTERS.
TYPE 5907-17, single, Ind. dial graduated
0 to 360°, 26 vts., 400 cycle.
TYPE 6007-39, dual Ind., dial graduated
0 to 360°, 26 vts., 400 cycle.
TYPE 4550-2-A, Transmitter, 2:1 gear ratio
26 vts., 400 cycle.
TYPE

ALNICO FIELD MOTOR

644836.
A5 AZIMUTH FOLLOW-UP AMPLIFIER, part No. 656030.
SPERRY A5 DIRECTIONAL GYRO, part No.
656029, 115 vt. 400 cycle, 3 phase.
SPERRY A5 PILOT DIRECTION INDICATOR,
part No. 645262 contains AY 20.
ALLEN CALCULATOR, TYPE Cl, TURN &
BANK IND., part No. 21500, 28 vts. D. C.
TYPE Cl, AUTO -PILOT FORMATION STICK,
part No. G1080A3.
PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER,
type 12076-1-A, 115 vt. 400 cycle.
SPERRY

ALL PRICES
F. O. B.

GREAT NECK
N. Y.

363

GREAT NECK ROAD, GREAT NECK, N. Y.

Telephone GReat Neck 4-1147

ELECTRON ICS

-

Write for Catalog NE100

U.

S.

Export License -2140

Western Union address:
WUX Great Neck, N. Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER

ALNICO FIELD MOTORS
(Approx. size overall . .
3%" x 11/2" diameter)
Delco -Type 5069230: 27.5
volts; DC; 145RPM
$19.95 ea.
DELCO TYPE #5069600: 27.5 volts DC;
$19.95
260 RPM
PM Motor, Delco Type #5069370: 27 5 volt;
DC Alnico Field; 10,000 r.p.m.; dimensions
1" x 1" x 2" long; shaft extension 1/2", diam$12.50
eter 0.125"
PM Motor, Diehl Mfg. SS FD6-21; 27 5 volt;
DC Alnico Field; 10,000 r.p.m.; dimensions
1" x 1" x 2" long; shaft extension 1/2", diam$12.50
eter 0.125"
AC CONTROL MOTOR
Diehl Mfg. Co., FPE-25-7, 20 Volts, 2 ph
$15.00
1600 RPM. .05 amps
A. C. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR Type RBC
2505; Volts 115; Cycles 60; RPM 60; Mfg.
HOLTZER CABOT ELECT. Approx. size:
$15.00 ea.
21/2" x 2%" x 2'Y8"
400 CYCLE MOTORS
400
cycles
TYPE
CK5
2
Phase;
PIONEER:
$35.00 ea.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE J49A: 115
V; 0.1A; 7000 r.p.m. Single phase 400
cycle
$17.50 ea.
AIRESEARCH: 115V; 40 C'PS; Single
phase 6500 RPM; 1.4 amp; Torque 4.6 in.
oz.; HP .03
$10.00 ea.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE JM6B:
200 VAC; 1 amp; 3 phase: 400 cycles,
$12.50 ea.
6000 RPM
EASTERN AIR DEVICES, TYPE J31B:
115 V, 400-1200 Cycle. Single Phase
$12.50 ea.
AIRESEARCH: AC Induction, 200 V; 3
Phase, 400 Cycle, 2 H.P.; 11,000 RPM; 8
amps
$79.50 ea.
AIRESEARCH: AC Induction, 200 V; 3
Phase, 400 Cycle, .12 H.P., 6500 RPM; 1.5
amps
$25.00
Electric Motor: PNT-1400-A1-IA Serial
No. 207, 208 V., 400 cycles, 3 phase Kearfott
Co., Inc.
$17.50 ea.
SERVO MOTOR 10047-2-A; 2 Phase;
400 Cycle, with 40-1 Reduction Gear
$17.50 ea.
TELECHRON SYNCHRONOUS TIMING MOTORS: 110
VAC; 6 cycle; 2 RPM and 4
RPM; approx. 2%" square
overall
$2.95 ea.
In lots of 10 or more
$2.50 ea.
SMALL DC MOTORS
_5068750:
DELCO
constant speed; 27 VDC:
160 RPM; built-in reduction gears and
governor
$17.50 ea.
J. OSTER: series reversible motor; 1/50th
H.P.; 10,000 RPM; 271/2 VDC; 2 amps;
SPERRY #806069; approx. size 11" x 31/2"
$7.50 ea.
(Approx. size....4" long x 11/4" dial.)
General Electric Type 5ABIOAJ37;
27 volts,
DC; .5 amps. S oz. inches torque; 250 RPM,
shunt wound; 4 leads; reversible.$15.00 ea.
General Electric. Mod. 5BA10FJ33 12 oz.
inches torque, 12 V DC, 56 RPM, 1.02 amp.
a.
General Electric-Type$15.00IIC;27
z.
e7
volts, DC; .5 amps, 8 oz.
inches torque;
145 RPM; shunt wound; 4 leads; reversible
15.00 ea.
GENERAL ELECTRIC DC MOTOR
5BA10AJ64. 160 r.m.p.; 65 amp; 12 oz.Mod.
-in.
torque; 27V DC
$19.95 ea.
WESTINGHOUSE OVER CURRENT RELAY: Type
MN, adjustable from .04-.16
amp. (1210991). External
reset push button. Enclosed
in glass case .. hand calibrated. NEW LOW PRICE.

INVERTERS

Eastern Air Devices,
Type .331B; 115 volt;
400-1200 cycle; single
phase; variable frequency; continuous
duty; L & R #2,
blower; approx. 22 cu.
ft./min.
$15.00

BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Volt, 400 Cycle, Westinghouse Type
FL, 17CFM, complete with capacitor.
New
$12.50 ea.
115

Input:

24 V, DC. 52 amps; Output: 115
volts -400 cycles, 3 -phase, 750 VA. and 26
Volt -400 cycle, 250 VA. Voltage and fre$95.00 ca.
quency regulated
PIONEER 12130-3-B
Output: 125.5 VAC; 1.15 amps, 400 cycle
single phase, 141 VA. Input: 20-30 VDC,
18-12 amps. Voltage and frequency regu$89.50 ea.
lated
12116-2-A PIONEER
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase;
590.00 ea.
45 amp. Input: 24 VDC 5 amp
10285 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 Volts AC, 750 V.A., 3 phase,
400 cycle, .90 PF, and 26 volts, 50 amps,
single phase, 400 cycle, .40 PF. Input:
27.5 VDC, 60 amps. cont. duty. 6000 RPM.
Voltage and Frequency regulated ...$195.00
10486 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 VAC; 400 Cycle; 3 -phase: 175
VA; .80 PF. Input: 27.5 DC; 12.5 amp; Cont.
Duty
$90.00 ea.
12121-1A PIONEER
Output: 115 VAC; 3 -phase; 400 cycle; 250
VA; 0.7 PF. Input: 24 VDC; 18 amp. Volt$125,00
age and freq. regulated
94-32270-A LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 Volts; 190 VA; Single Phase;
400 Cycle; .90 PF. and 26 Volts; 60 VA;
400 Cycle; .40 PE. Input: 27.5 Volts DC;
18 amps; cont. duty, voltage and freq.

BOX 356

X

EAST

t

H

SINE -COSINE GENERATORS
(Resolvers)
Diehl Type FJE43-9 (Single Phase Rotor).
Two stator windings 90' apart, provides
two outputs equal to the sine and cosine of
the angular rotor displacement. Input volt$3000 ea.
age 115 volts, 400 cycle
Diehl Type FPE-43-1 same as FJE-43-9
voltage
stator
maximum
it
supplies
except
of 220 volts with 115 volts applied to
$25.00 ea.
rotor
Arma Resolver Type 213014; equal in size
to size 5 synchro; 55-60 cycle; single phase
$79.50
primary, 2 phase secondary
GENERATORS
Eclipse -Pioneer; 716-3A (Navy Model NEA3A) OUTPUT: 115 VAC; 10.4 amps; 800
cycle; single phase; 28.6 VDC; 60 amps Q
2400 rpm; spline drive; self exciting; wt.
60e.
BRAND NEW in original 3.,,...g39,08 ea.
SYNCHRONOUS
SELSYNS

volt, 60 cycle,
brass cased, approx.
4" dia. x 6" long.
Mfg. by Diehl and
Bendix.
Quantities Available.
S20.00
REPEATERS
$20.00
TRANSMITTERS
SYNCHROS
IF Special Repeater (115V-400 Cycle)
$15.00
2JIF 3 Generator (115-400cyc.)...$10.00
5CT Control Transformer; 90-50 Volt;
110

$95.00

115 VOLT GENERATORS
Brand new Eclipse

generators: 115 VACS
9.4 amp; 1000 watts;
800

cycles, 2400-4200 rpm.

Cyc.

DC output is 30 volts
amp. Unit has spline drive shaft and
$29.95
is self-excited
5 RPM GEAR HEAD MOTOR

at

25

Mfg. RAE., Type
7519; 115 volts AC,
DC; Fractional HP,

overall

dimension

each.
Lots of 10.$11.95 ea.
51/2"

$12.95

J
TRANSFORMERS
SOLA

One KVA, 210-270 Volts,
240 Sec., 3 -Phase

$175.00

#30663

FILAMENT, Gen. Elec. #7455321: Primary
110/125 Volts. Secondary 11 Volts 65 Amps,
975 KVA. Shipping wt. approx. 60 pounds.
$24.95
FILAMENT, AMERTRAN #29048: Primary
115 Volts, 50/60 cycle. Secondary 5 volts,
190 amp. Shipping weight approx. 75 lbs.
$36.50
VARIABLE, AMERTRAN #29144: 250 VA,
103-126 commutator range, fixed windings,
$19.95
115 volts, max. 2.17 amps

SENSITIVE ALTIMETERS
Pioneer Sensitive altimeters,
0-35,000 ft. range
. calibrated in 100's of feet. Barometric setting adjustment. No
hook-up required...$12.95 ea.

Can

G. E. GENERATORS
General Electric Type 5ASB31JJ3; 400 cycles out at 115
volts; 7.2 amps; 8,000 rpm.;
size 6" long x 6" dia.
$19.10 ea.

$39.95 ea.
BRAND NEW
MG 153 HOLTZER-CABOT

single phase;

Immediate Delivery
ALL

ih

PASADENA STATION

EQUIPMENT

All prices net

FULLY GUARANTEED

FOB Pasadena,

Calif.

,fra,
PASADENA 8,

CALIFORNIA

$27.50 en.

SINGLE

PE 218 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 VAC; Single Phase; PF 90;
380/500 cycle 1500 VA. Input: 25-28 VDC;
92 amps; 8000 RPM; Exc. Volts 27.5.

regulated

complete with tubes

Sensitive Type, Kollsman
Mark V; Range 0-3500 RPM
in 31/2 revolutions of the
indicating pointer.$9.95 ea.
Tachometer Indicator and Generator
Both $33.50
(above)
TACHOMETER GENERATOR (MARK V)
$25.50 ea.

$80.00 ea.

amp

1207G -1-A,

TACHOMETER INDICATOR
G. E. GENERATORS

10563 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase;
115 VA; 75 PF. Input: 28.5 VDC; 12

14.95

BLOWER

Type

www.americanradiohistory.com

ea.
ea.

60

ea.

5F Motor (115/90 volt -60 eye.) $60.00$50.00 ea.
50 Generator (115/90 volt -60 eye.)
$50.00 ea.
5/DG Differential Generator (90/90 volts
$30.00 ea.
-400 eye.)
TRANSMITTER, BENDIX C-78248; 115
$25.0 ea.
Volt, 60 Cycle
Differential -C-78249; 115 Volt; 60 Cycle
$5.00
REPEATER, BENDIX C-78410; 115 Volt,
$37.50 ea.
60 Cycle
REPEATER, AC synchronous 115 V., 60
cycle, C-78863
$15.00 ea.
Synchro Generator (115/90 volt: 60
cycle)7G
$75.00
6G Synchro Generator (115/90 volt; 60
cycle)
$60.00
6DG Synchro Differential Generator (90/90
volt; 60 cycle)
$60.00
2JF51 Selsyn Control Transformer: 105-55
Volts; 60 Cycle
$50.00
2JD5J2 Selsyn Motor: 115-90 Volts; 60 cycle
.00
5JD5HA1 Selsyn Generator: 115-105 Vol$50ts;
60 cycle
2JIF1 GENERATOR: 115-57.5 Volt;$50.00
400
cycle
$12.50 ea.
2J1H1 DIFFERENTIAL GENERATOR:57.5
$12.50 ea.
-57.5 Volt: 400 cycle
2J101 CONTROL TRANSFORMER: 57.5$7.50 ea.
57.5 Volt; 400 cycle
PIONEER AUTOSYNS
AY -1
26 Volt -400 Cycle
$6.95
AY -5
26 Volt -400 Cycle
$7.95
AY27D
$12
AY6-26 Volt -400 cyc
$-4.95.50
ea.
AY30D-26 Volt -400 cyc
$25.00 ea.
AY14D
AY34

$10.00
$20.00

AY20-26 Volt -400 cyc

$12.50 ea.

PIONEER TORQUE UNITS
TYPE 12604-8-A: Contain CK5 Motor coupled to output shaft through 125:1 gear reduction train. Output shaft coupled to autosyn. follow-up (AY43). Ratio of output
shaft to follow-up Autosyn is 15:1.$70.00 ea.
TYPE 12602-1-A: Same as 12606-1-A except it has a 30:1 ratio between output shaft
$70.00 ea.
and follow-up Autosyn
TYPE 12602-1-A: Same as 12606-1A except it has base mounting type cover for
$70.00 ea.
motor and gear train
MICROPOSITIONER
Barber Colman AYLZ 2133-I Polarized D.C.
Relay: Double Coil Differential sensitive.
Alnico P. M. Polarized field. 24V contacts;
.5 amps; 28 V. Used for remote positioning,
synchronizing, control, etc
$12.50 ea.
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Vaiut

Buy TOP Radio -Electronic

SIGNAL CORPS COMPONENTS
OVER 250,000 SIGNAL CORPS AND NAVY COMPONENTS IN STOCK. MOSTLY NEW
ORIGINAL PACKING. PRODUCTION QUANTITIES IN MANY TYPES. CALL OR WRITE
FOR QUANTITIES AND PRICES.
SIG. CNPS
STOCKK NO.

!A275 -109A

!A2352/1
!C K2537-13
!C4403A/C7
!C4197C/F2
!C4512/66
!C4528.3/44.1
!C4528/12
!C6191A/3
:C6191/K1
:C6191/T3
C6191F/T2
C6230,/123

C6230.3/124
2 C6307AK1

2 C6386A/T14
2 C6494A/C6
2 C6494A/C11
2 C6494A%R4

2 C6530-653A/C10
2 C6530-653A/T5

2 09613.304
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0303-36
03265-66
03400-108
05731-337
06721-487
07267-25
07585-18
07617A
07636-16
08673-42
09010A

2 09476
2 09601.44
2 09601.51
2 09608.36
2 09611.11

2 09611.39

2 09611.65
2 09611.115
2 09611.209
T 09611.289
2 09611.307
2 29612.10

'9612.52

9612.98
9612-105
9612.111
9613.14
K9613.30
9613.67
22 9613.128
22 9613.276
22 9614-34
22 9614-87
22 9614-94
22 91615.1
22
22
22
22
22
22

22

ti

K9617-22

8-9
22
22 :a11322
22 9618 54
22 9619-42
22 9619-43
22 9619-63
22 9619-99
2Z 9619.116
22 9621-43
22 9621-112
2Z 9625-1
2Z 9625-8
2Z 9625-29
22 9625-35
2Z 9626
2Z 9627-35
2Z 9628-2

22 9628-5
2Z9631.7
2Z9631.94
2Z9631.187
2Z9632
2Z 9632.8
2Z 9632.14
2Z 9632.39
22 9632.125
2Z 9632.159
2Z 9632.170
22 9632.171
22 9632.180
22 9632.197
2Z 9632.206
2Z 9632.213
2Z 9632.268
2Z 9632.362
2Z 1632.365
2Z 9632.366,
2Z 1634.4
2Z 1634.5
2Z 9634.35
2Z 1634.39
2Z9 634.46
2Z9 634.49

I

ITEM

Antenr a
Clamp
Mod. Lnit
Choke
Filter
Trans.
Trans.

Filter

Trans.
Choke
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Choke
Trans.
Cond.
Choke
Relay
Choke
Trans.
Trans.
Adapter
Recept.
Trans.
Bag

Imp. KC
FT -487 Ntg.
Type J.4 .B. Pot
Relay
Relay
Relay
Socket

Strap

Strip
Transi.

Trans.
Trans.
Transf.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

Transi.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

Transi.
Transf.

Trans.
Trans.
Transf.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Transf,
Trans.
Transi.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

Transi.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

Trans.

I

UCORPS EQUIP.L

{

RC -226

'
'

BC -375, 13C-111
BC -AE -230 ani BC -AG -230
BC -AH -230 BC -AL -4311
AFC -1. BC -307A, and Q
BC -446-A and C

AN/FMQ-1

.

SCR -508-528
U 'W

MP -48
UW/'SCR-508-. 28

U/W SCR -511
APS-13

Xmitter

3E1133B
3E1441
3E1604
3F54
3F4061 B/ C1

Trans.
Trans.
Transi.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Reactor
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Choke
Coil
Coil
Coil
Choke
Capacitor]
Condenser
Capacitor
Condenser
Cord
Cord
Cord
Ammeter
Coil

321893-5.2

Filter

22K9982-3

RA -61-A

0 Projector

229984

PH -398

3C279
3C307-1

RC -150 and 151
PE -138A of SCB-527A

3C307-46
3C315-51
3C16-15
C317-14
3C317-15
3C317.33
3C317-43
3C317-44
3C323 -6C
3C323 -14A
3C323 -24B
3C323 -29E
3C323 -54B

RCA #ET -8010E

TCS-5-8-9 and 10
SCR -584-B
T-50/CPN-8 of AN/CPN-8
P/O Projector PH -398
BC -1160A (RC -1506, C, D)

AN/FRC-1

TCS-5-8-9-11
Xmitter, TZO

SCR -296A
BC -800-A, SCR -729A
Xmitter, BC -642
SCR -5888
Scope, BC -1060-A

3C323 -122B

3C323-1458
3C324-4
3C324-40

RT-5/APS-4, AN/APS-4
AN/APS-13
Scope 1D-75, CPS -1

3C324.86
3C325-2
3C325-3
30328-28
30332-820
3C335-11
3C337-2
3C343-2
3C344
3C344-9
3C362-8
3C362-14
3C262-23
3C362-24
3C362-39
3C375-15
3C549
3C570-6
3C573

P/0 Projector 'H-396
SCR. 518A

T-28/APT-1, AN 'APT -1
A/N-MD-30; APi-d
TS-121/CPN-8
R-36/TPS-2
AN/TPS-2
R59/TPS-3, AN -PS -3
AM-61/APG
AN Ree R-56/ARQ-8
BC -922

SCR -268A and SCR -296A
PE -104A, SCR -234A

Public Address

Switchboard 1022-B
SCR -629 A and C
Rec. Coder, R-56/CPN-8
E 2-Unitron Rect.
PE -157 A and B of SCR -511
PO/AN/TTO-1
T-14/TRC-1
Projector PH -40i
BC -329G and RI11-60-G

3C575G-1-3C375G-1
3C1987-14
3C1987-28
3C1987-29
3C1987 -39B
3C4075
30308
30328

BC -654 of SCR -284A
SCR -511A
SCR -517A
PA -6A Public Address
P/o BC500B
Xmitter and Ree., BC -659A
BC -1005A of SCR -555A
Pits RM -35B
RA-70 Rectifier of SCR -584
R-58 ARQ-8
HT.4PTCS-5 8-9 and 11¡¿,

HT.dB
AN RT -72, UPN-1

3062-21
3DB1A25-2

323275-11
3Z3405
323438

S

Hallicrafters HT -12

Sig. Gen. 1-198A, RC -148

-

IN QUIP.

UCSED
ORPS

I

T-67 'A RC -3
BC -642

Radio Compass, SCR -269G
RC -148
BC -1160A of RC-150B.C.D.

AN AN4

ANS"APS-13
PA -6-A, Public Address

AN/APQ-2A

RC -150 B. C. D.

CF -1A and Repeater CF -3A
Speaker LS -3
Used in Diversity Equip.
BC -222 and BC -322
BC -312, BC -314, BC -342
BC -223
BC -312, 314, 342, BC -344
BC -212A of 13C-2126
Interphone Amp., BC -347

Interphone Amp., BC -367
BC -367
Interphone Amp.. BC -367
Modulator Unit RA -18
Rectifier Unit RA -57A
BC -941A of SCR -547A

BC -957A of SCR -547A
RC -103A and AZ
BC -1094 of SCR-547A
MC -363A of SCR-547A
Test Unit 1-176
BC -191 and BC -375

BC -456-B of SCR -274-N
BC -438 of SCR -218
BC -441-B of SCR -281A

P-0 Radio Set -SCR -593A
SCR -729A
Collins 32RA Xmitter
BC -367
SCR -211 Freq.

PP-87'APT4

Meter

Xmitter

BC -339K
Public Address PA -1-C

Dumont Oscillagraph
Power Unit PE -120A

#208

SCR-536
Coder Unit R-56/CPN-8
Test Set 1-61-B
SCR -614A-13
MD1 FRC
T -28'A PR -1
BC -1006-A
Power Unit PP-127/TPS-10

Xmitter Mod. T-50 CPN-8
BC -191C and BC -375
BC -1090-B

AN PP-144/CPS-4
BC -1016 Recorder
BC -1016 Recorder
RC -192A
BC -800-B

-

BC -1348 Scope
RA -34-4
PE -104A of SCR -284A
BC -357-M
GN -45-B of SCR -284A
SCR -808A
BC -728A of SCR -593A
PE -97A of SCR -620
BC -7456 of SCR -511
CH2 for PE -157A

APG-5 U/W AN-APG-13
Rec. BC -787A of SCR -607
BC -620A
RM -13-C
AN Radar APG-13
RA -57-A of SCR -547-A
BC -957A of SCR -547A
RC -103A, RC -103 -AZ
Telegraph Term. CF -2A
SC-R284A
BC -212A and BC -667
C-204 Freg. Rec. and Amp!. 509 AN
Power Supply Unit PE -237
SCR -177 and 188
BC -223A and PE -55
CD -604
BC -148-151 and 156
Test Set 1-61B
R/19A TRC-1

Choke
Fuse Holder
.15 Key
J38 Key
Switch
Switch
Handset
Coil Assy.

321893-8

PA -6-A Public Address
PA -6-A Public Address
BC -745A, SCR -5:1
BC -654 of SCR-2S4A
BC -1306

Filter

321893-5

!,

327990-26
329587-1
4B1109A.13

4G1668C/C5
6C8/F1
627564M

Radio Sapp/us Corp.
ELECTRONICS

Trans.

2Z9759
229760
2Z9823
229805
2Z9808
2Z9851
229853
229854
2Z9855
229876-2
2Z9878-1
2Z9878-11
229878-13
2Z9879

229954
229975.17
2Z9979

AN-MD-1FRC

TS -25-3

Trans.
Transf.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

2Z9947-3.1

BC -148, GN -35 CS -38
SCR -609A and 610A
BC -401B

ITEM

Transi.

2Z9944

M55/AA

PA -5-A

2Z9638-19
2Z9638-27
2Z9638.44
229639.7
2Z9643.42
2Z9647.11
229702-2

229879-2
229879-3
229900-5

RA-10DA and DB

P

22K9638.6
2Z9138-14
2Z9638-16

2Z9713

BC -604A
BC -604A -B -C -D
BC -653A
BC -653A
BC -1296A

I

Trans.
Trans.
Transi.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.

229635.8
2Z9635.25
229636.16

AN/APQ_13
BC-603A-BC613A
UTC-52804
Hamm. Super Pro
BC -7798 and 1004C
Hamm Super Pro
BC -191A and 3
BC -AA -191
BC -AA -191

33A and 34A
PE -55

SIG. CORP
STOCK NOS

Coil!
Plus

PA Set PA -6-A

732 South,Sherman
eet
Chicago 5, Illinois

April, 1953

Phone: HArrison 7-5923
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Headquarters for
MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT

-

the widest assortment, the strongest
depth and the most immediate availa.bl_1ty of any source on test equipment.
One of -he most popular pieces of war -borne equipment still in everyday use
is the X -Band 3 cm Signal Generator, TS -13. We at Weston have modernized
tlis inst _ ument slightly and are now producing them in larger quantities than
ever before. Attractively priced, this instrument may be obtained in less than
two weeks from receipt of your order. May we send a leaflet of specifications
on it to you? Besides the TS -13 Weston Laboratories, Incorporated makes
availab:e a still larger inventory on military electronic test equipment.
AN-APA 10
AN -APR -1
AN -APR-II
AN-TSM-4
AN-UPM-03
AS-23
A3.67
A1.68
A3-39
A3-48
BE -167
BC- 221

*

BC 376
BC
BC
BC
BC

438
439

638
639
BC 906D
BC9188

1-49
1-56

1-618

-83A
-86A
-95A
-96A
I.97A
I -98A
I -106A
I
I
I
I

1-114
1-115
1-117

I-122
1-126

1-130A
1-1346
1-135

BC-936A

-137A
I -139A
I -140A

90959 -TL

1-145
1-147

80923A

80949/A

BC -1060A
BC-1066A

BC-1201A

BG1203

BG1236/A
BC-1255/A
BC-1277
BC-1287A

I

1-153A
I

-157A

I-167

1-168

I-177
1-178
1-186

I -196A

1-198A
I-488
C1 new namfacture.

1-203A
I-208
I-212

1-222/A
1.223/A
1-225

I-233
I-245
1E

-21A

1E-36
IF-12/C
IS -185 I
IS-189

LAD

LAE-2J

LAF
LM *
LU -2
LU -3

LZ

ME -6/U

OA
OAA-2
OAK
OAW
P4
P4E
SG -8/U

TAA-16V1/L
TS -1 ARR

TS-3A/AP
TS-8A/U

TS-10A/APN-1 TS -69A
TS-11/AP *
TS-76-APM-3
TS-12/AP*
TS -78/U
TS-13/AP *
TS-87/AP
TS-14/AP
TS-89/AP *
TS-15B/AP
TS -90 *
TS-16/APN
TS-92/AP
TS -18
TS -19

TS-23/AP
TS-24/APM-3
TS-24/ARR-2

TS-26/TSM-1 *
TS-27/TSM
TS-32A/TRC-1

TS-33/AP
TS-34/AP
TS-35/AP
TS-36/AP

TS-39/TSM

TS-45/APM-3
TS-46/AP
TS-47/APR
TS-51/APG-4
TS-55/AP
TS-56/AP
TS -59
TS -60/U

TS-61/AP
TS-62/AP
TS-63/AP
TS-65A/FM2-1

TS-173/UR

TS -174/U
TS -175/U*

TS-182/UP
TS-184/AP
TS -189/U
TS-192/CPM-4
TS-194/CPM-4
TS-195/CPM-4
TS-197/CPM-4
TS-198/CPM-4
TS-203/AP
TS-204/AP
TS-205/AP
TS -207
TS-210/MPM
TS-218/UP
TS-220/TSM

TS-96/TPS-1

TS-98/AP
15-100/AP
TS-101/AP
TS-102/AP *
TS-108/AP *
TS-110/AP
TS-111/CP
TS-117/GP *

TS-118/AP
TS-125/AP *
TS -127/U
TS-131/AP

TS -226A

TS-230B
TS-232/TPN-2
TS -239B

TS -138

TS-142APG
TS-143/CPM-1
TS-144/TRC-6
TS -146
TS-147/AP *
TS-148/UP *
TS -153
TS -155

TS-250/APN
TS -251

TS-257/AV1/R
TS -263
15-2688 *

TS -270A
TS -281 /TRC-7

IS-303/AG

TS-311/FSM-1
TS -323
TS -324/U
TS -328
TS -338

TS-359A/U
TS -363/U
TS -375
TS -377/U
TS -389/U
TS -418
TS -419
TS -421/U
TS -433/U
TS -465/U
TS -480/U
TS -505
TS -589/U
TS -615/U
TS -616/U

TSá17/U
TS -620/U
TSX-4SE
TSS-4SE

TVN-SSE

TUN-8HU
TTX-10RH

TS-285/GP

TS-159-TPK

TS-164/AR
TS-170/ARN-5

TS -301/ U

',

TS -293
TS -297

7

*

44

BEFORE SELLING YOUR IDLE TEST EQUIPMENT...
.

please get our offer

WESTON LABORATORIES

N

_

POATE

HARVARD, MASS.
Cable: WESLAB Tel: Boston: WE 5-4500
April, 1953
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ELECTRON ICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

,eliaftee Sfiec4ild
GEAR ASSORTMENT

HAYDON TIMING MOTOR
R.P.M., 115 V., 60 Cycle... $1.95

1

TIMING MOTOR

$1.79

8 RPM 115V 60 cyc
E. Ingraham Co.

400 CYCLE INVERTERS

Leland Electric Co.
i10800 in: 20-28 V.D.C., 92 A. 8000 R.P.H. Out: 115V.
400 Cyc. 1 phase. 1500 V.A. 90 PF
$29.95

Amp.
1/8
3/8

AG FUSES

3

Per

Amp.
3/4

100

Per

100

Amp.

$4.00
$4.00 1
8
3.00
4.00
10
4
3.00
4.00
5
3.00
15.
3 AG FUSE HOLDERS (Finger) 254

1/2

BALL BEARINGS

Mfg. No.
MRC5028-1
MRC7026-1
MRC106M2
MRC 106M 1
Federal LS1I
Norma STIR
Federal AS41

5/2
ID
5 5/64
1
1
1

Schatz
Norma 203S

6 15/64

7/16
7/16
2 1/2
2 1/8
1 1/2
1 3/4
1 9/16
1 3/8

ND5202-C13M
ND 3200
ND R6

15/32

11/32

1

$3.75
3.50
1.75
1.60
1.75
1.70
1.50
1.00
.90
1.00
.60
.40
.45
.45

11/32

732

5/16
13/32

1/32

1

S/16

Price

5/8
5/8
9/32
9/16
7/16
3/8

8

MRC39Rl
MRC38R3

3.00

9/16
25/64
25/64

2
2

55/64

100

$3.00
3.00

hick

6 1D

17/64
13/64
1/8
1/8
1/18
3/4
5/8
1/2
25/64

1
1

Per

Brand New Meters -Guaranteed
0-10 ma. D.C. 31/2'..$3.95 0-80 Amp. D.C. 254'..$2.50
0-1 Ma D.C. 354' DeJur.. (Scale Reads 0-4 KV)..$5.75

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave 200 MA 115\
Half Wave 100 MA 115V

$1.79
.91

SOUND POWER HANDSET
BRAND NEW
Includes 5 ft. cord. -Uses no batteries or external power source.

140

UG175iU
83-1AC

51.20
83-1F

300

83-lAP
PL -274
PL -275
SO -239

83-IAF
$0.30
83-1BC
.35
83-1F
83-1H
1.12
83-1Hp
.22
83-13
83-1R'ry
.65
83-1SP
.45
83-1SPN
.53
83-1T
83-2AF
1.95
83-2,1
2.10
83-2R
1.65
83-22AP
1.25
83-22F
1.90
83-223
83-22R
1.50
68
83-22SP
.80
83-22T
83-168
1.65
14
83-185
14
CW-123A/U .45
M-358
1.30
M-359
.30
M -359A
.65
PL-258
.75
PL -259
.45
PL -2594
.53

RG
RO
RG
RG
RG
RG
RG
RG

NEW $26.40

20
22
23
24
25
33
39

125
135

240
250

400
430

680
800

b0

80

160

270

470

82
90
100
110
120

300
330
360
370
390

500
510
580
800
650

820

51

56
60
62

160
175
180
200
220

.0018
.0027
.0033

910
.001
.0012

.0038'

.0013
.0015
Price Schedule

TYPE

.005
.006

ÓÓ68

.0082

mmf to 820 mmf
.001 mmf to .0016
.002 m1dld to .0082 mfd
10

50

80

18!

SILVER MICAS
mmf moor mmf mmf mid

mmf: mat
10
50
100
18
51
110
22
56
115
23 60
120

170
180
208
225

360

370
390
400

510
525
560
570

24

125

240

130

250
255
260
270

410

880

25
27
30
40

62

'66

68
75
82

135
150
155

430
470
488
500

mid

.001
.0011

.0024
.0025
.0027
.0028

700
800
900 ..0023

.0033
.0039
.004

.0013
.0015
0018
.0018
.0022

003

mfd

.0047
.005
.0051
.0056
.006
.0068
.0082
.01

Price Schedule
10 mmf to 700 mfd
.0011 mfd to .002 mfd
.0022 mfd to .0082 mfd
.01 mfd

also 352-7250-2A:

352-7251-2 4:

S.S.*
S.S.

Ohms
1000
10K
15K

"J"

Shaft
S.S.

Ohms

Shaft
1/2'

Meg.
Meg.
S.S.
Meg.
S.S.
*-Sp It Locking Bushing
t -With Swlteh
1
1
1

JONES BARRIER STRIPS
2-140Y $0.17 3-141W $0.27 8-141 $(W $0.64
3-14094W .21 4-141
.24 9-141
.48
6-140
.28 5-141
.29 9-141Y
.71
10-140W
.59 5--14134W .41 3-142
.24
10-14034 W .59 7-14131 W .56 2-150
.43
3-14134W .27 8-141
.44 3-150
.60
TIME DELAY RELAY
I

Raytheon CPX 24166
Min. Delay. 115 V., 60 Cycle

254 second recycling time

Mieroswltch contact. l0A
long as power is applied

90

ONLY

spring return
Holds ON as
Fully Cased
$6.50

RADIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR
I
KW 400 KC: Input: 220 V 60 cycle Needs
minor repairs to water circulating
system. Otherwise in good condition

RCA

$295.00

100

,000

12,000

33800

,0000

1888

0,000

32

-1

89.8 2,000

2.66 35.7
3.39 38
5.21 45.1
12
45.5
15
54.25
17.9 56.7
18
60
28
71.4
28.5

125
250
270
420
425
800

-1

-2

DIFFERENTIAL Used $4.95
115 V., 60 Cycle
New $9.95
#C78249
2%" dia. s 5%' long
Used between two C78248's as a dampener. Can be
converted to 3600 RPM Motor in 10 minutes. Conversion sheet supplied. (Converted)
$5.50
Mounting Brackets-Bakelite for selsyns, and differentials shown above
35e pair

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS
V.D.C. Price MFD
V.D.C. Price
400
$0.85 1
3,600
$3.95
400
1.00 3 x .2
4,000
2.50
500
.85 2
4,000
7.95
500
1.30 3
4,000
10.95
500
1.35 .01
.95
5,000
600
.45 .01-.03
1.40
6,000
60060
1.50
.80
103-.03
6,000
9.95
600
1.63 .02-.02
7,000
1.55
600
2.05 .02-.03
7,000
1.60
600
2.95 .1
7,000
1.95
800
1.75 .1-.1
7,000
2.25
600
1.79 .1
7,500
2.25
800
.60 .3-.3
7,500
4.50
1.000
.75 .075-.075 8.000
1.85
1,000
.95 .15-.15
8,000
2.95
.25
20,000
19.95
1,000
2.75
1,000
3.25
1 mfd
1,5000
6,000
1.65
2,000
1.30
V.D.C.
2,000
1.65
G.E.
2,000
3.75

MFD
6
3 x 3
4

4-4
8
1

4
8
10

Shaft
30K-10K 3/8't
3K-90K
1/4'

Ohms

,995

WATT -45¢
8,000 50,000
2,200
8,250 52,525
2,250
9,000 55,000
2,550
9,700
58,000
2.55
3,300 10,000 65,000
2.58
5.000 12,000 68,000
5,221 15,000 75,000
1,000
6,000 25,000 84,000
1,530
7,000
1,750
45,000
PRECISION RESISTORS
WATT -604
100,000
149,500
260,000
348,000
590,000
105,000
150,000
270,000
399,000
600,000
120,000
175.000
296,000
413,000
645,000
128,000
200,000
297,000
500,000
650,000
130,000
240,000
310,000
520,000
700.000
132,000
250,000
320,000
522,000
1
MEGOHM 1 WATT 1%-$1.50; 5%-60¢
PRECISION RESISTORS
WATT -754
4,385
6,000
19,917
25,000
80.000
5,000
10,000
23,000
65,000
100.000

JOINT
ALUMINUM
1/4" hole x 1/2" O.D.
11/8" long
85

POTENTIOMETERS

30

273.1

2.6

1.01
1.166

25-.b

1,500 1/4S.S.

0

273

PRECISION RESISTORS

.861

UNIVERSAL

2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000
5,000
10K

65

.2

Price per
1000 ft.

PRICE -$2.50 EACH

200

1'-1229621-60

110-625/17 1.00

TScrewwo
6-32Holes

5/16"
S.S.
8D -Screw Driver

10E

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
17TAH-9262
9278
9289
9318
9340
9350
WESTERN ELECTRIC -13166173
D161310
K88698, Kß9800 K39862, K513161
GENERAL ELECTRIC -80-G-5
JEleiclt.RSON ELECTRIC -C-12A-1318
DINION COIL-TR1048
TR1049

2.65
1.95

UG-499/U 1.25

151C 1/4
200K B.S.
1/4
25K S.S.
250K 5/8
250K S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
70K S.S.
3/8
80K B.S.
500K S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
3/8
100K 7/16
1Meg S.B.
1,000 3/8
3/4 100K S.S.
1,000 S.S.
5/8
200K 5/8
$1.25 EACH
'Split Locking Bushing
TYPE "Ji" POTENTIOMETERS

100
150
300
400
500

.004

UG-306/17
UG-414/17

10.43

....

Set

70
75

120
HOOD

$140.00 RG 22/U
$135.00
6/U
180.00 RG 22A/U
285.00
7/U
80.00 RG 24/U
675.00
8/U
100.00 RG 26/U
475.00
9/17
250.00 RG 29/U.....
50.00
9A/U
275.00 RG 34/17*
300.00
10/U
240.00 RG 35/U
900.00
11/17
100.00 RG 41/17
295.00
11A/1P...
150.00 RG 54A/U
97.00
12/17
240.00 RO 55/17
110.00
13/U
216.00 RG 57/U
325.00
17/17
650.00 RG 58/13
60.00
18/1U
900.00 RG 58A/U...
65.00
19/U
1250.00 RG 59/17
55.00
20/U
1450.00 RO 62/17
70.00
21/U
220.00 RG 77/17
100.00
Add 25% for orders less than 500 feet.
No minimum order -others 250' minimum.

Includes

40
47

400
SO -239

Price per
1000 ft.

5/17

USED $17.60

10

11.25 13.89 62.54 142
366.8 59,148
PRECISION RESISTORS
WATT -35¢
.25 11.1
60.6
298.3 4,000 14,825 33,300
.334 13.07
75
400
4.285 15,000 35,888
.444 13.15
87
723.1 4,300 15,750 36,000
.502 13.3
97.8
855
4,451 15,755 37,000
.557 15
97.85
970
5,900 15,810 45.000
.627 25
125
1,000 6,500 16,000 47,000
.76 30
178
1,500 6,650 16,700 60,000
1
35
180
1,800 6,670 17,000 58,000
1.01 46
200
2,250
7,000 20,000 59,000
1.53 50
210
2,280
7,300 20,150 59,905
2.04 52
213
2,500 7,500 25,000 68,000
4.35 54
235
2,850 8,000 30,000 79,012
5.28 55.1
260
3,427
8,500 32,700 100,000
5.89 61

-1/

UG-87/U $1.50
UG-88/U
.90
UG-89/U
1.10
U0 -102/U .80
UG-103/U .68
1.70'-104/11 1.40
170-105/U 1.50
1.10-106/U .12
UG-107B/U 2.75
UG-167/U 5.70
UG-146/U 2.00
UG-175/17 .14
UG-176/U .14
110-185/13 .99
UG-196/U 1.65
17G -203/U
.65
170-224/U 1.15
UG-255/U 1.98
170-260/U .85
UG-281/U 1.10
UG-262/U 1.10
130-273/U 1.45
UG-274/17 2.30
UG-290/U .90
UG-291/U .95

NEW COAXIAL CABLES
RG
RG
RG
RG
RG
RG
RO
RG

Per Pair

mid

700

83-1J
$1.10
1.90
.40
110-13/17
1.70
UG-18B/U 1.10
UG-20B/ti 1.65
UO-21/U
.95
UG-21B/U 1.00
UO-21C/L' 1.05
17(1-2113/1 1.45
170-22/U 1.35
U0-22A/U 1.60
UG-22B/U 1.20
130-23/U 1.20
UO-23B/U 1.50
UG-23C/1.1 1.10
UO-24/17 1.30
U0-27/U 1.25
UO-27A/U 2.25
UO-27ß/U 2.95
UG-28A/U 2.95
UO-29ß/U 1.65
110-30/U 2.30
UG-57B/13 1.70
UG-58/U
.70
CO-58A/U .90
UG-59A/U 1.90
UG-83/U 1.75
UG-85/17
1.70

Sound Powered
Chest Set RCA
With 24 Ft. Cord

POSTAGE STAMP MICAS
mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf
mid

5

Qit

$18.50 gr

-

2.8
3.5

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS

100 small asserted gears. Most are stainless or brass.
Experimenter's dreamt
Only $6.50

PRECISION RESISTORS-% WATT -304
6.68 11.74 14.98
79.81 147.5
414.3
8.33 12.32 15.8 105.8
147.8
705
10.48 13.02 16.37 123.8 220.4
2,193
11
13.52 20
125
301.8
3.500

2

4 x3

8-8
1

1

2
3

8
.02

.1-.1
1-.5

3

8

3,Ó0Ó

.25

OIL FILLED A.C. CONDENSERS
V.A.C.
Price MFD
V.A.C.
750
$0.69 15
440
660
7.50 4.4
375
5.95 25
660
330
660
5.45 20
330

MFD
8

.2

6

5
4

660
660
660
660

3

2.9
2

1

I

$9.95

2.25

4.45

3

4.35
1.75
3.95 20
2.95 7.5

N34 Crystal D1ode..790

330
330
220
220

IN43A (WE400A)

Dynamotor DM 33A
Chokes:

31)

Hy. 80MA

Price

$6.25
2.15
7.50
6.75
2.25
1.45
.85

4.95
2.00
$2.25

$3.75 ea.

@...$1.29; 6HY.

80 MA

@...790

Power Tap Switch-OffiZITE (#312-5 Taps) nonshorting 25A 150 V. A.0
$3,95

Timer -Industrial Timer Corp. 15 min. on 15 min. off
continuous 115 V. A.C. Fully cased Plugs Into octal
socket
$5.50
BC 221 FREQUENCY METER

2J1G1 SELSYNS

$80.00

$8.5°

400 CYCLE BRAND NEW
Minimum Orders $3

All orders f.o.b. PHILA.. PA.

AN CONNECTORS
See Our Ad February,
PHONE! WIRE!

1953 Electronics

WRITE! YOUR NEEDS

1

GET ON OUR MAILING LIST
ELECTRONICS

-

CUL[AUCL unlatmum
r--Arch St., Cor.

Croskey Phila. 3, Pa.

April, 1953

Telephone Rittenhouse 6-4927
453

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
FLEXIBLE COUPLING SHAFTS

SHOCK MOUNT RACKS
FT -156
FT -162
FT -185
FT -225

(ALL LENGTHS IN INCHES)

MT -170A
MT -171A

MT-5/ARR-2

MMF

40
50

180
185

175

163

135

186

PRICE: MC

-

CERAMICON TYPE CAPACITORS
MMF

MMF

14
15

50
51

125
180
200

60

27

62

30
47

65

PRICE

Current
Conti
1 Amp.

$5.00;' 3100

82.

932 PHOTO TUBE

RG8/U
RG9/U
RG34/U
RG37/U
RG57/U

having SI Response,

4

ID -24 ARN-9
.
0-200 Micro

-

Movement in

3' Case. ILS
Equipment $9.95

to

Red

:..

.

1

and

infrared
Radiation. Can
be
used with
incandescent light source.
Send for data.
Near

75¢

Price

MICA CAPACITORS
CM -45--2500 V. TEST
Price MFD.
Price MFD.

MFD.
.01
.015
.02
.04
.001
.0015
.002
.0022
.0023

$0.85
85
85
85

60
60
60
60
60

.0024
.0025
.0027
.003
.004
.005
.0056
.006
.0063

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Price

.0075
.0076
.008
.0085
.0005
.00085
.00015

80
80
80
80
60

60
60

Write for Many
Others

CM -55--2500 V TEST
Price MFD.
Price MFD.

MFD.
.00001
.000025.
.00003
.00005
.000075
.0001
.00015
.00025
.0003
.0004
.0005
.00075
.0008

50.29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

35
35
35

.001
.0015
.0016
.0017
.002
.0023
.003
.004
.005
.006
.0063
.0069
.007

35
35
35
35
50
50
50
1 79

1 79

1.79
1 79
1 79
1 79

Price

.0075
.0076
.008
.01
.015
.02
.025

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

.027
.03

1
1

Test

5000 V

'.0015...

1

.002

79
79
79
10
10
10
10
10
10

2 00

40MA DC.

From I10/220VAC 60 CY.
Kit Consists of I-PWR Transformer, I-5 HY (a) 40MA
Choke. 2.8 MFD @ 450V Filter Cond.
1-6x5 Tube. A great buy at only
-V
@

$3.95

INTERPHONE TRANSFORMER SET
own interphone.
Kit consists of -Input
Transformer (Matches 4 or 6 OHM SPKR to Grid)
and I.Output Transformer
(Matches 50L6. 35L6,
25L6, etc., to 4 or 6 O H M Speaker Set
of 2 XMRS. ONLY

Rig your

I

$1.00

12-14V SUPPLY KIT
Delivers 12-I4VDC at 3.5A from 115V. 60 cy..
contains -Transformer Rated 18.5V. 4A,
-Selenium Rectifier, F. W. Bridge

$6.95

I

1

0

Kit

24 VOLT TRANSFORMERS

For operating surplus fear, toy trains, gadgets, etc. Operates from II5V. 60 cy.. supplies 24 VAC at 1.2 Amp., herm. sealed
e1
and cased
A Great Buy at Only

49

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS
Pri: IISV. 60 Cy. Sec: 28V/3.IA, 26V/8.4A
7.3V/I4A
Pri: 210/215/220/225/230/235/240V, 60 Cy.,
Sec: 11/10/7.5/5VCT @ 35A
Pri: 115V 60 Cy:
Sec:8.1V @ I.SA
Pri: 115V 60 Cy:
Sec: 18.5V @ 5A

I

$12.95
Phase
$19.50
$1.39
$4.25

Bridge
130/100

01.25

$2.10

33.60

57.50

Volts

Volts

6.50

3.60

2.20

12
20
24
30

_36

28

33.00

6.75

12.00

20.00

40.00

8.50

16.00

25.50

50.00

13.25

24.00

36.00

90.00

16.00

31.00

39.50

98.00

18.50

36.00

25.50

45.00

Comb. Transformers -115V/50-60 cps Input
$5.95
CTJ5-2-600VCT'.2A, 5V 6A
2.85
CT -15A S50VCT 085A 6.3V '6A, 6.3V/1.8A
CT -164 4200V .002A/12KV Test, 5VCT/3A/12KV
12.95
Test, 6.3V/0.6A 5400V Test
CT-341 1050 10 MA,-625V ef 5 MA, 26V Of 4.5A
16.95
3A
2x2.5V/3A, 6.3V
6.3VCT 3.6,
.340A
CR 825 360VCT
3.95
6.3VCT/3A
9.95
2.5'12, 30/.100
.160A
CT -626 1500V

(

390VCT
800VCT
585VCT
525VCT

30

100
86
75

33/.200, 5V/10,

250

MA
MA
MA
MA

275
225

10

514.5
300

250
1000

1.4

28
28

19

1326

16.3

8000

4.95
2.5 10
2.25
SVCT 3A
6.3 1A, 2.5VCT/7A 3.25
2.75
5V 3A
4.25
SV 3A, 6.3V/6A
3.45
6.3V 1.3A, 5V '3A
4.95
6.3V 1.2A, 5V 3A
4.99
5V 3A, 6.3V 6A
51/ 2A, 10VCT/2A,

50V/200 MA

3.85
8.95

MA, 6.3V 1.8A

600-0-600V .08A, 2.5VCT/6A, 6.3VCTilA 6.49
6.49
650VCT /200 MA, 6.3V 13A, 6.3V SA
3.49
230-0-230V..085A, SV 3A, 6V 2.5A

53.45
1.10
2.95

ITEM

PT -699
PT -302
PT -108
PT -671

Item

STF-370

62V/3.5A

220V

STE -608

220V

STF-968
STF-631

230V

Item

Item

52.79
4.69
120.00
7.95

Special Fil. Transformers 60 cps
Secondaries
Pri. Volts
3x2.5V SA, 3KV Test
220/440

STE -11A

STP-613
STP-409
STP-815
STP-129
STP-823
STP-08B
STP-622
STP-945

Price

300.'150V /.05A. 300 '150 V '.05A
120-0-120V,'350 MA
17,600V 144 MA...... _

2.5V 15A
2í40V' 05A, 2x5V/6A
12.6V lA
24V 0.6A, 5V/3A, 6.3V

6.3V'lA

Price
56.95

2.5V'6.5A
2x5V/27A, 2x5V '9A

230V

136VCT'3.5A.
240'440, 3ph 1310V .67A, 6KV Test
3850V 3.12KVA
230V
222VCT'.3A.
137V
220. 440V

210 220 230

2x758V .001A
5000V 'lA

210.220.230 550-0-550V .3A
Special Comb . Transformers

Pri. Volts

60

Secondaries

3.45
3.50

17.59

Special Plate Transformers 60 cps
Secondaries
Pri. Volts
230/.05A, 230V .05A
230V

50V

4.49

lA,

cp

STC-16A

220V

260V .03A, 100V 1A.

STC-609

220V

220V, 3A

Altimeter..

376

SCR 522

51.79
5.69
27.50
42.59
2.35
1.79
59.75
5.95

53.95
.69

524.50
4.59

.

.

.

7 95

12.50

-

4 89

64.89
9.50

-

3

99

75.50
.50

TV LEAD-IN WIRE, 300 ohms, HI -Q.517.50 M FT Roll
Lo -Loss
6.95
BC 306 ANTENNA TUNING UNIT, NEW
75.00
R9'APN-4, New, With Tubes
75.00
Crystal
and
Tubes
New,
With
1D6-APN-4,
8.50
A-62 Phantom Antenna
1.00
8
2 Meter Choke, 1000 MA, 20-144
Supersonic Crystal Head, M-1, 22-27KC
27.45
HI -2

FILTER CHOKES
CH -366
CH -322

Description Price

20H .3A
.35H 350 MA
10

$6.95

.

Ohms

2.75
DCR
Dual 7H 75
MA, 11H;'60
MA 5KV DC
4.69
Test
2.79
CH -119 8.5H/125 MA
CH -69-1 Dual:

CH -141

:

2.35

MÁ20H/

Stock

CH -776
CH -344
CH -43A
CH -366
CH -999
CH -511
CH3-501
CH -188M
CH -488
CH -791
CH -981
CH -22-1
CH -779
CH -25A
CH -922
CH -043
CH -89A
CH -69A

Price
CH -44S
CH -170
CH -533

Price

6.3V '4.2A

APN-1

BC

ALTITUDE INDICATOR for APN-1 2-3-5 MC,
C -387-D Final P.A. Coil for BC610
Variable Link..
RA -74 Power Supply for Super Pro
J-17. 'ARC -5 Junction Box for ARC -5.
...
J-22'ARC-5 Junction Box..
SUPERSONIC CRYSTALS. Rochelle salt ea.
MOTOR, 24vdc. 3 HP 3800 rpm. New.

CH -8-35 2/.5H/380
Ohms 1.79
MA

18.95
1.79
2.19
24.50

60 cps

SCR 522

.5
.060
.350
.135
.020

-

FT -608
FT -873
FT -899

Plate Trans. -115V,
Rating

11

.010.060

OHM -25W. 7500 OHM -5W. 23 OHM
1W, 23 OHM --1W WITH MTG. BRACK
Ant.
SA4A APA-1 Motor Driven Coaxial from
Switch DPDT, Continuous Operation
Completely Enclosed.
24VDC
Mount
Antenna
MP-22 MAST BASE Mobile
SA1A. APN-1 Altitude Limit Switch for APN-1

FT -674
FT -157
.79
FT 101'6V/ .25A
14.95
5.25V/21A, 2x7.75V/6.5A
FT -924
FT -825 2x26V/2.5A 16V/1A, 7.2V/7A, 6.4V/10A,
8.95
6.4V /2A
5.49
FT -468
6.3VCT/1A, 5VCT/3A, 5VCT/3A
7.2V21.5A, 6.5V/6.85A, 5V/6A, 5V/3A. 8.95
FT -55-2
3.75
16V P" 4.SA or 12V ("e 4.5A
FT -986
4.19
6.3'2.5A, 2x2.5V'7A
FT -38A
2.5V/2.5A, 7V/7A, TAP 2.5V/2.5A, 16KV
FT -A27
2x5V A SA, 29KV Test

MARK

.200

HELMHOLTZ COILS
PHASE -SHIFTING
0-360 DEGREES
3000
TYPE -HA.
RESISTOR,
BLEEDER

Stock

Test
6.3V,3A'750V Test
4.5V /.5A, 7V/7A

APN-1

.075
.050
.110
.050

1.12
.200
300
.101
150
.s
14.5

10

28

Filament Transformers -115V50-60 cps Input
Each
Rating
ITEM
6.3V 2.5A, 2.5V/7A, 2.5V/7A, 7500
VDC Test
8.1V/1.5A
4V/16A, 2.5V/1.75A

.150

350
PE -218-H: Input: 25 28 VDC, 92 Amp. Output: 115 v.
544.50
New
500 or 1500 volt-amperes.
500
PE -206: Input: 28 ode. 38 amps. nut ut: 80 v 800 -ce.
522.50
New
It -amps. Dim: 13"x515"1:10 u.'.12A.
OUT: 115V, 115VA,
LELAND No. 10536: IN: 28 VDC,
570.00
EXC. COND
400 CY 3 PHASE.

POWER TRANSFORMERS

585VCT

275

INVERTERS

27.00

14.00

550-0-550V

DA -3A

PESO

9.00

.050A
.010A
.026A
.086A

4/2
9.4

10.50

5.50

CT -720
CT -43A
CT7-501
CT -444

12

Radio

.060
.170
.250
.135
.020

9

12.95

.200A

6.3

3.25
1.75

12

D-104

250
330
540
400
800
375
285
500

7

12/24

CW21AAX

7.95

CT -071 110V

51.69

Set
RC 36
RU 19
BC 456
SCR 515

Volts Amps

1.25
6.2

28
27

PE73CM

4.95

580VCT
2x110VCT
350VCT

12.6

8.75

3.75

CT -367
CT -99A
CT -403
CT -931
CT -456
CT -160
CT -931
CT -442

13/26

5053

13.00

Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.
Amps.

Fr -38A
75

UNIVERSAL SUPPLY KIT
Delivers 230V

6

10

*tj

partit-

ularly sensitive

Dnein

amp.

Phototuhe;

Gas

DM33A

54/42

Volts

Amps

28
14
28

PE101C

36/28

Volts

Volts

BD AR 93

2'h AP/PS.
5

COAX CABLE

PE86
DM416

23350
ZAO51S
B-19 pack

Full -Wave

.. 51.59

OVERLOAD
S21.9$
INST

Output

Input

Tope

18/14

AMPS.

2

Q

or MC 215

RECTIFIERS
Types

SELENIUM
MMF

124

-

DYNAMOTORS

175
205
241
348

120
140
161
166

2¢ PER IN.

15.00,-100

20

124

MC

57.00/100

MME

260

61
65
103
114

23
29
39
52

500

PRICE

2000

34

(ALL LENGTHS SHOWN IN INCHES)

SILVER MICA BUTTON COND.
MMF

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
...

AM 1614-80: 28 VDC 80 AMP
AM 1614-100: 28VDC 100 AMP
KJ-600V, 115 AMPS. UP TO 1000
RATING. TRIP ADJ. 10 MIN.

MC 215

MT-62/ARC-5
MT -167-U

FT-265A
FT -338
FT -449
FT -487

6.95

Description
Price
... $2.25
1.28H'130 MA/75 ohms
... 2.35
1.5H.ß 145MA: 1200V Test.
1.75
1OHY; 15MA 850 ohms DCR ...
6.95
20H/300MA
1.95
15HY:'15MA- -400 ohms DCR
ohms
DCR
2.45
...
...
6H/80MA--310
2 x

.5H 400MA

SHY 200MA
10HY .030A
Dual 1.75-.125 HY 100 MA
15HY .110A
1 HY .100A
.6 HY .490A.
SW .09 .018 HY 3.'.3A
10000 HY O MA
...
2.2 HY 80 MA
2 o

1.52H

o,

Mult. Choke

2.79
1.79
1.19
1.27
1.59
1.17
1.25
8.95
2.75
.98
1.39

..

.167A

SECT. 1. Swing 3-12H '.52-.05A
SECT. 2. Smooth 5H .52A
SECT. 3. Swing 3.25-18H '.138-014A
14.95
SECT. 4. Smooth 3.4H'.138A
0.5 HY. 200 MA, 32.2 OHMS, 3000V.T. 1.39
2.79
2X0.511 /380 MA, 25 OHMS.
39.95
13.SH, 1.0 AMP DC, 13.5KV INS

INTERPHONE

AMPLIFIER

Easily converted to an ideal InterConlmunications set for office, home
or factory. Original. Ness
ow/conversion

$4.75

diagram...

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY. SEND M.O. OR CHECK. ONLY SHIPPING SENT C.O.D
RATED CONCERNS SEND P. 0. ALL MDSE. SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE, AND PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
PARCELS IN EXCESS OF 20 POUNDS WILL BE SHIPPED VIA CHEAPEST TRUCK OR RAILEX.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COMMUNICATIONS' EQUIPMENT CO.
PULSE EQUIPMENT
Nil -Volt
thin.

Pulse

Bulkhead.

Feed -

Fits U(1-36 Connector-ss

shown
$15.00
APQ-13
PULSE
MODULATOR.
Pulse Width .5 to 1.1 Micro Sec.
rate
4 to 1348 PDs.
Pk.
Pwr out 35 KW Energy
[ep. 0,018 Joules
$49.00
TPS-3 PULSE MODULATOR. Pk. power 50 amp.
24
KW (1200 KW ph); pulse rate 200 PPS. 1.5 microsec.
pulse line impedance 50 ohms. Circuit series charging
version of DC Resonance type. Uses two 705 -A's
rectifiers. 115 v. 400 cycle input. New with as
all
tubes
$49.50

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
K2731 Repetition Rate: 655 PPS. Pri. Tntp:
Ohms, Sec. Imp: 450 Ohms,
Pulse Width: 1
l'0ticrosec. I'll. Input: 9.5
KV PK. See. Output:
28KV PK. Peak Output
800 KW Billar 2.75
Ante'
$65.00
U-10198 l'ri: 4-5KV, 97.5 l'It Sec: 10111',
26A, 1.111t250-500 Cy. Duration I.:i 0are
$42.50
D-166173: Video.
Hatton = 50:000 Ohms IOKC2JIC
$12.50
G.E.K.-2745
$39.50
G.E.K.-2744-A. 11.5 KV High eoltage.
5.2
KV Lov
voltage (n 200 KW oper. (270 1í9V nias.) 1 microsec.
or 1 'morose,'. (a 600 l'l'S
$39.50
W.E. 0169271 Hi Volt input pulse Transformer
$27.50
G.E. K2450A. (Viti receive 13115", 1 micro
-second
prase
nn ori..secondary detiu'r.s 14KV. Peal:
power ont 100
119V G F.
$34.50
:

G. E. K2748A,

Pulse Input line to nmgnetron
$36.00
RAY UX 7896 -Pulse Output Pri. 5v.
sec. 11v....$7.50
RAY UX 8442 --Pulse inversion 40v
+ 40,
$7.50
RAY UX7361
PHILCO 352-7250, 352.7251, 352-7287
UTAH 9332. 9278. 9341.
RAYTHEON: UX8693. UX5986
W.E.: D-166310. D-16638. KS 9800, KS9948

$5.00

term

Up to

Sl

i

s:. Head

urine 6.5E7. 12040,

McNALLY

$4.00

KV

50

shins

$16.50
$7.50
$2.00

5-2000-50P2T, 6KV "E" cir.5 microsec»nrl, 2000 T'l'S
impedance
$6.50
I5A-I-400.50: 15 KV, "A" CKT. 1 mi
cesser. 400 PI'S. 50 ohms Imp...$37.50
G.E. =3E (3-04-11101 (8-2-24-4051 50P4TSKY "E" CKT Dual
Unit 1. 3
srvtions, 0.04 Micro.see. 010 PPS. Unit:
50 ohms imp:
1 Tnt 2, 8 sections,
2.24 microsec. 405 PPS. 50 Ohms

KLYSTRON

7.5E

-3.200-6Fí.7

IR'S.

$6.50

"F" Circuit. I microerimpedance 3 sections
$7.50
KV. "E" Circuit. 3 microsec. 200

7.5 KV.

ohms

67

5

ohms imp. 3 sections
$12.50
F755: IOKV. 2.2usec., 375 T'PS. 50 ohms imp
527.50
F754: IOKV. 0.S5tisee.. 750 PI'S. 50 ohms imp $27.50
KS8865 Charging Choke: 115-15011 (i .02:1. 32-4011 6/
.08A, 30,700V Corona, 21KV Test
$37.50
G.E. 25E5-1.350-50 P2T. "E" CKT,
3lierosee Pulse
C' 350 PPS'. 50 ohms impedance
$69.50
6

1

RCA 710A, 370-560 MC
20A

Microvolter

Altimeter Test Set
Altimeter Test Set
Power Meter,

CM.
Test Ose. 50-3000 MC
Slotred Line, S00 MC
Wiivemeter, 300-700 MC
Wavemeter, 340-1000 MC
Pwr. Meter, 200-800 MC
Echo Boo, 2400-2700 MC

$24.50

POLYROD ANTENNA, AS31/.SPN-7 in Lucite Ball.
Type "N" le..1
$22.-0
ANTENNA. .\O4° /APR: Broadband Conical, 300".300 310

"E"

or

"H"

COXIAL

MC

T -ne "y" Feel

PLANE RENDS.

FILTER,

51.50

1.50
1.50
1.50
2.50
1.95
2.15

MAIL

F::

$12.50
loss flanges $7.50
1.0 -PASS, 11ßL05V
$32.50

90 Dog.

51'11-2,

7/8" RIGID COAX -3/8" Ir

3

325.00
325.00
72.50
72.50

0171812
$1.50
D172155
1.50
D167176
1.50
0168687
1.50
0167208E D171858 1.50
308A, 27-1
1.50
0168403
2.15

Tube
2127

Tube

2131
2121

2161

2J49

2122
2126
2132
2137
2138
2139

-15

RT. ANGLES for ahoye

$4.50
RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with flexible coas output nirtun loop
$8 00
SHORT RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with pressurizing ni'
ple
$3.00
$3 50
RIGID COAX to flex roas connector
RT. ANGLE BEND 15" L. OA
53 e0
Fl EXIBLE SECTION. 15 L. Male to female
$4.°5
rá" RIGID COAX. BULKHEAD FEED-THRU..514.00

BAND

-1"

3131

5J30
718DY

2156
2J32

1

Stock
352-7039

All Primaries 115V, 400 Cycles'
Price
Ratings
640VCT @! 380MA, 6.3V/.9A, 6.3V '6A,
5V, /6A
9800/8600 C' 32MA

702724
12033
K59584

52J652
KS9607
352-7273
352-7070

352-7196

352-7176

RA6400-1
901692
901699-501
901698-501
UX8855C

RA6405-1
T-48852
352-7098
KS 9336

M-7474319
KS 8984

55.49
8.95

17.50
4540V/250MA
22.50
5000V/290 MA, 5V/3.0A
14.65
13,500V/3.5MA
6.79
734VCT/.177A, 1710VCT/.177A
700VCT/350MA, 6.3V/0.9A, 6.3V 2 5A
6.95
6.3V/.06A, 5V/CA
2X2.5V/2.5A (2KV TEST) 6.3V. 2.25A,
7.45
1200/1000/75 O V e, .005A ..
1140V/1.25MA, 2.5V/1.75A, 2.5V 1.75A
3.95
-5KV Test
32OVCT/5OMA, 4.5V/3A, 6.3VCT/ 2í1A,
... 4.75
2X6.3VCT/6A
2.39
2.5V /1.75A,6.3V/2A-5KV Test ....

13V 9A
2.77V 0. 4.25A...
900V /75MA, 100V .04A
900VCT/.067A, 5V 3A

2.49
3.45
4.29
3.79
3.69
4.25
5.95
3.95
4.25
2.95

..

800VCT/65MA, 5VCT 3A
700VCT/80MA, 5V/3A, 6V 1.75A
2500V '6MA, 300 VCT. 135MÁ
1100V -SOMA TAPPED 625V 2.5V SA
6.3V 2.7A, 6.3V/.66A, 6.3VCT 21A.
27V 4,3A, 6.3/2.9A, 1.25V .02A..
526VCT SOMA, 6.3VC1' 2A. 5VCT 2A 3.75
400VCT 35MA, 6.4V/2.5A, 6.4V .15A 3.85
..

1150-0-1150V
6 V CT .00006 KVA

68G631
80G198
302433A

2.75
1.75

.

6.3V '9.1A, 6.3VCT 6.5A, 2.5V 3.5A,
2.5V : 3.5A
592VCT/118MA, 6.3V 8.1A, 5V 2A
6.4,'7.5A, 6.4V/3,8A, 6.4V /2.5A
ALL CT

KS 9445
KS 9685

4.85
5.39
4.79

600VCT/36MA

70G30G1

2100V/.027A

M-7474318
95-G-45

2.65
4.95

.

2000V/.002A, 465V/.6A, 44V '10A.
6.3V '1.8A. 5V 9A,
6.3V 2'.5A.

-

X

720BY

-00 CYCLE TRANSFORMER,

32332

44/U RIGID COAX. stab support,

Tube

725-A
730-A
OK 62
OK 61
OK 60

700
706
2162

52C080

Cr

STABILIZER Cavity, tunable, standard T71146/
fittings
$45.00
5 ft. sections.
with TIGIO'T-G45 connectors
$12.00

RG

17.95

2X2.SV 1.75

TRANSTAT IN: 115V,

400 CY.
OUT: 75-120V, 6.0

12.95
Amps....
2X14OV 014A. 120V .012A, 1200VRMS
4.95
Test, P 0 MX -8í APG-2
1.45
6.3V/2.5A
1450V/1 MA, 2.5V,'1.75A. 6.4V 3.9A
-39,
P.'0
ID
APG5V/2A, 6.5V/.3A

M-7467886
352-7102

M-7472426

x 1/2rr W.G. 3 CM.

4.95

13

CROSS -GUIDE

COUPLER.
Main
with 90 deg.
bend
(E-T'lanel.
2í,e,"
radius.
liroadbanded coupling figure is 20

`¡_

1!

Section

-3

7"long

d11 individually
I" x ''/s" waveguide

MICROWAVE ANTENNA
EQUIPMENT

calibrated.. $22.50
in 5' lengths, T7í:

3:1 flange to TIG40 cover
57.50
Rotating joints supplied either with or without clerk
mounting. With ÚG40 flanges
each $17.50
Bulkhead Feed-thru Assembly (As Shown)
$15.00

Pressure

nipple

Gauge

Section

15

lb.

Pressure Gauge, 15 II,»
Waveguide Section 12" long choke

gauge

and

3

"E" plane
"E" or "II" plane

twist

$12.50

AS-31/APN-7: 10 cm Polyrod in Lucite
Ball. Type N Fitting Coas Feed $22.50
Relay System Parabolic reflectors approx.
range 2000 to 6000 Ste. Dimensions

press

$2.50
to cover 45 deg.

cm. mitered elbow

AT-19A/APR-- Broadband Conical. 200::300 MC, Type N Feed. 1AS SIIf1WNl

$10.00

twist & 21/2" radius, 90 deg. bend
$4.70
Twist 90 deg. 5" choke to cover w/pres nipple
$6.50
Waveguide Section 21f, ft. long silver plated with choke
flange
$5.75
Rotary joint choke to choke with deck mounting..$17.50
$12.nn
$ .85

2'fß" radius 512.50

APS-4 Under Belly Assembly, less tubes
350.00
175.00
32.50

THERMISTO RS VARISTORS
0167018.
0167332
D167613
D166228
D164699
0163903
0166792.

for

other

45 degree

TEST EQUIPMENT
TS 10A
TS 16/AP
TS 36
TS 47/APR
TS 56/AP
TS 127/UP
TS 69/AP
TS 70/AP
TS 110/AP

$12.50
70711 or
$4.00

HOMEDELL-TO-TYPE
"X" Male Adapters, 15717
g 01:7204
$2.75
I.F. AMP STRIP: 30 SIC 120 flu. gain, 2 SIC Bandwidth. mcr 6-ACT's--witlt video detector.
Le,«

UG 39 Flanges
90 degree elbows.

Signal Gen.
Signal Gen.

CAVITIES

2K20

-

PPS.

lineup) w/Tabes,

F-29/SPR-2 FILTERS, type "N" input and output
$12.10
Iii -Pao» Over 100o SIC
WAVEGUIDE TO T.s" RIGID COAX "DOORKNOB"
adapter choke flange. Silver plated broad hand $32.50
AS I4A/AP-l0 CM lick up Dipole with "N" Cables
$4.50
OM ECHO BOX. 10 CM TUNABLE
$22.50

VP

cuit.:: sections

200

2(743 11327

ers

10 CM

1800 Ohm

50 ohms

7.5E3 -I.200 -67P.

25.00

72IA TR BOX complete with tube and turning plung-

ICI

_:

$4

LHTR LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Pout of 11'1':`.
.9l'G í & Al'C 15. Receiver and Tran». C'::,
w a:sor. 9'r. Usvits and Type N C'PLS.
To li.C»es 2('t'l, 2013, 11127. Tunable .At'S 2400-27o,,
SICS. Silver Plated
$49.50
BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity 10 cm. Mfg. Bernard
]lice, each
$47.10
MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721 )
Dunleser t ':pity, gold plated
$45.00
RT-39/APG-5 I1Ì col. lighthouse BF hear) c'o X,otr.1:ecvr.-Tll rarity, compl. reevr. & 30 SIC IF strip

41)0

PULSE NETWORKS
G.E.

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER, Broadband. 20 db. Coupling, Type "C" Takeoff. Complete with all hardware.
Navy F ('.A13V-47.5.5N-2
$37.50
WAVEMETER 2700-34no IC. Reaction Type with
,itlllter Dial -211g. W.F.
$92.50
REACTION WAVEMETER, 1l1g. C.E. 3000-37nn SIC.

ROTARY JOINT, Satb-supported, 17G 46.`11G 45 fittings
$27.00

2000 PPS

D-170499: 257.50/.75 mirroser.
8
imp
D-165997:
microsec.
RCA 255686-502, 2.2u, sec. 1400 ohms

BAND -3"x11 I/2" W.G.10 CM.

S

55 ea.

DELAY LINES
D-168184: 0.5 microsec.

MAGNETRONS

;MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

58.00

$375.00

MICROWAVE RECEIVER, 3 CM.

4'1" s 3". New
Dipole for above
"JAM" Radar rotating antenna,

$100.00
$12.00
20 deg.
beam, 115 V AC drive. New
$150.00
Parabolic Peel. Radiation pattern approx. 25 deg. in
TDY

10 cm.

33 deg. in vertical planes
$35.00
AS 125 APR. 1000-3200 mc
Stub
supported with type "N" .connector
$14.50
AS14A/AP, 10 (3I pick up dipole as's, complete
w;'length of coax and "N" connectors
$3.50
AS46A/APG-4 Vagi Antenna, 5 element array.,$22.50
30" Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish
$4.85

horizontal

Cone Antenna.

SENSITIVITY:

10-13
MICROWATT COMPLETE
WITH L.O. AND AFC MIXER AND WAVEGUIDE
INPUT CIRCUITS. 6 I.F. STAGES GIVE APPROXIMATELY 120 DB GAIN AT A BANDWIDTH OF 1.7
MC. VIDEO BANDWIDTH: 2 MC. USES LATEST
TYPE AFC CIRCUIT.
COMPLETE WITH ALL
TUBES, INCLUDING 723A/B LOCAL OSCILLATOR

RADAR ANTENNAS
AS-12/APS-3
AS-17/APS-2
AS-13/APG-2
AS69/APT

$175.60

K BAND -1/2"x1/4" W.G. 1.25CM.
APS-34 Rotating joint
Right Angle Bend E or

549.50

11 Plane, specify combination
II Plane, choice to cover
$12.00
Mitered Elbow, cover to cover
$4.00
TR-ATR-Section. Choke to cover
$4.00
Flexible Section 1" choke to choke
$5.00

Curve Choke to cover

Adapter, round to square cover
Feedback to Parabola horn with
dow
90° Twist

$4.50

pressurized

55.00

win-

$27.50
$10.00

AT49/APR
AS-14/AP

30' SIGNAL CORPS
RADIO MASTS

45° Bend E or

"S"

AC-125/APR
AS-217/APG-15

Complete set fur :.t ion of a full flat top antenna. Of
rugged plyrllold construction telescoping into 3 ten foot secti'ms for easy stowage and transportation. A
perfect set-up for getting out. Supplied complete: 2
complete masts, hardware, shipping crate. Shipping
wt, approx. 300 lbs. Slg. Corps No. 2A289 -223-A.
New

$49.50 per set

PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY. SEND M.O. OR CHECK. ONLY
SHIPPING SENT C.O.D.
RATED CONCERNS SEND P. 0. ALL MDSE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE, AND PRICES
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
PARCELS IN EXCESS OF 20 POUNDS WILL BE SHIPPED VIA CHEAPEST TRUCK
OR RAILEX.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

DEPENDABLE

ELECTRONIC
VIPMENT
EQUIP
Q

It has to be right

CHECKED
TESTED
and

Semler is one of
... when it's from Semler.
equipment to the air-

APPROVED

the leading suppliers of precision test
craft industry. Semler is a recognized and approved source
of supply for many foreign and U. S. Government agencies.

RADAR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Multi -Purpose Test Set for
APS-3, APS-4, APS-6, APS-15, APQ-13 and SCR -720
primary purpose of testOriginally designed 'for the U. S. Navy by the J. P. Seeburg Company forantheartificial
signal for calibrating and calibrating APS-4 Radar. This precision test equipment provides
20, 50, and 100
ing the Radar indicator, and indicator amplifier. Although the markers now indicate 4,
requirement of the
miles and Beacon, they may be adjusted for other ranges according to the particular
equipment,
Radar set that is to be aligned. Because of the unusual and versatile power facilities of this
APS-6, APS-15,
it is readily adaptable for testing other AIRBORNE RADAR equipment, namely, APS-3,
APQ-13 and SCR-720.
This equipment consists of two panel -mounted cabinets with componets as follows:
Rack No. 2 contains:
Rack No. 1 contains:
Range and Alarm Calibration Unit.
Antenna Scanning Simulating Unit-Provides antenna elevation and azimuth control.
Noise and Echo Generator-Gives noise and echo amplitude and echo position.
Trigger Generator-For variation of timing pulses to

radar units.
Regulated Dual Power Supply.
Universal Power Supply.
Dimensions: 203/4'x163/4°x72".

High Voltage Safety Panel.
800 -Cycle, 500 -Watt Power Supply & Power Amplifier.

Universal Power Supply.

800/2400 -Cycle, 500 -Watt Power Supply

and High

Voltage Power Unit.

800/2400 -Cycle Power Supply and

High Voltage D. C.

Section

800/2400 -Cycle Power Supply and Amplifier.
Dimensions: 20/4"x163/4"x72°.

Weight: 382 lbs.

Weight: 581 lbs.

Semler Photographic Division;
COMPLETE LINE OF AERIAL
CAMERAS, LABORATORY, &

APS-4
AIRBORNE
RADAR

.SPECIALIZED PHOTOGRAPHIC
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. Semler Aircraft Division; COMPLETE

LINE OF AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES.

This search -type radar equipment operates
at 9, 375 ± 55 mc. Designed primarily for
the detection of surface vessels and aircraft. Operates over six ranges -2, 7, 20,
50, 100 and 180 nautical miles. Antenna
scans 150° in azimuth; reference tilt adjustable vertically 10° above and 30° below the
Originally
longitudinal axis of aircraft.
designed for mounting beneath wing of the
aircraft, and because of its compactness, it
is highly desireable for use on lighter aircraft. Many adaptations have been made
for marine and other radar installations.

Complete set includes transmitter, receiver,
control unit, indicator amplifier, junction
box, indicator and necessary connecting
cables. Dimen.: 16"x16211/z". Wt.: 160 lbs.

I -96A TEST SET
FOR SCR -522
VHF Signal Generator-Frequency: 100
to 156 mc. Master oscillator tunable or may
be crystal controlled. IF Frequency, 12 mc.
110-V, 60-cy. AC power supply or battery
operated. A complete test set for SCR -522,
BC -639, BC -625, BC -624, or other airborne
equipment covering this frequency.

INVERTERS

merchandise carries our unconditional guarantee. Quotations are on new surplus or completely overhauled equipment.
PE-218-Leland-Wincharger-Gen. Electric
MG-149F-Holtzer Cabot
28V-DC-92 Amp.
All

Input:
Input: 28V -DC -36 Amp.
Output: 115V380/500Cy-1500VA-SinglePh.$
Output: 26V-400Cy-500VA-Single Phase.
65.00
Phase...$
778-B-Bendix
115V-400Cy-750VA-Single
Input: 24V -DC -250V Amp.
MG-149H-Holtzer Cabot
Output: 26V-400Cy-60VA-Single Phase.
Input: 28V -DC-44 Amp.
115V-4000y-190VA-Single Phase ...$
Phase.
26V-400Cy-250VA-Single
Output:
115V-400Cy 500VÁ -Single Phase $125.00 800-1-Bendix
Input:
24V-DC -75 Amp.
MG-153F-Holtzer Cabot
Output: 115V-AC-800Cy-10.5A-Single Ph.... _$
Input: 28V -DC -52 Amp.
12116 -2A -Pioneer
Output: 26V-400Cy-250VA-Single Phase.
115V-400Cy-750VA-Three Phase....$125.00 Input: 24V -DC -5 Amp.
$
Output: 115V-400Cy-45W-Single Phase
10285 -Leland
12117 -2A -Pioneer
Input: 27V -DC -60 Amp.
Input: 24V -DC -1 Amp.
Output: 26V-400Cy-50VA-Single Phase.
115V-400Cy-750VA-Three Phase....$ 90.00 Output: 26V-400Cy-6VA-Single Phase .......$
104685 -Leland
12117 -6B -Pioneer
Input: 28V -DC -0.8 Amp -DC.
Input 27.5DC-12.5Amp-Cont. Duty.
Output: 115V-AC-400Cy-175VA-80PF-ThPh. $90.00 Output: 26V-AC-6VA-400Cy-Single Phase..$
12I19 -1 -B -Pioneer
11702 or 10563 -Leland
Input: 28,V -DC -12 Amp.
Input: 12V-DC -2 Amp.
$
Output: 115V-400Cy-I I5VA-Three Phase $ 75.00 Output: 26V-4000y-6VA-Single Phase;
12126 -2A -Pioneer
PE -109
Input: 12V -DC -29 Amp.
Input: 27.5V -DC-1.25 Amp.
Output: 115V-AC-200VA-400Cy-Single Ph. $ 65.00 Output: 26V-4000y-10VA-ThreePhase
$
PE -206 -Leland
Input: 28V -DC-38 Amp.
Output: 500V-800Cy-500VA-SinglePhase.
80V-800Cy-500VA-Single Phase $ 40.00

PU-7 -Wincharger

28V -DC -160 Amp.
Output 115V-400Cy-2500VA-Single Phase $100.00

Input:

PU-16-Wincharger

Input: 28V-DC-60 Amp.
Output: 115V-400Cy-6.5A-Single Phase

STanley 7-5458

65.00
40.00

75.00
27.50

27.50
27.50

35.00

Convert your surplus electronic equipment
into cash. Send us listing of what you have
and bonded offer will follow immediately.

$ 90.00

CABLE ADDRESS:

ASSOCIATED

40.00

Sembro
Los Angeles

6855 Tujunga Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
PHOTOGRAPHIC DIVISION: 5130 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calit.

GENERAL OFFICES:

INDUSTRIES, Inc

AIRCRAFT DIVISION:
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"UG" CONNECTORS "UG"

JrJreeri

rattGOtiib

99 MURRAY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

WOrth 4-2490-1-2

48 Hour Delivery on AN
PROMPT Service on

UG

We carry a complete and diversified stock of "AN" connectors at all times and are in a position to make deliveries within 48 hours, thereby eliminating all unnecessary
stoppages due to the lack of "AN" connectors.
Many manufacturers have come to depend upon our
prompt deliveries of AN & UG connectors from stock, without delay.

AN 3101 AIB

AN 3100 AIB

"AN"

CONNECTORS
18-18P
18-185
18-19 P
18-195
18-20P
18-205
18-21P
18-21S
18-22P
18-22S
18-23P
18-235
18-24P
18-24S
18-25P
18-255
18-26P
18-265
18-27P
18-275

16S -6P

ß51P

8515
10S -2P
105-2S
10SL-3P
10SL-35
10SL-4P

10SL-45
10SL-656.
10SL-6565
125-1P
125-15
12S -2P
125-26
125-3P
12S-35
125-4P
125-45
12-5P
12-5S
125-6P
125-65
145-1P
145-1S
145-2P
145-25
14-3P
14-35
14S -4P
145-45
145-5P
145-5S
145-6P
145-65
145-7P
14S -7S

145-9P
145-95
145-10P
14S -10S

145-11P
145-115
145-12P
145-12S
145-13P
145-135
145-14P
145-14S
165-1P
165-15
16-2P
16-25
165-3P
165-35
165-4P
165-45
165 -SP
165-5S

165-65
16-7P
16-7S
165-8P
165-85
16-9P
16-95
16-10P
16-105
16-11P
16-115
16-12P
16-12S
16-13P
16-135
165-14P
165-14S
16-15P
16-155
16-16P

18.-28P

18-28S
18-29P
18-295
18-30P

16-165
165-17P
165-175
18-1P
18-15
18-2P
18-25
18-3P
18-35
18-4P
18-45
18-5P
18-55
18-6P

18-305
18-31P
18-315
18-404P
18-404S
20-1P

20-15
20-2P
20-25
20-3P
20-35
20-4P
20-45
20-5P
20-55
20-6P

18-65
18-7P
18-75
18-8P
18-85
18-9P

20-6S
20-7P

18-95'

18-10P
18-105
18-11P
18-115
18-12P
18-125
18-13P
18-135
18-14P
18-145
18-15P
18-155
18-16P

20-75
20-8P
20-85
20-9P
20-95
20-lOP
20-105
20-11P
20-115
20-12P

20-12S
20-13P
20-13S
20-14P
20-14S

18-16S
18-17P
18-175

20-15P
20-155
20-16P
20-16S
20-17P
20-17S
20-18P

20-185
20-19P
20-195
20-20P
20-205
20-21P
20-21S
20-22P
20-225
20-23P

20-235
20-24P
20-245
20-25P
20-255
20-26P
20-265
20-27P
20-275
20-285
20-28P
20-29P
20-295
20-30P
20-305
20-31P
20-315
20-32P
20-32S
20-33P
20-33S
22-1P
22-15
22-2P
22-25
22-3P
22-35
22-4P
22-4S
22-5P
22-55
22-6P
22-65
22-8P
22-85
22-9P
22-9S
22-lOP
22-10S
22-11P
22-115

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

9/U
10/U
11/U

12/U
13/U
14/U
15/U
16/U
17/U
18/U
18

A/U
B/U

19
19

A/U
B/U

20
20

A/U
B/U

18

19/U

20/U

UG 21/U

UG 21 A/U
UG 21 B/U
UG 21 C/U
UG 21 D/U
UG 22/U
UG 22 A/U
UG 22 B/U
UG 22 C/U
UG 23/U
UG 23 A/U
UG 23 B/U
UG 23 C/U
UG 27 A/U
UG 27 B/U
UG 28/U
UG 28 A/U
UG 28 B/U
UG 29/U
UG 29 A/U
UG 29 B/U
UG 30/U
UG 32/U
UG 33/U
UG 34/U
UG 35 A/U
UG 36/U
UG 37/U
UG 37 A/U
UG 38 A/U
UG 39/U
UG 40/U
UG 45/U

22-12S
22-13P
22-135
22-14P
22-145
22-15P
22-155
22-16P
22-16S
22-17P

22-175
22-18P
22-185
22-19P
22-19S
22-20P
22-205
22-21P
22-215
22-22P
22-225
22-23P
22-235
22-24P
22-24S
22-25P
22-255
22-27P
22-275
22-28P

22-285

22-29 P
22-29S
22-30P
22-305
22-31P
22-31S
22-32P
22-325
22-33P
22-335
22-34P
22-345
22-35P
22-355
22-36P
22-365
22-37P
22-375
22-404P
22-4045
24-1P
24-15
24-2P
24-25
24-3P
24-3S

UG 46/U
UG 49/U
UG 50/U
UG 57/U
UG 57 B/U
UG 58/U
UG 58 A/U
UG 59/U
UG 59 A/U
UG 60/U
UG 60 A/U
UG 61/U
UG 61 A/U
UG 83/U
UG 85/U
UG 86/U
UG 87/U
UG 88/U
UG 88 B/U
UG 89/U
UG 90/U
UG 91/U
UG 91 A/U
UG 92/U
UG 92 A/U
UG 93/U
UG 93 A/U
UG 94/U
UG 94 A/U
UG 95/U
UG 95 A/U
UG 96/U
UG 96 A/U
UG 97/U
UG 97 A/U
UG 98/U
UG 98 A/U
UG 100/U
UG 100 A/U
UG 101/U
UG 101 A/U
UG 102/U
UG 106/U
UG 107 A/U
UG 107 B/U
UG 108/U
UG 108 A N
UG 109/U
UG 109 A/U
UG 110/U
UG 114/U

"AN"

"AN"
22-12P

TYPE

TYPE

24-4P
24-4S
24 -SP

24-5S

24-6P

24-6S
24-7P
24-75
24-9P
24-9S
24-10P
24-10S
24-11P
24-11S
24-12P
24-125
24-14P
24-145
24-15P
24-15S
24-16P
24-16S
24-17P
24-175
24-18P
24-18S
24-19P
24-195
24-20P
24-206
24-21P
24-215
24-22P
24-225
24-23P
24-235
24-24P
24-245

24-25P
24-255
24-26P
24-265

24-27P
24-275
24-28P
24-285
24-684P
24-684S
24-691P
24-6915
24-710P
24-7105
24-835P
24-8355
24-865P
24-8655
28 -IP

28-15

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

UG 115/U
UG 119 U/P

UG
UG
UG
UG

UG 348/U
UG 349/U
UG 352/U
M 358
M 359A

CW 123 A/U
UG 131/U
UG 146/U
UG 148 A/U
UG 149 A/U
UG 154/U

CW 155/U
UG 155/U
UG 156/U
UG 157/U
UG 158/U
CW 159/U
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

159
160
160

A/U
A/U
B/U

166/U
167/U
167

A/U

180
181
182

A/U
A/U
A/U

173/U
174/U
175/U
176/U

185/U
188/U
MX 195/U
UG 197/U
UG 201/U
UG 202/U
UG 203/U

UG 204 A/U
UG 206/U
UG 207/U
UG 208/U
UG 212 A/U
UG 213 A/U
UG 215/U
UG 216/0
UG 217/U
UG 218/U
UG 219/U
UG 220/U
UG 222/U
UG 223/U
UG 224/U
UG 231/0

UG 233/U

234/U

235/U
236/U
237/U

SO 239

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

254

A/U

255/U
256/U
257/U

PL 258

PL 259
PL 259 A
UG 259/U
UG 260/U
UG 260 A/U
UG 261/U
UG 262/U
UG 266/U
UG 269/U
UG 270/U
UG 271/U
UG 272/U
UG 273/U
UG 274/U
PL 274
UG 275/U
UG 276/U
UG 279/U
UG 286/U
UG 287/U
UG 290/U
UG 291/U
UG 294/U
UG 299/U
UG 306/U
UG 309/0
UG 333/U
UG 334/U
UG 335/U
UG 347/U

CONNECTORS
28-840P
28-840S
28-852P
28-8525
28-880P
28-8805

28-2P
28-25
28-3P
28-35
28-4P
28-45
28-5P
28-5S
28-6P
28-65
28-7P
28-7S
28-8P
28-85
28-9P
28-9S
28-10P
28-10S
28-11P
28-115
28-12P
28-125
28-13P
28-135
28-14P
28-145
28-15P
28-15S
28-16P
28-166
28-17P
28-17S
28-18P
28-185
28-19P
28-19S
20-20P
28-20S
28-21P
28-215
28-22P

32-1P
32-1S
32-2P
32-2S
32-3P
32-35
32-4P
32-4S
32-5P
32-5S
32-6P
32-65
32-7P
32-75
32-8P
32-8S
32-9P
32-9S
32-10P
32-10S
32-12P
32-12S
32-13P
32-13S
32-14P
32-14S
32-15P
32-155
32-16P
32-16S
32-17P
32-17S
32-18P
32-18S
32-19P
32-195
32-20P
32-205
32-101P
32-1015
32-102P
32-102S
32-722P
32-7225
32-810P
32-8105
32-811P
32-8115

28-22S
28-410P
28-410S
28-684P
28-6845
28-693P
28-693S
28-695P
28-6955
28-702P
28-7025
28-745P
28-7455
28-766P
28-766S
28-833P
28-833S

36-1P
36-1S

THE ABOVE INSERTS ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL TYPE SHELLS "AN-3055"-ADAPTERS

MT 412

241/U
242/U
243/U
244/U
245/U
246/U
249/U
250/U
251/U
252/U
253/U

UG 414/U
UG 419/U
UG 421/U
UG 422/U
UG 423/U
UG 478/U
UG 479/U
UG 482/U
UG 483/U
UG 484/U
UG 486/U
UG 487/U
UG 491/U
UG 492/U
UG 493/U
UG 494/U
UG 495/0
UG 496/U
UG 499/U
UG 503/U

MX

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

504

505/U
506/U
507/U
526/U
530/U
531/U
532/U
533/U
535/U
536/U
541/U
MX 554/U
UG 557/U
MX 564/U
UG 568/0
UG 571/U
UG 572/U
UG 573/U
0G 625/U
UG 627/U
UG 628/U
Ur. 634/U
MX 913/U

"AN"
40-5P
40-55
40-6P
40-65
40-7P
40-75
40-8P
40-85
40-9P
40-95
40-10P
40-10S
40-11P
40-115
40-12P
40-125
40-13P
40-135
40-14P
40-145
44-1P
44-15
44-2P
44-2S
44-3P
44-35
44-4P
44-45
44-5P
44-5S
44-6P
44-65
48-1P
48-15
48-2P
48-25
48-3P
48-35
48-4P
48-45
48-5P

36-2P
36-25
36-3P
36-35
36-4P
36-45
36-5P
36-55
36-6P
36-65
36-7P
36-75
36 -SP

36-8S
36-9P
36-95
36-10P
30-105
32-11P
36-11A
36-12P
36-125
36-13P
36-135
36-14P
36-145
36-15P
36-155
36-16P
36-16S
36-17P
36-175
36-18P
36-185
36-19P

36-19S
36-20P
36-205
36-21P

36-215

36-646P
36-6465
36-697P
36-6975
36-795P
36-7955
36-799P
36-7995
36-853P
36-853S
40-1P
40-15
40-2P
40-2S
40-3P

48-55

3057-3
3057-4
3057-6
3057-8
3057-10
3057-10-6
3057-12
3057-12-6
3057-16
3057-20
3057-24
3057-28
3057-32
3057-40

40-35
40-4P
40-45

"9760"-CAP

& CHAINS

i.
41

11

AN 3102 A

AN 3106 AIB

AN 3107 A/B

IIIII

AN

1I

3108 A/B

AN 3057
457
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

WIRE -CABLE
CORDAGE
CO -122 3 conductor each #22 AWG neoprene
jacket 550' lengths
CO -127 single #14 AWG braided and tinned
copper braid shield

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
echo box CABV 14ABA-I of OBU-3,
frequency range 2890 MC
3170 MCS.
Direct reading micrometer head. Ring
prediction scale plus 9% to minus 9%
Type "N" input. Resonance indicator
meter. With accessories, spares and 10
CM directional coupler. Brand New.

14
11

conductor
conductor
conductor
conductor
AWG 20

2

AWG
AWG
AWG

7

19
6

shielded

conductor AWG
2

12
14
16

10

22

conductor
conductor
conductor
conductor
conductor

18

AWG
AWG
AWG
AWG
AWG

16
16

20
16

TUBES

16

conductor shielded AWG 10
DHFA-100

FRIA-4

Watt 5.90
.95
25
.95

15

25

20
25

25

50

25

100
200

25
25
25
25
25

350
500
1000

.95
.95
.95
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.30

15000 Ohm
20000
6

150w/switch
200 w/switch

25
25
50
50

50

15

75

"J"
"J"
AB " J"

.5 Meg 1' Shaft AB
200.000 t/8 SD AB

200 1/8 SD

3C24
7C4/1203Á

.55
4.95

803
826

1.60
.70
.35
.65
.40
.25

864
931A
955
957
CK 1005
CK 1007

6.75

1629

1oy

Spec
39/44
45 Spec
30

WE 203A
316A

WI. 531.
713A

SPECIALS
Crystal in Holder $2.50
Balloon with Hydrogen Generator $2.50
300 Feet Aerial Wire $2.00

2.00
1.60
2.15
2.15
2.95
2.95

1.45

1.40

1.40

.35

.

.60

801A

25
3.60

.65
.25

4.45

.30
.35

.45

.s0

1626
2051

4.95 7193
.90 8011

.35
.

.

.

...

.

.25
1.10
.50
1.50

.30

9006
CSB

8.00

CK 70
E1148
HY 615
RK 73
5BP4
5FP7

4.15
.30

20

.45

4.25
1.75

16 G

..

1B3 GT.
3A4

5U4G.

6K6GT
371B

...

.70
.80

.60

.57
.60
.75

HI VOLTAGE FILTER CHOKES
.4 HY 4.5 Amp DC 3 ohms 1230 ELMS to
ground. New.
1
HY 3.2 Amp DC 3.5 ohm GE69G459.
New'

Watt 51.70

50

10000

5.45

15R

SINGLE CONDUCTOR AWG 10
shielded cable with terminal lugeach end
100' and 150' lengths
WIRE
AWG 18 copperweld
AWG 29 tinned copper
WGResistance wire onAWG 32
AWG 22 with nylon core plastic insulation
LINEAR WIRE WOUND
POTENTIOMETERS
10 Ohm 25

2C34
2X2/879
3B2ó

AMOUR
DRIA-23

-

10 CM

MULTI -CONDUCTOR

2
7

1.7-3 HY 2 AMP DC 34,000 VDC GEY346A.

New.

NAVY ENTERING TYPE INSULATOR
Porcelain flanged bowl with brass rod, fitlingo and aluminum shield.
Dimensions
41/2"
3/g
high, 6-5/16" OD at base. Brand new
$4.50.

10 CM ROTATING ANTENNA

80-86

PARTS

TUBES

24" Parabola in turret 360° span at 12 RPM
DC, motor control and reversing switch New.

TIME DELAY SWITCHES
Minute 115 VAC 60 cycle Enc. in Water proof Metal Case. New $5.25
3 Micro Switches Contact at 40-41-42 Second
Time Delay 110 VAC Motor New $4.50
Thermo Switch 50° to 300° F 115 VAC @ 6A
1

230 VAC @ 5A

Breaks Contact with increase in Tempera lure. New $1.35
CONTACTORS
DPST 115 VAC 60 cycle 15 Amp De -Ion Line
Starter Westinghouse $6.95
DPST 115 VAC ' ÁB" #700 $5.95
RELAYS
12 VDC DPST Allied Control Box 32...$1.25
24 VDC DPDT Allied Control BID36....$l.45
24 VDC 3PDT 8 Amp
$1.50
110 VAC DPST 1 Amp Contacts Struthers
Dunn CKA 1970
$3.65
115 VAC DPST Struthers Dunn CKA
2997
$3.65
220 VDC DPDT Struthers Dunn CK 2122 54.50
230 V 50 cycle DPDT G.E. 12HGA11A2..$4.00
FU
1

2
4
5

1-8

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS
.85h T800'
VDC0 Each000
600
600
600
600
600

.95
1.40
1.65
2.50

.95
1.40
1.60
2.35

.25
.5
.2
.1

3000

3000
5000
7500

2.85
2.95
4.50
3.95

1.9

2.80
2.90
4.25
3.95

METERS
Portable 0-25 Amps AC Weston #433 Brand
New $37.50
Switch Board Panel 0-100 Amps DC Weston
#269 with 100 Amp Shunt Brand New
$24.95

EQUIPMENT

Walkie-Talkies 2.3-4.6 MC
MN -26Y Bendix Compass Receiver
BC -733 Glide Path Receiver
DAB 3 -Direction Finder
RDF Receiver Equipment 200-500 KC Fixed
Tuned

SWITCHES -BATHTUB -OIL FILLED-MICA CONDENSERS -POTENTIOMETERS. SEND FOR CATALOG

COMET ELECTRONIC SALES CO
22 Washington St.
Tel. BEacon 2-7863
Brighton

35, Mass.

TERMS: Minimum order 55.00 -Mail
orders promptly filled -All prices F.O.B.
Boston, Mass. Send M.O. or cheek.
Spoi tpirepo reds

withnal l C.O.D.51edrs.

RESISTORS.....
Always the

Best

from LEGRI

S

COMPANY
since 1945 Resistors is our business

ANY

RESISTORS

Fixed or variable (EB + GB ± HB and others)
Carbon or wirewound
%8 Watt up to 300 Watt
Precision of 1/4 of 1% or 20%
Any, Yes . . any makes-any types -any values
One piece or one million
.

ANY CONTROLS

Potentiometers, type J, JJ, JJJ Rheostats,

Attenuators
For development, research or production

Guaranteed aged resistors.

LEGRI S

Phone: UNiversity 5-4110

COMPANY

158 West 99 Street

458

Owner: G. Grinn
New York 25, N. Y.
April, 1953
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ELECTRONIC VALUES FROM TALLEN
FOR

2

50c

Boxed

.10
.10
.17
.12
6.00
6.00
6.00
2.50
.10
.12

954
250 TH
29
29
100 TS
3 B

M

3 E

1642

10 Y (VT25)

PLUGS

PLQ 169
PLQ 171
PLQ 172
PL

1
1
1

172

1

Teletypewriters M8D1 NEW....
Bias Meters 1-97A

00
00
00
00

150.00
6.50

CONTACTOR

BC

New 7.50

608 A

SPARK PLUGS
Type LS 465 A for
Wright Engines R2600 and R1820
Pratt and Whitney Engines 1830

individually bored
Tuning Units TU

10

AMPHENOLS

ea.

MELAMINE

CANNONS

2.00

8Ob0

10.00

Complete New
Complete New

WE HAVE SERIES OF

3106
3100
3108
3102
WE HAVE SERIES OF PL,

2.00

TS 245 TRT-1

100.00

TS

125

125.00

BC 966

Complete 1FF with Cables, Mounts

-Plugs

OUT

1.00

UG, SO

CRYSTALS
25,000 Pieces in FT. 241 Holders
New @ $.10 each

.25

HAVE OVER

WE

35.00

Pilot baloon targets ML 350 /AP

HAVE SERIES OF 3057

WE

1

Iq

MILLION

IN STOCK
in over
3000 TYPES!!
Get Our Low,

Low Prices

.

.

i

per

pound

New .25
Oxygen Gas Masks
New 3.50
Control Boxes BC434
1.50
Antennas 37-50 MC 72 inch
1.50
AS97/ART-Antenna with coax
Vinyl tubing 5/16" I.D. x 7;'64" Wall 40
1.00
ft lgths
Neoprene tubing 5/16" I.D. x 7!64" Wall
2.00
80 ft lgths
Lousy 1.50
RL42 Antenna motors
BC357 Receivers
Used 3.50
Recorder for underwater sound equip60.00
ment
Transmitter -Aircraft T9/APQ-2, 115v. 400
cy. 26VDC NEW
$20.00
Radar Transmitter T-26/APT-2, 115v. 400
$30.03
cy. 200 Watts. NEW
Corner Radar Reflector NEW
$5.00
R5/ARN-7 Type Certificated
$250.00
TS12S Test Set, complete. NEW.. $125.00 ea.
TS10 Test Set, NEW
$20.00 ea.
TS16 Test Set, NEW
$20.00 ea.
Tuning Units TU-10 NEW
$2.50
Tuning Units for BC -610 NEW
$12.50

MOTORS
Z '/z H.P. 115V. 60 Cy. 3400 RPM
Mfg. Delco Diehl
2.50
2 Good for fans

OFF

WE HAVE ALL TYPES
WITH CORDS AND
CABLES, OR WITH-

New 2.50
Used 5.00
Used 5.00

BC 456
BC 455
BC 458

Thicknesses
4000 pounds

50c

-

CONNECTORS

MELOMINE BLOCKS

in'/a"-3/16"-'/a"-5/16"
Available at

5.50
A5 pilot director indicator New
Spare parts for SCR 595 with Antenna
3.00
Plugs, etc.
New 5.00
MG 149 Filters
.20
Micro Switch WZ7RTC
.75
New
Vibrators for EE 101 A
New 20.00
BC929 Oscilloscopes
Lousy 5.00
Loops LP 21
New 2.50
Loop MN 20 E
Checked 5.00
Motors PE73
New 2.50
DM33
Iron
.75
Antennas AN 104
Copper 2.00
Antennas AN 104
Checked 9.50
PE 218
New 20.00
EE65 Telephone Test Set
.35
New
Vibrators VB8
New
.50
MC125 Remote Tuner
New 1.50
MC124 Cable
New
.60
MC215 Cable

CLAMPS
.04

60,000

30 -HS 33 -HS 38

-HS

HS 18

PLUGS

New...... ....
New..

61
62

150.00
60.00
.50

Computers
Signal Generator
Antenna AT5/ARR-1

Telephone A and B line. Statior for shipboard use with dial and handset.

Antenna AS
Antenna AS

ONLY

used Headsets
on sale 1.00 each

TUBES
C 6
2 C 26 A
19

USERS

P 4
E 78

TUBE ELECTRON
Type 1632/532A

1

QUANTITY

WANTED
ARG -1 or Component Parts
ARG -3 or Component Parts
ART -13 or Component Parts
DC348 or Component Parts
AN/TRG-1 or Component Parts
SCR
SCR
SCR
SCR

720
508
608
609

Crystals

Material
Material
Material
Material

all

all
all
all
all

type
type
type
type

types

Test Sets
S PE104 and 98
DM 40, 41, 42 and 43
SCR 808 and SCR 608
We buy all types of

-

electronic materials.
.

W RE
WRITE, I PHONE!!

We pay cash

in

advance.

What do you have to sell?

-

This is only a partial listing. We have a quantity inventory on our shelves. consisting of
Coils -Relays -Condensers-Transformers -Radio and Radio Receivers and Transmitters
All ore ready for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Handsets-Headsets -Microphones etc. etc.

TERMS: Open A/C net 10 days.

All prices F.O.B. our warehouse.
159 CARLTON AVENUE
BROOKLYN 5, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

IN ALL ITS
BRANCHES
ELECTRON ICS

-

TRIANGLE 5-8241
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SAVE ON
0A2
0A3/VR75.
0B2
OB3/VR90.
0C3/VR105
OD3/V R150
1822
1823
1624

1626
1627
1B32

1642
1N21B
1N21C
1N22
1N23

1N23A
1N23B
1N26

1N34A.

1N38
1N40
1N47
1N55

1N584
1N60

1N63/K63..
1N64
1N69

VS -2
2C21/1642
2C39

2C39A

2D21W

2E25A.....
2J22
2J26
2127
2.131
2.132
2.133
2.134

2J36
2J48
2.155
2.156

TUBES

2J61
2J62
21(22
21(23
21(25

39.50

39.50.

39.50
32.50
29.95
1K25/723A/5 28.50
21(28
32.00
21(29
23.95
21(45
110.00
21446
360.00
21(48
Write
21(41
109.0
17.50 21(56
115.00
2.75 3AP1
14.95 3823
4.95
1.25 3B24
4.95
1.25 3824W
7.50
2.25 3626........
3.50
3.49 3B29
9.50
7.50 3628
6.50
.79 3BP1
4.95
1.50 3C22
75.00
8.50 3C23
9.95
4.50 3C24/24G ...
1.50
2.75 3C27
3.75
1.25
.60
2.39
.30
SPECIAL!
.89

9.50
.69
22.00

29.50

2C40
2C42
2C43
2C44
2C46
2C51
2C52

2E22
2E24

$1.00
1.10
1.40
1.09
1.00
.90
2.25
8.95
9.50
2.95
12.50
3.10

7.25
19.95
13.95
1.19
19.95
6.95
4.95
2.49
1.95
4.65
4.50
6.95
14.95
14.95
27.50
29.50
27.50
25.00
108.00
27.50
85.00
149.00

4J29

149.50
199.50
99.50
99.50
200.00
25.00
85.00
7.50

4.130
4.131

4J41
4.152

4X1504
4X500A
CSU

TUBES

BRAND NEW
6AS6

I

613F7
613016

Write FG -253A

6C21
6F4

24.50 FG -2584
4.50 274B
6.95 304TH

6.14

61(4
¡

i

2.30 250TH
2.50 250TL

3.50 304TL
2.50 307A/RK75

6SN7WGT.

18.00
15.00

GUARANTEED
705A

706AY

Write 706BY

129.5
1, 3.25
7.95
7.95
4.25

706CY

706FY......
706GY
707A
707B

1.75
39.50
39.50
29.50
45.00
45.00
7.95
14.95

YOUR SURPLUS WANTED

We Pay Highest Prices!

TUBES

807W

9.95
2.95
2.95
9.95
2.90
11.95
2.95
2.90
1.95
9.95
9.95
11.95
2.75
7.50
9.50
34.95
3.45
1.45
3.98
8.50
39.50
19.95
19.95
.39
.98

808
809

810
811
813
814
815
826
828
829
829B

979
980D
991
1005
1006
1007

K1069P7
1613
1616
1619
1624
1625
1626
1629
1631
1642
1644
2050
2051
5516
5523
5586
5611

8306
832
708A
3.95 832A
5.95 1713A
.95, 8334
9LP7
12.95 714AY
5.50
836
12DP7
1.25 715A
6.25 837
12G P7
4.50 7158
8.95 838
5021
12H P7
10.95 715C
19.75
845
5FP7
15R.........
8.50
.98 851
5FP14
FG -17/5557.
13504........5.95 717A
7194
24.50 852
RX-21
5HP1
350B.... . .. . 3.95 720AY
249.50 861
FG -27A
5HP4
36845
7.50 720DY
249.5 864
5635
2807. . . . . . .
5JP1
371B
.75 721A
2.95 865
5637
FG -32
12.95 374B
...
3.95
5643
RK47
4.95 388A
1.49
5646
FG -57
13.95 393A
8.95
5
FIGURE
5651
RK60/1641
1.95 394A
3.95
only
5654
Capoc s
HY69
4.50 417A
8.50
VEEDER
ROOT
5670
RKR72
1.20 434A
15.00
12 mm. 20.000 y
57.50
5672
75T
6.95 446A
1.19
5676
12 mm. 32,000 v
75TL
$10,00
8.95 4466
3.50
5i
5687
83V
1.10 450TL
MODEL S-1
44.50
50 mm.
812.50
5694
VT98
19.95 451
3.95
Size 34" wide x I.5/16' long. Dove5702
100 mm. 23,000 v
$14.50
98R
5.95 464A
10.95
tail mounting -removable lever.
5703
100TH
9.50 469
13.95
5704
FG -104. . ..
29.95 471
2.25
5718
19.95 FG -105
3C31
3.15 5JP2
19.00 527
11.50 7216
12.50
866A
1.50 5719
22.50 VU -111
3C33
9.95 5JP4
.95 530
16.95 722A
1.95 866J R
1.25 5750
22.50 HF120
3C45........ 14.95 UPS
9.95 531
5.75 723A/B
18.95 1872A
3.25 5787
3.95 5,123
39.50 F -123A
3DP1
7.75 532
2.98 724B
2.75 874
1.10 5814
3DP1S2
12.00 5J29
11.95 VT -127A. . .
3.75 559
1.19 725A
7.50 1876
.59 5844
3E29
13.95 5.130
39.60 FG -172
29.50 575
13.95 726A
12.50 881
1.50 5876
3FP7
1.50 HF200
1.95 5R4GY
14.50 KU610
22.00 726B
59.50 884
1.40 5915
1.50 204A
3GP1
3.95 5T4
49.50 615
Write 730A.
25.00
889R
139.50
5963
3H P7
12.50', 211/VT4C..,
3.95 C6L/5528.
.75 632
19.95 8014
.39 905
3.25 6026
1.95 1217C
4B24
6.95 6AJ5
4.95 KU676
39.50 802
1'3.95 923
1.25 8005
4C27/CV92.. 17.50 6AKSWE
1.50 221A
1.95 WL677
39.50 803
t 3.75
927
1.25 8012
4C28..... .. . 35.00 6AL5W
1.75 RX233A
3.50 7004/B/C/D 16.50 804
10.95 933A
5.95 8020
3.75 FG -235A
4C35
... 27.25 6AN5
75.20 702A
2.75 805
13.25 954
.33 8025A
4.121
2.75 250R
129.50 6A R6
8.95 703A
4.50 807
_1.59 955
.49 9001
4J22
129.50
956
.49 9002
4.123
129.50
957
.49
4.126
129.50
958A.....
.69 9003
4.127
... 129.50
ELECTRONICS
959
2.95 9004
4.128
129.50
977CX
Write 9006
5AP1
5BP1
5BP4
5CP1
5C22

4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
42.50
19.95
1.95
16.50
4.50
4.50
22.50

6SU7GTY
7C23

.

Write
69.50
4.95
16.95
25.00
13.50
.69
3.95
5.95
4.05
1.75

308A
310A
310B
316A
327A
331A
349A

Write

to

COUNTERS

32.000v

95

e

All Prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, subject to
change without notice. Minimum order $3.00.

Jsh

SALES CO.

Dept. E23
7552 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles 46, California

s
1406 G Street N.W.

Write
Write

.39
.69

4.50

89

Write
Write
.90

.39
1.45
.39
.39
.39
1.50
.69
.89
1.40
1.10
5.50

Write

175.00
115.00
8.95
4.00

Write
8.95
2.75
2.00

4.30
1.50
3.35

4.25
2.60
3.25
1.95
2.50

6.95
8.95

3.10
6.00
3.25

4.50
14.95
1.00
1.20

2.25
6.95
1.95
1.25
4.75
1.25
.98
1.50
.69
.49

Thousands of other types in stock. Send us
your requirements.

STerling 3-2215

Washington 5, D. C.

AVIATION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT TESTED IN OUR SHOPS AND GUARANTEED READY FOR
INSTALLATION IN AIRCRAFT
""Specializing in installations of the highest quality-.

ARC -1 -50 channel VHF Transceiver installation
ARC -1 -20 channel VHF Transceiver installation
ARC -1 -10 channel VHF Transceiver installation
ARC -3
8 channel VHF Transmitter -Receiver installation
ARC -3 -24 channel VHF Transmitter -Receiver installation
SCR -522- 4 channel VHF Transceiver installation
ART -13 -HF Transmitter installation

-

R89B-ILS equipment
BC 733D -ILS equipment
MN 53 -Marker Beacon
SCR -269G-Radio Compass

ARN-7-Radio Compass
BC 640-VHF Ground Station
Dynamotors -all types

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRY -PROMPT ANSWER -QUICK DELIVERIES
Buyers of Surplus Aviation Electronic Materials, send us your list!!

COMING IN JUNE
Yes, coming up in June is the great Annual BUYERS' GUIDE
issue of ELECTRONICS -the 13th issue of the year.
And it is just that -the buying guide for those in
electronics
industry. They find the GUIDE indispensable to the
them in their
work and turn to it whenever they seek sources of supply
for

equipment or component parts.
For that reason advertising in the SEARCHLIGHT SECTION is a
virtual MUST for the alert dealer in surplus new or used electronic components or parts.
Closing date is May 25.
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as astst

rifil

ur

Mai

Nunn

goaI

mil
Ml

41

I

.t1

AIM

M
EMI

III
IM

N
MD
III
B

APT -2
APT -3
APT -4
Mark 16
MD4/APS2
MD5/APS3
MD22/UPN2
MD38/APQ15

-5

APS-4 New.
Complete
APS-6 New.
Complete

APT -1

contained, battery powered, precision (± 1 Mc)
frequency meter which
provides quick, accurate
readings.
Requires
a
standard 1,5V "A" and
45V "B" battery. Has
0.5 MIN. time switch.
Contains sturdily constructed HI -"Q" resonator with average "Q" of 3000 working directly
Into detector tube. Uses 957, LS6 and 3S4
Tubes. Complete, new with inst. book. probo.
Less batteries
$79.50

AN/APN-4
AN/APNA

PORTABLE RADAR

I

IModel SQ. 12 cm. Used on small ships. Has
PPI Indicator. Max. range 20 miles. 1 Kw. out put. Operates from 110 VAC, 60 cps. P.U.R.

%dt Eqaquxe..ct

NZ

110
II a.

:

,.
ng

AN /ART-13 PARTS
Part /

564916
565027
K7890443
564605

4 -Pile Ceramic, Variable Cap,
6 -Pile

4

Antenna Loa ng

1

I

Ceramic, Variable Cep.

Centralab-Type 843-003 Cap
Assembly
CU -25

TRANSTAT

I
r

1

11-5 KVA50/60 cycles. Commutator range
0-115 V. Max. 100 amp Good coed, ..$525,00

ill
iii
MI

Item
T-47A/ART-13
Barometric Switch

Transmitter

GOVERNMENTS AIRLINES &
S
INDUSTRIALS!

eed
Send

e,..

1

,

DuMont 224-A Oscilloscope
1-77 Hickok Tube Checker
1-208 FM Signal Generator
RPC Model 644 Multimeter
Hewlett Pack ed 200-C
I-198
TS27/TSM
BC-638
TS -33
BC -1255
TS34/AP
1H-36
TS-35/AP
I-95
TS36/AP
I -96-A
TS-45A/APM-3
I-122
TS-59/APN
I -130A
TS6f/AP
I-139
TS62/AP
I-nos
1.212
1-222

TS89
TS92

TS-3A/AP
T310A/APN
TS12/AP
TS16/APN
TS19/APQ

TS100/AP
TS-102

TS-118/AP
TS126

Ts159
TS-159/TPX
TS170/ARN
TS-173/UR
TS -174/ÚR
TS175/UR
TS182/UP
TSI64A/AP
TS204/AP
TS -218
TS251
TS311A/UP
TS323/UP

NI

Vn.

s?eeaddetd
HS -23
HS-30
HS-33

Ni

Bi

TS -13-C
HS-18
EE-8

FLUXMETER

Used to calibrate field
strength of magnets
from 500 to 4000 gauss
andindicate polarity.
Probe as gapof lr /a
Beautifully built in
hardwood case with
hinged cover. Instructions for operation
Lion on
under side of cover. Size 12% x 9 Dx 6 in. Ideal
for lab and school use. New. An
exceptional value at

MI
IIN

l'bo'hi

$29.50

S/reúata
ARC -1
ARC-3

C

$89.50

69.50

i
11.

al

MI
MN
MI

,, t
OA

lt'I'A/IB
SCR -522
TA2J-24
R-89/ARN
BC-788 -A -AM -C R-1/ARR-1
PE-125AX

R-4/ARR-2
ID-6/APN-4
MP-10G

R-9/APN-4
BC-733-D
R-57/ARN

EQUIPMENT WANTED
To meet government and industrial
orders we urgently need all types
of new and used Test Equipment,
Radar, Receivers, and Transmitters.
Tell
WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES,
us

MEW

IMII

BRIM

1111

MI

iiil

,

MR

III

1,B

ui
..,i
BB

RECEIVERS -TRANSMITTERS

TS -268/U
Boonton Mod.

UM
VIM

BIMI
sa.eddetQ Ialm

HS -38
TS -10-G
T-26

=

NI

Ill

1-146

Model G00 Tube and Set Tester
Alodel 616 Tube and Battery Tester

TRANSCEIVER-MODEL 52
5W. 2 -way, 2 -channel radio transmitter -reedyer unit. Complete with tubes, battery charger,
microphone.. Lesstte crystalN and antenna. Operates
from 6
ba
ew
$89.95

NII

ill

SUPREME TEST EQUIPMENT

li

e

Line

LAE-2
L AVOIE Freq.
Meter: 300600 Mc.

TS127/U
TS
TS24A/ARR-2 TS-148/UP

®I
Be
®I

Complete

78B Sig.Gen.
Boonton Type
102F Sig. Gen.
LAD Sig, Gee.

TSIII/CP

TS2

cart Catalogue

No. 119
for complete list of Military, Industrial and Aviation Electronics.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST INVENinTORY OF SUCH EQUIPMENT IN
THE UNITED STATES.

NH

FREQ. METER
Model is a compact, self-

RC-1841FF
RC -214
RC-224
RC -266
RT34/APS13
T-85/APT-5

Mal

MOI

300-600 MC.
MICRO -WAVE
LAVOIE

$245.00

-4

®::
®

Ii
In

ATR-13 TRANSCEIVER
Dynamotor powered, either 14 or 28 V. Shock
mounted, remotely controlled, transceiver.
Tunable receiver, range 108-160 M.C., 4 -channel crystal controlled VHF' transmitter, builtin provisions for omni. Weight, complete with
plugs, less cable, 19 Lbs. Less
Crystal, new

New.
MU APR
Complete
APR

a1
BIMI

what you have.

MO

..
MI
BB
inn
U:

1..
Inn

.E
B.

inn
...........ï
UNIUUUUUUIU.BB11«:N..I....o.v.....
MINZZIM...1.11...n...qiii.B...v
-,,j/i1/J/fl
ill
Al `
1.

IUUN
Manna.
I

SALES
/
`/ Viimitilt/ sIazzaz............maza

Rimaa

V

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD
INSTRUMENT & ACCESSORIES
336 Canal St., WOrth 4-8216, N.Y. 13, N.Y.

ELECTRONICS

-

ARROWSALES

ajmuzugmaz.......alimai

PULSE TRANSFORMER

PANEL METERS
SPECIAL ITEMS -JUST RECEIVED
Frequency Meter, 400 cycles, 3%" round flush case.
black scale, Vibrating reed type, cal. from 380 to
420 cycles, 115 volts, Reiber model 4008 @ $21.50
Frequency Meter, Dual Range, 50 and 60 cycle,
Vibrating reed type, J.B.T. model 30-F, 3%" rd.
flush metal case
@ $14.95
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-150, Weston 476, 3,-h" rd. flush
bakelite case ($15.75 list)
@ 911.50
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-130, Weston 476, 354" rd. flush
bakelite case ($15.75 list)
@ $10.50
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-150, General Electric AO -22, 334"
rd. flush bakelite case
@ $9.50
R.F. Ammeter, 0-1, Westinghouse NT -33 234' rd.
flush bakelite case ($16.50 list)
@ $9.50
D.C. Mlllivoltmeter, 0-10, very low resistance, 4
ohms, Westinghouse EX -35, 3" square, flush
bakelite case, Cat. #1159598 (can also be supplied in round case)
@ $11.00
D.C. Milliammeter, 0-30, Westinghouse NX-35,
31" rd. flush bakelite case
@ $6.00
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-15, Roller -Smith, 3i4' rd. flush
bakelie case, JAN type MR35WO15ACVV @ $5.50
A.C. Ammeter, 0-120, Weston 476, 3W' rd. flush
bakelite case, 3 Amp mvt., complete with external current transformer
@ $14.50
All items are surplus, new, in original cartons,
and are fully guaranteed.

1.I

Mating Address: R O. BOX 3878-E, N. HOLLYWOOD.
CALIF.
Offlce-Warehouse: 7460 VARNA AVE., N. HOLLYWOOD,
CALIF.
Poplar 5-1810
STanley 7.6005
Cable Address:

1

m

roe eiew

Tube base plug in type

Here are precision made, high quality compact pulse transformers wound on hypersil
cores. They are built in octal bakelite tube
bases and can be adapted to many uses. They

are completely impregnated and sealed.
SUGGESTED USES

TYPE UX 7350
Each Coil- 50-T#36E
Max. DC Res. Ohms
I

2

& 8= 4.0211
& 7=4.54211

3 &
5

&

4=2.3570
6=2.1850

*-Blocking Oscillator, Multivibrator and
Scope Circuits.
*-Wherever Accurate Timing and Triggering are necessary.
*-Unexcelled in circuit applications for s
generating low power and low voltage
pulses.
be used in circuits utilizing repetition
rates from O to well over 1 MC and pulse
widths ranging from .05 Microsecond up.

*-Can
Price

$4.50

each

Immediate Delivery

N71,Vand YOUNG
THE

IN ELECTRONICS

B11 Boyston St., Boston 16, Mass.

April, 1953
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POWER UNITS
RA -20

P/O

10.00

PE -157

12.50

U/W

204A
WL -218

SCR -511

PE -112

2.50
3.00
5.00
10.00
25.00

814
803
304TL

BC-342

U/W

TRANSFORMERS

TUBES

12.50
SCR -518

SOLA 500 VA

50.00

95-125,115

KVA

G.E. 1.5

25.00

480-240/240-120
PENN. 75 KVA

500.00

480-240%240-120

PP-39/TRC-2
U/W BC -1306
RA -90

TRANSTAT 1 KVA
230/0-230
POWERSTAT 2 KVA
115/0-115

15.00

METERS

25.00

U/W AN /APO -7

V

DC

4.00

SIMPSON 6130

1115VAC

MICA CAPACITORS

OIL CAPACITORS
..

4-600
10-600
4-1000
4-2000
2-2500
4-2500
1-3000
5-10,000

35.00

25.00

WESTON 430
30

25.00

CERAMIC CASED
HEADSETS

1.25

2.50
1.50
3.00
2.50
4.00
2.50
50.00

24,000 Ohm
2.00

HS -30

600 Ohm

1.50

HS -18

10.00
7.50
25.00
40.00

.08-1500
3.00

P-20

8000 Ohm

.0015-5000
.002-15,000
.01-15,000
.00015-20,000
.00082-30,000
.001-30,000

20.00
50.00
75.00

western engineers
ELK GROVE, CALIFORNIA
GEORGE

WHITING, OWNER

We have one of the largest stocks of special purpose tubes in the United States
for immediate shipment. We sell tubes only and consequently each order receives
individual attention from tube specialists. We sell only new tubes, standard brands,
either JAN or commercial specifications depending on stocks on hand.
0A2
0A3/VR75
OB2
OB3/VR90
0C3/VR105
OD3/VR150
1B22
11,26
1B27

1B29
1B36
1B56
EL1C

iD8GT
1L4
1N21B
1N23A
1N23B

IN34A
IN38A

INS4A
1N58A

IR4/1294
IT4
2C21/1642
2C22/7193

2C26
2C26A.
2C34i RK34
2C40
2C43
2C44
2J21
2J22
2J26
2227

2J39
2J40
2J61
2J62

2K25
2V3G

.98
1.04
1.25
1.05
.99
.85
2.25
2.25
13.95
2.45
6.95
34.50
2.49
.89
.59
2.75
2.50
3.50
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
.89
.69
.59
.30
.19

3E29
3FP7

304

4AP10
4B28

4J42/700A
5AP1
5C30/C5B
5FP7
C5B.

5R40y

C6A.
6AK5
6B8
6K7G
7BPS
7C4
7E5/1201
10Y
12A6
24G

30Spec
RK34
45 Spec
FG81A
RK72
RK73
45 RK75
.59 RELS

VT90
VT98
1.15 100TH
16.95 HY114B
16.95 VT127.
24.45 VTI27A
24.95 F128A.
29.95 205B
29.95 211
39.95 211(VT4C)
39.95 217C
27.50 250TH
.89 250TL
8.95
14.95

313.4

285A
286A

3CP1/S1
3D6/1299

328A

2

3627/129/

3C24/24G
3C28

-

.55
.59

304TH
1.39 304TL
4.95 307A
1.49 316A
.39

14.95

329A

.59
3.95
2.95
24.50
3.49
3.75
1.95
3.75

350B..

1.95 1331A

1.49

5.75
.79
.85
.49
14.95
.59
.59
.75
.59
1.39
.69
.59
.33
3.49

353A

357A
37IB
388A
394A
WL417A
450TH
530
531
533
559

HY615
700A
701A

702A
703A
704A
705A

706AY-DY
706EY-GY
707A

708A
1.25 1710/801 I

1.25
5.75
16.95
.89
16.95
7.75
.95
1.75

2.95
89.50
1.49
1.75
1.75

6.95
18.75
16.95
8.95
5.75
9.95
13.95
5.75
1.25
6.95

713A
714AY
715A
715B
715C
717A
721A
722A
724B
725A
800
801A
803
805
807
808
811
812

813GE
815
830B
832A
836

837

1.95

6.95
3.95
4.25
14.95
1.95
1.49
4.75
14.95
44.00

841

16.75
16.95
1.00
.39
22.50
4.50
2.49
4.75
.89
1.49
39.50
39.50
7.49

874
876
879

.59
.39
75.00
4.50
32.50
.75
1.25
1.49
49.50
3.95
1.19
.95
.49
4.95
.35
.55
.69
.35
.65
.95
1.09
.75
.59

7.95

843
846
860
861

864
865
866A
86913X
872A

16.95

93IA
954
955

956
1957..
958A
E1148
EF50
CK1005
1291..
,

3.75

1294

.89
.95
9.95
6.95
14.95
22.50
1.25
2.95

1299
1608
1616
1619
1625
1626
1629
1636
1642
2051

2.95
4.95
8.95
1.75
.75
4.95
3.90

.89

7193
8011
8012
80I3A
8020

1.65 8021
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006.
9.50 6 Amp Tungar
Bulbs
4.95

2.50
2.90
2.70
11.95
3.25
3.45

.39
3.95
1.95
.75
.40
.40
.39
2.95
.59
1.09
.49
.89
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
1.50
.95
1.75
.95
1.90
.33

2.95

MARITIME INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
11

STATE STREET

Phone: Dlgby 4-3192

NEW YORK 4, N. Y.
Cable Address:

FOXCROFT

IN STOCK
FOR

IMMEDIATE

BRAND NEW

JAN -C-25
CAPACITORS
C P53 -C P54-C P55
C P61 -C P63 -C P65
C P67 -C P69
"E" Characteristic
Item Listed In Jan -C-25
Also Every "F" Characteristic
Where The Size Is Smaller Than "E"
Every

ALSO

CP70 CAPACITORS
"E" Characteristic
600 and 1000 Volts
"B" and "E" Terminals

O'DEL ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
293 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
WORTH 4-2176

WORTH 4-2177

April, 1953
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DELIVERY

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

99ADIO Surplus Buys
CRYSTALS

fvr4ít aus

-!í"

in FT 241-A Holders

.

Pin SPC. Marked 54th OR
72nd Harmonic MC Freq.
Listed below by fundamental

frequency with fractions
omitted.
500

Crystals

KC

$1.95
$3.95

1000 KC Crystals
200 KC Crystals ea

370
372
374
375
376
377
379
380

407
408
409
411

412
413
414
415
416
418
419
420
422
423
424
425
426
427
429
430

381

383
384
385
386
387
388

390
391

392
393
394
395
396
397
398
400

451

452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459

402
403
404
405
406

512
513
514
515
516
518
519
520
522
523
525
526
527
529
530
531

533
534
536
537
538
540

501

502
503
504

5)5
536
537

$100

5)8

441

442
443

511

492
493
494
495
496
497
498

462
463
464
465
466
468
469
470
472
473
474
475

433
434
435
436
437
438
440

509

491

461

431

401

476
477
479
480
481
483
484
485
486
487
488
490

444
445
446
447
448
450

10 for $8.00,

EACH

Po

tpaid

FOLLOWING CRYSTALS AVAILABLE IN

243 HOLDERS

FT

3590
4165
4280
4335
4350
4370
4440
4445
4540
4620
4635
4710
4880
4980
4995

1V

" PIN

SPACING
7350
7450
7750
7875

5127.5
5285
5587
5660
5730

6073.3

EACH

for $10.00, Postpaid

FULL AMOUNT WITH ORDER
QUANTITIES AVAILABLE
WRITE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

H SALES CO.
PASADENA STA.

PASADENA 8, CALIF.

YOUR BEST SOURCE FOR

JAN TUBES

FULLY GUARANTEED

0C3/ V R105. 1.00 V7166
OD3/VR1S0
1B29

10236
1026
2C21
2C26
2C40
2C46
2C51
2D21

.

2E22.... ..

.851

2.25
2.95
7.50
.50
.25
7.25
25.00.
5.25

135,

.

2E26

2322........

1.75'
2.75
6.75

2J26........13.75
2J31
2132
2J34
2348

....

2K22

22.50
22.50,
22.50
22.50
35.00

27.50

21423

2%2
384
3A5

1.75 954
.15 955
9.75 957

211
212E

20.00 953A

250TH
304TH

6.75
.. 7.25
304TL.
307A
3.50,
310AíWE)... 5.50
311A
6.50
35413
19.50
1.75
3716
394A
3.50
417A
7.50'
471A........
2.50
507A,
1.25
532A
2.501
559 ........ 1.25
7018........ 5.50
703A........ 5.00
705A
1.65
715A
5.00
71513 .
6.50
715C
18.75
717A
.95
721A........ 1.75
.

.

.

.50
.79
.95
4.75
3624
3B26
3.50 723AB... ..17.50
3C24/24G... 1.75' 725A....
6.50.
3C31/C113... 3.25 726A
12.50
3C45........14.75 805
3.50
13.75 807
3E29
.. .. .. 1.251
8.751
5021
15.00 810
6.856 W.E
2.00 811
2.85'
C6J
6.25 812..... .. .. 2.75
6C21
18.75 813......... 9.25
634......... 6.00 814
2.50
.45 815
2.25
15E... .. .. .. 1.75 8298
11.50
2807....... 1.85 8328
8.75
35TEImac... 5.75 837
1.25
RK72
.95 845
5.50
100TH
6.75 866A
1.35
VU111
1.25 872A
3.25
120A WE)
7.50 876
.75
121A(WE)... 2.95 923
.75
F127A
17.50, 931A
3.95
.

.

.

.

.

100 types

FIXED and ADJUSTABLE CERAMIC FEED-THRU
OIL
TUBULAR
MICA
STAND-OFF
APC TRIMMERS
VARIABLES
SILVER MICA

RESISTORS -Over a
CARBON

million

WIRE WOUND

FERRULE

POTENTIOMETERS & RHEOSTATS

DYNAMOTOR BRUSHES-Approximately 400,000
FUSES --Approximately 800,000 in stock
WIRE and CABLE -Millions of feet
SWITCHES -Approximately 200,000
CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS-Approximately 120,000
COILS -RF and AF CHOKES -Approximately 350,000
TIMERS and DELAY RELAYS -Both clock and thermal types
BATTERY CLIPS -Approximately 50,000
BUSHINGS and SPACERS -Thousands of pounds
CHASSIS -Dozens of sizes
COAXIAL CABLE-Many sizes in stock
SPRINGS -Over 5000 pounds -Hundreds of types
JONES CONNECTORS -Many types in stock
RECTIFIERS -Made to your specifications

$100

PLEASE ENCLOSE

NEW

1

CAPACITORS-Approximately 450,000

From 110DC to 60 cycle AC

11

C 8t

RELAYS -Approximately 300,000 in over

From 20 to 500 Watt
INVERTERS- Also
some 400 cycle units

6075
6140
6350
6525
6700
6875
6975
7150

BOX 356.FT EAST

OUR NORMAL INVENTORY INCLUDES OVER 80,000
DIFFERENT ITEMS IN THE ELECTRONIC, RADAR AND
RADIO FIELDS.

.

.

.

10Y........

1005

.45
45

.45
.65
.55

1007.........85
HY1269
1613
1616
1622

2.25
.85
.95
2.25

i6,2.9

1..65
25

1644
2051

5726..
7193
8011
8020
9001

9002

9003
9004
9006
C. RAY

2AP1A

3AP1
3BP1
3DP1
3GP1
5CP1

.75
1.00
1.75
.45
.95
1.25
1.25
.95
1.35
.29
.29

8.50
5.50
4.75
3.50

3.75
4.00

5LP1.......20.00

SNP1
7BI77

9G

P7

4.00
5 75

9.75

Re.:eivin6

TyPes
1LN5
1615

1T4
..
3136/1299....
354

6AC7
6346

6J5
636

.69
59

.50
.39
.65
.75

-All

TORS

GROMMETS -Approximately 20,000 pounds
TUBES -Most receiving types and many special types in stock
IRON CORE SLUGS -Over a million in stock

WE ALSO HAVE A LIMITED ASSORTMENT OF
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN STOCK:
DIAL LIGHT ASSEMBLIES
DIAL PULLEYS
DIAL PLATES
PILOT LAMPS
EYELETS AND RIVETS

TELEGRAPH KEYS
VARNISHED and VINYL TUBING
ALNICO MAGNETS
JACKSON PLUGS

BOLTS, NUTS, SCREWS and
WASHERS
SPEAKERS
SOCKETS
HEADPHONES

SOLDER
LINE CORDS
LUGS -Terminal, Soldering, Stakon
POWER RHEOSTATS

ROTARY SWITCHES

55

.45
.65

Write for other types not listed.
Rated firms send P.O. Order. F.0 B. N. Y.

ALLIED

NU -METAL LAMINATIONS -Thousands of pounds in a dozen
sizes
KOVAR GLASS SEALS -Approximately 400,000 in stock in
several dozens of types
CERAMIC and HI -FREQUENCY STAND -OFFS-Approximately
300,000 in stock
TAPE-Celluose, Textile, Masking and Electrical
sizes
GUY WIRE -Both Light and Heavy
INTERCOM SYSTEMS -Best Buys
SOLENOIDS -Approximately 75,000 in stock
TELEPHONE RELAYS, RETARDATION COILS and CAPACI-

ELECTRONIC SALES
74 Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Phone BArclay 7-5839-5840

SEND US YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR OUR QUOTES

324 CANAL

Universa

ELECTRONICS- April, 1953

ST., N.Y.C., 13,

N.Y.

WAlker 5-9642

s¢n¢ral co
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
TRANSFORMERS-100V. 60 Cycle Pri.
VOLT CT -25A-10,000 V. Ins. OPEN

5

S" x 5" x 4-M."
$7.95
Sec. Two 12 V. 4 A. Windings -gives 12 V. 8 A. or
24 V. 4 A
$5.95
Sec. 24 Volt Sá Amp.
$1.50
$1.95
Sec. 24 Volt 1 Amp
$5.95
Sec. 24 Volt 8 Amp
Volts
Sec. 6-24 or 30
$5.95
8 Amp.

FRAME-

10

BLOWER

cycle

60

NEW

-

Ódéru No. 1C939

amplify output Radar Trans.
Input 80 or 115 V. AC 400

to

not Gov't

$8.95

FLANGE TYPE -140 CFM, 3-1/2" Intake:
Complete size: 8-1/2" W x 7-1/2" H x 6-94"
No. 1C807
FLANGE TWIN -275 CFM, 4-1/2" Intake:
Dis. Complete size: 11-9'4" W x 9-9á' H
D.

$59.50

$59.50

600 W.

MOTOR-GENERATOR
type CCL-211014, 115 VDC-94 I1P-1750
RPM. Generator 27 VDC, 9.3 Amp. Direct Drive

D.

$13.95

FORMER
WITH CAPS.
57.5 VOLT; 400 CYCLE.

NEW; $5.95 Ea.

BATTERY CHARGING RESISTOR
PANEL
115 VDC-6.67 ohms 30 Amps.
High -Low & Off. Charging rate:
High 30 A. Low 15 A.-12.2 Volt
Low 12.7-15.2 Volt Cells: High
Complete with Cable. Panel size:
Mfg. by Ward Leonard -NEW

24 VDC REVERSIBLE
RPM, 40 lb.
Torque Motor Size: 5-1/2' x
4-1/32" x 3-5/16". Shaft Size:
21/32" x 5/16". Also operates
24
I'hilco No. 441VAC,

'(

16876

heavy coil spring, 2" insulator. Overall
lbs.
length:
11-Sá",
Weight: 2-94
Price
$3.95
MP -S-33
BASE -Insulated type with
heavy coil spring and 5" dia. insulator.
Requires 2" hole for mounting. Weight:
0 lbs.
$5.95

MAST SECTIONS For ABOVE BASES
Tubular steel, copper coated, painted, in 3 ft. sections, screw -in type. MS-53 can be used to make
any length with MS -52-51-50-49 for taper. Any section
506 Eeach
Larger Diameter Section: MS -54
$1.25
AN -104B Antenna -100-156 MC. -Steel
3.95
AN -104B Antenna -100-156 MC. -Copper
3.00
Vs; 1E7Whip Steel -6 Ft. Length
1.50
25% Deposit on C.O.

All Prices Are F.O.B., Lima, Ohio

LIMA, OHIO

HOT ELECTRIFYING BARGAIN!
THYRATRON REMOTE CONTROL

RED

CAN BE YOURS FOR PRACTICALLY NOTHING
You get the complete outfit,
including cabinet, 3 tubes
(12SL7GT. GL5662, GL5610)
and wiring diagram.

Single

each $5.99

Lots of 3

$/ 98

each

easily and quickly be
modified from Electronic Remote Control of: Transmitters;
Turn Radio and TV on and
Can

off: Open and Close Garage
Doors from your car; etc.
Schematic diagram
at No Extra Cost.

included

MANUEL KLEIN CO.

_

shutting off radios and TV
sets when you go to bed.
Limited supply at this special PRICE
$4.90
min., 30 min., 1 hr. at $5.90

REDMOND Powerful 5" Blower or
Ventilator 115 volts AC 60 cycles 18

\,.

watts. For Kitchen

-

Laboratory.

heat or Cold or Chemicals...97.50

Hams
Experimenters
Radio Schools
Ilere's the chance of a lifetime to own a genuine Thyratron Electronic
Remote Control of your own at a fraction of its regular price! This
mighty handful (only 594 x 5 x 354) of miracle control can be made to
perform hundreds of practical, fascinating feats of remote control. A complete schematic showing the circuit is included with each unit.
IT'S A STEAL! Buy it just for the parts alone. Take it apartl Look
what you get: Valuable parts and tubes galore that you can so easily
use in any other radio, Amplifier, etc.
for experimenting.
LOOK AT ALL THE PARTS YOU GET
Filament
I2SL7GT
3K -Ohio -1 Watt Wirewound
Transformer
GL -5610
925 Ohm -1 Watt Wirewound
GL -5662
Control Relay
8K -Ohm -10 Watt Wirewound
Watt W irewound
16Mfd Cal 150 volts
2600 Ohm
Switch.SPST
.1 Mfd 94 200 volts
Pilot Lamp,
75K -Ohm
Watt
.02Mfd @ 200 volts
Megohm-y Watt Carbon
Type 44
.25Mfd
)50K -Ohm-I/2 Watt
Neon Bulb
600 volts
N E-2
.25Mfd
Megohm-'/z Watt Carbon
600 volts
47K -Ohm -I/, Watt Carbon
Control
125 Ohm Variable
Housing
2
Megohm-1/2
Watt
Carbon
Control
Bottom Plate
I
Megohm-1/2 Watt Carbon
600 Ohm Calibration
I
Megohm-1/2 Watt Carbon
Escutcheon
Control
Watt Wirewound
I
Megohm-y, Watt
.24 Ohm
HOW CAN YOU LOSE? These parts are certainly worth THREE TIMES
this amazing low cost. The General Electric Thyratron Type GL -5662 tube
alone costs $3.30 wholesale. Besides consider the plate sensitive relay.
filament transformer, tubes, condensers, resistors (many of them 1%
precision). No matter how you use it, here's a great, great red-hot
Bargain. Operates on 115V .tC.
Hobbyists

-or

-I
-t,

I

@@

-

I

-2

94 Chambers St., New York 7, N. Y.

REctor 2-6460

:'::"rj

ii

_

2

RPM

3

RPM

3.6 RPM

1RPM

1I
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$2.90
3.90
3.15
3.95
4.30

One of each

$15,00
Mossman Lever
Switch $2.50
Duty

10 Amp.

Heavy
'--Z.------TV,,......Silver
Contacts. Contacts can easily be re-

-

stocked and changed
to suit your needs. Now momentary OFF CENTER
but can be changed by user to stay either side.
Brand New.
Assorted

Micro Switches, Acro Switches,
5 for

MU -Switches

DID YOU eVER WISH FORA

e

4

1

1,

/A

ij

$1

00

RNAN0?

FOOT SWITCH
MADE OF NEW

SURPLUS MATERIAL

Cid$495KITs5

uS leG A

IS AMP. MICRO swum

Westinghouse Elapsed Time Meters

$15.50

ALL PRICES F.O.B. N. Y.
EST.

1923

1923

New York 7, N. Y.

64 Dey St.

CARRIER EQUIPMENT
Western Electric CF -IA 4 -channel carrier telephone

terminals.
1000/20 cycle carrier ringers.
CFD-B 4 -channel carrier pilot regulated telephone
terminals complete with four channels 1000/20
cycle ringing.
CFD-B 4.channel pilot regulated telephone reEE -101-A 2 -channel

peaters.

V. F. telegraph in from 2- to 12 -channel
terminals.
FMC I or 2 channels carrier telephone terminals,
automatic regulation, duplex signaling each
channel. Carrier frequencies above 35 KC. Ideal
for adding channels above type "C".
C -42-A

Complete
offered.

engineering

and

installation

services

RAILWAY COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Raytown, Missouri
Telephone: FLeming 2121

April, 1953
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RPM

60

f

Orders

132 SOUTH MAIN ST.

FAIR RADIO SALES

THE NEW WONDER OF
ELECTRONIC CONTRO L

volts

Genuine TELECHRON Motors

95.95

MAST BASES-INSULATED:
MP -132 BASE -(As illustrated at left) 1'

Servicemen

57

$6.95

27VDC-1/10 HP-3500 RPM. Shaft Size: 9á"x1/4".
Motor Size: 4" x 3-1/2". Air Assoc. No. EE -763
$6.95
80 VDC-1/50 HP-3000 RPM. Shaft Size: 9á" x '4".
Motor Size: 5" x 3". G. E. No. 5 BN38HA10.. $8.95
28.5 VDC-1/35 HP -2200 RPM. Shaft Size: 1-1/2'
a 1/2". Motor Size: 4-1/2' x 3-94". Electrolux No.

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT

E

115 volts to

5 HOUR SWITCH
A 10 amp. timing device.
Pointer moves back to zero
after time elapses. Ideal for

Also available in 15

SELENIUM RECTIFIER UNITS

ADDRESS DEPT

to 115 volts

115 volts to 230 volts

y

1008
$5.95
27.5 VDC-6000 RPM. 1.5 oz.
in. Shaft Size: 1-1/2" x 1/2".
Motor Size: 2-1/2" v 1-W. No.

DYNAMOTORS

$2,85
$2.00
$1.65

MARKTIME
i

HEAVY DUTY
VOLT DC OUTPUT:
115/200 V. Three Phase 400 Cycle Input:
$69.50
TYPE 143 w/Transformer & VB 100 Amp
TYPE 3FS15 w/Trans., VR, & Blower-200A $39.50

DYNAMOTOR and BLOWER: 9 Volts DC input: output 451) colts 60 SIA. 4500 RPM. At 6 Volts DC input: output 260 Volts 65 MA. 3000 RPM
$4.95
Input
Stock No. Price
Output
14 V. DC
600 V. 300 MA.
BD -36
$9.95
12 V. DC
6.95
220 V. 70 MA.
12 or 24 .;,DC
440 V. 200 MA. &
D-104
14.95
220 V. 100 MA.
14 V. DC
375 V. 150 MA.
DM -375
8.95
14V. DC
7.95
330 V. 135 MA.
DM -330
14 V. DC1 i
500 V 500 MA.
PE -59
14.95
ALSO-PE -73: PE -86: DM -53; DM -33; 5055; DM -415;
PE -101 etc.

230 volts

$2.85

4

DC SMALL MOTORS

-30

$2.35

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Step -Up
or
1beStep-Down

$4.75

tt.

5069-267

Max. Switching
6-2 Volt Cells:
Cells: 25.8 High:
23.7: Low 11.6.
21' x 22" x 10".
('rice: $29.95

110 v. 60 cycle 2 RPM
220 v. 60 cycle 2 RPM

x 8-1/16"
$21.95

MOTOR -3.7

21161 CONTROL TRANS-

Timer

110 y. 80 cycle 1/10 RPM
110 v. 60 cycle 1 RPM

3-1/2" x 3"

Navy

SELSYN

'"

K

v

Order

AERIAL WIRE -Phosphorous Bronze #16 Stranded.
200 lb. test. Weatherproof. 150 ft. on heel. ILL-:
$1.50
with Clips
TELEPHONE WIRE -3 Cond. copper & steel. 52.,

Price: $89.50

Minutes

HAYDON SYNCHRONOUS
TIMING MOTOR
110 v, 60 cycle 30 RPM
$2.60

2-1/2" Dis.

AIRCRAFT CONTROL CABLE-3/32'-7 x 7
Strand. Weatherproofed, Galvanized, Preformed.
Ideal for Television Guying and
920 Ib. test.
many other uses. Prices: 41/26 Per Ft. -1000 Ft.
or more at 4e ncr Ft.

to 2600 cycle

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AM-33/ART
Freq. Range 35 to 105 MC. Band width 3.5 ± 0.5
MC. Used to increase power output AN/ARQ-8 to
150 Watts. Input 80 or 115 V. AC 400 to 2600 Cycle

No. 2C069

24

to

wound electric TIMING SWITCH
Pointer moves back to ZERO and shuts off
RADIO -TV -Electric Mixer-Photographic
Devices -Time Delay etc. Furnished
with Calibration Chart and Pointer$1X25
Knob. Biggest bargain we ever had.

$13.95
No. 1C880
COMPACT TYPE -108 CFM. motor built inside
squirrel case.4-94' Intake: 3-9's" a 3" Dis. Complete
size: 4-1/2" W. a 9-1/2" H x 8-W D. Order No.
$14.50
2C067

T-28/APT-1;

600 W.

Seconds

A hand

BLOWER-Sante as RN -520 above, except
has blower assembly In each side of motor. Order

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AM-14/APT
100 W. Used to increase output Transmitting Equipment AN/APT-1. Input 80 or 115 V. AC 400 to
$59.50
2600 Cycle 600 W
RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AM-I8/APT
140 to 210 MC.; Power Output 110 W. @ .5 Amps.

Power

Volt

(pictured), approx. 100 CFM
Dis. 2 t,4" intake; 2" outlet.
Quiet running Motor size:
21/2"x3514".

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS:

Used

BLOWERS
115

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

BuFrDect

DIRECTRON SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

M`facturer
FILTER CAPACITORS
W. Voltage

Capacity

Full -Wave Bridge Types

Current
(Continuous)

18/14
Volts

36/28
Volts

54/42
Volts

130/100
Volts

Amp.
$1.35
$2.15
$7.50
Amps.
2.20
3.60
S3.7
5.4Ó
10.50
Amps.
6.00
13.00
4 Amps.
4.25
7.95
12.95
25.25
6 Amps.
4.75
9.00
13.50
33.00
10 Amps.
6.75
12.75
20.00
40.00
12 Amps.
8.50
16.25
25.50
45.00
20 Amps.
13.25
25.50
39.00
79.50
24 Amps.
16.25
32.50
45.00
90.00
30 Amps.
20.00
38.50
36 Amps.
25.00
48.50
We can manufacture other Selenium Rectifiers, Selenium
Rectifier Supplies, XFMRS., & Chokes
New Selenium Rectifier Transformers
PRI: 115 V., 60 cycles in. )
4 Amps
$6.75
SEC: 9, 12, 18, 24, end 36 1 12 Amps
16.75
volts
24 Amps
35.75
Continuous Ratings
50 Amps
59.75
New Selenium Rectifier Chokes
4 Amps.-.07 Hy. -.6 ohm.
$7.95
12 Amps. -.01 Hy. -.1 ohm
$14.95
24 Amps. -.004 Hy. -.025 ohm
$29.95

MFD.

50 V.

.98

500

MFD.

200 V.

2.50

1000

MFD.

3000

MFD.

20

5000

MFD.

1
2

2

RELAYS
Our stock of more than a
million relays in over a
thousand different types
is the world's largest.
Don't delay your production for want of large or
small quantities of relays
of any type.
Telephone, wire o: write
for quotations.

-

-

1C

JOBBERS
OF
W.E.

.

.

.

PARTIAL
LISTING OF

.90
1.00
1.00
OD3/VR150 .88
1A7GT
.80
.90
1AE4

CA4G
OB2

.

40.00

2339

2K25
2X2.
34.4

34P1

9.00

7.50
9.95

31328

3B29
3BP1

3BP11
3C23(GE)

3C24/24G

5.75
9.50

9.50
1.35

.

3C27
3C33

7.50

9.00

306/1299

.50

3DP1A

NEW AND MORE

3E29
3Q GT/G

COMPREHENSIVE

4X150A

95

999

.80

25.00
22.00

4-125A

4.250A. .
5021(WE)
5R4GY
5U4G
5V4G

1.25
.55
.95
.98
.77
125

64C7

6AG7
64106
6?.35

1.00

64K5

6.4K5 -W .

64K6
6.4L5
64N5
61T6

to send

for your copy

6ÁU6
6AV6

Telephone

SEeley 8-41441

6138

613E6
616G6 -G.

6BH6

.

12SG7

12SH7
12877
12SK7

1.59
3.50
2.70
812
812-A
3.50
816....... 1.25
829-B
12.95
8.50
832-A
1.45
837
2.95
838
860
3.95
861.
15.00
866-A(Hyt) 1.55
3.95
872-A
1613
75
1616
.70
1622 (6 L6 M) . 1.95
1625
.35
1631
.70
1632
.70

.55 809

.85
.88
.55
.69
7A8
.69
7C5
.69
7C6
.69
7C30
85.00
7F7
.69
4.95
7GP7
7H7
.72
12A6
.50
12ÁT7
.75
12AU7
62
12A V 6
.49
124X7
.79
12BA6
.57
12BD6..... 2.10
12BE6
.57
12BH7
1.15
12SA7
.75

32.00
1475 12SF5

61.137

NOW READY
Be sure

6.95

3S4

CATALOG

6W4GT....

24.25 6W6GT....
27.00 6Y6-G
.50 6X5GT
.59 7A7

2.148

RELAY SALES

833 W. CHICAGO AVE.
DEPT.

ELECTRON ICS

-

2.25

50 V.

3.75

SELENIUM POWER SUPPLY

TRANSFORMER SPECIALS

PRI-5V.

115V.

(4)

190 Amp. SEC

811.4

2050(RCA)
2051

1.35

A....For

.....
...

.69 5646(Syl)
.70 5654

12SL7GT... .65 CK-5702
12SN7GT... .70 CK-5744
12SQ7GT... .63 CK-5886

Jones

-8

Way Socket--Cat #8-306

New Tube

Cartons-Holds

1.30 12SR7
.65 14F7
.90 25AV5
.98 25BQ6GT

.60 5800(Vict.)
.80 5803(Vict.)
125 5814
.. 1.00 5910
.50 25L6GT.... .65 5995
.67 8020
2.25 25Z6
.60 2807
1.50 9001
59 35B5
.49 9002
.49 35C5
.40 9003
.70 35L6
.69 9004
.55 35-T(Eimee) 3.00 9006
1.35 35Z5GT.... .49 AX9903
.60 42
.65

-....354 ea.
20/52.00

Mallory 12 Volt Vibrapack-NEW-300 V

14 100
$0.00 ea.

MA.

Weston Model 798 Tube Tester

$75.00

2C433

QUANTITY USERS OF GEN4F
ERAL ELECTRIC JOBBER'S
(COLORED) BOXED, CURRENT PRODUCTION IN PLIOFILM PACKAGE $13.95 ea.
$12.95 ea.
10 OR MORE

yR

7C30 WITHAT
12

TRIODE

TEFILAMENT

16

11V.). 220 V. PRIXFMR. (TAPPED
MARY -COMBINATION -ALL NEW.
$105.00
WRITE FOR DETAILS

CBS- Hytron Cathode-Ray Picture Tubas
First Quality In factory-sealed"cartons. Full Year
no
Warranty Card on each tube. Remember
secondst no rebullts .. !Prices Include,Fed. Tax.

...

C.R. Tubes via Express"Collect.
7J P4

10BP4A
12LP4A
14CP4
16AP4

18.75

21.00
21.50

16

s

24.00',
31.00

... 25.50

KP4 ...
20CP4A..38.50
21EP4A..38.50
176P4A..24.75 - 21FP4A..36.00
17CP4....25.25
28.7 5

16RP4...30.00
16TP4....30.00

17 H P4

'

RADIO TELEPHONE SETS
Western Electric 4 Channel Ship -to -Shore Seta.
Brand new. Made for U. S. C. G.. deluxe. compact.
includes transmitter, receiver and built-in power
supply for 12 -volt D. C. operation. Operates from
2 through 3.5 mos. 5 Watts output. Our price $149.50
W.E. Push -to -Talk F3 Hand seta -Brand new
with 4 Cond. Coiled cords. Model F -3-5W-3

.

59.75 ea.
$9.50 ea.

20 or more

-

Western Electric ;V' Steel Comm'l Grey Panels
$1.00 each
1012" y 19". Brand new

Trimm. Model 100 "Featherweight" Headsets&Band.
$4.95
New, in orig. mfr.'s carton 4,000 ohms

Crystal Standards
Bliley -Type SMCI00$8.50
New-100 KC and 1.000 KC BAR

2.75

2.95
.75
3.50

154

100 Tubes

Pedestal Insulator -3" high

1.00

8.25
1.75
3.23
2.25
3.00
6.50

52.00

816's

Western Electric Filter Chokes. Brand New. Hermetically sealed. 8 by 14 300 ma. -75 ohms D.C.
$5.00
resistance 13 KV Test Ins. Only

5514(ñytron) 4.50

.70 5516(Hytron) 4.50
80 5528/CoL... 12.00
.63 5608-A
3.95

$49.85

THORDARSONBoxedFilament7.FMR. (T -50F81)

115V. -2.6V. ® 3.5

LM FREQUENCY METER-INT. MODULATION

-Orig.

Book.

With external AC Power Supply

$115.00

.98

1.20
.85
1.45
.35
.30
17.75

WRITE ON TYPES NOT LISTED
FOB -NYC -25% Deposit with order -or
send full remittance to save COD charges -Rated
Firms (D.&B.) Net 10 days
All merchandise
guaranteed.
Phone: REctor 2-2562

-

Top Dollar Paid
& EQUIPMENT

e

Terms:

SG

.50

V.

CA2

1A

1953

12 V.

to 12VDC/2 Amp. Variable DC supply. untried
and completely built-inpt. M5v/80 cy
$10.95

TUBES

AND STOCKS
6BQ6GT ... 1.20 5005
.50
1.35 50L6GT...
6BZ7
.55
6C4
.45 101-F(WE) 1.00
6CB6
.55 FG -105. .. 17.00
6C D6 -G
1.60 117Z6
1.00
6F6 -M
69 F -123A ... 6.50
1B3/8016
.80 6F8 -G ....
85 211(GE) .
.75
11323
6G6-G
.. 85 250TH.... 17.00
8.
1627
12.550 6116
.70 FG-271/
6J5GT
55.00
.45
5551
II.A6
.96 676........ .62 274A & B
3.00
1N21B
2.50 637........ .70 275-A(WE) 3.00
17.50 6K4(Syy1) ... 3.50 304.TH
7.00
1N21C
2.25 6K6GGT
1N23A
.59 304 -TL ... 8.75
1N23B
3.49 6K7 Metal
.70 310-A(WE) 5.45
.75 6L5-G . .. 49 311-A(WE) 6.50
1N44/400B
1.19 328-A(WE) 5.00
N
1.21 6L6 -G
1N45/400C. 1.39 6L6 -GA
1.20 359-A(WE) 4.00
1N48(GE) . . .55 6L6 Metal
1.95 371-B
.85
1/454(5y1)
.77 6L7N
.80 373-A(WE) 4.00
l X2A
3.50
.90 67 Metal
.80 373-A((
2C40
7.95 6Q7GT
2.50
.80 387-A
2C43(GE) 13.95 6S7 Metal
.98 403-B WE
7.50
5.50 6SD7...
.79 407-A W
2C52
5.00
2021
1.25 6SG7
.72 408-A
E)
2.75
2E24
2.50 6SJ7
.69 421-A
E) 3.50
2E30
1.95 6SK7GT(Syl) .62 717-A
.88
6.50 6SL7GT ... .60 725-A
5.50
2122
2.132
29.95 6SN7GT.... .70 803
3.95
2.134
25.25 6V6GT
3.25
.55 805

.

0

LARGE QUANTITIES

COMPONENTS, XFMRS
CAPACITORS, ETC. WRITE.

Ea.

500

136

for

SURPLUS

Send List

TUBES

With Details

ARR,
ELE[TROIU[5 [ORP.

LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

4, CHICAGO 22, ILL.

April, 1953
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

CONDENSERS

- RELAYS - TUBES - METERS

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE -EVERY ITEM GUARANTEED
4.

OIL CONDENSERS

1500VDC 15SAU400
600VDC #22F36
600VDC CP70B1FF605K1.45
1.55
1000VDC TJU-10060
2.94
600VDC A16905P

6.
6.
6.
8.

Type BARL

600VDC CP70E1EF805V

9.

600VDC Type DAL
A1545
2.70
600VDC 5-1318745 WH 2.85
600VDC CP70E1DF106V

-

10.
10.
10.
2.
2.

6-6-6-M

SYNCH RO

MARK

12

-Mod

-

SYNCHRO
cy. MARK

-

1

2

- -

3.75
6.

90V
60cy. 8.
12.
Type 18C

60 cy
$2.85

VITAMIN Q. 3x.25, 25M
2500
V DC-835.5904.01
$6.75
VITAMIN Q 15 M-150VAC 800cyS35.5860-PI

$6.20

ELI M-O-STAT-EN-107-3AMPS115vdc.

MFD

VOLT

7000VDC
7500VDC
10000VDC
.1
.1-.1 7000VDC
.002
.1

.25-.25.25
.5
.5
.5

.5
1.
1.
1.
1.

1.
1.

1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

2.
2.
2.
2.
4.

4.
4.
4.
4.

4.

$3.75

PRICE

TYPE
#25F927

2500VDC
660VAC
660VAC
330VAC
660VAC
660VAC
660VAC

TJ 25100
KC 6020

AER.

#21F403
067X38
KGC 6080
Y4921

2.70

TEAM UP TO BRING YOU ONE
GREAT
ELECTRONICS
FIRM
GEARED TO SERVE YOU WITH

Synchro
Motors
110 VAC
3.6 watt
Y1 RPM
$2.75
2.2 watt
1/120 RPM

HARD -TO -FIND
PARTS & EQUIP.

$2.45
8.62
1.50
watt .5 to 5 min. :5901.4 adj..
1.50 3.6reset timer
$7.50
1.27
3.85 Cranmer T.D. relay 115V 60cy-(3 or
$5.25
4 min)
5.25

K-

H-

-all

r

AMPLIFIERS
G.E.

Servo
no tubes

BC -611

VARIOUS TEST EQUIPMENT
NEW EXPORT DIVISION
FOR ALL FOREIGN ORDERS
Prompt attention to all
inquiries
languages!

Weston WATTMETER Model 641
0-4 KW 250 V. 20 amps...929.75
Type
Voltmeter Westinghouse Type NX35
0-500
V
DC
3'iz" rd. FS -1
Type
25 ohm 100 watt....$2.96
MA
$9.35
15 ohm
25 watt....$1.00
Type
NA -35 FS -I
0-150V AC Type
MA
$7.85
$4.75
0.-150VAC Burlington
SPRAGUE
Meter 0-15 MA -DC Westinghouse
RX-37 4" square
$9.85
PULSE NETWORKS
COUNTER Veedor Root Ratchet 5
Number Type 1144
$.85'
7 -E3 -.5-1000-50P
$10.25
15 -E3 -..5-935-32P
$17.50 West Voltmeter, NA -35, Style BS 48450 -I, 0.150 V.A.C., 3" round
10-5-E6.4, 5-200-16P
$22.50
$7.95

0CP7001DR104K
9.95
í23F430
r25F774
635-5904-P1

BC -221

METERS

RHEOSTATS
J-150 ohm 50 watt.... $1.89

Attn: Schools, Labs, Hams!

WE PAY MORE
RADIO PARTS & EQUIPMENT

FOR
Cash

in

on your

-

surplus equipment

or we'll trade for something you really
need. Write today!

Clare Telephone RELAYS.

I. Plug in, Type C 3000 Ohm 48
2CV IC1400CY,
VDC SPDT. (INC-2N0)....93.30
V.1
$14.95 2.
Q
in, Type A 24 VSPST$3 AC
4000VDC .26F768
3.15 Bendix CM -50131 For synchro radar
Plug
.26
600VDC CP65B1EF405V .89
equipment
original crate $26.25 3. Type C 1500 Ohm 24V DC 4PST
1500VDC 2009 AER.
1.15
(INC.
3N0)
$2.78
2500VDC CP70E1DK504K
C 30 Ohm I,
5 VDC
4.
3.15
ATTENUATORS
TypeDPS
$1.95
41/00VDC 4009 AER.
5.60
600VDC 0TJU6010
1.15 Raven type H -994-Z, 7500/3900- 5. Automatic Electric 14v DC 1000
1000VDC CP70E1EG105KK
N.O.
DPST
$2.34
Ohm
2DB step
$4.25
1.85
Struthers Dunn, Type 8BXX110VDC
$5.25
2000VDC TJU2001OG
2.75 TA -1000-2, 7500/3900
D PST. 4 amp.
$5.75
2500VDC TJ-25010
3.25 H-950
Bal
"H" 10,000/50- Struthers Dunn Type 8BXX32VDC
3000VDC
3.75
ë23F42
$2.75
601)B
DPST
4 amp.
$5.54
4000VDC CP70D1FM105X
audio -120-2A3, Ladder, Struthers Dunn Type I BXX 110V
7.56 Shallcross
30 or 250 ohm
$2.25
AC 6 amp.
$2.57
6000VDC 42K INTEREEN*
Struthers Dunn Type IXBX105 V AC
CAP 1176638 12.95
DPDT
$3.73
1000VDC XLMJW 10-2 2.15
HP
TRANS
Guardian Type 100 AC 12 V
1000VDC 1006 AER.
SPST
2000VDC TJU20020
2.95
$1.12
0001 -25KV
$35.00 Potter Brumfield Type PR3 SPST.
2000VDC Á22F194
2.95 Type 63.
0005
115V A.C.
$1.25
2500VDC TJ-25020 G
4.39 Type G2. 000Imfd. 0002mfd
infd.
$10.00 each Potter Brumfield Type PR5 D SPDT.
4000VDC 023F47
14.75
5000VDC 023F50
48V DC
$1.90
Type H..01mfd 250V test
5000VDC 5009 AER.
Potter
Brumfield
11.95
Type
PR7
SPOT
;;CM50A103M
$66.00 per c
6000VDC 50-72Y693
$1.78
17.85
Type 1445.01 1200 V test
600VDC #23F103GE Type CR 2791-B109N36 DPDT
CM45B103K
$30.00 per c
CP70E1FF205K 1.69
10,000 ohm coil
$1.75
600VDC EKLMRW6-4
Sigma 12 VDC SPDT size 21/4" x
EC -MK
1.25
$ 77
I5á"
TRANSFORMERS
600VDC TQ6040G
2.47
GE type CR 2791-B109P36 SPDT,
1000VDC TQ 10040 G
3.15
10,000 ohm Coil
$1.45
Freed Pr 110 V 60 Cv
600VDC CP70E1EF405V
GE type CR 2791-B109N36 DPDT
Sec 12 V 20 VA
$ 75
1.69
10,000 ohm coil
$1.75
600VDC CP70B1FF405V
Jefferson Pr 110 V 00 Cy
GE type CR2791-B109U39 200 ohm
1.69
Sec 15 V 2 Amp
coil
$1.15
75
$

2500VDC

Just a partial list of our
present stock:
BC -348
BC -342
ART -13
APN-9
LM
ARC -3

6.45

$2.75

10-10.10-M
90V 60
Mod. 2 Type 3C.$5.50

MFD
90V -3 -PHASE
I8F236

30

2.43

8.

COMPETITORS*

H aydon

HARJO SALES CO

type

Formerly CAN D EE -AI RCO combined
with Alvaradio Sales Co.

-in

4109 BURBANK BLVD.
P. O. Box 1187
Magnolia Park Station
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
CHarleston 0-1486

ROckwell 9-1070

-MICA

LEONARD GREEN
381 Tremont St.

-HA

6-4794

E

4PDT RELAY

26.5 vdc midget, coil 280, 300, 400. 525 ohm
or hi year spec.. Contacts 3A @ 20 vde .33.95
RELAY 3PDT 24 vde 250 ohm Clare Type K. 2.95
RELAY 4PDT 12 vde 70 ohm midget
1.75
TIME DELAY relay Cramer TD2.120S 117v 14.95
S BAND CONVERTER Navy CG-46ABW 10 em 99.50
ISOLATION XFORMER 35 vvatta 115V prim , see.
115v or 135v & 6.3, .45A tap 21/4x21/2x3".2.45
SELSYN-IFS 115/90 v 400 cycles
11.95
B LOWER MOTOR 400-1800eyc 115v EAD 331C.7.95
SILVER TRIMMER Erie TS2A 1.5-4, 7.45....36e
LINK mobile xmtrs 2t25UFM 30-40 MC..859.50
SUBMINIATURE tube socket 5 pin, 100 for 10.00
POWER XFRMR 760vet 175 ma, 5043, 6.3H4.4.25
CHOKE 4H 70 ma..698 211 70 ma 110 ohm.39e
VARIABLE 3-15 mmf Hammer. HF 1
ehft.69e
AN -3106-105-2S. PL.68. 83-1H, JK-33A
80f
BIRTCHER CLAMPS 926A, 9288, 928C...., 236
FUSES: Sag, age, mdl, fro, mikes, switches, j pots
SPARES for, BC -1296A. MKI1 Radar. AN/TPN-2
.::02 Silver Mica CM30. Ask for bulletin.
.

BOSTON, MASS.

EMPIRE

ELECTRONICS

409 Avenue L. Brooklyn 30, N.

COMPANY

Y. Cloverdale 2-2411

FOR SALE

K- IRK-MC-116-PIL -Al //V

CONNECTORS

Tantalum

002"-.01"-.015"-.03"-.05"-

Wire:

.06" Ribbon

003'x125'

0015x.03" -.0015x.062"-.003x
.05" -.003x.03"-.005x.03"
Moly Ribbon: .0058.075". Tungsten mesh. KOVAR

Tungsten

Ribbon:

wire .030'-.020"-.015"-.010"
Kovar tubing: %4 -'k"OD.50% of manufacturers
price.
F.

ALEXANDER

115 W. 23d St., N. Y. C.

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION!

Motors -24 volt --reversible or speeds 2 to 54
RPM.
Same type motors rectified for 110V or 220V
AC service.

In Stock for Immediate Delivery

Air -driven directional gyro compasses.
Rod -end bearings.

Motor driven vacuum pumps.
Hermetically sealed sensitive relays.
Write for complete list and specifications.
Subject to prior sale.
LLOYD PRODUCTS CO.
PROVIDENCE 5. R. I.

PANORAMIC

OF AMERICA
137 Hamilton St., New Haven 11, Conn. Phone: Spruce 7-2513
New York Phone: LExington 2-6254

SONIC ANALYZER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

Immediate delivery

WARREN PLASTICS CORPORATION
WARREN, PA.

466
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ELECTRON ICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

CONDENSE
-

DIESEL GEN.
KW 3 phase 60 cy. Hill
diesel, G.E. gen. Complete with
control panel & starting batter Ready for immediate opera l es
ion. Guaranteed. P.U.R.

25

``.l" POTS

RELAYS

PiiCItO A T(/G_ sure!).

r

t.

MICRO SWITCHES

Number
ii'ZR-31
i\'ZR 31.51
\I-WZ-RSI3

OIL CONDENSER SPECIALS
o

mfd-1000 V

15

mfd-150 V

6

mfd-1000 V

$1.49

75

$

1;nsed)

'l'.11--10010

1-3;15

mfd-600 V

8
1

$1.25

$1.99 4 mfd-600 V

mfd-1000 V

$ 35

$5.50

1.1 Oil cOndThneo n-rm, dual
With braclua-, -l'.,'" , "," s 1". Ideal
fm' :unhn el os.,nrr III eilorka.

Price Mfd
2.95
4.75
4.75
22.50
37.90

5000

.01
.01
.01

.012
.02

10KV
30KV
25KV
20KV

.025-.025-

55.00
3.95

50KV
8000
16KV
5KV
12.5KV
1500V
2900V
2500V
3000V
7500V
7500V
10KV

.03
.03

.05

.08
.1
.1
.1

.1

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

15.95
2.98
15.95

.59
.49
1.39
1.89
1.75
3.50
9.50
12.95
14.95

101,1'

12KV
15KV
7000V

16.95
3.50
1.95
10.95
17.95

.1-.1
.15-.15 80000
10K\
.2
.2
.25
.25
.25

1.5KV

30000

.3

.5

.5

20KV

50 KV

0000
1500\'
2000W

.5-.1
.5-.5
5

18KV

iOKV

.4

.5
.5
.5

2.05

1.75
15.95
19.95
85.00
1.45
14.95
1.20
1.85
2.20
2.39
3.15
.90
.69
55.50
.45
.59
.69
1.35
1.95

11000V

2500V
3000V
4000V

2000\'
600V

"25KV
400W
000W

1000V
1500W

2000V

30000
5000W

0000V
7000 \10 K

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

':

2-2
3
3

3-3

3-3-3
2.75
4
4

4
4

4
4
I

5
5
5
5

0
6

6
6
6
7
7
7

-8
0

2.50 0
3.50 0
5.25 0
8.98'. 2
12.00 7

2000W

.U.R.5
.U.R.
7

V

101íV

20KV
25K V

Price
P.U.R.

TRANS. MICA CONDS.

82.00

600V
.59-.79
600V TLAD.95
.85
1000V
1000V TLA 1.29
1.79
1500V
2.80
2200V
3.35
2500V
14.95
5000V
8.95
4000V
19.95
6000V

2

1.354-4-4

2000V

.25
.25
.25

III

Volts

12.5KV P.U.R.
1.25
600V

.59
600V
4000V P.U.R.
.35
150V
1.05
400V
1.59
1000V
1.25
600V
1.95
1000V
2.65
1500V
4.85
2000V
7.95
3000V
P.U.R.
4000V
5000V P.U.R.
2.40
600V
1.75
330VAC
1.75
000V
1.99
1000
2.98
1500V
1.75
3:IOV:1C
1.85
600V
2.49
1000V
3.65
1500V
3.95
2000V
1.45
600V
1.90
800V
2.49
10110V
1.35
000V
600V 1.49-2.25
3.50
600V AC
3.25
1000V
4.65
1500W
7.25
000V
1.75
600V
2.75
600V
4.55
-1000V
6.25
1500V
6000W
1000V

4.95
5.35
9.25

Wade

Mfd

Mfd

Price

.00005
.30
2500
.26
.00008
1200
600
.21
.0001
.0001
1200
.24
.0001
2500
.29
1.95
.0001
5000
.29
.00015
2600
1.95
.00015
5000
.0002
1200
.26
.35
.0002
2500
1200
.27
.00025
2500
.31
.00025
.00025
5000
2.05
.00027
2500
.33
.0004
2500
.19
.0005
2500
.39
.001
600
.22
.001
1200
.28
2500
.48
.001
.001
4.95
8000
600
.22
.0015
2.25
5000
.0015
.0015 20KV P.U.R.
.001
6000 P.U.R.
600
.002
.24
.002
1200
.39

.002
.0024
.0025
.003
.0035
.004
.004
.0043
.0045
.005
.005
.006
.0068

Hen. 165 ma
(fen. 125 ma
5-29 Hen. 200 ma
115 v. Prim 6 3 v. Sec.

2.500

1200
2500
2500
600
000
1200

600
2000

.01
.01
.015
.015
.0125

1200

.89
.43
.69

600

.39

000
600
1200
2000

.22

I5KV P.U.R.

2500
.95
6000 P.U.R.

.02

.02
.02
.02
.03
.04

.55
.79
1.25
.60
.89

14110

600

5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 25, 30, 34, 39, 50, 70, 75, 100,
140, 150, 185, 200, 230, 240, 250, 300, 350,
390, 400, 470, 500, 510, 600, 650, 700. 750,
1000, 1200, 1250, 1400, 1500, 2000, 2200,

2400, 3000, 3300, 3700, 3900, 4000, 4700,
5000, 5100, 6000, 62(10. 6500, 7900, 7950,
7960. 8000. 9100 di 10,000 181I101.

PRICE SCHEDULE
4c
60
10e

26e

Special Mica Kit-100 @ $3.501

.69

WANTED
Condensers of all types in any
quantity. Also other standard
components. Top prices.

Box

Equipment practically new.
PRICE $6500.00
TEST EQUIPMENT I -135-E for testing
PRICE $50.00
Handy -talky BC -611
11 KVA Hoskins Hydrogen Furnace, with
pyrometers and controls Price $1200.00
MAZDA lamps 319-A, amber lens, large
quantity. Tungsten leads, 60 mil diameter, 31-24-27-33 MM.
1.8 KVA 400 cycle 115 V. Generator.

ILLINOIS

_s.0 2

1

24, 25. 33. 50, 60, 75, 95, 100, 120, 15(1,
170, 200. 271). 300, 330, 390, 400. 450, 5011,
750, 800, 00)0, 1400, 1450, 1700, di 2500

mmfd
95 mm d
7 to
100)1 to 170(0 Inn d
100 to 800 runlfd
2500 tnnlfd
Special

S.

9e
16e

1/8 C

10100

1

@

&

3000

1/8

1/8 0
1/8 LS
1/4
1/8 LS k 3/8
111000 3/8 k 1 1/7
10000 5/16
15000 1/8 S

h 1/8
1/8

1/4

&

1/850000

50000 1/B LS

.10

mfd.-600

200000
250000
300000
5
1

Meg. 1/8 LS
Meg. 1/8

S

$

98

term, hot. nog. channel, type.
Uims. Via" a 21/2" a 2". Two 5 mfd. see -

Three

ulne.

Ih_.

Carton of 24, (height
Tame qua. .II,ilahli

.39
.48

-BOOV

-

600

.30

.21
.33
.49
.59
.39
.50
.58
.58
.63

000"

.5
.5

600
61(0

20.3
.5-.1

600
400

I

5011

1

500'

I
1

'

600

"Top Terme.

OTHER AIRCRAFT TYPES
CHI

V

.34

Price

600

400

-

0

1/6 LS

&

.28
.32
1.25
.34
.40
.40
.52

tondo

.4

1.5

Aircraft tyre -20A2 (19 4VDC-IOA ® 125 VAC -C -H
Circuit
Govt. Spec.
CHI
SPST On -OR
11-5A
6201K4
SPOT OR -Mom. On
B -6R
8211 K5
On
-Off -Morn. On
SPST
0.7A
8I((8K4
SPOT On -On
B -1B
8210K5
SPOT On -Off -On
A N3022_-]0
8200K8
Plush Mounted -Luminous Tip -Bat. Handle
Price -S.22 ea., 520/100: 5170/1000.
'l'o get 1000 sue. dice. you may combine I ces.

3

1/8 LS
1/8 LS. 9/16
1/8 S & 1/8

(: terma.)

'

Mid

.30

AIRCRAFT TOG. SWS.

LS

S

.lions rated 400 V at 72 deg "C". 1800
V test.
Meets commercial specs. for 600'
Ideal
V operation up to 40 degs "C".
rot. filter or power factor application.
Repeat sales prove this rugged high
outstanding(
he
of
'yua lily eondenser to
1_

.11

.25
2x.25

S, I0á á/8
Óó0i%00Ó/i2

2500
3000
6000
5000

.1I

.25

40000 1/8 1.5
S

.1

21.1
2x
3x.1 I
34.1

$6.50

1/4

25000 1'8

á LS k 3/8

5.19
.22

600
500
600
2500
400
600
400
1000
400V

1

OHMS Shaft
20[11511

Price

600

1000'

2,05

TYPE 'oA$'r' POTS $.89
OHMS Shalt
50 1/8
60 1/8 LS
1.50 1/4 S
000 3/8 S

Wvdc

.025
.05

14e

Mica Kit-100

17.50
55.00
85.00
49.50
69.50
89.50

CHANNEL CONDS.
Mid

Re

-

522.50

25KV
20KV
50KV
50KV
16KV
t 20KV
25KV

$894

8871K-1
8905K-514
8005K-526
8905K-722
8911K-524
8202K-7

Price

15A Push but.
SPST
Type A2 -On -Mom. O8 5.59 P.T.
SP84Pos. 35A ® 24VDC On -Off -Mom.
.79 L.T.
On-Mom. On
5.A B-58.-I(4e Bat. .32 I..T.
SPST
79 L.T.
10A OS -Mom. On.
300T
15A Posh But..OBDPST
.59 P.T
Mom. On
.32 L.T.
10A 2 Gang B -5A
SPST

Die. in

10

-

Circuit Cur. M 125900

sues.

of 100 or more per

Type.

TOGGLES SWITCHES
CH'

90801,4

AA.Ia,/W A/sAAAAAAMAAAAA^ 05241,4
Write: ART HANKINS, Owner

Circuit Price AH 8 H Circuit Price
5.42
DPST
SI'D7' 9.60 6A. 1259
.50
DPD'l'
DI'DT
.75 0A. 125V

MICROAMMETERS
WESTON 301

ORIGINAL WESTON BOXES
0-20 MICROAMPS DC
12" ROUND FLUSH MOUNT BAKELITE
MFD. FOR TEST SET TS62.... No. KS9490
3

$9.95

PYREX - NONEX - URANIUM

BULBS & CYLINDERS
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST

HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY
Keyport, N. J.

ea.

FOBNY
Rated Accounts 10 Days
Others 25% with order
Balance COD
MANUFACTURERS

(ACTUAL PHOTO)

QUANTITY AVAILABLE
SPOT

DELIVERY

INSPECTED AND APPROVED

GLASS TUBING

Box 86X

&

Price

Volts

BRAND NEW -FULLY GUARANTEED

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS CO.

PHONE KEYPORT 7-1286

5.89
2.35
3.55
2.25

7.

KOLD-HOLD test unit 100 in long, 34 in.
wide. 44 in. high, with three circular individual test chambers 18 in. in diameter,
34 in. deep. Chambers equipped with fans
and heating elements for humidity control. Control panel 34 in. wide by 6 ft.
high, with recorders for temperature.
pressure humidity, and altitude, etc.
Timers for automatic control. Complete
with two York compressors, 3 & 5 HP, and
a vacuum pump for altitude conditions.

.1

HI -VOLTAGE
Mfd
.010

Long Branch 6-5192

15E1

TEST EQUIPMENT

M. R.

h

Specially priced.

ít29145.

MO N 3[(1uTII w1l)I(1 LABORATORIES
/1AK1I1"1ttiT. N. .1.

LOW TEMPERATURE

ST. CHARLES,

SPOT N.O. Solder
Solder
SPOT
Screw
SPOT
DPST V.O. Solder

-

TRANSTAT

115 V. 1 phase, 100 amps., Kva.
115, Range 0-115 V. Amertran

-

to
750 nunid
1000 to 150() mmfd
200(1 to 5100 mmfd
9100 to 10000 mmfd
5

1

Screw
Screw
Screw
Screw

I

600

.01

.69
.59
.59
.59
.59
.75
.39
.95
.69
.69

Screw
Screw

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
.55
2.35
.42
.43
.64
.46
.78
.79
.32
.33
.51
.29

1200
1200

Screw .59
Screw 1.95

5
SO

Weds Price
2500
5000

SPOT-N.C.
SPOT-N.C.
SPOT -N.O.
SPST-N.C.
SPST-N.O.
SPST-N.O.
SPOT -N.0.
SPST-N.O.

.

-

Term. Price
.29
SPST-N.C. Screw
.49
SPST-N.C. Screw

CHOKES & FIL. TRANS

MICA CONDENSERS

P.U.R.

1000\
2000
25l'

7.R-31

I

2^F1P-R2

Volte
Mid
.006-.01'5-

Pig,

\1['2711
Plunger
Plunger
1103-RE11
5\Z-2YST
Plunger
\VZRQ-41
Plunger
l'ZR-31 T -Actuator -LH
)ZTIZDTC Plunger
l' Z3R D'1'
Plunger
YZ-2YST
Plunger
Y P3
Button
BZI1i.2
Roller
li"/.312\t_'I
Roller
\I l'-SIi I. \ I25í', Lever
W

5

Circuit

Actuator

GREENWICH SALES COMPANY
59 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y., Dlgby 9-3813

MICA RECEIVING CAPACITORS

BRAND NEW, unused. Silver and regular from 5MMF to .01MFD in 20%.
10%, 5%, 2% tolerances. Standard Brands.
Immediate Delivery -Far below manufacturers Price. We will buy your surplus. Top Prices.
148

New

bes

St.

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS BROKERS

REctor 2.1591
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SURPLUS SPECIALS
Ammeter-Westinghouse Type AX -Bu. Aero. Type
C-240. 0-240 amperes D.C. with matching shunt.
2" black face, luminescent scale. New -original
boxes. Stock #A -1l0
Price $7.50 each.

REMOVAL

SALE!

Volt -Ammeter-General Electric Type DW-Model
53BAAL. 0-60 amperes D.C. and 0-30 volts D.C.
2" black face with luminescent scale. Meter reads
current with depress switch to read volts. Basic
meter movement is 3 ma. Bu. Aero. Type A-60.
Shunt not included. New-original boxes. Stock
#A-59
Price $7.50 each.
Volt -Ammeter -Weston Model 606, Type 221-P.
This meter Is identical to E-59, except comes complete with matched shunt for 60 amperes. New
original boxes. Stock #A -59A
Price $9.50 each.
Volt -Ammeter -General Electric Type OW -Model
53BAAL. 0-30 amperes D.C. and 0-30 volts D.C.
2' black face with luminescent scale. Meter reads
current with depress switch to read volts. Bu. Aero.
Type A-30.
Shunt not supplied. New-original
boxes. Stock #A-284
Price $6.50 each.
Liquid Level Transmitter-General Electric Type

PRIOR TO OUR MOVING
TO NEW QUARTERS
WE ARE OFFERING
OUR COMPLETE

Liquid Level Transmitter-General Electric Type
8T113-24 lolls D.C. Used with most General
Electric liquid level indicators. Three sizes avail-

CAPACITOR

-

and has a 10' arm. 24
volts D.C. Designed for use with Types DJ -20 and
D1-21 Indicators. New -original boxes.
Stock
#A-204
Price $4.75 each.

able.
a.

New -original boxes.

Stock #A-205.
Price $4.75 each.

8T1'13-LBFinserts 9'h"-arm length 63^

b. 8TJ13-LAK-inserts 71/2'-arm length 101tß
e. 8T113-LD7 inserts 45,4,"-arm length 8j¢
Tuning Meter ("S" Meter) -Weston Model 606
Type 234L-Reverse action 2.5 ma. basic movement.
2" black face with luminescent scale, marked
"Tune for Max". Signal Corps Type I -70-B. New
-original boxes. Stock #A-66 Price $3.50 each.
Generator Voltage Regulator -General
Electric
# 3G B D I M 13-28 volts, 150 amperes. Heavy cast
aluminum case and double ahockmounted. Potentiometer permits accurate voltage adjustment. Fine
for laboratory supplies. Physical alze 7" wide x
12" long x 8" high. Only a small quantity available.
New-good condition. Stock #A-269.
Price $12.50 each.
Edison Time Delay Relay
S. P. S. T.
normally
closed. Delay 7 seconds. 30 volt coil. Hermetically
sealed in glass tube. New -good condition.
Stock
#A-49
Price-3 for $1.50
Turbo Supercharger Regulator Amplifier-Type B-3
-It. C. Allen #G403A1. Minneapolis -Honeywell
design. Spec. 28472A. 115 volts, 400 cycles. Brand
new. Contains two 7C5 tubes, one 7Y4 tube, and

INVENTORY
at

Stock

#A

side

or the other depending upon the applied
polarity. Can size 31" long x 2W' diameter.
Ideal
for servo work. New-perfect condition.
Stock
#A-278
Price $4.95 eaoh.
Telephone Type Relay-C.P. Clare #A-7409-3300
ohm coil. S.P.S.T. contacts. Closes on 12 volts.
3 ampere contacts.
New -original boxes. Stock
#A-12
Price $1.25 each.
Telephone Type Relay (Slow Break)-C.P.
Clare
#B-6487-200 ohm coil S.P.S.T. Approximate
2
ampere contacts. Large copper slug delays
contact
opening after removal of power. New-original
boxes. Stock #A-296
Price $1.50 each.
G. M. Lab Relay-Type 12942-Make one,
break
one. 10 ampere contacts. Closes on 12
volts D.C.
New-original boxes. Stock #A-14.
Price $0.95 each.
Peace Pump & Motor-# I E-398- B DA -The motor
requires 24 volts at 95 amperes and develops 21/2
1LP. at 4000 rpm. The pump Is a gear type and
delivers 172 gallons per minute at 1000 pounds
Der
square inch. New -original cartons. Stock #A-185.
Price $37.50 each.

Hydraulie Cylinder Servo
--Sperry #644180-Tills
servo unit is a part of the Army A-9 and
Navy
Mark IV automatic pilots. It has a 6' double acting
stroke. FSSC #88-8-260. A.E. Reference #608329. New -original cartons. Stock #A-52.
Price $8.95 each.
Oil Pressure Limiting Valve -Type 6808 -Manufactured by Manning, Maxwell & Moore. This valve
is used on aircraft to protect oil pressure gauges
from excessive pressure encountered during engine
starting at low temperature. FSSC #88-V-350.
New -original cartons. Stock #A-9&
Price $4.00 each.

Check our previous Electronics adds. to
round out your order. Write for catalogue
or call

ARmory 4-8989

for
BC -1000
(SCR -300)

BC -611
(SCR -530)

Gang Variables,
I.F. Transformers,
XTALS, 6815 K. C.,
4300 K.C. Sockets,
R.F. & OSC Coils

I.F. Transformers,

5

Input

R.F. and P.A. Coils,

All Crystals,
Caps, Cases, Bases,
Tops, Antennas,

Fittings,
Insulators,
Contact Plates,

-

Output Formers,

Switches,
Resistors,
Condensers
and Manuals

AN -131),
Handsets, Switches,
Resistors,
Condensers and
Manuals.
LARGE QUANTITIES

ALL NEW

WILL SELL AS A LOT

500 NEW MICROPHONES
Western Electric Model 1120 -DA, superior quality single button, airport control usage, upright telephone type stand
with push -talk lever, cord and plug

65%îo8O%
(Limited Time Only)

BATHTUB TYPES
CP-54

CHANNEL

CP-55)

TYPES

(CP-61 CP-63 CP-65 CP-67 CP-69)

RECTANGULARS
(CP-70)

TUBULAR TYPES
(CP-25 to CP-29

CP-40

CP-41)

NOTE:

ENTIRE LOT ONLY!

FOR SALE!

8280 -Pieces of W.E.-FT. 241-A
Crystal Holders with Crystals. Assorted

-All

RECEIVER

New.

-

ARD - 2

pleasures RF signals from 80 to 3000 Mcs and
pulse rates from 50 to 8000 cycles.
The ARD -2 can be used as a Direction Finder
to locate signals, or as a frequency meter, by
VISUAL and AURAL indicators, provided.
Originally designed and used by USN aircraft. Ideally suited for military, laboratory
and general purpose use.
Equipment consista of the following:

Antenna Detector-CMD-66AFH-Has variable
length antennas, diode detector and silver
plated tuning stub with calibrated scale.
AMPLIFIER CMD-50ADC-has three stage
pulse amplifier, a trigger circuit, a pulse rate
counter circuit and audio amplifier, visual
signal indicator, rectifier power supply which
is operative on 115 Volts AC 60 to 2400 cycles
current, regulated.
Test OSCILLATOR-CMD-60ABG-Has cavity
frequency of 400 cycles with selection of four
pulse repetition rates.
ALL CABLES AND FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND SHOCK MOUNTED RACK for
immediate installation, plus two Technical
Manuals.
SPARE PARTS -Steel chest includes spares for
components and two extra sets spare tubes.
Guaranteed NEW
above in original export packed

All the

At time of going to press ample
stocks on hand but at these low
prices we suggest your early inquiries.

Sizes

PRICE ON REQUEST

Frequency range 80 to 3000 Mcs.

LIST PRICES

(CP-53

All in Individual Cartons

SEARCH

off

$6.50 each.

Polarity Sensitive Relay-Large D'Arsonval
ment in a hermetic sealed can. 17 ohm moveS.P.D.T. Sensitivity of .020 amperes in coil.
each
polarity. The moving contact moves to either
one

SPARE PARTS

(PI -58 type) #310.

-

one 7F7 tube.

HANDIE
TALKIE

and

Jacks, Fittings,
CS -128 Cases,
Plugs, Cables,
Antennas (AN -130,

OIL

/MN 17AEM-Inserts 51"

WALKIE
TALKIE

(Corn-

plete List on Request)..

25¡
`

G a.

Wt.:

*

Price each

113

*

-lbs

*

.... $27500

#AS -1C AIRCRAFT
and MOBILE TRANSMITTER
and POWER SUPPLY
General Electric recent design compact
12 watt output 'phone only, with
3105 KCS crystal. Includes 6V6
Xtal OSC, 2 6V6 R F Amp., 2 6V6
Modulators, and 2 6x5 Rectifiers.
12 V DC

cable.

(with vibrator) input, with

Measures 9" x 6" x 41/2".

Wt. 7.7 lbs. New..... each $59.50

MANY OTHER GOOD BUYS.
(Send for Bulletin.)

TWX-NY1-223

Cable-Communidev, N. Y.
Tel. ADirondack 4-6174

4e,coPeitiPe4
INCORPORATED

4 Godwin Ave. Paterson, N. J.
468

A. MOGULL CO
50 West Broadway N. Y. 7, N. Y.
Phone: Worth 4-0865

COMMUNICATION
DEVICES CO.
2331 TWELFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 27, N. Y.
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Excellent

"RW" Values!
AS38
BC639 with RA52

units
APS4 components
APS3 components
BC1306
PE237
BC433G
TS51
MG153
TN16, TN17, TN18,
TN19
BC1033
APS13
ARN7
SCR269F&G
SCR619

Rectifier
TS184/APS13
BC611
SCR714 (BC1137)

Dynamotor DM28
(large quantity
available)

1A3
1A5GT
1B22

1824
1827
1B32/532A

BC376
BC638
RA42

RTA1B
CRT3

1N21

1N22

1N23
1N27
P2?
1R4
1

1T4

2C33/RX233
2C40
2E22

COMBINATION SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND FREQUENCY METER
Freq. range: 150-200 MC., crystal calibrated. Has separate 30MC signal output.
crystal cal: 3 -stage, AF amplifier. Power
measurements by built-in VTVM circuit
0-I MA. meter as 2 -range voltmeter. Builtin 400 cps. voltage regulated power sup$69.95
ply. New
WOBULATOR
BUILD TV-FM -AM SWEEP GENERATOR
You can build "Versatile Sweep Frequency
Generator" with APN-I magnetic units...
$5.95
RM 29 with the TS -13 handset
2 for $27.50
$14.95 ea.
RL -42 Reversible Motor with antenna reel
$2.95
and clutch, used
TS1O TEST UNIT
Complete with attenuator, indicators and
350 ft. of coaxial cable, Originally cost
$300.00.. new condition ..ONLY $14.95
write
Plugs... large quantity available

for prices!
MC277
ART13-U6U

171

172
170

U10U

WANTED !
All TS, APR, APS, ARC,
ARN, ART, SCR, R89 and
BC equipment . . . write

today!
Quote lowest prices in your
first letter
Shipments FOB warehouse. 20% Deposit
Minimum order $5.00. Illinois
residents, add regular sales tax to remittance.

on orders.

Prices subject to change without notice.

7C4/1203A
7E5/1201
7E6
10Y

12A6

7.50
2.95
2.75

2822

TS61
TS92
BC1277
BC1287
1E19A

Write for our new 1953 catalog!
TS159/TPX

6B6G
6C6
6C8G
6H6
6K7
6SC7
6SH7GT
65H7

.59
.59
.95

LP21LM

MN26C

6AC7
6AG7
6AJ5
6AJ6

2.95
1.00
1.19
1.19
1.65
2.75

2AP1

TS 100/AP¡

166
167
169

.99
.99
.85
.78
.62
2.50
9.95
17.50
á

2A3

MP10
MN26Y

BOONTON SIG.
GEN. I. 26 BJ

0133/VR90

0C3/VR105
0D3/VR150

WRITE FOR PRICES
APR4 with tuning

RADIO SHACK'S 30TH ANNIVERSARY
TUBE PRICES ARE WAY, WAY DOWN!

12C8

12J5GT
125F7
125J7GT
14H7
14J7

17.50

2.75
7.95
8.50
9.50
14.95
29.95
69.50
84.50

2J21

2J21A
2J22
2J27
2J34
2150
2J55
2X2
2X2A
3A4
387/1291
3824
3C23

15R

23D4
30
45
53A

71A

.89
1.65
.85

100TH

112A
211

.62

227A
2748

4.95
9.95
1.95
3.50

3C24/24G
3DP1

3D6/1299

304TH
304TL

350A
359A
3718
388A
394A

.62

3EP1

3FP7
3GP1

3JP12

4B22/EL5B
4825/EL6CF
4J36
4J37
5BP1

5D21
5FP7
5JP2

4.50
3.50
3.95
10.50
6.50
6.50
145.00
145.00
4.69
19.95
1.65
19.50

450TH
450TL

464A
531

532A/1B32
705A
706AB
706AY-GY
707A

.95
1.15
1.50
1.50
.75
.74
.74
.59
.63
.97
.79
.79
.75
.89
.55
1.30
.85
.89
.52
.69
.55
.79
.79
.75
.65
.48
.35

2.50
.69
10.50
.49
1.25
4.50
2.95
13.95
19.50
6.25
1.85
2.95
2.95
4.25
44.50
44.50
8.95
14.50
2.95
2.95
19.50
27.50
9.95

721A

2.45

723AB
724A

22.50

2.95
3.95
8.50
14.95
.85
3.95
10.50
3.95
1.65
10.95
2.85
8.95
2.79
3.40

7248
725A
726A
801

803
804
805
807
810
811

813
814
815
816
826
830B
832

1.45
1.39
2.95

7.95
9.50
3.50
1.10
3.65

832A
838

866A
872A
884

.97
95.00
.95
5.85
2.50
1.35
1.00
1.49
1.00
.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50

2051

8005

8020
9001

9002
9003
9004
9006
CE22

CK501X
CK1089

EL5B/4822
ELC58
ELC6A
ELC6F

BLOWERS!
Brand New Delco
blowers. 2800 rpm,
cfm. 115/1/60. Ship
11 lbs.' Order No.

1/60

@

250

No. RE -4162.

Sec. 115/

0K72
RK25

RK72/CRP72

RX233A/2C33
VR90
VR105
VR150
VT127A
W L417A
WL653B
ZP653

1.65
1.25

DELCO DUAL

REGULATOR

OK61

WRITE TODAY
FOR FREE
8 -PAGE FLYER
OF OFF -PRICE
VALUES!

dual

BELOW COST!

120

'14"

wr.

RE-

5403.

VA. Order

2.50
22.50
2.50
49.95
14.50
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
3.69
1.95
2.75
.99
.99
.85
2.10
22.50
75.00
65.00

5.50
.45
.45
1.95
.75
1.45

954
957
1616
1619
1624
1625
1629
1655/6SC7
1846

TRANSTAT

Pri. 103-126 V;

QK59
QK60

2.95
6.50
4.95

1.50

902P1

AMERTRANVOLTAGE

EL302.5/3B21
FG27A
FG90
GL316A
GL434A
GL446A
GL605
ML -531

Westinghouse 115V 400 CYCLE BLOWER.
ONLY $5.50.
Order No. RE-4166. Type FL

SOLA CONSTANT

...

Reg. $56.00

$19.95

VOLTAGE

RADIO SHACK

TRANSFORMER
For 190-260V input. Output 115V
AC @ 1.7 a±1%.
Order No. RE -

CORPORATION
167 Washington St., Boston 8, Mass.

4195.

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS
ARC

-l's,

ART -13's, RTA

1

B's, BC348's

AND COMPONENT PARTS FOR ABOVE
WRITE OR CALL FOR BULLETIN

R

ELECTRONICS

W

Dept. EL, 1712-14

S.

Michigan Ave.

Chicago 16, III.

MERRICK ELECTRONICS
RE

PHONE: HArr,son 7-9374

ELECTRON ICS

-

JAMAICA, N. Y.

166-08 DOUGLAS AVE.

9-5960
469
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COMPASS

WE MAINTAIN
OUR OWN FULLY
EQUIPPED TESTING

Communications Company

393 GREENWICH STREET
NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
CABLE ADDRESS: COMPRADIO, N. Y.
ALL PHONES: BEEKMAN 3-6509

TCS-Collins mfd.

radiotele-

Navy

phones for shipboard and mobile use,
complete with all accessories for operation from 12, 24, 110, 230 volts
d.c. and 110 or 220 volts a.c.
IDE-Navy or commercial marine
transmitters, complete 110 & 220
volts d.c. and a.c.

TBK-Navy

high frequency transmitter, 2-20 mcs; 500 watts output. Supplied complete with m/g and starter
for d.c. or a.c. operation.

TBM-same

transmitter but with
speech input equipment to give 350
watts phone.
TBL-Navy all -wave transmitter; 350
watts output: CW and phone. Supplied complete with m/g and starter
for d.c. or a.c. operation.
TAJ-Navy intermediate freq. transmitter, 175-550 kcs; 500 watts output. Supplied complete with m/g and
starter for a.c. or d.c. operation.
TBN-200-3,000 kcs, complete with
220/440 volt, 3 ph. 50-60c power
supply-conservatively rated at kw.
output.
1

SCR-284-The famous mobile and

ground equipment station for field use,
AND

TUBES

EXPEDITERS

ANYTHING WE SELL

complete with all accessories. Range
3.8-5.8 mcs; 20 watts cw, 5 watts
phone.
SCR-510-Mobile, portable FM radio
station. Operates from 6, 12, or 24
volt dc supply. `Frequency range: 20.0
lo 27.9 mcs.

SCR-610-Same as SCR -510, but with
built-in speaker and range of 27.038.9 mcs.

SCR-528-Mobile FM radio station,

operates from 12 or 24 volt dc. Frequency range: 20.0-27.9 mcs.
SCR-628-Same as SCR -528, but with
range: 27.0 to 38.9 mcs.
MAG
10 cm. PORTABLE LINK
RADAR transmitter receivers, 6 -volt
operation.
RADAR BEACONS

-

AN/CPN-6
AN/CPN-8

3 cm.
10 cm.

YJ and YG

for shipboard use

AN/CPN-6
AN/CPN-8

3 cm.
10 cm.

also

AN/APS

ELECTRONIC

LABORATORY TO
TEST AND GUARANTEE

2,

-APS-3, -APS-4,

SUPPLYING

GOVERNMENT
PURCHASING

SA, SF, SG, SD, SJ, SK, SN, SQ-both
equipment and spare ports

SPECIAL PURPOSE and TRANSMITTING TYPES
WRITE FOR OTHER ITEMS & UNLISTED PRICES

FOREIGN

COMMISSIONS

WITH

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT, RECEIVING

AND TRANSMITTING
TUBES, ELECTRIC WIRE
AND CABLE

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS-

INSTRUMENTSHYDRAULICS
PROMPT ATTENTION
GIVEN TO ALL INQUIRIES
Rated-Dun & Bradstreet

39 UNITS BC957A RADAR INDICATOR

RELAYS

Manufactured for the

1

Dept. WW, 225 N. Wabash Avenue
ANdover 3-0841
Chicago 1, Illinois
TWXCG1510
Cable Address: "ELEXPEDITE"

TELEPHONE

UNUSED

diteu

letteruc

FOR SALE!

Large Stock of
CLARE. TYPES C D & E
COOKE. AUTOMATIC-ELECTRIC
ALL TYPES of COILS and PILE-UPS
Rend Us Your Speer. for Our Quote
CLARE TYPE C STANDARD SIZE
SENSITIVE TELEPHONE RELAYS
Pece
Will Close at
Coil
Contacts
4 MA
$225 sa.
1) 6500 ohms
lA
3.00 ea.
2 MA
2) 6500 ohms
1C
2.75Fea.
3.5 MA
3) 6500 ohms
1B -1C
3.00 ea.
4 MA
4) 6500 ohms
2A -1B
3.00 ea.
4 MA
5) 6500 ohms
3A
3.00' ea.
4 MA
6) 6500 ohms
3A -1B
3.25 ea.
5 MA
7) 6500 ohms
5A
CLARE TYPE G HALF SIZE
SENSITIVE TELEPHONE RELAYS
Will Close at Price
Coll
Contacts
$2.50 ea.
5 MA
1) 6500 ohms
2A
2.56 ea.
4 MA
2) 5800 ohms
3A
2.50 ea.
5 MA
3) 5800 ohms
2B -1C
2.50, ea.
4 MA
4) 4850 ohms
1C
2.00 ea.
6 MA
5) 3600 ohms
1C
2.00 ea.
5
MA
6) 4850 ohms
1A
ACTUATOR 1.5C ea.
7)43300 ohms
(None)
All above Relays may be used for continuous duty
operation on 110V. D.C.
OTHER:TYPE"'G TELEPHONE RELAYS
24 or 40 V,
$2.50`ea.
t) 1300 ohms) 1A -1C
12 or 24v.
1.65 ea.
1A
400 ohms
2)
CONTACT SYMBOLS

A=Norm. Open

B=Norm.

IDEAL FOR
RADAR LAB USE!
Available for inspection

WRITE-WIRE-PHONE

Contacts IA. IB Operates on 8 MA..Price $1.65
Signal Wheelock Relays AKS9665 Coll -2,000 ohms
Contacts -IA. 113. IC Operates at 9 MA

Price-$2.75 Ca

Leach Relays Type 1021 -BN -BF. Col1-24V. 425
ohms. Contacts-D.P.S.T. Norm. closed. Rated
Price-$1.50 ea.
at 10 Amos
Five Prong CR -2791 G.E. Plug In Relays.
11 C -103C25 2200 ohms SPDT 4.5 MA..54.00 ea.
700 ohms 81'DT 6 MA...$3.00 ea.
21 C -104B28
Slow Release (For SCR -522-A) Telephone Relays.
Price-62.00 ea.
Part No. A18258
Plug -In
Clare SK5032 (Hermetically Sealed)
Relays. Coil -30 ohms 6 volts Contacts-DPDT.

Price-$4.00

COMMERCIAL SURPLUS SALES CO.
4101 Curtis Avenue, Baltimore 26, Maryland
Telephone Curtis 3300

Chase
April,

470
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C=S.P.D.T.
Coll-10,000 ohms

Closed

43.E. Relays oC1t2791-B109P36

tronics tubes. Dimensions:
1714"x35"x101/4" deep.

-

and

-AP5-15

U. S. Army Signal Corps
by Western Electric. Units
contain a 5" scope tube in
addition to 33 various elec-

-

THE NEEDS OF INDUSTRY

ea.

Electronic Supply Co.
222 Fulton St.
New York 7, N. Y.
Dlgby 4-3088
H011is 4-5033

1953

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
DC MOTOR SPECIALS

-

Tytr
EMERSON ELECTRIC
D44FZ-454-0417. 1 H.P. 5800
RPM. 27v -40a armature and

414,x10".

Wt.

27v -2.5a field, reversible. Shaft
extends 2'/i" in front and r
in bark. 24" leads. Size 4'.1Q
lb. Price NEW ONLY ....$8.75

1

CHECK AND COMPARE OUR

ELCOR.- -Part No. 82706.
4500 RPM. 60v -8.3a arw

ILI'.
aline,

COMPLETE STOCKS
The following is just a partial list of the
current electronic and aircraft equipment now
in our warehouse. Write for complete informa-

Prompt replies to all inquiries.

tion.

RC -103 &

AN/ARN-5

ILS

New in original cartons. Complete.
Consists of all accessories, plus AS 27A, R89B/ARN-5 and BC -733D.
Modified to flag alarm.

litre

NEW

GENERAL ELECTRIC-#5BA50L72A. 4000Ií1'71.
in
60v -8.3a armature and 27v -2.3a field.
$12.50
Wt. 9 lbs. Price NEW
ELECTRIC. -Tyr."
D44F0447-0417. Can be ual
as motor or generator. 1 11.1'.
5400 RI'M. 12 -volts 100 arrt'Double-end -butt %" dia. In
1-3/10" length on each enrÌ4rAx4shx9". Wt. 17 lbs. Price NEW
$8.50
EMERSON

60 VOLT AMPLIDYNE
MOTOR GENERATOR

1E-17 TEST SET

AN/ARN-7 COMPLETE
SCR -269 COMPLETE
TBS 4 & 5, NEW, COMPLETE

AN/ARC-1

24v -2.3a field, reversible.

%" spline shaft 9/16" long.
Comes with 3" long-sohne adai
ter. Size 6849,,x7 1/2. Wt. 9 lbs.
$7.45

Emerson Electric Y. 5AM31 N.1I5.0. Input 27 VDC-44 amps.
tmtnut 60 VDC-8.8 amps. 530
fsi
We 33 lbs.
11'atIlI

,,'-,

VHF EQUIPMENT

.

complete kith :A-5 connection
c;ih
litro NEW.. ...-.$4.50
.

BC -611 & BC -721 HANDIE
TALKIES, Plus SPARE PARTS.
Quantity available.

AN/ART-13 EQUIPMENT
T-47A/ART-13 XMTR

ATC XMTR

T-47/ART-13 XMTR
CU -25

ANT. LOAD

MT -283 MOUNT
MT -284 MOUNT
SA -22 ANT. LOAD

CU -24 ANT. LOAD
DY -11 & 12 Dynam't'r
0-16 LFO

GEAR HEAD MOTORS

-

DC
GENERAL ELECTRIC
motor `5BA50L,122, rfl II. I'.
4000 RPM. 60v 8.30 armature
and 27v-2.9a field, reversible
and has magnetic Brake. Gear
Box #T8254252G1, with two
380 RPM take -offs. Throw out type clutch actuated by
Long on front top. Size 6x8x12". WI. 14 lbs.
Acquisition Cost $194.00. Our Price NEW..SI2.95

\Ln
'

DC SERVO ACTUATOR

-

ATC DYNAM'T'R
C-87 CONTROL BOX

#6904-43.
WHITE-ROGERS
24 volts DC, 1.3 amp. Torque

150 in. -lbs., 3.5 ILPM, reversible.

Has limit switches and relays
which make possible intermediate stop positions between extreme limit settings (25 to 360°
argil. Also has centering switch.
All controlled by remote switch-

AN/APG-13A RADAR
Absolutely complete, brand new

AN/APN-2

MG -153

SCR -729 New

APS-2, 3, & 15
Components
AN/ARC-5 VHF
SCR -274 & ARC -5
Command Equipm't
R-4/ARR-2 Receivers
BC -640 VHF XMTR
SCR -510
SCR -522
MG -153

TA2J-24

RTA-lB
BC -1016

APA-6 INDICATOR
APA-I1 INDICATOR
APA-17 RADAR
HEAD SETS,

HS -33

NEW
MG -149F & H

SPARE PARTS
SCR -522

SO -7

AN/ARN-7

AN/ART-13
AN/ARC-1

SCR -269

BC -611

AM,

SLIP RING ASSEMBLY
Emerson Electric -Part
Eí'753(10

PHI

B

-c

& C

To insure the finest of service and
quality of merchandise, we have

lust recently put into operation our
own reconditioning and function testing plant, complete with all
facilities.

WANTED
UNITS
1-152
TOP

with

rem plote NNW

$8.50

-

SYNCHRO - DIFFERENTIAL.
:
udis #L178249. 115V 60 cycle.
-.ed as a dampener between two
C71(248 Synehros. Easily converted
to 3600 RPM motor (instructions
12(
included t. Size 3-ÿex5-$0". Price
$8.50
New in original containers
I

Altimeter equipment -complete

CFI

(shown

and svithout housing).
Used to transfer voltages between stationary
and snoring tarts as in
Ijryry,
turrets or revolving dis-.
J'I
plays. Full 360° rotaLion up to 15 RPM.
,{
Rating 12 conductors
S!
ten 10 amn and two 100
:nip at 28 VDC. Adaptable to higher voltages.
)1-o has swivel plumbing designed to transfer
sn o -n at 15 P.S.I.
Size 9x0x10". Wt. 10 lbs.

-

SCR -720

SCR -718 A,

5x4x61/2
Wt. 4sh: lbs.
$9.50
Price NEW ONLY
24 VDC 1.4
#0904-6.
:olio. Torque 150 in. -11)s., 6 RPM, reversible. No
limit switches. Continuous rotation in either direction controlled by remote switching. 5x4x6". Wt.
$7.50
I I,; )lei,
Price NEW ONLY

ing.

WHITE-ROGERS-Stk.

I

o -i

STEP BY STEP MOTOR
Bendix-Type CAL 14810 (MTi1 Mod 0). 70 Volts
IIC input. -Max. static torque 19.2 and 18.5 oz. -in.

for one and two pair of coils energized respectively.
Max. dynamic torque 8.47 and 4.9 oz. -in. for motor
driven at 100 and 360 RPM respectively. 3x3x41/2".
$8.50
Wt 4 lbs. ('rice NEW

ART -13
BC-788
BC -348 Q & R
DOLLAR PAID

GENERAL

ELECTRIC.

-

f179G907. 2 KVA Intermittent duty. Input: 100/110/120
volts 60 cycle. Output 0.8
(eight -tenths) volt at 2,500
amps.
Can be used for
quick -heat applications. spot
Size
welders, testing, etc.

EXPORT INQUIRIES INVITED
We carry an unusually large stock of Airline
Equipment, Test Equipment, Radar Sets, etc.
Write for our low prices and complete information. We furnish immediate answers to all

51

x 6i4 x

Price NEW

'1".

IVt. 27 lbs.
912.50

inquiries. Write today!

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES
INC.

V
&
2033

West Venice Blvd. -Dept. E-22
Los Angeles 6, Calfornia
Phone: REpublic 3-1127

ELECTRON ICS

-

PROMPT DELIVERIES ON ALL ORDERS
ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED
Terms: Prices FOB St. Louis. Cash or 25%
with orders. Balance COD. Rated Concerns
(D&B) Net 70 days cash. Prices subject to
change without notice.

McNEAL ELECTRIC &
EQUIPMENT CO.
4736 Olive St.

St. Louis 8, Mo.

471
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
0A2
062
0C3
ODE
1AE4
1E1

1822
1624.
1826
1637
1P23

1Z2..........

.90
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25
.50
2.00
9.50
2.00
15.00
2.75
3.75
.25

2026..25
2C22.

2C26A

40

2C40

2C51(W.E.)...
2D21
2E25.

2J21A
2.126

2127
2131
2132
2J34
2340
2361

2361A.......
2K22
21(23
21(28

10.00
5.75
1.35
5.00
6.50
15.00
15.00
22.50
25.00
25.00
35.00
35.00
45.00

45.00
35.00

27.50

2X2

.S0

2.25
4.6e

3134

3823

3624W.
3627.
3828

7.50
3.75
5.75
4.75
1.75
1.50
4.50
3.75
14.50
4.50
5.75
25.00
15.00

3BP1
3CP1

3C P1/51

3023

3DP1
3E29

3EP1

4824
4C35
5D21

6-4
6

6SL7
6SN7

J5

6AKSW

12567
12SR7
21525

2.00
1.00
.60
.50
2.75
4.00
.75
.75
1.00
1.50
.85
.75
3.75
.75
.85

K6........

6A
GALS
6AQ5

6AR6

6AMP-Tungar
6H6

6H6G
636

6L6G
6SC7
6SFS..

6507W
65.17

GSJ7Y

26A7GT.
2807
101L

417A
446B.

450TL

60
.60
2.85
.75
.75
.75
27.50
5.00
1.50
1.00

12SL7

1.0

6AKSWE.....

.

.35
1.00

12K8YT
12SG7Y.

WE...

201-C
227A.
247A
252A.
253C.
286A

75.00
4.50
4.50
8.50
7.50
15.00
7.

307A
310A.

6.T5
7.50
4.50
5.7S

2031

304TH
304TL

2.75
1.25
4.25
.75
1.25
3.75
1.25
15.00
3.50
35.00
2.25
25.00
3.00
.75
7.50
4.50

327A..
371A.
388A
394A
412A WE

95.ÓÓ

10Y
12AU7

1.35
.65

6A K5

.75
.85
.75

7Cü

.50

313C
316A

5

.75

6V6GT
6V6GTY
6X5GT

11.0

5.129

JAN TUBES
471A.

700-A/B/C..

.

702A
704A
707A
708A.
717A
724A

930
945
954
955
1616
1625

801A
802
807
826

1-25
.75

827R
8296

.35

.85

1633

1644
2024
2050
2051

.70
.75
.75
1.25
1.00

5643
5654
5670

75.00
7.50
2.00
4.50

1.50
4.50

5829
6035
6095

2.25
50.00

3.75
1.50
4.00
3.75
3.75
3.00

Write
6.75
2.50
5.75
1.25

AB150
CE2
CE2A
CE2B
CE2C

.0

5686
5687
5702
5703
5726
5744

125.00
12.00
17.50
1.25
.35

835
837
843

.85

16
1630
1632

5787

6097
6099
6100
6101
6113
7050
8005
8013
8013A.
8020
9006

.35

5552/FG23SA
Size -C

3.75
35.00
.35
3.75

728AY-GY..

20.00
1.25
1.10
3.00
.90
1.50
7.50
.25

874

1
35.ÓÓ

718CY

ROSE PRODUCTS

102 WARREN STREET

861
866A
866J R
872AS

4.0

715-A

5763

12.SÓ

1.50
3.50
3.50
2.50
1.50
1.25
2.50
8.50
3.25
2.50
3.50
7.50
14.50
17.50
22.50
17.50

..

CE2T
CE25

CE25C/927..
ELC1A
ELC1B

ELCSB
ELC6A
ELC6J
ELC6C
FG57..
FG97
FG105

3.75

4.00
3.00

1.50
1.75
1.35

COMPANY

GL691
HY31Z.
HY114B.
HY615
KC4
KC4-3
KY21A

1.75
2.50
.50
.25
47.50
35.00
8.75
3.50
50.00
65.00
.75
4.50
1.75
1.00
1.25
15.00
7.50
12.50
50.00
1.50
1.00
3.00
7.50
12.50
10.00
3.75
3.75
4.75

LVR

QK117
QK117A
RK34
RK47.
RK60
RK72
RK73
RX212.
SD828A
VS1
V1'31

VU08

WL481
WL532A
W L670A
ZB120
45X674
5AP1
5BP4

5HP1

Write

5SP7.

7BP7
7HP4
9LP7

7.50
7.50
4.50

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

REctor 2-8078-9
FOR THE BEST BUYS

IN ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

TOPS IN QUALITY AT DOWN TO EARTH PRICES
SENSITIVE RELAYS

BC -375 AIRBORNE

100 W. TRANSMITTER

Complete installation. New cond
$125.00
Used, fair condition
75.00
BC-639 VHF RECEIVER & RA -42 110 V. POWER
SUPPLY. Excel. cond
$299.50
.G1).9 NAVY AIRBORNE TRANSMITTER
Complete, original pack. Set of 3 components
$95.00
GASOLINE ENGINE GENERATOR: Type CDO73004.4. 4 hp. 2666 r.p.m., 4 cycle. 2 cylinders.
Output: 120/1/800, 9.8 amps, 1.18 KVA and 14
VDC at 20 amps. Ratings are continuous duty.
Controllable Output. Fully metered. Brand new.

RA -62
cond.

RECTIFIER SPECIALS!

RECTIFIER: For SCIL-522.

TS -127

LM

Portable Instruments

Request
1E-19

5....10..50 microamperes

THERMOCOUPLE

FEDERAL WALL TYPE TELEPHONE: New cond.

NOISE SUPPRESSOR CAPACITOR

CA -445
C.-275 - CA -481
CA-209
MUMETAL
TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS -4750
F-11, F-12, L-11, EE -24.25, EE -24.27 PARTS FOR ARMY & NAVY RADIO,
SONAR
EQUIPMENT - INQUIRIES INVITED
JAN -C25 CAPACITORS STOCKED

CA -442

Write far Quantity Discounts.

REMEMBER: WE ALSO BUY NEW AND
USED RADIO GEAR. WE PAY TOP DOLLAR AND WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITIVE
PRICE! WRITE US TO SELL ANYTHING IN
ELECTRONICS. MAKE YOUR OWN APPRAISAL. SWIFT REPLY GUARANTEED!

Los Angeles 13, Calif.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULICS

5..5..10 milliamperes
5

146 Grand Street

to 500 volts

New York 13, N. Y.

rRADIO & ELECTRONIC SURPLUS,
13933-9 BRUSH STREET
Detroit 3, Mich. TO 9-3403

WE BUY AND SELL
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

FOR SALE

TW-251

electronic components, units, wire, etc.
Your Inquiries Invited

CR -1

LAPIROW BROS.

1649

Heffner St.

Kirby 1285

Cincinnati 23, Ohio

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS

STRUTHERS-DUNN

POTTER S BRUMFIELD

CRYSTALS
KC

1.81818

LOW ELECTRONICS
N. Y. City, N. Y.

IF THERE IS

Anything you want

-

RELAYS

OR
Something you

ALL
TYPES

OR 110 V. DC

/U

that other readers of this paper can
supply

100,000

SIX -POLE DOUBLE THROW ALLIED
#BN -18D-39 has 10 AMPERE CONTACTS 2800 ohm coil operates on 30

1

44 Fulton St.

RELAY SPECIALISTS
AUTHORIZED

Mills DC

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS SALES

r WHOLESALE ONLY

1n ILLIAMMETERS

Available in multiple range
combinations

$22.50

APN-4 RADAR INSTALLATION:
Excel. cond.
$150.00
SCR -522 TRANSCEIVER: Excel. cond. With tubes
$75.00
C -Model
$125.96
110 V. VARIACS
18 amp
$42.50
60 amp
$75.00
100 amp
$149.50
ATTENTION: PURCHASING AGENTS!
IF YOU NEED IT -WE GOT IT!
WE STOCK COMPLETE LINE: Inverters, Motors,
Meters, Dynamotors, Power Supplies, Radar, Test
Equipment, Receivers, Transmitters. Prices upon

522 South San Pedro St.,

X 3 mf 90 VAC,

THERMOCOUPLE VOLTMETERS

IE-36
$75.00

Request.

m1/90 VAC. MARK

12 MOD 2 TYPE IC
52.75
MARK 14 MOD 2 TYPE 4C
3.78
3 X 10 mf/90 VAC. MARK 1 MOD 2 Type 8C
8.98
3 X 50 mf/90 VAC, MARK 4 MOD 2 TYPE 15C
7.95
10 mf/600 VDC/220 VAC round case
1.95
20 ref/285 VAC rect. metal case
2.95
50 mf/600 VDC rect. metal case
6.95
3

Molded Bakelite case 7" x 41/2" x 3"
D.C. MICROAMMETERS

BC -376-H TEST OSCILLATOR: Excel. cond.

COMPLETE

3 X .6

ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY SUPPLY CO.
58 Walker St.
WA 5-8187 NYC 13 N.Y.

Precision Electrical Instrument Co.

CEIVER. Excel, cond
$75.00
TYPE -A CONVERSION KIT FOR TELEPHONE:
Mfg. by Automatic Electric Sales Corp. New.. $1.95

TS -16

Intelligent Friendly Service

"CALL ON ESSCO"

Excel.
$95.00

MG -149 INVERTER

TS -I0

21/2"

AMPLIFIER

For Fast

$225.00

For SCR -269 or ARN-7 Radio Compass. Excel cond.
$39.95
MN -26 H & LB: 14 V. RADIO COMPASS RE-

TEST EQUIPMENT Price On
BC -22I
T6.47
TS -34

1.63
9OV/

3.95
EQUALIZER, Input .2V/600Z
output .5V/600Z. Total distortion 0.0010/1000
cy,
h, & Io freq switch varies from -15Db to 15Db
19.95
AFSCO

1,

RECTIFIER: For BC -191 Transmitter.
Input: 110 V., 60 cycles AC: output: 1,000
VDC, 350 ma., and 14 VDC. Excel. tond.

Checked out

54.95
6.95
8.95
1.95
1.75
4.95

$299.50

FIELD PHONES

TP -3 SOUND POWERED EE -8 FIELD
PHONES: New Cond. Per pair
$95.00
EE -8 FIELD PHONES: Checked out and
operating. New cond. Per Pr
$49.50
Used tond. Per Pr
39.95
New leather case for above
$5.50
New canvas case for above
$4.95
APR -5 UHF TUNEABLE RECEIVER: Checked
out, like new
$325.00
RA -34

SPECIAL SYNCRO CAPACITORS

SIGMA SAH 3000 olun/2ma, plugin
SIGMA 5AH 10000 ohm/Ims, plugln
SIGMA 5RJ 5000 Ohm/1.5 ma sealed
SIGMA 5R 130 ohm 2.24 VDC
SIGMA 41F 10000 ohm .04 watt AC/DC
KURMAN BK.35 10000 ohm/.5 ma
C.E. MINIATURE, 10000 ohm 1.5 me SPNO
COMPACT ELTRON VIBRATOR PACK, 8V In
30 ma output, will operate on 4 D cells
21/2"DX31/a" excell. portable supply

don't want
$6.95

RADIO DEVELOPMENT & SALES CO.
323 ATLANTIC AVE.ULSTER 5-0488BKLYN. I, N.Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
All Tubes listed below are fully

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
Price
Type
0A2 Jan.... 50.89
0A3/VR-75.
.99
0B2 Jan.... 1.29
0C3/VR-90
.98
OD3/VR-150. .85
1621/471-A.. 2.49
1622

2.19
9.95
12.49
4.95
1838........ 28.50
1841........ 45.00
1842...... 14.95
1660
64.95
1D21/631P1.. 2.75
1N21....... .89
1.49
1N21Á.
1N21B
2.49
18.90
1N21C
1.25
1N23
2.15
1N23A
3.40
1N23B
4.75
1N25
7.49
1N26 (W. E.)
1.25
1N27
11324
11327
11336

Sylv....

Type

Price

3.00
1N31
1N32 Syl..... 21.75
1N34
.59
1.59
1N35
1N38 -A
.85
7.50
1N40
9.50
1N41
16.95
1N42
1N45/400C... 1.25
.59
1N46
29.95
1P21
1426 (G. E.). 68.95
.79
1R4/1294
19.95
2C39
29.95
2C39 -A
2C40 Jan.... 9.95
24.95
2C42
13.95
2C43
5.95
2C51 (W. E.)
2D21 RCA... 1.19
2E24 Jan.... 3.99
2E25/HY65.. 4.95
2.75
2E26
1.89
2E30
1.35
2E43

date shipment.

Price

Type
2J32
2J34
2J56

guaranteedaand in stock for imme-

34.95
24.95

........145.00

48.50
28.95
29.95
2K25/723A/B 24.95

2822

20(23

2825

Sid. ctns.
2828
2829
2833
2834 Sperry
2135 Sperry
2K39 Sperry
2841
2K42 Sperry
2843 Sperry
2K44 Sperry
2845 Sperry
2846 Sperry
2847 Sperry
3824

3824-W
3825
3828

Above Listing is only partial

TERMS: NET 15 days to rated firms

29.95
27.95
269.00
225.00
375.00
119.50
139.50
129.95
129.511

115.00
129.511

335.95
469.95
4.95
7.50
3.99
6.95

Type

3C22 (G. E.).
3C23
3C33
3C45
3D21-A Hyt..
3E29

Price

74.95
9.50
13.95
14.95
4.75
12.95
3K22 Sperry 295.00
349.50
3823 Sperry
24.95
4-125-A
19.95
4C28
54.95
4C33
19.75
4C35
12.95
4C36
4J52 Jan ....195.00
5C22 Syl.... 48.95
19.95
5D21
5R4GY-RCA 1.39
1.99
5T4
C6J/5C21.... 6.75
.99
6AH6
OAKS (W. E.) 1.15
6A K5 -W.... 2.49
2.40
6AN5
2.69
6AR6
.

2.35

SASS

Type

6F4
6J4
60(4
6L6 -M RCA.
61.6-G
61.6 -GAY....

6SN7-WGT..
6SU7-GTY..
6V6 -1V1

12K87
125.1 -M -JAN
FG -17.... ..
FG -32'5558..
FG -104
FG -105
FG -172
300-B
307-A
350-A
350-B
355-A
393-A
394-A

719-A
721-A

7.95
417-A
434-A (G. E.) 12.50

4.45
19.95
5.90
6.49
3.95
1.95
1.10
1.95
2.20
1.99
1.24
.59
.62
3.50
12.50
28.90
16.95
27.95
10.95
3.50
5.95
4.29
12.95
8.75
4.49

CK501DX

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

Price

6AS7G
6C21

i

I DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
a
...

.65
CK509AX... 1.65
CK522AX... 1.15
CK526AX... 1.35
CK528AX... 1.52
CK531DX... 1.85
CK532DX... 1.85
CK533AX... 1.15
CK536AX... 1.00
CK537AX... 3.15
CK538DX... 1.15
CK542DX... 1.05
CK543DX... 1.10
CK544DX... 1.05
CK546DX... 2.17
CK547DX... 2.15
575-A/975... 13.75
2.75
702-A
3.95
703-A
1.69
705-A/8021.
11.95
707-B
715-B (W. E.) 7.50
715-C (W. E.) 18.50

Price

5654
5670

24.95
1.99
723A/ß (W. E.)
17.50
3.25
724-A
2.95
724-8
44.75
726-6
59.28
726-C
11.50
804
807
1.49
2.75
814
815
2.69
11.85
829-B
8.75
832-A
34.95
833-A
845
5.65
.29
864 JAN
.99
930
931-A RCA.. 4.95
1614 RCA... 1.99
4.50
1620
1.75
1622
2050 RCA .. 1.35
R-4340 SyIv. Write
5651 RCA... 2.69

JRP-5676....
5687
5691
5692
5693

CK5697
CK5702
CK5703
CK5704
CK5744
CK5814
CK5829
CK5875

2.45
3.99
.99
4.95
6.95
6.95
6.25
2.99
2.99
1.09
1.49
1.24
2.99
3.99
1.45

5949/1907... Write
8005
8008

RCA...

8014-A
9002
9004 JAN.
9006 JAN..

6.50
5.99
24.95
.79
.39
.31

ALL TUBES ARE NEW, MOST WITH JAN MARKINGS AND IN ORIGINAL CARTONS
Write or Phone if your requ rements are not listed. "All Prices subject to change without notice."
425 Riverside Drive - Dept. 6B-3
N. Y. C. 25

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT SUPPLY CO.

MOnument 2-1480 until April 15,
then Phone TRafalgar 9-3776

-TELEMARINEThe Best in Electronic Surplus

PARTIAL LISTING OF OUTSTANDING SURPLUS COMMUNICATIONS
EQPT.

NOW! CUT COSTS! INCREASE PROFITS!
TUBES
RESISTORS
Save on POTS

MARINE

1822

TCS X'mttr-Receivers for Ship or Shore.
TAJ 500 Watts Output, 175-550 KC. New Equipment, with Spares, Motor Generator (AC and DC
available) Starter, Tubes, Complete.
TBK HE 500W. Transmitter with MG, Starter,

and Spares.
IF/I1F Ship or Aircraft Transmitter, Al or A2 Emission. All New with Spares.
150 -AY Mackay IF Ship X'mttrs.
8707 RMCA Ship Radio Compass.

I

Shipyards, Annrvement Parks, Civilian Defense,
Etr. Write for Prices and Literature.

608, 510 and 610 Crystals,
Complete Sets. Tested. Write for Prices.

SALO

6AG5......

EXTRA!
POWER SUPPLIES for Receiver
of SCR -284, NEW, with Spare Vibrator,
PE -104

Export -Packed. Large Quantity Available. WRITE FOR PRICES.
GROUND & AIR COMMUNICATIONS
TDQ VHF 100-156 MC 50W. AM X'mttr for 110
V. 50/60 C. AC.
BC -797 VHF 110-126 MC, 50W. AM Output for
110 V. 50/60 C. AC.
SCR -284 Ground Portable AM, Trans -Beer Eqpt.
for Field Communications.
SCR -522 VHF, 4 -Channel, 100-156 MC Trans -Her
Eqpt. for Plane or Ground Communications.
SCR -511, Walky-Talky, 3-6 MC, Crystal Controlled
Trans-Recr. with Plug -In Units for Freq. Changing.
LINK -1498, VHF Trans-Rcvg Eqpt. 70-100 MC,
50 Watts output FM. Available in 14 VDC & 110
V AC operation.

2 KW Wilcox X'mttr. 125-525 KC, 3
Cabinets: RF Unit, Modulator, Rectifier; Al, Al
and A3 Emission.
IO KW GE FM RF AMPLIFIERS, Type BF -3-A,
88-108 MC, Complete with RF Power Supply
(separate unit). New Eqpt. For increasing power
FM and Television stations. Write for descrip-

96-200A,

6AS7G
636W

6507W
6537

1

10

1

05

12 to 24

1

00

24G... ..

«........

8014
954.

5702.
5704
5705

3.98
1.50
4.55
2.25

2.50

9004.....

over

9006

1.28
4.50

........

.35

Guarantee!
Immediate
Delivery!

Eli

S4

GB

1

HB

2

7.55

ELC6C

100 to
489

500 to
999

.O8

.04

.075
.037

.07
.035

Je

.14
.07

.12
.06

.11

5

.18
.09

.16
.08

.16
.08

Type Watt. Tol.

.35

ELC6J

pesisco

Money Back

7.95
6.75
3.70
.35

5.50
5.25
4.00
2.50
1.50
2.10

..........

5744
5763
5787
5829
8013
0020
8025

and

m
22 m egohs.

.35
1.25

.35
.35
1.98

5726

25

Standard

.25

906.
5654
5670
5687

R.M.A. Values,
10 ohms to

.75

955

6to11

4.25
3.50
3.75
1.75
5.95

394A

5

Resistors.

.7s

6V6GT
717A
725A
10V

Carbon

1.79
.99
.60
.50

2.75

6A R6

100TH
304TH

to

10%

10 a

Corporation

Broadway, N.Y.C. 13.

1000

and
over

.055

13.95

1

TREMENDOUS STOCK
LOWEST PRICES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Write for

SERVING THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS

366

WATT
WATTS

-2

Insulated

.65

6AKSW
6AK6

1

-1

Type HB

.75

6.4156AKS

SCR -508,

Type GB

3.49
1.30

57'197

Carbon Potentiometers
TYPE JU -RATED AT
2 WATTS Shafts up to
2" long

Type EB-1/2 WATT

9.50

27.00
12.50
17.95
5.75
1.35

354

MISCELLANEOUS

RT -3/A R N - Altimeter.
RADIOSONDES AN/AMQ-1A to D. New.
250 & 500 WATT SOUND SYSTEMS for Airports.

..

3aa11

GO -9 100/125 W.

DI -2 Direction Finders.
GP -7 Aircraft Transmitters.
SCR -283 ReVG and X'mttng Eqpt. Complete.

2.00

1624
2C39A
2C40
2C43
2C51

RE

2-0284

FREE

color code sheet

tive sheets and prices.

-TELEMARINE-

AN/APR-4 LABORATORY RECEIVERS

COMMUNICATIONS CO.

Complete with all five Tuning Units, covering the range 38 to
4,000 Mc.; wideband discone and other antennas, wavetraps,
mobile accessories, 100 page technical manual, etc. Versatile,
accurate, compact-the aristocrat of lab receivers in this
range. Write for data sheet and quotations.
We have a large variety of other hard -to -get equipment, including microwave, aircraft, communications, radar; and laboratory electronics of all kinds. Quality standards maintained.
Get our quotations!
We will buy any Electronic Material at top prices. SCHOOLS
unload your dusty surplus for cash or credit.

3040 W.21st Street,Brooklyn 24,N.Y.
Phone: ES 2-4300

TUBES

All receiving and special purpose types.
Real values that will save you 10 to 70 /..
Call or write today for special) price list.
State typed quantity for additional discount.
METROPOLITAN SUPPLY CORP.
1133 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. - CH 3-1105

ELECTRONICS

-

-

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
434 PATTERSON ROAD

DAYTON 9, OHIO
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WANTED

TUBE CLOSE OUTS
FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED
IB63A $45.00
1N215
2.25

421AWE
422AWE
703A
724B
717A
837
956
1626
L6090

1N23B
2.95
2C39
17.95
2C40
7.00
2C43
13.95
2J34
19.95
2J49
34.95
2J50
29.95
367AWE 8.95

17.95
10.95
1.50
1.50
.49
1.25
.29
.10
.75

We Buy Anything in Electronics
large or small Quantities!

-

ALTERNATORS

DYNAMOTOR BARGAINS!
New, Late Model, Factory Surplus.

25°ó dep. on C.O.D.

SIZE
PRICE
4Dx61/2 $24.95
31/2Dx6
16.95
31/2Dx5
9.95
4Dx63/4
19.95

Prices f.o.b. Los Angeles.

POSSNER COMPANY1223 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Tel. DUnkirk 80508

HIGH

942

VOLTAGE

POWER

SUPPLY

Many models available in ranges
from 2500 to 25,000 volts D.C.,
with or without built-in meters.
Send for free catalog E-4
PRECISE MEASUREMENTS CO.
KINGS HIGHWAY. BROOKLYN 23,
Phone ES 5.9435

N.

CONNECTORS IS
OUR BUSINESS
WORLD'S MOST

Y.

WANTED
AN/TRC-1 Equipments.
T14 Transmitters.
R19 Receivers.
TS32 Test Oscillators.

13

ART

BC -348
$75.00.

13

/

/

Any condition or quantity
W-3858,
330 W. 42nd St.

FM, FT, FW, GK, HN, 10H, IK, JJ, JK, LC,
LF, LK, LN, M, MC, N, NK, P, PJ, PL, PM,
PYE, RF, RFK, RGK, RNK, RTC, RWK, S, SF,
SK, SKL, SO, U, UG, UHF, WK, XL, ZA.

HAROLD H. POWELL & CO.
LOcust 7-5285

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Electronics

New York 36, N. Y.

Will buy "ALL"
type
type

T- 47A.

T-47,

unmodified,

BC348 modified.
APN-9. $200.00.

ADDITIONAL

$55.00.

ARC -3 complete. $750.00.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
ADVERTISING
On the opposite page

R77 Receivers. $400.00.

ARC -1. $600.00.
BC312, $65.00.
BC342. $60.00.

solo via Express C.O.D., subject to inspection to:
H. FINNEGAN
49 Washington Ave.
Little Ferry, N. J.

Prompt ANSWERS
to your business problems.
business

-

.

problems

MISCELLANEOUS
are daily being solved, quickly and
easily, by the use of the Searchlight Section
of this and other McGraw-Hill publications.
The Searchlight Section is classified advertising; you can use it at small cost, to announce all kinds of business wants of interest
to other men in the fields served by these
publications. It has long been the accepted
meeting place of men with business needs
and the men who can fill those needs.

When you want additional employees or a
position, want to buy or sell used or surplus
new equipment, want products to manufacture, seek new capital or factory sites or
have other business wants -advertise them
in the Searchlight Section for quick, profitable results!

COMPLETE STOCK

Types in stock: AF, AN, AP, ARC, BN, BNC,
C, CLT, CN, CUF, D, DPB, DPD, E, F, FK,

2104 Market St.

ART -

ART-

}

Any

W-5956, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.

$200.00.

!
Brand New! Navy Aircraft Type NEA-2
AC OUT: 120V, 800 cy, 1080VA
DC OUT: 28V at 25 amps.
Will give rated AC output at reduced
speed for 12V DC out. Factory instructions furnished free. Quan.
A
disc, upon request
L 95

OUTPUT
500V, 250ma
400V, 225ma
230V, l00ma
503V, 250ma

Rectifiers.
Type

0" and 7' 6".

7'

Bargain!

$2

RA37, RA9I

WANTED

N. Y. 6, N. Y.

Bargain!

WANTED
Federal type
101 B Voice -frequency Ringers
Signal Corps type TA-3/FT.
W-4814, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.

Western Electric gray -finished
EQUIPMENT CABINETS
19" panels. Heights of 2' 6", 3' 6",

For

NAT ADELMAN
168 WASHINGTON ST.

DC
DC
DC
DC

KS5988, RA87,

Test Boards, SB6 Switchboards.
CF3A, CF2B Carrier Equipments.
condition and quantity.
W-6205. Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New York 36. N. Y.

CFIA,

I

11V
14V
12V
24V

WANTED
BD101

quutarlune,
llar t}-1Ka ac.iilahL.
ºu, Ugn.it ttiìth ortter,many
balanr, l'.(1.1). .VI mhr
-nhi,r p: iur ,a1. I7ir. ,nhict b.-- chanu nithne nntir-.
WRITE, WIRE, CALL -TODAY!

Military communications equipmen
Job lots of oil condensers
Pulse transformers
Meters, Relays, Autosyns
Overbrook, Massachusetts

BD110 Telephone Switchboards, BD100 Telegraph
Switchboards, BD90 Power Boards, EEI01 V -F
Ringers, BE72 Cabinets, FMI9 Frames, RA43,
REC30,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

INPUT

WANTED
Precision test equipment
Special Purpose tubes
Control transformers
Selsyns, Synchros
THE OVERBROOK COMPANY

Classified Advertising Division

McGRAW-HILL
PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street

SEARCHLIGHT
SECTIONS
are found in these

McGRAW-HILL
Publications:
(Classified Advertising

American Machinist

Aviation Week
Business Week
Bus Transportation

Chemical Engineering
Chemical Week
Coal Age
Construction Method &
Equipment
Electrical Construction &
Maintenance
Electrical Merchandising
Electrical World
Electronics
Engineering & Mining Journal
Engineering News Record
F. M. J. Metal Mineral
Markets
Factory Man. & Maint.
Fleet Owner
Food¡ Engineering
Nucleonics
Power
Product) Engineering

Textile World
Welding Engineer

New York 36, N. Y.
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

WANTED
! !

ATTENTION -MANUFACTURERS

APA, APN, APQ, APR, APS, APT, ARB,
ARC, ARN, ART, ATC, BC, DY, I, IE, LM,
MG, PE, PU, SCR, TCS, TN, TS, and many

others.
WE ESPECIALLY NEED: APA10, APN9,
APR4, APS4, ARCI, ARC3, ART13, ATC,
BC221, BC342, BC348, BC611, BC721, DY12,
DY17, I100, LM10 to LM18, MG149F, MG149H,
PU14, R5/ARN7, R5A/ARN7, SCR718C,
TCS, TN16, TN17, TN18, TN19, TNS4, TS3,
TS13/AP, TS33, TS35, TS45, TS75, TS76,
TS102, TS147/UP, TS148/UP, TS173, TS174,
TSI75, TS250, TS251, TS323, (1CT, 1F, 1G,
5CT, 5DG, 5F, 5G, 6DG, 6G 115V. 60 c.p.s.
Selsyns), and all types of Hewlett Packard,
General Radio Co., Measurements Corp.,

WORTH OF
RADIO AND TV PARTS, SPEAKERS, TRANSFORMERS,
RESISTORS,

ALSO
EQUIPMENT, RECORD PLAYERS, AUTOMATIC
CHANGERS, MOTORS, MICROPHONES, TONE ARMS.
TEST

ALSO
PARTIALLY ASSEMBLED OR COMPLETE RADIO AND
TV CHASSIS AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT OR
COMPONENTS OF ANY KIND.

Boonton Radio, Ferris, Leeds & Northrup,
and other test equipment.
Please state accurte description, condition, and your lowest price. Explain modifications, if any. We pay freight charges.

Here's your chance to dispose of your inventory for cash.

WRITE

PHONE

WIRE

PURCHASING AGENTS, ENGINEERS, EXPORTERS, INDUSTRIAL BUYERS, DEALERS,
AND INDIVIDUALS, Please send us your

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE
275

E.

requirements.
WRITE FOR OUR
LATEST SURPLUS CATALOG

MARKET ST., AKRON 8, OHIO
PHONE: JEfferson 9191

Att'n.

I. J.

! !

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC SURPLUS. WE
SPECIALIZE IN TEST EQUIPMENT AND
COMPLETE RADIOS, SUCH AS:

WANTED!
$500,000.00
TUBES, PICTURE TUBES, CONDENSERS,
SWITCHES, WIRE, ETC.

WANTED

IN ORDER TO SUPPLY GOVERNMENT AND
INDUSTRIAL REQUIREMENTS, WE ARE
PAYING TOP DOLLAR FOR ALL TYPES OF

PHOTOCON SALES

Olson

417 N. Foothill Blvd.

Pasadena 8, California

SYcamore 2-4131
RYan 1-6751

11

WANTED! '

!

!

!

WANTED

!

!

!

Purpose TUBES Special
ATTENTION MANUFACTURERS, LAB's.
SCHOOL'S, HAM'S!!: We will pay you
immediate and highest cash prices for
special purpose tubes and X'TAL Diodes
in any quantity.
OF

HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST
WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

"1B"

series, including 1635 & 1E163( A). N25
1N32, 1S21. ALL KLYSTRONS, INCLUDING:
2K33,35,41 & 47. also 723A/B, 726-B & C, &
3K30,3C22, 4C35, 393-A. & MANY OTHER
THYRATRONS & IGNITRONS. 6AS7-G, 6F4,
6J4, 804, 845 & 5691-2 & 3. ALSO MANY
1

&

CASH REWARD
for

ART -13 XTAL CALIBRATORS
ART -13 XMITTERS (or any parts & spares)
BC -348 Q and R
Also need desperately BC-788C,
IF IN YOUR

POSSESSION,

I

-152C, R5/ ARN 7, APN-9, DY -17.

PLEASE NOTIFY

US

IMMEDIATELY!

RADIO
& ELECTRONICS
Angeles
Calif.
Venice Blvd.
Collect: REpublic

V & H
2033

ELECTRONICS

W.

-

Phone

3-1127 Los

6,

MAGNETRONS.
For a prompt quotation write to:

MICROWAVE

425 Riverside Drive, New York City 25, N.Y.
Dept. 6B-4
Or for immediate action Phone
Monument 2-1480 and ask for Miss Rainbow

WE BUY

All kinds of surplus electronic

equipment and components.

ELECTRONICRAFT, Inc.
Bronxville 8, N.Y.
27 Milburn St.
BRonxville 2-0044

475
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Electro's Galaxy of Star Values !

INDEX
SEARCHLIGHT

.01141SMMINIII

FRACTIONAL HP MOTORS

`Nä

ELECTRONIC TUBES

EAD 331. 115VAC 400cy 1/SOHP

SPECIALS THIS MONTH ONLY
OZ4
106

5.55 12517
.55 125147
.75 12SL7
.75 12507
.65 125R7
.60 2807
.60 3525
.60 50L6
.75
.45

1L4

1LC6
1LN5

1P5GT
1T5GT
1U4

IX2A
2X2

.60
.60
.70
.50
.80
1.95
.45
.60

MITTING

.40
.85
.85
1.10
1.95
1.10
.50
2.50
.54
3.10
3.10
.55
.50
1.10
.50
.60
.55
.65
.55
.55
.45
.75
.50
.65

6AB7
6AC7
6AG7
6AJ5

0A2
0B3

1.00
.90
.90
.90
OAKS
2.10
11122
6AL5
1624
9.95
6ANS
1632
1.65
6A05
1651
7.50
6ÁR6
1021
3.50
6A56
1N21
1.00
1.65
6AÚ6
1821A
6A V 6
1N22
1.50
10423
1.00
68A7
6C4
1823A
2.25
6C5
1N23B
3.25
6C6
1N25
4.25
6F6
1N26
6.25
686
1N34
.45
6H6GT
1N34A
.70
6J5
1N35
1.75
6.06
1836
2.50
6K6GT
1.60
1N43
6K7
11447
5.00
6L6
1.75 IN58A
1.20
6L6G
1.15 1P21
35.00
687
.90 2AP1
5.50
6S4
.55 2C22
.35
6SA7
6.00
.60 2C52
65H7
.65 2E30
2.00
6SJ7
.55 2.121A
4.00
6SK7GT .60 2J22
5.00
.75 2J26
6SL7GT
12.50
6SN7GT
.65 2.827
12.50
.60 2.831
15.00
6V6GT
.55 21425
25.00
6W4GT
6X4
.45 21428
25.00
6XSGT
.45 3BP1
5.00
624
.50 3624
4.95
7C4
.60 31124W
6.00
7C7
.60 3C31
3.50
7H7
.60 3C33
12.50
16.00
12A6
.55 3C45
12.50
12AT7
.80 3E29
12AÚ6
.55 4.832
195.00
í2A V 6
.50 4133
195.00
4.852
225.00
12AV7
.90
12H6
4.50
.50 56P1
.50 561.4
1245GT
4.50
12K8
4.00
.80 5CP1
12SA7GT .65 5FP7
2.00

0C3

OD3

Minimum order

10

of

type

a

5R4GY
6C21
814
C6.1

10Y
1213P7

12GP7
211

250TH

TRANS-

5Y3GT

5LP5

04TH
304TL
8340

47111

532A
705A
717A
723AB
724A
724B
725A
726B
801A
807
808

EAD 31, 115VAC 600ey 1/100. HP
7200RP M

7.50
1.50
24.50
5.25
7.50
.50
12.50
12.50
.75
7.50
1.75
9.50
1.65
1.95
1.25
17.50
1.25
1.85
7.50
45.00
.60
1.60

1800RPM

9.00
35.00
4.00
1.50
.50

1.10
35.00
70.00
4.00
.25
2.15
1.50

872A
874
954
955
956

4000RPM

.45
2.25
2.50
1.10
1.10
.35
.35
.35
1.65
1.05
.35
.75
.50
.30

141111

1016
1619
1625
1626
1629
2050
2051
7193
9002
9004
9006
or 025.

29.95

DELCO A7501B 27V 11A 1/4HP 6000RPM 22.50
PUMP ENG. NSE-12R 24VDC 1/50HP
9.95
2A 5000RPM
HOLTZER-CABOT #RB'12505, Synch
115V 60er 3ph 1725RPM 9W 2.5 oz/
In torque
12.50
DELCO 47545-1 24V AC/DC 1800RPM
.. .. ..
1/60HP.........
12.50
BARBER -0.15
DYAB-2912-1
115VAC 60er 1/500HP...
3.95
1V,HP14.95
WE
V 3.511
GE ##5BC21MJ6A, 24VDC 660*,
....
27.50
3800RPM ...
AC 60cy er 45/52V DC1/16H17.50
WE #24517,

3.95
1.40
.35
.35
.35

957
959

5.00

.

.

12.50

832A
833A
836
837
841
843
849
851
860
864
865
866A

.............

UNIVERSAL #523, 115VDC 12A 5000RPM 5.95
WESTINGHOUSE #171391B, 27VDC 6.58
1/8HP 5800RPM .......
.... 14.95
HOLTZER-CABOT RBD-220 24VDC 18A
1/3HP 6000RPM
22.50
EICOR ML4620-43, 24VDC 1711 1/3HP
95*22.50
300OR
PUMP PM
ENG.
#1454ME 24VDC
2.25HP 4#436 M
32.50
HOBART
224VDC 90A 2HP

.75
11.00

8296

8.95

.

t

GEAR REDUCTION MOTORS

Barber -Colman

7 see 0

#BYLC2190,

in/lbs torque,

60

24VDC,

stroke

ft torque, 100RPM

SPS-130.

14.95
17 50

g
e-Roders 6905X-46,
1/2RPM R24DC Iblo..14.50
General Industries. 115VAC 60ey .65A

EMC P8OR#44594 w/A5 Red., /11.//00....8À
.....14.95
2600 & 21RPM
EMC #37771 w/A7 Red., 24VDC 1/50HP
21RPEMC
#47665 w/Al2 Red., 115VDC 1/50HP77.95

............

Input

EMC #45799 w/A6 Red., 115/115V, .035/17.95
17.95
045A 21RPM
EMC #39835 w/A6 Red., 90VDC 1/50HP
..
17.95
21RPM...........
EMC #41931 w/116 Rad., 28VDC 1/50HP
17.95
1800 & 28RPM
EMC #57052 w/Aí2 Red., 24VDC 1/SOUP
#4461 w/Al2 Red., 24VDC 1/100HP37.94
EMC #51854 w/A6 Red., 24VDC 1/50HP34.50
25RPEMC
#41418 w/A5 Red.. 230VDC 1/50ÚP17.95
EMRP
Red., 115VAC 600y17.95
C #37717 w/A5
21.50
1/50HP 21RPM
Bodine NSU-12RH 115VDC .35A 1/50HP
.. .. .. í8.b0
14 In/lbs torque 29RPM
Haydon 1600-B3605 Synchronous
3.95
115VAC 60ey 2.5W 1RPM
Hayden 1600 Synchronous 220VAC 60ey
3.9595
2RPM
I1/443.SW
Flyer /1623. 115VAC 25-60ey 30W 78 RP M 7.
RPEMC

HIGH VOLTAGE
CAPACITORS
WVDC
3KV
3KV
4KV
PFD40244G. .. .. 7... .. .. .. 4KV
Cat.

Mfn.

#

18F269.......

Price

$65.00
87.50
14.95
42.50
4. .. .. ..
5K V
42.50
7
SKV
52.50
0.1
6KV
37.50
21.25
614V
17.50
2
6KV
27.50
21.275.... 7.5KV
27.50
211.0 . .. 7.5KV.... 27.50
2.1.25.... 7.5KV.... 29.95
4.5 .
.
7.5KV.... 79.50
0 1
10 K V
9.95
1.0
1014V.... 37.50
0.1
12KV ...
9.95
19.95
.
.25
15KV
19.50
1
15KV
.. 49.95
49.95
1.
15 K V
.
1 5
15KV
62.50
.25
2014V.... 27.50
25
20KV.... 27.50
25
20KV.... 27.50
06
25111/
.. 17.50
25
20KV.... 27.50
2014V.... 45.00
0.5
20KV.... 72.50
1.0
5
25KV.... 57.50
57.50
.5
25KV
5
25KV.... 57.50
2516V.
.75
72.50
1.0. .. .. 25K V .. 99.50
25KV.... 99.50
1.0
25
32.5KV... 67.50
001...... SOKV.... 42.00
025/.025.. 9014V.... 59.50
025
5014V.... 45.00
.2
S0KV.... 67.50
50KV.... 72.50
.25
60

0LXP30........ 120.......
.

22F985

2

14F1
14F2
19F210
A7568

.

TK60020

1227192.........
7520
26F360
14F338
10020

.

Inerteen
26F68
TK

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

......
.........

r

VOLUME CONTROLS

2

. .

...............12.914V...
....

2

.

15020...........
14F17
14F63
14F78
20020
14F64
37485
26F585

. .

.

. .

20005
14F22

.

Inerteen

A6734......,
.

..

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

certe
Inerteen
I

.

.

.

....

25020
14F24
14F88

14F126..

.

.

. .

XSW200

14F112
14F98
14F127

.

.

.

.

......

.

.

.

.

.

.

WATT WIRE WOUND: 45, 50, 60, 75,
Your choice.
100, 150, 314, 5K Ohms.
WATT CARBON: 500, 600, 2K, 5K,

39e

20K, 40K. 75K, 85K, 100K, 150K,
170K, 200K, 250K, 40014, 500K, 1 Meg,
1014,

29e
Meg Ohms. Your Choice
WIRE
K. 2.514, SK
Ohms. YouriChoice
394
WATT CARBON: 100 500 1K, 10K,
25K, 4014, SOK, 70K, 75K, 10014, 200K,
250K, 400K, 500K, 600K, 1 Meg Ohms
39e
Your Choice
20, 35,
4 WATT WIRE WOUND: 15,
75, 200.
6K, 7.5K, 101, 15K 2011 25K,
40K, 50K, 70K, 75K, 10ÓK Ohms
450
Your Choice
25 WATT WIRE WOUND: 2, 15, 50.60
Your Choice
694
100 175, 350 Ohms.
50 WATT
16/16, 30, 37.5, 75, S0,IRE 2Ó0 225 5250/250,
260, 300, 300/300, 400, 4001400, 800, 1K,
314.654 10K Ohms. Your Cholce
51.39
HELIPOtS, Model A. 10 turn. 3600°
CCation, 5K, 10K, 20K Ohms. Your
59.75
hoice
ATTENUATORS, Sound, Daven #350*,
Network ladder, linear, imped 30/30
53.50
Ohms. 2DB attenuation, 10 W
1114..
2

3

10KWATT

3

431
431
431
431

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

431

Offered

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale

444-480

\"ANTED

474, 475

P.quipment

ADVERTISERS INDEX
474
439
466
463
461

Barry Electronics Corp

465
440

Bendix Aviation Corp., York Div
Bendix Radio Div. of Bendix Avia. Corp
Blan
Bonder-Tongue Laboratories Inc

438
464
443

Capehart Farnsworth Corp
C & H Sales Co
Central Commercial Industries
Chase Electronics Supply Co
Columbia Electronics Sales
Comet Electronics Sales Co
Commercial Surplus Sales Co
Communications Devices Co
Communications Equipment Co
Compass Communications Co
Connector Corp. of America
Convair
Cornell -Aeronautical Laboratory Inc

470
466
434
439

440
450, 463
442
470
472
458
470
468
4S4 455

Daystrom Inst. Co
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc

437
440

Electro Devices Inc
476,
Electro Sales Co., Inc
Electronic Engineering Co. of California..
Electronic Expediters
Electronic Products Co
Electronic Specialty Supply Co
Electronic Surplus Brokers
Electronicraft Inc
447,
Electronics Inc
Empire Electronics Co
Engineering Associates

468
477

Fair Radio Sales
Finnegan, H

464
474

Magnetics Inc
Motors Corp., A.C. Spark Plug Div
Motors Corp., Delco Radio Div
Precision Laboratory Inc
Gibbs Manufacturing & Research Corp.441,
Goodyear Aircraft Corp
Greene, Leonard
Greenwich Sales Co

443
442
442
435
466
467

Flarjo Sales Co
Hatry & Young
Hoffman Laboratories Inc

466
461
442

Instrument Associate,

449

431
470
467
472
467
475
478
466
473

60414

These listings represent only a small portion of our tremendous Electronic Component inventories. If your requirements are not listed, write and allow us to quote you accordingly.
Prices subject to change without notice. Terms Rated firms net 70 days, Non -rated 25%
with order balance COD. Prices FOB Boston Minimum order on items other than tubes $10.

¿LIMO ggled eomizaftef
50 EASTERN

431.443
440

5.95

COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
1

\l PLOYMENT
Positions Vacant
Selling Opportunities Offered
Positions Wanted
Selling Opportunities Wanted
Employment Agencies
Employment Services

Adelman, Nat
Admiral Corporation
F
7.95.8 Alexander,
Allied Electronic Sale,
Arrow Sales Inc

Wtln/lbs
50
torque

HEAVY DUTY

I:

.

1800RPM

6

AC: 208/230V 60 ey 3ph 21A. Output
DC: 28 colts e 130A Cont. Duty.
output voltage variable by means
of power tap switch. Complete
with Indicating meters on front
panel. Sell Cooled. Schematic available. Brand New. Export Packed.. 5297.50

This index is published os a convenience
to the readers. Care is taken to make it
accurate but ELECTRONICS assumes no
responsibility for errors or omissions.

245 7í725R 00PM
RODGERS SWITCHING MOTOR, type
_
8.95
25, Ref #110FB/81
OHIO ELEC. TYPE CP35220 115V . 60er
15.95
1ph 1/40HP 400RPM..........
FAIRFIELD 480501. Synchr. 117VAC
37.95
60c6OORPM
UNIVERSAL /5345, í20V DC 0.6A 0.033 HP

Emerson Style 161-0212, 24VDC, 160 es/

Hammett Model

APRIL, 1953

,

12.00
2.95
2.75

815
826
828

.25A59.95

.

D.

19.00

4.00

813
814

............

DELCO 117155 27VDC 2.4A 1/30HP
3600RPM
9.95
OSTER #D-4-2 24VDC 1/60HP 1800RPM 9.95
ELEC. SPEC. TYPE 1A1, 24VDC 158
1/4HP 37800RPM
22.50
CO
8.95
OSTER 119É-6-17 115VDC52 9801/50HP
R
9.95
ELEC. I
#203 115VAC 60cy 0.45A
1/75HP 1800RPISI
12.50
JAY ELEC. #145 230VDC Armature -30V
Fields 1/4HP 3150RPM
23.75
DIEHL/DELCO C78291/C78889, 115V 60ey
3ph 1/IOHP 2850RPM
4.95
OSTER #E52-1 SERVO, split dlfferentlal
fields, stalled
11 oz/in w/.5A
& 70MA one field 5000RPM, 9.95
OSTER VRS-1B, 6VDC 1.8A 5000RPM.. 8.95
PACKARD, 6VDC, 1/100HP 5000RPM... 6.95
REDMOND, 6VDC, 1/50HP 5000RPM.... 8.95
PIONEER 1455603, 24-28VDC, 0.6A,
500
5.50
ALL IANCE2RM
O
207
275VDC 1/100HP
7500RPM
8.95
LEAR #C004, 24VDC, 1.5A 0W 7500RPM 6.95
EICOR ML2310-52, 24VDC 0.32A

General
General
General
General

Iloude Supply Co

Tfte,

AVE., BOSTON 13,M4SS. CAPITOL 7-3456

J. S. H. Sales Cr,

April, 1953

476

www.americanradiohistory.com

441
443

467

-

460

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

TO THE
ADVERTISERS

We Grew to Help You

t

SELSYNS-SYNCHROS
Immediate Dellvery-Fully Guaranteed
1F Synchro Motor 115/90V 60cy
574.50
1CT Control Trans. 90/55V 60cy
79.95
1HCT Control Trans. 90/55V 60cy
84.50
1HG Generator 115/90V ó0c'
84.50

APRIL, 1953

1G G
115/90V 60cy
1N Synchro Motor 115/90V 60cy
15F Motor 115/90V 400cy
2.51F1 Generator 115v 400cy
221G1 Control Trans. 57.5V 400cy
2J1H1 Differential Gen. 57.5V 400cy
22101 Differential Motor 57.5V 400cy
221F3 Synchro Motor 115V 400cy 2J5HA1 GE Generator 115/105V 60cy
.2713-5.12 'GE Motor 115790V 60cy-225J2 GE Generator 115/90V 60cy
7.45143 GE Control Trans. 90/55V 60er
SD Differential Motor 115/90V 60er

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
H. E. Hilty, Mgr.

Klein Co., Manuel
Kollsman Instrument Corp

Lapirow Bros.
Lectronic Research Laboratories.
Legri S Company
Liberty Electronics Inc
Lloyd Products Co
Low Electronics

Maritime International Co
Maritime Switchboard Co
Maxson Corp., W. L
McNeal Electric & Equipment Co
Melpar Inc
Merrick Electronics
Metropolitan Oakland Area
Metropolitan Supply Co
Microwave Equipment Supply Co
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co
Mogull Co., Inc., Alexander
Moloney Electric Co
Monmouth Radio Laboratories

464
438

462
461
431
471
441
469
431
473
473, 475
432

9.50
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
69.50
69.50
57.50
79.95
24.50

represented.

RESOLVERS & AUTOSYNS
ARMA RESOLVER TYPE 18400, Ord
Dwg 715125-1
547.50
ARMA INDUCTION POTENTIOMETER TYPE 18400, Ord Dwg 715690-1. 47.50
DIEHL RESOLVER TYPE FPE43-1
29.50
MAGNESYN PIONEER /PR -51505-12320-1A. ............ ..
.. ..
9.50
PIONEER AUTOSYN TYPE AY -1
9.50
PIONEER AUTOSYN TYPE AY -5
6.50
PIONEER AUTOSYN TYPE A11 -14G
12.50

4.95

G
115V 60er
C69405-2 Transmitter 115V 60er
C04968-6 Repeater 115V 60er
K55950L2 Generator 115/90V 400ey
225R1 Generator 115/90V 400cy
5SG Generator 115/90V 400ey
55F Motor 115/90V 4000y
909-0120 Kollsman Teletorque Trans

MK1 MOD3 Bend]; Step by Step Mtr

PIONEER
PIONEER
PIONEER
PIONEER
PIONEER
PIONEER
PIONEER

431

PM MINIATURE MOTORS
440

433
436
472
472
469
451
464
473
465
453
472
469

Sandia Corp
Semler Associated Industries Inc
Servo Tek Products Co., Inc
Southwestern Industrial Electronics Co
Sperry Products Inc
Spivey Co., James S.
Stavid Engineering Inc
Sylvania Electric, Electronics Div

432
456
448
442
443
460
438
436

"TAB"

Tallen Co., Inc
Telemarine Communications Co
Tung -Sol Electric Inc

Universal General Corp
H Electronics Industries Inc

Warren Plastics Corporation
Wells Sales Inc
Western Engineers

Weston Laboratories Inc
Whirlpool Corporation
Wilcox Electric Co
Wilgreen Industries

-

..........

474

Radio Corp. of America
Radio Corp. of America Co.. Ltd
Radio Development & Sales Co
Radio & Electronics Surplus
Radio Shack Corp
Radio Surplus Corp
Railway Communications Inc
Reisco Corp
Relay Sales
Reliance Merchandising Co
Rose Products Co
R W Electronics

DELCO
DELCO
DELCO
DELCO

DC. 10000RPM
.518.50
27VDC, 16oRPM (used) 12.50
27VDC, 145RPM (used) 12.50
27VDC, 250RPM (used) 12.50
GEfSBA10AJ37B, 27VDC, 250RPM 8oz/
in torque (used)
32 .50
GE /J5BA10AJ40, 24VB/C 140RPM 10oz/
In t rOLTZÉR-CABOT
ue
16.00
H

5068571,
5068750,
5069230,
5069600,

27 V

24VDC sgogltpm

.

.

.

B3-RBD0808,

15.00

...........

BLOWERS

479, 480
459
473

438

14.95
24.95
27.50
10.00
27.50
27.50
27.50

ALLIANCE 28VDC 35CFM
FASCO MOD 69C, 115VAC 60er 50CFM
REDMOND 24VDC 1.35A 4750RPM
100CFM
REDMOND 115VAC 60er 85CFM
WESTINGHOUSE TYPE FL 115V 400cy
6700RPM 5OCFM
.. .. .. ....
EAD, 115V 400cy 110CFM
WESTINGHOUSE 115VDC 1/75HP
250CFM
AMERICAN 230V 60er 1/3HP 2000CFM

58.95
9.95

12.95

8.95
14.95
20.50
49.50

400cy
...

..

.l1ph

...

1500VÁ

8000RPM

....

..

PE -218, Input 28VDC 100Aí Output
115V 400cy 1ph 1500VÁ 8000RPM

9.75

15.00
22.50
19.50
14.75
24.50

179.50.50

34.50

7.50
7.50

12.50
12.50

17.50

24.50

15.00

24.50
(used)
SAME AS ABOVE only new
59.95
PE -109, Input 13.5VDC 29A: Output
115V 400cy lob 1.53A 8000RPM
59.95
MG-149F, Input 28VDC: Output 500VA
1ph & 250VA e26V40
13)
1 VI400cy
89.95

CARBON PILE VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

BENDIX TYPE 956 Style A Mod4 Set
t 13V
LELAND TYPE B Set at 18 Volts
..
WEBSTER TYPE B Set at 18.5V .......
LELAND TYPE B Spec VR9000-2, Input
22-30V Output 19V et 5.5A
BENDIX MR1 J942R460 Set at 28V
LELAND TYPE A Set at 80V
BENDIX STYLE A Type 1001 Mod4 Set
at 115V.. ...
ECLIPSE STYLE B Type 1339 Mod4 Set
at 115V

6.50

1

12.50

(used).

r

........

58.50

vies
39.95
CONTINENTAL, In 28VDC.
330VDC (5) 1.3564,1,
9.80
D74836.
n 14VDC, Output 425V DC
(ÿ 163MA.
12.50
PESO, Input 28VDC, Output 250VDC
BD69, Input e14VDC, Output 220 ((4 3.50
80MA. ..... ......
....
12.50
PU7/AP, Input 28VDC 160MA: Output
115V 21.6A 400cy 8000RPM 2SOOVA. .. 89.50
PU-16/AP, Input 28VDC i5 60A: Output
115V 400cy 6.5A 8000RPM 750VA
89.50
PE -118, Input 28VDC 100A: Output
115V

.

4

In

FPE25-3, 20/20V 60er 2ph.
522.50
FPE-25-11, 5/75V 60er 2ph 4W 2pole... 27.50
FPE-25-27, 75/75V 60er 2ph 4po1e 0.9W. 27.50

462
475

Potter Instrument Co
Powell, Harold H
Precision Electrical Instrument Co
Precise Measurements Co

TYPE AV -20
TYPE AY -27
TYPE AY -54
TYPE AY -5901
TYPE AY -1010
TYPE AY -130D
TYPE AY -201-3B

DM20 Input 14VDC () 3.3A, Output
230VDC l3 100MA
DM33A Input 28VDC loo SA, Out
575VDC (o) 160MA
DM28 Input 28VDC
1.23A, Out
ML3432 EICOR
6VDC e 4.5A, Out
180VDC 4) 50MA
551705 BENDIX, In 13VDC ® 3.6A,
Oct 47VAC 400cy 370MÁ
CA2B BENDIX, In 26VDC ® 2A, Out
45VAC 400cy 420MA
MA -1 MORRILL, In 120V 60cy, Out
35VAC 2ph
M35 Input 12.5V ® 10.7*, Out 625
(9 225MA
DM40 Input 34VDC e 3.4A, Out 172V
(0 172MÁ
5048BÁ GE, In 14VDC ® 39A. Out
15000V lr 350MA
DA LELAND. In 13.5VDC ® 29A, Out
115VAC 400cy 1.53A len
SP157 PIONEER. le 18VDC ® 3.2A,
Out 450VOC N. 6OMA
55200 PIONEER, In 28VDC ® 1.6A,
Oct 235VDC ®90MA
GN -WL -33, In 12VDC ® 0.6A. Out
1.5 V AC 375-870cyy 0.1A
PE94, In 28VDC 4 10.5A Out 300/150/
14.5 V D C (w 260/10/10 M A
BD -AG -83. In 14VDC ® 6.5A, Out 360V
(6 150MÁ
BD -87, In 34VDC p 6.4A, Out 330VDC
1, 1SOMA
CARTER MAGMOTOR, In 6VDC, Out
250VDC (a) 100MA
CARTER MAGMOTOR, In 6VDC, Out
4o0voc I. 15OMA
PE103A, In 6 or 12VDC ® 21/1141
wOut
500VDC (9 0.15A filtered

DIEHL AC CONTROL MOTORS

436

443
475
474
440
474
472
474

AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN

DYNAMOTORS & INVERTERS

431

Permoflux Corporation
Phillips Petroleum Co
Phototon Sales
Possner Co.

quantities.

Every Item sold carries our guarantee to
meat your approval and be exactly as

69.50
19.50
19.50
22.50
19.50
15.00
29.50
32.50
32.50
17.50
9.50

TYPE A

ft. of floor space in ourown
modernized building In Boston's downtown industrial area. Directly between
North and South Stations at the junction
of Atlantic and Commercial Avenues.
Customers automobile parking facilities
adjacent to our building.
Complete stocks of electronic c mponents
and specialized items as Synchros, Tubes,
Relays, Capacitors, Inverters, etc.
Spacious display showroom.
Separate shipping rooms for ease and
promptness In filling orders. Immediate
delivery Is assured.
Graduate
help
you with your electronic problemst.
s.
Our greatly Increased capacity now Permits us to stock more items -In much
30.000 sq.

1

441

O'Del Electronics Corp
Olson Radio Warehouse Inc
O'Shea Employment System
Oveobrook Co., The

ELECTRONICS

12.50

r. 12.50

468
442
467

National Research Council
National Union Radio Corp

&

69.95
17.50
9.50
9.50

5DG'Dlfferential Gen 90/90V 60er
5F Synchro Motor 115/90V 60cy
5G Generator 115/90V 60er
5CT Control Trans. 90/55V 60cy
6CT Control Trans. 90155V 60er
6DG Differential Gen. 90/90V 60er
6G G
115/90V 60er...... .. .. ..
7G Generator 115/90V 60er............
C78248 Transmitter 115V 60er
C78249 Differential 115V 60er
21Á396B2 GE Motor 110/55V 60cy
TYPE M Motor 115V 60cy

472
444, 445
458
446
466
472

Motorola Inc

V

82.50

! !

59.50
6.00
6.00

8.50
9.50
7.50

8'50
9.50

r

We have
stock over 10.000 Motors of all
types and descriptions. Also a full line of
selsyns. inverters ormotor generators. Let
us quote on your requirements.

BBS
463

471, 475
466
47j
462
452
439
442
457

111,

Prices subject to change without notice. TERMS: Rated fi -ms net IC days, non -rated
25% with order balance COD. Prices FOB Boston. Minimum order S 10.06.

50 EASTERN AVE., BOSTON 13,MASS. CAPITOL 7-3456
477
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

"TA B"

TRANSFORMERS
All 115 V 60 Cye Input TV
& CR Pwr Xmfr up to 20'
Tubes. Hi VOLTS to 20 KV
1w/quadrupler

Tubee.
PL &
300 VDC/27551x

ckt.)

FIL

w

ALL

THAT

for............

Conical

CAN HE USED 2X RATING R.AITHEON,
HIPERSIL CORE
$4.98
95
00MÁ
5\"/2.SÁ, 5V/5A,
451/14,
100/1.54V/1.51 WESTERN ELECT ...
55.49
9001/35MÁ, 2X2.51/2A, XCI.ENT 1600V
DBLER TWO 2X2 FIL WNDGS.........49
9001/3MÁ, 6.31/2A, 2.5V/3Á
$252.98
84OVCT 130MÁ, k 63OVCT'/21MÁ. _XSt'/3 A.
8.3VCT 1A, 0.3VCT/.3A
54.98
780VC /250MA. 5V/6A, 12.6V/5.5Á
$7.95
770Vÿ7/200MÁ, 5V/8A, 12.81/5c5.Á
$6.95
7701/2.5MÁ, 2.5V/3Á 1IVINS 01Á15L0 includes
FILTER PARTS 4-ceppe...........
53.69
760VCT/120MÁ,
2.5 V"CT/IOA,
6.3 V"CT/":A.
-5V 3A 101/3.2bÁ
$6.98
7201/55MÁ, 5V/3.5Á, 6.3 V/3.5,1
$2.90
700VCT/120MÁ, 2X6.31'/34, 6. liV/LA
Prie. ..
25
$3.98; T wo for
SOOVCT/60MA, 6.3V/4A HSLD
52$7..98
480VCT/80MÁ, 6.3VCT/4.4, 5V/Ac1
$2.69

MICROWAVE

Sii 175ma

250 Ohm
1011y 100 ma Freed

51.49;

E

8..95

39.95
1.98
for 2.49
1.49

400 CYCLE XFMRS
WE K59608 1233vet/350 Ma. 1140vct/7011x.54.98
G -E
M7472443P1 788V/200 21n,
210V/
15Ma. 5V/2A
...
3.95
G -E M7472469 6.3V/7A, 6.71/.9.Á. 6.3 V/.3A 3.98
WE K59604 6.3V/4. 65A. 6.3V/.3
2.98
WE 1(59603 6.3V/3:1. 5V/2A
2.49
LANGEVIN 702556 6.31'/.01
1.49
FREED 13686 SV/l0Á
3.98
WE 1(59602 5V/4A.....
1.98
FREED 11685 2.5vrt; ly.h COD
3.98
LANGEVIN 702720 5V'6:1. 13 OVINS
4.98
W ED164533 6.3 V/1.25A. 6.3V/1.25A
1.98
Write for Quantity Price

........

Screw Drivers, Assorted
k smaller, i Iodine
Hammer
proof.unbreakable
e
plastic
Amber)jnbr
handles.
Hardktemprret) tool atee1.51.10

set as above
51.25
Write for Quantity Prices

8-clear

FILAMENT TRANS.

2.SV/2A Ç 79e, 2 for 51.49, 10 for
2.5VCT/10A 5KV I NO......
2.5VCT/20A/1214V INn.U1. CSD HOLD
51/CT/10A, /KV INSUL CSD HOLD
SVCT/10A/12KV INSCI. G.F.
SV/60AMP CSD AVSV O li ì'Ì NS..
5V/115A
1,1.yS .'i II11NS,
7.5VCT,125 r'.c). li 1. 511,\ I:, OVINS
12.6VCT 1.25A (-I 117171.11
24V/1.25A CAD (i $1.98 Two for......,
2X12y/2A or 24V/2A 52. 53.89 Two for
42.5V/2A SEL RE('T TRANS
.

ii'I,

$6.49
3.59
7.98
5.95
8.25
13.9E
16.95
10.98
1.98
3.49
6.98
4.85

AUDIO COMPONENTS

Western Electric Pn.h-Pull Pentode Output
Transformer 197A. I0 Watts for 6V6'e or
SAGS'.. Excellent Freq Response. Flat 30 to
5,000 Cycle,, Secondary- SSO Ohm.
TAB" Special 54.49
2 for $7.98
With UTC Vnrim0tch ....................55.49
UTC Varfmatch 600 Om
h
tu VC's
XFMR HSFT-SLD UTC Suter Electric 3 $1.98
W'ds.
600 Ohm Cr k 400 Tapped 250 k 150 Ohm.
Can be Ceca Mike to Grid, Line to Line & Line
to Oriel
490110 for 54.49; 100 for 525.00

SHARPENING STONE

INDISPENSABLE for Lab
Workshop. Finest Silicon
Carbide No. 124 Carborun-

dum

Uneurpaeeed
for
Precision Grinding of Cryetala
Knives, Fine Tre..e-6" x 44"....450; 3 for 51.00
Co,

0-150 VAC/25-125ro/354 Sq/RA3.5/Weteh. 5.98
0-1 MARC GE 3lo' Rnd Bklt Cad
5.39
0-1 MADC Wstohs 3 Ix' Sq RA35
6.49
0-50 Miereamps Weston 301 31( Sq
13.9E
0-500 MADC/255" Rnd/221T/Triplett
4.98
VU -201.3 Westen 301 3' Sq L.P. 541
14.98
0-120 MA RF 365' Rnd Weston 301
14.98

AUDIO COMPONENTS
GE RPX04f Phono Cart..... 54.49

OE RPX050 Triple Play Cart. 5.69
Eleetrovoier Triple Play
2.69
Pickup Arm & Ate! Hi -Output 2.39
PM 12'Hi-Fi British Speaker 4.98
PM 12° CE SI 201D Speaker............ 19.00
Pm 8' Blue 8T18-1 Permilux
13.00
PM 5'
Gud Tone
1.91
PM 10e Hi -Fl Woofer & Separate horn
Tweeter.
10 watt 40-20KC
19.98
C
I Mike & Cable...
3.98
Crystal Mike cartridge (Lapel typa).
2.98
Crystal mike Cart. ceramic wetpruf
3.98

able...........
.....

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
READY TO GO
Model
Watt Amp].
Phono Top, W/ ep. GainFeatures
Cntl,.Latest rCompensated Tone Cott) Design W/Tubes
$14.98
Model
200MO
]dike
OSC.
Broadcasts
Through Your Rodin with No Direct Connection.
W/Tuhe,. "TAB" SPECIAL
56.98
Model 100PO I'hono 0012, Phonograph Broad.
east. Through Your Radio. No Direct Hookup
W/Tuhe.
TAB" SPECIAL
54.98
Model 302PA 3
Phono
plc Ideal for
Custom Bud d ne Yourir Phonograph
W/Tuben.
TAB" SPECIAL
84.96
Triode Push -Pull Amplifier.
10 Watt Hi-Fi
Rebuilt 'Muzak." Complete with Inbilt Stage
for GE Pickup
$26.95
Same Amplifier foe 1101: DC
926.95
Philmore 20-30000 ro 011-Fi 20 Watt Kit..
Complete Ready o Build. Incld Pre Amp A
Tubes. W/After-Eierfese ontnnt.
551.00
Teehmaster" TM -15A.15 Watt Yi-Fi"William
eon Kit." "TAB" SPECIAL
$48.95
"Techmaster" TM -15P Pre Amp Kit
519.55
Meissner Hi-Fi Radio FM/AM k Phono.
Complete All Built System. meid 10 Watt
11 -Fi Amp. 7 Tube AM/FM
Tuner. 12 Hi -F
Electr000ier Tweeter Woofer I2B Speaker k 3
Speed Webeier Clanger. Special Prepaid.5199.95

ELECTRON ICS

-

L

23ST

5301`
VA
235IT
V4X4
DX

Watt,

.............

1. 2. 3. 4, 5. 6

OIL CAPACITORS

Mid

Each
50wvdc
50.40

4

150wvdc

Mfd

1-1-3-5

.98

2x.25

.19

15

1.2

.29

.25

250wvde
300wedc

400wrdo

2
:1

.39
.5
.45
1
.69
4
.98
6
1.08
t0
1.39
^^-x.1
.75
2,5
.94
3,1
.91
3x.25
.99
600wvdc
.034
.30
.1
.35
.25
.39
5
.42
1
.52
.1

.5

5
6

2000wvdc

20.1
1

2
3
8

2580wrde

.25

2.49
4.45
7.89
4000wede
2
8.98

1.50

.05

2:

x8
30.05
.10.22

700wvdc

800wrdc

.69

2.29

3000wvde

4

2x1

1.49
1.69
1.75
3.98
3.69
9.49

.1

30.25

20.25
20.5

1.49
1.69
1.79
3.49
3.98

1

4

20.1

1.29
1.39

.5
.75

2.25
2.59
2.89
3.10
.59
.78
.89
1.05
1.25
3.25
.75
.85
.98

10

1400wrdc

all, light, inexpensive stroboscope. 60 flashes
per second. Operates from 115V/60Cy
59.75
Sm

ts

LO -VOLT PHOTOFLASH

Resistors, Capacitors,
Sockets, 9.98
Extra F
Lame Holders W/8' Reflector
Cord 53.98; W /Lamp DX
512.98

5000wvde

4.49
19.98

2

4

6000wrde

7.49
7OIOwndc
.002
1.69
.0075
1.98
.1
4.98

CHROME VANADIUM SPEED DRILLS
29 Drills Chrome Vanadium Speed Steel. Top
Quality for Machinists or All Purpose Use
I/16 to 1/2 by 84th'e. With
Huot" Drill
Index

7500wvde

2.98
3.49

10000wvdc

.00025

.03

3

for 51.00.

10

7.49
95.00

AC RATED
220vae/
6004e

.69
.89
1.29

2

4

5

225vac/

3.3
5

1.25
1.5

630de
.79
230vac
630dc
1.29
330vac
1000de
.63
.70

1.75

.98
.33
.90
.95
1.00
1.29
3.98
6.49

2

2.5

2.8
3

4

15

25
.15

Sar

1200de

660vac/
2000dc

10
16

for 53.00:

RND CAN
100

for

$25

HP/600V. Rated 2
3
Phase 154 HP/110V. 15HP/
220V. ntacts Date Control Ioro. peed, PA/60Cy. Contacts rated 45 Amp Enclosed, 50 Amp
Open. SPECIAL
519.00; 2 for 536.00
10

*

*
MODEL

TEST EQUIPMENT
102 Pocket',altimeter features; AC k
DC 10 rnge to 3000V, AC current 3 roes to 600
MA. DC current 4 rag, to 1.2 amp. ohm, 2 roses
to 1. megohm. Compact,
ate k durable
Std. Mier. "TAB" GTD dù319;
n traction.
Model. SPECIAL Poet Paid
513.98
MODEL 100 Vacuum ruhe volt meter. features
include: AC k DC 10 r see to 1000V. ahme 5
ranges t0 1000 megohm. e5 DB ranee,. AC Renee
poner 25 to

100.000

elegy.

Designed

Ifgnment of TV k Radio
'TAB" G'rD d"mpioy model. Beta. Std
SPECIAL Poet Paid
533.49
MODEL 106 VTVi1I in kit form
SPECIAL Post Paid
522.98
MODEL HVP 3010V colt probe for Model 106
Display model "TAB" OPD. P. P
58.25

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

BUD Dual 75mí ea. Sect
1000V Gap.

HF.. 1.10

1ncludin

4 Tip,..

JOHNSON 701030
70mmf/3kv Gap. 1.29
Cardwell Neut. ZT/12mmf 500 Volt ...
98e
CARDWELL TE -300 -US 53 to 312tnf. Can
be made Split Stator. BRAND N E Wm
Vernir Drive 10 to 369mmf, each... ......$9.98
59c
Midget 3 te 15 m f, Midline. each
29e
254 Meter Butterfly Cndsr 30mmf w/RF Tank
& Choke
59c; 2 for 98e

................

ESIGO IRONS 120V AC/DC

10.83

55 Watt/3/8 Tip/11 H Lng/.38 Lbe
80 Watt/34 Tip/12" Lng/.38 Lbe
100 Watt/3/8 rio/12" Lngg/.5 Lb,
130 Watt/4 Tip/12' Lng/.75 Lbe

1.25
1.91
2.55
3.17

ESIGO INDUSTRIAL CONOT, USE IRONS
1201ÁC/DC
Similar to American BeautY types ae shown
01480/8OW'/1/8 Tip/7' Lng/2.5 ne
3.20
#38/Am. Beauty 3138/100W/3/8 Tip
5 29
Element 138/Am. Beanty 2138 100W
2.00
/58/Am. Beauty 3168/200W/á/8 Tip
6.30
Element #58, Am. Betv 3158/200W
2.75
8.18
Tip
Element 178/Äm3171/"300W/7/8
3.65
/ 98/Am. Beauty 3198/550W/1.4 Tip
10.08
Element #98/Am. Beauty 3108/550W
4.55
Esico Temp Regulating Stand
4.
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES

......

.

MICA CAPACITORS

ea

B
°f0

-

Gov't

Specs.
Fig. C. Solder Lug Terminals & Mtg Holes
Mfd.
Each
Mfd.
Each
600 WVDC
600 WVDC
$0.29
.42
.45
53

.55
.59
.63
.66
.76

.006
.008
.01

.02

1.19

.03

.002

1200 WVDC
.66

.004
005

.01.

.68
.71
.78

.

2500 WVDC
.00047
.59

Screw Term & Mte.
Each
Mfd.
Mfd.
Each
600 WVDC
1200 WVDC

Fig. D.

.000

50.29

.000515

.015...........
.02
.01

.033

.039

.05.. .. ..
.001
.002

1200

.0051
.0068

.01

50.78
.89
1.89

.013

.00085
.0012
.003
.005

.42
.44
.49
.54
.71
.78
1.19
1.29
1.98

...

.. 2.39
WVDC

61

.66
.71
.75

.03

.033.i500
....
.0004
.002

...

.0001..........
.00015
.0003

.0006
.001
.01

.78

1.79

2.29
2.75
3.59
3.89
4.79

2.39

Weds

.59
1.09
1.09
1.13
1.19
1.19

.0022..........
.0024
.0035

.0036..........

269

1350

1.03
1.3
1.75
2.5

299
300
310

1355
1400
1488

5

320
32S
330
340
350

1500
1510
1518
1600
1640

7

375

1680

390
400
410
414.3
418.8
425

1740
1770
1800
1818
1830
1850
1865
1892
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1922
1924
1926

1495

311.5

3

3.83
4

4.35

1646
1650
1670

360
366.6
370

5.025
6.25
6.9
7.8
7.9

1710
1712

380
389

8

10.38
11.25
12
13.52
14.2

14.25

426.9

14.5
15

427
430
440
450
452

16
17
19
19.2
20
22

460

470
475

478

23
24
25
26

480

487

28
30
31.5
37
46
49
50
51.78
55
56.7
60
63
68
74
75
80
81.4
80

500
510
520
525
540
550
560
575
580
588
600
612
620
62S
633
640
641
645
649

95.0

657

100
101
103.2
105
105.7
107
110
120
121.2
125
130
135
147.5
150
160

665
670
673
675
680
681
684
689
697
699
700
711
733
740
750
8000

1980
2000
2045
2080
2095
2141
2142
2145
2150
2160
2180
2187
2195
2200
2250
2300
2400

19

2463
2485
2490
2500
2525

910
917
946

2600
2625
2635

170
175
179
180

820
850
854

182.4
200

209.4
210
216
220
220.4

225
230
235
240
24S
245.4
250
260
270

900

1110
1150

155
1162

110000
115000
116667
120000
130000
135000
140000
141000
145000
147000
150000
155000
160000
165000
166750

21000

16]000

21500
22000
22500
22990

169200
175000
180000
180600

4720
4750
4850
4885
4900
5000
5100
5710
5235
5270
5300
5500
5600
5730
5770
5910
6000
6100
6125
6140
6200
6300
6495
6500
6800
6840
6990
7000
7320
7500
7700
7717
7900
7930
7950
8000
8094
8200
8250
8500
8700
8770
9000
9100
9445
9500
9710
9800
9900
9902
10000
10430
10500
10600
10900
10936
11000
11400
11500
11690
12000

23000
23150
23325
23400
23500
24000
24600
25000
25200
25400
25833
26000
26500
26600
27000
27500
28000
28430
28500
29000
29500
29990
30000
31000
31500
32000
33000
35000
36000
37000
38140
38500
39000
39500
40000
41400
42000
43000
45000
47000
47500
48000
48660
49000
50000
51000
52000
55000
56000
57065
58333
60000
61430
62000
64000

185000
186600
190000
198000
200000
201000
205000
210000
215000
220000
225000
229000
230000
235500
238000
240000
245000
250000
265000
268000
270000
275000
294000
300000
307500
311000
314000
316000
325000
330000
333500
350000
353500
375000
380000
390000
400000
402000
420000
422000
425000
430000
450000
458000
470000
472000
478000
500000
510000
520000
521000
525000
543000
550000

12500
12800
13000
13100
13500
13550
13600
16000
16250
14400
14500
14550

2700
2750
2850
2860
2870
2900
3000
3100
3163

978
1000
1030
1056
1059
1067
1100

16500
16800
17000
17500
17977
18000
18300
18380
18500
18800
19000
19500
20000
20441
20500

14600
15000
16000

3290

66600
66650
67500
68000
70000

72000
73500
75000
80000
82000
84000
85000

570000
575000
600000
620000
650000
654000

660000
680000
690000
700000
750000
761300
800000

85750

813000

88000

820000

90000
91000
93000
00
953 0

850000
860008
900000

30000
9910000

1.
1.1
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.39
1.5
1.57

2.7
2.75

1.579
1.65
1.75
1.8
1.9

4.23
4.25
4.5

3

5

3.3
3.5

5.1
S.S

8.02

3.753
3.9

6.5
6.6

9.05
9.5

2.11
2.5

6.7

2.8

2

2.2S

4

2.855

7

7.5
7.62
7.74
8

10
11.55
12
12.83
13
13.88
1

Any Size Above, Each 70c: Ten for 56.49

ONE YEAR GTD PICTURE TUBES
$13.96
14.49

IOBP4

1P4Á Giese
122

Inch Metal
00isr
14 Inch
16 Inch Glace
12

16 Inch Metal
17 Inch Rectangular
19 Inch Round
20 Inch Rectangular

17.95
21.98
20.95
22.95
23.99
23.49
27.98
29.95
30.98

Inch R
for
pint. tube is worth money. write and
Your old plot.
coded
trade -in -allowance toward RM
Ship Your
dated tubes
p eear paidanly.
When ordering metal tube. defective metal tube
21

.

withe

,s

required.

FUSES & HOLDER
3AG, 1/8. 1/4 1/2 Amp. Sc: loo for 3.75
1/2. 2. 3. 4, 15. 20 Amp
3AG: 1.
Each 3e: 20 for SOe; 100 for 2.39
3AG: Otto- Itl0: 10. 20 Amp. 20 for 1.00
4AB: BUSS 10 Amp. 5c: 100 for 3.98
100 for 5.98
4AG: St. Si Amp. 7c
100 for 3.25
4AG: 3. 5. 10. 15 Amp. Ea. Sc;..
4AG: Slo-Blo: 0. 10. 15.20 Amp. Ea 9e:100/7.50
SAS: BUSS, Littlefuee, 5 Amp. Ea. 3c: 100/2.00
100 for 3.98
5AG: 35, 80 Amp. Ea. Sc
3.98
7AG: 0.2 Amp. Littelfuee, Ea. Set. -100 for
SAG: 1/32. 2/10. 1/2 Amp. Ea. 80: 100 for 6.95
0 for 1.75
HOLDER 1075 Littelfuse 20c;
DUAL HOLDER 3 or 4 AG 150í......B for 1.00
1

0

.01.... .. .. .. ..

1.45
1.55
1.89

3000 WVDC
.005...........

1.65

.005...........

.006

.015

Fig. E
Upright Xmte Micas
3000 VDC
3500 VDC

.000033
5000 VDC

0.7

3333
3384
3500
3509
3600
3700
3730
3760
3900
4000
4030
4200
4220
4280
4300
4314
4440
4444
4500
4700

IVIEGOHMS

Made to
Rigid

yL

1225
1250
1260
1300

1200
Any Size Abre00 Each 350: Ten Oter $352900

Brand

eteNEW

A

.002
.004

Starter

For Single or 2 r 3
Phase .Appl. Rated I Phase
3HP/1161, 755
HP/2201
Switch.

freq
for field
f

PHILIPS "VERSA TOOL" 115VAC 250W

.0001..........
.001

Duty Electric Starter, TransMotor

GUNS & IRONS
GUN 115VAC 100 Watt
58.69
."WEN" GUN 115VAC 250 Watt 9.49:3 for 25.50
'PRI MAX" GUN 115VAC Korodlee, Tip. 7.69

6.98

4.98
6.98
7.98

6

*

*WELLER"
SOLDERING

1.29

CONTACTOR
r

ELECTRICALLY PERFECT & GTD.
1B3GT. 6016, 8K6GT, 69N7GT
12SN7GT
Each 50e: 5 fer $2.00
61106G, 6BQ6GT, 12007. 19B08, 8L6G
6L6GA
Each 79e; 3 for 02.00

600v0c/

G. E. CR2811C22AQ. Heavy
itter

TUBE CLAMPS

926E-5, 926I1-111, 9260, 920-1, 930-19
926B-19, 926A-10
5 for $1.00
BROKEN KEYS OR CRACKED BASE

405vae/
1800de

3.49
2M FD/330V.AC/1000WV DC "CD"
.1

9.98

25000wvdc

1

.03

$9.69

Drills 60 Pes to 80 C.V. W/Index
7.98
Drills 13 Pcs 1/16 to 1/4' C.V. W/Index 2.69
Drills 12 Pes 1/16' to 1/2' C.V......
3.49
1/4' Speed Electric Drill with Jacobs Worm k
Drills &
ex
1/2' peed Electric Drill wits h JacobsWorm.
gear Chuck k 29 Pee Drill, k Index
$39.00

4.98

15000wnde

10

h

...............

Each
12000wvdc

.0016
1

KIT

Includes DX Flash Lamp Rated 150 Watt Sec.
Flash Lamp Holder & 8' Reflector k Cable
Power Transformer k CD Flash Capacitors, (5)
200 Mfd Each W/Output of 100 Watt Sec. All

95.00

2

51.98
2.89
4.39
3.98
6.49
6.95
7.95
7.49
8.95

LABSTROBE MODEL 18

12500wvde

,

150

271
275
280
286

0.425

10.98
9.00

200

0.607

0.42

9.98
9.98

"TABS" TUBE SPECIALS

.02

1500wede

.65.1

1.60

4
5

.59
.79
.85
2.98
4.98

1

0.116

9.98

200

Includes V4X4 Flash Lamp
Rated 200 Watt Seconds, Flash
Lamp holder k 8' Reflector k
Cable. 1151/C
O
In t Power
Transformer k 50 W att Sr,,
Multi Section Capacitor Hank.
All Resistors, Capacitors. Rectifier.. & Sockets. SPECIAL 524.98

Mfd

Each
1000wedc

.45

9.98
13.50

200
500
200
250

27MFD'1.2KVDC/2KV Int. 54W. Sec
HIV PHOTOFLASH KIT

58.75

each

100

1

5

Ero........

Pt

100

100MFD 500WVDC
200 M FD 450 W V DC
300MFD 450WVDC
15MFD/330VAC/150OVDC Intermittent
25MFD/33OVAC/1500VDC Intermittent
16MFD/600VAC/2800VDC Intermittent
16M FD/66OVAC/3000VDC Intermittent
32MFD 1.2KVDC/23W Sec

for 510.00

4

RESISTORS
Over 21/2 Million In Stock
"TAB"-Spemalists in Precision Resistors
No Mfrs Choice -We Ship Type, in Stock

55.98
7.25
10.98

100

SPRGF.AI00

PRECISION

Each

Max.

PHOTOFLASH CAPACITORS

PULSE SHAPING Xfmr Raytheon UX12819.
1 MU Sec. 2000 CY..
55.00
UTAH 9340 P/O CP-5A/APS15
05.00
Pulse Transformers to "JAN" 11LT27 Specs

METER SPECIALS

o

0-5 MA DC Tuning: Aircraft
Mtg. "AN" Type...
.51.29
0-30 VDC "AN"...1.98: 4 for 57.
0-60 ADC "AN" 3.25: 3 /or 59.00
0-15 VAC 2 VS Rod 600,y. . 1.29
0-150 VAC/Weigher/_S4 Rnd. 3.49

$2.95:

$7.98
7.5 KV Pulse, Pri 4 KV. 50-1000 ohm imped.
Permalloy Core. W
512.00
Pulse Blocking Ose. 3 wades, 1:1:1 ratio I mh
.52.98
dge GE 11'Sld, HiVints

,

Philipetype.

No.

17'1'39 APG5 k 15.
and Tr Cavities. 'Tunes

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
PULSE-XFMR 1000 Pulse Per Sec,
'1'121025 P/O LU -3 Teat Equipment..

SCREW DRIVER SET
6

I

é°I

SPECIAL
24-2700 MC.
020.00:2 for 036.00
Watt Meter Low Power. Used with Bolometer
Bridge Measure, Low Level Microwave Power.
Balanced Barretter Bruise Direct Reading. Self
Calibrating Range, 50 Microwatte to 30 Milliwatts.
SPECIAL
$119.00
X Band Adaptor UG39 to UG40 Choke to Plane
Flange Sperry Lab Dean... -51.69: 4 for 06.00
X Band Straight Ware Guide Per/Ft ........52.
X Band Plumbing, 45° Bend. Choke to Straight
57.49
Flange 3214' Including Flanges
X Band Straight Plumbing. Choke to Straight
55.49
Flange 23 Including Flanges
AN/APS10 Modulator Aeeemhly. New. Mlerd
G. E. Design #ML -706 3911 -GI. Includes 2J42
All New.
k Magnet. 3C45 & (2) 3B24.
SPECIAL
5225.00

2.98
25
1.25

2

Assn (723AB)

h Coupling to 2 Type "N"
Fittings. An Shown
59.98: 2 for 018.00
Microsecond Delay Line

1

o c

H Sld,'lKVins
1.69
bOHp/ 125 mo/Cad/ H' Sld
2.89
I2 Hy/300 m a / 5 K V ins
4.95
20Hy/300ma or 1511y/400 ma/

12KVine Kenyon
13.5Hy lAmp/17KVine, Raytheon
Dual 2 y/300ma USN ..51.25: 2 for...

1110

Microwave Lighthouse Assn

5.98
3

Replaces
GE FT105
GE FT114
AMCLO 5804X
GE FT 210
GE FT 403
SYLV. 4330
PT 214
FT 110
X400

Co -Ax

Í

FILTER CHOKES

este,

antenna, eturdy prefabmoot.

Klystron Mtg

No.

1'550'

2251'

Window Antenna 4 element conical. all
channel. sturdy conetnmtion. Easy to mount 53.95
5 Foot interlocking mast sections. hvy duty;
rust of. Each
95c: 21or 51.59
300 Ohm Twiner... 100 ft 51.49: 10110 ft 512.49
RG59U TV Cable
100 ft 55.00:.581) ft 522.

....

12Hy/80ma/3KVD e
10Hy/75ma.
10017/126ma/UTC/Cad/

S

ereatile 72. 150 or 300 ohm m tch. 8 ele ente &100 ft twines ernes her k hordwure.55.98
Double Vae all channel antenna. Hoy duty
a lSmiaum
natruction. Incids mounting
clamp k l0Ó It of twiner
54.50
V

.

Dual 30 Hy/60m0 Cad

Buy

A
TELEVISION ANTENNAS

dee;

Full -Wave,

6.4V 10.3A. 5.4V/8A. 2.5V/3A Hypersìl Core. Oil
Impreg. $6.49: Two
.512.49
2500V for CRT 6.3V/.13A, 2.5V/1. 75A COD
Kenyon Hvius, 4/13C412. Replmnt
-57.98
46.3VCT/IAV
0CADT
3X5V/3A/
HVON'
6C.38 T/.3A

TAB "SUN -FLASH" LAMPS
"Tab"
W/See.

.00005
.0001

.0003
.0007
.0055
.0055
.008

219

.78
$1.08

1.15

3000 VDC

TYPE G HIGH CURRENT
10 KV
30 Amp.
.01 Mfd
20 KV
16 Amp.
.0012 Slid
30 KV
30 Amp.
.001 Mfd
2.5 I.1'
22 Amp.
.0025 Mfd

1.19
1.39
1.35
1.79

$49.50
35.00
60.00
49.00

Á0147'S

A0147'S

BUY

BUY

Dept. 4E 111 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y., U. S. A.

BOG R
TAWRITE

FOR IT

LARGE VARIETY OF
COMPONENTS TELL US YOUR NEEDS
SELL US YOUR TUBES & EQUIPMENT
WE STOCK

PH. RECTOR 2-6245

Money Back Guarantee
(Cost of Mdse. Only) 55
Min. Order FOB NYC.
Add Sphr. Charges &
25% Dep. Tubes Gtd.
via R-Exp. only. Prices

Subjeetto Change Without Notice.

479

April, 1953

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
RELAY SPECIAL
Mini Sire 115VAC
980; 3 for $2.75
SPDT Mini Site 115VAC
3A CTS. _ $1.39: 3 for 53.75
SPST

SA CTB

SPDT 24VDC/5A CTS

ALLIED .......980:
SPNO
S'Duna

115VAC/15A

6

for

.'

Tube

WBlemite

866A KIT AND XFORMER
Tubes.

Sckts,

SPECIAL

10A/Hvinsul.
55.49

2J1 HI GE Selsyne

DIODE

Unexcelledforr No -Lora
testing.
Ultra
Era
lope.

R92
36

e

w/data

New.

25c:

od$1.

5

for $l,

STORAGE BATTERIES
Volt WILLARD Mini -BRAND NEW 6 o.
Model,..98e; 4 for 53
36V BATTERIES W/Acid
3.35

(4)

2V/20AH Willard PLUS 2V. Vibrator
2V/20AH Batt. W/Vih A Acid
6V/6AH Wild NT13/BB214U
6V/6AH Bett. W/Acid
6V/40AH Wollord
Hi/Lehi
61//40 AH
Acid Bett.
Shipped in Bottles. R'Exp only

........ .......

0A2

OA3/VR75

062
003/1/R90..

50.95
1.04

1.37
1.09
1.15

0C3/VR105.
.90
OD3/VR150.
2.53
0Y4
024
.60
C1A/ELC1A. 9.75
OlA
.69
12.49
VS -1
1A3
1A4P

1A5GT
lA6
1A7GT

1.10
.79
.79
1.49
.95

1AD4....... 1.9
1AE4....... 1.80

ELC1B/3C31 3.45
183/8016.... .81
.89
164P
165/255.... .99
.99
1B7GT

1B21/471A..

2.85
2.20'
9.90
1631....... 9.15
2.45.
1826
12.75
1827
1B32/532A., 3.90
9.35
1635
16.98
11337
29.95
1838
4.95
1040
49.95
1041
18.00
1842
1.98
1846
49.95
11353
36.50
3656
175.00
1858
1860....... 69.75
1863....... 50.00,
75.00
1063A
ELSC
2.70
.89
1CSGT
.79
106
.89
1C70
.99
1D5GP
.89
1D7G
IDBGT..... .89
1D21/631P1. 3.89
.99
lEb
.99
1E7G
.69
1F4
.79
1FSG
.89
1F6
1F7G....... .89
.89
1G4GT
.89
11322

1B23

I5

1G6GT
1H4G
1H5GT
1H6GT
USG
1J6GT
114
1L6
1LA4
1LA6
1LB4
1LC5
1LC6

1L05
1LE3

ILH4.......
11-N5

1NSGT
1PSGT
1P42

1Q5GT
1Q26

1R5/1294....
1S4

155

1521........
1T4........
1TSGT.. ...

104/5910....
1118

1X2
122
2A3

A4G

2A6
A7

2Á515

2022
2C21/1642
2C22/7193

.7

.89
.72
.79

1.20
.79
.69
.98
1.19
.99
1.29
.79
1.39
.99
.99
.89
.79
.72
.79
5.60

2E31
2E32
2E36
2E41
2E42
2E43
2G21
2121

1.49
1.49
1.49
1.54
.
1.49
.... .. 1.49
1.49
8.75
2J21A
8.90
2122
7.69
2J30
69.00
2131
27.00
2J31A...... 79.95
2.132
37.00
2J33
27.00
2J3!
27.00
2J36
108.00
2J37........ 12.70
2138
11.75
2139
44.00
2142
187.00
2148
24.25
2149
67.25
2J50
21.25
2152 ...
2495.50
2155
85.00
2156
149.00
2161........ 69.95
2162
21(22
39.45
39.45
21(23
.

..

2K28
2833

29 00

100ma. or

21635
21039

2K41
2K44
2K45

4.98

6A3.......,
6A4. .... ...
6A5G
657
6A8GT
6AB4

6A85/6N5...
6AB7/1853..
6ACSGT....
6AC6G
6AC7

6AD7G.....
SAGS

6AG7
6AHSG
6AH6
6AJ5
6AK5

6AK5W.....
6AKfi
GALS

6AL7GT....
GANS

6A05

6AQSW
6AQ6

6AQ7GT
GAR6
6AS5

GAS6W
GAS7G

2K50.......459.00 665
2V3G
.98

385
3137/1291....

.98
.49
1.53
.99
.81
1.59
2.69
,98
.69

3023/RK22.,

4.95

3A4
3A5

3A8GT
304

31322

.......2.10

3624

5.40

4.50
3.70
31328
7.90
89.00
3C22
3C23....... 9.90
3C31/C1B... 3.45
3C33
.. .. 14. 98

31325

3826

.

.

3C34/HK24..
3C45

306/1299
3021A
3023

3E29
3131
31(22
31123

31(30
3Q4

3Q5GT
354
3V4

5.49

12.89
.69
4.98
13.95
4.90
14.95
300.00
275.00
405.00
300.01
.79
1.29
.85

4-125A
4-250A

4C35
4C36

12.25
15.98
4E27/257.... 14.50
148.50
4122
4J31
98.00
4134
194.00
4143/700
27.00
4J47/720CY 300.00
4147
485.00
4J52
...350.0y
4156
498.08
4X-1s0A
45.00
4X-SOOF.., 85.00

SAX4GT

C513/5C311

.

.

s24........

1.55C6A

6B6G
6B7

an

3.95
16.98
6.95
42.05
3.95
19.50
36.50
12.40

2.98I
1.05
.54
1.29
2.90
-55
3.98
.81
1.29

6C4........
6C5GT
6C6
6C7

6C8G
6C21

6C06
6CD6G

606

6137G

6DSG
6E5
6E7
6F4
6F5
6F6

6F6GT
6F7

6F7G

6FBG
6G6G

C6J/5C21

6J5GT
616
6J7

6J8G

6147

6K8GT
615G
6L6
6L6G

6L6GA.
6L6GAY
6L7

6164

6N6G

52.55
1.75
2.49
.69
1.10
.89
.79
.43

6N7GT
6PSGT
607

.99
1.49
6.75

65B7Y

6R7
6R8
654

657G

658GT

65D7GT

6507
6557

65T]
65U7GTY...
65Z7
6T7G

6U5/6G5....
6U6GT

320 6V6GT
4.65 6V8
,63 6W4GT
1.10 6W6GT
.59 6W7G
6X4

6XSGT

1.89 6Y6G
79 6Y7G
.79 6Z7G
3,25 6ZYSG
7A6/XXL...
1.19 7A5
1.05
.95

7A6........
Use Your
7117

lAO

7ÁD7
7ÁF7

7A07
7AH7
704
765

766

7135

7C4
7C5
7C6
7C7

7C23

7C29.......
7E5/1201....

716
.SO 7E7
.55 717
.57 7F8

1.26
.80
29.45
.69
1.69

707/1232...
7X7
17
787
;:(17

757
7N7

2.85 7Q7
7R7
.89 757
.85
.79
Top
1.39
6.20
.95 7T7
.79 7V7
.79 7W7
.85
X7/XXFM
1.29 7Y4
.85 774
.90 8DC-15

107
CV11
12A
12A5
12A6
1.19 12A7
12Á85T
5.15 12AC7
6.95
6.66
.47
.63
.72

6.45
1.09

.59
.75
1-08
.75
2.09
1.35
1.35
2.29
.80
2.39
1.69
.80
.89

Heinmann Mein
7, S. 12.

. 89

.85
.83
.92

1.19
.90
.80

ib.

12AHiGT
12*K5

12AKS W..
121(15

í2A76

12AT7
12AU6
124107

I2AV6

12AV7
12AW6

12AX4GT

2AX7
2AY7
12AZ7

20. 30, 35. 40,

Each

Sq. D 5. CH 700018 Sw B

98.

........

..

..

..

24

Volte.

1:0.22, 3.
180
,p for 515.98
Amps: 5,
for 58.98

911.98
6.75
8.98
9.98

,

.77 12BA6
.73 12BA7
.72 12606

59

.79
1.23
.59
.85
1.29
1.35
1.25
.65
.65
.65
.49
.75
.89
.69

.61I12BE6
.70 12BF6

.69:120H7
.69'12BV7
.70'128Z7
2.25 12C8
.63 12F5GT.
.63,12H6
.75 12J5GT
.98 12J7GT
2.69 12K7GT
1.0522150
.85 12Q7GT.
.98 1258 GT .
.99,125A7GT
.83',125C7
.55I12SF5GT
1.89.125F7GT
.

.55
.98
.69
.80
.72
.49

.

.

1.391125 G7
.57 125H7

.83
.63

.59
.72
.65
.75
.63
.63
.90
.89

1.99,125J7GT
.57 1251(7

.891125L7GT

.85'125N7GT
.59,125Q7GT

.59 125R7
.89 12X3
.89 12Z3
.89 14A4

67

.73 14A7/12B7

.

.73114AF7/XXD
.73' 1486

Priority for
.69
.69
1.49
.89
1.00
1.19
.69
.73
.73
.73

1488
1405

.73
.69
.69
.69

14R7
1457
14W7

14C7
14E6
14E7
1417
14F8
14H7
1417

í4q7

14X7

72.00 15E
69.95 15R
.65 FG17
.53
.73
.73
1.25
.89
.73
.89
1.10
.83
.79
.69
.83
.92

18
19

190060....
19T8
19V8

T20/1623.ß..
TUF20
TZ20

.89
1.07
.95
.99
1.09
.95
.83
.83
.83
.87
.73
.80
.98
1.09
1.23
1.98
.89
3.95
.98
.69
1.79
1.09
1.62
3.79
5.19
3.79

RK20A
RX21

35L6GT
357
35TG
35W4

35Y4.....,
3573

35Z4GT
35ZSGT
REL36/6J4
36
37
38

RK39

39/44
CRC40
T40

7740
40
HY40Z
41
42

24

1.10
1.90
24G/3C24
1.09
25A6
3.98
25A7
1.59
2SAC5GT
25AV5GT... 1.29
25BQ6GT... 1.19
2506....... 1.18
25L6GT.... .69
25W4GT.... .89
25Y5
.79
.79
25Z5
.99
.9025Z6GT
.79
.65 26
.69
1.19 27
.. 8.70
1.45 FG27A
10.95
1.98 HV27
4.89
2.98 RK28A
1.95
.75 2807
.70
.52 30
.59
.81 31
2.75
.72 HY31Z.....
.49
.63 32
13.85
.49 F032/5558
1.49
.98 32L7GT. ..
.59
1.79 33
.69
1.20 34
.79 35/51
.89
.79
2.95 35A5
.79
1.49 3585
24A

...

.

.

.

.

.

THAT'S

.

.

.

.

21.98

BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER

with the New Selenium Types. SPECI AL., 511.98

inpt.

o

W/Wrap Around

peed

o

trot

e

0

"HO" loco a

009.

re

1.39 9003
1.95I 9006
005
1.80

885

1.45

84/6050..

Ie`

a310.95e

878.........

874

GUARANTEED
"TAB" TESTED

off

2

Ids.
for $20
1.50
.42

2.25
.39
252.59 3c3,00:5.
C'Ray Tubes
917A
2AP1
9.70
1.85
922
9.74
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
2.7s JAPl
919
48.25
923......... 1.00 3AP1A
18.00
1.69 3AP5
99 925
7.90 CK536AX...
5.75
.69 F123A
3BP1
927iCE25... 1.49
.79 T125....... 12.9 CK537AX... 3:04 930 ..
48.98
... 1.65 36PSA
98 931A
6.95 F127A
19.98 CK538DX...
18.00
6.25 36P5
2.19
CK539DX...
5.45 VT127A
3.90
4.75
.18 3DP3.......
956
.59 CV148
d.98 CK541DX... 1.99 955
.39 3EP7/1806P1 4.85
,gg
.69 150T
14.5o CK542DX...
.98
.36 3FP7
,99
.79 FG166
49.00 CK543DX...
48.98
.65 3FP7A
3955:6,21.
.99
.69 F0172
29.00 CK544DX...
3GP3....... 4.20
1.99 97/FG37... lA5
.59 182B
1.20 CK486DX...
16.50
3.95 3GP4
1.98
.49 FG790
3.10
12-80 CK547D%...
36.95 3HP7
39.95 93
.65 HF200...... 21.00 SSOPl.... ..
18.00
45' 3GP5
.69 '1200.....,. 22.98 CK571AX/
U.98
1.50 3HP14
5866... .. 2.19 FM1000.....
.59 201A/C%301A .98
,g51 3GP]....... 18.00
CKI005
2-89 203A
1250
5.98 CK573AX/
3.49 3JP]
3.49 CK1006
6029
.59 2058/VT2..
19.95
1.69
.89 3JP1I
CK1007
.59 CE206
16.95
2.98 3JP14
3.15 575A/975.... 15.95
10.49 CK1027
4 29 211/V74C...
1.25
15.98 4AP10...... 4.40
CK1028
WL579
12.98
3.98 CE215
3.45
2.99 SAPí
8.98i WL5796....
CK1089
6010
1-09 RX215
4.89
19 CK3090
2.98 50P1
9.95 HY615
.25
3.75 WE215A....
4.25
BP4
5.00
.18
37.00 RI100
4.50
g,75 616
R1130
12.00' SCPl
79
217C
8.00
KU627
.69 227A
38.49
1.35 SCPIA
4.98. WL652
E1488
65.00
.85
11.75
1.20 yyL670A.... 31.98 HY1231Z... 5.39 SCP7
_69 231
30.00
1.90 SCPS
1612
3'95
262C
WL673
117.00
.65
40.00
.89 SFPI
4.15 SYL676
-gg 244A.......
39,95 1613
1.49
2.45 SFP7
9.95 WL686
89 247A
35.001616
5.T0
.25 SHPT
18.95 7OlA
.09 2500
5.951619
5.7D
4.70
1620
22.25
ygyA
250TH
3-2g
.99
2
19.TS
622
2.69
17.75
250TL......
7026
.17
36.75
4
1.90
HK254
14.9
4.751624
70341.......
6.85
1.:813352
35.00
1625
.33
3.98
2626
704A
.98
7.50
39.00
.33
3.65 705A/8021... 1.981626
.83 2768
22.25
.29 SLPl
9.89 707A
276A
7.90 1629
.19
27.50
97 SLP2
11.50 7070
13.50 1630........
1.19 30013
39.95
1.95 SLP7
1631
T308.......
26.98
.95
730A/8011...
.79
1:71999
33.00
1632........ .77 5LP4A
10.50
.7; SMP1
1633
Con/racl Nob.
Your D^.
1634
a3
188.58
1
SRP7A
8.65
7BP3
319
733A
.981636
24.30
.69 HF300
6.50
.95 7BP7
5.951644
8.90 NL714
1.49 304TH
17.98
169.50 7EP6
5.90 2000T
.69 304TL...... 8.90 71dAY
18.39
7JP6
lA7
2050
6.00
6.20
715A.......
.89 307A/RK75..
12.75
9GP7
1.15
31.902051
7156.......
6.25
.79 310A
2.98
5516
5.98 9LP7
.98 311CH...... 10.95 715C....... 2/.00 5517
16.89
3.39 12DP7
.90
10.50 717A
.99 311CT
48.45 5596........ 6.65 12DP7A..... 49.50
10.50' 7186Y
69 311T...
49.98
12GP1
5608A......
5.95
48.45
718CY
2.98
313C
14.75
3.50 12GP7
28.50 5618
1.49 719A
1.06 336A
14.75
6.99 12HP7
2.49 5637
24.25' 723A
.85 323A
12.64 905......... 3.19
12.50 5638
4.95 7238
.19 327A
89.98
8.35
912....
56d7
2.d5
722A%287....
.79 5340
8A1
9.98
2.35
913
5651........
11.95
723A
1.5 350A....... 6.50
45.00
2.79 914A
25.00,5654
4.95 723A/B
1.78 350B
724A
4.65
1.95 353A
Xtal Diodes
350.00
72dB
3.45RK5657
3.05 HK351
26.98
.93
1.85 1N21
14.15 725A....... 8.69 5663
10.49 355A
1.55
5.30 1N23A
4.98 ;68A5
7.49 726A....... 48.25 5670
2.89
1.29 1N21B
45.00 CK5672
1.59 37113
1.85 726B
21.50
3N23C
1.29
C145676
79.95
726C
1.59 380A
.79
1.25
1.89 1N22
24.50 CK5678
1.9 730A
79 388A
1.35
14.98 1N23
1.85 5684
1.20 393A
8.90 800
2.20
3.90 1N23A
.45 5686
3.49
3.49
4.90
1N23B
5.49
394A
5687
3.89
g03
1.67
4.98
1N25
7.85
3.90
5691
80S
15.98
.29 FP400
i.7S
IN26
7.85
1.65
5692
807
4.59 WE417/5842. 18.50
1.55
6.75 IN27
2.59 5693
808
3.50
.99 WL617A.... 8.95 809
3.65 SN29
2.43 5694
23.75
3.1 3N32
.79 GU34A.... 12.69 810
9.95 CK5697
.64
11634
3,4
CK5702
2.90
1.05 811.........
.69 44611
90
CN5703..... 1.2 1N31A
1.65
CK5704..... 1.8 11635
List and
1.43
Tubes --Send Li
10.1 1N38
1.25
12.2 11638A
4.15
3.50 519717211069........ 1.7 1N39
3.89 ,811A
1.05' 4466
11.00
4.0 11641
45.00812
2.70 GL5727
.89 450TH
17.50
íW2
52.00 813,
12A9 5744/
.69 450TL
1.73
1N43
1.6
C4t619CX.
2.97
1.69 460/HF200.. 15.95 1814
1.24
1W4
1.9
2.98 5749
13.95 ,815
5.95 WL468
1.45
1N45
5.d
1.19 GL471A.... 2.69 816/6663r... 1.07 57a1
.69
.-..
IW6.
1.7
.95 5763
1.39 CK501X.... 1.26 826
...
4.00
1N47.
6.6
11.29 CK5783
1.75 C8501AX... 2.20 828
.55
...
IN68.
6.9
11.9 CK578{
1.79 GL502A.... 1.79 829
1N51.
2.9
12.45 5812
.99 CK502AX-.. 1.49 i8290
1.62
1N52
3.6
3.49 5848
.79 CK503AX... 1.49 830B
.89
1N54
4.3
7.65 C85829
.75 CK505AX... 1.79 832
1N54A.... .. 1.17
.. 12.3
9.65 5840..
.25 CKSO6AX... 1.49 I832A
2.35
IN55
39.45 5842/WE417. 18.5
24.85 RH507...... 9.98 833A
.89
1N56
5.95 CK5851..... 8.6
19.95 CK509AX... 1.79 834
w .89
10157
2.49 836
4.75 CK5875..... 1.6
7.83 CK510AX...
1.19
1N58
2.6
1.45 5881
2.98 CK512AX... 1.45 837
1.25
1NSSA
3-98 8002R
99.5
2.98' CK522AX... 1.29 838
60
1N60
.39 005.
7.2
37.98 CK525AX... 1.29 8d3
2.10
11661
5.95 8008
6.4
17.64 CK526AX... 1.49 Bd5
1N63/K63... 2.49
29.d5 8012
2.8
1.45 CK527AX... 2.84 849
.69
1N64
19.98 8013
.75 CK528AX... 1.49 852
2.7
1.95
1867
4.90
.79 CK529AX... 1.79 860
6.4 1N69
1.98
22.00 861
23-95 8013A
1.59 GL530
1.35
28.9
1(34..
.39 8014A
1.89 864
2.15 CK531DX
.77
CK705
6.98 865
1.29 8020
1.39 531... .. .,
1.2
.54
CK706.. ...
1.50 8025A
.59 C K 5320 X. , . 1.89 866A
1.80
CK707
3.98 868/CE1C
3.g 9801........ !.7
1.39 WL532
1.5
36.95
1.19 CK533AX... 1.29 869
Guar.
Back
Money
.9
.99 872A
3.299002
1.69. CK53dAX...
9006

888879:3449/A605.6.-

Rig

43

45

45S/VT52
45Z3

4525GT
46
47
48

,RK68A
RK49

r:LIVERY-Et}cnd
SOCS

5006

SOL6GT....
50 X6
SOY6GT....
50Z7G
52

8.79

53..........
T55
55
56

RK59

b9..........

RK60/1641..

RK63
T60
HY69

]OA7.......
70L7GT....
71A
CRP72
CRP73

7;.........

NR71.......

81.... ..
FG81A

....

82

82V
83

83V

84/6Z4
65

89..........
VR92.......

FG95/5560..
FG98
100TH

102D.......
102G

F0104

FG10S......
VU111

HY114B

HY115/145..
117L/M7GT.
117N7GT...
117P7GT....
11773

ill

Vrir,

.....

78

79
80

.

....

57
58

Dollar Po,d for Your Surplus
1.03
.79
.95
.89
.49
.65
4.98
.35
5.25
.57
1.39
.59

S 12.25

10-0-10 Volta (CT) 120 Amp (Fan Cooled).
Replace Your Old inefficient Sulphide Rect.

for two

35C5

'

8.75
18-12_9_CT-9-12-18V/Amp
/
18 -12 -9 -C7 -9-12-18V/1
.5
Vets/A..
4.149
9
18V/2A...519828-24-20

Co

Combo Pliers.

3.75 76
.99
.85 77..........

22

$7.50
10.50
25.25
33.00
40.00
45.00
79.50
90.00

Volts

RECTIFIER XFMRS

(5) Interchangeable Screw Driver
Blade,. 3 FT Steel Tape Rule.

3.17 HY75
8.95 75..........

20

130/100

53.70
5.40
12.95
13.50
20.00
25.50
39.00
45.00

Full Wave Beet & Trans, 1I5V/80cy inputs.
52398
up to 14V DC at 12 amps
31.98
up to 28VDC at 12 amps
117.00
up to 28VDC at 48 amp.
12.98
up to e2OVDC ate amps

2
AM
to
Variable DC oup/ply
115v/80 cy Usable LAB
supply, filament D.C. platcharging. model
ing. battery
a
voltage o
d. in lue
ra l

.75 50
.83 ISOAS

SPEEDY

$2.15
3.60
7.95
9.00
12.75
16.25
25.50
32.50

$1.35
2.20
4.25
4.75
6.75
8.50
13.25
16.25

"HO" RAIL PACK

8' Long Nose & Side Cutters. 3.89
Pliers B' Side Cutters
.69
Linesman. 7' Heavy Duty
.79
All (3) Pliers Listed Above
2.25
MY BUDDY" S PCS Tool Kit.

99

.77
1.39

6SA7GT_..
.63
.79 65A7GTY_.7.' 3.37
65C7

65N7WGT
65Q7GT....

2.95 6U7G
79 6V3
2.43 6V6

1429
'gg

Sloe.

le

TUBES

2.85
.85
.90
.79
1.33
.98
3.00
.95 65F5
.80 65F7
1.29 65G7
65H7
79
1.39 6537
1.49 65K7GT....
1.22 65L7GT...,
1.40 65N7GT...,
74

rrent) de up to
State Amie (current) dap,; d.

Pure

4.95
12.98

54/40

Volts

Volts

4- Volts/122 Amp
18.8-19.2-20.4-21.4
Kvins
31-32-34-36

.

99.00

36/28

18/14

Volt.

FUSES
PUSHT¡TO:RESET
Amps 3-5-7-10-15-20 Ea._ 270
4 for 51.: 25 for 55.: 100 for 518.
nt g Clip.$25 i
Circuit Breaker Fuse .. / 2 Mounting
Cucul
3 for. .. 3AG
20 for..perte. ¡í0t for.. Vote.

PLIERS KIT

12/24V Output

.90
1.89

.63
1.27
.63
6BCS. .... ..
6007
1.23
6BD5GT.... 1.65
6606
.83
6BE6
.59
6 BF 5
.98
6BF6..
.65
6BF7
2.55
66GGG
1.39
6807
1.98
6BH6
.63
6636
.69
66K7
2.15
613L7GT...
1.45
6BN6
1.49
6BN7
1.69
6BQ6GT.... 1.20
6H07
1.65
6BY5G... .. 1.45
EL6C/6C.... 16.98

6J4

9.75
75.00
25.00

Immediate delivery.

Current

fer
3.9.00
300 Ohm 235W Model P..... ..3.98; 2 for 7.00
350, 500. 5000 ohm Slotted shaft.
a.l 25 watt
7901 3 for 2.00
CIRCUIT BREAKER

10, 15. 20, 25

28VDC/1.4Án Output ó

6BA7

6K4
6K4A
6KSGT
.54 61(6GT

.67 EL5BHD
.33 5C21/C6J
2C26
.19 5C22
2C33%RX233A 3.49 5C30/C5B
.69 5021
2C34/RK34
27.00 5023/RK65
2C36
2C39
21.00 5129
29.50
2C39A
7.29 5R%GY
2C40
17.75 SR4GY W ..
2C43
2C43/464A
9.49
2C44
1.20 5U4G
2C50
3.69 5V40
2C51
5.49 5W4
5.98
2C52
2021
1.26 5X4G
2E5
1.19 S73GT
2E22
1.95 574G
2E24....... 1.69 523
2E25/HY6S. 5.15
2.88
2E26

2E30.

/pt

110.00 6AXSGT....
21648.......120.00 684G

2W3GT
2X2
2X2A

for 56.98

250V/Soma ...............3.69
D104 Ient 12 6 24V, Outet
225V/100ma 440V/200ms
DA3A 28V/10.5A out 200VDC/280ma
I50VDC/10m., 14.5vdc/5Amp
PE94 Plate Supp.. Ueee DA3A (SCR522)
.PE97 Plate Suer., Lees Tubes

12600 6AV6
136.00 6AW6......
130.00 6AX4/6U4...

2N43

.

3.90

50VIn

259.00 GATO
225.00 6AUSGT....
389.95' 6AU6
130.00 6AVSGT..

2834

69.00 4-400A
1.29 4_1000A

.99
.73
.79
.79
.70
.95
0.98
3.98
1.78
1.19
.69
.69

9 25

..................2

tion,.

Cont.
1 Amp
2 Amp
4 AmP
6 Amp
10 Amp
12 Amp
20 Amp
24 Amp

INPT 6VDC, Output 200V/

2K25.....,, 28.9 6A56.......
2K25/723AB. 24.90

29,08
40.00
57.50
108.50
16.98
1.19 4027 . . .. .. 4.98
.79 4632
9.50
7.90 4C25/HK54
5.98
.70

2.98
3.59
2.98
3.25
6.98

SELSYNS

DYNAMOTORS

Designed Portable Equip.

We epeciolite in Rectifier. and
Power supplie. to your epeoifioo.

for 5.00
for 12.00
for 7.00
for 6.00

Wt

Cubes

2J1F3 GE Brand New 115V/400ey. ea
C78248 Sync. Trame. 115/80 ay 539.95: 2 for
C78249 Sync. Diff. 115V/80 oy 12.95..2 for
Byoc Repeater íl5/80 cy Type Ií-4...2 for
2 for
Bendix Autoeye, AY1 & AYO
Bandit ÁY20 New Oro, Crtne

PROBE TUBE

.en eilope

.......

Parallel Rules. BRUNING 8'
wide. SPECIAL.39c; 3 for 51.00

115v 60cyc Inpt, cutpt,

2.5vct,
f

490:5 for $2.

RHEOSTATS

& Root., Log, Decimal Equiv.
98e
Caro and Data

and

Instructions.. .519.59
SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS

& Lug. &

ohm 20W w/knob.........., 1.98; 3
15
20 ohm 50W Model J...
2.35l 6
SO ohm 50W w/knob
2 49.3
100 ohm 60W Model K
2 25; 3
200 ohm 25W Model D
1 98: 5

CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE
Enuiv to
12' -Only
354'
Radius.
LAMINATED -Print
Saas ,

$15.98

Radio 100R/0$300Ó
General BRedlo 50B/0 -270V/
7KW/2811
5110.
Bruche. 200CÚ & 116/1180

2'W/

May. Onl Mult, Div,

4,8

KIT

FEDERAL RECTIFIER

"FEDERALS"-All Purpose Selenium Rectifier Klt. You can make 24 different Rectifier.
Plates Rated
18Vr12Amp eaçhAll Hardware

200CU/0-130V/IKW/

Reconditioned. Tested &

2KnWe/SSA

Draw, 3'H/9'W/12'L
539.95
EZC 15 Draw. 1554 W/814 11/614D
/O14D Draw. %
2414/134D & Two moveable Divider. each draw
STAB" SPECIAL...........$7.35 or 3 for 520
120

HiBemitivity implified
.oreen-Re.oiution up
to 350 line/in. w/data, ea
54.98:2 for 59.49
SNOOPERSCOPE PWR SUPPLY
1800VDC/35MA. Ceint Doubler Crkt. Transformer. Reetifiere, Socket., Renintore Capacitor. and Diagram 115V/60ey ()per....... 56.98
die.

7.54

Drew Hoy Steel 34I.4'H/184W/94L/85 Ibn
Draws 34W/254'H/8"L
540.00
100 Draws ae above. 135lb,
565.00
27
Draw Hvy Steel 37'H/3054'W/14 Let/
50

Infrared Snooperscope

2'

.+s..e

...............52.99

DPDT 6 SPNO 12VDC/10A
CTS
$2.98: 4 for 510.
Clare 5X6010. Octal Base. 18-28V 2A
Contact., Nitrogen Sld ... .....51.49: 4 for 55.00
DPNC 6 SPNO Clare, Telephone Type, 110V:1C
Octal Base. SPECIAL
3 95: 2 for 57.
deeigo

PARTS CABINET

CTS

°PDT

Image-Converter

`0TABfilj)
A Buy
THAT'S

59

"GR" VARIAC

"GR"

11774G7....
11776G7...
'117Z7GT...

1'

.5

.

.

.

.

.

tee(Cost of Mdse
Only) $5 Min. Order F.O.B. N.Y.C.
Add ShpgCharge.
DaepTubes
R-EXp.

THAT'S

625%
Gtd.

BUY
BUY
Dept. 4E, 111 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y., U. S. A.STORE: III LIBERTY STREET

April, 1953
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from 20 to 3000 cps with

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Acme Electric Corporation

394

21
Adams & Westlake Co
Aeronautical Communications
367
Inc.
Equipment,
338, 339
Aerovox Corporation
A'G'A niv. of Elastic stop Nut
346
Corporation of America
50, 51
Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc..._
410
Radio
Aircraft
Corp
319
Airdesign, Inc.
228
Airpax Products Company
38, 39
Alden Products Company
66
Allen-Bradley Co.
429
Allen Co., Inc., L. B
365
Allied Industries, Inc
429
Allied Research & Engineering, Inc
391
American Chronoscope Corp.
355
American Electric Motors
American Electrical Heater Company... 326
American Electronic Laboratories, Inc.. 340
American Encaustic Tiling Co
399
American Lava Corporation
75
American Phenolic Corporation ....202, 203
240
American Television & Radio Co
American Time Products, Inc
276
Ampex Electric Corp
63
Andrew Corporation
236
Anti -Corrosive Metal Products Co., Inc 308
Arkwright Finishing Company
362
Arnold Engineering Co
271
Art -Lloyd Metal Products Corp
365
Assembly Products, Inc
416
Associated Specialties Co
391
Augat Brothers, Inc
369
Automatic Electric Mfg. Co
284
Aviation Engineering Corp
107

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc
Barry Corp., The
Belden Manufacturing Company
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bendix Aviation Corporation
Eclipse -Pioneer Div.
Fries Instrument Div

15

249
231

266
407
217, 334
303

Cambridge Thermionie Corp
Cannon Electric Company
Carboloy Dept., General Electric. Co..116,
Carborundum Company
Carter Motor Co
Centralab, A Div. of Globe-IInian,
11, 12,
Inc.
Century Geophysical Corporation
Century Metalcraft Corp.,
Electronic Div.
Chase Brass & Copper Co

ELECTRONICS-April,

wide -range wattmeter
Here's a brand new instrument that simplifies many power measurements-the
Keithley Model 110 Electronic Wattmeter. An amplifier drives the potential
coil of a dynamometer wattmeter; features include wide response, sensitivity to
low voltages, very little current drain by
the potential circuit.
10

Dage Electric Co., Inc

363
427

Dario Electric Co
Daven Co., The
Dee Electric Co

Third Cover

Deitron Inc.
Diatight Corporation
Doelcam Corporation
Dow Corning Corporation
Driver-Harris Company
DuPont DeNemours & Co., (Inc.) E. L
DX Radio Products Co

429
342
38
375
127
253
57
373

3.0

370
104
424
396
385
405
337
255
425
60
197
264
347
61
375
110
44
212
272
423
111
257

403
94
320
117
106
410
13

252
406
241

30

i,I00
-

300

SIX SCALE
RANGES
to
from
0.3
300 watts.
Precise readings
In addition, plug-in shunts for 3, 10, and
30 ampere circuits extend the upper limit
to 900, 3000, and 9000 watts. Overall
accuracy is within 2% of full scale.
I 0

206

Pacific Div.
Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co
Berkeley Scientific, Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc
Beryllium Corporation
Bird & Co., Inc., Richard H..............
Bird Electronic Corp.
Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd....
Blrnbach Radio Co., Inc
Birtcher Corporation
Bliley Electric Company
Bodnar Industries, Inc
Bogart Manufacturing Corp
Boonton Radio Corp
Borg Corporation, George W
Bowser, Inc.
Bradley Laboratories, Inc
Brew & Co., Inc., Richard D
Bridgeport Brass Company
Bristol Brass Corporation
Brush Electronics Company
Boggie & Company, H. H
Burke & James, Inc
Burnell & Company
Bussmann Mfg. Co

C.G.S. Laboratories, Inc

25
Chester Cable Corp
40. 41
Chicago Telephone Supply Corp
Chicago Transformer, Div. of Essex Wire 376
Corp.
193
('inch Manufacturing Corp
112
Cinema Engineering Company
55
Clare & Co., C. P
211
Cleveland Container Co
367
Cohn Mfg. Co., Inc., Sigmund
357
Collectron Corporation
293
Collins Radio Company
Communication Accessories Company ... 124
381
Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd
Condenser Products Company, Div. of
263
Co
New Haven Clock & Watch
91
Consolidated Engineering Corp
213
Consolidated Vacuum Corp.
101
Constantin & Co., L. L
233
Continental -Diamond Fibre Company
99
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp
275
Corning Glass Works
398
Coto -Coil Company
34
Cramer Co., Inc., R. W
290
Crescent Company, Inc
346
Cross Co., H

MOTOR

400 ORS.

Eastern Air Devices, Inc
Edison Incorporated, Thomas

A

207
388
425, 429
90
358
259

Eisler Engineering Co., Inc
Eitel -McCullough, Inc.
Electran Mfg. Co
Electric Regulator Corp
Electrical Industries Division,
Amperex Electronic Corp
Electrical & Physical Instrument Corp..
Electro-Mee Laboratory
Electro -Tech Equipment Co
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.,
(E. I. C. 0.)
Electronic Transformer Company
Electrons, Inc.
Engineering Research Associates, Inc...
Entlieh, Ted
Epee Products, Inc
Erie Resistor Corporation
Eureka Television & Tube Corp
Eveready Plating Co

309
402
420
427

414
265
286
397
429
423
86
341
429

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.... 318
358
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp
297
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp
97
Filtron Co., Inc
417
Finn & Company, Inc., T. R
408
Fluke Engineering Company, John
58
Ford Instrument Company
247
Freed Transformer Co., Inc
427
Frequency Standards
375
Furst Electronics

Gamewell Company
General Ceramic & Steatite Corp
General Electric Company

Apparatus Dept....32A, 32B, 32C, 32D,

Electronics Dept
Tribe Dept.
General Industries Co
General Magnetics, Inc

208
321

74
80, 81, 113, 227, 291
31, 85, 420
19, 105
354
280

20 TO 3000
CPS RESPONSE

Wide frequency response, with no need
for wave form corrections. Input impedance to the potential circuit is 500,000
ohms, eliminating errors caused by potential coil current, as voltage drops in
ballasts when measuring the power to
fluorescent lamps. Current coil, 0.5 ohm.
CORE
LINE

SIMPLE

CONNECTIONS

Quick, foolproof test setups. Terminals
connect to the power source and to the
load. Excellent sensitivity enables measurement of low-voltage circuits, such as
power to fuses, small motors and, as here,
to transformers in measuring core loss.
For complete literature on the Model
110

Wattmeter,

write-

KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS
3868 Carnegie Ave.
Want more information?

Cleveland 15, 0.
Use post card on

last page.
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ORTHOSIL
3 -Phase Laminations
Cut Costs, Weight, Space

General Precision Laboratory, Inc
General Radio Company
German -American Trade Promotion....,
Giamdni & Co., Inc., G M
Gramer Transformer Corp
Grant Pulley & Hardware Co
Grayhill
Green Instrument ('o., Inc
Gries Reproducer Corp
Gutlebrod Bros. Silk Co.. Inc
Guthman & Co., Inc., Edwin I

were consulted for assistance.
After thorough analysis, the
new T & S EI 1/2"-395 OrthoSil
4 mil lamination was recommended. With this new, thin
orthographic iron -silicon lamination, Transformer Engineers
were able to cut both weight
and size 25%, in addition to substantially reducing the unit cost.
This success with 34, applications is typical of Thomas &
Skinner's new OrthoSil lamina-

for which OrthoSil oriented
laminations are recommended.
Write today-ask for new
T & S Electrical Laminations
Bulletin No. L-752.

Specialists in Magnetic Materials; Permanent Magnets, and Laminated Cores

1

69
295
65

371

285
379
377
42G
95

40G
328
225.

360
59
114, 115 -

Jelliff Manufacturing Corp C. 0
Johnson Company, E. F
Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch Mfg. Co
Jones Electronics Company, M. C

Kahle Engineering Company
Ktlbfell Laboratories, Inc
Karp Metal Products Co.. Inc
Kartron
Keithley Instruments
Kellogg Company, M. W
Kepeo Laboratories, Inc
Kester Solder Company
Kings Electronics Co., Inc
Klein & Sons, Mathias
Kllnclrer Locknut Corp
Knights Company, James
Kolisman Instrument Corporation
Krengel Manufacturing Co., Inc
Kulka Electric Mfg. Co., Inc

411-

296.
360 409 -

46_

382
89

429
481
ülA, 64B
54
261
62

306
327
64
230
301
340

J

THOMAS & SKINNER Steel Products Company, Inc.
1122 EAST 23RD STREET, INDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIANA
482

121
287
87
415
427
408
418
278

379
68,

Industrial Hardware Mfg, Co., Inc
Industrial Timer Corporation
Instrument Corp. of America
Instrument Electronics Corp.
Instrument Resistors Co.
Insulation & Wires Inc
Intercontinental Marketing Corp
International Business Machined
International Rectifier Corp.
Ippolito & Co., Inc., James
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co
I -T -E Resistor Division of the
I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co

tions. The 30 series of OrthoSil
laminations also include 3/8" and
5/8"-and will soon include the
EI 7/8"-34).
Transformers such as power
and 30, chokes, saturable reactors, and filters are but a few of
the many electrical components

17

346

Hamilton Watch Company
229
Hanrmarlund Manufacturing ('o., Inc
374
Hardwick, Hindle, Inc
79
Hart Manufacturing Company
343
liaydon Co., A. W
422
llaydon Manufacturing ('o., Inc
352, 353
Heath Company
337
Reiland Research Corporation
364
Hehlor Manufacturing Corp
219
Ilelipot Corporation, The
199
Henkel-Clauss Co.
322
Hepimer Manufacturing Co
392
Hermaseal Co.. Inc
389
Hennes Plastics, lire
371
Hermetic Seal Products Co
103
ilewlett-Packard Company
,
73
Il eyma n Manufacturing Company
' 400
Hi -t/ Div. of Aerovox Corporation... 338, 339
llinde & Daueh
258
Hopkins Engineering Co
340
Hughes Aircraft Company
245
Hughes Research & Development
Laboratories
290, 375
Hughey & Phillips
'70
Ilycor Company, Inc
400

Illinois Condenser Co
Indiana Steel Products Co
Industrial Condenser Corp
Industrial Control Company

When Transformer Engineers of
Pasadena, Calif., contracted to
build a 30 400 cps transformer
for the guided missile program,
Thomas & Skinner engineers

335

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Laboratories R. Derveaux
Laboratory for Electronics. Inc
Lambda Electronics Corporation,
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc
April, 1953

-

23.

82
365
'398, 429

ELECTRONICS

305

Lamson & Sessions Co
Lapp Insulator Company, Inc
Leach Relay Co
Leeds & Northrup ('o
Leland Inc., G. 11
Lenkort Electric Sales Co
1.r is \ Kaufman. Ltd
1,11101. 11.dustries
Lord 1i auo fart urireg Coot puny
Lowell Development K Industrial.

88

214
98

.... PLUS

-ili
330,

3611

'll

l

,1.;
"11

NV

Prices?

COMPETITIVE

269

Conunissiom

Magnat.ruu, Inc.
Mallory & Co., Inc- P. R
Mansol Ceramics
Marconi Instrument. Ltd

3-16

Marken'. Machine Company

212
389

....... .... 198,

195
'117
1'18

.Marion Electrical Instrument ('n

Measurements Corporation .... ....369
:Mapco, Inc.
11eta1 Textile Corp
Metals & ('ont rots Corp.,
General Plate Div
Methode Manufacturing ('orp
Mica Insulator Company
apolisMicro, A l livision of M'
Honeywell Regulator Co
Midland Manufacturing Co.. Inc
Miles Reproducer Co
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc.. .tames
Milo Radio & Elect rallies C'orp
Minneapolis-Homey well Regulator Co.,
Aero I)iv.
Ind usirial Div.
Mintesot;s Mining & M fg. Co
Mitchell -Rand Involution Co.. line
Moloney Electric Company
Muirhead & Co., Ltd
M -W Laboratories, Inc
Mycalex Corporation of America... .382,

National Company, Inc.
National Moldite Company
National Research Corp.
National Vulcanized Filtre
Natvar Corporation

Quality?

-12

'8':

111

231

3-7
'111

429

'23
222

292
.41

26:
233
U6

3

37

323
417

Neo -Sil Corp.
New Hernes, Inc
New Rochelle Tool Corp
New York Transformer Co., Inc
Norden Laboratories Corp
Norsid Mfg. Co., Inc
North American Aviation, Inc

121

429
324
'336

499
'317

Northeastern Engineering, Inc
Nothelfer Winding Laboratories
Nylok Corporation

F
/Le

232
383

380
368
I23
Co

Specify Chemelec
Electronic Components

285
412
428

Chemelec High Performance Electronic Components include
a complete line of Teflon -insulated 7 and 9 -pin Miniature
Tube Sockets, 9 -pin Connectors, Crystal Sockets, Stand-off
Insulators, Feed Through Insulators and Terminals.
All provide the same high performance which this superior
insulating material assures. Surface resistivity 3.5 x 1013 ohms.
Loss factor less than 0.0005. Dielectric constant 2.0 (60 cycles
to 30,000 megacycles). Serviceable at -110° F. to 500° F.
Won't carbonize under arcing. Zero water absorption by
ASTM Test. Unaffected by extreme humidity. Won't DC
plate. Chemically inert, non -gassing, immune to corrosive atmospheres, fungus, oil, solvents. Non-flammable, tough, resili-

ent, withstands and absorbs mechanical shock and vibration.
Olympic Metal Products Co., Inc
Onan & Sons Inc., D. W
O'Neil -Irwin Manufacturing Cc

Optical Film Engineering Co
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp

351
2238

425
382
32,

Panoramic Radio Products, 1tir

413
31"
415
447

Par -Metal Products Corp
Paramount Paper Tube ('o

Pall on-MacGuyer Company
Penta Laboratories, Inc

';i6

193
Peschel Electronics, Inc
l'luul) Plastics Corporation
Phaostron Company
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp., 28,
Inca Manufacturing Piv i. '
Pheoll Manufacturing Co
Philemon laboratories, Ire
Pix Manufacturing' Co., Inc...
Polarad Electronics Corporation
Potter Instrument Company, Inc
Precision Append us Co.. Inc
Precision Paper Tube Co
l'remax Products, Div. ('hisholimRyder Co., Inc

.........

ELECTRON ICS
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Write for Catalogs: Miniature Tube Sockets, No. SO -428;
9 -pin Connectors, No. CN -409-M; Crystal Sockets, No.
CS -441; Stand-off Insulators, No. TE -401; Feed Through
Insulators and Terminals, No. CF -400.

429
"88
1611

29

300
446

38"
47

UNITED
STATES
GASKET
COMPANY

FLUOROCARBON
PRODUCTS

DIVISION

CAMDEN 1,

NEW JERSEY

in Principal
Cities Throughout the World

Representatives

4l1
484
1>14

389

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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'

VTVM and

Multi -Range Test Set

Prentice-Ilall, Inc.
Presto Recording Corporation
Progressive Manufacturing Company
Pyramid Electric Company
Pyroferric Co., Inc

PLUS Direct Reading High Frequency Scales

48 RANGES TO
1200 Volts', 2000 Megohms, 12 amperes,
63DB
'D.C. -ViVM ranges to + 60,000 volts when used
with Series TV-4 Super -High Voltage Safety Test Probe.

Quaker City Gear Works
Quality Products Co

San Fernando Electric Mfg. Co
Sanborn Company
Sangamo Electric Company
Harken Tard an, Inc., Rectifier Div
Schmidt. Inc Geo. T
Schattig & Co., Incorporated

Range Specifications

ALL -ZERO CENTER VTVM RANGES:
131/3 Megs Constant Input Resistance.
± 3,
12,
30,
120,
300,
1200

*
*

±

±
±
±
± 60,000 volts when

volts
Direct Reading to
used with
Series TV -4 Super -High Voltage Safety Test Probe.
SIX

SELF-CONTAINED OHMMETER-MEGOHMMETER
0.2000.200,000 ohms.

RANGES:

0-2-20-200-2000 Megohms.
FOUR DIRECT PEAK READING HIGH FREQUENCY
VTVM RANGES: 0-3-12-30.120 volts. (When used with

High Frequency Vacuum Tube Probe. Net Price
$19.40. No crystal rectifiers employed.)
SIX AC-DC AND OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGES at 1000
11F -10A

* ohms/volt. 0-3.12-30.120-300.1200 volts.
* 0-1.2-3-12-30-120-1200 milliamps.0.300 microamps.
from to +
Cali* brated for
reference.
EIGHT B. C. CURRENT RANGES:

20
SIX DECIBEL RANGES
600 ohm, 1 mw., zero DB

**
**

- BRIDGE

TYPE CIRCUIT
DIRECT READING, ALL ZERO -CENTER VTVM eliminates frequent and inefficient shifting of test leads.
HIGH FREG. VOLTAGE SCALES-DIRECT READING.
DUAL -BALANCED ELECTRONIC BRIDGE OHMMETER

MEGOHMMETER.

* simple
1000 OHMS/V. MULTI
voltage,

-RANGE

DB and

AC -DC

*

0-12 Amperes.
63 DB.

Important Features
VOLTAGE REGULATED

FUNCTIONS

permit

current measurements

free of power line.
4%f8"

±

RECTANGULAR

2%. Double

71

216

METER

-200 microamperes,

-jewel,
construction.
** 1% Filmgauge,
type, Metallized
Wire
resistors.
louvred steel
with plastic
aluminum panel.
D'Arsonval

Heavy
dle. Etched, anodized,

288
429

Radiation, Inc.
387
Radio Cores, Inc
274
Radio Corporation of America
Back Cover, 237, 325
Radio Materials Corporation
239
Radio Receptor Company, Inc
56
Railway Express Agency,
Air Express Div.
100
Rawson Electrical Instrument Co
379
Raytheon. Manufacturing Company
35
R -B-M Division, Essex Wire Corp
204
Render Company, Ltd
409
Reon Resistor Corporation
402
Research Development Manufacture, Inc 221
Resistofiex Corporation
390
Rex Rheostat Co
429
Roanwell Corporation
367
Robinson Inc., Edward E
350
Rochester Electronics
429
Royal Metal Mfg. Co
424
Runzel Cord & Wire Co
340

aau~Mae
et*

±

83

254

on ALL VTVM ranges

TRUE ZERO-CENTER

* SIX

389

and
-Wound
case

han-

Net Selling Price aF697s

Scientific Electric Div. of 'S"
Corrugated Quenched Gap Co
Sealtron Company
Secon Metals Corporation
Servo Corporation of America
Sessions Clock Co., Tyni Switch
Shakeproof, Inc.

Shallcross Manufacturing Co
Sherman Paper Products Corp
Sigma Instrument Inc
Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co
Simpson Electric Company
277,
Sola Electric Company
Sorensen & Company, Inc
Southco Div., South Chester Corp
Specialty Battery Company
Spencer -Kennedy Laboratories, Inc
Sprague Electric Company
Stackpole Carbon Co.
Standard Electric Time Co
Standard Piezo Co.
Star Porcelain Company
Stayer Company, Inc
Sterling Transformer Corp
Stevens -Arnold Incorporated
Steward Manufacturing Co., D. M
Stewart -Speller Associates
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co
Stone Paper Tube Company, Inc
Stupakoff Ceramic & Manufacturing Co
Sturtevant Co., P. A
367,
Superior Electric Co
Superior Tube Co
Suprenan.t Mfg. Co
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc
7,

365
32
304
248

378
373

394
93

396
359
220
77

224
332
316
411
281
209
45

120
369
426
9
84
30
412
407
405
371

416
279
419
234
43
307
373

Trad Television Corp
Transformer Metal Products Corp
Transieoil Corporation
Transistor Products, Inc
Transradio, Ltd.
Triad Transformer Mfg. Co
Tru-Ohm Products, Div. of
Model Engineering &. Mfg., Inc
Tung -Sol Electric Inc

on

display at leading radio parts distributors.

Write for latest catalogue.

Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.

Amu

97-21

HORACE HARDING

BLVD.

ELMHURST IG.

N.Y.

Export: 458 E'way, N.Y.C., U.S.A. Cables: MORHANEX
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd., Toronto 2B, Ontario
Want more information? Use post card on lost page.

120
205

Ucinite Co., The
Planet Company, George
Ungar Electric Tools, Inc
United -Carr Fastener Corp
United Manufacturing & Service

48
350
350
49

Vacuum Metals Corporation,
Sub. of National Research Corp
Varflex Corporation

122

Company
404
United States Gasket Company
483
United States Radium Corp
226
United Transformer Co.
Second Cover
Universal Winding Company
301

Varian Associates
Veeder-Root, Inc.
Vickers Electric Division, Vickers. Inc
Victoreen Instrument Co
Vulcan Electric Company

331
27
78

218
210
389

Waldes Rohinoor, Inc
67
Ward Leonard Electric Co
118, 119
Warren Wire Company
421
Waterman Products Co., Inc
250
Waveforms, Inc.
891
Weckesser Company
350
Western Gear Works
315
Western Gold & Platinum Works
373
Westinghouse Electric Corp
92, 377, 422
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp
102
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. 8
344, 345, 379
Whitehead Stamping Company
425
Whitney Blake Co
868
Williams & Co., C. K
342
Winchester Electronics, Inc
302

Xcelite, Incorporated

389

Zophar Mills, Inc

428

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

429

33

333
294
313

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)

Complete with coaxial Circuit Isolating Test Probe, Shielded
Ohmmeter Test Cable. Standard Test Leads, Ohmmeter
battery. Case ddimensions-10'/z" x 6V4" x 5".

add to dee the "Precision" Series EV-IDA
lildts
DeLuxe VTVM-Megohmmeter with extra -large 7" meter,

381
414
372
289
413
282

H. E. HILTY, Mgr.

Taylor Fibre Company
Technitrol Engineering Co
Technology Instrument Corp
393,
Tektronix, Inc.
Telechron Dept., General Electric Co....
Teietronics Laboratory, Inc
421,
Telewave Laboratories, Inc
Thomas & Skinner Steel Products Co
Thompson -Bremer & Company
Tinker & Rasor
Tobe Deutschmann Corporation
348,

125

418
395
310
273
429
419
482
329

356
349

484

SEARCHLIGHT ADVERTISERS INDEX

476, 477

This

Index is published as a convenience to the
readers. Every care is taken to make it accurate, but

ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibility for errors

or omissions.
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Since Daven originated the first pie-type
wire wound resistor more than a generation ago,
it has pioneered many innovations in the production of resistors.
Today, only Daven uses a stranded lead wire
to connect the resistance wire to the solder terminal of the Super Davohm Precision Wire
Wound Resistor.
As a result, no matter how much strain,
stress, heat or pressure is applied to the solder
terminal, no accompanying shock is put upon
the fine resistance wire itself, but is absorbed by
the heavy lead wire without adversely affecting
the resistor in any way.
Therefore, Super Davohm Resistors are substantially more rugged than conventional resistors and are able to withstand unusual vibration,
rough treatment and abnormal shocks.

This exclusive Daven feature, plus the many
other quality aspects of Super Davohm Precision
Wire Wound Resistors, makes Daven the leader
in the resistor field.
The Super Davohm line includes resistors
made in accordance with MIL-R-93A specifications, as well as sub -miniature units to give you
the most complete selection of resistors available anywhere. Deliveries can be made to meet
your requirements.
Write for assistance with your problems,
and ask for a copy of Daven's complete, new
brochure on Super Davohm Precision Wire
Wound Resistors.
THE
191
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CENTRAL AVENUE, NEWARK 4, N. J.

Now you see
THIS IS HOW IT'S DONE . , .
The etched surface on the faceplate
of the metal -shell picture tube (right)
diffuses the reflection from the lighted
match-while the untreated faceplate of
the other tube "mirrors" it.
Here is the answer to an awkward
problem ... and RCA metal-shell kinescopes solve it simply. They suppress
bothersome reflections from room lights
and other bright objects. And they reproduce clear, graphic pictures over the
entire faceplate area.

it... now

you don't!

Give your TV line a powerful new sales
lift. Make your sets "reflection-free"with RCA metal-shell kinescopes.

For technical data or design help,
write RCA, Commercial Engineering,
Section 42DR. Or just call your nearest
RCA Field Office:

RCA

Metal -Shell Kinescopes

(EAST) Humboldt 5.3900, 415 S. 5th St.,
Harrison, N. J.
( MIDWEST) Whitehall 4.2900, 589 E. Illinois St.,
Chicago, Ill.

RCA-21AP4

(WEST) Madison 9.3671, 420 S. San Pedro St.,

plates that suppress annoying
room reflections

Los Angeles, Cal.

(magnetic focus type)

(

electrostatic -

focus type)

-the picture tubes with the face -

RADIO CORPORATION
ELECTRON TUBES

RCA-21MP4

of AMERICA
HARRISON, N. J.

